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THE ANCIENT CRITIC AT WORK

The large but underrated corpus of Greek scholia, the marginal and
interlinear notes found in manuscripts, is a very important source
for ancient literary criticism. The evidence of the scholia significantly
adds to and enhances the picture that can be gained from studying the
relevant treatises (such as Aristotle’s Poetics): scholia also contain con-
cepts that are not found in the treatises, and they are indicative of how
the concepts are actually put to use in the progressive interpretation of
texts. The book also demonstrates that it is vital to study both ancient
terminology and the cases where a particular phenomenon is simply
paraphrased. Nineteen thematic chapters provide a repertoire of the
various terms and concepts of ancient literary criticism. The relevant
witnesses are extensively quoted in Greek and English translation. A
glossary of Greek terms (with translation) and several indices enable
the book also to be used for reference.
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Introduction

Ancient literary criticism is not the least studied subject of classical studies.
The author of a new book on the topic cannot take it for granted that the
field will unconditionally welcome the results of his efforts. So why this
book?

A general overview of extant scholarship on ancient literary criticism
recognises three major areas of interest. Scholars (i) explore the origins
of ancient literary criticism (e.g. in Aristophanes or Plato) or (ii) they
interpret the relevant ‘technical’ treatises (Aristotle’s Poetics, Ps.Longinus’
On the Sublime, Ps.Demetrius’ On Style, etc.) or specific parts of them, or
(iii) they provide collections (sometimes annotated and/or translated) of
relevant passages from the texts of categories (i) and/or (ii). Conversely,
literary criticism in the scholia is an underworked topic. Given that there
is an undeniable interest in ancient literary criticism, this lack of attention
is surprising and, as this book attempts to demonstrate, not justified. For
the scholia are apt to put into perspective and supplement the evidence that

 See e.g. most recently Ford (), Ledbetter (), also Harriott (), Kennedy (: Chapters
–).

 Scholars either focus on the single treatise, e.g. Halliwell () on Aristotle’s Poetics, Russell ()
on Ps.Longinus, Schenkeveld () on Ps.Demetrius, etc., and see also the various articles in Laird
(), or they present the evidence in the form of a synthesis, e.g. Grube (), Fuhrmann ([]
), Kennedy (: Chapters –). The disputed authenticity of On the Sublime (Heath )
can be ignored in the present context.

 See e.g. Lanata (), Russell and Winterbottom (), Murray ().
 Cf. Montanari (: ): ‘L’analisi di quanto c’è nella scoliografia di terminologia retorica e di

ricorso a concetti retorici è un lavoro che è stato fatto in modo molto parziale e limitato.’ The last
decades have seen only one monograph that is entirely devoted to the subject: Meijering (),
which despite its great merits leaves sufficient room for further research. The same applies mutatis
mutandis to other contributions, such as the seminal article by N. J. Richardson (). On earlier
scholarship see below.

 It may be pointless to speculate about the reasons for this lack of attention. It is, however, important
to note that the organisational principle of most studies on ancient literary criticism is the individual
ancient scholar. Scholia, on the other hand, are very often ‘anonymous’ (see below on sources) and
difficult to date, which is not amenable to this format.
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can be gathered from the treatises. Both scholia and treatises have their
respective merits and limitations, and much can be gained if one allows
one type of source to throw light on the other and vice versa.

An important strength of treatises (as compared with the scholia) is their
systematic approach. The selection of topics is premeditated and follows a
meaningful order. The single phenomenon is given a definition and usually
illustrated with an example. Such a systematic approach is not to be found
in the scholia because the selection of topics and the order are determined
by the text that is commented on (to say nothing of the composite nature
and brevity of scholia, on which see below). If one is inclined to deplore
the fact that treatises, on occasion, provide too much theory and too
little application to actual examples, the scholia probably err in the opposite
direction. On the positive side, scholia discuss a much greater number of
passages than treatises do. That is to say, the particular term or concept
is applied more extensively, whereas treatises tend to focus on one or a
few passages (often the locus classicus that fits the description particularly
well). Since scholia comment on many passages, they can provide a more
complex (occasionally even contradictory) picture of the particular literary
device. In addition, the scholia attempt, at least in principle, to come
to grips with texts in their entirety, whereas treatises select single passages
that help make the particular point. As a result, the scholia provide a very
good insight into how critics made use of the various scholarly tools in the
daily business of explaining the Greek ‘classics’ in their entirety (hence The
Ancient Critic at Work).

This also applies, no less importantly, to those questions of literary
criticism that the treatises do not discuss at all or only en passant. Here
again the scholia can provide important supplements to the evidence gained
from the treatises.

the presentation of the material and its
methodological implications

Two forms of presentation are in principle available for this type of research.
Either the main organising principle is the Greek terms, and the account
essentially follows, except for the alphabetical order, the format of a lexicon,

 As to reconstructing the pre-Aristotelian origins of literary criticism, the scholia prove to be of little
help.

 Rhetorical handbooks, in particular, are characterised by the recurrence of the same few examples
that illustrate a specific phenomenon.

 Such contradictions may of course be the result of different authorship.
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or one attempts to form clusters of notes that have a significant common
denominator (here, a particular concept of literary criticism), irrespective
of whether they make use of exactly the same terminology. Both methods
have their strengths and their weaknesses. However, the second seemed
preferable for the present book for the following reasons.

Firstly, the scholia often comment on questions of literary criticism with-
out recourse to ‘standard’ technical vocabulary. Instead the critic simply
gives a periphrastic description of a phenomenon for which others may use
a technical term. Or there may be no technical term at all. With a strict
focus on Greek terms these instances are usually lost.

Secondly, a focus on Greek terms works best when the material under
discussion is fairly homogeneous. In such a case, one is entitled to start from
the assumption that the same term has a similar meaning throughout.

However, a very heterogeneous corpus such as the scholia does not fulfil
this condition. In the course of doing research for this book it became
increasingly clear that the individual terms are often used with so little
consistency that a presentation of the evidence which takes the Greek
terms as its primary organising principle does not seem advisable.

These two difficulties tip the balance in favour of a presentation which
generally concentrates on the underlying concepts. Consequently, it com-
bines and discusses the Greek material under modern rubrics. This entails
the potential risk that the modern scholar imposes on the material con-
cepts that are essentially foreign to his ancient predecessors. The problem
is a serious one, and an effort has been made throughout to explain the
viewpoint of the ancient scholars and to bring out how they understand the
phenomenon under consideration. Whether this attempt has been suc-
cessful is for the reader to decide. Moreover, the discussion of the particular
concept does, of course, draw attention to technical vocabulary and discuss

 The third organising principle, by individual critic, is a priori excluded for the reasons given in
n. . The two methods described in the main text can also be referred to as ‘semasiological’ and
‘onomasiological’ respectively.

 The absence of a term does not a priori mean that the underlying concept is unknown, as Aristarchus
knew well (see schol. A Il. .c Ariston.).

 This assumption may, in the individual case, need to be corrected, but this does not disprove the
general method as such.

 In this connection it is worth mentioning that studies with a professed focus on Greek terminology
(e.g. N. J. Richardson , Meijering ) also tend to incorporate materials that have been
collected according to the method advocated here.

 It is important to note that, in any case, this ‘requires a kind of translation: primary material has to
be recast in “alien” concepts or formats in order to be described at all’: Laird (: ), who argues
that the principle formulated by Kennedy (: xii: ‘it [is] best to expound the ancient critics in
their own terms rather than to recast their thought in alien concepts’) is an ‘ideal [that] can never
be realized’. See also the preceding n.
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its semantics whenever it seems appropriate. Together with the Glossary of
Greek terms (pages –), this should enable the reader to have the best
of both worlds.

The emphasis on the ancient outlook has an impact on how secondary
literature is treated in this book. Modern titles which discuss the ancient
view of the particular term or concept take a privileged position, and
references to such titles try to be exhaustive or at least representative.
Conversely, no attempt has been made to document consistently how
the literary phenomenon in question is explained in modern scholarship
(without recourse to ancient explanations). Such references are given only
sparingly because an explanation of how modern scholars understand the
various concepts lies beyond the scope of this book. This can also affect its
diction. At times, the account resorts to a straightforward description (‘this
passage is an example of X’) in order to avoid the potentially cumbersome
repetition of phrases such as ‘this passage is said to be an example of X’.
Straightforward description of this kind should, however, not be taken as a
sign of agreement on the part of modern scholars in general or the author
of this book in particular. The goal throughout is to present the viewpoint
of ancient scholars.

As to secondary literature that does deal with literary criticism in Greek
scholia, it has already been mentioned that it is scarce, despite a noticeable
increase in recent years. Conversely, an interest in, as it was called at the
time, ‘aesthetic’ questions inspired a certain number of studies and disser-
tations in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and they often
provide valuable insights and/or collections of relevant scholia (for details
see the individual chapters below). There are, however, recurrent difficulties
which recommend caution. One is an overemphasis on Quellenforschung
that often results in two mutually dependent shortcomings. These scholars
are often too confident that they can positively identify the source of a
scholion. And once they have done so with apparent success, they often
stop short and do not look closely enough at the individual instance of the
literary phenomenon under discussion and its potential complexities. The
latter problem is a general one in that the methods of the period enabled
scholars to deal particularly well with questions of textual criticism, whereas
literary criticism was often considered second rate and therefore not always

 This problem is particularly virulent in the works of Adolf Roemer and, to a lesser degree, those
of his pupils, whose criterion for identifying Aristarchean notes often seems to be little more than
their own agreement with the point made (M. Schmidt : , ). More generally see the survey
of earlier scholarship on the sources of the bT-scholia to the Iliad by Schmidt (: –), whose
conclusions are mostly negative.
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pursued with sufficient acumen. Despite these difficulties, however, the
relevant studies must not be underrated in their importance and can often
be used with great benefit.

The book is divided into two parts. The first part (Chapters  to )
deals with the more general concepts of literary criticism which ancient
scholars recognised in various texts and did not a priori consider typical
of a particular poet or genre. For the sequence of the chapters in this first
part, an attempt has been made to proceed from the more general to the
more specific (but to keep thematically related chapters together). The
second part deals with literary devices that were primarily seen as typical
of a particular poet (Homer, Chapters  to ) or genre (drama, Chapter
).

Regarding the distribution of the material over nineteen thematic chap-
ters, it should be clear that its primary purpose is to give the book a
transparent structure in order to make it more user-friendly. The risk of
separating what belongs together is reduced by cross-referencing, a thematic
index and a comprehensive index locorum. Besides, a ‘compartmentalised’
presentation of the material is perhaps the most appropriate for a genre
that has been described in terms of an ‘atomisation’ (Most : –) or
‘morselisation’ (Goldhill : –) of the texts that are commented on.

As to the selection of topics, it goes without saying that approaches and
methods of literary criticism are the central focus of attention. Within
this group, preference is given to the topics that are discussed prominently
in the scholia because, unlike the treatises, the scholia have so far not
received the attention they deserve. For the same reason this book does
not normally cover questions of literary criticism that are primarily dealt
with in the treatises if they do not play an important role in the scholia
too. The main criterion in this case is whether or not the evidence of the
scholia substantially adds to that of the treatises and other sources. In

 It is no less telling that the authors of such ‘aesthetic’ studies often oscillate between defending
and deprecating their topic: e.g. Roemer (: v–vi), Lehnert (: –), Bachmann (: –),
Griesinger (: –).

 Readers will notice that the first part, too, is to some extent dominated by examples that are taken
from the Homeric scholia. This is due to the overwhelming position of Homer in ancient scholarship
(resulting, among other things, in a corpus of scholia that is quantitatively and qualitatively far
superior to any other) and does not contradict the principle of presentation advocated here.

 For a brief description of questions other than literary criticism in the scholia see below.
 Generally speaking, no topic seems to be altogether absent from the scholia, but on occasion their

discussions seem to add comparatively little to what we know from the treatises. Consequently,
the following topics are either not discussed at all or only en passant: (i) verbal composition (incl.
questions of word choice, word order, euphony), on which see e.g. Schenkeveld (), Janko
(); (ii) the various theories of style (e.g. ‘grand, middle, plain’; but cf. Chapter ), on which
see e.g. Russell (: xxx–xlii, with bibl.); (iii) biographical data, on which see e.g. Blum (),
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accordance with the decision in favour of an onomasiological approach,
the book does, of course, include scholia that do not expressly address
questions of literary criticism, but nevertheless reflect such concepts in their
argumentation.

There is, especially from an ancient point of view, no clear-cut distinc-
tion between literary criticism and rhetoric. The two areas often merge
into one another; or rather, literary criticism did not exist as an indepen-
dent discipline but was a part of rhetoric (and grammatike). It seems,
nevertheless, justifiable for a study on literary criticism not to try to cover
the domain of rhetoric exhaustively. The more ‘technical’ rhetorical figures
such as epanalepsis, isocolon, homoioteleuton, etc. do not really belong to
‘literary criticism’ and, more importantly, are better studied on the basis of
the relevant rhetorical handbooks.

Finally, it will be self-evident that this book does not aspire to com-
pleteness in the strict sense. The selection of topics intends to give a
representative overview of the major questions of literary criticism that are
discussed in the scholia. The examples and references given in the var-
ious chapters occasionally strive for exhaustiveness, but are more often,
especially in the case of widely used concepts and terms, strictly exempli
gratia. Such a selectivity might seem questionable (cf. Ford : :
‘we are always taking from them [sc. the Homeric scholia] what we find

Arrighetti (, ). The only poet whose biography plays more than a marginal role in the
scholia is Pindar (see Lefkowitz : esp. –), in particular the relation to his ‘rivals’ Simonides
and Bacchylides (see Chapter ). In general, however, the bulk of the evidence on the lives of Greek
poets comes from sources other than scholia (see e.g. Lefkowitz ).

 See, for example, Nicanor’s discussion of the punctuation in Il. .– (schol. A Il. .– Nic.,
discussed in Chapter ).

 On the interrelationship between literary criticism and rhetoric see e.g. Classen (). Some
scholars (e.g. Arrighetti in response to Classen’s paper, see Montanari : ) argue that one
should not speak of ‘literary criticism’, because ancient critics do not do so themselves. This,
however, would seem a restriction similar to the limitations of a strict focus on Greek terms (see
above). The grammatike, defined e.g. by Eratosthenes (ap. schol. D. T. p. .– Hilgard) as ��
�
������� �� ������	
 (‘the complete skill in literature’, see Schenkeveld : ), could no doubt
entail questions of literary criticism. However, the famous �� 	
� ��
����� (‘critical judgment of
poems’) in the opening section of the grammatike techne by Dionysius Thrax (p. . Uhlig) should
not be called into play, since it appears to concern matters of authenticity (Schenkeveld : 
n. ).

 The relevant material is usefully collected by Ernesti (), Volkmann (), Lausberg ([]
), Anderson (). For a collection of Iliadic scholia see Erbse (VII: –), but several of his
categories seem to be grammatical rather than rhetorical (e.g. infinitive for imperative, etc.). As for
Lausberg ([] ), readers are advised to use the German original. The benefit of the English
translation () is impaired by inaccurate translations and typographical errors.

 The following rule of thumb applies: lists that give up to, say, five examples and, more importantly,
add a paraphrase of the scholion (or the passage that is commented on) usually provide a selection
that is meant to be representative.
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congenial and discarding the rest’), especially if it results in the suppression
of relevant evidence. In the present case, an attempt has been made to
provide a platform for ‘dissenting voices’ too. If none are cited, this should
be taken as an indication that I could not find one that expressly disagreed
with this particular point or methodological concept. As to completeness
itself, it seems very unlikely that it can be achieved with such a large and
heterogeneous corpus as the scholia and with the onomasiological approach
chosen here.

the material and its characteristics

The focus on literary criticism determined the selection of primary source
material. A systematic analysis has been applied to the scholia on the
poets Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristo-
phanes, Callimachus, Theocritus, Apollonius of Rhodes and the prose
writer Lucian. Conversely, the scholia on more ‘technical’ poetry (Aratus,
Nicander, Oppian) rarely deal with questions of literary criticism. The
same holds true, albeit for different reasons, for the scholia on the
Batrachomyomachia, Lycophron and on most prose authors: historiogra-
phers (Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon), Plato, the orators (Aeschines,
Demosthenes, etc.) and ‘technical’ prose (e.g. Hippocrates or Dionysius
Thrax). Consequently, these other scholia have only been studied selec-
tively, usually in the form of index searches for specific terms. Within the
group of ‘poetic’ scholia, scholia vetera and recentiora have both been taken
into account (provided they have been edited), but the argument of the
book mostly rests on scholia vetera.

In light of the complementary relation between the scholia and the
technical treatises (see above), the latter have been taken into account
whenever appropriate.

The interpretation of the Homeric scholia was accompanied by regular
consultation of Eustathius’ commentaries, especially where the latter helped
elucidate the meaning of the former. It is, however, not the goal of this
book to analyse Eustathius’ terms and concepts of literary criticism in their
own right.

 To include instances of implicit disagreement would have been impractical.
 For a useful description of the various Scholiencorpora see Dickey (, esp. chapter , with

extensive bibl.).
 On the conventions of quotation see below pages -.
 Much relevant information has been collected by van der Valk in the prefaces to his edition (see

also n.  below).
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As indicated in the subtitle of the book, the focus is on Greek materials. It
is clear, though, that, for example, Servius on Vergil or Donatus on Terence
draw on essentially the same tradition as their Greek peers. However, a
systematic incorporation of Latin materials would have required adding
a completely new dimension and discussing the relation between Greek
and Latin terminology (despite the fact that Latin commentators often use
Greek terms). It seemed preferable to proceed step by step and to leave
such a comparison to future research. As a result, Latin sources are taken
into account only selectively.

characteristics of scholia

One goal of this book is to make the scholia better accessible. In order to
help the reader deal with the material (in particular the scholia that are
not quoted and translated here), it will be useful to describe the external
characteristics of scholia, starting with the ones that can be an obstacle to
a correct understanding. Most important are:

Composite nature: scholia can consist of up to five basic elements: (i)
the lemma (i.e. the verbatim quotation of the passage under discussion;
on the principles of quoting see below); (ii) a translation of (part of ) the
passage; (iii) a paraphrase of (part of ) the passage; (iv) quotation(s) (e.g.
of parallel passages); (v) the commentator’s own words (e.g. explanations).
The identification of these five basic elements can be complicated by the
following facts: (a) the transition from one element to the next can be
very abrupt (cf. on brevity below); (b) all five elements are written in
essentially the same language; (c) all five elements can occur several times
in a single scholion. Modern editions of scholia try to clarify the picture
by highlighting the lemma (usually by spacing it out) and/or setting it off
(colon or square bracket after the lemma), by putting quotation marks

 The present account only lists a few salient points. For a general introduction to reading scholia see
Dickey ().

 Obviously, it is impossible to draw a sharp dividing line between translation and paraphrase. The
latter can, but need not be, introduced by expressions such as ! "# ����� (�
�$��), � ���������
(�
�$��), � "# %�&� (�$ ����'), ! ��$� or ( "
���
�. Note, however, that � %�&� can also
introduce a repetition of the passage under discussion which re-establishes the natural word order
(also expressed by ( �����'� �), or may simply mean ‘what comes next’.

 The general point perhaps needs to be qualified. Lemma and quotation reproduce, of course, the
language of the text under discussion, whereas the three other parts are written in a generic Attic
Greek, often with distinctly late features (on which see below). However, it will be evident that a
modern reader finds � "# �)��� “�)���” *+� 	��,�� �����
, ���-�. �/��� ��� ��0 ��0 �1��
�

�2����� (schol. b Il. .e Did.) more difficult to understand than ‘Aristarchus writes �)��� as
�)���, wrongly; for we always say �/��� and �1��
�
’.
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around verbatim quotations and by separating the various notes on the
same line (a, b, c, etc.). Even so the reader must reckon with abrupt changes
that can affect virtually every aspect: subject-matter, level of sophistication,
etc. To be on the safe side, it is advisable not to take it for granted that what
appears as one scholion in the printed edition automatically represents the
unequivocal view of a single scholar on one particular issue. This composite
and heterogeneous nature of the scholia also advises against making rash
generalisations with regard to the scholia on a particular author, let alone
the corpus as a whole.

Brevity: scholia can be very short and elliptical, and take many things for
granted that the reader is expected to infer for himself or herself. There are
three possible sources for this apparent laconism: (i) the original commen-
tator; (ii) the scholar(s) who excerpted the commentaries (3��������),
especially when transferring the notes to the more limited space on the
margins of the manuscript; (iii) textual corruption. Of these, the second
factor is no doubt the one that is most often to be held responsible for the
brevity of the scholia. Textual corruption is particularly insidious because
it comprises a component of randomness, whereas in the two cases of
deliberate brevity one can at least assume that what is left is meant to make
sense. But even then, the omissions can be puzzling and create difficult
ambiguities. When trying to fill these gaps by inference, the modern
reader is well advised to apply a careful analysis to the various sources of
information, not least to the text that is commented on in the scholion.

Different system of reference: in the absence of the modern system of
consistently numbering ancient texts (e.g. Il. .), ancient scholars refer
to passages by means of verbatim quotation, usually the word(s) from the
beginning of the line (e.g. �,����* �� 4�5��, i.e. Il. .). This applies
both to the lemma and to quotations within the scholion. One consequence
is that, contrary to modern practice, the lemma does not necessarily quote
the word(s) which is/are actually explained in the scholion. The quotation
helps the ancient reader to find the passage as such (hence the focus on the

 Unfortunately, this only applies to actual quotations, but usually not to translations or paraphrases.
 The exact details of the textual history of scholia are extremely difficult to reconstruct (see e.g. Erbse

 and below pages -).
 For example, the scholia regularly omit the subject of the sentence. This often leads to the question

whether the subject is the poet or a character (cf. below n. ) or whether the subject is the same as
in the previous sentence, which should not a priori be taken for granted.

 In recognition of this fact, the scholia quoted in this book will normally be contextualised by means
of a brief paraphrase of the passage under discussion. Readers will nevertheless find it useful to have
a copy at hand of the texts that are primarily commented on in the scholia (see above).

 There are, of course, other systems of reference such as intermarginal notes written above the word(s)
in question or corresponding signs.
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beginning of the line), just as line numbers do in a modern commentary.
The specific point of reference within the line need not be spelled out
as part of the quotation. The same system also applies to quotations
(e.g. of parallels) within the scholion. A few words from the beginning of
the line have the same function as ‘cf. Il. .’ in a modern commentary.
Occasionally, the quotation of the first few words can even refer to a passage
of several lines (i.e. ‘cf. Il. .ff.’). The ancient reader was expected to
supply the rest for himself by either remembering or, less probably, looking
up the relevant passage.

Late Greek: in terms of language, the scholia often display character-
istics that are typical of late Greek. This applies to both vocabulary and
syntax. Readers who are primarily familiar with classical Greek may profit
from consulting specialised works of reference in addition to their usual
handbooks.

Technical vocabulary: the general difficulties of late vocabulary are
increased by technical jargon that often comes from a grammatical or
rhetorical background. Here again it is advisable to consult specialised
works of reference.

In addition to the characteristics that can impede a proper understand-
ing, other features worth mentioning are recurrent patterns of argumenta-
tion. It should, however, be borne in mind that scholia are a very heteroge-
neous ‘genre’. The features listed in this section recur with some frequency,
but do not, of course, apply to all the scholia.

 Modern editions of scholia usually ‘correct’ the lemma by means of supplementing and excising (e.g.
schol. A Il. .a Ariston. {�/�� �� *.} ! ��� �6� 〈5 �7 �8 ����� ��� ���〉). Such an editorial
practice no doubt makes life easier for a modern reader, but is likely to be foreign to ancient practice
(van Thiel ).

 E.g. schol. T Il. .c ex. (Did.?) quotes only the first few words from Il. . and Od. ., but
the context makes it clear that the commentator has in mind Il. .– and Od. .–.

 For morphological and syntactical peculiarities, there is a very useful list by Schneider (a) based
on Apollonius Dyscolus but equally applicable to the scholia and other ‘technical’ texts. Grammars
on the Greek of the New Testament (e.g. Blass and Debrunner ) are also helpful. For general
vocabulary, LSJ can be supplemented by Lampe’s Patristic Greek Lexicon () and the old Thesaurus
Linguae Graecae (Stephanus –); see also the next n.

 For grammatical terminology see Leidenroth (: only words beginning with �; : words
beginning with �) and Heubach (), who both focus on the Homeric scholia. More generally see
the annotated word indices in Uhlig (), Schneider (b), Lallot (: II –), Dalimier
(: –) and Dickey (: –); cf. also the grammatical dictionary by Bécares Botas
(, not always reliable). Terms of textual criticism in the scholia are explained by Heubach (,
). For rhetorical terminology see especially Ernesti (), Volkmann (), Lausberg ([]
), Anderson (). Much can be learned for the scholia from van der Valk’s notes on
Eustathius’ terminology (these notes can easily be found by means of the Index III (Keizer :
–), which marks the annotated passages with an ∗). See also the Glossary of Greek terms on
pages –. The collection of critical vocabulary in papyrus commentaries to the Iliad by Nardi
() does not give explanations and is mostly superseded by Erbse’s indices.
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A very common, probably timeless, principle for a commentator is to
compare similar passages and to back the argument with parallels. The
ancient equivalent for ‘cf.’ in a modern commentary is 9� (�), �:��
(�), which is followed by a quotation of the (beginning of the) relevant
passage (see above on system of reference). However, the scholia can omit
such a comparative term, and the reader is expected to make the right
inference about the function of the quoted passage (see above on brevity).
On occasion, such notes provide clusters of parallels, which points to a
systematic treatment of the relevant phenomenon.

Systematic study of entire texts and comparison of relevant passages
also underly the notes which argue that the passage under discussion con-
tradicts (��,�	��
, "
�����;�) another, thereby testifying to a general
concern about inconsistencies of all kinds. The scholia regularly reflect
lively discussions about whether the contradiction is real or only apparent.

Another important scholarly principle is to establish a norm that is based
on an examination of the entire works, for example, of a particular poet or
poets in general. The scholia are rich in notes that refer to a poet’s habit
(<���, �/��2��
, 	=�����, �� , 9� �� ���), to what ‘is typical of poet X’
(e.g. ��
	�����
��, schol. Ar. Av. ) or ‘typical of poets’ in general
(��
�
�-�). Such notes can include the discussion of real or apparent
exceptions to the rule. More generally, the scholia display a penchant for
commenting on passages that are exceptional in one way or the other,
because they stand out in their exceptionality and therefore catch the
scholar’s eye. Such notes regularly presuppose a standard norm or pattern,
often without spelling it out explicitly.

Scholia often take the form of ‘question and answer’: for example, ‘why is
it that ("
�  ) . . . ? Answer/solution (�=	
�): because (>
) . . .’ or the like.
This goes back in essence to the period (starting probably with Aristotle)
when scholars recognised ‘difficulties’ (?�����) and offered ‘solutions’
(�=	�
�) to overcome the problem. The argumentative pattern ‘question
and answer’ is too common to point to single authorship of the relevant
notes (see below). The various �=	�
� (‘solutions’) that were common
in ancient scholarship include: �=	
� �� &� �2���� (lit. ‘solution from
the word/diction’, i.e. careful semantic analysis of the word or expression,
including its specific context); �=	
� �� �$ ���	���' (lit. ‘solution from
the character [speaking]’, see Chapter ); �=	
� �� �$ ��
��$ (lit. ‘solution
from the specific moment’, i.e. careful examination of the present context);

 On ?����� and �=	�
� in general see Pfeiffer (: –). A recurrent type of ?���� is the
recognition of contradictions and inconsistencies (both real and apparent), a topic on which the
scholia have a great deal to say (see above).
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�=	
� ��� �$ <��'� (lit. ‘solution from the habit’, i.e. differences between
the habits at the fictitious date of the text and ‘now’).

For the most part, scholia cater to an audience of readers (also suggested
by the format of the manuscripts and the layout on the page). This even
applies to the tragic and comic scholia. Although not completely oblivious
to the performative aspect, scholars mostly address questions that a reader
of the plays might have (see Chapter ).

Ancient commentators regularly take issue with how their predecessors
or colleagues treat the passage under discussion. Polemics are not unusual
in that connection. The predecessors and colleagues often remain anony-
mous and are referred to by the indefinite pronoun 
�2� (‘some’). Often
the critic will have known who the 
�2� are, but decided not to mention
them. (As an alternative explanation the expression 
�2� can also reflect the
abbreviation process that the scholia underwent; see above.) In fact, 
�2�
need not even designate more than one scholar (cf. e.g. schol. A Il. .b
Ariston., where 
�2� designates Zenodotus, see Erbse ad loc.). However,
his or their identity can be established only rarely, especially if the scholar
who wrote the relevant note remains anonymous too, which is often the
case in many of the scholia discussed in this book (see below on sources).

Although it does not immediately affect the argument of this book, it
may be worth listing other external characteristics of scholia: they tend to
peter out towards the end of the text that is commented on. This is likely
to reflect, at least in part, a similar tendency of the ancient 3��������
(‘commentaries’) from which the scholia were copied onto the margins of
the manuscripts. But an increasingly tired scribe or excerptor can also be
the cause.

Scholia regularly list alternative explanations without indicating which
alternative is to be preferred. Especially in the cases where they are intro-
duced by @���� (‘alternatively’), they are likely to go back to different
sources. Conversely, alternative explanations separated by � (‘or’) can derive

 On the various �=	�
� see in general Gudeman (); on �=	
� �� &� �2���� in particular see
Combellack (); on differences in habit see in general M. Schmidt ().

 In this connection, an apparent terminological oddity is worth pointing out. The word ���=�
�
(lit. ‘to hear’) and its cognates regularly designate the process of reading (Schenkeveld ) and
are rendered thus throughout this book. They should not be taken as an indication that ancient
scholars were aware, for example, of the oral background and performance of the Homeric epics.
This meaning of ���=�
� derives from the ancients’ habit of reading aloud (Schenkeveld : )
or having texts read to them (Busch ; also Chapter  with n. ). However, I find it difficult
to imagine that the latter method also obtained to (texts furnished with) scholia.

 Aristarchus even created a particular marginal sign, the diple periestigmene (>:), in order to indicate
passages where he disagreed with Zenodotus.

 Note that even the very full commentaries by Eustathius become slightly thinner towards the end,
which may be due to the fact that much has been said in the earlier parts that is then taken for
granted.
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from the same source. However, this general rule of thumb must be applied
with caution (on the fundamental difficulty of identifying sources see
below).

A rather different type of recurrent characteristic is the one that reflects
the critics’ outlook or even bias. Five approaches to the material, in partic-
ular, are worth mentioning:

(i) Strong interest in moral questions. Ever since Xenophanes’ criticism
(DK  B ), the question whether or not poetry undermines the moral
basis of a society was a hotly debated topic which pervades ancient
scholarship. The scholia are no exception to this rule and provide
scores of examples that argue with a view to morality. Immediate
and important products of this moralising outlook are: the allegorical
explanation of poetry, which is the most widespread and long-lived
form of defence; the larger issue of the educative function of literature
(sometimes in combination with biographical readings). In addition,
scholars repeatedly argue with a view to poetic justice.

(ii) Greek chauvinism. This bias occurs with particular frequency in the
form of anti-Trojan polemics in the scholia to the Iliad, but foreigners
in other texts can be affected too.

 On the moralising outlook see the classic article on ��2��� by Pohlenz (a), who demonstrates
that the question of ‘appropriateness’ can cover both ethics and aesthetics; see also Lundon’s
introduction to his Italian translation of Pohlenz (Lundon c).

 On allegoresis see e.g. Wehrli (), Buffière (), Pépin (), Lamberton (), van der
Pool (), Ramelli (, ), Struck (). The remarkably increased interest in recent
scholarship provides further justification for the omission from the present book. Moreover, despite
recent protests to the contrary (e.g. Konstan : xxiv–xxv), Russell’s point that ‘the long and
complex history of ancient allegorical interpretation . . . has to do with the history of religion and
ethics more than with that of literary criticism’ (: –) is not completely unfounded.

 Scholia that attribute an educative function to poetry can be found in Schmid (, devoted to
Homer as the source of all wisdom, see below) and Sluiter (: –); see also the Iliadic scholia
collected by Erbse (VII: –). A systematic study is being prepared by J. Wißmann. For the notion
‘the poet as teacher’ in general see e.g. Russell (: –). On biographical readings see the works
cited in n. . The underlying idea in all these cases is that the ‘Classics’ set a model which can be
imitated in various respects (morally, rhetorically, poetically, etc.).

 E.g. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (Aeneas will lose his horses because he boasts about them), bT Il.
.–b ex. (Tlepolemus dies in the duel with Sarpedon because he opened the verbal altercation,
while Sarpedon is only wounded), bT Il. .a ex. (Hippolochus’ hands are cut off because he took
the bribery with them; similarly, Pandarus is wounded in the tongue because he took a false oath
and the lesser Ajax’ mouth gets filled with dung because he insulted Idomeneus; the last point recurs
in schol. AbT Il. . ex.), S. Aj. a (Ajax is depicted as insubordinate, so that the spectators do
not find fault with the poet for having him punished by Athena); also schol. AbT Il. . ex.

 For a collection of Homeric scholia see Dittenberger (: –), cf. also von Franz (: –
), van der Valk (: –), N. J. Richardson (: –). M. Schmidt (: ) compares a
group of tragic scholia collected by Trendelenburg (: ) and makes the interesting suggestion
that a strand of ancient literary criticism expected a poet to take sides out of consideration for
his audience. Support for this view comes from Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Pomp. , p. .–
U.-R.), who criticises Thucydides for his lack of patriotism (Meijering : – n. ): ��,��
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(iii) Misogyny. Women are the other large ‘fringe group’ that can suffer
from a treatment that is less than fair.

(iv) Conservatism. There is a certain tendency to subscribe to the principle
‘old is good, new is bad’. This holds particularly true for poetry, where
Homer is so to speak the incarnation of ‘old is good’. The poetry of
the ������
 (lit. ‘younger [poets]’) is regularly considered inferior
(cf. Aristotle, e.g. Po. a–b, a–). The term �������/�

as such can designate any poet younger than Homer (incl. Hesiod:
schol. HMPQT Od. ., Hes. Th. ), but most often seems to
describe the cyclic poets or Euripides.

(v) Commonsensical argumentation. Scholars repeatedly argue with a
view to their (or their readers’) daily experience in real life and com-
pare the passage under discussion with it. Such arguments regularly
involve a certain degree of generalisation (‘this is typical of . . .’, ‘this
is how . . .’). The poet is then either praised for presenting characters
and things ‘how they really are’ or criticised for failing to do so.

Conversely, scholars may of course emphasise the difference between
‘then’ and ‘now’ (esp. with respect to the simplicity of Homeric life,
cf. above on �=	
� �� �$ <��'�). In addition to generalisation, the
commonsensical approach can also lead to rationalisation.

As before, it is important to note that these characteristics must not be
generalised. By no means all scholia are moralising, chauvinist, etc. The
point is that these characteristics are frequent enough to be singled out as
recurrent features. There are, however, countless scholia to which none of
these features applies.

topics other than literary criticism

Literary criticism is an important, but obviously not the only, aspect of a
poetic text that caught scholars’ attention. A very brief sketch attempts to

�#� ���
�	�� �� * A� ����� ���-� ����
� � BC����
���. >��� D C����� E�� ��0 *+����;��
�F� <"�
 ��
�;� (‘But he [sc. Thucydides] made the beginning at the point where Greek affairs
started to decline. As a Greek and Athenian, he should not have done this’). For the notion that
an historian may side with his compatriots see also Polybius .. or, less balanced, Plutarch de
Herodoti malignitate (passim).

 Examples from the Homeric scholia are collected by de Jong ().
 For examples see especially Chapters  and .
 E.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (Nestor’s voice is too weak to roar out above the din of the fleeing

army, so Homer has Odysseus speak first and then Nestor), bT Il. .a ex. (the fact that the Greek
fighters have put down their armour allows for Helen to point them out to Priam; while in armour,
they resembled each other too much).
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give at least an idea of the vast range of topics that are discussed in the
scholia.

Semantics is generally agreed to represent the oldest stratum of the
materials that are combined in the extant scholia (e.g. Henrichs ).
Starting first with the explanation of difficult poetic vocabulary (the so-
called glosses), scholars increasingly extended their efforts to all kinds of
semantic questions: explanation of the meaning of words and phrases
(often in the simplest form of translation or paraphrase), listing of syn-
onyms, information on usage (e.g. hapax legomena, correctness of diction,
dialectal distinctions, etc.), description of register, semantic explanation of
metaphors, katachresis, etc. In connection with semantics, some collec-
tions of scholia (e.g. the D-scholia to the Iliad) regularly display a curious
feature in that they also translate or paraphrase words that no ancient
reader is likely to have found difficult (e.g. �2��� = ��� ?��, schol.
D Il. .). The point seems to be that these scholia are not primarily
meant as a semantic explanation, but reflect a school exercise the purpose
of which is to help the student widen his vocabulary (Herington :
).

Linguistic questions also play a very important role in the scholia. Thus,
critics regularly discuss topics such as spelling, breathings, accents, prosody
(sometimes in connection with metre), morphology (incl. conjugations,
principal parts, declensions, word formation, etc.), dialects, parts of
speech, syntactical questions of all kinds, word order, punctuation (i.e. the
determination of ‘intonation units’ in the oral delivery of the text), etc.

 The bibliographical references in this section are selective. Preference is given to fundamental studies
that open up the field and to recent titles that incorporate previous scholarship.

 The Lexikon des frühgriechischen Epos consistently adduces the explanations of Homeric words given
in the scholia (D and scholia minora), see also the relevant sections of Erbse’s indices (VI: –,
VII: –, –). On the glossographers see Dyck (); for Aristarchus’ semantic studies see
Lehrs ([] : –), Dimpfl (), Severyns (: –); on correctness of diction see
Schenkeveld (: –); on dialect glosses see Latte (); Iliadic scholia on dialect are collected
by Erbse (VII: –).

 In the case of morphological explanations, the scholia often simply list the relevant words (e.g.
the principal parts of a verb or the words that follow the same principle of accentuation) without
further explanation (see Dickey : –).

 On the grammatical principles of Aristophanes of Byzantium see Callanan (); on Aristarchus’
see Ax (), Matthaios (); on prosody and morphology see Lehrs (), La Roche (: –
); on accentuation Laum (), to be used with caution; on punctuation L. Friedländer (:
–), Blank (), Gaffuri (); Homeric scholia on metre are collected by Rauscher (), on
the metrical scholia to Pindar see Irigoin () and for a very basic introduction Budelmann ().
For a collection of Iliadic scholia on various grammatical phenomena see the relevant sections
of Erbse’s index (s.vv. Accentus, Canones, Grammatica, Interpunctio, Ordo verborum, Orthographia,
Prosodia, Spiritus; also the relevant parts of his index on Rhetoric, see n.  above).
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A topic that is worth singling out because it was extremely popular is
etymology.

Textual criticism is another focus of Greek scholia. Although modern
scholars do not agree to what extent Alexandrian scholars actually produced
editions on the basis of systematic collation of different manuscripts, the
scholia amply document ancient concern for a correctly edited text. This
includes, for example, the discussion of variant readings, the justification
or rejection of athetesis, etc.

Leaving the level of the text itself, the explanation of all kinds of facts is of
prime importance to the ancient commentator. Regardless of the subject-
matter of the passage under discussion, scholars are keen to provide the
background information they consider necessary to grasp fully the point of
the passage. The list of topics is virtually endless and includes, for example,
geography, topography, ethnography, science (botany, zoology, astronomy,
etc.), medicine, psychology, history, politics, cultural studies, social studies,
religion, philosophy, Realien, etc. Explanations of this type can go hand
in hand with the conviction that poets – Homer in particular – are the
source of wisdom in every conceivable form (cf. the educative function,
above). On occasion, explanations of fact seem to gain a life of their
own and to provide rather more information than is necessary for the
correct understanding of the passage under discussion. Scholars take the

 On etymology in scholia see most recently Peraki-Kyriakou (, with lit.), also several of the
articles in Nifadopoulos (). For a collection of Iliadic scholia see Erbse (VII: –). Particular
attention was given to the etymology of names, especially those of gods, which was one of the topics
of Apollodorus’ monograph ���0 ��-� (in Homer) in twenty-four books (Pfeiffer : –, with
lit.). Etymological explanation of divine names, while found in many extant corpus of scholia, are
particularly frequent in the scholia to Hesiod’s Theogony.

 Textual criticism is probably the best-documented aspect of Greek scholia, with an enormous
bibliography. See e.g. La Roche (), Ludwich (–), Wilamowitz ([] ), Pfeiffer (),
Nickau (), Lührs (), Irigoin (), M. L. West (). However, despite intensive efforts
many fundamental questions still remain unclear or disputed; see e.g. the very different views on
Zenodotus as a textual critic held by Nickau (), van Thiel (, ), M. Schmidt ()
and M. L. West (: –). For a list of Iliadic variae lectiones see Erbse (VII: –). A note
on terminology: unlike its modern cognate, ‘athetesis’ in ancient scholarship means that the line is
considered spurious (and therefore marked with a marginal sign, usually an obelos). However, the
line in question remains in the text and is not deleted (e.g. Nickau : –). Given its focus on
ancient scholarship, the present book will use the word ‘athetesis’ in its original meaning.

 On Aristarchus’ studies of the Trojan topography see Lehrs ([] : –), Goedhardt ();
on the Weltbild see M. Schmidt (); on philosophical questions see van der Valk (: –),
van der Pool (). For Iliadic examples see Erbse’s index (s.vv. Agricultura, Animalia, Geographia,
Iura et ius, Medicina, Musica, Philosophia, Publica res, Religio et cultus deorum, Topographia).

 Relevant material is collected by Schmid (). For the various sources that testify to the notion of
an ‘omniscient’ Homer see Hillgruber (: –). Comparable is the tendency to credit Homer
with all kinds of ‘inventions’ (relevant scholia collected by Erbse VII: ).
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opportunity to put on display the poet’s vast knowledge (and, indirectly,
their own).

the sources of the scholia

The identification of sources is a very difficult task. This can be seen not
least from the fact that there is often little agreement among modern schol-
ars, except for the very general lines of the argument. Generally speaking,
there are four ways of tracing a scholion back to a source, usually an indi-
vidual scholar. The four methods, in descending order of reliability, are
these:

(i) The individual scholion (or its gist) is expressly attributed to a partic-
ular scholar or a ‘school’.

(ii) A general remark (usually in the form of a subscriptio at the end of the
text under discussion) lists the source(s) of that particular corpus of
scholia.

(iii) The scholion’s diction can be recognised as that of a particular scholar
or school.

(iv) The point made in the scholion can be recognised as that of a particular
scholar or school.

The first method is mostly reliable and causes relatively few problems
(errors, polemical misrepresentation). Its main deficiency is that it applies
only to a comparatively small number of scholia.

The results of the second method are impaired by the fact that it is a priori
unlikely (and often demonstrably not the case) that every scholion of the
particular corpus goes back to the source(s) mentioned. The most reliable
results can be gained in the case of the so-called Viermännerkommentar
(VMK) to the Iliad. In most other cases, however, the subscriptions turn
out to be of limited help or, quite often, do not exist at all. Their usefulness
for the present study is further reduced by the fact that many of the scholia
that can thus be identified deal with questions other than literary criticism.

The third method, though promising in principle, must be applied
with great caution. The particular expression, stylistic feature, etc. must
be specific enough to function as a litmus test. It has been recognised, for
example, that the recurrent pattern ‘question and answer’ (see above) is not
specific enough to guarantee that the source is Porphyry. What is more,

 The famous subscriptions to most of the individual books of the Iliad in ms. A (Venetus Graec.
, th cent.) identify four sources: Aristonicus, Didymus, Nicanor and Herodian.

 See Erbse (: –, esp. ) against the editorial principle of Schrader (: ). A new edition
of Porphyry is being prepared by Jake MacPhail.
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even an apparently watertight example such as the phrase 	���
�2��
>
 . . . (≈ ‘NB’, typical of Aristonicus) can be used to introduce an expla-
nation that contradicts Aristarchus’ view (M. Schmidt : , with
reference to schol. D Il. .). Caution is advised here. Technical vocab-
ulary, too, is not necessarily a reliable guide, for various reasons. Firstly,
technical vocabulary can easily become common knowledge and no longer
be the hallmark of a particular scholar or school. Secondly, the individ-
ual technical terms are sometimes used with so little consistency that they
must have gone through several stages or come from different backgrounds
altogether. Thirdly, there is no guarantee that ancient scholars were always
consistent in their terminology. Fourthly, it cannot be taken for granted
that the scholia always preserve the exact terminology of their source.

Against this backdrop, the difficulties and hazards of the fourth method
will need no further explanation.

This is not to say that the identification of sources is a priori a hopeless
endeavour and therefore a waste of time. Rather, the purpose is to explain
why Quellenforschung is not given the highest priority here. Unlike, say,
the comparatively firm ground of questions related to textual criticism
(cf., however, n. ), the type of scholion on which this book is primarily
based presents major obstacles to a successful identification of sources on
a larger scale. Instead of devoting too much space to arguments which,
at this stage, are likely to remain inconclusive, it seemed preferable to
prepare the ground for further research by first examining the consider-
able range of relevant terms and concepts of literary criticism. It is my
hope that, in combination with studies on other areas covered by the

 The mechanism by which technical vocabulary can gain a life of its own is probably a universal
phenomenon (cf. e.g. ‘intertextuality’ in today’s scholarship).

 On the last two points see Dyck (:  n. ): ‘It seems doubtful, however, that Herodian’s
terminology was as fixed as Wackernagel suggests . . . and it must always be borne in mind that
scholia cannot be relied upon to represent the ipsissima verba of the grammarians.’

 As to referring particular ideas to a specific school, it has become increasingly clear that the formerly
popular method of applying a tag such as ‘Stoic’ is not always based on sufficient evidence or
methodological rigour (see e.g. M. Schmidt :  n. , on the ‘Stoic’ term 	'��� �, which
according to Quintilian .. occurs in Isocrates already).

 Needless to say, the source is mentioned when it can be identified. For that reason, the Homeric
scholia are always referred to in their full form (i.e. including the manuscripts and, in the case of the
Iliadic scholia, the source as identified by Erbse). In the case of scholia to authors other than Homer,
an immediate correlation between manuscript and source does not seem to exist. Consequently, the
sigla are not listed, in order to save space.

 A representative example is the book on the bT-scholia by M. Schmidt (). Earlier studies which
claim certainty are mostly based on unsound methodology (see the critical survey by Schmidt :
–).
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scholia, this will eventually lead to a better understanding of their sources,
too.

translation

Given that scholia can be a challenge to the reader (see above), the notes
that are quoted in the main text are generally followed by a translation that
makes generous use of supplements (in pointed brackets) and identifica-
tions (in square brackets). Their purpose is to indicate what the text often
presupposes by implication (see above on brevity). The supplements do
not imply that this is how the text actually read at an earlier stage, but are
meant only to help understand the reasoning of the ancient critic. As a
further aid to the reader, the quotation is introduced by a brief contextu-
alisation, usually focusing on the gist of the passage that is commented on
in the scholion.

An especially difficult issue is the translation of technical vocabulary. It
has proved impossible to keep using the same equivalent for a particular
term, because ancient terminology is no more uniform than the modern
tends to be. Wherever appropriate, the semantic range of the relevant term
is discussed. In addition, the reader is also referred to the Glossary of Greek
terms (pages –), which lists the most important meanings of the
individual terms.

note on quotations and references

This book regularly quotes from and makes reference to editions that
may not be immediately available to the reader. In recognition of this fact,
quotations are given rather generously. As for the references to scholia, they
strictly reproduce the form in which they appear in the relevant edition

 One might object that the present book runs the risk of presenting in juxtaposition witnesses that
in reality come from rather different periods and/or backgrounds. True, but this risk could, at this
point, only be avoided at the price of giving up the idea of presenting a general overview. The
alternative, smaller case studies, may or may not succeed in positively identifying the source (see
preceding n.).

 One type of identification may need a justification. Scholia often do not specify the grammatical
subject of the sentence. In the case of speeches and dramatic texts this can lead to some uncertainty
as to whether the ancient critic is speaking of the poet or the character. Although the number of
truly doubtful cases is comparatively small, it seemed methodologically more sound to keep all the
identifications in brackets. Some readers may find ‘he [sc. Homer] . . .’ cumbersome after a while,
but it has the advantage of not suggesting a certainty which may not be there.
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(listed at the beginning of the bibliography) because this will generally
allow the reader to look up the text on the electronic TLG.

 NB this means that the system of reference can vary from corpus to corpus and, on occasion,
contradicts standard English practice (e.g. –, instead of –, for scholia to the Iliad).
References to Eustathius’ commentary on the Iliad are always given in a double form, e.g. .–
(= ..–). The former is the traditional system of reference; the latter reproduces volume, page
and line of van der Valk’s edition (–), which is adopted in the index volume to that edition
(Keizer ) and in the electronic TLG.



part i





chapter 1

Plot

Starting from a definition of plot (and its counterpart fabula) that is essen-
tially rooted in ancient rhetorical theory, the present chapter then goes on
to explore the various applications of the concept and its ramifications in
ancient literary criticism. These include questions such as overall plot struc-
ture, motivation and narrative coherence, forward and backward references
within the plot (prolepsis, analepsis) and their functions, the introduction
of characters and how this contributes to a coherent plot, changes of scene,
and the handling of multiple storylines and digressions.

The general distinction between fabula and plot is very common in
modern literary criticism. Fabula stands for a reconstruction, in chrono-
logical order, of the events that are narrated, irrespective of their relative
position in the text. Plot refers to the narrated events in the order and
disposition that the particular text under consideration exhibits. The plot
of the Iliad, for example, begins with Chryses’ arrival at the Greek ships
(Il. .), the fabula, say, with Paris’ judgment (cf. Il. .–). Although
the distinction as such is not explicitly made by ancient literary critics, a
comparable distinction nevertheless underlies their reasoning.

Ancient rhetorical theory differentiates between how to find an appro-
priate topic for one’s speech and how to make use of this topic in order
to construct the speech. Of especial importance in the present context

 See e.g. Genette (: – = : –), whose terms are histoire (Engl. ‘story’) for fabula and
récit (Engl. ‘narrative’) for plot. The general distinction, as is well known, goes back to the Russian
formalist Shklovsky, who speaks of ‘fabula’ and ‘sjuzhet’. The two concepts and their numerous
synonyms are the subject of a scholarly debate (see e.g. Lowe : –) which lies beyond the
scope of the present study. The terms chosen here are far from being ideal, but ‘plot’ is well-established
in this meaning, and ‘fabula’ allows me to keep using ‘story’ in a loose sense.

 On Aristarchus’ doubts about the authenticity see Chapter .
 The present chapter is indebted to the discussion by Meijering (: passim); cf. also Trendelenburg

(: –, –), Bachmann (: –, ; : –), Griesinger (: –), Steinmann
(: –), Bonner (: –), N. J. Richardson (: –), Nannini (: –), and the
titles listed in n. .
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is the model of Dionysius of Halicarnassus. He makes a distinction
between ‘subject-matter’ (������
���) and ‘style’ (���
���). The for-
mer is further divided into ‘preparation’ (����	��'� or �G��	
�) and
‘deployment’ (,�&	
� or �/����� �), the latter into ‘word choice’ (������
-� H������) and ‘composition (of words)’ (	=���	
�). ‘Preparation’
and ‘word choice’ are analogous, because they both refer to the action
of choosing (sc. subject-matter and words). ‘Deployment’ and ‘composi-
tion’ are analogous, because they both refer to the action of arranging (sc.
subject-matter and words). The notion of arranging the subject-matter in
a particular way (�/����� �) has many points of contact with ‘plot’.

The other rhetorical term for ‘order’, ��
�, originally meant the proper
distribution of the four parts of a speech (proem, narration, proof, epilogue)
and as such was a part of �/����� �. At some point, however, the two terms
came both to mean ‘order’ of and within the speech in general. And later
rhetorical sources even make a distinction between ��
�, which stands
for the natural order (ordo naturalis), and �/����� �, which describes the
artificial order (ordo artificiosus). Both Dionysius’ model and this later
development provide the basis for the denotation ‘plot’, which �/����� �
repeatedly has in the scholia and elsewhere. A good illustration of this sense
can be found in the ancient hypothesis to Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonus,

 D.H. Dem.  (cf. also Thuc. ). See the discussion by Meijering (: –), which includes
precursors such as Plato as well as later developments. For Dionysius’ model see also Volkmann (:
–) and the table in Pritchett (: xxxvi).

 The most common word for ‘subject-matter’ in ancient literary criticism is 3����	
�, which, given
its broad range of meanings (on which see Holwerda , Kassel , Meijering : –),
is more loosely defined than �/����� �. Generally speaking, 3����	
� can have the meaning of
�/����� � (e.g. when 3����	
� stands for ‘plot summary’), but not vice versa. There are, however,
single instances where �/����� � seems to be virtually synonymous with 3����	
� in the sense
of ‘subject-matter’, cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Eq. a. In addition, passages can be adduced where the
verb �/������;� seems to mean little more than simply ‘to write (poetry)’, e.g. Vita Aesch. suppl. d
(p.  Herington = A. test.  Radt). This state of affairs makes it extremely difficult to decide exactly
what Aristotle means when he criticises Euripides (Po. a: �/ ��0 � @��� �� �6 �/������;,
���� . . . ‘even if he does not arrange the other things well, at least . . .’); cf. the criticism in Ps.Long.
. (on Archilochus) and in schol. Ar. Ach. a (on the tragic poet Hieronymus, cf. TrGF  T ).
Euripides is repeatedly criticised in the Poetics and for various reasons: b (deus ex machina in
Med.), b– (recognition scene in Or.), a– (inappropriate characters in several plays,
sim. b–), a (insufficient integration of choral odes).

 E.g. Sulpicius Victor  (p. .– Halm). This meaning of �/����� � underlies Ps.Plut. Hom.
 (see Hillgruber : ad loc.). The implications of ��
� = ‘natural order’ are further explored in
Chapter .

 On �/����� � specifically see (in addition to the titles listed in n. ) Ernesti (: s.v.), Volkmann
(: –), Cardauns , Grisolia  (a slightly revised version of Grisolia , , ,
– and ). The first attestation of �/����� � in a stylistic context appears to be in Alcidamas
(soph. ), where, however, it describes the arrangement of words (Mariß : ). Another ancient
concept with strong similarities to ‘plot’ is Aristotle’s �$��� (on which see e.g. Heath : –),
which, however, does not seem to be taken up in the scholia.
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which goes under the name of one Sallustius, about whom nothing certain
is known (de Marco :  n.  with lit.).

@���� "2 �	
 ������' ( �/����� � �� -I "����
, 9� �F"��0 @���I 	,�"��.
(argum. IV S. OC, p. . de Marco)

Overall the plot of the play is ineffable, as in almost no other.

Although Sallustius does not specify why he praises the �/����� � of
Sophocles’ play, parallels make it very likely that he refers to the plot and
not the fabula. Aeschylus, for instance, is praised for presenting the pursuit
of Orestes in the middle of Eumenides and not at the beginning. Equally
interesting are the cases where the critic does not simply praise the plot,
but gives an actual description of it. (In Iliad , Diomedes is wounded
and forced to leave the battlefield. Odysseus deliberates in a monologue
whether to do the same or to stay and risk being wounded, which is in fact
what happens.)

,��	 ��� ���� �� �/����� �� <,�
 � �$ ��
���
	��$ -I *J"'		�;. ���
"�
��� ��'��, �� [cf. Il. .–] 5�=���
 �/	���
� ! ��
���, ���
��	��

�K� �� 	�'� [cf. .–]. @���� ��� L� ������� �� �	��
 �� ��$�.
(schol. bT Il. .– ex.).

The deliberation scene of Odysseus is useful for the <subsequent> plot. The poet,
intent on introducing the battle for the ships, first causes the wounding of the best
<fighters>, because it would have been absurd to set the ships on fire with them
present.

This critic briefly sketches the plot of Iliad – and describes the
function of the deliberation scene. Homer wants Odysseus to be wounded
just as Agamemnon or Diomedes have been, lest they figure among the
Greek defenders of the ships, which, from a Greek point of view, would
make the Trojan success implausible. Another scholion discusses the

 Cf. schol. A. Eum. a (quoted below), S. OC , Ar. Pax  (all three with explicit praise), E. Ph.
 (quoted below), Pi. P. .inscr. a (p. .– Drachmann); outside technical literature cf. e.g.
Menander’s famous explanation why the imminent Dionysia do not scare him: ��������
 ���
( "
���	
�, "�; " * �F&7 � 	
, "
� ���	�
 (test.  K-A: ‘The arrangement of the plot is ready, I
only need to compose the single lines’). The expression @���� �/����� � is also attested in schol.
E. Ph. , but the exact reference remains unclear.

 Cf. schol. A. Eum. a: �/�����
�-� "# �F� �� ��,&7 "
����
 *J�2	��, ���� �$� �� �2	�I �$
"������ �����
, ��
�'������ � ����
��� �� �2	�I (‘with good economy [i.e. resulting
in a good plot] Orestes is not pursued at the beginning, but he [sc. Aeschylus] puts this in the
middle of the play, saving the climax for the middle’). On ��
�=�	��
 see below.

 The wounding of the Greek heroes is similarly explained in schol. bT Il. .b ex. (quoted below).
Both scholia exhibit an anti-Trojan bias (on which see Introd. page ).
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importance of the goddess Thetis for the plot of the entire Iliad and
Odyssey:

��0 &� ��
�	��� �/����� � ( &� 42
"�� ,��	����
�. �
M �#� ��=��
, N�� ��0
����	 O� DC������, BP�� 	�I "2, N�� ��
�	 O� *+,
���; �� ������ ��, �
��=	�I
"# "
� �� ���
���&�, N�� � *+,
���; �1� 	���� [cf. Od. .–]. (schol. bT
Il. .– ex.)

Thetis’ goodness of heart has a plot function for his [sc. Homer’s] composition.
She helps Zeus, so that he even injures the Greeks, and <she helps> Hephaestus,
so that he produces Achilles’ armour, <she helps> Dionysus because of the jar, in
order for it to become Achilles’ urn.

This critic argues that decisive steps in the development of the plot
depend on Thetis’ role as an aid to a major god, who therefore owes her a
favour.

The distinction between plot and fabula is also relevant, because both
epic and tragedy are traditional poetry and as such make use of traditional
stories. This imposes on them some restrictions as to what extent they can
change the basic ‘facts’ of the story, i.e. the fabula (see Chapter ). With
respect to the plot, however, poets are at liberty to give it the form they
want:

9� 5�=����
 ��� �/������$	
 � "�����. (schol. E. Ph. )

They [sc. Sophocles and Euripides] give their plays the plot they want.

In the specific context this critic only mentions the tragedians Sophocles
and Euripides. But the same holds true for epic poets as well. In fact,
Homer’s decision to have the plot of the Iliad begin only towards the
end of the Trojan war was often discussed, sometimes explicitly under the
rubric �/����� �.

Among the scholia, there are those of the type which expressly speak
of �/����� � (see above), while others simply describe the plot without
making use of the technical term, for instance:

�K� ��� �'� -� �� 	�� ��	�� ���� +1���� �$ Q������ �' ��0 ��
��$� ��2	�
���, *+���2����� �
���"�� *J"'		2� R�,���� CF�=�'���,

 Cf. the notion of ‘central characters’ (Chapter ).
 Admittedly, the Iliadic examples are more convincing than the one from the Odyssey, which deals

with a minor plot element only. On the assumption that the two poems are by the same poet see
below.

 In the former part of the scholion, Antigone’s announcement of her intention to bury Polynices
in E. Ph.  is said to provide the ‘seeds’ (	�2����) for Sophocles’ Antigone. This must not be
understood in a literal sense (it is chronologically false), but in the sense that Phoenician Women
ends where Antigone begins. On ‘seeds’ see also below.

 See in particular Ps.Plut. Hom.  and Hillgruber (: ad loc.). The temporal side of Homer’s
decision is further explored in Chapter .
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��0 �� Q�$���� %�&� [sc. Il. .–], N�� �S����� �;� *+,�
�;� &� T��
����	, O� �/ ��. �)� �=�'� ��0 �� ��$� ������U� �/� <��
��� +1���� �
��
�� ������ 	��
 ��� &� V������' ���"�'. ��0 �� V������� ����U�
��0 �� +1��� ����2�,��
 �2,�
 &� ���"�' *+,
��2��. ��0 �$�� ��0 ��
��,�� �������U� �/� � ��"��������� �F�$ �� * W�
�"� ���
�;. (schol.
bT Il. .b ex.)

Having wounded most of the best <fighters>, except for Ajax son of Telamon, he
[sc. Homer] has sent to the ships Agamemnon, Diomedes, Odysseus, Machaon,
Eurypylus, and in the sequel Teucer, so that he can provide a plausible reason for
the defeat of the Greeks. Next, having led these men to the ships, he spends the
rest <of his narrative> in praise of Ajax until Patroclus’ sortie. And having killed
Patroclus, he returns to Ajax until Achilles’ sortie. And having led this one into
battle, he concludes the Iliad with his brave deeds.

As this plot summary of Iliad – again makes clear, the convincing
arrangement of the single elements (elsewhere called �/����� �) depends
not least on whether one element provides the justification (�/ �) for
another. In other words, there is a direct relation between a good plot and
plausible motivation.

motivation and narrative coherence16

It is no surprise then that �/����� � (and cognates) often refers to questions
of motivation. One critic, for example, explains the plot function of the
scene in which Nestor drives the wounded doctor Machaon to the Greek
ships and how it triggers the subsequent events, because it is witnessed by
Achilles (schol. bT Il. .– ex.). And similar comments can be found,
even if it is not the plot at large that is being commented on. (In Euripides’
Orestes, Clytaemestra’s father Tyndareus travels from Sparta to Argos, in
order to pour libations at her tomb. There he learns that Menelaus has
finally returned home from Troy.)

�F�
�������� [MTB, �/�����
�-� A] ��� �	� �� Q'�"����� ��� &�
X����� "
� �� ,��� &� �'����� ����'�2��
, N�� �F�� ��� -I R������I
��0 -I *J�2	 O� "
���,�&7. (schol. E. Or. )

With good sense for motivation, he [sc. Euripides] made Tyndareus come from
Sparta because of the libations for his daughter, in order for him to speak at the
right time with Menelaus and Orestes.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. . ex. and the different plot summaries of the Iliad
and other texts (for a collection see e.g. van Rossum-Steenbeek ). These are often called 3��-
��	
�, which, as indicated in n. , sometimes has the same meaning as �/����� �. On expressions
such as ‘Homer kills Patroclus’ see Excursus at the end of Chapter .

 Questions regarding motivation are of prime importance to Aristotle’s Poetics, especially the principle
that the single plot elements must have a causal connection (a–, –).
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Tyndareus’ meeting with Menelaus and Orestes is motivated by his pour-
ing libations at Clytaemestra’s tomb. He does not simply come to Argos
‘by chance’, but Euripides provides a plausible motive for his presence.
This, in fact, is the application of �/����� � which prevails in the tragic
scholia. The critics concentrate on the single passage and discuss how it is
motivated.

Similar notes can be found in the Homeric scholia too. Overall, how-
ever, the Homeric scholia tend to focus on the connection between two
specific passages in the text, one of which motivates the other. The former
passage as it were provides the logical preparation for another passage,
which is to follow later. This connection between the two passages estab-
lishes and is proof of the narrative coherence of the text under consideration.
Ancient critics were well aware of this overarching narrative coherence.

Terminologically, the Homeric scholia express the preparatory function of
the earlier passage by means of the prefix ���-, as seen, for instance, in
the technical term ����
������;� (‘to prepare for, motivate beforehand’),
especially when combined with an expression for the later passage. (After
the theomachy in Iliad , all the gods return to Mt Olympus except for
Apollo, who stays in Troy.)

����
������; ���
� �/� � %�&�, N�� 3����
���0� ����� �����	 O� �� *+,
�Y
�2� ��� �$ � ,�'� [cf. Il. .–.]. (schol. T Il. .– ex., cf. �/� �
%�&� . . . �/������;: schol. T Il. .a ex.)

Again he [sc. Homer] prepares in advance for the sequel, so that he [sc. Apollo],
left alone, can trick Achilles away from the wall.

 Cf. schol. S. Aj. b (on Teucer’s absence), El.  (on Aegisthus’ absence),  (on Electra
not committing suicide; see below on Not to destroy the story), OT  (on the death of Laius’
companions), OC  (on the stranger’s entrance),  (on Theseus being on his way),  (on Theseus’
entrance),  (on Theseus’ re-entry; quoted below), E. Ph.  (on the servant’s knowledge), Hipp.
 (on the nurse’s incomplete answer),  (on the postponement of Hippolytus’ entrance), 
(on Hippolytus’ absence),  (on the chorus remaining silent),  (on the chorus lying). Several
of these notes deal with the absence and presence of characters and how they are motivated (cf.
Chapter  on entrances and exits).

 E.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on Hector instructing Andromache ‘to mind domestic business’, which
results in her staying at home during his fight with Achilles in book ), bT Il. .– ex. (on
Paris not being witness to Hector’s conversation with Andromache), bT Il. . ex. (on Eurypylus,
though wounded, not losing consciousness), MQ Od. . (on Mentor/Athena allegedly returning
to Telemachus’ companions), Q Od. . (on the high fence around Polyphemus’ yard), etc.

 It is no coincidence that Schadewaldt’s ([] ) refutation of the analytical approach uses
virtually the same methods and examples as the scholia, a fact of which he himself was fully aware
(e.g.  n. ); see also Erbse (: –).

 The chronological implications of these compounds are further explored in Chapter . The notion
‘motivation in advance’ can also be paraphrased, e.g., schol. HPQ Od. . (on the characterisation
of the Phaeacians).
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The purpose of Apollo staying behind is expressed in .–: the
Greeks must not prematurely take Troy. This will be accomplished by redi-
recting Achilles’ attention away from the city wall (.–.). Homer
keeps Apollo down on earth, the critic argues, so that he can then perform
his ruse without the interference of the other gods. In addition to the
explanation itself, it is remarkable that this form of ����
����� � is seen
as a recurrent feature (���
�) of Homeric poetry.

The term and concept of ����
����� � go back at least as far as Mega-
clides of Athens (second half of the fourth century BC). (Patroclus dons
Achilles’ armour except for the spear.)

"
�  �6� ����� � V��
�
��� �F-I ������	�; "��', -� @���� Z���	��Y
�� >����; R������ "�� �� "�'2��I 〈V��0〉 BJ����' [FHG IV p.  = fr. 
Janko] ����
������;	�� ��	
� DJ����� �� BJ�����
[��. (schol. A Il. .b
Porph. vel D)

Why does only Peleus’ spear not fit him [sc. Patroclus], whereas all the other
arms do? Megaclides says in book  of ‘On Homer’ that Homer prepares for the
‘Production of the Armour’.

Patroclus’ donning of Achilles’ arms and their subsequent loss motivate
in advance the scene, described in book , in which Hephaestus produces
a new set of armour for Achilles. The scholia prove that such questions of
composition and narrative coherence concerned literary critics well before
the Alexandrians. Protagoras already appears to have discussed questions of
narrative composition. And the master ‘economist’ Homer provided an
abundance of material to study the topic in extenso. As to ����
����� �
itself, the term establishes a close connection between two (or more) sepa-
rate passages, and this connection testifies to the narrative coherence of the

 The term is attested in rhetorical theory, e.g. Ps.Herod. fig.  Hajdú: ����
����� � � �'� �	0�
( � �2����� "
� ��	��
 �������	��'�?�'	� �2�
�. (‘Prooikonomia is a lexical device which
prepares for the things that will be discussed later.’) According to Hajdú (ad loc.), the term is not
found elsewhere in rhetorical theory, but cf. the use of the verb ����
������;� in Nicolaus progymn.
(p. .– Felten), as discussed by Meijering (: ).

 Porphyry’s (?) opening question is answered in the second part of the scholion: there is no wood
on Olympus, so Hephaestus could not replace the spear (an instance of rationalisation: see Introd.
page ).

 Cf. schol. pap. ad Il. . (p. .– Erbse) and the literature cited there. Conversely, Aristotle’s
treatment of what he calls 	=	�	
� -� �������� (‘structure of events’, Po. b), though
considered of the highest importance, remains relatively general and unspecific, which is probably
due to the different ‘genre’ of the Poetics.

 Cf. schol. T Il. . ex. (motivates the embassy in book ), bT Il. .a ex. (motivates the ‘Catalogue’
later in book ), bT Il. .a ex. (motivates why the Dioscuri will not appear in the Iliad), bT Il.
.–b ex. (motivates Priam’s driving a chariot in book ), bT Il. . ex. (motivates Pandarus’
protection against Greek missiles), etc.
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poem. From that perspective, the function is comparable to that of pro-
lepsis (≈ anticipation, see below). There are, however, differences between
����
����� � and prolepsis, and it is better to keep the two narrative
devices apart (see below).

The same phenomenon as ����
����� � can also be expressed by the
term �������	��'� (and cognates), as can be seen, for example, in a
scholion which makes a point similar to Megaclides’ above. (Nestor hopes
that Patroclus will enter battle in Achilles’ armour.)

�������	��'�?�
 �� BJ�����
[��. (schol. T Il. . ex.)

He [sc. Homer] prepares for the ‘Production of the Armour’.

Nestor’s wish will be fulfilled, but Patroclus will lose Achilles’ armour,
which indirectly motivates the scene in the blacksmith’s shop on Mt
Olympus.

The term ������	��'� recurs in rhetorical theory. There the gen-
eral idea seems to be that unrealistic or implausible phenomena (such
as Polyphemus’ supernatural powers) must be carefully ‘prepared for’ in
advance by the orator or poet, lest the audience be taken by surprise and
be unwilling to believe them (same idea in schol. Q Od. .). In a similar
vein, scholia repeatedly argue that the motivating piece of information is
there so that the reader need not wonder. They spell out what other
notes simply presuppose: careful motivation and narrative coherence make
it easier for the reader to follow the course of events and are therefore very
important.

Given that ����
����� � and related phenomena involve two passages,
the commentator needs to decide where he wants to give his explanation: in
his note on the earlier passage, on the later, or both. An examination of the
extant material shows that he prefers to comment on the earlier passage,

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (motivates Automedon’s becoming Achilles’ charioteer in book ),
T Il. .– ex. (motivates the production of the armour later in the same book), etc., also
������	��'� and cognates: schol. bT Il. .–b ex. (motivates Hera’s successful deception
of Zeus later in the same book), AbT Il. . ex. (motivates Menelaus’ subsequent withdrawal),
DEHKMaQ Od. . (p. . Ludwich; motivates the killing of the suitors in book ), etc.

 Cf. D.H. Is.  (p. . U.-R. [substantive]),  (p. . [verb]), Hermog. inv. . (p. .,
. Rabe [substantive], p. .,  [verb]).

 E.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (on Thetis protecting Zeus against his opponents), b Il. . ex.
(on Nireus not appearing in the rest of the Iliad), bT Il. .–b ex. (on Hera deceiving Zeus, see
n. ), T Il. . ex. (on the preceding explanation regarding Dardanus), bT Il. .– ex. (on
Hermes, instead of Iris, accompanying Priam), DEJ Od. . (p. .– Ludwich; on the spears
with which the suitors will allegedly be killed), EHMaQTVY Od. . (p. .– Ludwich; on
the poison on Odysseus’ arrows) , HQV Od. . (on the strength of Maron’s wine that will help
inebriate Polyphemus).
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in that it provides the preparation for the later passage. The opposite
is comparatively rare. Apparently, the critics are keen on bringing out
Homer’s qualities as a mastermind who designs his plots well and with
foresight. Questions of genre and size may play a role too. Narrative texts
of the size of the Homeric epic are in especial need of a well-designed plot,
lest the reader be confused (see also below on multiple storylines).

In addition to technical terms such as ����
������;�, the same idea
can be expressed by non-technical synonyms such as �������"
"���

(‘to set down beforehand’: e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex.) or ���	'�
	���

(‘to introduce in advance’: e.g. schol. T Il. . ex.). Far more frequent,
however, are the cases where a word for ‘motivation’ or ‘preparation’ is
absent altogether and remains implicit. These are the numerous instances
of the type ‘the poet wants to achieve X and therefore does Y’ or ‘in
order to achieve X, the poet does Y’. (To give an example: in book ,
the Greek officers around Nestor visit the night watch. Among them are
the comparatively minor figures Meriones and Thrasymedes, who, as an
exception, take part in the boule of the senior officers.)

"
� �� * W"����2� ��0 \2	���. ]�� "2, N�� �^ ���	����
 !��
	�-	
� (cf. Il.
.–). (schol. T Il. .– ex.)

<Meriones and Thrasymedes are with them> because of Idomeneus [i.e. Meri-
ones’ commander] and Nestor [i.e. Thrasymedes’ father], and also in order to
equip the spies [sc. Diomedes and Odysseus] with weapons.

One possible reason for the unusual presence of the two minor characters
is personal relation. The other is the fact that Diomedes and Odysseus will
borrow the armour of Thrasymedes and Meriones (including the famous
tusk-helmet). Notes of this type are as unobtrusive as they are numerous
in the scholia. They simply indicate the function or purpose of the passage
under consideration. The most common formulations include purpose
clauses (N��/>���) and similar expressions such as 3�#� �$, "
� � (‘for
the purpose of’), �� �"�� (‘on purpose, intentionally’), �F� ���-� (‘not
idly, not without purpose’). In any single instance it is worth examining
whether the commentator simply indicates the purpose or combines it with
a qualitative evaluation such as ���-� (‘nicely’), �
���-� (‘plausibly’),

 See e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (on Thetis, see preceding n.), T Il. .– ex. (on the
non-removal of the dead bodies from the battlefield), bT Il. . ex. (on Patroclus’ ‘idling’ with
Eurypylus), bT Il. .a ex. (on Hephaestus as the blacksmith of the gods; with the interesting
remark that the scene has been motivated ��� �����$, sc. in book ), T Il. . ex. (on Dardanus,
see preceding n.), bT Il. .b ex. (on Achilles’ fatigue caused by his race with Hector).
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�6 (‘well’, often in compounds), "�
��� �� (‘marvellously’), ��'��	 ��
(‘wonderfully’), etc.

To describe the purpose or function of a particular passage is to deny
implicitly or explicitly that it is superfluous. Alexandrian scholars such
as Aristarchus were prone to athetise verses which seemed to lack a clear
function. It is, therefore, plausible to conclude that some of the examples
adduced above are intended to vindicate the authenticity of the passage in
question. All in all, however, the notes dealing with motivation are far too
numerous to be always for the purpose of defending the passage against
athetesis. There can be no doubt that ancient critics treated motivation as
a literary device in its own right and saw in it a regular characteristic of a
good poet.

This emphasis on motivation can also be gathered from the notes in
which a distinction is made between motivation in poetry and chance in
reality (cf. Arist. Po. a–):

�1��� "# � �� =,�� 9� �� �/ �� �2��
�. (schol. bT Il. .– ex., T adduces
two parallels, Od. .–, .–)

He [sc. Homer] is wont to attribute a reason to what (actually) happens by chance.

Poets like Homer are so eager to produce a well-motivated plot that they
attribute a reason to things which ‘in reality’ simply happen by chance.

Consequently, scholars are keen to find such a reason and apparently reluc-
tant to resort to the explanation that ‘it’ (e.g. the encounter of Hera with
Sleep, Il. .) happened by chance (cf. schol. T Il. .a ex.). At the
same time, some critics express the view that the plot should not give the
impression that the poet as the designing force stands behind the moti-
vation. The story should so to speak develop automatically (Steinmann
: , with examples from Donatus). One is reminded of the notion
that a story ‘seems to tell itself’ (e.g. Genette : – = : –),
that is, the distinction between ‘showing’ and ‘telling’, which is made by
Ps.Demetrius (eloc. : ��0 ���K "�
������ ! ����� "���; �$ ������Y
�� �F�$ ���� ����� � "�
���, �F,0 �$ �2�����, ‘and the passage
seems much more forceful because the force is indirectly made clear by the
fact itself and not by an authorial comment’).

 The lines in question are said to be ���
		� (‘superfluous’), �F� ������;�
 (‘not necessary’), etc.;
see e.g. Lührs (). On the original meaning of ‘athetise’ see Introd. n. .

 Cf. schol. A Il. . Ariston., H Od. ., H Od. ., i.e. the very same Odyssean passages
which schol. T Il. .–a ex. adduces as parallels (omission of parallels in b is common: Roemer
: ). This is likely to point to direct dependence or a common source.

 Cf. the generalising schol. Pi. N. .b. In a similar vein, Homer is said to attribute to the gods what
happens by chance in reality (see Chapter ).
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The goal of avoiding anything that is superfluous (see above) opens a
further perspective on the question of �/����� �. Ancient literary critics
from Aristotle’s time on were concerned about the unity and balanced
structure of a poem. Ideally, the poem resembles the organic structure of a
living organism and is not in any respect deficient or redundant. Because
of its origin in husbandry (Quint. ..), the word �/����� � is well suited
to describe the activity of a poet who gives the parts of his literary text an
‘economic’ disposition. (In Oedipus at Colonus, Creon kidnaps Oedipus’
daughters during Theseus’ absence. Theseus, however, hears the chorus
shout and re-enters the stage.)

@���� &7 �/����� �_ � ����;� �� 4�	2� � �������� ���� �'	 �
� E��
�$ BW�� �' V�	�
"-���, 3�#� �$ �� "
��
5�� �����2	��
 ���=���� 
���.
(schol. S. OC )

It is excellent plotting that Theseus, who is at a sacrifice to Poseidon Hippios [sc.
off-stage], becomes aware of the events, because it avoids the delay while someone
tells him.

Theseus’ re-entry is prompted by the chorus’ shout, which makes it
unnecessary to dispatch a messenger. Sophocles avoids this delay and
thereby produces a taut plot. Given that the notion of a poet who avoids
‘delays’ ("
��
5�) is particularly frequent in dramatic scholia (Meijering
: ), one may perhaps conclude that this type of ‘economy’ was con-
sidered typical of drama in particular. Likewise, schol. T Il. .– ex.
(on Paris wounding Diomedes with subsequent altercation) does not seem
to object to its being a ‘delay’ ("
��
5�).

excursus: a special type of narrative coherence

Some Homeric scholia also discuss a type of narrative coherence which,
from a modern perspective, is somewhat unexpected. They argue that
a particular passage in the Iliad motivates or prepares for a passage in
the Odyssey. This must be read against the background of the disputed
question whether or not the two poems are by the same poet. The school
of the chorizontes (‘separators’) denied this, whereas Aristarchus and his
entourage tried to prove that they were in fact by the same poet. The first

 Cf. Arist. Po. ch.  (b–a) and on the concept in general Heath ().
 Cf. schol. S. OC  (the same guard who prompted the chorus to enter the stage is on his way

to summon Theseus, which prevents further delay) and El.  (Orestes’ former pedagogue enters
the stage while both Clytaemestra and Electra are present, which makes a repetition of his report
unnecessary); the latter scholion does not explicitly speak of either �/����� � or "
��
5�, but the
context is comparable (cf. in particular �F�� ���).
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mention of an Odyssean element in the Iliad provides the opportunity to
make the point. (In Iliad , Odysseus says he does not want to be called
‘Telemachus’ father’ any longer if he does not punish Thersites the next
time.)

( "
��& "# 〈>
〉 ���"
�	'� 	�	
� [Lehrs, ���"
�	=���
	
� A] � ��� ��
*J"=		�
�� �2����� ����' ',�;� ��� ����. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

The diple, because he [sc. Homer] introduces in advance what will receive a more
extensive treatment in the Odyssey.

A similar form of narrative coherence between the two poems is perceived
in connection with analepsis, when a passage in the Odyssey is said to fill a
gap left by the Iliad (see below on analepsis).

prolepsis

It has already been indicated above that prolepsis (≈ anticipation, see n.
) is another literary device which contributes in an important way to the
narrative coherence of the plot, because it establishes a connection between
two passages. In fact, there is a tendency among modern scholars to discuss
the ancient concepts of motivation and prolepsis in one breath. Although
the devices both contribute to the overall purpose of a well-structured text,
which gives evidence of the poet’s master plan, it is nevertheless important
to make a distinction between motivation and prolepsis. The best criterion
is explicitness: does the text provide explicit indications that the point will
be taken up again later? In the case of the more explicit prolepsis, it is clear
that the anticipated event will take place at a later stage of the narrative.
And the psychological effects attributed to prolepsis (see below) depend
on the reader immediately grasping the point. Conversely, a new piece of
information may or may not motivate a later development of the story.
Obviously, this criterion does not lead to a clear-cut separation between the
two groups. There is a grey zone between the two poles, and some modern

 Comparable to a modern commentator, Aristarchus appears to have discussed the different char-
acteristics when they occur for the first time (cf. Chapters  and ). The fact that these notes are
often preserved should perhaps strengthen our confidence in the quality of the tradition.

 Cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (����'���2���), T Il. .–a ex. (����
������;), T Il. .
ex. (ditto), T Il. . ex. (���������=��
); similarly, schol. bT Il. .b ex. argues that Homer
introduces in advance the characters and their attitudes ("
��2	�
�), which apparently includes
Odyssean characters such as Telemachus.

 See e.g. Duckworth (: esp. ), Erbse (: –), N. J. Richardson (: ), Nannini
(: –, with ref. to Duckworth).
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critics would argue that a competent reader is expected to sense the proleptic
potential of any newly introduced piece of information. Nevertheless, it
makes sense to differentiate them. Not the least important support comes
from the fact that ancient critics apparently made a distinction as well (see
below).

The most common ancient term for prolepsis is ����������	
� and
its verbal cognate ����������;� (‘to announce beforehand’). Next,
there are paraphrases and terms that are less technically determined
such as ����2��
� (‘to say beforehand’: e.g. schol. b Il. .–a ex.),
��������2���
� (‘to report beforehand’: e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex.),
��������2���	��
 (‘to mention beforehand’: e.g. schol. bT Il. .–
ex.) or ���2���	
� (‘exhibition in advance’: e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex.,
cf. Ps.Hermog. Meth.  [p.  Rabe]). Most interestingly, the scholia also
make use of the terms �����`
� and its verbal cognate ������5���
� (‘to
anticipate’).

The technical term ����������	
� probably originates with rhetorical
theory (but is also attested in non-technical contexts, e.g. Plut. Pel. .). In
any case, the rhetorical handbooks define ����������	
� and illustrate
it with examples from Homer:

����������	
� "# ( � �2����� �6�
� "
� ���
���� a���	�	��
 ���Y
	'�
	-	� ���	
�, �:�� “L ��� <������ | �: �F-I ������ � ����� ��0 �&��
�
2	��
” [Il. .–] ��0 “E��� �#� DC��� ?��� <�� ��0 ���
 * *+,
���=�, | ��0
V�
���
� @����� �������� ���
� <����, | ���� "# ��0 �2�� �;,�� *+,�
-�
<���"�� L��. | �F�� ���0 ��� �#� Q���� ����� >		�
 @�
	�
, | �����0 " *
*+��� �� �^ �#� "����, �^ "# � ����, | �2���� "# V�
���
� ���
� "����I
��
�'-I” [Il. .–]. (Ps.Herodian fig.  Hajdú; the second quotation remains
incomplete, see Introd. page )

 E.g. Genette (: – = : ).
 Prolepsis in ancient literary criticism is often referred to in modern scholarship, if only en passant.

Most helpful are Duckworth (), Meijering (: –). See also Trendelenburg (: ),
Roemer (: xvi), Bachmann (: ), W. G. Rutherford (:  n. ), Griesinger (:
–), N. J. Richardson (: ), Nannini (: –).

 Occasionally, the shorter form �������	
�/�������;� also designates ‘prolepsis’ (Duckworth :
), although, strictly speaking, the prefix ���- is crucial, in order to indicate the ‘anachrony’ of
prolepsis (Genette : – = : –). For a semantic analysis of the word, see Excursus
below.

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .–b ex. (quoted below), D.H. Thuc.  (p. .– U.-R.). Today’s use
of ‘prolepsis’ in literary criticism follows the influential model of the French narratologist Gérard
Genette (: – = : –), who does not explicitly indicate awareness of his ancient
predecessors. The same holds true for Kraut (), who already used the term in a very similar way.
‘Prolepsis’ does not only reproduce an ancient term, it also avoids the psychological connotations
that most of its modern synonyms (e.g. anticipation or foreshadowing) have (Genette :  =
: –).
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Proanaphonesis is a rhetorical device which introduces beforehand events which will
be narrated again later in detail, e.g., ‘this was his own death and evil destruction
he [sc. Patroclus] was entreating’ and ‘So long as Hector was still alive, and Achilles
was angry, so long as the citadel of lord Priam was a city untaken, for this time the
great wall of the Achaeans stood firm. But afterwards when all the bravest among
the Trojans had died in the fighting, and many of the Argives had been beaten
down, and some left, when in the tenth year the city of Priam was taken . . . ’

����������	 � �	
 �2�
� ���0 -� �������� ����������'�2�� ����K
&� 	'��,�=	�� "
���	���, “�)`� " * %�;��� %�� V�����&� ���	2�
�� |
����������� ���� ����. ! "# ��
	 ���� ���=	�� | <������ 1	�� b��c. ����$ " *
@�� �^ �2��� ��,�” [Il. .–]. (Trypho fig. III  Spengel)

Proanaphonesis is a form of diction which, in the middle of the coherent narrative,
announces beforehand what will happen later: ‘At once he [sc. Achilles] spoke to
his own companion in arms, Patroclus, calling from the ship, and he heard it from
inside the shelter, and came out like the war god, and this was the beginning of
his evil.’

The two definitions concordantly describe ����������	
� as an
explicit ‘pre-announcement’ of an event which is to follow later in the
narrative. Ps.Herodian adds the point that the later treatment is more
extensive ("
� ���
����) and is in a way a repetition (�6�
�). Trypho
indicates that a ����������	
� interrupts the narrative (����K &�
	'��,�=	�� "
���	���). Both descriptions are purely formalistic and
do not discuss the possible effects of prolepsis or the motivation for making
use of it.

Conversely, the scholia repeatedly refer to the psychological effects of
prolepsis. Two types of interpretation can be found in the scholia (Duck-
worth : ): by anticipating the later development of his story, the nar-
rator rouses the curiosity of his readers and thereby ensures their attention.

(Agamemnon’s hope in Iliad  to take Troy the same day is exposed by the
narrator as futile.)

( ����������	
� ����
��. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

The prolepsis is stirring.

 For this point see also Ps.Plut. Hom.  (with Hillgruber : ad loc.).
 The same holds true for schol. A. Ag.  (Cassandra predicts the imminent killing), E. Ph. 

(Eteocles unknowingly anticipates Polynices’ burial by Antigone), where, however, it may be due
to the abbreviation process which scholia underwent over the centuries (cf. Introd. page ).

 These questions are discussed more extensively in Chapter .
 Cf. schol. T Il. . ex. (with Maass’ conjecture, on Protesilaus not returning home); also schol.

bT Il. .– ex. (on Asius’ doom to be killed by Idomeneus).
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A similar point is made elsewhere in a more generalising note on pro-
lepsis. (Hector is destined to die.)

��0 ( �����`
� "2 �	
 	,&�� ��
�
���. ���	��
��� "# �$� �� �������
��0 ���
���2	���� ������?��
 [T, ����?���
 b]. (schol. bT Il. .–b
ex.)

And prolepsis is a poetic device. It renders the reader attentive and emotionally
more engaged.

The generalising comment combines the more neutral attention of the
reader with a decidedly emotional effect. The second part of the scholion is
therefore apt to lead over to the other effect of prolepsis as described in the
scholia. A considerable emotional involvement of the reader is presupposed
if the narrator is said to ‘soothe’ the reader’s anxiety by indicating in advance
the positive outcome of the story. (In Iliad , Zeus sketches the further
action, which will eventually lead to the sack of Troy.)

a�2�� �6� >
 	,&�� �	
� ( ������������ �	
�, 9� *J"'		�K�
����������; Q�����,�I �� ���	������ �� [sc. Od. .–], ��� *
�F"#� A		�� ��0 "
� -� ����
�-� �F �� "
���;�
 . . . ���� "# �=�
�
�����'��;�
 �� �������, �� ]��	
� Q�� �� 	�
�����-� �F-I.  � ���
d� ��2	,�� ���
����2��� -� BC����
�-� ��-� ��0 +1���� ��=�����, �/ ��
��2��
� �;� `',�;� -� ��'�,������ >
 �^ �$� �������� ������Y
	���
. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

NB the device is a proanakephalaiosis [≈ proleptic summary]; similarly Odysseus
gives Telemachus a prolepsis of the killing of the suitors, and it is nevertheless
narrated immediately afterwards by means of a scenic presentation [sc. as opposed
to Odysseus’ narrative presentation] . . . In addition, he [sc. Homer] comforts the
reader by sketching for him the sack of Troy. For who could have borne it, with
the Greek ships being burnt and Ajax fleeing, unless the fact would have been kept
in store for the readers’ souls that the people who had done it [sc. the Trojans] will
be defeated.

The elaborate defence of Il. .– against Aristarchus’ athetesis first
provides an Odyssean parallel for the repetition which bothered Aristarchus
(see n. ). It then adduces a decidedly emotional effect of prolepsis which
is closely related to the subject-matter of the Iliad and reflects a pro-Greek

 Cf. schol. T Il. .b ex., bT Il. . ex. (quoted below), bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .b ex.,
bT Il. .a ex., T Il. .a ex., b Il. .–a ex.; also bT Il. .– ex. All these notes express
in various ways that the prolepsis of the eventual Greek success helps the reader endure their current
plight.

 Probably coined after ��������� �	
� (‘repeating summary’), which can designate repeating
analepsis (see below), the rare ������������ �	
� was meant as its counterpart. The ���-
component is strictly speaking superfluous, because prolepsis cannot be repeating.
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bias. The success of Hector and the Trojans is only bearable because the
reader learns in advance that the Greeks will eventually be victorious.

The two psychological effects of prolepsis – suspense regarding the
outcome of the story, on the one hand, relief felt over the Trojan success
being temporary, on the other – are not really compatible (Duckworth
: ). The relevant notes may well derive from different sources.

Moreover, knowledge of where the narrative will go need not lead to
relief, but actually to increased emotional involvement on the part of the
reader. An example comes from the ancient comment on Homer exposing
the futility of Achilles’ wish that Patroclus survive (.–):

�^ "# ����������	�
� �8�
 �� ������� ��� ��'	
�, �"� ���	"��-�� �
"�
���, 9� “��� �, �F" * ����	�� > �
� ���� &�� ����-� 〈| ,��	0� *+,
��&��
"���	� ���'�-�
� *+����〉” [Il. .–]. (schol. bT Il. .b ex., the parallel
only in T)

These prolepses stir the reader who is already expecting fearsome things, cf. ‘poor
innocent [sc. Andromache], nor did she know how, far from waters of bathing,
grey-eyed Athene had cut him [sc. Hector] down at the hands of Achilles’.

Here the narratorial prolepsis, building on the reader’s already sombre
expectations, increases the sympathetic feelings for the doomed character
and his closest friend or relative. It is also noteworthy that the parallel
from book , Andromache unaware of Hector’s death, concerns a ‘Trojan
enemy’. This scholion is free of the anti-Trojan bias found in schol. bT Il.
.b ex. and the scholia listed in n. . The parallel and the plural (‘these
prolepses’) indicate that this psychological effect is considered a recurrent
feature of Homer’s poetry and his prolepses.

In connection with the former psychological effect, suspense, one scho-
lion develops a theory about the explicitness of a prolepsis. (Patroclus’ death
is anticipated in Iliad , which is called ‘the beginning of his evil’.)

 Cf. the parallels listed in n.  and Chapter .
 According to Meijering (:  n. ), notes on prolepsis such as schol. bT Il. .– ex. (see

n. ) ‘prevent the great size of an epic from making the suspense unbearable’, but these notes never
refer explicitly to the great size of the poem. Most of them seem rather to be concerned with Trojan
success.

 Cf. schol. S. Aj. c: �^ �
�$�
 �������	�
� �F "
��=�'	
 �� 3����	
� ������5���'	�

� µ2����, ���� ���	�,�� ����ζ���
 -I ���� ���	"��-�
 �-� � "�
��� �����	�
��
(‘Such prolepses do not, by anticipating the future, destroy the story, but they make the spectator
attentive, because he is curious how the evil will come about.’) On ‘destroying’ the story see
below.

 Cf. the passages listed in n. , in which the prolepsis is described as ���
����� (‘deeply moving,
emotionally engaging’).
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�������; �� ������� ( �������	
� ���
������� ����;�,  � “�����”
L�. ���	�,�� "# ����?��
 "
� 5��,� �� ��"� ����. �/ ��� ��2�� ����Y
�
���	��, "
2���
��� d� �� %�&� ����� ��0 ����5�'�� �� �� �	
�. (schol.
bT Il. .c ex.)

The prolepsis sets the reader aflutter and makes him eager to learn what the
‘evil’ was. He [sc. Homer] achieves attention by means of a small hint. If he had
given more details, he would have destroyed the sequence and made the poem
blunt.

This critic argues that long and explicit prolepses are undesirable, because
they interrupt the particular context and take the edge off the narrative. If
the reader knows too much already, he loses interest in the story, and the
reading becomes dull (cf. schol. S. Aj. c, quoted in n. ).

A similar argument underlies Didymus’ (?) report that Zenodotus
omitted Zeus’ long prolepsis in .–, which has been mentioned
above:

e���"��� ���2�"� [.] ��� �$ “�
		��2��” [.] �F"# <������. �� ��	

��� CF�
�
"� �I �������I �$�. ������
�� "2 �	
� ! ��
��� �� , ��� @��,
	�2��� ����� 
�� �, 〈9� �〉 [suppl. Nickau] “����$ " * @�� �^ �2��� ��,�” [Il.
.]. �,� "# ! �$� ��
�	�� ��0 � “�,���� * �� 4�5��” [Il. .] ��0 �
“����� " * 9� ��-�� f ����� "���	’ ” [Od. .] 〈��� �	��〉. (schol. T Il.
.c ex. (Did.?) )

Zenodotus omits <the fourteen lines> from here [.] to ‘supplicating’ [.].
For they are similar to a Euripidean prologue. However, the poet is <not boring
like Euripides, but> exciting and, if anything at all, puts only a seed; cf. ‘this was
the beginning of his [sc. Patroclus’] evil’. The one who composed these lines [sc.
.–] is perhaps the same who composed ‘we went against Thebe’ and ‘he [sc.
Odysseus to Penelope] began how he first defeated the Ciconians’.

Apart from the point about the omitted lines, which is also reported in
schol. A, it is unclear how much of this commentary goes back to Zenodotus
and Didymus. In any case, the critic prefers short ‘seeds’, exemplified by
the passage on Patroclus’ doom which is the standard example in ancient
scholarship, and dislikes extended prolepses. Like Euripides’ prologues,

 Rutherford (see Erbse’s app. crit.) proposes ����������	
�, but the scholia regularly confuse the
two terms (see also �������	
� in schol. S. Aj. c, n. ). Originally, however, their meaning is
probably different (see Excursus below).

 For details see Nickau (: –).
 For this type of 	�2��� (‘seed’) see also schol. b Il. .– ex.; contrast those 	�2���� which

are ‘planted’ by one poet and ‘reaped’ by another (see Meijering : – and above n. ).
Interestingly, the term ‘seed’ recurs in the English translation of Genette’s Discours du récit for his
original term amorce (‘bait’): Genette (:  = : –). The terminology seems to have
come full circle.
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they are said to weaken the poem’s effect by anticipating too much.

As a final point, the prolepsis in Iliad  is, interestingly, compared to
the equally ‘undesirable’ repeating analepses in Iliad .– and Odyssey
.–. The critic argues that, regardless of whether the poet is looking
back (analepsis) or forward (prolepsis), he must not cover the same ground
twice.

A further point of interest concerns the distance between the ‘promise’
of a prolepsis and its ‘fulfilment’. The occasion is, again, the prolepsis of
Patroclus’ death:

	���
�$�� 
��� >
 �F �������� ( ����������	
�. ����; �6� �F� ��0 �
����� ( ����	
� “�
�� " * ���� �� 5�'��” [Il. .]. (schol. A Il. .b
Ariston.)

Some mark the line with a sign, because there is not a great distance <between>
prolepsis <and fulfilment>. Therefore, in that other passage too ‘and the will of
Zeus was accomplished’ the point of reference is not far away either.

The note first makes the observation that the distance between the
prolepsis of Patroclus’ doom (.) and its textual representation (book
) is comparatively short. This is then used as an argument that the
(disputed) reference of Il. . must be a prolepsis to an event within the
Iliad. In a way Aristarchus seems to be making the point that Homer is
fond of internal prolepsis. Other notes simply point out that a proleptic

 The exact meaning of ������
�� here is disputed. According to Bühler (: ), the commentator
contrasts a narrative prolepsis with a dramatic enactment of the events. Although she generally
accepts this as a possible meaning of ������
��, Meijering (:  with n. ) convincingly
argues that the contrast with 	�2��� ����� seems to indicate the commentator’s concern about the
amount of information given in Zeus’ prolepsis. To give too much information in advance destroys
the poem’s tension (see also ������
�� as used in schol. bT Il. .–b ex.); cf. the argument made
by the Anonymus Seguerianus  Patillon (	�����
�-�). On the semantics of ������
�� see also
Chapter .

 As usual, the critic only quotes a few words from the beginning of the first line, but he clearly means
the whole passages (see Introd. page ).

 Similarly, Aristarchus’ athetesis of Il. .– is based, among other things, on the ‘unnecessary
repetition’ (�F� ������ �� ���
�����;�
, schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). It is, however, noteworthy
that Zenodotus allows the implicitly proleptic Il. .– to stand, whereas Aristarchus obelises all
of it. On ‘avoidance of repetition’ see also Chapter .

 The expression 	���
�$�� 
��� probably refers to Aristarchus himself (Lehrs [] : –,
esp. ). It is not clear whether �������� concerns narrative time (six books) or story time (one
day); for this distinction see Chapter . According to (: ), the note is based on a ‘comparison,
presumably, with such instances as in Il. ., ., Od. .’, which I fail to understand.

 Others had recognised an analeptic reference to Zeus’ plan to deal with what he considered an
overpopulation on earth (schol. D Il. . = Cypria fr.  Bernabé). It remains unclear whether for
Aristarchus the prolepsis in Il. . is taken up by Zeus’ promise to Thetis (.–) or by the actual
fulfilment of the promise (beginning in .).
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promise made earlier is fulfilled in the passage under discussion (e.g. schol.
T Il. .– ex.).

Finally, the scholia have interesting things to say about external prolepsis,
i.e. the anticipation of events which are not narrated because they fall
outside the time frame of the narrative. These notes obviously show
awareness of the difference between fabula and plot. Probably the most
prominent example of external prolepsis are the events which lead to the
fall of Troy. Their proleptic inclusion is praised on several occasions. (The
river Scamander refers to the impending fall of Troy.)

�������; � 2��� &� ^	�� �� �F�� ��� ! ��
���. �F ��� �����`�
 �2,�

�=�� � 	=������� -I BJ����I. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

The poet anticipates the end of the story at the right time, because Homer’s
account will not proceed as far as these <events>.

This critic seems to like the idea that, because the Iliad will not get as far
as the sack of Troy, the reader nevertheless learns how the story will end.

Unlike other comments (see n. ), however, the present one contains no
explicit anti-Trojan rhetoric.

Another scholion displays a particular fascination with the discrepancy
between knowing the end of the story, but not knowing how Homer would
have described it. (Thetis weeps over the destiny of her son.)

���
"� �2���
 ���	�2��
� �� ����� �/� �� DC����� ���� [sc. Il. .],
�����5�;� 
 ��
,�
��; -� %�&� ��0 � �2���� ������
��;�, 9� ! ���
���
��	
� [sc. Eupolis fr. . K-A], �;� ������2��
� g	� ���&	� 
 ��0 ���0
&� *+,
��2�� ���
�2	��� ���$	�
 ��0 �����;� ��� * %�'�;�, �:�� d� ��2��� !
��
��� "
�
�2����� �$�. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

Since he [sc. Homer] has in mind to conclude his account with Hector’s burial,
he endeavours to anticipate some of the sequel and to leave behind for the readers,

 Note that Ps.Herodian’s definition (quoted above) is exemplified by both an internal and an external
prolepsis, but he does not explicitly differentiate between the two types. The fact that he adduces
two examples may, however, indicate that he is aware of the difference. For the notion ‘external
prolepsis’ see also schol. T Il. .– ex. It discusses a prolepsis that refers to events ��� ��
*+,
��2�� �&�
�, which may well mean ‘after the end of the Iliad ’.

 The reasoning behind this note seems to be: ‘if the poet does not narrate a particular event, let him
at least indicate its gist by means of an external prolepsis’. A similar reasoning forms the basis of
another scholion: in the Trojan Catalogue (.–) Homer anticipates Amphimachus’ death at the
hands of Achilles in the river battle (book ). There, however, Amphimachus will not be mentioned:
����������	��, N�� �� <
 �F�$ ���	�&7 (schol. b Il. .b ex.: ‘He made a prolepsis in order
not to mention him again’). It is a fair assumption that other critics were puzzled by Amphimachus’
absence from book  (in a similar case the lines’ authenticity was questioned by Aristarchus: schol.
A Il. .– Ariston.), but this scholar seems to make a virtue of necessity with his explanation of
the prolepsis’ purpose. Cf. also schol. b Il. .b ex. (on Philoctetes), which, unlike Amphimachus’
case, is an example of external prolepsis.
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in Eupolis’ words, the spur, so that they long to hear something about Achilles’
death and to imagine among themselves how the poet would have put it.

In accordance with schol. bT Il. .–b ex. (quoted above), prolepsis
is described here as creating suspense. In the case of external prolepsis,
however, the expectation remains unfulfilled, but the reader receives an
incentive to speculate about how Homer would have narrated the death
of Achilles. On occasion, this could lead to the conclusion that Homer
would have done it differently from his successors (schol. A Il. .
Ariston., on the rescue of Achilles’ body).

It has been claimed above that ancient literary critics made a difference
between prolepsis and motivation ([���]�
����� �). Duckworth (:
) is aware of the principal difference, but he then adduces examples
which are said to blur the boundaries. A careful re-examination reveals,
however, that only one instance of ����������	
� is better explained
in terms of ‘motivation’. In all other cases, the meaning is ‘prolepsis’,
which may be more or less explicit. Conversely, (���)�
������;� (and
cognates) always means ‘to motivate (in advance), to prepare for’. This
may, at times, include the notion ‘to adumbrate, to hint at’, but never goes
so far as to indicate explicit prolepsis. No less remarkable is the fact that
����������	
� is applied mostly to agents whose prolepses are certain,
because they have privileged access to knowledge about future events:
the narrator himself or gods and seers. Further support comes from the
fact that only ����������	
� and other words for ‘prolepsis’ are seen
as sufficiently dramatic to have the psychological effects described above,
whereas the function of ����
����� � is described in more neutral terms.
The conclusion is that ancient critics indeed made a difference between
����������	
� and ����
����� � and that therefore the distinction
made in the present chapter is in accordance with ancient practice.

 For the topic ‘cooperation of the reader’ see Chapter ; for the Eupolidean phrase � �2����
������
��;� �;� ������2��
� see schol. Ar. Pax .

 Cf. N. J. Richardson (:  n. ): ‘As he [sc. Duckworth] points out, anticipation
(����
����� �) is really distinct from explicit foreshadowing (����������	
�), although they
are often confused in the Scholia.’

 Schol. HMaTVY Od. . (p.  Ludwich; on Odysseus sparing Phemius in book ). Other
examples adduced by Duckworth have a different meaning altogether (see Excursus below); schol.
T Il. .a ex. is too short to allow a decision over the exact meaning of ����������	
�.

 There are cases where ����������	
� seems to be closer in meaning to ‘adumbration’ (instead of
explicit prolepsis): schol. A. PV a (on Zeus’ love for Thetis),  (ditto), E. Ph.  (Antigone
adumbrating what will happen to Capaneus), Med.  (see app. crit.; the nurse on the killing of
the children); cf. schol. E. Med. . A remarkable, because truly exceptional, case is schol. E. Ph.
, where ����������;� seems to designate ‘prolepsis’ in the grammatical sense, for which cf.
Ap. Dysc. synt. p. . Uhlig, schol. Pi. O. .a.
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excursus: the terms ����������	
� and �������	
�

The previous discussion assumes that the terms �������	
� and
����������	
� can both designate ‘prolepsis’. It is, however, a priori
unlikely that the two words originally meant the same thing. Rather, the
situation found in the scholia probably derives from a confusion between
the two words. Whereas ����������	
� makes perfect sense as a term for
‘prolepsis’, �������	
� lacks the prefix ���-, which brings out the cru-
cial point of chronological order. In addition, there are passages in which
�������	
� cannot mean ‘prolepsis’ (e.g. schol. bT Il. .b ex., quoted
in Chapter ). It is, therefore, likely that �������	
� was mistaken for
����������	
� and not vice versa.

In the following, an attempt is made to recover the original meaning
of �������	
� and to reconstruct how the confusion came about. The
starting-point is a scholion on Iliad . (Asius prays to Zeus for victory.
The formula which caps the speech indicates that Zeus does not grant his
wish.)

��
�-� ���' &7 �������	�
 〈,�&�
〉 [Erbse, cl. b]. ]�� "# ��0 ������5���


 -� %�&�, ������=�� �� ������� >
 �F &� DC����� ���&� T�'�
�����	�� DC������, � �������� h
�� �)��
 �2���. (schol. T Il. .a ex.,
sim. b)

In a very emphatic way he [sc. Homer] makes use of the anaphonesis. And at the
same time he anticipates something of the following events, thereby conciliating
the reader that the Greek defeat is not due to Hector’s excellence, indicating that
their success is due to Zeus.

The explanation given by the scholion makes a distinction between
�������	
� and ������5���
 
 -� %�&�, unless one assumes that the
comment says the same thing twice. In the light of the discussion above,
the meaning of ������5���
 
 -� %�&� poses no serious problems: it
must refer to the prolepsis of the passage. But what does �������	
� mean
here? A close parallel comes from the scholia on book . (Hector promises
to give Dolon Achilles’ horses for his brave reconnaissance of the Greek
camp. The capping formula (‘and he swore an empty oath’) indicates that
Hector’s promise will not be fulfilled.)

���	����
��� ( -� �������	��� 2�`
� -I �����&7. (" 	� "2 �	
� ��0
�����
��. (schol. T Il. .b ex.)

 Duckworth (: ) explicitly equates them. Particularly illustrative are those instances where
two redactions on the same passage preserve a different terminology: e.g. schol. Il. .b/c (A:
����������	
�, bT: �������	
�).

 Note that the b-scholion leaves out the words ]�� "# ��0 ������5���
 
 -� %�&�.
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The pleasure of an anaphonesis is attractive to the reader. It is most pleasant and
provoking.

Similar to the previous scholion, the word �������	
� refers to a line
which caps a speech and indicates that the speaker’s expectations will be
thwarted. Most interestingly, the A-scholion on the same passage describes
it as �$� "# <����� ��
�������
, ‘this is commented on as a conclud-
ing remark from outside (i.e. by the poet)’ (cf. the use of ��
������ in
schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). In other words, the line is an explicit narra-
torial comment. Support for this explanation comes from another note
on a capping formula (schol. A Il. . Ariston.: <����� �� �$ /" �'
���	���' �������; ‘he makes a narratorial comment from outside in
his own voice’). Such a meaning of �������	
� in the present note fits
well in other passages too. It is, therefore, unlikely that �������	
� is a
unique mistake for ��
������. But how did �������	
� acquire the
meaning ‘explicit narratorial comment’?

A possible answer can be found in those passages where �������	
�
means ‘apostrophe, address, exclamation’. In this meaning �������	
�
was also applied to the well-known ���
��-passages. (All the Trojans leave
their chariots at the trench, not so Asius: ���
��, �F" * @� * <����� �����
3�� �&��� ��=��� . . . d` �����	�	�
� . . . (‘fool that he was, for he was
not to escape the evil fates . . . and return back again . . . ’), Il. .–.)
The relevant scholion reads:

	����
����I H����
 ,�&�
 -I “���
��” �� �;� �������	�	
�. “���
�

�i ��� 5�$� Bj��� ����” [Od. .], “���
��, �F"# � O�"�” [Il. .], ��0 ��0 �$
����	���2��' -I ,�'	-I “���
��, �F"2 
 �^ � � * ������	� �'���� E������”
[Il. .]. (schol. bT Il. . ex., the parallel passages only in T)

In the anaphoneseis he [sc. Homer] makes use of the most expressive word ‘fool’:
‘fools [sc. Odysseus’ companions], who devoured the oxen of Helios’, ‘fool [sc.
Agamemnon], who knew nothing [sc. of how unjustified his hopes to take Troy
were]’, and about the one with the golden armour [sc. Amphimachus] ‘fool, nor
did this avail to keep dismal death back’.

Apparently, ancient critics took ���
�� in these passages to be a form of
apostrophe or exclamation, and they expressed this by means of the term

 On the meaning of ���	����
��� see Erbse ad loc.: ‘idem esse vid. quod ���	������’.
 For this meaning of ��
����;� see Nünlist (:  with n. ) and Chapter . The word

��
������ can also be applied to the ���
��-passages (on which see below), a usage that is
criticised by Ps.Demetr. eloc. .

 See schol. bT Il. .b ex. (with reference to �6 �/"��), bT Il. . ex. (with reference to �� " *
�F �=��� �����2����). In both cases �������	
� describes capping formulae.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex., T Il. . ex., b Il. . rec. (?), T Il. .a ex., bT Il. .– ex.
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�������	
�. Moreover, the second part of these passages regularly contains
a narratorial prolepsis that explains the apostrophe or exclamation, as in
the examples cited above. If one assumes that the two parts were described
in ancient comments by �������	
� and ����������	
� in virtual jux-
taposition, one could easily imagine how one got mistaken for the other,
or, as an alternative, were treated as apparent synonyms. And the ���
��-
passages are good examples of explicit narratorial comments. One can
therefore see how �������	
� acquired that meaning too. Whether the
sketched semantic development of �������	
� also reflects a chronolog-
ical sequence cannot be decided, because the relevant scholia cannot be
dated.

analepsis73

An examination of the Homeric epics reveals that analepsis (≈ flashback)
is more frequent than its logical counterpart, prolepsis. However, in con-
formity with the observation made above that ancient critics prefer to
comment on the preparatory function of motivation, prolepsis is treated
more often in the scholia than analepsis. Another difference concerns ter-
minology, in that there is virtually no technical vocabulary to describe
analepsis. The only exception is ��������� �	
� (‘summary’), which
is used to describe internal repeating analepsis. An example is Achilles’
report to his mother, Thetis, which summarises the first half of Iliad
. Given their general suspicion about verbatim repetitions, Alexandrian

 The confusion can also be documented in the other direction. In schol. Ar. Nu. a
����������	
� means ‘exclamation’ (cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Nu. a, Pax a). The two mean-
ings of ����������	
� must be kept separate (pace Meijering : – n. ,  n. ).

 In this connection it is worth mentioning that the ��� �-passage which is part of Achilles’ speech
to Patroclus (Il. .) is explained in the scholia as ‘paralepsis’, i.e. representing the focalisation of
the narrator, not Achilles (see Chapter ).

 Cf. Bachmann (: ), Roemer (: –).
 From a hellenist’s point of view, Genette’s coinage ‘analepsis’ is not satisfactory, because the Greek

word suggests that a former topic is taken up again (cf. e.g. Hdt. ., adduced by LSJ s.v. ������Y
5���), whereas Genette’s term expressly comprises both ‘repeating’ and ‘completing analepsis’. The
latter adduces new information and is therefore not a repetition. No surprise then that, unlike its
counterpart prolepsis (see n. ), Genettean analepsis has no precursor in the scholia. See, however,
Menander Rhetor ..

 The term ��������� �	
� probably originates with rhetorical theory, where it designates the
concluding summary or recapitulation (Arist. fr.  Rose [cf. Proleg. Syll. , p. .– Rabe],
Ps.Hermog. Meth.  [p.  Rabe], also Proleg. Syll., index: s.v.); cf. Lausberg ([] : §§
–). On the distinction ‘internal vs. external’ see above on prolepsis, on ‘repeating vs. completing
analepsis’ see preceding n.

 Il. .–, with schol. bT Il. .a ex., AbT Il. .b ex.; for ��������� �	
� also schol. V
Od. ., QV Od. .– (used as an argument against the athetesis), Ps.Plut. Hom.  (with
Hillgruber : ); see also Roemer (: –), van der Valk (II: lxvi).
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scholars were prone to athetise these passages. In one case the argument
can be followed more closely, because a defence of the relevant passage has
been transmitted too. (Thetis’ explanation why she needs new armour for
Achilles includes a reference to her marriage with Peleus and to Achilles’
childhood (.–) and then (–) briefly recapitulates Iliad books
–.)

����$��
 	 ,�
 ��;� ��0 "2��, >
 	'�����2 
� � "
� ����-� �/���2��
�/� ��� ����, 9� ���;�� “ Ok,���� * �� 4�5�� ^���� ���
�” [Il. .]. "
� "# -�
%�&� [sc. .–] ��
"� ��'	
� >
 � ! V������� ���'�	�� �����	� �
>��� ��0 ����	
� ���� ��`��2��. "
� �2��
 �=�� [sc. .–] �F"#�
������;�� �2���
. (schol. A Il. .–a Ariston.)

The thirteen lines are athetised, because someone has condensed what is said
elsewhere more extensively, cf. ‘we went to Thebes, the sacred city . . . ’ In what
follows, she [sc. Thetis] relates that Patroclus lost the armour when he fell in
the battle and that she is here in order to get a new set. Nothing of importance,
therefore, is said in the previous lines.

The argument is then followed by a second (not quoted here) that Thetis’
summary is not entirely accurate. Conversely, the bT-scholion reads:

��������� �	
� �G�. ���-� �6� ����; *+� 	��,��. �-� ��� �F� @����
� �#� ���0 �$ ����' [cf. .–] ����
� � E�� ��0 �l	
 "&�� �2��
�,
	
��l� "# "
 * m L����; (schol. bT Il. .–b ex.)

This <is> a summary, and Aristarchus, therefore, athetises it with no reason. For
how is it not absurd <for Thetis> to say the things about the marriage, which are
old and known to all, but to pass over in silence why she has come?

Aristarchus athetises the internal repeating analepsis of books – on
the grounds that they are a mere repetition of things said elsewhere in
the Iliad and therefore ‘not necessary’ (�F"#� ������;��). Conversely,
he does not object to the external completing analepsis which comprises
her marriage, etc. That is to say, Aristarchus is not a priori opposed to
analepsis. The decisive criterion for him is so to speak whether the relevant
passage contains new information (completing analepsis) or not (repeating
analepsis). The anonymous critic disagrees with Aristarchus’ athetesis on
the grounds that Hephaestus is only too familiar with Thetis’ marriage,
but must be informed of why Achilles needs new armour in the first
place. This is not the case, if the passage is athetised. In principle,

 Cf. schol. T Il. .c ex. (Did.?) (quoted above) and Lehrs ([] : ).
 This implicitly contradicts the claim that divine characters in general are omniscient.
 To be fair, Aristarchus retains Il. .–, which contain a brief reference to Patroclus losing

Achilles’ armour. But Hephaestus would probably be left wondering how it all came about.
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the note reflects a distinction between narratorial and actorial analepsis.
Comparable to other analepses such as Il. .– or Od. .– the
present passage is an actorial analepsis, i.e. spoken by a character who uses
it in order to inform the interlocutor. The passage, therefore, does have a
function. And the fact that this leads to a repetition for the reader is only a
side effect and must not be used in support of an athetesis. This argument
is rooted in the so-called �=	
� �� �$ ���	���': an apparent problem
in the text is solved by taking into account the question of who is speaking
to whom (see Chapter ). In the present case Thetis informs Hephaestus
why Achilles needs new armour. The lines must stand.

In a more general vein, analepsis can form the background against
which scholia must be read. Ancient and modern readers of Homer express
their admiration for his decision to have the Iliad begin at a late stage
of the fabula. However, he does not simply forgo the past events, but
incorporates them by way of external analepsis. Ancient critics normally
describe the device periphrastically. For instance:

��'��	
�� ! ��
��� ��" * !
�$� �����
������ &� 3���2	���, ���� " * ��
���	���&� ��� �� ��
5������ ��
��� "
���=�����, �� -� ��-� <�
�,
�� &� BC�2��� Z������, �� *+,
��2�� ������. (schol. b Il. .– ex.,
p. .– Erbse)

The poet is admirable: he omits no part of the story, but narrates all events at the
appropriate moment in inverse order, the strife of the goddesses [sc. Hera, Athena,
and Aphrodite], the rape of Helen, the death of Achilles.

Although the Iliad itself covers only a short time span of fifty-one days
towards the end of the war, the ‘prehistory’ is incorporated by means of
external analepsis. Given that ancient critics are fully aware of this par-
ticular plot structure, it is perhaps surprising that analepsis is not discussed
more often in the scholia. There are, nevertheless, a few instances where

 Conversely, an athetesis of Il. .– would indirectly lead to ‘paralepsis’ (see Chapter ).
 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (quoted in Chapters  and ). This is the origin of Horace’s famous

phrase medias in res, which, as has often been pointed out, would better be called ultimas in res (cf.
Quint. ..); see also Arist. Po. a– and Chapter .

 The scholion’s last example, Achilles’ death, does, of course, not precede the Iliad (cf. the discussion
in Chapter ). Incidentally, the reference to ‘the quarrel of the goddesses’ shows that this critic
considers Paris’ judgment (cf. Il. .–) genuine, whereas Aristarchus claimed it to be unknown
to Homer (e.g. schol. A Il. .– Ariston., see Chapter ).

 Conversely, Eustathius repeatedly comments on Homer’s habit of inserting what he calls ����
�0
^	�� �
 (lit. ‘old stories’): .– (= ..–, on Nestor’s exploit as a young man), .
(= ..–, on the events in Aulis), . (= .., on Priam’s exploit as a young man), etc.
(see Keizer : s.v.). The insertion of a ����
� ^	�� � is recognised by Zenodorus as one of the
two acceptable cases for presenting a conversation among gods (schol. Il. .b ex.). For a detailed
discussion see Chapter .
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an external analepsis is said to ‘complete’ the narrative. Many of these
notes establish a connection between the Iliad and the Odyssey, comparable
to the type of prolepsis discussed above (Excursus): they explain that an
Odyssean passage fills a gap left in or by the Iliad. (In Odyssey , Nestor’s
son Peisistratus weeps over the death of his brother Antilochus, whom the
Aethiopian king Memnon had slain.)

� �� * W�
�"
 ������
��2�� "
� &� *J"'		� �� 9� �
l� �S	�� &� ����Y
��� �� ����" "�	
. (schol. Q Od. .)

He [sc. Homer] presents in the Odyssey the things which were left out of the Iliad,
as if it were one work.

Strictly speaking, Antilochus’ death falls between the Iliad and the
Odyssey (and was narrated in the Aethiopis). It is, nevertheless, seen here as
an Iliadic ‘omission’ which is filled by the Odyssean passage. Modern schol-
ars are likely to take exception to such a narrow interrelationship between
the two Homeric epics. But leaving this aside, notes such as the one just
quoted are indicative of a considerable interest in the phenomenon that
the narrator incorporates story elements which fall outside the time frame
of his plot. This is further evidence for ancient awareness of the differences
between plot and fabula and their ramifications.

Finally, there are the comments which draw attention to the fact that
Homer does not ‘present the event as one which is taking place, but
refers to it as one which took place previously’ (�$� �
������� �#� �F
���2	�	��, 9� ��������� "# ����" "�	
�, schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).
The particular passage is, in other words, a completing analepsis which fills
a gap left in the previous account.

All in all, analepsis, though considerably more frequent than its peer
prolepsis, received less attention from ancient critics, especially if compared
with the notes on the psychological impact of prolepsis. One may perhaps
speculate that its very ubiquity made analepsis appear more commonplace
and therefore less in need of a specific explanation. At the same time,
prolepsis provided better opportunities to praise the mastermind who had
designed the plot with foresight.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex. (	'������; �� 3����	
�, on Achilles sacking twelve cities in the Troad),
T Il. . ex. (�� �;� "2�'	
 ���
� ���" "�	
 � �� ���� &� * W�
�"��, on Achilles sacking
Tenedos), cf. also bT Il. .a ex. (Agamemnon on the boasts that the Greek army made prior to
arriving in the Troad) and bT Il. .b ex. (quoted in Chapter ) on internal completing analepsis.

 Cf. schol. DE Od. . (p. .– Ludwich), HM Od. ., HM Od. ., E Od. ., E Od.
., Q Od. ., MV Od. . (p. . Dindorf ). The passages are collected by Erbse (ad schol.
bT Il. .a ex., which is also relevant). See also Ps.Long. ..

 The relevant scholia are discussed in more detail in Chapter .
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narratorial choice: save for later

The narrator’s freedom to organise his plot at will (see above) implies
that there are countless choices to make. Among these choices, the scholia
repeatedly draw attention to the fact that the poet does not make use of
a particular narrative element in the present scene, but rather ‘saves’, ‘pre-
serves’ or ‘keeps it in store’ (�'���
�, ��
�=�	��
) for a later occasion.

In a war poem such as the Iliad this preservation can of course be meant
literally. Homer does not allow Hector to die, because he is designated for
the showdown with Achilles in book . (Apollo advises Hector in Iliad 
not to fight against Achilles.)

��
�=��
 ! ��
��� � ���	���� DC����� �/� � ���'�;�. (schol. bT Il.
.b ex.)

The poet keeps the character Hector in store with a view to the end.

Apollo’s advice is motivated by the purpose of preserving Hector for the
climactic finale of the poem. A similar explanation is given on a number
of occasions: when Ajax in the duel with Hector does not wound him
lethally (schol. bT Il. . ex.), when the same duel is brought to an
end by the heralds (schol. bT Il. .– ex.), when Dolon, instead of
Hector, reconnoitres the Greek camp by night (schol. T Il. .– ex.),
when Sarpedon, not Hector, enters the fray against Patroclus (schol. bT
Il. .b ex.) and when Apollo saves Hector by removing him from
the battlefield (schol. Ab Il. . ex.). Similarly, Sarpedon is said to be
protected with a view to his fight with Patroclus (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)
and Ajax with a view to the battle for the ships (schol. bT Il. .a ex.). In
the case of Ajax, a virtually identical formulation is used in a context where
this protection cannot be meant literally. It is given as a possible answer
to the question why Homer gives the first aristeia to Diomedes instead of
Ajax, who, in the Catalogue, is said to be second after Achilles:

n >
 �/� �� �� ?��� � �"'��� �F�� �'���
 �� ���0 -� ��-� [cf. esp. Il.
.–.]. (schol. AbT Il. .b ex.)

Or because he [sc. Homer] saves him [sc. Ajax] for the greater danger, the battle
for the ships.

 On this topic see Trendelenburg (: ), Griesinger (: –), von Franz (: ), (:
–).

 In the Addenda (VII: ) Erbse withdraws the conjecture he had suggested in the meantime and
returns to the text as printed in his edition.
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This figurative sense of �'���
� (‘save, protect’) and semantically
related words recurs elsewhere, mostly in connection with narrative ele-
ments or motifs and not with characters. Homer introduces in the person
of Nestor an eloquent mediator of Achilles’ quarrel with Agamemnon in
Iliad , but he saves the actual pleas (�
� ) for Phoenix in book  (schol. bT
Il. .– ex.). In book  he avoids a direct confrontation between Ares and
Athena, because he wants to save the battle of the gods for book  (schol.
bT Il. .– ex.). In book  he suppresses the dirges for Rhesus and in
book  the lament of a father for his fallen sons, because in both cases
he wants to preserve this motif for the finale of his poem, Hector’s death
and funeral (schol. bT Il. . ex., T Il. . ex.). Two literary-critical
principles are at stake here. One is the supposed aim of a suspenseful and
climactic development of the plot. The poet keeps a particular narrative
element in store because it can be used more effectively elsewhere towards
the end of his poem. The other principle prescribes that the poet is to strive
for surprise and to avoid monotony, which can best be achieved if central
narrative elements and motifs are used only once.

In light of the strong interrelations between the two Homeric epics as
perceived by ancient critics (see above), it will hardly be surprising that
Homer is also said to conclude his Iliad with Hector’s funeral and thereby
to ‘keep in store’ (��
�=�	��
) the subsequent events for his Odyssey (schol.
bT Il. .a ex.).

In scholia to texts other than Homer, Aeschylus is once praised for
‘saving’ the Erinyes’ pursuit of Orestes for the middle of Eumenides instead
of presenting it at the beginning of the play (schol. A. Eum. a, quoted in
n. ). In addition to this point about the general plot structure of Eumenides,
several scholia comment on minor elements which are kept in store for a
later occasion. In the opening scene of Sophocles’ Ajax, Athena’s list of Ajax’
victims ‘keeps in store’ (i.e. suppresses) the name of Odysseus, until Ajax is
present himself. In Electra the heroine’s question about the pedagogue’s
identity is ‘kept in store’, in order to bring about a second recognition scene
later. In the opening scene of Oedipus the King, the protagonist maintains

 For the topics ‘suspense’ and ‘avoidance of monotony’ see Chapters  and . The latter principle
recurs in connection with ‘preservation’ when Homer is said not to introduce Andromache among
those who plead with Hector before he faces Achilles. Instead, she is ‘preserved’ for the laments in
order to avoid monotony, which arises from using the same characters all the time (schol. bT Il.
. ex.).

 Cf. schol. S. Aj. a; the scholion seems to be saying that it is ‘kept for Ajax’, but it is nevertheless
Athena who gives the cue in line .

 Cf. schol. S. El. , which deserves further attention, because it is one of the rare instances where
an explicit distinction is made between the motivation of the poet and that of the character: Electra
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a good balance between disclosing and withholding (i.e. ‘keeping in store’)
his story (schol. S. OT ; on this type of exposition cf. schol. S. OT 
and contrast the critique of Euripides’ prologues above, page ). And in
the other play devoted to the same character, Oedipus ‘keeps in store’ his
speech until Theseus’ arrival (schol. S. OC ). Only the last example reacts
to an explicit reference to an omission in the text of the play. Similarly,
Prometheus expressly withholds a speech, according to schol. A. PV ,
with a view to the next play in the trilogy.

All the notes collected in this section explain why the poet decides
not to make use of a particular element in the passage under discussion.
They never explicitly state that this contradicts the reader’s expectations.

In that respect the present notes differ from the ones on ‘misdirection’
and ‘retardation’, which explicitly argue that the narrator’s postponement
thwarts the reader’s expectations (see Chapters  and ).

introduction of characters

A further aspect of a good and well-motivated plot is the timely and
adequate introduction of (new) characters. This applies in particular to
characters who are of central importance, such as Helen in the Iliad and
Penelope in the Odyssey, each of whom is hotly contested in their respective
poems (schol. EHQ Od. .). More generally, the reader needs to know
the characters who inhabit the narrative universe which is presented to him
by the narrator. Or, as a commentary on the Catalogue of Ships puts it:

� ��� �� ���� ?�	��
 �K� T���� ?��	
� ��� �
. (schol. b Il. .– ex.,
p. .– Erbse)

Not to know the heroes would lead to inquiry [i.e. the reader would be confused].

The natural first step for the narrator is to introduce the character by means of
his name and, in a Greek context, his patronymic. (Early in book , enter ‘Calchas
son of Thestor’.)

forgets the question ‘out of joy’ (3�� &� ,��l�), whereas Sophocles suppresses it with a view to
another recognition scene.

 The only note which comes close to stating this is schol. bT Il. . ex. Although Homer says
that Zeus declines Asius’ prayer because he wants to support Hector, the narrative at first continues
with the successful efforts of the Lapiths: ���0 ����;��� “ D C���
 ��� �^ �'���” [.], � �#�
�/� G	���� ��
�=��
, ��0 "# �$ ������� ��������$��� ��
�; �K� D C������, ��� d� (
��� �$ h
�� 5����
� ������ O� �� �F���� �� ��0 �� D C���� (‘After having said “for it was to
Hector that the heart [sc. of Zeus wanted to give glory]”, he [sc. Homer] keeps it in store until later,
but for the time being he has the Greeks win until Zeus’ support shifts military success towards
Hector’).

 Cf. the scholia which explain that motivation prevents readers from wondering (see above). On
missing @� in counterfactuals see Schneider (a: ).
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>�� �-� �� ��,&7 "
�	���; � H�����, 9� ��0 %2��' 3���,����. (schol. bT
Il. .b ex.)

Watch how he [sc. Homer] makes clear the names in the beginning, as if there
were another <character> of the same name.

The scholion implies in the second part that, with no other character
of the same name present in the Iliad, the patronymic ‘son of Thestor’
is strictly speaking superfluous. Homer, however, is at pains to give his
characters an unambiguous introduction, regardless of whether there is a
possible confusion or not. Equally important is the critic’s point that the
introduction occurs at the beginning of the epic, where the poet is wont to
identify his characters (sim. schol. EHQ Od. . on Penelope, mentioned
above). In a comparable note, Homer is said to introduce at an early stage
the gods who act as ‘allies’ (�� ��'��
) of the two parties on the battlefield
(schol. bT Il. . ex.).

As for the character introduction itself, one scholion implicitly says
that the standard introduction includes name, patronymic and/or local
origin. Thersites is not introduced in such a way. Instead, his build and his
character are described at length:

�6 "# ��0 �F� ��� ����� �F�� 	'�2	�	��, �F" * ��� ��� "��, ��� * ���
�$ ����' ����' ��0 &� ����&�, o� ,�� � � �$�. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.,
p. .– Erbse)

Well done also that he [sc. Homer] did not introduce him [sc. Thersites] with
patronymic or home country, but only by <describing> his character and build,
which is what is at stake in the current scene.

Due to the particular demands of the scene in question, Homer pro-
vides Thersites with an unusual introduction and exceptionally omits the
genealogical information. A similar point is made about Sarpedon, whose
conspicuous genealogy – he is Zeus’ son – is said to be saved for a later
occasion:

�1�	� �$� � �2��� �F�$, N� * �� @���I ���I [sc. .] ��� �� �=�' ��
�=�����
���� ��� ��� �F� ��
�
� �� <, O�. (schol. b Il. . ex.)

In the present passage, he [sc. Homer] forgoes his [sc. Sarpedon’s] genealogy so
that he can mention it elsewhere for purposes of improved variation.

 Ancient scholars paid close attention to homonymous characters (see Chapter ).
 The lack of a patronymic has in fact led to the still-disputed question whether Thersites is an

aristocrat or not, cf. e.g. LfgrE s.v. (with lit.). At the same time, the physical description of
characters is indeed rare in Homer.

 On ‘saving for later’ see above page .
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The critic’s emphasis on ‘here’ (�$�) and his point about variation (on
which see Chapter ) testify to his view that Homer normally mentions
the character’s father when he first introduces him or her. Incidentally,
Aristarchus observed that Homer never uses metronymics (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston., with test.). More in line with the note on Thersites (above),
schol. HT Od. . implies that the introduction (here of the Phaeacian
Echeneus) mentions in particular the traits that will be important in the
subsequent scene (sim. schol. Q Od. ., on Polyphemus).

Many Iliadic characters (including Sarpedon in the note just quoted)
are first mentioned in one of the two long Catalogues of book , which
received considerable attention from ancient scholars. To them, one of
the Catalogues’ chief attractions is the very fact that they contribute in
a substantial way to an ‘index’ of all Iliadic characters. Consequently,
critics carefully studied Homer’s technique of introducing characters in the
Catalogues (see nn. – and Strabo .. = C.–C. Radt). They
established the following principle: every character is mentioned (often for
the first time) in the Catalogues, unless (i) he is not the commander-
in-chief of the particular contingent, (ii) he is not fighting or (iii) he
has not yet arrived on the Trojan battlefield. Exception (i) explains why
minor characters such as the Greek Stichius are not mentioned in the
Catalogue. Exception (ii) accounts for the boycotting Myrmidons (incl.
Achilles’ horses), and, by implication, old and female characters. The
third category comprises characters who are not present on the battlefield
on that first day of fighting.

The rather terse format of the Catalogues does not allow for extensive
introductions of the individual characters, but the poet can single out one
particular characteristic of each character, in addition to name, patronymic
and origin. Philoctetes is introduced as an excellent archer:

 The existence of such an index among Alexandrian scholars is argued in Chapter .
 Cf. schol. T Il. . ex. and in general schol. pap. ad Il. .– (pp. – Erbse); similarly T

Il. .b ex. (on Mentes, different explanation in A Il. .a Ariston., see n. ), bT Il. .
ex. (on Asteropaeus, different explanation in T Il. . ex., see n. ); perhaps this is also the
implication of bT Il. . ex. (quoted below).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. The point about old and female characters is nowhere made explicitly.
 Cf. schol. T Il. .b ex. (on Asius, Hecuba’s brother), A Il. .a Ariston. (on Mentes, but see

n. ), T Il. . ex. (on Asteropaeus, cf. T Il. . ex., but see n. ), also bT Il. . ex. (on
the Caucones). On late arrivals on the battlefield see also schol. b Il. . ex., A Il. .a Ariston.
(sim. T), bT Il. .– ex.

 The fact that Philoctetes is not actually present on the battlefield (cf. exception (iii) above) need
not surprise. Some critics apparently felt that all the characters who are part of the larger ‘Trojan
cast’ could be introduced (cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., on Epeius being introduced because he
will build the Trojan horse). Conversely, schol. D Il. . presupposes that Stentor must be present
if Hera can be compared to him.
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! "# ��
��� ���"
�	'� 	�	
� �� -I f������I �� {���0} %��	�' �����.
(schol. A Il. . Ariston.)

In the Catalogue the poet introduces beforehand the excellence of each
<character>.

Against the background of motivation and good organisation of the
narrative, a poet deserves praise if this particular characteristic becomes
functional later in the poem, because he is not forced to introduce it there
ad hoc. (Again in the Catalogue, the ‘lesser’ Ajax is introduced as smaller
in size than his namesake, the son of Telamon.)

>
 e���"��� ��2���� �F��. ������;�� "2 �	
. ���"
�	'� 	�	
 ��� >

T�� �	0 ��� � �2����� �$ Q������ �'. ���;��� �2��
 �� “�2���” [.,
cf. .] �2��
. (schol. A Il. . Ariston.)

<The diple periestigmene,> because Zenodotus athetised the line. But it is
necessary, because he [sc. Homer] introduces in advance the fact that he [sc. the
lesser Ajax] is smaller in size than the son of Telamon. In fact he calls the latter
‘tall’.

It is remarkable that Aristarchus defends the line against Zenodotus’
athetesis on the grounds that the ‘pre-introduction’ of Ajax’ size is an
integral part of the plot and therefore indispensable, although it does not
play a role in the passage under discussion. This is again indicative of ancient
scholars’ interest in Homer’s qualities as a designer of coherent plots. A
similar argument forms the basis of another Aristarchean note. (When
after Agamemnon’s marshalling of the troops the two armies finally clash,
Antilochus is said to be the first (��-��) to kill a Trojan.)

>
 �F ��� � �	���� ��-�� *+� ��,�� ���
��$�� ������
, ��� * >

�,
	�� �F�� ���	'� 	�	
 [Cobet, †����	'� 	�	
† A] "
� -� @����
��0 �F� ����. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] does not introduce Antilochus killing
‘first’ with respect to excellence [i.e. ‘first’ not in the sense of ‘best’], but because
he introduces him beforehand as very fast and mobile with a view to the other
<books/scenes of the poem>.

 Zenodotus probably athetised .– too (Düntzer :  n. ), with Aristarchus following
suit.

 Erbse reports Cobet’s conjecture only in the app. crit. and suggests ‘an 	'� 	�	
 vel potius
��� 	�	
?’, but in the light of the previous note it seems plausible that Aristonicus has in mind
the ‘pre-introduction’ of Antilochus’ swiftness. Conversely, Erbse (Addenda ad loc.) rightly defends
@���� against van der Valk’s conjecture @���� with the argument that it refers to other rhapsodies
(= books) or the like.
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The explanation must be read against the background of the question
why, of all people, the comparatively minor figure Antilochus is said to
open the first battle of the entire poem. Aristarchus’ answer is: ‘he is
not the best of the Achaeans, but the fastest’. And this quality will become
functional later, when a fast messenger is needed to inform Achilles of
Patroclus’ death (cf. esp. .). In a similar vein, some scholia observe
that a character is mentioned because he will later play an important role.
(After his rupture with Agamemnon, Achilles leaves the general assembly
in book  together with Patroclus, who is mentioned here for the first time.)

�� * ���,�� "# /"
�?���� �)�� ���0 �F�$ ��0 �$�, N�� ��
�,���� OL, >��
���'�;�� �F�� �/� �� ��,�� ��� � O�. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

Even in the present scene he [sc. Homer] singled him [sc. Patroclus] out as a
particular individual, so that he be worthy of mention when he at last urges him
into battle.

Patroclus’ function in this scene is marginal. If the critic speaks of a
remarkable individualisation, he perhaps alludes to the fact that Patroclus
is introduced by his patronymic only (cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.),
which is then taken as a sign of excellence. Or he finds it remarkable that
Patroclus is singled out from the rest of the Myrmidons at all. In any case,
the purpose of the introduction is seen in the light of Patroclus’ crucial
and pathetic function later in the poem. Homer is wont to introduce in
advance the characters who will become important in the course of the
poem. Consequently, the scholia note that Pandarus is introduced (.)
‘against Menelaus’ (schol. b Il. .b ex.), that is, he will break the truce
and shoot the ominous arrow (.–). And the Trojan hothead Asius
is introduced carefully, including his horses (.–), because Homer will
have to say more about them (schol. bT Il. .– ex., cf. bT Il. .–
ex.): Asius will ignore Polydamas’ advice to leave the horses at the trench –
with deadly consequences (.–). And in the Odyssey, Eurycleia is
carefully introduced, because she will play an important role in various
scenes (schol. Q Od. .).

Despite their emphasis on the ‘pre-introduction’ of characters, ancient
critics also draw attention to cases of ad-hoc introduction. In the case of

 Cf. the discussion why Diomedes, and not Ajax, is given the first aristeia (schol. AbT Il. .b ex.,
quoted above).

 Similarly, the scholia note that Deiphobus is introduced because he will lead the Trojan forces after
Hector’s death, although this is not described within the Iliad; cf. schol. T Il. . ex., bT Il. .
ex.
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the Trojan spy Dolon one critic praises Homer’s ability to give a complete
outline of the character in a few lines only (cf. Chapter ):

�,2�� ]���� �"���	�, � <����, � E���� �F�$ � ��0 �$ �����, ��
2,���, �� =,��, >
 ���=	
��, �� ������ �$ h������, �� k�=��.
(schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

In no time he [sc. Homer] showed everything: the tribe, his and his father’s name,
his profession, his destiny, that he is wealthy, Dolon’s build, his speed.

No less remarkable is the treatment of minor fighters. By definition, they
usually appear only once in the poem and often receive no particular intro-
duction. But there are exceptions, for example Crethon and Orsilochus,
whom Aeneas kills (.–):

���	'� 	�	
� �F�K� �S��� �� ���0 �F-� ��,��. �F �2����
 "# �F-�
�� -I f������I, ���0 R�		��
� [Bekker, ��	��
� cod.] �/	
�, �N
��� 3��
R������I �2��'�. [followed by a quotation of Od. ., –, which is meant
to prove the point made]. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

He [sc. Homer] gives them [sc. Crethon and Orsilochus] an introduction, thereby
increasing the importance of the fight. He does not mention them in the Catalogue,
because they are Messenians, who served under Menelaus [i.e. do not form an
independent contingent, see exception (i) above].

Several assumptions seem to underlie this note. Minor characters are
normally not given an extensive introduction. And such an introduction is
indicative of importance, which, interestingly, reflects on all the characters
present, that is, on their opponent, Aeneas, too. The last point recurs in
a note on the introduction of Patroclus’ slayer, Euphorbus (schol. T Il.
.–b ex.).

All the examples adduced so far deal with the proper introduction of a
character on the occasion of his or her first mention. Ancient scholars are,
however, aware that the first mention of a character may actually pass over
such an introduction. The occasion is Achilles mentioning Hector in his
threat to Agamemnon (.):

���	'� 	�	
� (�;� �� DC���� �������� ! ��
���, �2���� �F-I ,�&	��

���� � ��
���& &� * W�
�"�� <���. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

The poet introduces Hector beforehand en passant on our behalf, because he wants
to make use of him in the glorious scenes of the Iliad.

 Cf. schol. AbT Il. .a D (on the three qualities of narrative: 	�����
�, 	'��� �, �
������,
which Quintilian .. refers back to Isocrates, cf. Chapter ).

 Text as suggested by Hölscher (:  n. ), accepted by Erbse (:  n.).
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In a way this is comparable to the scholia referred to above which argue
that a character is mentioned because he will become important later in the
narrative, and for that reason is introduced beforehand to the reader. What
is different here, however, is that Hector is introduced inconspicuously
(��������, lit. ‘secretly, surreptitiously’). As a consequence, Hector is
later said to be ‘introduced a second time’ (schol. bT Il. . ex.).

Overall, ancient critics pay considerable attention to the specifics of
character introduction. Its main function can be seen as another aspect
of motivation, which results in a well-wrought and coherent plot. It is no
surprise, then, that critics tend to emphasise the same aspects both in the
case of motivation and in that of character introduction, in particular the
preparatory effect on which a coherent plot depends (cf. also Arist. Po.
a–).

transitions and changes of scene

A narrative text of the size of the Homeric epics is bound to involve multiple
locations and to comprise several storylines (cf. Arist. Po. a–), and
the scholia describe Homer’s technique in bringing about these transitions.
In its simplest form, the note merely states that there is a transition from
one location to another. (After the assembly of the gods at the beginning
of Iliad , the narrator returns to the Greeks on the battlefield.)

���-� ��� ���K� �/� DC������ �2�
	
�. (schol. T Il. .b ex.)

After the gods he [sc. Homer] makes a nice transition to the Greeks.

This critic does not explain why this particular transition deserves his
praise. Other notes, however, are more explicit. A permanent concern of
the Homeric narrator is to secure the reader’s attention (see Chapter ).
This can be achieved, among other things, by avoiding monotony. In the
present context, this means that the poet avoids long scenes which take
place at the same location. Rather, he attempts to relieve his reader by
regular changes of scene. (At the beginning of Iliad , Homer leaves the
battlefield and introduces the first assembly of the gods.)

 Cf. schol. S. Aj. b (Tecmessa reveals Eurysaces’ name ��������, ‘unexpectedly’; children in
tragedy normally remain anonymous: Wilamowitz : ). In other contexts �������� can
mean ‘aside’ or ‘sotto voce’ (Chapter ) or ‘unnoticeably, indirectly’ (Chapter ).

 Words such as ���5� ��
� can also designate transitions in a purely figurative sense, e.g. transitions
within the Catalogue: schol. A Il. .a Ariston. This meaning is at least as old as Homer himself
(Od. .).
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�
���-� �� �$ ������ ���=5�' �/� �F����� �� 	����� 	���=��� �������,
��
� ���� ]�� �� �� �	
� ���
� � ��0 ���	���
� ��0 ����
�. (schol. bT
Il. .a ex.)

He [sc. Homer] convincingly brings about a change of scene from the din down
on earth to heaven, which makes it nobler, and at the same time he varies his poem
by means of <different> locations, characters and speeches.

As the scholion makes clear, this variation entails more than the sim-
ple transition from one location to another. Often it (re-)introduces a
new topic, thereby giving the reader a chance ‘to take a break’. (Hector’s
parainesis addressed to his horses provokes Hera’s anger, which leads to a
brief conversation with Poseidon on Mt Olympus.)

�����=�� "# (�l� &� "
���	��� -� BC����
�-� �',����� ����
	���

�� "
������ -� ��-�. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

Relieving us from the report of the Greek losses he [sc. Homer] introduces the
conversation of the gods [sc. Hera and Poseidon].

Whereas such transitions are seen as a form of relaxation, others are said
to increase the tension. (Encouraged by Zeus’ thunder, the Trojans attack
the Greek army more vigorously. Cut: Patroclus on his way from Eurypylus
to Achilles.)

>�� ��0 � @��� @� O� �� �� �	
�, �� �;� ���5�	�	
 ,�&�
 	'��,-�,
�� ���	�,�� -� �����-� 	'�����. ���5� ��
 �6� ��0 �� V�������
�$�. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

Whenever he [sc. Homer] brings his poem to a critical climax, he constantly makes
use of transitions, thereby focusing the readers’ attention. Therefore, he now passes
on to Patroclus.

The (Greek) reader is anxious (‘Will Patroclus be back in time before
the Trojans burn the ships?’), and this tension is heightened by a rather
abrupt change of scene to the character on whom all depends. Regrettably,
the critic does not give other examples of what he considers a typically

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on the change of scene from the battlefield to Nestor and wounded
Machaon), bT Il. .a ex. (on the similar change from the battlefield to the Greek camp with Achilles
and Patroclus); a comparable concept underlies the notes which speak of Homer introducing ‘new
scenes/episodes’ (���
	�"
� ��
��): schol. T Il. .a ex. (on Ares not having heard yet about the
death of his son Ascalaphus, which will be described in book ), A Il. . ex. (on Thetis in the sea
with her father, i.e. in a completely new location), also bT Il. .– ex. (on Adrestus supplicating
Menelaus), bT Il. .b ex. (on the deception of Zeus by Hera).

 The note clearly refers to the entire scene (Il. .–). For similar notes see schol. bT Il. .–
 ex. (on Zeus lamenting the fate of his son Sarpedon), bT Il. .– ex. (on Achilles’ horses
weeping over Patroclus’ death), although the reader’s ‘relief’ is more implied than actually spelled
out in both instances.
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Homeric feature: the increased frequency of transitions when the poem
reaches a climax. All in all, the two psychological effects described in the
preceding two scholia are not really contradictory, because in both cases
the overall result is increased attention on the part of the reader.

In connection with abrupt changes of scene, it is worth mentioning that
the scholia ‘anticipate’ in a curious way the modern film term ‘cut’ (from
cutting the film strips). The transition away from the main army to Hector
on the far left of the battlefield is described as ��� (‘cut’, schol. T Il.
.b ex.). There seem to be no parallels for this particular usage.

In addition to the psychological effects on the reader, scholia can describe
the purpose of transitions with a view to motivation and plot structure
at large. (At the beginning of Iliad  Achilles gives Patroclus extensive
instructions on how to act on the battlefield. The narrative then returns to
Ajax, who is forced to yield.)

�2�
	
� ��0 �� ��,��, >��� �� ��$� ���
����2��� "� ��� *+,
���; [cf.
.–] �� V������� ������ O�. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] passes over to the battle, in order for him to lead Patroclus into
battle by showing the burning ship to Achilles.

In other words, the change of scene in .– forms part of and is
required by the plot structure of book  and, by implication, of the entire
Iliad. Ajax yields, the Trojans set the Greek ship on fire. This is seen by
Achilles, which causes him to urge Patroclus into a battle where he will die,
etc.

A similar concept is at work when the poet is said to return to the
cornerstones of his narrative. (Book  describes Agamemnon’s aristeia,
which, however, does not last, because Zeus intervenes on behalf of the
Trojans.)

"
 * H� ��� �F������ �� ������� ��0 � 	'���
�� <�,��
. "�; ��� 	'�Y
���;	��
 �K� *+,�
�K� �/� �� <��"�� V������'. (schol. b Il. .– ex.)

After having given the reader pleasure for a moment [sc. by having Agamemnon
succeed], he [sc. Homer] makes a transition to the essentials <of his story>.

For the Greeks must be pushed back with a view to Patroclus’ marching out.

 In reality the passage is part of a so-called ���������, which smoothens the transition (see below).
Either the critic overlooked this or ��� is not so abrupt as the etymology might suggest. On this
scholion see also van der Valk (: – with n. ).

 Cf. schol. AbT Il. .–a ex. (on the transition from Patroclus and Eurypylus back to the battlefield
and why this is important for the plot).

 Etymologically, the 	'���
�� are ‘holding together’ the poem, another aspect of its narrative
coherence (cf. schol. T Il. .c ex.: the wrath of Poseidon is the 	'���
��� of the Odyssey). See
also the notion of 	'���
�� ���	��� in Chapter .
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Again the transition is required by the larger plot of the Iliad, for which
it is crucial that Patroclus enter the battle. (Notes such as these presuppose a
difference between essential and less essential scenes, which will be further
explored below on Digressions.)

The examples adduced so far focus on the purpose of the transitions.
Others are interested in how a change of scene is actually brought about by
the narrator. The type of transition which receives the most attention is the
so-called ��������� (‘paragraph’). Contrary to their general reluctance
to give elaborate definitions and descriptions, the scholia are remarkably
specific in the case of ���������:

>�� "# @���� �������� @�,�	��
 �2�� O�, ���������� ��5����
, 9� �^
����
 -� ^	��
�������. ���5� ��� ��� ��0 � BC������ ������=��	�
�� �����. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

Whenever he [sc. the poet] intends to begin a new scene, he introduces ‘paragraphs’,
like the rules of historiographers: in transition <from the Trojan> to the Greek
affairs he summarises his <previous> account.

The line in question (Il. .) reads p� �i �#� Q�-�� �'����� <,��.
�F�� *+,�
�K� . . . (‘Thus the Trojans were holding their watch, but
the Achaeans . . . ’), where the recurrent phrase p� �i �#� + imperfect
summarises the preceding description of the Trojans bivouacking on the
battlefield, with the tense indicating that the action is understood to con-
tinue in the background. The general effect of the phrase is that the poet
‘announces’ the imminent change of scene and, consequently, achieves a
smoother transition.

Equally interesting is schol. bT Il. .a ex., which gives a description
similar to the one above and adds the point that ��������� is frequent in
Homer. The claim is then supported with no fewer than six parallel passages
from both epics, which points to a systematic examination of the device.

 Although the term is attested in rhetoric (Ernesti : s.v.), it may nevertheless originate in
grammar (see the testimonia collected by Erbse, ad schol. bT Il. .a ex., which remarkably calls
��������� a �����, see below); see esp. Uhlig (on Ap. Dysc. synt. p. .), who argues on the
basis of Arist. Rh. a– that the rhetorical/grammatical term ��������� derives from the
lectional sign, which is what the verb ���������
� seems to refer to in schol. A Il. .a ex. (?);
see also K. E. A. Schmidt (: –). Conversely, in contexts such as schol. A.R. .–b the
same verb means ‘to imitate’ (LSJ s.v. I ).

 In the light of the scholion’s term ‘summarised’ (������=��	�), it is worth noting that modern
scholarship coined the term ‘appositive summary’ for the same phenomenon (S. Richardson :
–).

 Il. ., . (= .), ., ., Od. ., . (sic); it is unclear why the sequence is inverted at the
end. However, the last parallel is only attested in T, not in b (on this phenomenon in general:
Roemer : ). Eustathius (.– = ..–), commenting on the same passage as the
scholion, adds more examples, which he probably collected himself (van der Valk ad loc.).
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All in all, there is a certain amount of terminological and conceptual
variety among the relevant notes. Whereas schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on
the end of the Greek assembly) speaks of a ��������� and considers
it a ����� (‘trope’), a similar passage is designated a 	,&�� (‘figure’)
and called ���5�	
� (‘transition’: schol. B Od. ., on the transition
from Menelaus’ Sparta to the suitors on Ithaca), thereby attesting to a
common terminological confusion, in particular the one between 	,&��
and �����.

More in syntactic terms, Nicanor argues that asyndeton is frequent in
transitions (���5�	
�, schol. A Il. . Nic., cf. T Il. . Nic.), while
notes of a more literary-critical nature draw attention to particular changes
of scene which are remarkable. (Towards the end of the third day of fighting
in Iliad , the Trojans meet in assembly and then eat dinner, whereas the
Greeks mourn for Patroclus.)

>�� �� ���5�	�
� 9� ��
� ��
. (schol. A Il. .– ex.)

Watch the transitions, how varied <they are>!

The critic does not specify why exactly he praises the change of scene for
its variation, but it is nevertheless indicative of a probably systematic exam-
ination of Homeric transitions. Another scholion does give an explanation
why the transition is remarkable. (After borrowing Aphrodite’s famous
love-charm, Hera leaves Mt Olympus in order to meet Hypnus on the
island Lemnos. Her journey is described in some detail: Pieria, Emathie
(= Macedonia), Thrace, Mt Athos and finally Lemnos.)

@���� �������?�
 �K� ���'�, �� !����'� ,���� "
��
�� [illustrated by an
Odyssean parallel: .–]. &7 ��� H����	 �_ -� ���� 	'������2�'	�
( "
���
� -� ��'�,������ �� ����	 �_ ��0 E`�
 -� ���� � ���
.
]�� �6� � ����� ���
2�'���, �F� �F�K� ����U� �F�� ��0 � ����� ����
,�� �. ���'��� ��$� ���������� �K� ���=���� �
������� ��� 	�	

�� "
���	
�. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] competently names the places, going through the areas which
border on each other . . . For the mind of the readers, travelling together with
the naming of the places, enters into an imaginative and visual perception of the
places. So at the same time, by not bringing her immediately to the locations in
question, he avoided inactivity. In any case, by calling in the readers as witnesses
he renders his narrative highly plausible.

 Cf. Schrader (: ), who, however, misses the preparatory function of p� �i �#� + imperfect
when he describes a line such as Od. . as ‘ein nur den Abschluss des Vorhergehenden bildender,
aber nicht zu dem Folgenden überleitender Vers’.
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This remarkable and complex note combines several issues, some of
which will be further explored in other chapters (, ). In the present con-
text, the decisive point is that Homer decides not to have Hera go from
A to B without further ado, as in fact he does on many other occasions.
Instead, he gives a detailed description of her journey, which activates the
mental participation of the reader, who so to speak accompanies narra-
tor and Hera on their journey (cf. Chapter ). This renders the account
plausible, because the description is geographically accurate, as the reader
(supposedly) knows.

The principle ‘avoidance of monotony by means of variation’ is applied
to the question of transition by Zenodorus, when he argues against the
authenticity of Zeus’ conversation with Hera (Il. .–):

<��
� �2����� �� DJ����� "
� ��	��
 � ���� BP�� 	�' ���� 42
�
�������� [cf. .–] �F� d� ��� �F-� [Erbse, �F&� cod., �=�� Maass]
@���� "
����
� ��-� ������5�;�, ��
� ���
� >��� 	��'"�?��� �� �� �	
�
��0 ��� �#� -� ������ ��� ��0 � ��;�, ��� "# -� �� �� ��0 � ������
��
���5����
� �/����. �F� d� �6� ��������� � >��
� "
��2	��
. (schol. bT
Il. .b ex., p. .– Erbse)

Next, <Zenodorus says,> Homer, intending to describe Hephaestus’ conversa-
tion with Thetis, would not have placed ahead of it another divine dialogue; he
constantly makes sure he varies his poem and is wont to make his transitions from
the human to the divine plane or vice versa. He would not have arranged similar
scenes back to back.

The note indicates that Zenodorus systematically studied Homeric tran-
sitions and made the observation that the change is never from one divine
scene to another. The passage under consideration is in breach of this
principle and must therefore be an interpolation. Zenodorus’ systematic
approach to the question deserves attention, even if one prefers not to
adopt his textual decision.

Given that Greek tragedy normally observes what later become known
as ‘unity of place’, it is hardly surprising that notes on changes of scene
are virtually absent from the tragic scholia, the sole exception being the
notorious change of scene in Sophocles’ Ajax (schol. S. Aj. a, see also
P. Oxy.  = TrGF III pp. –). More surprisingly, perhaps, the cor-
responding scholia to Aristophanes are neither much more frequent nor
more spectacular, although Old Comedy does not adhere to ‘unity of

 By ‘he avoided inactivity’ (� ����� ���
2�'���) the critic perhaps means to say that Homer
avoids temps mort (see Chapter ).

 For Zenodorus’ other arguments see Chapter .
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place’. In all three cases the notes simply state the fact and identify the
new location, which, to the critics’ mind, is all the reader needs to know to
understand and visualise the text. The dramaturgical convention as such is
not discussed.

While all the examples above deal with the spatial aspect of transitions,
others (e.g. schol. bT Il. .a ex.) combine it with temporal consider-
ations, in particular the question of ‘fill-in technique’ and simultaneous
events. These are further explored in Chapter .

Comments such as schol. T Il. .b ex. (discussed above) presuppose
that the narrator ‘returns’ (���	�2��
) to a former storyline when he
brings about a change of scene. In that connection, it is worth adducing
scholia which discuss the question when a particular character was men-
tioned last, because they display an interest in narrative coherence. (After
her conversation with Achilles, Thetis goes to Mt Olympus in order to get
new armour. The narrative returns to the Greeks fleeing under the Trojan
attack.)

"�
��� �� ������5���
, �� * o� ��2�
���. (schol. bT Il. .c ex., the
T-scholion adds a quotation of the relevant lines: .–)

In a marvellous way he [sc. Homer] takes up again <the Greeks> from where he
had left <them>.

Towards the end of book  Homer describes how the Greeks around
Ajax finally rescue Patroclus’ body and retreat to the camp, with the Trojans
in pursuit. The scene then changes to Achilles (.–), then Thetis (.–
), then the two together (.–), until the narrator ‘marvellously
takes up again’ the earlier storyline. A good poet is expected to drop
and resume the different storylines with masterly circumspection. Similar
notes (schol. T Il. .a ex., bT Il. .a ex.) not only explain that the
narrator returns to an earlier storyline, but they even quote the relevant
lines of the earlier passage. More in the style of a teacher, another critic
urges the reader to look for where the storyline had been dropped. And
a D-scholion argues that the re-introduction of a character is achieved

 Cf. schol. Ar. Ach. a (change of place to Euripides’ house), Ra.  (change to the underworld,
and also chorus turns from frogs into initiates), cf. d; see W. G. Rutherford (:  with
n. ), where, however, schol. Ar. Nu. b is misunderstood: it actually describes the movements
of the characters on stage (towards Socrates’ house), a type of note that is very common (see the
examples collected by Rutherford : –). It is true, though, that movements on stage can
lead to changes of scene (scholia on entrances and exits are discussed in Chapter ). Rutherford’s
list of notes on changes of scene can be supplemented by schol. Ar. Pax a (change from heaven
to earth), sim. argum. Ar. Pax A.–, A..

 Cf. schol. T Il. .c ex., with reference to Odysseus’ embassy to Chryse dropped in . (the
‘answer’ given in the scholion erroneously quotes .) and resumed in ..
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in such a way that the narrator presents the character as doing the same
thing as in the previous scene. All these notes are again indicative of the
ancient critics’ intensive attempts to get to grips with the plot structure
and narrative coherence of Homer’s epics.

digressions

A rather different type of multiple storyline is at stake when the narrator
incorporates material which is not directly related to his immediate subject-
matter. The modern term ‘digression’ (lat. digressio) uses essentially the same
metaphor and has the same implications as the Greek term ���2�5�	
�:
the narrator leaves his intended track and makes a detour, but ancient
critics do not a priori consider this a defect (powerfully argued by Heath
). The purpose or effect attributed to digressions is the same as the
one brought about by changes of scene: they can cause relief, as argued in
the following generalising note:

BJ���
��� "# �;� �����5�	�	
� "
�����=�
� �� �������. (schol. bT Il.
.b ex.)

It is typical of Homer to relieve his reader by means of digressions.

The relaxing effect of digressions is clearly seen as positive. It is acknowl-
edged, among other things, in ancient rhetorical theory, which, however,
warns at the same time against the insertion of long digressions, because
they may cause the reader to lose touch with the main story (Theon II
.–. Spengel).

An allegedly distorted balance between main text and digression is the
background to some criticism voiced in the scholia to Pindar. The crit-
icism seems to be rooted in two somewhat literal-minded approaches to
Pindar’s odes. On the one hand, ancient critics are prone to take rhetor-
ical Abbruchsformeln such as L� *, q � ��
, �� * ���'	 ����� � �"��
�"
�����, H���� �2��'��� /U� � �� � (‘Can it be, O my friends, that I

 Cf. schol. D Il. . with reference to book . The scholion has important chronological implications
and will be further discussed in Chapter .

 On ���2�5�	
� in rhetoric see Volkmann (: –).
 (: ) aptly adduces Polybius .., who explicitly parallels changes of scene (���5�	�
�)

and digressions (�����5�	�
�). For the relaxing effect of digressions see also schol. bT Il. .a
ex., schol. Arat. – (p. .– Martin) and Heath (: , –). On relaxation in general
see Chapter .

 See also Heath (: –). Although his general point about the principally positive treatment
of digressions in ancient scholarship is valid, his own examples prove that the scholia on Pindar
express criticism with unusual frequency.
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got confused where the way forked, when before I was going on the straight
road?’, Pi. P. .–) at face value: Pindar is said to show awareness of his
going astray and to call himself to order. On the other hand, the Pin-
daric scholia tend to overemphasise the economic aspect of a victory ode
(Lefkowitz : –). They repeatedly insinuate quarrels between poet
and commissioner, with the latter complaining that too much of the ode
is devoted to a topic other than the praise of the victor, for which he is
paying. Consequently, the scholia claim, for instance, that Pindar uses
the break-off formula quoted above in order to return to the topic for
which he is being paid.

Generic considerations have an impact on whether or not digressions are
acceptable (see Heath : – on the difference between digressions in
forensic and epideictic oratory respectively). The generally positive treat-
ment of digressions in the Homeric scholia points to a broad acceptance
of epische Breite (‘epic breadth/scope’). Conversely, the scholia on tragedy
show considerable predilection for a densely woven plot (cf. Arist. Po.
b–), which must be kept free of too much dilatory material. They
either criticise the poet for the inclusion of such material or they write
with palpable praise that ‘the story advances’ towards its dénouement.

The fact that ���2�5�	
� can refer to the narrative section within
the largely non-narrative Pindaric ode points to a principal terminologi-
cal difficulty for the modern scholar. The apparently loose definition of
���2�5�	
� allows ancient critics to apply the term to a wide variety of
passages, as long as they somehow ‘lead away’ from the main road. Exam-
ples include: external analepsis such as Nestor’s and Menelaus’ reports
about their homecoming, the story about Odysseus’ scar or a character’s

 Cf. e.g. schol. Pi. O. .b, P. .b, .a–c (on the passage quoted above), N. .c (all on
similar break-off formulae); Lefkowitz (: –).

 So already the famous anecdote about Simonides (fr.  Page).
 Cf. schol. Pi. P. .a. The same idea may underlie the interpretation that Pindar had to write

a second ode (P. ) in honour of the same victory, because the former (P. ) contained a long
digression on the Argonauts (schol. Pi. P. .inscr. a (p. .– Dr.), P. .inscr.). Heath (:
–) argues that the digression is criticised for generic reasons. The two explanations need not be
mutually exclusive. Pindar is said to have chosen the wrong genre and the wrong subject-matter.

 Cf. e.g. schol. S. OC , which praises Sophocles for the omission of genealogical information
and criticises Euripides for its inclusion (contrast schol. bT Il. .b ex.). (In general see Chapter
.)

 The scholia’s phrase for this is ( 3����	
� �������
: see Steinmann (: ), (: –,
with examples). See also the scholia referred to above (page ), which praise the ‘economy’ of
individual tragedies, and schol. S. El.  (Sophocles avoids the insertion of a messenger speech
by having Clytaemestra’s death-cries heard on stage and in the theatre; on this scholion see also
Chapter ). Conversely, argum. E. Ph. (quoted in Chapter ) considers the play full of fillers
(�����������
���).
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genealogy. At the same time the term can also designate a parenthetical
remark (e.g. Achilles on the sceptre in Iliad ), the end of which is indi-
cated by a repetition (�������`
�) of the last point before the parenthesis,
in order to mark the return. But an intervening short scene such as
Zeus instructing Apollo to remove Sarpedon’s body from the battlefield (Il.
.–) is called (�
���) ���2�5�	
� too (schol. bT Il. .a ex.). In
this example, ���2�5�	
� comes confusingly close to simple ���5�	
�
(‘transition’). For the divine scene is integral to the plot. A similarly loose
application of ���2�5�	
� can be found in schol. D Il. ., where the
term designates two entire books (sc. Iliad –), which describe, among
other things, how the Trojans break into the Greek camp!

In addition to the term ���2�5�	
�, ancient sources also make use
of other compounds such as ����"
���	
� (cf. Arist. Rh. a) or
���
	���;�, where again the prefix ����- indicates a distancing from
the main story. The applications are equally varied as with ���2�5�	
�
and include: the middle part in the ABC-scheme of Homeric killings,
which provides background information on the victim; other forms of
external analepsis; the ‘non-essential’ parts of similes. The last example
is telling because, strictly speaking, the simile itself already ‘interrupts’ the
main narrative. The conclusion is that ‘digression’ is very broadly defined
in ancient scholarship and can comprise aspects which fall outside the
concept of plot and its ramifications as explored in the present chapter.

not to destroy the story

A similar conclusion applies to the group of scholia which argue that the
poet would have destroyed his story if he had done such and such. The most

 Nestor and Menelaus: Od. .–, –, .–, cf. schol. DE Od. . (p. .–
Ludwich); Odysseus’ scar: Od. .–, cf. schol. PQV Od. .; genealogies: schol. bT Il.
.b ex. (quoted above); cf. also argum. A. PV (p. . Herington) on the use of the Prometheus
myth in Sophocles’ Colchian Women, probably as an external analepsis (cf. TrGF IV pp. –).

 Cf. schol. A Il. .–a Nic., schol. E. Or. , also schol. Hes. Th. sqq.
 The same scholion seems to imply that this long ���2�5�	
� covers no story time (see Chapter ).
 On ���2�5�	
� and ����"
���	
� as virtual synonyms see Volkmann (: ); the attempt of

the Anonymus Seguerianus (ch.  Dilts-Kennedy =  Patillon) to differentiate between the two
terms remains isolated (Heath : ); on ���
	���;� see Meineke (on Steph. Byz. .).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex., in bT Il. .– ex. the term is ��
"
���	
�. In schol. T Il. .c ex.
the same narrative element is explained as interruption (���) of the main narrative. On Homeric
ABC-schemes in general see Armstrong () and Chapter .

 Cf. schol. V Od. . (on Odysseus’ bow), schol. A Il. . Nic. (Achilles on Briseis, which
combines external and internal analepsis), also Ps.Plut. Hom. . (cf. .).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .–a ex.
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frequent expression for ‘to destroy the story’ is �=�
� �� 3����	
�. It is
significant that the term in question is 3����	
� and not the more narrowly
defined �/����� �. Equally important, the actual examples frequently deal
with threats to the fabula in general, not to the present plot in particular.
For example, the premature death of Paris (schol. D Il. .) would deprive
the entire Trojan war of its raison d’être. It would make impossible any poem
about the war, not only the plot of the Iliad in its extant form. The same
holds true for Electra committing suicide when she learns that Orestes is
allegedly dead (schol. S. El. ).

Conversely, there are cases which arguably deal with the plot and not
the fabula. If Orestes and Electra recognised each other early in the play,
this would lead to a surprisingly short Electra, but the fabula as such could
stand.

Still others are borderline cases, because the fabula would not a priori
become impossible, but considerable adaptation and redesigning of the
particular plot would become necessary. If, for example, Penelope learnt in
Odyssey  that Odysseus’ return was imminent, a central element like the
revenge on the suitors could stand, but would require major modifications
of the plot. The same would hold true if Tecmessa recognised Ajax’
intention to commit suicide (schol. S. Aj. ) or if Oedipus believed
Tiresias (schol. S. OT ). And if the other Cyclopes came to Polyphemus’
aid in Odyssey , the escape of Odysseus and his companions would become
very difficult indeed.

The conclusion is that the plot–fabula distinction plays no role in the
notes on �=�
� �� 3����	
�, which simply argue that the story would
be destroyed. This aligns well with the generally broad meaning of the
word 3����	
�. This, however, is not to say that the present chapter on
plot introduces a category which is foreign to ancient practice. Rather,
ancient critics are very similar to their modern successors in that they

 Cf. Trendelenburg (: ), Steinmann (: ), (: ). A less unequivocal expression has
it that the poet ‘puts in danger his story’ (��0 � ��
� �"'��� �2��� �� 3����	
�, schol. bT Il.
. ex.), a topic that is further explored in Chapter . Aristotle (Po. a) uses the expression
���
��;� �� �$���.

 Cf. schol. S. El. ; conversely, not to have the two siblings recognise each other at all leads to
problems too (schol. S. El. ). A rather different type of ‘destruction’ is at stake in schol. S. Aj.
c (quoted above n. ), according to which too explicit prolepses can ‘destroy the story’. Unlike,
say, the case of Paris’ premature death in the Iliad, the risk here is that the reader loses interest. The
story does not become impossible but dull.

 Cf. schol. PQ Od. . (Athena approaches Penelope in human disguise lest she be forced to
disclose Odysseus’ whereabouts).

 Cf. schol. BQ Od. .; cf. also the chorus’ commitment not to betray Phaedra (schol. E. Hipp.
).
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easily combine narrowly defined terms with others. One may compare, for
instance, the use of ‘plot’ and ‘story’ in the present chapter.

conclusion

The sheer length of this chapter is indicative of ancient scholars’ interest
in various questions concerning plot. Poets of traditional poetry such as
Homer and the tragedians must adhere to the traditional fabula, but are
at liberty to give their plots their individual shape. Plot, then, becomes
one of the central factors when a poet’s quality is being put to the test.
As a result, many of the notes collected in this chapter combine explana-
tion with (mostly positive) judgment. Ancient scholars frequently discuss
questions of plot and plot structure in general and the exact working of
narrative coherence in particular. The latter is the central thread of the
chapter, for it can be seen as the leading question on numerous occasions
and in connection with various phenomena such as motivation, logical
preparation, prolepsis, introduction of characters, transitions, changes of
scene and multiple storylines. General interest in the workings of narrative
coherence can be shown to be pervasive and old (it predates Aristotle).
A common denominator of these notes is the assumption, often implicit,
that plausible motivation and narrative coherence decisively help the reader
understand the text under discussion. More specifically, several of the com-
ments adduced above put considerable emphasis on ‘how exactly it is done’
and, consequently, provide important insights into the ‘laboratory’ of the
poet and of the critic who annotates the text. A recurrent method is the
attempt to develop standard principles for a particular poet or genre and
to assess the individual passage against the background of these principles
(cf. Introd. page ). Not the least important result is the insight that the
conceptual distinctions made in this chapter (e.g. plot vs. fabula or moti-
vation vs. prolepsis) reflect ancient practice and do not impose modern
principles on ancient sources. Equally important: some notes make use of
what appears to be standard terminology, while others paraphrase the phe-
nomenon in question. This lends support to the methodological approach
chosen for this book (cf. Introd. page ).



chapter 2

Time

This chapter focuses on the question of how ancient scholars dealt with
the various temporal and chronological aspects of a literary text. The first
section reviews the several attempts to get to grips with the day structure
of a narrative text (the Iliad in particular). Such a day structure is an
aspect of a text’s story time (erzählte Zeit), in the narrower sense of the
word: that is, the story time that spans from the first to the last event of
a narrative text (in the case of the Iliad: the fifty-one days from Chryses’
arrival to Hector’s burial). In this narrower sense, story time does not take
into account the timespan of the events that are incorporated by means
of external analepsis (events that precede the Iliad) and external prolepsis
(events that follow the Iliad). Given the relevance of story time, the second
section examines ancient notions of the relation between story time and
narrative time (Erzählzeit), that is, the time it actually takes to tell this story.
As we shall see, some critics deny that there is an immediate one-to-one
correlation between the two. The insight that textual representation need
not be identical with ‘how it actually happened’ can also be gathered from
the argument that sequentially recounted events in a narrative text must at
times be understood as happening in fact simultaneously. The treatment of
simultaneous events is discussed in the third section. Next, a particular type
of simultaneous event – an action is recounted in the foreground in order to
cover the time needed for a second action in the background – is dealt with
in the fourth section on ‘fill-in technique’. The last section, ‘anachronies’,
discusses several forms of narrative that breach the chronological order of
events.

day structure

Several indications in ancient sources point to the existence of a sys-
tem which describes the temporal structure of the Iliad by counting and
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numbering the days of the poem. The system of determining the Iliad ’s
story time goes back at least to the Alexandrian scholars, who were in
disagreement over the exact number of days. An important testimony is
the assessment of the day that begins in Iliad . (= day twenty-two,
according to modern calculation, see n. ):

���� 〈��〉 -� (���-� ��
����, >
 � � ��0 �/��	�. "2�� �#� �2,�
 &�
���
"��, "�"��� -� ��-� �� +/�
�� �_ E���. ( "# ������ �G� � � ��0
�/��	� �	
�. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple> refers to the number of days, because this is the twenty-third: ten
until the wrath [i.e. the confrontation between Achilles and Agamemnon in the
assembly], twelve for the gods’ stay in Ethiopia. This sunrise is the twenty-third.

This is generally believed to be an argument against Zenodotus, whose
figure differs, probably by two (i.e. day twenty-one instead of twenty-three,
as in Aristarchus’ analysis).

The arithmetical details are not entirely clear, but the question may be
summarised as follows: after the assembly of the Greek army that leads to
the quarrel of Achilles and Agamemnon (= day ten), Thetis meets with
Achilles and informs him (.) that she cannot intervene on his behalf
before the gods return from their twelve-day stay with the Ethiopians.
When does this twelve-day period begin? According to the testimony of
the Tabula Iliaca from Paris, Zenodotus argued that it begins on day nine,
because Thetis says ‘Zeus went yesterday’ (.). To Zenodotus’ mind,
book  therefore comprises twenty days. The twenty-first begins in .,
and �� �;� (.) does not refer to Thetis’ meeting with Achilles (= day
ten), but to the ‘actual’ departure of the gods (= day nine). Aristarchus’
scheme apparently differs by two days. He did not accept Zenodotus’
argument about ‘yesterday’ and was of the opinion that �� �;� refers
to the day that immediately precedes the day on which it is ‘spoken’.

According to Aristarchus, �� �;� refers to the day when the embassy

 For modern versions of the Iliad ’s day structure see e.g. Ameis, Hentze and Cauer (: , for
books – only) or Latacz (: ), whose figures will provide the point of reference in the
discussion of the differences between Zenodotus and Aristarchus (see below).

 Cf. Düntzer (: –), L. Friedländer (: –), Nickau (: –).
 The tabula is dated to the first century AD; text and discussion in Sadurska (: –).
 On the proviso that the relevant A-scholia actually represent his view, which is debated (see Nickau

: ).
 The second point is supported by schol. A Il. .a Ariston.: >
 &7 %�&��� &�r�=	����2�,���
.

( "# ������� ��� &� 	���
�	��� ���� �� -� (���-� ��
���� (‘<The diple,> because they
[sc. the embassy under Odysseus’ command] return from Chryse the next day. The reference of the
sign is to the number of days’). In other words, this day had been ignored in other calculations.
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returns from Chryse (= day eleven). Consequently, the two calculations
differ by two days.

A third reconstruction of the day structure probably forms the back-
ground of schol. bT Il. .b ex., which refers �� �;� to Thetis’ meeting
with Achilles (= day ten). This leads to a total of twenty-one days for book
, which is the figure given in the hypothesis of P. Achmı̂m . Although it
is impossible now to identify the source of this figure, it may well be that
several opinions on the number of days were current in Aristarchus’ time
and that the A-scholion quoted above is not as specifically anti-Zenodotean
as is generally assumed.

Perhaps more important than the question as to which of the three figures
is accurate is the observation that it appears to be common practice to
establish a scheme for the Iliad ’s story time. This observation is supported
by another scholion, which indicates that the third day of fighting (Il. books
–) is day fifteen since Achilles withdrew in anger from the battlefield.
(Before re-entering the battle, Achilles anticipates that the Trojans will
realise ‘how long’ he has been absent. How long exactly?)

"����2�� ��� �/	
� (�2��
 	K� �:� �^ ���0 �/� +/�
�� �� "
2�
`��. (schol. A
Il. .a Porph. (?))

For it [sc. the period of Achilles’ wrath] is fifteen days including those which the
gods spent with the Ethiopians.

The probable source of this note, Porphyry, twice refers to the fifteen-day
period. In the second case, he expressly divides the fifteen days into twelve
(absence of gods) and three (fighting). The latter figure three is difficult to
reconcile with the Homeric text. For the story time of books  to  covers
four or five days (see below), three of which are days of fighting. Porphyry,
and probably already Aristarchus, seems to have ignored the period of the
truce (.–) and counted only the actual days of fighting. This may
have been facilitated by the practice of referring to the ‘first, second, etc.

 Zenodotus’ and Aristarchus’ atheteses in book  do not affect the day structure.
 Text reprinted in van Rossum-Steenbeek (: ).
 Eustathius (.– = ..–) explains all three calculations, but does not attribute them to

specific authorities.
 This must be read against the background of the question whether ‘long’ is strictly speaking true.

This has implications for the relation between narrative time and story time, discussed below.
 Cf. Porph. on Il. .– (II .– Schr.), on Il. . (II .–).
 This distinction, which is reflected in schol. bT Il. .b ex. and in Eustathius (.–

= ..–), is important, because it thwarts the attempt to reconcile the fifteen days with
Zenodotus’ scheme. All the sources which mention the fifteen days agree that the starting-point of
Achilles’ wrath is ., i.e. day eleven.
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battle’, i.e. to the first, second, etc. day of fighting. Porphyry’s figure
fifteen is not the only calculation offered by ancient critics for the relevant
part of the Iliad, as can be gathered from a T-scholion. (The point of
reference is another mention of Achilles’ wrath on the same third day of
fighting as above.)

>
 L� ��� &� ����=	�� (�2��� %���
"����. ���� � �� &7 P ?����.
(schol. T Il. .b ex.)

<Note> that this was, including the present day, the sixteenth [sc. day of Achilles’
wrath]. Cf. the problem in book .

This critic does not show explicit awareness of Porphyry’s divergent
figure, but he is likely to have it in mind, because he too is commenting on
the duration of Achilles’ wrath. He probably intends to correct Porphyry’s
figure. More difficult is the question what exactly he means by ‘the problem
in book ’. Bergk (followed hesitatingly by Erbse ad loc.) connects it with
.– (the sun is said to rise to heaven, after dawn has already been
described in .). This passage does play a role in the discussion about
the numbers of days, but it only adds another problem to the two sunrises
which are ignored in Porphyry’s calculation. If, therefore, the interpretation
above is correct and the critic has Porphyry’s inaccurate figure in mind,
it seems more likely that ‘the problem in book ’ refers to the entire
truce period (.–). The question is further complicated by the fact
that modern calculations actually posit two days for the truce period with
another sunrise in ., bringing the total to seventeen. The most one
can say is that the T-scholion comes closer to the truth than Porphyry and,
more importantly, shows that the matter was the subject of intense study.

The same holds true for another set of bT-scholia. (The context is the
question as to why Homer did not mention Asteropaeus in the Trojan
Catalogue in book .)

�-�, ��	 , ��� �2�� (���-� �� f������� ��
�	������ s	�����;��
���2�
��, �2���� a�-� [sc. .] ��� 
�t (���-� ����'�2��
; (schol. bT Il.
. ex.)

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex. (first battle), bT Il. .– ex. (second battle), bT Il. .a ex. (fourth
battle), also bT Il. .a ex. (previous, i.e. second battle) and Eust. (. = .., third day of
fighting).

 Eustathius (.– = ..–) duly records this objection and admits that, if it is right, his
figures elsewhere need to be adjusted.

 Ancient atheteses of lines in book , as far as they are known, do not affect the day structure.
 The same question, but a different explanation, can be found in schol. T Il. . ex. (see Chapter

). Incidentally, the scholion quoted above in the main text amusingly confounds story time and
narrative time when it has Homer compose the Catalogue ‘five days earlier’ (cf. below).
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Why, they [sc. critics] ask, did he [sc. Homer] omit Asteropaeus when he composed
the Catalogue five days earlier, if he now explicitly says that he returned eleven
days ago?

With his ‘five days’ this scholar is in agreement with modern calculations,
and again in implicit disagreement both with Porphyry and the T-scholion
above.

In addition to these scholia, which explicitly discuss the arithmetic of
the day structure, others show that it was quite normal to think of the
content of the Iliad in terms of days. One scholion first discusses the burial
customs of the Greek army before Troy and then gives an outline of the
second half of the poem:

�)� �����
 (�2��� �/� �� �$ V������' <��"�� ���'-	��. &7 "# ��
�=	�7
s,
���K� <��
	
, ��0 � �=�7 �,����� �����
. �)� �����5�=	�� %	�2���
�/� � DC����� �=�� ( *W�
�� ���'l7. (schol. b Il. .d ex.)

Then [i.e. after the second day of fighting] he [sc. Homer] describes the day which
ends with Patroclus’ sortie. The next day Achilles will march out to battle, and
he [sc. Homer] recounts the events which follow that day. Then, as the evening
comes on, the Iliad ends with ‘the ransom of Hector’.

This and other scholia (see also n. ) illustrate the general ancient
practice of using the day structure of the Iliad as a common point of
reference, while modern scholars are probably more inclined to refer to
books.

A last group of examples adds another aspect to the general picture seen
so far. (Frightened by the Lycian attack under Sarpedon’s command, the
Athenian leader Menestheus is looking for support. Finally, he perceives
the two Ajaxes and Teucer leaving his quarters ‘just now’ (�2��).)

 A numbering of the epic’s days can also be found for the Odyssey: see in particular P. Schubart 
(= P. Berol.  recto, II/III AD, reprinted with corrections in AFP , , –), which offers a
fairly detailed outline of forty days for the Odyssey that mostly agrees with modern calculations (e.g.
Ameis, Hentze and Cauer : x). Conversely, schol. HPQ Od. . speaks of day twenty-three,
while the papyrus and modern calculations consider it day thirty-three (perhaps a corruption in
the scholion of �� [= ] for �� [= ]). For other calculations see also schol. bT Il. . ex.
on the last twelve days of the Iliad. Modern calculations for the Odyssey differ between forty (see
above) and forty-one days (e.g. de Jong : ). The question depends on how, based on .,
one reconstructs the chronology of the Odysseus- and Telemachus-storylines in books – (well
summarised by Eisenberger :  n. , whose arguments, however, are not unsurmountable); see
also Olson (: –).

 This latter practice is of course found in the scholia too, as schol. T Il. .b ex. (quoted above)
proves. Even more common is the reference to single episodes (e.g. the marshalling of the troops,
epipolesis, or the battle at the (Greek) wall, teichomachia, etc.), which may or may not coincide with
the book-division.
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�F� �/�& � “�2��”. ,�#� ��� ����� 3�� DC����� [cf. .–]. ���	0 �6�
���&��� &� 	���&�, !�-� �� � �"'���. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

‘Just now’ is not gratuitous. For yesterday he [sc. Teucer] was wounded by Hector.
So just now he came out of the tent, seeing the danger.

The scholion not only refers to Teucer’s wounding in temporal terms,
but the word ‘yesterday’ itself is also remarkable, because the critic seems
to imagine the present scene so vividly that the previous day becomes
‘yesterday’. A similar point can be made about the critics who speak,
though less vividly, of ‘the next day’.

story time vs. narrative time

The distinction between story time (erzählte Zeit) and narrative time
(Erzählzeit) is not explicitly drawn in ancient sources. There are, how-
ever, indications that ancient critics were well aware of the difference. A
prime testimony is the discussion about the chronology of the events in
books – of the Iliad. Of particular relevance is the beginning of book
, where Nestor becomes aware of the shouting soldiers. He interrupts
the ‘drinking party’ with Machaon, which begins in .–, and leaves
his quarters in order to do something about it. Taken at face value, the
following D-scholion seems to attest to ancient irritation about Nestor’s
shameless behaviour:

�?���
 "# �-� ! \2	�� ��0 �	�$�� � ��
 ,�����, ��������� ��� -�
�	,��� &� u�5"�. (schol. D Il. .)

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (‘the day before’, with reference to the second and third days of fighting),
bT Il. .–c ex. (‘yesterday’ (also in the Homeric text), same reference), bT Il. .– ex. (‘the
day before’, same reference; the critic perhaps takes exception to Agamemnon saying ‘once’ (�� * ),
whereas it was ‘only the day before’; similar argument in schol. A Il. .a Ariston.), AbT Il. .a
Ariston. (‘the day before’, same reference), bT Il. . ex. (‘five days earlier’, quoted above); see
also schol. A Il. .a Ariston., which argues that Diomedes, Odysseus and others received their
wounds ‘the day before’ ("�'���;�
); correct would be ‘two days ago’.

 Cf. schol. b Il. .d ex. (quoted above), A Il. .– Ariston. (‘the next day’, with reference to the
second and third days of fighting), A Il. .a Ariston. (ditto), Ps.Plut. Hom. . (‘the day after’,
with reference to the third and fourth days of fighting). The only explicit reference to ‘tomorrow’
(and, incidentally, ‘yesterday’) does not seem to be meant literally: ,�#� ��� ����0 L	�� &� ��,��,
��0 ����� �
����
��$	
 ���0 D C����� (‘yesterday, they [sc. the gods] were spectators of the fight,
and tomorrow they quarrel about Hector’: schol. bT Il. .a ex.). This is likely to refer to the
gods first watching Achilles pursue Hector (.) and then quarrelling about the destiny of his
body (.–), which happens on days twenty-seven and forty-one respectively. The critic seems
to comment with a rhetorical hyperbole on the gods swiftly changing their minds. This is meant to
explain why, as Iris claims in her speech to Zephyrus and the other winds, they have unexpectedly
gone to the Ethiopians.
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Question: how could Nestor have been drinking for such a long time, having
begun at the end of book ?

The basis of the objection is an assumed one-to-one correlation between
story time and narrative time (regardless of whether the objection is raised
in all seriousness or simply forms the ostensible foil for the subsequent
refutation): Nestor has been drinking for approximately , lines, that
is, several hours! The same objection applies mutatis mutandis to Patroclus
staying first with Nestor and then treating Eurypylus’ wound (narrated in
.– and completed in .–). In Patroclus’ case his behaviour
seems contrary to his intention to return quickly to Achilles. A bT-scholion
formulates the problem and suggests a remarkable answer:

�-� "# ��
��������� s,
��2�� �	�$�� ,����� "
���
; n �F ���K� �#�
,�����, � "# ������� ��
� �� �� H� ��I ��
�-I. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

Why is he [sc. Patroclus], having forgotten Achilles, spending so much time? Or,
the duration [sc. of his absence] is not actually long, but many different things
happen in a short period of time.

The solution offered here rejects a direct correlation between story time
and narrative time. The number of lines (narrative time) is not indicative
of the duration of the events recounted in these lines, but of the variety of
things that happen during what is in fact a short time. A similar explanation
is given in another scholion on the same problem:

�/ "# ��
����	2�� �2����� ( ��
�2��
�, �� ��'��	 O��. "
�����'� ��� �����
�
�� %�0 �2��
� ��
�-I �"=����. (schol. AbT Il. .–a ex.)

Do not be surprised if the treatment [sc. of Eurypylus by Patroclus] is of greater
length. It is impossible to recount different actions at one and the same time.

This scholion also rejects an immediate correlation between story time
and narrative time. Its explanation implies that a linear form of art such
as literature cannot present simultaneous events in literal simultaneity, but
must narrate them in successive order (see below).

A further refutation of an immediate correlation between story time
and narrative time can be found in a scholion which comments on the
discrepancy between the speed of the ‘real event’ as compared with the
 Other scholia explain the Eurypylus scene in terms of motivation: schol. T Il. .a ex., bT Il.

.b ex. The former does seem to perceive a correlation between story time and narrative time.
It argues that Patroclus’ immediate return to Achilles would make the battle around the Greek wall
(teichomachia: .–) impossible (sim. schol. bT Il. .– ex.). In a way, the Eurypylus scene
is seen here as an instance of what will be discussed below, though with slightly different parameters:
the delay of Patroclus’ return to Achilles so to speak creates a gap into which the teichomachia can
fall.
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leisure of poetic discourse. (The Trojans close in on Nestor. Diomedes
comes to his rescue and ‘speaks to him the winged words’, a speech of ten
lines.)

� �#� ������� �,
	� �2�����, ( "# -� ����� 	,��� ��
�
��. (schol.
bT Il. . ex., probably commenting on the entire speech: in T the scholion is
written above the opening address, see Erbse ad loc.)

The action [sc. Diomedes addressing Nestor] happened most quickly, but the
leisurely speed of the words is typical of poetry.

Though somewhat naively realistic in tendency, this note once again
rejects a correlation between the length of the narrative and that of the
action. In ‘reality’ it all happened much faster.

Although the solution offered in the D-scholion that raises the problem
about the length of Nestor’s drinking (quoted in part above) does not itself
argue with a direct view to the opposition of story time vs. narrative time,
it nevertheless deserves to be quoted here, because it sheds light on other
aspects of the topic ‘Time’:

a�2��, >
 �F �	�$�� ,����� <�
���, ���* DJ����� ��� ���2�5�	
�
������ ��� �� �����
� 5�'���� � � ��0 �� \2	��� ���5&��
 ���
�, ���
�=�� &� ������� ����� ��* A	��� �F�� ��2��
�� ��
�$��. (schol. D
Il. .)

One must point out that he [sc. Nestor] had not been drinking for such a long
time, but Homer, who related the events [sc. of books –] in a digression and
intended to come back again to Nestor, began with the action he [sc. Nestor] had
been engaged with when he [sc. Homer] left him [sc. in .].

This critic offers the following solution to Nestor’s apparent lack of
self-control. Books  and  are said to be a digression (cf. Chapter ),
which normally brings the main story to a temporary halt. Consequently,
when the narrator finally returns to the main story, he picks up Nestor
where he had left him. Nestor’s behaviour is unobjectionable, because, the
note implies, digressions do not take up story time. The critic probably
overstrains the concept ‘digression’ when he attaches this label to the crucial
events of books  and , since these describe, among other things, how
the Trojans break into the Greek camp. But his explanation is a welcome
supplement to our knowledge about ancient concepts of time in narrative:
digressions do not take up story time. The narrator returns to the point
where he had left the main story.

 That is, a ‘pause’: the narrative time does not take up any story time (Nünlist and de Jong :
s.v., with lit.).
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To come back to story time vs. narrative time: Achilles’ point about ‘how
long’ he had been absent from the battlefield gave rise to a discussion of
the exact duration of his absence (see above). In this connection, one critic
implicitly blurs the distinction between story time and narrative time:

�� "# H� ��� ,����� ���K� (��;�
 "
� � “���2�	�� "* �v�� � �〈〉������
�” [Il. .]. ���� ��0 ! ��
��� ��	
 “"���� "# ��,�� ��2��' * �����
�&�”
[.], �F ���� �� ��;� (�2���, ���� ���� �� ��
�
� �� -� 	'����-�
����-�. (schol. T Il. .b ex., similarly b)

He [sc. Achilles] considered the short period [sc. the three days of fighting] long,
as is shown by ‘he [sc. Achilles] longed always for the clamour and fighting’. But
the poet also says ‘he stayed so long from the sorrowful battlefield’, not with a
view to the three days, but to the variety of their misfortunes.

Despite the explicit reference to Il. ., the prior assumption is that
Achilles’ longing concerns the three days of fighting only. Read against this
background, ‘long’ is indeed in need of an explanation. One possibility is
a psychologising �=	
� �� �$ ���	���' (see Chapter ): to a bellicose
character such as Achilles even three days appear long (similar argument:
schol. bT Il. . ex., but from the perspective of the suffering Greeks).
The critic questions such an interpretation with reference to the narrator’s
similar statement in .. He then wriggles out of the dilemma by referring
to the abundance of things that happened, which, in his view, gives the
impression of a period longer than three days (cf. Heraclitus All. .–, for
whom the many events of the ‘long day’ in books – are an indication
that the action takes place in the summer, when the days are long). Strictly
speaking, this confounds the distinction between story time and narrative
time drawn in other scholia (cf. also n.  above), especially because the
critic attributes this reasoning to the poet himself. However, it may well be
that the critic does not refute the distinction as such, but makes a virtue of
necessity in order to remove the apparent inconsistency.

Two further examples convey a remarkable conception of the relation
between story time and narrative time. (After Thetis’ promise to go to see
Zeus on Achilles’ behalf, the narrative returns to Odysseus’ embassy to
Chryse.)

>��� �� &7 &� 42
"�� �������&7 	'��`�7 �� �����"��, "
� �2	�' 5����

� ��� �� *J"'		2�, ����� �F,0 ����I �������	�� �� ��0 r�=	��
���$�. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

In order not to connect Thetis’ ascent [sc. to Olympus] with her departure [sc.
from Achilles], he [sc. Homer] puts Odysseus’ mission in the middle, all but
measuring out the journey to Chryse by his account.
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What this critic seems to be saying is that Homer’s in-depth description
of the embassy comes close to equalling its actual duration, that, in other
words, story time and narrative time are virtually identical. This is an
exaggeration, perhaps criticising the poet tongue in cheek for the detailed
account, but it nevertheless adumbrates the notion of zeitdeckendes Erzählen
(i.e. narrative time equates story time) in a remarkable way. Another note
even argues that the verbal representation takes longer than the action
itself. (Pandarus’ ominous shot is meticulously described in no fewer than
twenty-two lines (.–).)

���* ]�� <�
��� ��0 �G�� ��&���, �F ���� �� -� ����� �����	
�. (schol.
bT Il. .b ex.)

But at the same time as he [sc. Pandarus] was drawing his bow, he thus shot the
arrow, not as described in this passage.

This critic describes what modern scholars would call ‘retardation’ (or
‘slowing down’), that is, the narrative time is greater than the story time,
because the event receives a detailed description. Conversely, the opposite
effect of ‘acceleration’ can be achieved by the narrator when he quickly
‘runs through’ (�����2,�
�) the events in question. The retardation in
the Pandarus scene is achieved by ‘slowing down’ the narration of the single
event by means of a detailed description. This type of retardation must be
kept separate from the instances where the narrator postpones a particular
event by the insertion of other scenes. Such an insertion causes a ‘delay’
("
��
5�: e.g. schol. T Il. .– ex.) which, in the case of tragedy, is
mostly uncalled-for (see Chapter ).

If the above critic says that Pandarus drew and shot ‘at the same time’, this
is another way of saying that the whole scene was a matter of seconds, one

 The scholion’s point on variation by means of change of scene is discussed in Chapter .
 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on the summary account about the construction of the Greek wall),

bT Il. . ex. (on the compressed description of several Greek commanders yielding to the Trojan
attack), T Il. .b ex. (sim. b; on the concise catalogue of Hector’s victims), bT Il. . ex. (on
the summary description of Hector’s funeral), T Il. .a ex. (on the brevity of Achilles’ similes).
Some of these notes display a pro-Greek attitude (cf. the recommendation by Theon II .–
Spengel). On brevity in general see also Chapter .

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex.: �����U� � �;,�� ! ��
��� [on such expressions see Excursus at
the end of Chapter ] ��0 �K� Q�-�� �/	����U� ��0 �����	�� �� ������ ������ �� -�
����� ���0 �����, �� ��0 �;� ��'	0 ��,�� 3��� ���
 "
� \2	���� ��0 &� �$ h
��
��
��	��� (‘having brought down the wall [sc. Il. .–] and having led the Trojans in [sc.
into the Greek camp: .–] and having used up many powerful words over the deaths [sc. in Il.
], the poet postpones the battle around the ships [cf. Il. .–] by means of Nestor and the
sexual intercourse of Zeus’); see also schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on Zeus directing his attention away
from the battlefield and its consequences), bT Il. . ex. (on Patroclus’ sortie) and the scholia
discussed in Chapter . A collection of relevant scholia can be found in Griesinger (: ).
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action following immediately upon the other. Truly simultaneous scenes
are the topic of the next section.

simultaneous events

Homer’s treatment of simultaneous events has already been the subject of
schol. AbT Il. .–a ex. (quoted above), and it is time to consider this
question more systematically. Just as the topic is prominent in modern
scholarship, so it has left important traces in ancient scholarship too.

The topic is touched upon already by Aristotle in his Poetics, but with the
brevity that is typical of this treatise:

<,�
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 ����� �2�� ]�� ��
�;� ����
������, 3�* o� �/�� �� E���
�S���
 ! �$ ��
����� E����. (Arist. Po. b–)

Epic poetry, however, for the extension of its size, has a feature peculiar to it alone,
since in tragedy it is impossible to represent many parts of the action as happening
at the same time, but only possible to show the part performed on the stage and
involving the actors. In epic poetry, on the contrary, since it involves narration,
one can portray many parts taking place at once; and, provided these are relevant,
the weight of the poem is increased. (trans. Lundon)

Aristotle builds on his principal distinction between the genres of narra-
tive and dramatic poetry and explains that only narrative poetry allows for
the presentation of simultaneous events. Thus, the presence of simultane-
ous events in Homer is in principle acknowledged, but Aristotle does not
further explore the details, because he is primarily concerned with the basic
difference between the two genres. The details of presenting simultaneous
events are discussed among others by Aristarchus and his pupils. They
argue that narrative poetry cannot literally present various events simul-
taneously. The implicit contrast seems to be non-linear forms of art such
as painting, which allow strict simultaneity. Conversely, the narrative poet
is forced to present one event after the other. Accordingly, sequentially

 Ancient scholarship is discussed by Bachmann (: –), Griesinger (: –), Roemer (:
), Erbse (: ), N. J. Richardson (: ), Rengakos (: –) and in particular Lundon
(a). The topic was re-introduced into modern scholarship most prominently by Zielinski
(–).

 The passage is mentioned by Mehmel (:  n. ), who, however, wrongly claims that ‘wir bei
den hellenistischen Homerkritikern nichts dergleichen lesen’.

 At first glance, there seems to be a contradiction between Aristotle, who acknowledges the presence
of simultaneous scenes in epic poetry, and Aristarchus, who denies it. In reality, the contradiction
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narrated events must sometimes be interpreted as simultaneous. A chief
witness is a papyrus commentary from the first century BC (P. Oxy. ).
(Iliad  narrates, among other things, the missions of Dream and Iris.)

"�; "# ���;� >[]
 ��. [ * �F].�� �� ,����� �$ H�� ��' <.
 �(�0) �G. .� ��2	��Y
�
. ! "# ��
��� "
�����
��� w�, [�]F "'������� ]〈��〉 ���� �/��;�, �
��� �� 〈�F��〉 ,����� ���,�2�� ���� �2��� �1�����. (schol. pap. Il. .,
p.  Erbse, suppl. Lundon)

It is to be noted that she [sc. Iris] too was sent out at the very time of the dream
[sc. Il. .–], but the poet, narrative poet that he is and thus unable to recount
all things at once, has related events that took place at the same time one after the
other. (transl. Lundon)

The dispatch of the destructive Dream is narrated at the beginning of
book , whereas Iris does not descend to the Trojans until lines –.
In ‘reality’, the Aristarchean commentator argues, the two were sent off
simultaneously. Unlike, say, a painter, Homer is bound by the linearity
of his narrative and is therefore forced to present simultaneous events by
means of the successive alternation of two narrative stretches (���� �2���).

The phrase �F "'������� ]�� ���� �/��;� (which may be a rhetorical
topos: Andoc. .) and similar expressions recur several times in the scholia.
(The beginning of Iliad  presents in sequence Achilles’ approach on the
battlefield, the supplications of Priam and Hecuba from the walls, and
Hector’s indecision whether to stay or to withdraw.)

3�* x� ���� �����
. �^ �#� "2���
 [cf. Il. .–], ! "# <��
	
� [cf. .–
, ], ! "# "
���� ?��
 [cf. .–]. ]�� "# ���� �2��
� �"=����.
(schol. bT Il. . ex.)

is only apparent and due to the different contexts of the relevant passages. If asked, Aristotle would
no doubt have agreed that there is no literal simultaneity in narrative texts (Lundon a: ).

 In modern scholarship this is usually known as (the second part of ) ‘Zielinski’s law’. In this con-
nection, it is worth pointing out that one of Zielinski’s prime examples, the allegedly simultaneous
dispatches of Iris and Apollo in Iliad , is interpreted differently in schol. bT Il. . ex.: Homer
organises the Iris–Poseidon scene �������� ���', N�� ���	�	�� �� V�	�
"-�� &� ��,��
�� �������	�7 �� D C���� "
� �$ s�������� (‘very appropriately, so that, after having
removed Poseidon from the battlefield, he then rouses Hector by means of Apollo’). Most modern
scholars now defend an interpretation similar to the one given in the scholion. The sequence is real
sequence, not disguised simultaneity.

 The papyrus commentary is likely to represent the views of Aristarchus, who is often expressly
mentioned (see Lundon b: ).

 This interpretation is rejected by schol. bT Il. .c ex. (van Thiel ap. Lundon a:  n. ).
 Cf. schol. AbT Il. .–a ex. (quoted above), A Il. . Ariston. (Eurypylus’ treatment and the

teichomachia are simultaneous), T Il. .b ex. (Asius’ attack and the deliberations of the Trojan
army are simultaneous; probably based on E��� –���� in .–), T Il. .a ex. (same
reference as scholion quoted in the main text); see also A Il. .a Nic., where, however, the
relevance of � ��� ]�� �
������ �F "'���� ]�� �2��	��
 is not easy to detect.
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Everything is happening at once: they [sc. Priam and Hecuba] are supplicating, he
[sc. Achilles] is approaching, and he [sc. Hector] is deliberating. To say everything
at once is impossible.

The three events which precede the final duel between Hector and
Achilles are narrated in sequential order, but must be understood as hap-
pening simultaneously. As a representative of a linear form of art Homer
cannot but proceed according to the sequence of his narrative.

Other scholia simply point out the simultaneity of sequentially narrated
events, without explicitly referring to the poet’s inability to say everything
at once. In two cases the critic’s main concern is the ‘synchronisation’ of
the actions on the divine and human levels. The assembly of the gods (Il.
.–) coincides with Aphrodite’s rescue of Paris from certain death at the
hands of Menelaus (.–). And when Poseidon perceives that Aeneas’
life is in danger, his decision, speech and descent (.–) must take
place simultaneously if the god is to rescue him in time.

Two further notes (both on book ) deserve attention. They both state
that the linear sequence of the text does not reflect ‘reality’. Although the
dispatches of the two night expeditions (Odysseus and Diomedes, Dolon)
are narrated one after the other (.– and –), the three spies,
in fact, are said to set out at the same time:
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��&, >
 �F, 9� ( -� ��-� <,�
 ��
�, �G� ��0 � �������. �F ���
�������'���� �"� -� ���0 *J"'		2� ����; �K� ���5�=��'� ! DC���,
���� ���* m� ��
��� ��0 ! s���2����. �G� ��� ��0 %�'�;� 	'���	�$��
 �^
���	���2��
. "
� ��0 ��
"
�	��
�-� �2��
 “�F"# ��� �F"# ! DC��� �1�	�
�K� Q�-�� �G"�
�”. [cf. Il. .–]. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

The diple, because the order of the text does not correspond to that of the events.
Hector does not summon his counsellors after Odysseus and Diomedes have
already set out, but at the same time as Agamemnon. And so it comes about that
the parties dispatched will run into one another. That is why the poet opposes one
scene to the other: ‘nor indeed did Hector let the Trojans sleep’. (transl. Lundon)

In addition to the point about the chronology of the two scenes itself,
the wording of the scholion is remarkable. It expressly contrasts the verbal
taxis with that of the events (on taxis see below). The argument itself is
based on a ‘naturalistic’ reading of the passage. Unless dispatched roughly
at the same time, the two parties will miss each other, or one will reach the

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. The critic in question does not explain where the other intervening
scenes (conversation between Helen and Paris, Agamemnon declaring Menelaus the winner) come
chronologically.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex.
 For this translation of �^ ���0 *J"'		2� see Lundon (a:  n. ).
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goal before the departure of the other. A similar ‘synchronisation’ can be
found in a scholion on the rising of Agamemnon (.–) and Menelaus
(.–):

��� �� �F�� ��
��� -I s���2����
. ���* ! ��
��� -I 5�	
�
��2��I
���	���I ��2��
�� �� ���2��� ��
� �$ ����'. (schol. A Il. .a ex.)

<Menelaus gets up> at the same time as Agamemnon, but the poet gave the first
place in his text to the more kingly character. (transl. Lundon)

This critic adds a new dimension to the question in that he not only
considers the two events simultaneous, but also gives an explanation for
their sequence in the text. His motivation can be found in other scholia
which discuss the chronology of the passages. They argue that Menelaus
actually took action before his brother, probably on the grounds that
Menelaus calls on Agamemnon and not vice versa. This may seem to beto-
ken a literary critic equipped with a stopwatch. It is, however, remarkable,
because it implicitly contradicts a firmly based principle of modern (and,
perhaps, ancient) scholarship: ‘Homer never retraces his steps.’ Some
ancient scholars apparently believe that he does, if only to a limited extent.
And the scholion above argues that Agamemnon’s higher status induced
the poet to overrule the principle of a purely chronological narrative.

Another instance of the narrator retracing his steps can be found in schol.
Q Od. ., which argues that Athena is going to Sparta ‘not now’ (�F �$�,
i.e. in .), but in .–. There it had been said that Odysseus and
Athena went separate ways, he to Eumaeus, she to Telemachus in Sparta.
Occasionally, the Homeric narrator does seem to retrace his steps.

The common denominator of the examples adduced so far is that they
all treat as simultaneous events which occur in different places. In addition,
there is a group of scholia which argue that a single character speaks and
acts at the same time, but that, again, the narrator cannot but recount one
thing after the other. (In Il. .– Athena prevents Ares from rushing
down to the battlefield in order to avenge the death of his son Ascalaphus.
She disarms him (.–a) and addresses him a speech (b–).)

 See schol. bT Il. .b ex.: �"���	�� 9� ����-I ���S��5�� �F�� ���;��� ���	�� (‘he [sc.
Homer] showed that that other one [sc. Menelaus] anticipated him [sc. Agamemnon] by much in
getting up’), cf. also bT Il. .a ex.

 For a qualification of this view see the discussion in Nünlist (b, with lit.).
 The notion that sequence normally represents a difference in status or importance is very common

in the scholia: e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on the sequence of the Greek commanders following
Agamemnon’s invitation), A Il. .a Ariston. (why is Antilochus given the honour of opening the
battle? quoted in Chapter ), bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. . ex. (both on the sequence in which the
would-be opponents of Hector are said to rise to their feet); also bT Il. .b ex.
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"&��� "# 9� ����� ?�'	� �� b��� �$� <�����. �F ��� 	
��-	�. (schol.
T Il. .b ex.)

It is clear that she [sc. Athena] says this while disarming Ares. For she <does> not
<do so> without speaking.

Again, the sequence of words does not reflect the actual sequence of
events. Action and speech are simultaneous.

Finally, there are comments which describe passages in such a way that
the scholar clearly took them to be simultaneous, although he does not say
so explicitly. For example, Aristarchus refutes Zenodotus’ transposition of
the sunrise from Il. . to before . with the following argument:

>
 ��� �=�' �� �������  ��	
 e���"���. � "# 	'��,#� �$ ����'
�G�� �	 �. (�2��� ��	�	�� ! �#� e�K� ��-� ������ ���
�;�, �^ "# s,�
�0
"�;���� �N����. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple periestigmene,> because Zenodotus places the sunrise before this
<line>. But the continuity of the account is this [sc. if one considers the wider
context]: ‘at day-break Zeus called an assembly of the gods while the Greeks took
their meal’.

The short paraphrase suggests that the assembly of the gods (.–)
and the meal of the Greeks (.–) are interpreted as taking place simul-
taneously. The delay of the Greek preparations for battle, which probably
bothered Zenodotus and made him transpose the line, is only apparent.

fill-in technique

All the examples discussed in the previous section point out the simultaneity
of two or more scenes of approximately equal weight which are presented
one after the other in the narrative. There is, in addition, a group of
comments which note simultaneous events of a slightly different type: a
first scene is brought to a stage at which the action continues steadily with
no significant changes, and it can, therefore, recede into the background.
At this point a second scene is introduced which covers the time until the

 Cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (sim. bT; the Greek soldiers simultaneously mock Hector and strike
his dead body), bT Il. . ex. (the Trojan women lament together with Andromache’s dirge).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex. (Hector’s conversation with Andromache is simultaneous with Paris’
preparation for returning to the battlefield); see also the passages discussed above on ‘story time vs.
narrative time’.

 Cf. Griesinger (: –), not mentioned by Nickau (: ), who expresses his puzzlement
over Zenodotus’ possible motivation for the transposition.
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first scene is resumed. For instance, Hector leaves the plain in Il. .–
in order to exhort the female Trojan population to pray to Athena on his
and the Trojan men’s behalf. He reaches the Scaean Gate in .. The
interim is ‘covered’ by the conversation between Diomedes and Glaucus
which ends in their famous exchange of armour.

�F�� ��� ���5� ��
 � "
������ &� ���� �� DC����� ��������	�� �;� "
�
y��=��' ��0 h
���"�'�. (schol. bT Il. .a ex., cf. bT Il. .b ex., D Il. .)

With good timing he [sc. Homer] makes a transition [sc. to Hector in Troy],
having filled the gap of Hector’s journey with the scene of Glaucus and Diomedes.

Hector’s uneventful journey back to the citadel is seen here as a ‘gap’
which is ‘filled’ and thereby covered by the intervening scene. Terminology
and concept recur several times in the scholia: Agamemnon’s meeting with
his generals (Il. .–) covers the time it takes for the army to assemble
(schol. bT Il. .b ex.); during the prayer of the Greek army (Il. .–
) Ajax puts on his armour before the duel with Hector (schol. bT Il.
. ex.); the preparations in Nestor’s hut, which include his famous cup
(Il. .–), cover the time Patroclus takes to get there from Achilles’
quarters (schol. bT Il. .– ex.); Thetis’ journey from Achilles (Il.
.) to Hephaestus’ dwelling (.) is covered by ‘the actions around
Patroclus’ (the rescue of his body, the mourning of Achilles and the other
Greeks).

A similar concept but different terminology is used when the poet is said
to put the intervening scene ‘in the middle’, as, for example, he is said to
do in the description of Odysseus’ embassy to Chryse (schol. bT Il. .b
ex., quoted above). Similarly, Patroclus’ return to Achilles is not narrated
immediately after his departure from Eurypylus (.) but almost 
lines later (Il. .):

<"�
 � %�&� ��������;� >
 ! V������� ��� 	�� -I s,
���; [cf. .–
]. ���� � "
�	��� &� !"�$ �2	�� <,�
 �� ��,��. (schol. bT Il. .c
ex.)

 In German scholarship the second scene is called Deckszene (‘covering scene’), see Nünlist and de
Jong (: s.v.); de Jong (: xiv) recently introduced the term ‘fill-in technique’. For ancient
scholarship on the topic see (in addition to n. ) Mehmel (:  n. ,  n. ), von Franz (:
–), Meijering (: –), Porter (:  n. ).

 See schol. bT Il. .b ex.; in fact, the ‘gap’ contains more than just the ‘actions around Patroclus’.
A somewhat different type of Deckszene is envisaged in schol. bT Il. .– ex.: Homer has Hector
first rally his troops so that Menelaus gets the time (��
���) to deliberate in a speech whether he
should stay or withdraw (note the marker of simultaneity in the Homeric text: ��� . . . ����, Il.
.–).
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He [sc. Homer] should have recounted <immediately> what follows, that
Patroclus arrived with Achilles. But the interval of the journey covers the mid-
dle of the battle [which takes place during the third day of fighting in books
–].

The scholion is witness to an interesting debate. To skip the uneventful
journey and to have Patroclus arrive immediately after his departure, as
requested in the first part of the scholion, at first looks unobjectionable
(and would probably be in line with a more modern narrative technique).
But the second part of the scholion objects that the time of Patroclus’
journey is covered by the battle. The critic implicitly argues that it is not
Homer’s technique to skip uneventful story elements such as a journey,
but rather that he resorts to fill-in technique. This must be read against
the background of a ‘naturalistic’ view of the relation between story time
and narrative time (cf. above). Just as time forms a continuum in real
life, Homer is reluctant to make temporal leaps forward in his narrative.
Patroclus’ journey is therefore not skipped, but covered by a battle scene
the duration of which indirectly expresses the time of the journey.

Similarly, the conversation between Zeus and Poseidon (Il. .–) is
seen as indicative of the time it takes the Greeks to build the trench and
the wall. An athetesis of the lines, as proposed by Zenodotus, Aristophanes
of Byzantium and Aristarchus, which requires an immediate connection of
lines  and  (i.e. no narrative time for the construction of the wall),
is, from a literary-critical point of view, considered absurd (@����).

According to this unnamed critic, too, Homer is reluctant to skip story
time, that is, to make use of ‘temporal ellipsis’. The interpretation shows
that the critic sees a rather close correlation between story time and narrative
time (see also n. ). By doing so, he represents the view that is opposed
by scholia such as bT Il. . ex. (quoted above), which argue against a
one-to-one correlation. To a modern reader the equation of narrative time
and story time is particularly striking when, for example, even similes are
said to cover story time. (Iliad  opens with two similes. One illustrates the
approach of the Trojan army, the other that of the approaching soldiers in
general.)

 The verbs �/	���
�, ������
� and ����
	���
�, lit. ‘to introduce (a character) on stage’, are often
used in the more general meaning ‘to represent’, which includes representation in narrative texts
(Kassel and Austin on Eupolis fr. , Meijering : ); see also Chapter .

 See schol. bT Il. . ex.; Nickau (: –) discusses the athetesis proposed by Zenodotus,
but does not mention the bT-scholion that argues against it; cf. Wilamowitz (: ).

 On temporal ellipsis see Genette ([] : –). Needless to say, there is temporal ellipsis in
Homer, e.g. Il. ., which skips eleven days.
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� "
������ &� ���� �� ��������$	
� �^ ����5��� . (schol. T Il. .c ex.,
sim. b)

The similes fill in the gap of the journey.

The two similes are interpreted in such a way that they cover the time
during the approach of the Greek and Trojan armies. Modern readers are
likely to treat similes (and other purely descriptive passages) as a form
of ‘pause’ (i.e. the narrative time covers no story time, see n. ). But
this scholion shows that at least one ancient critic saw things differently.
Similarly, the description of the wells outside of the Trojan citadel, where
the women used to do their laundry before the war (.–), is praised
for avoiding temps mort (��
��� �����) during Achilles’ pursuit of Hector
around the walls (schol. bT Il. .– ex., cf. bT Il. .– ex., quoted
in Chapter ). This description, again, is seen as covering story time. It
appears to be the case that for these critics story time is seen as a seamless
continuum of which no part must be skipped (i.e. no temporal ellipsis).

Leaving the field of Homeric scholia, ‘fill-in technique’ is also called
upon in tragic scholia. (In Euripides’ Hecuba  the female servant exits
in order to fetch Polymestor. They re-enter together in , and the choral
ode fills the gap.)
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� �8 <���7 ! V��'��	��. (schol. E. Hec. –,
I .– Dindorf )

At Hecuba’s command [cf. ], the female servant exits to <fetch> Polymestor.
The chorus of female prisoners of war recount their misfortunes [–], lest the
play be inert until Polymestor enters.

Unlike a narrative text, which can considerably vary the ‘speed’ of its
story time (see above on ‘acceleration’), a dramatic text a priori suggests an
equality of story time and narrative time, because it consists of speeches
only. To increase the ‘speed’ is difficult in drama, and actual temporal ellip-
sis can only be achieved by act-breaks, curtains, etc., which are of course
foreign to the stage conventions of Greek tragedy. Consequently, an imme-
diate re-entry of the maid is dramaturgically impossible. Instead, the choral
ode covers the time of her absence. Similarly to the Homeric instances

 Needless to say, there is no strict naturalism in such cases. The choral ode is, strictly speaking, too
short. For the notion that a choral ode prevents play and audience from being ‘inactive’ (�����)
cf. Platonius (p. .– Koster). See also schol. rec. Ar. Pl. b (with ref. to /), post , a
(with ref. to /), a (with ref. to /). All four cases refer to the choral interludes the text
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above, the choral ode in Hecuba ‘kills’ time until the same character re-
enters the stage. Elsewhere a choral ode is explained as a ‘wedge’ between
two different scenes. (In Sophocles’ Ajax the choral ode – makes sure
that the messenger who delivers Teucer’s warning cannot prevent Ajax’ exit
to the place of his suicide.)

,�� �� "# ����� � ,��
��� �$� ���� ����
. ��������� ��� �$ +1���� "�;
5��,K "
���
��� ���2	��
, N�� �� �������&7 3�� �$ ���2��'. "
� ��0 ��
E�,�	
� ��
�;�
, <���� ��0 5��,= �	
 � ,��
��� 9� ���� ,�� �� �/����2���.
(schol. S. Aj. a)

The choral ode is inserted at this point with a view to its function. After Ajax’
exit, there must be a short break, lest he be intercepted by the messenger. For
that reason he [sc. Sophocles] inserts the choral ode, and hence the ode is short,
because it is inserted <only> with a view to its function.

In other words, the main motive for inserting the choral ode is dra-
maturgical in nature. Thus the two choral odes are similar in that they
both create a temporal interval between two scenes. In the former case,
Euripides’ Hecuba, this is perhaps more a question of realistic dramaturgy,
whereas in Ajax an absence of the ode, the critic argues, would lead to
serious consequences for the plot.

anachronies

The narratological concept of ‘anachrony’ is based on the general assump-
tion, supported by numerous examples from various literary traditions,
that the natural order of a story is chronological. Anachronies are passages
which breach this chronological principle, either because they look back to
events that happened at an earlier stage (analepsis) or because they antici-
pate future events (prolepsis). As the relevant section in Chapter  makes

of which, in this play, is no longer part of the manuscript tradition, but simply indicated by means
of the remark ,���$.

 Cf. Heath (: ). In addition to the dramaturgical explanation of this note, another scholion
(schol. S. Aj. ) discusses the thematic motivation of the ode; see Meijering (: ).

 A rather different type of ‘filler’ is meant (pace Porter :  n. ) in one of the hypotheseis to
Euripides’ Phoenician Women: � "�l�� . . . <	
 "# ��0 �����������
���. T � ��� -�
�
,2�� s�
���� �����$	� �2��� �F� <	
 "������, ��0 3��	���"�� V��'�� ��� �F"����
����� ����� ���
, > � ��0 �l	
 �� * �"&��"��2	,�' �'��"�'������J/" ��'����	2�����

"
� ���&� (argum.  E. Ph. Mastronarde = argum. c Diggle = I .– Schwartz) (‘The drama . . .
is overfull. Antigone looking from the walls [cf. –] is not a part of the play. Polynices comes
under truce [entrance in , cf. esp. ] for no reason and, on top of all, Oedipus’ going into exile
with babbling lyric [cf. –] is stitched on to no purpose’). This critic is concerned with the
Aristotelian unity of the play and its plot. He singles out scenes which do not fulfil the expected
standards and are therefore decried as fillers.
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clear, ancient critics focus not so much on the temporal aspect when they
discuss prolepsis (and, to a lesser degree, analepsis) as on other features.
This hardly comes as a surprise. First of all, the various technical terms
such as ����������	
� (prolepsis) and similar compounds with the pre-
fix ���- prove that critics were well aware of the anachrony. Thus the
chronological ‘disorder’, which is likely to have given rise to the note in the
first place, is marked as such but needs no further explanation. Instead
the critic can focus on its purpose or function (discussed in Chapter ).

There are, however, instances where the question of chronology is dis-
cussed in its own right. A very prominent example concerns Homer’s
decision to limit the story time of the Iliad to a comparatively short stretch
of fifty-one days at the end of the Trojan war. Although his decision won
universal approval and proverbial status (medias in res, more Homerico),
the exact chronological implications of the cause célèbre were rarely dis-
cussed in detail. A fortunate exception comes from a long scholion on
the Catalogue of Ships (partly quoted in Chapter ):

��'��	
�� ! ��
��� ��"* !
�$� �����
������ &� 3���2	���, ���� " * ��
���	���&� ��� �� ��
5������ ��
��� "
���=�����, �� -� ��-� <�
�,
�� &� BC�2��� Z������, �� s,
��2�� ������. ( ��� ��� ��
� "
���	
�
�����
��� ��0 	'�����
��� ��0 &� ��
�
�&� @�� 	�������. (schol. b Il.
.– ex.)

The poet is admirable: he omits no part of the story, but narrates all events
at the appropriate moment in inverse order, the strife of the goddesses [sc. Hera,

 Similarly, the anachrony of analepsis shines through in expressions such as ����2,�
� (lit. ‘to run
back’): Porph. on Il. .ff. (I .– Schr.), schol. E. Ph.  (sim. ), Pi. I. .e, also bT
Il. . ex. This use of (���	)����2,�
� can also be found e.g. in Polybius (.., .., ..,
etc.).

 Aristotle (Po. a–) already draws attention to Homer’s selection (x� �2��� �����5��), which
is then divided by the insertion of episodes. But he does not explicitly comment on the chronological
relation between the primary narrative and the inserted episodes. The same holds true for Horace’s
notorious medias in res (AP –), which does not even indicate that the ‘prehistory’ of the Iliad
is in fact incorporated by way of analepsis. This is spelled out by Ps.Plutarch Hom.  and implied
by Quintilian (.., cf. ..). Dio Chrysostomus (.) argues – perhaps tongue-in-cheek –
that Homer’s late starting-point is random and typical of the non-sequential and evasive narrative
of a liar.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex.: �2��'	
 "# ��0 ����� �)��
 ��
�
��� � -� ���'� ��
��
���5���	��
 ��0 ���0 -� ��
�-� ��2����� "
���;	��
 (‘they say [sc. in answer to the
question why Homer began at the end] that it is also a characteristic of poetic excellence to seize
upon the last events first and to narrate the rest from the start’). This description seems to suggest
that Homer touches upon the end first and then returns to the beginning and recounts the preced-
ing events in one chronological analepsis, which is not exactly what he does. More accurate is the
description given by Eustathius (.– = ..–), esp. ��	�� ��� o"� ��0 ���; (‘inserting [sc.
the ‘prehistory’] here and there’). Eustathius often praises Homer for distributing his topics over the
entire poem (see Chapter ). The scholion calls chronological narrating ��2����� (‘from the start’),
sim. @����� (e.g. schol. T Od. .).
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Athena and Aphrodite], the rape of Helen, the death of Achilles. For chronological
narrative is typical of later [i.e. post-Homeric] epic poets and of historians and
lacks poetic grandeur.

In other words, the concentration on the comparatively short period of
fifty-one days does not result in a complete omission of the events which
fall outside this time frame. Rather, they are incorporated at the fitting
moment by means of analepsis (strife of the goddesses, rape of Helen) and
prolepsis (Achilles’ death), all of which breach the principle of a purely
chronological narrative. The point about the ‘disturbed’ chronology of the
events is expressed by means of the phrase �� ���	���&� (‘by inversion, in
inverse order’). The phrase recurs elsewhere (see below) and is contrasted
here with ��
�, the natural (i.e. chronological) order, which points to
the rhetorical background of the interpretation. Rhetorical handbooks
advise the prospective orator to follow the ‘natural order’ (��
�) of the
events when he composes the narratio of his speech. This is the standard
procedure, which may occasionally be abandoned if an order other than
the natural can serve the orator’s purposes better. In that case he may ‘invert
the natural order’ (���	�2��
� �� ��
�). This is exactly what Homer
does, and the ancient critic identifies several purposes and effects. Without
losing any of the crucial story elements, Homer can use them in the most
effective place in his narrative. Temporal concentration and anachronic
plot structure result in the absorbing story that is expected of a good poet
(or orator).

The phrase �� ���	���&� returns several times and may belong to
the technical jargon of ancient commentators. Scholars apply it with no
distinction to the primary narrative as above and to secondary narratives,

 The term ���	���� itself simply means ‘inversion’. As a result, it can also indicate inverted
word order (cf. schol. D. T. p. .–, Trypho fig. III  Spengel). The present chapter focuses
on the literary-critical meaning, which may have developed from the rhetorical meaning. On ��
���	���&� see in particular Meijering (: –, ) and Lundon (: –), also Lehnert
(: –), Griesinger (: –), von Franz (: –), M. Schmidt (: ), Nannini
(: ). Note that in the scholion on the Catalogue �� ���	���&� comprises instances both of
analepsis (strife of goddesses, rape of Helen) and prolepsis (Achilles’ death), just as Genette’s term
‘anachrony’ does. The decisive factor is the departure from a chronological sequence.

 See Meijering (: –), and add to her examples Quint. .., ... The phrase ���	�2��
�
�� ��
� occurs, among others, in Hermog. id. . (p. . Rabe). Later sources contrast ��
�
with �/����� � (see Chapter ). Theon (II  Spengel) explores five ways of inverting the natural
order, and his first example is taken from the Odyssey. For non-chronological narratives see also
D.H. Is.  (p. .– U.-R.: -I �� ��� �K� ,����'� � ���,�2�� �/�&	��
).

 Chronological narrative, standard in prose/historiography, is the stigma of post-Homeric poets,
who are ridiculed by Pollianus (AP . = Cycl. test.  Bernabé) as those who keep saying �F��
<��
� (‘and then’).
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for example Nestor’s long speech in Iliad  about his exploit against the
Eleians:

�� ���	���&� � "
�����. ��0 ��� �;� ��
����	2��
� -� "
������� �
�#� ��* ��,&� /2��
 ��0 �� �����	
� ��5�'2��� �� �����	
� ��� 	�	
�,
� "# �� -� ����
�-� @�,�	��
 ("=. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

The narrative [sc. of Nestor] is in inverse order. For in longer narratives to recount
the story from beginning to end makes for rather dull reading. But to start with
the real action is pleasant.

The argument is in line with the previous examples, and it spells out
what is left implicit in the others: long chronological narratives are boring.

The sequence of events in Nestor’s account is not only not chronological
but rather complicated, and requires a careful analysis. This far-reaching
licence is given only to secondary narrators, whereas the Homeric narrator
himself mostly sticks to a chronological narrative, which is interrupted
by analepses and prolepses. The Homeric narrator-text itself does not
contain anything remotely comparable to Nestor’s chronologically com-
plex narrative. However, this distinction between primary and secondary
narratives is not made in the scholia. They simply describe the relevant
anachronies as �� ���	���&�, irrespective of whether it is the characters
or the primary narrator who make use of it. Another example comes from
a note on the Niobe paradigm in Achilles’ speech to Priam in Iliad :

a���
�-� ��2	��`� �� "
���	
�. ����. ��0 ��� \
�5�.  � �G�;
����2	�	� "�"��� ��;"��. 3��  ���; 3�� s�������� ��0 s�2�
"��. "
�
 ; "
* 3������� ��. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

In a rhetorical way [or: in accordance with rhetorical precepts] he [sc. Achilles]
inverted the order of his narrative. ‘Eat! For Niobe too <ate>.’ ‘Who is she?’
‘The one whose twelve children were killed.’ ‘By whom?’ ‘By Apollo and Artemis.’
‘Why?’ ‘Because of her arrogance.’

The vivid analysis of .– in the form of questions (Priam) and
answers (Achilles) reminds one of ancient school exercises and again

 For ��5�'2�� �����	
� (‘duller reading’) see Chapter .
 See the detailed analysis by Schadewaldt ([] : –). Described schematically, the sequence

of Nestor’s narrative is –––––––––– ( is chronologically the first event,  the last).
The second part of the schol. bT Il. .– ex. attempts to get to grips with it by giving a
chronological paraphrase.

 In fact, Nestor’s narrative itself is an (actorial) analepsis, but the ancient critic does not seem to take
this into account.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on the inverse order of Odysseus’ report on his and Diomedes’
night expedition), Pi. P. .b (note ���	����2��� in ms. E for ��-; on a comparatively minor
example of inverse order in the story of the Argonauts), E. Or.  (ditto in the myth of Thyestes).
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suggests that concept and terminology are rooted in catechism literature
and rhetoric (cf. also a���
�-�). The dialogue mildly exaggerates the
essentially correct observation that Achilles goes back in time.

The same point is made on a smaller scale with respect to an explanatory
clause (introduced by ���). Such explanations in fact tend to breach
strict chronology, because the explanation is the logical foundation of the
subsequent event. (Paris kills the Corinthian Euchenor, who was fully aware
of his imminent death when he set out for Troy, because his seer-father had
predicted it.)

N�� -I ����"���I &� �������	��� �/� ���	�,�� ��
	��	��
 �� ����-
���, �)� �� ���	���&� "
���;�
. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

<Homer made line  precede > in order to attract the reader’s attention by
means of the paradoxical statement [sc. that Euchenor was aware of his imminent
death], and then he narrates the story in inverse order.

Even in the case of such a comparatively trivial example, Homer is seen
as having in mind a specific purpose when he changes the natural order of
events.

The corpus of Iliadic scholia contains one further instance of the expres-
sion �� ���	���&�, which, however, poses a problem of interpretation.
The passage in question is the final sentence of a b-scholion on Il. .–.

The former part of the scholion praises Homer for his excellent transition
from proem to narrative by means of question (‘What god was it then
set them together in bitter collision?’) and answer (‘Zeus’ son and Leto’s,
Apollo’) and in general for the effective connection between proem and
narrative. The scholion then concludes with the following remark:

�
�$�� "2 �	
, ������
�"�
� 
��� ��"
"�K� ���
�,�� ��0 �� ���	���&�
��� �2��� "
���=�����. (schol. b Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] is of such a type that he <first> gives a concise summary and
<then> narrates the events in detail by inversion.

This must be read against the background of rhetorical theory, whereby
a good orator should first give a concise summary and then unfold his

 The second part of the speech returns to the natural order, which results in an elaborate ring-
composition (Lohmann : ).

 Cf. also schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on the same passage): � ���'�;�� �$ "
������� ���S�����
(‘he put the end of the story first’), and in general on such explanatory clauses schol. bT Il. .–
ex.; see also bT Il. .– ex. On the reader’s attention see Chapter .

 For a fuller treatment of the entire scholion see Lundon ().
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programme in detail. The difficulty of the scholion lies in the combina-
tion of ��� �2��� (‘in detail’) and �� ���	���&�. The former expression,
��� �2���, in all probability refers to the actual narrative of the Iliad (cf.
also "
���=�����), which expands in detail the programme given in the
proem, and not to the proem itself. This narrative, however, does not
display an ‘inversion of the chronological order’, whereas the proem in
fact does. Before the scholion is dismissed as hopelessly confused, the
following solution is perhaps worth considering. The critic may be saying
that the narrative inverts the order of the events as presented in the proem,
which, to repeat, is itself in inverted order. By means of this ‘double inver-
sion’, the Homeric narrative in fact returns to a chronological order. This
leads to the confusion about the exact reference of �� ���	���&� in the
scholion, because it seems to contradict most of the other examples, where
the expression usually means ‘inverting the (chronological) order’. If one
accepts the suggestion of the ‘double inversion’, the contradiction turns
out to be apparent: schol. b Il. .– ex. seems to argue that the sequence
of the main narrative inverts the order of the proem, with the result that
the narrative is in fact chronological, because the sequence of the proem is
not.

conclusion

We have seen in this chapter that ancient scholars attempted to make the
story time of long narrative texts such as the Iliad and the Odyssey more
perspicuous by establishing a ‘table’ of the days, which were counted and
numbered. In accordance with the principle of perspicuity, the established
figures were then used as a system of reference that complemented other
systems (e.g. by named episodes or by books). Apparent discrepancies
between narrative time and story time occasionally gave rise to criticism,
especially when the relation was interpreted by some in a ‘naturalistic’ way

 The relevant terms are ������
� (‘main points’) and (��)������	 � (‘elaboration’), as set out e.g.
in Dionysius of Halicarnassus: see Meijering (: –) and Chapter .

 Scholars normally assume that the quoted sentence comments on the non-chronological sequence
of the proem (Lundon : ), but the expression ��� �2��� "
���;	��
 seems inappropriate.
A proem can hardly be called a ‘detailed narrative’.

 See the temporal analysis by Porphyry (on Il. .ff. = I .– Schrader).
 Perhaps a third possibility should be envisaged for the interpretation of the puzzling last sentence

in schol. b Il. .– ex. It cannot be ruled out that the clause ��0 �� ���	���&� ��� �2���
"
���=����� does not refer to the proem at all, whether directly (Lundon) or indirectly (as suggested
in the main text), but simply states that Homer’s plot structure (beginning towards the end of the
Trojan war, incorporating previous events by means of analepsis, see above) leads to an inversion of
the chronological sequence. In other words, perhaps the clause does not comment on the proem
specifically, but on the Iliad as a whole.
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(Nestor drinking for hours while the other Greeks were fighting). Other
scholars, however, objected and denied an immediate correlation between
narrative time and story time. In other words, there need not be a ‘mimetic’
relation between textual representation and ‘what actually happened’. As
a consequence, they also realised that the reader of a narrative text can at
times be expected to interpret sequentially narrated events as happening
simultaneously, especially because, unlike in the visual arts, a linear form of
art such as narrative cannot literally present various events simultaneously.
In addition, scholars identified a particular type of simultaneous event,
which is dealt with here under the rubric ‘fill-in technique’: a scene is nar-
rated in the foreground in order to cover the time that a second action in
the background needs for its completion. Finally, ancient critics recog-
nised that, although a chronologically proceeding narrative is a priori the
most natural form, there can be occasions where deliberate anachronies
such as analepses and prolepses can increase the effect of the text’s overall
purpose.

 If applied to a narrative text, this type of interpretation does postulate a correlation between
narrative time and story time (or at least it assumes a reluctance on the part of the poet to make use
of ‘temporal ellipsis’). In tragedy, such an ellipsis is excluded for reasons of genre and ancient stage
conventions (e.g. no curtain).



chapter 3

Narrative and speech

This chapter takes as its starting-point ancient classifications of literary
art as a whole. The relevant terms, in particular those for ‘narrative’ and
‘drama’, then came to be used in various contexts and for different purposes,
including the designation of sections of a text as ‘narrative’ or ‘dramatic’
(i.e. speech). These applications are examined in the second part of the
chapter. It is rounded off by briefly looking at other classifications that are
developed in the extant scholia.

the three principal forms of literary art: narrative,
dramatic and mixed2

A b-scholion on the Homeric Catalogue of Ships explicitly refers to a
well-known ancient categorisation of literary art:

��;� "2 ��	
� ! V���� ����� /"2��, "����
���, <��� ! ��
��� 	'��,-�
�F"��
��; �;� ���	
 -� 3����
�2��� ���	����, �� ����, 9� �� z��'� Y
"�', �
���, 9� �� BP	
�"�'. (schol. b Il. .– ex., p. .– Erbse)

 The chapter does not address the classification that is arguably the most prominent in modern
scholarship and perhaps in ancient scholarship too: the classification by genre. Its omission can be
justified as follows: ancient definitions and classifications of genre are often a highly complex and
disputed matter that would require a study of its own. This applies in particular to the various ‘lyric’
genres (see e.g. Harvey  on various lyric genres; West  on elegy; Käppel , Schröder 
and Rutherford  on the paean; Zimmermann  on the dithyramb; all these studies discuss
ancient notions of the relevant genre too). More importantly, the relevant information most often
comes from sources other than the scholia. Genre is of course not absent from the scholia, but they
usually simply refer to the single genre and add comparatively little to what can be gathered from
other sources. This may well be due to the fact that the bulk of the extant scholia comment on genres
the definition of which is relatively unproblematic: epic, tragedy, comedy, epinician odes.

 On this classification see Usener ([] : II –), Kayser (: –), Dahlmann (:
–), Haslam (: –), Nüsser (: –).

 �
��� is Erbse’s conjecture for the corrupt �
��
��� (based on Eust. . = .., accepted
by van der Valk ad loc.), cf. also the examples discussed below.

 The wider context of the scholion is a discussion of the rhetorical means by which the author of a
purely narrative text (such as the Catalogue) can ensure the attention of his readers (on this topic in
general see Chapter ).
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Plato says that there are three forms of literary art, the dramatic, where the
poet constantly distinguishes himself by means of the characters represented, the
amimetic, such as Phocylides’, the mixed, such as Hesiod’s.

The reference is obviously to Plato’s famous categorisation in the
Republic (d–d) where he distinguishes between (a) "
���	
� Z��&
(‘simple/pure narrative’), that is, texts which consist of narrator-text only
and contain no speeches, (b) � ��	
� (‘mimesis, imitation’), that is, texts
which consist of speeches only and contain no narrator-text, and (c) a
mixture of both, for which Plato has no specific term and simply writes "
 *
����2��� (‘by means of both’). Plato’s examples for the three forms are
(a) dithyramb for ‘pure narrative’, (b) tragedy and comedy for ‘mimesis’,
and (c) Homeric epic for the mixture.

Despite the explicit reference to Plato, the scholion differs from the
passage in the Republic. The principal tripartition is identical, but the
scholion applies the categorisation to a passage within a text. More impor-
tantly, examples and terminology are different: type (a) is called �� ����
(‘amimetic’, i.e. ‘free of speech’) instead of "
�����
��� (‘narrative’).

Type (b) is called "����
��� (‘dramatic’) instead of �
��
��� (‘mimetic’,
i.e. ‘consisting of speech (alone)’). The substitution of �
��
��� is at first
sight somewhat surprising, because �� ���� obviously is the counterpart
to �
��
���. Consequently, one might have expected a corresponding
pair such as ‘amimetic–mimetic’. The alternative term "����
��� itself
has its roots in Aristotle’s definition of dramatic art (Po. a–). This
definition is immediately preceded by Aristotle’s own description of the
three principal forms of literary art in general:

��0 ��� �� �;� �F�;� ��0 � �F� �
��;	��
 <	
� !# �#� �����2�Y
����, n ����� 
 �
�������� g	��� DJ����� ��
�; n 9� �� �F�� ��0 ��

 What is first called "
���	
� Z��& is then replaced by ������� � (Pl. R. c), in order to make
clearer the distinction between "
���	
� Z��& and "
���	
� "
� �
��	��� (S. Koster : –).

 On the general problem of exemplifying ‘pure narrative’ see below. Plato’s example, dithyramb,
reverberates in schol. Ar. Av. b, where the same genre is described as "
�����
���.

 The word �� ���� recurs in this meaning in Proclus’ commentary on the passage from the Republic
(I . Kroll).

 Cf. the pair �� ���� – �
��(
�)�� at the beginning of the Tractatus Coislinianus (–, p.  Janko,
p.  Koster), where, however, the terms describe a rather different distinction. The two terms and
their exact reference are a focal point of the dispute over the Aristotelian roots of the Tractatus (see
Nesselrath : –, with lit.), but it is undisputed that its distinction �� ���� – �
��(
�)��
is different from the ‘Platonic’ tripartition in schol. b Il. .– ex.

 In fact, Erbse (ad loc.) considers reading 〈�
��
��� ��0〉 "����
��� (based on Eust. . =
.., accepted by van der Valk ad loc.). This may not be necessary, given the terminological
variety in other texts (see below). And it assumes that the commentator uses two terms for the
dramatic type, but only one for the two others.
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���5������, n ����� 9� ������� ��0 ������$��� †�K� �
��'-
�2��'�†. (Arist. Po. a–)

For in the same media one can represent the same objects: on the one hand in
a narrative manner, either in the form of direct impersonation [i.e. speeches], as
Homer does <in combination with narrator-text>; or in an invariable narrative
voice [i.e. without speeches]; on the other hand <not in a narrative manner but>
by direct enactment of all roles.

The passage has been called ‘one of the most difficult in the entire Poetics’
(Lucas : ad loc.). Nevertheless, most scholars would now agree that the
following basic equations are correct:
(a) n 9� �� �F�� ��0 �� ���5������ (Aristotle) can be equated with

"
���	
� Z��& (Plato)
(b) n ����� 9� ������� ��0 ������$��� †�K� �
��'�2��'�†

(Aristotle) can be equated with � ��	
� (Plato)
(c) n ����� 
 �
�������� g	��� DJ����� ��
�; (Aristotle) can be

equated with "
* ����2��� (Plato).

Scholars disagree as to whether in Aristotle (a), (b) and (c) are three
different categories as in Plato, or whether his system is bipartite, in which
(a) and (c) together form one category (referred to as �����2���
�),
which is opposed to (b). Some later sources, for example the Tractatus
Coislinianus (, p.  Janko), in fact reproduce a bipartite system, which
may reflect Aristotelian influence. It is, however, equally possible that the
reason for combining categories (a) and (c) lies in the difficulty in finding
appropriate text examples for ‘pure narrative’ in Greek literature. This
applies in particular to treatises which illustrate the various categories with
entire genres and not with single texts or authors. The same lack of actual
examples for pure narrative may underlie Aristotle’s model, if indeed it is
bipartite.

In the present context it is equally important to emphasise the termi-
nological difference between Plato and Aristotle, especially with respect to
� ��	
� and its cognates. As scholars have pointed out (e.g. Lucas :
), Plato’s equation of � ��	
� with ‘speech’ (and therefore drama) is
based on a narrow, probably original, meaning of the word: ‘imitation =
 One of the two elements of the ‘mixture’, narrator-text, is actually not expressly mentioned in

Aristotle’s text but can be supplied (Lucas : ), as in the translation above.
 See Nüsser (: –, with lit.), who adduces arguments in favour of a bipartite system.
 The different sources show considerable difficulties in that respect. Their examples for ‘pure narra-

tive’ often change and are not always appropriate (see below).
 E.g. Tractatus Coislinianus (l.c.); schol. Lond. D.T. (p. .– Hilgard, quoted below n. ) begins

with Plato’s tripartition, but then tellingly combines the categories ‘pure narrative’ and ‘mixed’ when
it illustrates the different categories with corresponding genres. Examples of pure narrative appear
to be hard to come by.
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impersonation’ (cf. ‘to mime’). Conversely, Aristotle uses the word in a
looser sense: ‘imitation = artistic representation’. In other words, in Aris-
totelian terminology � ��	
� stands at the top of the model (cf. Tractatus
Coislinianus) and encompasses all three forms as distinguished by Plato,
who uses the term in the narrow sense ‘speech’ for one category only.

This terminological situation is apt to confuse readers. And in fact the
term "����
��� (instead of �
��
���) in the b-scholion cited above may
well be an attempt to replace the unusual Platonic term by Aristotle’s more
common term. (The scribe who wrote �
��
��� instead of �
��� was
obviously confused by this.)

The Platonic tripartition is referred to in other sources as well, for
example, in the Prolegomena to Hesiod’s Works & Days:

/	2�� >
 �l	� �� �	
� ��;� <,�
 ,����&���. "
�����
���, "����
���,
��0 �
���. ��0 "
�����
��� �2� �	
� �� o7 ! ��
��� ����� �� ���
 ����Y
�������, g	��� ���$�� ! ��
��� BP	 �"�� ����� �� ���0 - 	'�������

�� ���
 "
����������. "����
��� "# �� o7 �F"���$ ! ��
��� ��2����
,
g	��� �� �;� ����I" �
� !�-���, ��0 �;� ����I" �
� ���������. �
��� "2,
�� o7 > � ��
��� "
��2���
, ��0 ���	��� �/	&��
 "
���������, �:�� �� &7
*W�
�"
 ���� ���
. (schol. Hes. Op. proleg. pp. – Gaisford)

Note that all poetry consists of three types: the [purely] narrative, the dramatic
and the mixed. The narrative is the one in which the poet alone appears to be
speaking, as in the present case [sc. Works & Days] the poet Hesiod alone appears to
be speaking throughout the poem. The dramatic, in which the poet never speaks,
as we see in comedies and in tragedies. The mixed, in which the poet both speaks
<himself> and introduces speaking characters, as it is done in the Iliad.

The text contains a mixture of ‘Platonic’ ("
�����
���) and ‘Aris-
totelian’ ("����
���) terminology similar to the b-scholion above. More

 The distinction between ‘Platonic’ and ‘Aristotelian’ � ��	
� is made here in order to facilitate the
argument. In reality, Plato elsewhere (e.g. in Republic book ) makes use of � ��	
� in the broader
sense, which is closer to Aristotle’s. Conversely, Aristotle’s use of �
��;	��
 in Po. a is generally
understood in the narrow sense of Plato; cf., however, de Jong (, with lit.), who argues that the
word has its normal ‘Aristotelian’ meaning in Po. a.

 Other scholia, however, stick to the ‘Platonic’ terminology or combine the two traditions (see
below).

 Modern scholars are not immune to the confusion of ‘Platonic’ and ‘Aristotelian’ � ��	
�. Kitto
(: ), for example, explains Aristotle’s famous statement that Empedocles is not a poet (Po.
b–) in the sense that Homer ‘imitates or represents personages who speak and act’, whereas
Empedocles does not: ‘the voice that we hear is always the voice of Empedocles’. This seems much
closer to Plato’s pure narrative and his understanding of � ��	
� than to Aristotle’s.

 Passages such as Poetics b– show that Aristotle uses "
�����
��� in a looser sense than
Plato.

 Contrast Proclus (chrest. – Severyns), who uses the ‘Platonic’ pair "
�����
���–�
��
���,
although he follows Aristotle’s bipartition (see Severyns ad loc.; on the authorship see Hillgruber
). A mixture of ‘Platonic’ and ‘Aristotelian’ terminology can also be found in schol. Lond.
D.T. (p. .– Hilgard): ��
�	��� ,����&��� ��;� , "
�����
��� , "����
��� , �
���.
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importantly, the first sentence in the Prolegomena to Hesiod is almost ver-
batim identical with a passage from the Prolegomena to Theocritus. The
two texts either depend on each other or go back to a common source.

Interestingly, a supplement to an ancient biography of Aeschylus tries
to give the full range of terminological variants:

-� ��
����� { �2� �	
 "
���"
�� ��0 "
�����
�� ��0 �������
��, {
"# "����
�� ��0 �
��
��, { "# �� ����;�, { "# ����� "����
��. �F� ���
������; ��0 �2��
 ]�� � ���	���, ��0 �F� � �$��� <,�
. "
� �$� �^
-� "������ ��
�����0 ����������
 �$ ��
��$. “\
�5� +/	,=��'”.
“ BJ����'” "# “ * W�
��”. �
��0 ��� �/	
� �^ ��
�	�
� �F�$ (Westermann, �F-�
cod.). (schol. A. PV suppl. e, p.  Herington = TrGF III p. )

Among the poems some are discursive and narrative and reporting, some are
dramatic and mimetic, some <consist> of both, some are purely dramatic. For
<in dramatic poetry> the characters themselves act and speak at the same time,
and they are in charge. For this reason the titles of the plays are written before
<the name of> the poet: ‘Niobe by Aeschylus’. But ‘Homer’s Iliad’. For his
poems are mixed.

Similar lists of alternative terms can also be found in Proclus’ commen-
tary on the passage from Plato’s Republic (I  Kroll) and, in both Greek
and Latin, in the Ars Grammatica of Diomedes (I  Keil); cf. also Iunius
Philargyrius’ commentary to Vergil’s Eclogues (p. .– Hagen).

"
�����
��� �	
� ! ��,��
	�2��� �#� -� ����
	����2��� ���	����, 3�* �F-� "#
-� ��
�-� ��������� . "����
��� "# ��,��
	�2��� �$ ��
�
��$ ���	���', 3�� "#
-� ����
	����2��� ���	���� ���������. �
��� "# ! �� ����;� 	'��� �����. �1"� �$
"
�����
��$ ��0 �
��$ 2		���, ��
���, �����
����, /��5
���, ���
���. �$ "����
��$
�1"� � �, ���
���, ���
���, 	�'�
��� (‘Three types of poetry: narrative, dramatic, mixed.
Narrative does without the introduction of characters, spoken by the poets themselves. Dramatic
does without the poet’s character, spoken by the characters who are introduced. Mixed is the mixture
of both. Of the narrative and mixed there are four forms, epic, elegiac, iambic and melic poetry; of
the dramatic three forms, tragedy, comedy, satyr-play’); cf. n. .

 Cf. schol. Theocr. pp. – Wendel (Nüsser : ). Witness also the second part of the Pro-
legomena to W&D: ]����� "* �8�
 �^ ,����&��� �� �;� |�'���
��;� �$ 4���� �'
�� ��	
� 3���,�
�. ��0 �;��� ����� �	
� �1"�'� ������� 	'�������2���. � ��0 ,��
2�
�	
 &7 ��
�
� �_ &� ���	���, ��# �#� 	'��� ����� �� "
�����
��$, ��# "# �� "����
��$,
��# "# �� �
��$, ���'� "
�����
��$ ��0 "����
��$ (‘All these types appear to occur in
Theocritus’ Idylls. And it [sc. Theocritus’ poetry] is a combination of every form, like a mixed drink.
And it has grace due to the variety of the mixture, now consisting of narrative, now of dramatic,
now of the mixture, that is, narrative and dramatic’); sim. Anecdoton Estense p.  Wendel. Two
further points deserve attention: the prominence of Theocritus in a scholion to Hesiod and the fact
that the Prolegomena to Theocritus do not give a definition of "
�����
���, "����
��� and
�
���, and simply take them for granted. Further attestations of the Platonic tripartition include:
Nicolaus progymn. p.  Felten (= III  Spengel), schol. Aphthon. II  Walz, Doxopatres II –
Walz.

 In other words, the higher importance of the characters in dramatic poetry is supposedly reflected
in the tradition of mentioning the title (usually the name of a character) before the author’s name.

 On the basis of Iunius Philargyrius’ term �������
���, one might be inclined to emend the text
of Diomedes (�����
���) accordingly (cf., however, schol. E. Alc. ). The relevant sections from
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Taken together and presented in the form of a table, the following picture
emerges:

(a) Pure narrative (b) Drama (c) Mixed
"
���	
� Z��& � ��	
� "
* ����2���/�� ����;�
"
�����
���/��-/��- �
��
��� �
���
�� ���� "����
���
�������
���
"
���"
���

`
���

Although there is quite some terminological variety (esp. in the first
column), it does not pose serious problems, because each term is normally
used for one of the three categories only. The same does not apply to the
illustrative examples, where the extant sources show some inconsistencies.

It is particularly apt for the Prolegomena to Theocritus (see above with
n. ) to set out the entire system of three types of literary art, because the
corpus Theocriteum consists of both ‘dramatic’ and ‘mixed’ Idylls. Conse-
quently, the extant scholia to Theocritus regularly discuss whether or not
the poet’s voice is present in the Idyll under consideration. The question
is, in other words: is there a framing narrative (i.e. mixed form), or is the
Idyll purely mimetic/dramatic? For the former type see, for instance, the
introduction to Idyll :

Diomedes and Iunius Philargyrius are usefully reprinted with the Prolegomena to Theocritus in
Wendel’s edition (pp. – and ), Diomedes also in Kaibel (: ) and W. J. W. Koster (:
). The recent dissertation on Diomedes by Dammer () does not treat the passage. For Latin
sources see also Servius on Verg. ecl. . (= Isid. ..) and Probus on Verg. ecl./georg. (p. .–
Hagen).

 Haslam (: ) argues that pure narrative ‘in isolated cases [is] also called "
���"
��� and
"
"�	���
���’, but does not give examples (for "
���"
��� see the Aeschylus vita quoted above;
its connotation is fullness, e.g. schol. Hes. Th. ). For `
��� see e.g. schol. b Il. .– ex.
(p. . Erbse) and Vita Thuc. .

 The same holds true mutatis mutandis when � ��	
� is used in an Aristotelian sense as in the
Tractatus Coislinianus (see above). For the sake of completeness it is worth mentioning the vexed
problem of Ps.Long. ., where the Iliad and the Odyssey are described as "����
��� and
"
�����
��� respectively, although the Odyssey contains considerably more speech ( per cent,
as opposed to  per cent in the Iliad). Nüsser (: ) may well be right ‘daß nicht primär die
literarische Darstellungstechnik, sondern der innere Charakter der Dichtung gemeint ist’, but the
use of the terms remains odd; cf. also schol. Luc. . where "����
���describes a purely narrative
text and must mean ‘dramatic’ in a loose sense (sim. schol. Luc. ., p. .– Rabe). Conversely,
Ps.Demetr. eloc.  probably thinks of the speech element when he calls the Iliad a "�l�� (sim. 
on Pl. Menex.).

 Hesiod represents the mixed form in schol. b Il. .– ex., but pure narrative in the Prolegomena
to Hesiod (both quoted above). Only the former is of course appropriate, but one can see how the
low percentage of speech (. per cent in the Theogony, . per cent in the Works & Days) led to the
impression that ‘Hesiod appears to be speaking throughout the poem’.
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! "# ����� �� �$ ��
�
��$ ���	���'. (schol. Theocr. .a/b, cf. .a)

The text <is presented as> from the character of the poet.

Conversely, the identification as a purely dramatic text appears, for
example, in the introduction to Idyll :

<	
 "# ���
5�;�� ��0 "����
������ �� 3��"�
��'�2��' �$ ��
�
��$
���	���'. (schol. Theocr. .b)

<The Idyll> is a dialogue and belongs to the dramatic form, with the character
of the poet not being represented.

All these scholia seem to reflect an awareness of the theoretical and
terminological framework which is given in the Prolegomena to Theocritus.
Other scholia, however, simply identify the ‘speaker’ of the first lines and
thereby give an implicit answer to the question as to whether or not the
voice of the narrator is heard. For instance:

������ ?�
 ! 4����
��. (schol. Theocr. .c)

The first speaker is Theocritus.

Or, in the form of a paraphrase which dispenses with technical vocabu-
lary altogether:

���	"
��2���
 *+���I 
�0 � ��I %�'�$ ! 4����
��. (schol. Theocr. .a,
cf. . b/d, .a)

Theocritus converses with a certain Aratus, a friend of his.

In both cases, the technical vocabulary which designates the various lit-
erary types does not occur, and the type of the particular Idyll is established
only implicitly. It is, therefore, not entirely clear whether the scholars

 The expression does not seem to imply that the entire text is spoken by the narrator, but that he
provides a narrative frame for the speeches (note that Id. , too, contains speech, pace Nüsser :
). Conversely, in schol. Luc. . the same expression describes a purely narrative text.

 ‘Superfluous’ comparatives are a typical feature of late Greek (Schneider a: ).
 Cf. schol. Theocr. .a–c, . and Servius on Verg. ecl. ., ..
 The scholion apparently assumes that the first-person narrator Simichidas and Theocritus are

identical (cf. schol. Theocr. .a).
 The term ������ ?�
 does not imply the notion of a prologue in the sense ‘introductory passage’.

It simply identifies the first speaker; see Müller (: ), whose argument can be backed with
the occurrence of the term in non-dramatic scholia: e.g. schol. Theocr. ./a (of an unnamed
character). The identification of the first speaker is a standard piece of information in dramatic
hypotheseis (e.g. argum. I S. OC, argum. E. Alc., cf. element C in the taxonomy of Trendelenburg
: –) and dramatic scholia (e.g., schol. E. Hec. , Ar. V. a). See also Chapter .

 The same works, in the opposite direction, for ‘dramatic’ Idylls: schol. Theocr. .a, .a. In one
case, the scholion reflects a debate as to the speaker of the opening lines: schol. Theocr. .a.
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who wrote these notes were aware of the theoretical framework given in
the Prolegomena to Theocritus and elsewhere.

Notes of the ������ ?�
 type probably intend to inform the reader at
the outset of the speaker’s identity (cf. also schol. Theocr. ., Pi. N. .a)
in order to guarantee a proper understanding. A similar need may arise in
the middle of a text, especially in the case of particularly difficult passages
with many changes of speaker and/or narrative levels. As a consequence, the
scholia on ‘mixed’ Idylls sometimes clarify that the speaker of the relevant
lines is the narrator, who ‘interrupts’ the dialogue. The phenomenon is
obviously not restricted to Idylls and can occur in any text of the ‘mixed’
type, especially in Pindar, where the demarcation of speeches remains
a problem to this day. And there is even an example in Homer. The
absence of an explicit inquit-formula that caps Eurymachus’ speech (e.g.
p� <�� *, ‘so he spoke’) apparently induced a critic to clarify that Od. .
is spoken by the poet (schol. H Od. .).

The terms "
* ����2��� and �
��� clearly imply that a ‘mixed’ form
such as the Homeric epics consists both of "
�����
��� (narrative) and
�
��
��� (speech). Consequently, the two terms can be used in the scho-
lia, in order to refer to the narrator-text ("
�����
���) and speech
(�
��
���) respectively (see next section). This, together with the use
of the word ,������ in several examples cited above, provides the key to
the proper understanding of a scholion on Iliad . The text first describes
Briseis’ reaction to the sight of the dead Patroclus (.–) and then
quotes her speech (–), which is capped by two more lines of narrator-
text:

! "# ���� �2	�' ,����&��� 3���,�� -7 �#� "
�����
�-7 	���-� �2���	Y
�
 ��0 � �� �	0 ����
���, � "# �
��
�-7 	'������ ��0 ������. (schol. bT
Il. .– ex.)

The passage, being of a middle type, is expressed solemnly in the narrative part
and is very graphic, in the speech it is sympathetic and mournful.

By �2	�� ,������ (‘middle type’) this critic apparently means the same
as others by �
��� ,������ (‘mixed type’). He considers "
�����
���

 The same coexistence of explicit and implicit annotation can also be found in the ancient commen-
taries on Vergil’s eclogues (for references see Kayser : –).

 Their function is similar to the identification of the speakers in the margin (see below).
 Cf. schol. Theocr. .–a, ., .; see also the disputed case discussed in schol. Theocr. .–a.
 Cf. e.g. schol. Pi. O. .c (sim. a), P. . (cf. ; similar question in schol. Pi. I. .b,

also N. .b); despite their general similarity, schol. Pi. O. .c and P. . are different: the
former identifies the speaker with the poet, the latter with the chorus. This testifies to difficulties
with the separation of the two voices (see Chapter ). Problems with identifying speech boundaries
in Pindar still exist, see e.g. Carey (: ).
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and �
��
��� the two poles of the scale, and what others call their ‘mixture’
is the ‘middle ground’ for him.

transition from narrator-text to speech36

In the bT-scholion just quoted, "
�����
��� and �
��
��� stand for
narrator-text and speech respectively and identify individual passages
within a larger text. In this function the two terms repeatedly recur in the
scholia, in order to indicate the transition from narrator-text to speech.

The common expression for this transition is ���5� ��
� (or similar) ���
�$ "
�����
��$ ��0 � �
��
��� (‘to go over from narrator-text to
speech’). The phrase can be illustrated, for example, with Aristonicus’ note
on Achilles’ speech before the bow contest in the funeral games in honour
of Patroclus (Il. .–):

>
 ��� �$ "
�����
��$ ��0 � �
��
��� ��&���� �G��. ! ��� *+,
���K�
�$� �2��
 “>� �2� �� 5���O . . .” (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] made a transition from narrator-text to
speech in such a way. For it is Achilles <and not the narrator>, who says this:
‘The man who hits . . . ’

There are in total seven passages in the Iliad which are explicitly inter-
preted in these terms as transition from narrator-text to speech. As against
a total of  Iliadic speeches,  is a comparatively small number. It is worth
considering whether the phrase does not have a more restricted meaning
than ‘transition from narrator-text to speech’. The key can be found in the
word �G�� (see above) and in the fuller explanation of the bT-scholion
on the same passage:

�� ��
 � “�"� �2���”. �1��� "# ���5� ��
� ��� �$ "
�����
��$ ��0 �
�
��
���. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

‘Saying this’ is missing. He [sc. Homer] is wont to make transitions from narrator-
text to speech.

 Differently N. J. Richardson (: ), who argues that �2	�� ,������ is the ‘middle style
[which] is rarely mentioned [sc. in the Homeric scholia]’ (on the three styles see Chapter ); similarly
Salvioni (–: –). Conversely, Erbse (ad loc.) refers to the passage from Plato’s Republic and
therefore seems to suggest the same explanation as given here.

 The present section only discusses transitions from narrator-text to speech. For other differences
between narrator-text and speech see Chapter .

 Cf. also D.H. Thuc.  (p. .– U.-R.). For modern discussion see L. Friedländer (: –),
Usener ([] : II  n. ), Lehnert (: –), Matthaios (: –).

 See schol. bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .– ex., A Il. . Nic., T Il. .– ex., A Il.
.a Ariston., bT Il. .b ex. The device is discussed in bT Il. .a ex. (quoted below), but
expressly not with reference to the Homeric passage under discussion. (On the special cases schol.
A Il. .b ex. and A Il. .a Ariston. see below.)
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Apparently, it is not the simple fact that there is a transition from
narrator-text to speech which is commented on. Rather, ancient scholars
find it noteworthy that it happens ‘in such a way’ (�G��), that is, without a
proper speech introduction. And this is in fact the common denominator
of the seven passages listed in n. . They all treat passages where, contrary
to Homer’s standard technique, the beginning of the speech is not expressly
marked by a speech introduction. Further proof for the correctness of the
suggested interpretation can be adduced from Dionysius’ comment on the
‘Melian dialogue’ (Thuc. .–). The Thucydidean narrator explicitly
introduces the first speech of the Athenians (..) and the Melians (.)
with an inquit formula. Then in . he goes over to a purely dramatic
presentation with no narrator-text between the speeches:

��0 ��� �$� ���	�2`�� �$ "
�����
��$ [Usener, "
������� codd.]
�� "
������ ��0 � "����
��� �$� �� *+����;�� �����
������� ��
�;.
(D.H. Thuc.  = p. .– U.-R.)

And after this he [sc. Thucydides] ‘turns away’ the dialogue from the narrative
towards the [purely] dramatic and has the Athenian answer the following . . .

Needless to say, unmarked or sudden transitions from narrator-text to
speech are particularly apt to cause confusion among readers. Ancient
commentators therefore single them out and explain them by means of the
phrase ���5� ��
� ��� �$ "
�����
��$ ��0 � �
��
���.

As for the origin of these notes, Usener ([] : II – with
n. ) attempts to draw a line between Aristarchus and Aristonicus. The
terminology discussed above is said to depend on Aristonicus, not on
Aristarchus. Usener’s argument is, however, impaired by the fact that the
A-scholia which he cites as preserving genuine Alexandrian terminology
explain another type of ���	���� (‘apostrophe, transition’), which is

 Cf. also Eust. . (= ..), schol. Aeschin. .. Incidentally, the speech in question (Il.
.–) is unique, because it is the only Homeric speech which begins in the middle of the line
(Führer :  n. ), but the scholia do not expressly mention this. They only comment on the
absence of a speech introduction.

 See de Jong (: ), cf. also de Martino ().
 Dionysius mistakenly places the transition after chapter  and misidentifies the speaker of chapter

, but that does not affect my argument here; on the passage see also Nüsser (: –), who
argues that Dionysius uses "
�����
��� in an Aristotelian sense in that it refers to the ‘mixed’
form, i.e. narrator-text plus speech.

 The modern reader of Homer has the benefit of quotation marks around the speeches in his edition.
This practice is in a way anticipated in those Homeric papyri which consistently identify the name
of the speaker (incl. the poet) in the margin. The evidence is usefully collected in Spooner (:
–). A similar effect could be achieved by means of a simple paragraphos, as in dramatic papyri
(see Haslam : ). There is, to my knowledge, no systematic collection of the material, but see
the references given by Andorlini and Lundon (:  n. ).
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different from the transition from narrator-text to speech. Given the
presence of the relevant phrase in several A-scholia, it seems better, with
L. Friedländer (: –), to identify Aristarchus as the source of the
terms under discussion.

Among the examples of unmarked transitions, two deserve special atten-
tion, because at some point they became the standard examples for this
phenomenon in ancient scholarship. The first instance is Nestor’s speech
in the ‘marshalling of the troops’ (Il. .–). In addition to the scholia
on the passage itself (schol. A Il. .a Ariston., bT Il. .b ex.), this
unmarked transition to speech is mentioned as a parallel in three other
scholia: once in the scholion on the very first speech of the Iliad, which
does not have a standard speech introduction either (schol. bT Il. . ex.),
once in a scholion to Hesiod (see below) and once in a scholion which
explains the different forms of apostrophe. The relevant list mentions among
other types of apostrophe:

� [sc. �)"�� ���	���&�] †���0† ���	
�, >�� ��� �$ "
�����
��$ �/� �
�
��
��� ��2�� O�, “^���$	
 �#� ��-�, | m� "2 � * ����” [Il. ., ], n �
���� ��. (schol. T Il. .a ex.)

The [type of apostrophe] related to diction (?), when he [sc. Homer] makes an
[unmarked] transition from narrator-text to speech, <e.g.> ‘To the driver of
horses first | When a man’, or the opposite.

As ‘or the opposite’ makes clear, this critic also has in mind cases where
the unmarked transition is back from speech to narrator-text, that is, the
absence of a capping formula (cf. schol. H Od. ., above), which, in fact,
is slightly more frequent in Homer than the absence of speech introductions
(Führer : –). No scholion, however, has been preserved which
discusses the reverse transition exactly in the terms ��� �$ �
��
��$ �/�
� "
�����
���.

 Usener’s examples, schol. A Il. . Ariston., A Il. .a Ariston., describe the transition from
second-person narrative (when the narrator addresses a character, e.g. Patroclus) to third-person
narrrative and vice versa (on this transition see below); see also Matthaios (: –). The term
���	���� has a wider meaning than its modern counterpart (see Excursus below).

 In addition to the A-scholia mentioned above, see also the notes which discuss the absence of a
proper speech introduction: schol. A Il. . Ariston., A Il. . Ariston. (the latter is an instance
of ‘speech within speech’, on which see below).

 For the other types of apostrophe see Excursus below.
 The scholion adduces the parallel passage in a somewhat puzzling way, because it quotes the

beginning of two lines which are not immediately related to the topic in question. The last line of
the narrator-text is  (not ), and  is from mid-speech. This may reflect the abbreviating
process of the transmission (cf. Introd. page ), perhaps because this scholion lists several types of
apostrophe, only one of which is relevant to the actual context in Iliad .

 Note, however, that ��0 � "
�����
��� ��
�� describes the transition from proem to narrative
in schol. b Il. .– ex. And the transition from speech to narrator-text at the end of Nestor’s same
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The second example of an unmarked transition that is of special interest
is Hector’s speech in Il. .–. In addition to the scholia on the speech
itself (schol. A Il. . Nic., bT Il. .a ex.), it is used as an example
of unmarked transition in Ps.Long. subl.  and in Ps.Plut. Hom. . The
scholia on the passage discuss not only the unmarked transition itself, but
also the disputed question where the speech actually begins, in line  or
. The vulgate opts for the latter:

( 	'����
� 	'����
 ��0 � “��'	0� ��
		�=�	��
” [Il. .], N�� ( ���5�	
�
{(} ��� �$ "
�����
��$ ��0 � �
��
��� OL. “m� " * d� ��U� �����'��”
[.]. (schol. A Il. . Nic.)

The vulgate continues until [i.e. treats as part of the narrator-text] ‘to make hard
for the ships’ so that the [unmarked] transition from narrator-text to speech is:
‘That man I <see> apart . . . ’

Conversely, the bT-scholion on the same passage considers both possibili-
ties:

��'	0� ��
		�=�	��
. 9� ��0 �� ��$� !��l�. �� ��
 "# � “�2���”. n ����2�Y
��� �/	
� ��0 ���	��
�-�. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

‘[To] make hard for the ships’: like to run for the ships. ‘Saying’ is missing. Or the
infinitives stand for imperatives [i.e. the speech already begins in ].

Although the half-line formula ��2���� ������ �}	�� (.) is used
as a regular speech introduction in eight other Homeric speeches, ancient
critics do not seem to have recognised it as such. From their point of view
the transition is unmarked, and they consequently discuss the question of
where the speech begins.

A scholion to Hesiod also stands out, because at first sight the ancient
literary critic seems to have misunderstood the concept:

�$’ @�� R�$	�
 @�
"��: ��� �$ "
�����
��$ ��25� �/� � ���	����
�
��
�-�, 9� ��0 DJ����� [Il. .]. “p� ! �2��� w�'�� ����
 ���2��� �6
�/"��”. �G�� ��0 BP	 �"��. “�$’ @�� R�$	�
 @�
"��”. (schol. Hes. Th. )

‘This is what the Muses sang’: he [sc. Hesiod] made a transition from narrator-text
to the speech of a character in the style of Homer: ‘Thus the old man [sc. Nestor]
wise in fighting from of old encouraged them.’ So Hesiod too: ‘This is what the
Muses sang.’

speech is discussed in schol. A Il. .a Nic., albeit in different terminology (���5�	
� . . . ���
-� ���	���� ��
�;	��
, ‘to make a transition from the characters’).

 Il. ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .; cf. esp. schol. T Il. .– ex.
 The question is still disputed among scholars (see the different editions).
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Both the passage from Hesiod and the Homeric parallel are actually
capping formulae, that is, they mark the end of the speech. Although it
cannot be ruled out with certainty that the critic made such a blatant error,
it seems preferable to assume that he meant to say the following: ‘Hesiod
made an [unmarked] transition from narrator-text to speech [sc. a few lines
before] <and now adds a capping formula> just as Homer . . . ’

Another remarkable use of the phrase ��� "
�����
��$ ��. can be
found in connection with the literary device of ‘speech within speech’.
Again, it is only the unmarked transition which is commented on and
not all the speeches in question. The use of the known phrase is particu-
larly striking here, because, strictly speaking, the incorporating speech is a
�
��
��� itself and not a "
�����
���. But the phrase seems to have
acquired the meaning ‘unmarked transition to speech’ independent of the
narrative level at which it occurs. An instance can be found in the scholia
on Iliad :

>
 ��2	���� �� ����� ��� �$ "
�����
��$ ��0 � �
��
���, ��0
���� ��
 � “�"� �2���” 〈�〉 [suppl. Erbse] “���	�� ��# O�
��	��” [cf. Il.
.]. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Achilles] has made a ‘turnover’ from narrator-text
to speech, and ‘saying this’ is missing in <the phrase> ‘each of you kept blaming
me’.

In the passage in question (.–), Achilles speaks to the Myrmidons
before they finally go back to war under Patroclus’ command. In his speech,
Achilles reminds them of their complaints by quoting their speech verbatim
(.–), and the transition again lacks a standard speech introduction.
Similar applications of the known phrase to speech within speech can be
found elsewhere in the Homeric scholia and also in the scholia to tragedy.

 Modern scholars would actually deny that a direct speech precedes �$* @�� R�$	�
 @�
"�� (Hes.
Th. ), but that is how the ancient critic apparently took it. He may have had in mind passages
such as Od. . =  (�$ * @�* ��
"�� @�
"�, ‘these things the singer sang’), which cap indirect
speeches. On such formulae in general see Führer (: ).

 Cf. the wording of schol. HKMaS Od. . (p. .– Ludwich): ���$��� �� �$ "
�����
��$
��&���� ��0 � �
��
���, "
� ��0 ��
�2��
 “p� <���* BC��� ��” [sc. .] (‘In this line, he [sc.
Homer] went over from narrator-text to speech, and for that reason he then adds “Thus spoke
Hermes”’). The passage in question is an instance of ‘speech within speech’ (see below).

 However, the phrase ��� �$ �
��
��$ ��0 � �
��
��� ���5� ��
� would of course ring
oddly.

 Cf. schol. A Il. .b ex. (cf. also b), HKMaS Od. . (p. .– Ludwich, quoted in n. ),
A. Pers. ,  (pp. – Dähnhardt), E. Alc. , Hipp. , Ph. , and, without the regular
phrase, Or. , Ph. , also Hec. . Some of these examples are mentioned by Trendelenburg
(: ) and de Jong (:  n. ).
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other applications of the terms for
‘narrative’ and ‘dramatic’

A scholion to Aeschylus’ Eumenides discusses a categorical difference
between narrative and dramatic poetry. In line  of the play the priestess
refers to her own movement on stage (‘thereafter I take my seat as prophetess
upon my throne’). The corresponding scholion reads as follows:

�$� ��	
� ���
"� "����
�� �	
� ( �� �	
�. �/ "# L� "
�����
��, �)���
d� ! ��
���. “�$� �/��$	� �/� ������ ����2?��”. (schol. A. Eum. )

This she [sc. the priestess] says <herself>, because it is a dramatic composition. If
it were a narrative <composition>, the poet would have said: ‘With these words
she sat down on the throne.’

The passage from Eumenides is one of the numerous ‘stage directions’
which, in ancient drama, are usually given in the text itself (i.e. implicitly,
not as external stage direction). As such they are part of the characters’
speeches, whereas in narrative texts, the critic argues, it is the narrator who
provides this kind of information instead.

If speeches in Homeric epic add a dramatic element to an essentially
narrative genre (see above), the same can be said mutatis mutandis about
narrative elements in dramatic texts. When Prometheus finally gives in
to the chorus’ urge to tell them the reason for his punishment (A. PV
–), the scholion comments:

��� �=�� "# @�,��
 &� "
���	���. (schol. A. PV a)

From these <events> [sc. how he unsuccessfully tried to give advice to the gods
who wanted to oust Cronus] he [sc. Prometheus] begins his story.

And another scholion on the same passage reads:

	,&�� a���
��� � ��������� "
�����
���. (schol. A. PV c)

<This is> the rhetorical mode called ‘narrative’.

The explicit reference to rhetoric makes it clear that this scholar com-
pares Prometheus’ speech to a (forensic) speech which comprises a narrative

 See e.g. Wilamowitz (: xxxiv), Taplin (a). For the scholia that treat questions of staging
see Chapter , including an excursus on the semantics of the ancient term for ‘stage direction’
�����
�����.

 Cf. schol. Ar. Nu. a (on the beginning of Pheidippides’ ‘narrative’ on Solon, which is, however,
punctuated by Strepsiades’ questions), Theocr. .–a (on the beginning of Priapus’ story about
Daphnis’ love), .–a (on the beginning of Aeschinas’ story about himself ).
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section that in rhetorical theory is called "
���	
� (lat. narratio). Simi-
larly, when Prometheus later () begins a narrative section of his speech
with the typically Homeric device ‘there is a place (called) X’, the scholion
again speaks of a 	,&�� "
�����
��� (schol. A. PV c). Likewise,
the pedagogue’s false report in Electra about Orestes’ death in the chariot
race is also called "
���	
� (schol. S. El. ). A further example is the
nurse’s elaborate report about the love charm in Hippolytus, which is again
referred to by the verb "
���;	��
 (schol. E. Hipp. , p. . Schwartz).
In this particular case, Euripides is praised for suppressing such a long nar-
rative, which would be a nuisance (���,��;�). The same objection returns
in schol. S. OC , which criticises Euripides’ inclusion of genealogical
information and applauds Sophocles for omitting it (cf. Chapter ). In a
similar vein, Sophocles is praised for the dialogical exposition in Ajax (schol.
S. Aj. a), because to have one character introduce everything in the nar-
rative type ("
�����
��� �)"��), that is, in a long speech, would lead to
surfeit (�����). The unnamed target of this criticism is again Euripides,
whose prologue speakers and messengers were criticised for the length of
their speeches (schol. Ar. Ach. a). Apparently, they were considered ‘too
narrative’ to be appropriate to the dramatic genre.

No less interesting are the cases where the known terminology refers to
narrative elements within choral odes (schol. E. Hipp. , ). Triclinius
even established a connection between metre and narrative in choral odes.
His note on the parodos in Seven against Thebes (schol. A. Th. –b)
explains the metrical structure as bipartite. A monostrophic part of various
metres precedes a part that consists of two strophes. The same metrical
structure is said to recur in A. Ag. –, S. Aj. – and E. Ph. . He
concludes:

 Cf. schol. E. Hipp.  (explicit comparison with oratory), Ar. V.  (on Bdelycleon encouraging
his father to ‘be narrative’, i.e. tell stories); cf. also schol. Tricl. Ar. Eq. b, schol. rec. Ar. Pl.
a, a. Interestingly, even narrative sections within a narrative text such as the Iliad can be called
"
���	
� (schol. D Il. ., bT Il. . ex.). Both passages are examples of the ‘there was a person
X’ motif (de Jong : , with examples).

 A. PV  <	
� ���
� f���5��, �	,�� ,�����, ��. On the motif ‘there is a place X’ see de Jong
(: , with examples).

 Similar arguments recur in schol. A. Eum. , S. Aj. . Conversely, schol. S. El.  accepts that
Orestes gives a narrative exposition of the play. In a rather different vein, the chorus in Prometheus
Bound are said to punctuate a long rhesis in order to give the actor a chance to take a break (schol.
A. PV b).

 Cf. Meijering (: –), who discusses other criticisms, e.g. the ‘superfluous’ wealth of infor-
mation provided in Euripides’ prologues (see Chapter ). The different prologue technique is
also discussed with respect to Sophocles’ and Euripides’ Philoctetes. The former has a dialogical
exposition, the latter appears to have been monological (schol. S. Ph.  = E. Ph. T  Müller).
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,�-��
 "# � �
�=�I 	,���
	�� �^ ��
��0 >� "
�����
��� ��
�$	

�� �����. (schol. Tricl. A. Th. –b, p. .– Smith)

Poets use this <metric> form when they make their account narrative.

The general observation and the parallels from other tragedies show that
Triclinius systematically studied narrative elements in choral odes. He may
have had predecessors among ancient scholars.

More generally, ancient scholars do not refrain from using terms which
are generically determined in a loose sense. For example, an ancient discus-
sion on where Euripides should have begun the plot of Phoenician Women
comprises the argument:

�/ �#� �� ��,&� �5�=��� � ������� �2��	��
, �,�&� �� �� z�
� ���
���
� �� �$ f�"��' ��� ����� ��� &� �/ �� "
���	�	��
. (schol. E.
Ph. , p. .– Schwartz)

If he [sc. Euripides] had wanted to tell the events from the beginning, he ought
to have narrated in detail Cadmus’ colonisation from Phoenicia together with its
cause.

Although "
���;	��
 (‘to narrate’) is strictly speaking inappropriate to
the activity of a dramatic poet, few will take exception to the expression as
used in the present note.

other classifications

The extant scholia also contain traces of other classifications of literature. A
first classification differentiates four types of narrative. The main criterion
is whether the source of the ‘message’ is the speaker himself, the addressee
or a third person. (The long note is occasioned by Achilles’ speech in Iliad
, in which he reminds Thetis of how she used to tell them about her rescue
of Zeus.)

2		���� "# "
���	��� /"2�
. ( �#� !�
��
��, 9� >�� ���� 
��� ���=	�� 
�
�F-7 "
��&�
 { ���'	��, 9� � “������
 ��� 	2� �����” [Il. .]. � "#
�������
���, >�� { ���* %2��' ���'	�� %2��I "
��&�
, 9� � “����� ��

�� �
, ��
��,�” [.]. � "# 3��	�
���, >�� -� �������� 
��
������;��
 3���2����
 "
�������, 9� � “9� !��* *P�� �
	
 ��0 (�;� ��;���
�=,��” [.]. � "# �
��� �� !�
��
��$ ��0 3��	�
��$, 9� � “���� 	K
�� �* ����$	�, ���, 3���=	�� "�	�-�” [.]. �/ ��� L� !�
��
���, �G��
d� �)���. ���� 	# -� "�	�-� �F�� ����$	�
 ���2	�	�� �� %����,�
���.
! "# ��* %2��� �-	
� �����U� 9� 1"
�� �"� ����� ��0 �F, 9� ���* ��� ���
���=	�� "
2��
	
�. (schol. AbT Il. .b ex.)
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<There are> four types of narrative: [i] the homiletic <type>, when one has
heard something from somebody and narrates to him what one has heard, e.g.
[Achilles speaking to Thetis:] ‘For often I heard you <saying> at my father’s . . . ’;
[ii] the messenger <type>, when one reports to someone what one has heard from
another, e.g. [Iris speaking:] ‘Some message, earthshaking <Poseidon, I have> for
you . . . ’; [iii] the substantive <type>, when we undertake to report some events
and narrate, e.g. [Nestor speaking to Patroclus:] ‘When there was a quarrel between
the Eleans and us . . . ’; [iv] the mixed, <consisting> of the homiletic and the
substantive, e.g. [Achilles to Thetis:] ‘But you, goddess, came and freed him [sc.
Zeus] of his shackles.’ For if it were (purely) homiletic, he would have said: ‘But <I
heard you saying> that you, having summoned the hundred-hander [sc. Briareus],
freed him of his shackles.’ But going over to another case [i.e. nominative, thus
giving up indirect speech in favour of direct presentation] he goes through it as if
it were already his own story and not as if he had heard it from her.

In other words, in the homiletic type (i) the speaker conveys a ‘message’
he has heard from the addressee himself. In the messenger type (ii) he
conveys a message he has heard from a third person. In the substantive type
(iii) the speaker conveys his own ‘message’. At the same time, the three
terms seem to indicate that the speaker has a different intention in each
case. By means of the homiletic type he intends to remind the addressee. In
the messenger type he acts as a neutral mouthpiece of another’s message.

In the substantive type the speaker himself is the source of the message, the
purpose of which seems to be to encourage the addressee. This classification
does not seem to be attested elsewhere.

A second classification is very similar to the modern distinction between
narratives in the first, second or third person, and must be reconstructed on
the basis of several sources. No single text survives which gives a straight-
forward description of the three different narrative modes. Rather, ancient
scholars identify two of the three modes and discuss their differences, in
particular the transition from one to the other:

��� �$ ���� �F�� ����' �/� �� ���0 �F�$ ��2	�. (schol. Pi. N. .a)

 The third type is well explained by Eustathius (>�� 
� �1����� ����&� 
 ���* %�'�$ n ���*
%2��' ���,�2�, . = ..–), who goes on to claim that Nestor is wont to use it.

 This is made explicit in the final part of the scholion, which specifically describes the difference
between the substantive type (9� 1"
�� �����) and the homiletic (9� ���* ��� ��� ���=	��).

 Cf. the ancient discussion on messenger speeches (see Chapter ), which includes the question
whether or not a messenger such as Iris is entitled to add points that are not part of the original
message.

 Cf. schol. A Il. . Ariston. (transition from third-person narrative to second-person narrative),
A Il. . Ariston. (from second- to third-person narrative), A Il. .a Ariston. (criticising
Zenodotus for not having recognised the transition from third- to second-person narrative), AbT
Il. .b Ariston. (from third- to second-person narrative), AbT Il. . Ariston. (ditto), A Il.
.b Ariston. (from second- to third-person narrative). The sheer frequency of the notes shows
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He [sc. Pindar] went over from the narrative addressed to him [sc. the victor] to
the one about him.

In other words, Pindar makes a transition from second-person narrative
(‘to him’) to third-person narrative (‘about him’). Terminologically and
conceptually the scholion is indebted to Aristotle’s communication model
(Rh. a–b). He distinguishes between speaker (! �2���), addressee
(���� m� �2��
) and subject-matter (���0 �8 �2��
). Perhaps even more
instructive is the formulation of the note which introduces Pythian :

����
�
�?��
 "# ��� �� ���	�����'
��� ����� ��0 �F,0 ��� �� "
���Y
��
���. ���� ��� �F�� ���� ���
, �F,0 "# ���0 �F-� �2��
. (schol. Pi.
P. .inscr. b)

He [sc. Pindar] gives a proem in the ‘apostrophic’ mode and not in the narrative
<mode>. For he addresses them [sc. Semele and Ino, the daughters of Cadmus]
and does not speak about them.

Here again a distinction is being made between second- and third-
person narratives. The former addresses the characters, the latter speaks
about them. Interestingly, this scholar makes use of what seems to be
established terminology. Second-person narrative is called ���	�����'-

��� ����� (lit. ‘apostrophic/addressing speech’), third-person narrative
is called "
�����
��� (�����). The former reminds one of the ancient
term for ‘vocative case’, ���	�����'
�� �-	
�. The latter term,
"
�����
���, is of course the same that designates ‘(pure) narrative’ in
the models discussed above. Its restriction here to the meaning ‘third-
person narrative’ most probably derives from the fact that third-person
narrative is by far the most frequent type in Greek (and other Western)

that Aristarchus systematically studied the phenomenon. Cf. also schol. Pi. P. .c (transition to
third-person narrative), I. .a (from third- to second-person narrative), E. Or.  (p. .–
Schwartz: from third- to second-person narrative).

 In a more general sense, such transitions ��� ���	���' �/� ���	���� (‘from one person to
another’, in the grammatical sense) are called ���	����, see schol. bT Il. .a ex. (cf. the A-
scholia listed in the previous n.) and Excursus below. This rubric includes cases where the Homeric
narrator apostrophises one of his characters (L. Friedländer : , with examples). For this topic
see esp. schol. bT Il. .a ex., which lists the relevant characters.

 Cf. also Theon’s distinction of the various illocutionary forces, statement, question, command,
wish, etc., which are comprised in the ���	�����'
�� ������� (Theon progymn. II .–.
Spengel, esp. .–). In a common school exercise students were to decline a sentence such as
‘Pittacus of Mitylene, having been asked if anyone escapes notice of the gods when doing wrong,
said “Not even when thinking of it”’ in the five cases, the one in the vocative being a form
of second-person narrative (Nicolaus progymn. p.  Felten, cf. Theon progymn. II .–.
Spengel).
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literature and can therefore count as the default type of narrative. Fur-
thermore, a confusion is excluded because the transition described in the
two scholia above can only occur from second- to third-person narrative
or vice versa. Conversely, first-person narrative cannot go over into either
second- or third-person narrative (unless, of course, the first-person narra-
tor addresses or speaks of another character).

The distinction between first- and third-person narratives may underlie
a scholion to Ps.Lucian, which, however, poses problems of interpretation:

��# �#� 9� ��� ����' ���	���' "����
�-�, ��# "# 9� ��� � �'
�������
�-�, >��� ���K ���� V����
 -7 �
��	���I <	
� �3��;�. (schol.
Luc. .)

Now as if [?] from the first person in the dramatic mode, now as if [?] from the
third <person> in the narrative mode, as it is often found in the philosopher
Plato.

The pair ‘dramatic’ ("����
�-�) vs. ‘narrative’ (�������
�-�) is
familiar from the transitions discussed above, but their connection with
‘first person’ and ‘third person’ respectively is unparalleled. Does the latter
distinction relate to one between first-person narrative and third-person
narrative?

The Ps.Lucianic text in question, the Encomium Demosthenis, presents a
first-person narrator who reports his encounter with the poet Thersagoras.
(The opening and its narrative situation resemble that of Plato’s Republic
and other dialogues, and may in fact be a deliberate allusion.) Against
this backdrop, one could hypothesise that the scholion simply means to
say that ‘there is an alternation between “what I said” and “what he said”
as often in Plato’ (examples would be Republic, Charmides or Lysis). But
why is ‘what I said’ ‘dramatic’ ("����
�-�) and ‘what he said’ ‘narrative’
(�������
�-�)?

Given what we know about these two terms, another possibility must
be considered as well, namely that the ancient commentator makes a dis-
tinction between texts with framing narrative and texts without (cf. above
on Theocritus). In that connection, it is worth remembering that there
is evidence for an ancient distinction between ‘dramatic’ and ‘narrative’

 Ancient Greek texts which present a first-person narrator are rare, especially if one excludes embed-
ded narratives, where first-person narrative is somewhat more frequent (e.g. Odysseus in Odyssey
–), see de Jong and Nünlist (: – with n. ).

 The scholion may refer to L "* >� in . (thus Rabe in the app. crit. with reference to a codex from
Wolfenbüttel). In any case, the scholion seems to comment on Ps.Lucian’s Encomium Demosthenis
as a whole.
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dialogues of Plato. The former group will have included purely ‘dramatic’
dialogues without a framing narrative (e.g. Euthyphro, Crito or Phaedrus),
the latter those which do contain such a frame (e.g. Republic, Charmides or
Parmenides). The problem with this explanation is that the second group
of Platonic dialogues and, in fact, Ps.Lucian’s own Encomium Demosthenis
present a first-person narrator in the framing narrative. However, there may
be a way out of this impasse.

The wider context in which Plato introduces the tripartition ‘narrative-
dramatic-mixed’ (R. d–d) expresses his objections to what ensues
from direct speech (� ��	
�). It forces the poet to slip into the role of
the character whom he impersonates or ‘mimes’, to which Plato takes
exception. At the beginning of Iliad , for example, Homer speaks as if he
were the priest Chryses. And when he refers to himself, he obviously does so
in the first person (‘me, Chryses’). Conversely, in Plato’s ‘purely narrative’
rewriting of the same passage, Chryses and the other characters are always
referred to in the third person. Read against this background, it seems likely
that 9� ��� ����' ���	���' (‘as if from the first person’) and 9� ���
� �' (���	���') (‘as if from the third person’) refer to this distinction.
Consequently, the two forms are described as "����
�-� (‘dramatically’,
i.e. in direct speech) and �������
�-� (‘(purely) narrative’), because in
speeches characters speak ‘as if from the first person’, whereas narrative
texts are written ‘as if from the third person’ (cf. n.  on the scarcity of
first-person narratives in ancient Greek literature).

Although this is a probable explanation of the scholion as such and would
testify to an ancient distinction which in a way adumbrates the distinction
between first- and third-person narrative, two problems remain. Firstly,
the application of the concept to Ps.Lucian’s Encomium Demosthenis is
problematic, because, to repeat, its framing narrative has a first-person
narrator. Secondly, it is difficult to see how the scholion’s point that this
occurs frequently in Plato can be justified. For in Plato, too, the narrators
of the framing narratives are first-person narrators. If the scholion itself is

 The relevant witness is Diogenes Laertius (.), who, however, does not further discuss the model,
because he dismisses it as unphilosophical. �F �������
 "* (�l� >
 
�#� @���� "
��2��
� �K�
"
�����'� ��	 – �2��'	
 ��� �F-� �K� �#� "����
��=�, �K� "# "
�����
��=�, �K�
"# ��
��=� – ���* ���;��
 �#� ���
�-� �l���� n �
��	���� �� "
������ -� "
������
���	�����	�� (‘I am not unaware that there are other ways in which certain critics classify
the dialogues. For they call some of them dramatic, others narrative, still others mixed. But they
designated the difference between the dialogues in a way that is more tragic than philosophical’). The
tripartition is of course Plato’s own, but the problem is that there are no ‘(purely) narrative’ Platonic
dialogues, there are only ‘dramatic’ and ‘mixed’ (cf. the ‘Aristotelian’ bipartition "
�����
�� –
"����
�� in Plut. quaest. conv. b–c). This points to a general problem with Plato’s model: it
is difficult to find actual examples of the purely narrative type in Greek literature (cf. n. ).
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accurately explained above, one must accept the fact that its application to
Ps.Lucian and, indirectly, to Plato is less than fortunate.

A third classification of literature (schol. bT Il. .– ex.) distin-
guishes between three degrees of representation of reality and is explained
in detail by M. Schmidt (: –) and Meijering (: –).

excursus: the various applications of the
term ���	���� (‘apostrophe’)

Since the present chapter comprises several applications of the term
���	���� (‘apostrophe’), it is appropriate to discuss here the range of its
meanings. Etymologically speaking, apostrophe means that one ‘turns away’
from one person or thing to another. Consequently, the range of possible
applications is considerably wider than that of its modern counterpart. Vir-
tually every form of ‘transition’ can be designated thus. Ps.Plutarch (Hom.
) differentiates five types: (i) transition from one (grammatical) person
to another (cf. above); (ii) the ‘apostrophe proper’ (i.e. the narrator/speaker
apostrophises a character/person; Ps.Plutarch makes it clear that, in antiq-
uity too, this is the most common meaning of the term); (iii) transition
from narrator-text to speech (cf. above); (iv) change of addressee within
the same speech (cf. e.g. schol. S. OC ); (v) the narrator addresses
the narratee (e.g. in Il. ., see bT). Other sources such as schol. bT Il.
.a ex. add to the list: (vi) transition from participle to finite verb; (vii)
transition from one location to another. According to Quintilian (..),
even a (viii) thematic transition can be called apostrophe. The bottom line
is that every instance of ���	���� (and cognates) must be judged on its
merits in order to attribute it to one of the many possible categories.

 As to the application to Plato, David Konstan (p.c.) suggests that the critic may have had in mind
the fairly extensive passages where Platonic narrators speak about Socrates in the third person, incl.
indirect speech (e.g. Smp. a–d, Phd. e–a). If this is correct, the critic overlooks the
fact that these passages are embedded in first-person narratives. The distinction between first-person
and third-person narrative also plays a role in a passage from Plutarch (glor. Athen. e–f ). He
praises Xenophon for introducing the narrator Themistogenes into the Hellenica (sc. ..) and
for referring to himself in the third person. (NB Thucydides and Caesar both use the first person
when they refer to themselves as narrators of the text.) See also the distinction between Aristotle’s
esoteric works (called �F����	���, ‘in his own person’) on the one hand and on the other the
"
����
�� "# >	� �� �� �/�� �' ���	���' 	'�2������, ���* g	��� ! V���� 3����
�������
%2��� ���	��� (‘dialogic <works>, as many as he did not write in his own person, but, just
as Plato, presented other characters’): Philoponus, in Cat. pr., CIAG XIII , p. .–; see Haslam
: . However, Philoponus’ point is whether Aristotle himself ‘appears’ in his texts or not (as
Plato). Therefore, the "
����
�� may nevertheless have a first-person narrator, just as, for example,
Socrates in Plato’s Republic.
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conclusion

The Platonic classification that distinguishes between texts that are purely
narrative, purely dramatic or mixed pervades ancient literary criticism. It
occurs with considerable frequency and a fairly high degree of termino-
logical and conceptual variety. In addition to classifying entire texts (with
the ‘purely narrative’ posing problems of appropriate exemplification), the
model also serves to identify individual passages, for example, narrator-
text (e.g. "
�����
���) and speech (e.g. �
��
���) in texts of a ‘mixed’
character, or narrative sections in essentially non-narrative genres such as
tragedy. A particular application of the underlying model is the singling-out
of unmarked transitions from narrator-text to speech (��� �$ "
���Y
��
��$ ��0 � �
��
���), which can even be applied to instances of
speech within speech.

Further classifications of literature include the apparently unparalleled
distinction between ‘homiletic narrative’, ‘messenger report’ and ‘substan-
tive narrative’, which seems to depend on whether the source of the nar-
rative is the addressee, a third party or the speaker himself. Considerably
closer to a modern outlook are the notes which reflect the distinction
between narratives in the first, second or third person. As often, the scholia
do not preserve a theoretical discussion of the model, but the extant notes
(esp. on transitions from third-person to second-person narrative and vice
versa) clearly reflect a corresponding model. The scholion on Ps.Lucian may
even reflect a distinction between first-person and third-person narrators.



chapter 4

Focalisation

Questions of focalisation (or point of view) are of considerable impor-
tance in ancient literary criticism, and various aspects are discussed in the
scholia. The best-known is probably the interpretative principle that is
often referred to by the expression �=	
� �� �$ ���	���' (lit. ‘solution
from the character’). Its point is that if one takes into account in each
case who the speaker is, contradictions in a text can often be proven to be
apparent only because the speakers are not identical. As Porphyry puts it:

�F"#� "# ��'��	�� �/ ���� � ��
�&7 ���� � �2���
 3�� "
������
���-�. >	� �#� ��� <�� �F�� �� * %�'�$ �� /" �' ���	���', �$� "�;
�����'�� �)��
 ��0 �� ���� � ������
�. >	� "# ���	���
� ���
 ��	
�,
�F� �F�$ �/	
� ���� -� ������� ���;�
, >��� ��0 ��
"2,��
 ������
�
"
���� ��, g	��� ��0 �� �=�
�. (Porph. on Il. ., I .– Schrader)

No wonder when in Homer different things are said by different voices. Whatever
is said by the poet in propria persona should be consistent and not contradictory.
All the words/ideas he attributes to the characters are not his, but are understood
as being said by the speakers. This often leads to an (apparent) contradiction, as
in the present case.

From this it follows that exception should not be taken to such contra-
dictions (in the present case: the different views of Hecuba and Hector as

 The main argument of this chapter is based on my article on the subject (Nünlist ), but it
includes more material, especially from scholia to authors other than Homer.

 The expression seems to originate with Porphyry, but the principle is at least as old as Aristotle (e.g.
fr.  Rose); see M. Schmidt (:  n. , with bibl.), who corrects Dachs (), the standard
monograph on the topic. On the principle see also Roemer (a: –; : –), Schenkeveld
(: ), O’Hara (: –) and Porter (: –), who mistakenly speaks of �=	
� �� �$
�������.

 The �=	
� �� �$ ���	���' is explicitly referred to in Porphyry’s notes on Il. . (I .– Schrader),
. (I .–), . (I .–.), . (I .–), . (I .–), . (I .–), .
(I .–), . (II .–), . (II .–.), . (II .–), also . (schol.
A Il. .b Porph.), and on Od. . (p.  Ludwich), . (.– Schrader), . (.–),
. (.–), . (.–), . (.–.; also on .), . (.–), . (.–),
. (.–).
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to whether or not wine has a strengthening effect). The transmitted text is
sound, and the usual ‘remedies’ of athetesis or conjecture are uncalled for.

On occasion, a ‘Porphyrean’ interpretation that refers to the �=	
�
�� �$ ���	���' is refuted because, the critic argues, there is in fact
no disagreement between what character and poet have to say on this
issue.

Porphyry’s exact formulation is remarkable because he does not differen-
tiate between any two speakers, but between the poet on the one hand and
the characters on the other. He shows awareness of a categorical difference
between narrator-text and speech that essentially goes back to Plato (see
Chapter ) and applies it to the question of focalisation: a character’s words,
views and opinions are not a priori identical with the narrator’s.

A comparable awareness of the different focalisations can be found with
Aristarchus, who recognised that Homer and his characters do not always
designate the same things by the same expression. This applies, for example,
to the city of Corinth:

( "
��& "2, >
 �� �$ /" �' ���	���' “f��
����”. >�� "# (��c��
���	���I ���

�&7 �� �����, “ ~ C�'���” �2��
. “<	
 ���
� *C�=��” [.].
(schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

The diple, because in propria persona <the poet says> ‘Corinth’, but whenever he
has a character speak, he says ‘Ephyra’: <e.g.> ‘there is a city, Ephyre’ [., the
speaker is Glaucus].

Likewise, it was probably Aristarchus too who made the observation that
geographical epithets that refer to a divinity’s cult location (e.g. Dodonaean
Zeus, Idaean Zeus, Paphian Aphrodite, etc.) are rare and only used by
characters, not by the poet himself:

 Paradoxically, it is sometimes the agreement between narrator and character that bothers critics; see
esp. schol. A Il. . ex. (sim. A Il. .a Ariston.) with the response by schol. A Il. .–a ex.
(the background of the question is Hector’s claim to have stripped Patroclus’ body).

 See schol. bT Il. .b ex. (against A Il. .a Porph.(?)), on the question why Achilles is said to
have been absent from the battlefield ‘for a long time’ ("����), when a careful calculation shows it
to be three days only (see Chapter ).

 Cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston., which deals with the classic example, the disputed prowess of
Menelaus. Needless to say, the �=	
� �� �$ ���	���' is also applied to apparent contradictions
when only characters are involved: schol. A Il. . Ariston., commenting on the same passage as
Porphyry (quoted at the beginning of the chapter).

 The advantage of this principle cannot be overestimated, because it is often neglected (see Excursus
below). For Porphyry’s general position see also schol. Luc. ., which finds fault with the view
that the opinions expressed by characters in a play are identical with the poet’s.

 The same point is made in schol. A Il. .b Ariston., A Il. . Ariston., A Il. .b Ariston. and
T .b ex./Ariston.; also Vell. Pat. ..; see Lehrs ([] : ), Schironi (:  with n. ).
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��0 ��� �1 ��� 	��� �� �� ��� �������,� ��� ���', 〈�F"2��� �� �F�$,
��� * 〉 �� (��c��$ ���	���' ��� � �/��� �F� �2��
. (schol. D Il. ., the
text in <> in EM, see n.)

For if he [sc. Homer], on one of the rare occasions, produces epithets from the
location [sc. of the divinity’s cult], he never mentions them in his own voice, but,
as can be expected, in the voice of a character.

Aristarchus also noticed that, similar to the case of Corinth and Ephyra,
sunrise and sunset are referred to in different ways by characters and
narrator.

>
 �F�� �#� �� *������$ ���2���
� ��0 �/� *������� ��	
 ���"=�	��
 ��
T�
��. !���� "# ���	���� (��c��� �/	�� O�, 3�#� �&� ��0 3�� �&�. � �F�
"# ��
�; ��0 �� *J"'		� �_. (schol. A Il. . Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] himself says that the sun rises from Okeanos
and sets into Okeanos. But whenever he introduces a character, <he says that the
sun rises> above the earth and <sets> under the earth. He does the same in the
Odyssey too.

All three observations must be read against the background that
Aristarchus tends to draw a dividing line between Homer’s world and
that of his heroes. He is concerned about anachronisms and therefore
keeps track of phenomena that are known to the poet but not his charac-
ters and vice versa. He presumably thought that it would be anachronistic
for a Homeric character to call the city on the isthmus ‘Corinth’ because

 Cf. EM . = Aristarchus fr.  Schironi; the point can probably be traced back to the treatise
V��0 ��-� by Aristarchus’ pupil Apollodorus (FGH  F ; see van Thiel on the D-scholion and
Schironi : ).

 The same point is made in schol. A Il. .a Ariston., AT Il. .b Ariston., MQR Od. ., Q
Od. .; see Bachmann (: ), but his claim that the scholia do not comment on the single
exception (Od. .) overlooks schol. T Il. .a ex.: ��0 �� (��c��$ ���	���' ��	 �. “�F"#
	2 � * ��
�2��
� ��� * *������;� a����” (Od. .), ‘He (sc. Homer) also says “and early Dawn
<rising> from the streams of Okeanos <will not go unnoticed by> you” when speaking through
a character’. The sunrise/sunset topic is also discussed by Lehrs ([] : –), M. Schmidt
(: –).

 E.g. the use of the trumpet is known to him only (schol. A Il. .a Ariston., AGeT Il. .a
Ariston., also schol. A. Eum. –, E. Ph. ). On such distinctions between the respective
Weltbild of Homer and his characters see M. Schmidt (: passim, on the trumpet –), who
also demonstrates that the evidence requires careful analysis in each case: in schol. A Il. .b
Ariston. (on the use of 	2�����), e.g., the distinction is not between Homer and his characters,
but between Homeric and later habits (M. Schmidt : –, against virtually all previous
interpretations). The notion that characters of the heroic age ‘anachronistically’ make use of things
or concepts that belong to the poet’s age recurs in schol. Pi. P. .b,  (anchors), A. Th. a
(the term ����
�), E. Hec.  (aimed at contemporary demagogues),  (phyllobolia), Med. 
(notion of marriage).
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it did not bear this name at the dramatic time of the Iliad. And the same
applies mutatis mutandis to cult locations. But the example of sunrise and
sunset shows that the whole issue goes deeper. The opposition of ‘into
Okeanos’ and ‘under the earth’ also reflects a significant difference in how
the world in general is perceived – which is the very point of studying
differing focalisations.

It should be obvious that it is generally worth paying attention to the
question ‘Who says it?’, even if no immediate contradiction occurs in the
text. Thus the scholia make the commonsensical observation that a negative
characterisation need not be accurate when it comes from an enemy (schol.
T Il. . ex.). It is therefore all the more significant when it is an enemy
who expresses praise. His description must be accurate, because he would
have every reason to be less positive. At the same time, the narrator can
avoid appearing biased when he makes it the task of his characters to express
praise or rebuke. This point is worth emphasising, because it shows that
ancient scholars seem to have recognised Homer’s reluctance to express
judgments in his own voice.

A further distinction between narrator and character appears in that
the narrator is expected to give an ‘objectively’ accurate account, whereas
the character is entitled to give a subjectively distorted version. Such a

 Cf. the similar discussion in schol. A.R. .–a: some critics found fault with Apollonius calling
Italy ‘Ausonia’ because it got this name only after the generation of the Argonauts. This critic
defends Apollonius with the argument that, in the narrator-text, he is free to use names that are
appropriate to his time. On the question of anachronistic place names see also schol. Pi. N. .a
(on Molossia), E. Ph.  (the name z�
� �� did not yet exist).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (Asius on the Greek defenders of the gate), bT Il. .b ex. (Glaucus
on Achilles), AbT Il. .– ex. (Aeneas on Achilles). All three notes are generalising and argue
that the speaker, as an enemy who expresses praise, is ��
��
	�� (‘trustworthy’, on which see also
Chapter ).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (Zeus allegedly rebuking Hector); for the notion that a poet can
avoid criticism by having the characters express the crucial point see also schol. bT Il. . ex.
(Homer has Zeus declare Menelaus the victor of the duel with Paris), T Il. .d ex. (at the end;
Homer has Aeneas recount the story of Ganymedes). One is reminded of Aristotle’s advice to have
others express criticism (Rh. b–, with examples, incl. Archilochus frr.  and  West).
Such notes indirectly clash with the ones that do not sufficiently differentiate between the various
voices in a text (see Excursus below).

 Cf. also schol. A Il. . Ariston. (in the relevant passage the narrator discloses Agamemnon’s real
intention: fear for his brother), the point of which is presumably that the Homeric narrator rarely
adds comments ‘from outside in his own voice’ (<����� �� �$ /" �' ���	���', for this use of
<����� ‘outside [sc. of the speech]’ cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). But scholars note exceptions
(Bachmann : ): schol. bT Il. . ex. (on a ���
�� passage, quoted in Chapter ), A Il.
.c Ariston. (the narrator comments that Patroclus is entreating his own death). In all three cases
the verb is �������;�, which here means ‘to make a narratorial comment’ (see also Excursus in
Chapter ).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex., on the differences between the narrator’s and Diomedes’ version of the
impact that Paris’ arrow had on Diomedes. The narrator’s is accurate, whereas Diomedes downplays
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difference may depend on the narrator’s privilege of being omniscient,
which does not apply to his characters, as Aristarchus and others knew
well. In fact, the scholia repeatedly address or imply the question ‘How
does character X know?’, mostly in cases where a character’s knowledge
seems to lack proper motivation (see below).

Despite the fact that human characters are not omniscient, the Homeric
narrator has a certain tendency to have them narrate ‘traditional stories’,
that is, stories that are not immediately related to the primary story about
the Trojan war (Porph. on Il. ., I .– Schrader).

Ancient scholars also recognised that narrator-text and speech differ
in terms of style. Several literary devices were considered typical of the
narrator, but not the characters. One is the use of ornamental and generic
epithets. (In his altercation with Achilles, the river god Scamander refers
to his own ‘lovely waters’, ����
�� a2����, Il. ., although they are
stained with blood and full of corpses.)

����
�� a2����<:> ! X
"��
�� ��	
� >[
] ! ��[
]��� ��2[��]	�� �/� ��.
"
���[�]�
��� ���	��.[']�� �
��
�-� E��. �. -� ����[�. (schol. pap. Il.
., p.  Erbse)

‘lovely waters’: the Sidonian [i.e. Dionysius of Sidon] says that the poet fell into
the style of the narrator, although the words are part of a speech.

The papyrus commentary (P. Oxy. , II AD) preserves the invaluable
information that Dionysius of Sidon (second half of the second century
BC) considered – to use Parry’s terminology – generic epithets one of the
hallmarks of the narrator’s style. As often, the occasion for his comment
is a passage which seems to contradict the general principle (see Introd.
page ). The same applies to similar notes that cannot be attributed to a
specific scholar, but are compatible with Dionysius’ position. (In Iliad ,

the impact for reasons that are all too obvious. ‘Subjective distortion’ can also occur in dramatic
texts, although there is no narrator-text to compare it with. Thus the chorus in Sophocles’ Ajax,
being compatriots of the title character, speak of his ‘anger’ (,����) and not his ‘madness’ (��� �,
schol. S. Aj. a).

 See schol. A Il. . Ariston.; the point of Aristarchus’ complaint (Agamemnon should say ‘Hera
left starry heaven’ instead of ‘the peak of Olympus’) is that the restricted knowledge of a human
character does not allow him to know where exactly the god is coming from (M. Schmidt :
 n. ); see also schol. BPQSV Od. . (on the difference between Telemachus invoking an
unnamed god and the narrator calling her Athena, an anticipation of ‘Jörgensen’s Law’, on which
see Nünlist and de Jong : s.v.).

 Modern scholars have made the similar observation that external analepsis tends to be the task of
characters (Nünlist and de Jong : s.v. Analepse).

 On epithets see Chapter .
 The attempt by Roemer (: –) to vindicate these scholia for Aristarchus (accepted by Parry

 ≈ : ) is built on sand (see Schironi :  with n. ).
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Hector returns to the citadel and asks the servants where Andromache ‘of
the white arms’ (��'�������) has gone.)

�$ ��
��$ � �� ����, �F �$ ���	���'. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

The epithet <derives> from the poet, not from the character.

The view that the epithet ‘of the white arms’ represents the narrator’s
rather than Hector’s focalisation is shared by a similar note which adduces
the Andromache example as a parallel. (In Iliad , Diomedes volunteers
to go on the night expedition to the Trojan camp because, as he says, he is
encouraged by his ‘proud spirit’, �'��� ������.)

���2���
 � �� ���〈�〉 [sc. ������], ��0 <	
� BJ���
���, 9� � “ *+�"����,�
��'�������” [.]. (schol. T Il. .b ex.)

The epithet [sc. ‘proud’] is superfluous, and it is Homeric, like ‘Andromache of
the white arms’ [.].

The exact wording of the scholion perhaps requires an explanation. At
first glance one might be inclined to understand ‘Homeric’ in the sense of
‘typical of Homer’ (sc. as opposed to other poets). However, the fact that the
epithet as used by the character Diomedes is considered superfluous and the
parallel from Hector’s speech in book  disprove such an interpretation.
The adjective BJ���
��� (‘Homeric’) has here the same meaning as ��
Y
�
��� (‘poetic’) in other contexts: the epithet derives from the poet and
not the character.

The same point about ‘poetic’ epithets is made elsewhere. When Achilles
refers to Agamemnon as ‘far-ruling’ (�F�K ��� ��, Il. .) and Paris to
Menelaus as ‘dear to Ares’ (���[�
���, Il. .), this is somewhat unex-
pected, because neither of them has a reason to apply positive epithets to
his enemy. Consequently, some scholars argued that the epithets actually
derived from the narrator.

It is no less remarkable that the scholia also discuss a case that is only
apparently parallel to the ones just mentioned. (When Achilles responds
to Ajax’ speech in Iliad , he speaks of D C���� ";��, ‘brilliant Hector’.)

 Roemer (: xiii) collects examples from ms. B.
 Cf. schol. T Il. . ex. (quoted below). This equation of BJ���
��� = ��
�
��� curiously inverts

the very common notion that ! ��
��� designates Homer.
 Cf. schol. b Il. . ex., bT Il. . ex.; cf. also schol. D Il. ., T Il. .b ex. Taken in isolation,

one might be inclined to understand ��
�
��� as ‘poetic’ (i.e. as opposed to prose), but the point
is that the epithet derives from the narrator. For the notion that ‘foreign’ elements in a speech
ultimately derive from the narrator see also schol. bT Il. .b ex. (with two Odyssean parallels).
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�F, BJ���
��� � �� ����, ��� * ! *+,
���K� ���� ���� �F� �'�-� �K�
*+,�
�=�. ��0 *J"'		�; <����. “�$� " * ���0 �F� ��2�� ����� ?�
� DC���
 " �I”
[.], ���
�-� ��0 �����=��� �� ���2�
��. (schol. T Il. . ex.)

The epithet is not Homer’s, but Achilles used it to vex the Greeks. To Odysseus
too he said: ‘but now I am unwilling to fight against brilliant Hector’ [.],
praising and exalting the enemy.

It seems likely that this critic is responding to an interpretation of the
passage similar to the one of the epithets for Agamemnon and Menelaus
(see above). He disagrees and argues that ‘brilliant’ for Hector in this case is
not a slip into the narrator’s mode, but serves an actual purpose in Achilles’
mouth, that is, represents his focalisation.

Ornamental and generic epithets are not the only features that
Aristarchus considered foreign to the narrative style of the speeches. The
same applies to explanation (�������	
�), elaboration (��������	 �) and,
apparently, short similes. Thus, when during the chariot race in Iliad 
Idomeneus describes one of the competitors as ‘Aetolian by race, who rules
over the Argives’ (Il. .), Aristarchus doubted the authenticity of the
line, ‘because epexegesis belongs to the poet, not to the character’. Simi-
larly, the final three lines of Diomedes’ boasting speech to Paris (Il. .–)
are considered an ‘elaboration’ (��������	 �), which is thought typical of
the narrator.

Likewise, Aristarchus was struck by a short simile in a speech by Nestor,
who recounts that he assaulted the Epeans ‘like a black whirlwind’ (����
�&7
�� ���
 )	��):

>
 ���2����� �/� ��
�
��� ���	��'�� � ������2��� (��c��� ���	�Y
��� ��� �� �� �	
�. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because the character who is represented in the poem [sc. Nestor]
fell into the style of the narrator.

In this case Aristarchus does not go so far as to question the authenticity
of the line, but the wording (strikingly similar to that of Dionysius of
Sidon, quoted above) makes it clear that, to his mind, such short similes
belong to the narrator’s style. This further corroborates the point that
he had a clear notion of the various differences between narrator-text
and speech. Unfortunately, no comment has survived that explains why

 See schol. A Il. . Ariston.; in this particular case Aristarchus hardly does justice to the passage,
because it is part of an elaborate climax which describes the charioteer with increasing precision,
but purposely withholds his name to the last line (N. J. Richardson a: ad loc.).

 Cf. schol. T Il. .– ex. (see Schenkeveld : ); on �������	
� and ��������	 � in general
see Chapter .
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explanation, elaboration and short similes are foreign to speeches. One
may perhaps hypothesise that they all contribute to an epische Breite (‘epic
scope’) that was considered inappropriate to speech. The same may also
apply to generic and ornamental epithets. Equally important is the concern
about the narrator intruding upon the focalisation of his characters, for
example when Paris seems to praise Menelaus (see above).

This last point is taken up in a comment on Achilles’ speech (Il. .–)
in which he says that Patroclus is weeping ‘like a girl’ (�}� ��=��). The
comparison is then continued in the next line by ‘a mere child (��� �),
who runs by her mother’s side and asks her to pick her up etc.’:

�F� ���2	�� � “��=��”, ���	2���� "# ��0 � “��� �”, ��������;� �F�$
�2��� &7 �/"�; �� "2�	
�. �$� "# �� �$ ��
�
��$ ���	���' �/	 . ���Y
��,�$ ��� ��"=��
 � (��c�� ���	���. (schol. bT Il. .– ex., the second
part only in T)

‘Girl’ did not suffice him [sc. Achilles rather than Homer], so he added ‘a mere
child’, because he wanted to refute in advance his [sc. Patroclus’] plea by shaming
him. These [sc. words?] come from the poet. For he often [lit. in many places]
enters his semi-divine characters [i.e. speaks through them].

The fact that ancient scholars often quote only the opening word(s)
of a quotation (see Introd. page ) and the plural �$� make it likely
that the note refers to more than just the single word ��� �. It remains,
nevertheless, difficult to determine what this critic’s concern is: the presence
of a comparison in a speech? The expansion of the comparison? The ��� �
clause itself? In any case, he argues that the words in question represent
the narrator’s focalisation, which, he adds, is ‘often’ the case in the Homeric
epics.

The rather sweeping claim about the frequency makes this a unique note,
but the phenomenon of ‘paralepsis’ (see n. ) as such is commented on
elsewhere. (In his final speech, Patroclus argues that he has been defeated
not by Hector, but by the gods Zeus and Apollo. How does he know?)

 Such intrusions are called ‘paralepsis’ in modern criticism (Nünlist and de Jong : s.v., with
lit.), for examples see below.

 Notes such as schol. A Il. . Ariston. or bT Il. . ex. show that ancient critics considered
the word ���
�� to be typical of Homer’s narratorial comments in his own voice (�� �$ /" �'
���	���') in what they took to be ‘exclamations’ (�������	�
�); see n.  and the Excursus in
Chapter . They may have been bothered by the presence of such an ‘exclamation’ in a speech.

 Interestingly, the critic specifies � (��c�� ���	��� (‘the semi-divine characters’), which may
indicate that Homer does not speak through his divine characters.
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m "# O�"�
 ! ��
���, �$� � (��c�� ���	���I ���
2����. (schol. bT Il.
.– ex.)

What the poet knew he had the heroic character [sc. Patroclus] say.

In other words, the narrator extends his omniscience to the character.
Unlike the previous note, this one does not address the question of whether
paralepsis is frequent in Homer. What is more, other notes expressly refute
the interpretation as paralepsis in that they explain how the character got
to know the particular piece of information. (In his speech to Nestor in
Iliad , Agamemnon refers to Hector’s threat not to return to the citadel
until he has burnt the ships and killed the Greeks. Hector’s speech was
addressed to the Trojans. How does Agamemnon know? Did the narrator
impart his superior knowledge to Agamemnon? According to Aristarchus,
the answer is ‘no’.)

>
 �$� ����2���
 �� * ���;�� “<�����
 �F,������ �
[” [Il. .] . . .
�����'	� "# �� ��� ���� �;� ����� �
�, 9� ��0 � ���0 *J��'��2� [sc.
Il. .–]. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because these words refer to that other passage <where Hector
said> ‘I hope and pray to Zeus [sc. that we will expel the Greeks].’ <Such
things> could be learned from the enemy, just like the story about Othryoneus.

Aristarchus cautions against interpreting the text too rigidly. Just
because the text does not explicitly state that Agamemnon learned about
Hector’s threat, the reader should not assume he did not do so. It may well
have happened without leaving an explicit trace in the text. The argu-
ment is backed by the parallel from Iliad , where Idomeneus appears
to be well informed about Othryoneus’ ambition to become Cassan-
dra’s husband, a story element which the Homeric text does not mention
elsewhere.

 For the notion that the narrator does not consistently maintain the character’s focalisation see
also schol. Pi. P. .b: ��2��	�� ��0 � ��
�
��� ���	����, ��0 �F�2
 � &� R�"� ��
��=���� "
������ (‘He [sc. Pindar] fell into the narrator’s person and no longer preserved
Medea’s throughout’). The critic apparently assumes that ‘I hear etc.’ (��=����
 . . . , P. .) is no
longer part of Medea’s speech. On the problem of identifying speeches in Pindar see Chapter .

 Roemer (: –; : –) goes to great pains to show that the question ‘How does the
character know?’ was of no concern to Aristarchus, who simply attributed such passages to ‘poetic
licence’ (on which see Chapter ). Instead, he blames Aristonicus for distorting Aristarchus’ views,
but this is mere speculation (see in general Introd. page  with n. ).

 Elsewhere (e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.) this is called ��� � 	
��������, (lit.) ‘silently’ (on
which see Chapter ), most interestingly in schol. HVind.  Od. ., which refutes Aristarchus’
athetesis of Od. .– with his own argument (discussed in Chapter ).
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A similar point is repeatedly made with respect to the fact that Home-
ric characters generally know each other by name, even if no previous
encounter is explicitly mentioned. In their discussion of the phenomenon,
some critics simply draw attention to the fact that a major fighter such as
Achilles knows the name of a minor opponent. Others give explanations
which tend to rationalise the characters’ knowledge (cf. Introd. page ):
it is likely that they know each other after ten years of fighting, especially
in the case of prominent characters such as Dolon (schol. A Il. .a
Ariston., sim. bT). They may have seen each other on the battlefield or off
it (schol. b Il. .– ex.), for example during a truce (schol. bT Il. .
ex.). Or they may have learned names and other details from deserters or
captives. Conversely, minor characters who recently arrived on the battle-
field such as Asteropaeus ‘introduce themselves’ (schol. bT Il. .– ex.).
The general point is that in such cases one should not automatically resort
to the assumption of ‘paralepsis’. However, Aristarchus is not completely
opposed to the idea of athetising a passage because a character’s knowledge
seems to lack a proper motivation.

The character’s knowledge and its motivation also play a role in a nar-
rative situation that is best exemplified by Odysseus’ long narrative ‘in
the first person’ in Odyssey –. Does he recount the events as he experi-
enced them at the time (‘experiencing I’) or does he incorporate things that
he learned only afterwards (‘narrating I’), that is, with recourse to his ex
eventu knowledge? Ancient scholars recognised that, at least occasionally,
Odysseus does make use of his ex eventu knowledge, for example when he
expects the Cyclops to be ‘wild’ (@��
��, Od. .) and lawless before he
has actually met him:

 Cf. schol. A Il. . Ariston. (on Iphition, son of Otrynteus), T Il. .– ex. (ditto, with the
generalising statement that the Homeric fighters know each other well, supported with a parallel:
Dolon); cf. also schol. T Il. .– ex., which explicitly disagrees with schol. T Il. .b ex.
(Agamemnon did not recognise the Antenor-son Iphidamas when he killed him).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., cf. bT Il. . ex., T Il. .– ex. For similar rationalisation of
characters’ knowledge see also schol. BHQ . (sim. V Od. .: both on Eumaeus knowing
the details of how he was abducted as a child), V Od. . (on Achilles knowing the details of
Agamemnon’s death). In a similar vein, schol. T Od. . offers the explanation that Odysseus
‘suspects’ a divine intervention behind Calypso’s unexpected decision to let him go.

 Cf. schol. A Il. .–a Ariston.: Antilochus cannot know that Athena supports Diomedes in the
chariot race. Interestingly, this is disputed by schol. bT Il. .–b ex. with the argument that,
intelligent as he is, Antilochus may well have an idea, just as the lesser Ajax knows who caused
his fall in the foot-race. For athetesis based on assumed paralepsis see also schol. HQVind.  Od.
..

 The distinction between erlebendes Ich (experiencing I, without ex eventu knowledge) and erzählendes
Ich (narrating I, with ex eventu knowledge) goes back to Spitzer ([] : –).
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������
�� ��� ����I ,�&�
, { ��� �$� <��� �$� �� ��,&7 
�� �.
(schol. HQT Od. .)

<There is no real inconsistency.> For he [sc. Odysseus] makes use of an anticipa-
tory mode, putting at the beginning the things which he learned only afterwards.

Considering the phrasing of the note and the rarity of parallels, it is
conceivable that ancient scholars considered these cases exceptional rather
than typical. That is to say, most of the time Odysseus reports the events
as he experienced them. Support for this view comes from schol. HQ Od.
., which points out that Odysseus at first does not know Polyphemus’
name and addresses him as ‘Cyclops’ until the other Cyclopes use the name
when they come to respond to him. In other words, Odysseus does not
make use here of his ex eventu knowledge.

The logical counterpart of the narrator intruding upon a character’s
focalisation in a speech (‘paralepsis’) is the representation of a character’s
point of view in the narrator-text. The concept of ‘secondary focalisa-
tion within the narrator-text’ is not foreign to ancient scholars. (Unlike
Agamemnon, the Greek army is quite willing to grant Chryses’ wish and
recommends ‘respecting the priest’, �/"�;	�� � * ^��&�, Il. ..)

9� 
�-��� �#� �8�
 ^��2� ����$	
, �2����� 9� ,�� �� ^�2�� �� *
�/"�$� "2,�	��
. ! "# ��0 �2���� �F�� H����?�
 [sc. .]. (schol. bT Il.
. ex.)

Out of a sense of honour these men [sc. the Greek army] call <him> [sc. Chry-
ses] ‘priest’, saying that one must receive the suppliant with respect. But he [sc.
Agamemnon] even calls him ‘old man’.

The critic distinguishes between the terms ‘old man’ (�2���), used by
Agamemnon, and ‘priest’ (^���=�), used by the army at large (sim. schol.
bT Il. . ex.). In other words, he interprets the passage in such a way
that the word ‘priest’, though part of the narrator-text, in fact represents
the point of view of the characters. The same assumption underlies the
interpretation of the scene in which Zeus weeps bloody tears ‘honouring
his beloved son’ Sarpedon (��;"� � ��� 
�-�):

 Cf. schol. Q Od. . (on Odysseus describing Charybdis before the actual encounter); in
both cases the critic uses the word ������
��� (‘proleptic, anticipatory’). The assumption of ex
eventu knowledge also underlies schol. HQV Od. ., which gives a rationalising explanation of
how it is that Odysseus knows the name of a spring near Circe’s house before he actually meets
her.

 Modern scholars reach the same conclusion (e.g. de Jong :  n. ).
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������	�� �F� � E���� ���� <�"�
�
� &� �$ ���$ "
��2	���. (schol. bT
Il. .a ex.)

The word [sc. ‘son’] was enough for him [sc. Homer] to show the attitude of the
god [sc. Zeus].

In other words, ‘son’ is indicative of Zeus’ fatherly feelings for his son
Sarpedon and is therefore taken to represent his focalisation. (The note also
has praise for the passage’s conciseness, on which see Chapter .) A similar
interpretation can be found in a note that explains that the positive adjective
‘great’ (�2���) for the Trojan hothead Asius represents the viewpoint of
the Lapiths Polypoetes and Leonteus who see him approaching (schol. T
Il. . ex.).

The same interpretative principle also underlies a comment which argues
that the narrator failed to resort to secondary focalisation. (Patroclus, in
Achilles’ armour, is seen approaching by the Trojans, who are scared by
this sight because they believe him to be Achilles. The narrator expressly
mentions Patroclus (to be exact: the son of Menoetius).)

�F�0 �#� �F� �)"�� 9� R���
 �' '^��, �������������� "# �$� �� * %�'�$
! ��
���. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

They themselves [sc. the Trojans] did not perceive him as son of Menoetius [i.e.
Patroclus], but the poet has added this piece of information from himself.

This scholar probably defends the passage against the criticism that the
Trojans cannot in fact recognise Patroclus, as the expression ‘the son of
Menoetius’ suggests, which creates an inconsistency. These other critics
took it for granted that a scene of perception (cf. �1"���, .) ought
to be presented in ‘secondary focalisation’, which is not the case here. The
present scholar does not disagree with the principle as such, but provides
an explanation for why Homer decided to neglect it here.

A Pindaric scholion reflects the same assumption about verbs of percep-
tion. (The mythical section of Olympian  treats, among other things, the
origins of the Locrian dynasty. After impregnating the daughter of Opous
of Elis, Zeus gave her as a bride to Locrus, the childless king of the Locrians,
who ‘rejoiced to see his adopted son’, Pi. O. ..)

 The use of ����������;� here is unusual. More often, the term means ‘to make a prolepsis’ (see
Chapter ). There are, however, parallels for the meaning ‘to make a narratorial comment’ (cf. schol.
bT Il. .a ex., also bT Il. .– ex.). The prefix ���- seems to indicate that the narrator makes
his comment ‘beforehand’, that is, he anticipates the Trojans’ recognition of Patroclus.
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“����” "# �2��
 ! ��
��� �� �$ /" �' ���	���'. ! ��� u����� 1"
�� �F��
����
?��. (schol. Pi. O. .b)

The poet says ‘adopted’ [sc. son] in propria persona. For Locrus thought it was his
own.

On account of the verb of perception ‘to see’ (/"��), one might have
expected that the passage represents the character’s focalisation, which,
however, is not the case here. Just like ‘son of Menoetius’ in the example
above, ‘adopted’ represents the narrator’s point of view, not the character’s.

The same principle of ‘secondary focalisation within the narrator-text’
also plays an important role for Nicanor when he discusses two alternative
punctuations. The relevant Homeric passage reads:

H��-� " * %	���� [sc. Q����] ����� �2�� *, �F"2 
� <��
�?�	��
. ����� ��� <,� �����, �G��� * *+,
���=�
�������. "���� "# ��,�� ��2��' * �����
�&�. (Il. .–)

Nicanor comments:

��
 	'���2�� ��� “�����
�&�” [.], N�� �/ � �=�' �$ 	,�����
�2��
. ����� ��� �F��5�$��, >
 *+,
���K� ����� ���K� ��,��
	�2���
&� ��,�� ,�����. n ��0 � “�������” [.] 	
�2��, N�� � %�&� 9� 3��
�$ ��
��$ ��
����=����� �2���
. (schol. A Il. .– Nic.)

Either one must take <the words from ����� ��� <,� ����� . . . > up to
�����
�&� together as one sentence [i.e. no or soft punctuation] so that the
reason for this position [sc. the unusual upright position of the Trojans during
the assembly] is provided. For they were all on their guard because Achilles had
appeared after a long absence from the battle. Or one has to put a full stop after
������� so that what follows is said as an addendum by the poet.

As the explicit addition of ‘by the poet’ (3�� �$ ��
��$) shows,
Nicanor is deliberating over the question whether "���� "# ��,��
��2��' * �����
�&� is focalised by the narrator (second interpretation) or

 Cf. schol. Pi. O. .c.
 See also schol. BQ Od. . (the crucial point actually refers to line ). At the beginning of Odyssey

, Athena induces Penelope to make preparations for the bow contest. ‘Equipment for the contest’
(�2��
�) may well represent Penelope’s focalisation, but ‘the beginning of the killing’ (����' ��,��)
cannot. As the critic puts it: �F, ( V������� "# �� ����� ����	��, ��� * ! ��
��� �� * %�'�$
� 	'�5�	������ ��	
 (‘It is not Penelope who thought about the killing [sc. of the suitors], but
the poet mentions from his own point of view what is going to happen’).

 The term ��
����;� regularly means ‘to make a narratorial comment’ (L. Friedländer : ),
especially when the Homeric narrator abandons his usual avoidance of expressing judgments (see
schol. AbT Il. .– ex., also schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). Unlike ����������;� (see n. ),
��
����;� usually means that the comment is made ‘afterwards’ (but contrast schol. bT Il. .b
ex.). The simpler form �������;� can also designate narratorial comments (see n.  above). On
the narrator expressing his opinion see also schol. bT Il. .a ex.
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by the Trojans (first interpretation). The question for Nicanor is whether or
not there is a change of focaliser after �������. In other words, he takes it
for granted that �G��� * *+,
���K� ������� in any case represents the fearful
thoughts (i.e. the focalisation) of the Trojans.

The note nicely shows that ancient scholars were perfectly happy with
interpreting a passage in the narrator-text as presented in secondary focal-
isation, although they do not seem to have discussed the literary device
in its own right. At the same time the note is a good reminder of how
one-sided it is to say that Nicanor ‘only’ dealt with the punctuation of the
text, a prejudice already reflected in his nickname. Rather, his concern
was to provide the best possible basis for a proper understanding of the
text in all its nuances (for another example see Nünlist ).

The notion of secondary focalisation also underlies a note that deals with
Homer’s technique of having the characters perceive actions and/or objects,
instead of the narrator recounting the events or describing the objects
himself. (After killing Rhesus and twelve of his companions, Diomedes
and Odysseus return to the camp and the Thracians ‘gazed in awe at the
grim deeds’, ���$�� "# �2����� <���, Il. ..)

� ��$�� -� ����2��� � "�
��� 3���� ��
 -� "�"���2���, 9� ��0 �
������ -� �1��� f��'`�$� "
� &� BC���$ �"���	� �2�� [sc. Od. .–].
(schol. T Il. .a ex., sim. but without the Odyssean parallel b)

The awe of the onlookers indirectly shows the dreadfulness of the deeds, just as
he [sc. Homer] showed the beauty of Calypso’s dwelling through the perceptions
of Hermes.

The Homeric narrator does not himself ‘tell’ his audience that the killing
was dreadful and Calypso’s place beautiful, but subtly has his characters
make these observations.

An interesting, though unexpected, case of secondary focalisation occurs
in a note that refutes a conjecture by Zenodotus. (In Iliad , the wounded
Greek heroes are shocked by the sight of Nestor behind the lines. He ‘cast
down the spirit of the Greeks’, �&�� "# �'��� . . . *+,�
-�.)

e���"��� “%� ���”. ��0 ! \2	�� ��� *+,�
�� �	
� [tempt. Erbse,
†�,�
�;	
�† T] ��� * 9� “���0 " * ^�� ���;	
� | ������
	
� <"���” [Od. .–].
��0 ! �2��� ��� ����. (schol. T Il. .d ex./Did.)

 ! 	
��� �� (Eust. . = ..–), strictly speaking, a slave branded (for running away,
stealing, etc.), but applied to Nicanor because he ‘punctuated’ (	 ?�
�) the Homeric text.

 For other examples of ‘indirect presentation’ (e.g. <���	
�) see Chapter .
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Zenodotus <read> ‘companions’ [sc. instead of ‘Achaeans’]. For Nestor too is
an Achaean. But <the case is> similar to <Zeus saying ‘Odysseus who> made
ample sacrifices to the immortals.’ For the speaker is a god himself.

The argumentation of the note can perhaps be rephrased as follows:
Zenodotus changed ‘Achaeans’ to ‘companions’ because Nestor himself
is an Achaean (for such an argument cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).
But this is not convincing, because in Odyssey  Zeus speaks about the
‘immortal gods’, though he is one himself. The remarkable point about
this argumentation is that the commentator (Didymus, according to Erbse)
compares a speech (that is, a clear case of secondary focalisation) with a
passage in the narrator-text which he assumes to follow the same principles
as a speech (that is, to be presented in secondary focalisation). And he
also thinks that this is how Zenodotus took the passage. Interestingly,
he agrees with Zenodotus on the secondary focalisation of the passage,
but denies that the suggested conjecture is needed. The interpretation of
the passage in Iliad  is perhaps not as far-fetched as it might appear at
first sight. Modern research has shown that Homeric scenes of the type
‘character meets character’ are often presented in secondary focalisation (de
Jong : –).

Generally speaking, Homeric similes are more common in the narrator-
text than in the speeches. Thus one could argue that they usually represent
the viewpoint of the narrator. However, the wording of an apparently
unique, but all the more remarkable, note makes it clear that this critic
considers a simile in the narrator-text to be focalised by a character. (After
being wounded by Diomedes, Ares shouts terribly and withdraws to Olym-
pus: ‘Just as dark air appears from the clouds, after a day’s heat when the
stormy wind arises, thus brazen Ares appeared to Diomedes . . . ’, Il. .–
.)

����
�-� <,�
 �
���"�� �� @��"�� �������� ~+����. (schol. T Il. .– ex.)

Diomedes is in a ‘descriptive mood’ watching Ares’ ascent [sc. to Olympus].

Clearly, the argument is based on the formulation ‘Thus Ares appeared
to Diomedes’ (�;�� . . . �
���"�c . . . ~ +��� �� ��� *), as are modern
interpretations of the simile as being focalised by Diomedes.

Many of the notes above argue on the principle that both narrator
and characters ought to say things which are compatible with their own

 Nickau () does not discuss the case, and Düntzer (: –) probably did not know the
T-scholion (the complete Townleyanus was not published until –).

 Cf. de Jong (: ), who refers to the relevant scholion and adduces other similes that are
focalised by characters.
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focalisation. Characters, for example, should not say things they cannot
know or do not subscribe to (unless, of course, they are speaking ironically
or lying). Similarly, what they say must be compatible with their (fictitious)
location. On occasion, scholars criticise passages that do not seem to fulfil
this condition. (In Euripides’ Hecuba, the Trojan queen refers to Polydorus
as being kept safe ‘in Thrace’.)

�$� g	��� �F� �� 4���� O� �6	� ��	
 &� 	���&� 3����
�2��� �� r������	�I.
a�2�� "# >
 ��
�
��� <��� �	0 � �
�$��. DJ����� [Od. .]. “'^2
 "#
X������� *+�2����� ���� ��=���”. �� X��� O� ��� �	
� ! R��2����.
(schol. E. Hec. )

She [sc. Hecuba] says this [sc. ‘in Thrace’] as if she were not in Thrace, although
the play takes place on the Chersonese [i.e. a part of Thrace]. One must say that
this is in accordance with poetic custom. <Cf.> Homer: ‘From Sparta he [sc.
Menelaus] led the daughter of Alector into marriage with his son’ [Od. .]. For
Menelaus is in Sparta <himself>.

Strictly speaking, the critic argues, Hecuba should say ‘here’ or ‘in
this country’, but her ‘mistake’ is customary in poetry, as shown by a
parallel from the Odyssey (similarly explained in schol. Q Od. .). The
implication of ‘poetic custom’ (��
�
��� <���) is probably that such minor
inconsistencies fall under the rubric ‘poetic licence’ (see Chapter ). The
Odyssean parallel is somewhat problematic in that it is part of the narrator-
text, which in this case is unlikely to represent Menelaus’ focalisation.
Two passages appear to have been connected that are not exactly parallel.
However, the critic feels that they both contain a geographic denomination
which is not suitable.

As will be argued in the Excursus below, ancient scholars did not always
respect the principle that the various voices within a single text must
be kept separate. Though methodologically problematic, this may often
be no more than inadvertence on the part of the critic. In other cases,
however, the blurring of the boundaries between different voices appears
to be deliberate. Examples include passages where a character is said to

 Cf. schol. Ar. Pl. b: it is inappropriate for a character in Athens to address the city of Argos,
which shows that the passage is a quotation (from Euripides’ Telephus, fr.  Kannicht).

 Conversely, a character who quotes another character (i.e. speech within speech) must of course
use the words that apply to the character quoted. Thus, Odysseus, quoting what Calchas said in
Aulis, is referring to the Troad with ‘there’ (�6�
), whereas it would be ‘here’ (�F��
) if Odysseus
spoke in his own voice (schol. A Il. .b Ariston.). Such ‘tertiary focalisation’ is discussed as a
possible explanation in schol. bT Il. .c ex. (on the positive adjective ‘noble’, which Agamemnon
puts into the mouth of the Trojan who will gloat over the death of Menelaus), bT Il. . ex.
(Dione’s description of Diomedes as ‘best of the Achaeans’ could represent the viewpoint of his wife
Aegialeia), bT Il. . ex. (Nestor refers to himself as ‘Nestor’, because he imitates the speech of his
admirers), T Il. .c ex. (when Antinous refers to the suitors as ‘violent’ (Od. .), he perhaps
adopts the viewpoint of his interlocutor, Odysseus/the beggar: ‘whom you consider violent’).
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speak on behalf of the poet. Not surprisingly, this applies most often to the
chorus of a dramatic text. But single characters are affected too: Euripides
allegedly uses Andromache to rebuke the Spartans. Dicaeopolis is twice
said to speak on behalf of Aristophanes (schol. Ar. Ach. , , both on
difficulties with Cleon). The passage in which Socrates tells Strepsiades
not to act like a comedian is said to be spoken with a view to both the
character Socrates himself and the poet. Conversely, schol. E. Med. 
considers it necessary to point out that in the relevant passage Medea is not
the mouthpiece of the poet.

Scholars also felt that they were faced with a particular problem when
it came to interpreting the odes of Pindar. Do they reflect the focalisation
of the poet or the chorus? More than once scholars felt unable to decide
and simply offered both solutions without expressing a preference. This
should probably be read against the background of the note (schol. Pi. N.
.a), which argues that the voices repeatedly change in the course of the
ode. Apparently, ancient scholars found the separation of the voices of poet
and chorus as difficult as the demarcation of speeches.

excursus: ancient literary criticism and
the narrative voice

When analysing a (narrative) text, modern literary critics commonly dif-
ferentiate between the author and the narrator. This distinction does
not seem to have roots in ancient criticism, where author and narrator

 Cf. schol. E. Hipp. , Med. , Alc. ; favourite passages are the chorus’ final words at the end
of the play (schol. E. Or. , Ar. Pl. ) and the parabasis in Old Comedy (e.g. schol. Ar. Ach.
, Eq. d, Nu. c, d, Av. c). As to final words, schol. E. Med.  says that they are by the
chorus (�$� 9� ��� �$ ,���$ �	
 ��������). Is this a case of disputed speaker assignment
(see Chapter ), or does the critic mean to say ‘by the chorus and not by the poet’?

 See schol. E. Andr. , with explicit reference to the Peloponnesian war; also schol. E. Andr. 
(discussed in Chapter ).

 See schol. Ar. Nu. a; a similar merging of voices is considered by schol. E Od. .: Proteus
abstains from enumerating the casualties of the Trojan war because Menelaus was present himself.
At the same time, Homer is said to remind the reader that he has heard about this in the Iliad.

 The notion that characters ‘represent’ the poet is not limited to their speeches: schol. bT Il. .b
ex. argues that the poet transferred his own feelings (sc. joy at the sight of Ajax) to the characters.
The cases of characters who are said to represent the poet explicitly should be kept separate from
the instances where an implicit self-referentiality is detected: e.g. schol. Ab Il. .a ex. (on Nestor’s
rhetorical skills), bT Il. .– ex. (on Helen’s tapestry).

 Cf. schol. Pi. P. .a, .a, N. .a; contrast schol. Pi. N. .a (chorus speaks).
 On the demarcation of Pindaric speeches see Chapter  n. . The attempt to differentiate between

the voices of poet and chorus may well be a problem that is apparent only because the chorus
normally represents the viewpoint of the poet (Nünlist a: , with bibl.).

 For the purposes of this excursus the modern discussion of whether the model should have two
positions (author, narrator) or three (historical author, implied author, narrator) is irrelevant. The
former view is held, e.g., by Genette (: – = : –), the latter, e.g. by Booth ().
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appear to be identical. The opening paragraphs of this chapter (on �=	
�
�� �$ ���	���') will have shown that the more careful critics at least
differentiated between the voice of the poet and that of his characters. But
it should be emphasised that this distinction is regularly blurred. Ancient
critics often write ‘the poet says X’ when in fact they should have written
something like ‘the poet has his character A say X’. Athenaeus, for example,
duly notes �F ��� �1 
 �2���
 ��� * BJ����I, �$� * DJ����� �2��
 (‘for
if something is said in Homer, this is not said by Homer’, d), but
this principle is ignored more than once in the rest of his book. Similar
shortcuts even occur in comments on dramatic texts (‘Sophocles says X’),
although there the narrative voice is absent by definition. In comments
on narrative texts, yet another blurring of the boundary between poet and
character can be seen in notes that make use of a somewhat unexpected
form of brachylogy. They state, for example, that ‘Homer kills Patroclus’,
when in fact the note should read ‘Homer has Hector kill Patroclus’.

This, of course, is not to say that these critics were generally unaware of the
difference between narrator and characters. But the frequency of comments
such as ‘Homer says X’ gives rise to the suspicion that some critics did not
always pay sufficient attention to a distinction that is, after all, crucial. The
same holds true a fortiori for the distinction between author and narrator,
which, to repeat, seems to be unknown to ancient critics.

conclusion

The preceding excursus and its critical tone should not obscure the fact
that, after all, ancient critics often did differentiate between the various
voices in a text (�=	
� �� �$ ���	���'). Particularly important is the
distinction between the narrator on the one hand and the characters on
the other. This includes their respective outlooks, which can have a stylistic
component (generic epithets, elaboration and similes are all seen as typical
of the narrator), but also how they perceive the world in general. The same
distinction between narrator and characters also led to the observation that
the narrator occasionally intrudes upon the focalisation of his characters

 See e.g. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (quoted in Chapter ); similarly, ‘Homer destroys the Greek wall’
(schol. bT Il. . ex.), etc.; on this phenomenon see Kassel (: –) and his and Austin’s note
on Eupolis fr.  K-A.

 Proof for these points, if proof is needed, can be found, for example, in the ancient biographical
tradition. It mainly draws on the poet’s oeuvre itself (e.g. Lefkowitz ) and is prone to identify
any statements made there with the poet’s own views. Another example is Plutarch, who, in his
treatise de audiendis poetis, generously ignores the distinction between poet and character when he
lists ‘positive’ passages that can be used to balance ‘negative’ statements made elsewhere by the same
poet (see esp. the examples, mostly from Homer and tragedy, discussed in aud.poet. c–d).
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(‘paralepsis’). Conversely, by identifying passages in the narrator-text that
represent the viewpoint of a character ancient scholars clearly and most
interestingly make use of the seemingly modern concept of secondary (or
embedded) focalisation in the narrator-text, although they neither dis-
cuss the concept as such nor coin a particular term for it. The same applies
mutatis mutandis to the recognition of the difference between ‘experiencing
I’ and ‘narrating I’, that is, a first-person narrator’s use of ex eventu knowl-
edge. In short, the extant scholia demonstrate that ancient critics disposed
of methods which allowed them to analyse the different focalisations in a
literary text with great sophistication.



chapter 5

Effects on the reader

As a general rule, ancient literary critics focus their attention on the poet
as the one who gives the text its particular shape and as such is in control
of things. Nevertheless, they fully recognise that the poet is not operating
in isolation, but directs his poem to a more or less specific addressee.
Consequently, the scholia also regularly discuss the ways in which the poet
communicates with the reader. Their arguments concentrate on the effects
which the poet intends to bring about in the reader and how this is done.

A good starting-point is a longer scholion on Odysseus’ long narrative
in Odyssey – (the so-called Apologues). It combines several points which
recur elsewhere and therefore can give a first overview of what will later be
examined in detail:
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“ *W�
���� �� �2���” [Od. .]. (schol. T Od. .)

How much he [sc. Odysseus] increases the attention, creating expectation, which
is the regular rhetorical technique, as can be expected in a proem! For <the
speaker> must attract to himself the audience’s goodwill and to his speech <their>
attention, so that they accept the speaker and long to learn the report of the
events – Odysseus has achieved this throughout by praising himself, and by
indicating the great number and newness of the events he discloses his intention,

 See the discussion in Chapter  (including exceptions).
 A considerable number of the Iliadic examples referred to in this chapter are collected by Erbse

(Index V: s.v. auditores); on the topic in general see also Trendelenburg (: –), von Franz
(: –), N. J. Richardson (: – with n. ), Nannini (: –), Meijering (:
esp. –), Heath (: –,  n. ). On ���=�
� ‘to read’ and ������� ‘reader’ see Introd.
n. .
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and also from where he has come and what he wants – and <so that> then the
lengthy narrative begins thus ‘From Ilios <the wind> bore me . . . ’

The note is imbued with rhetorical theory and analyses the opening
of Odysseus’ ‘speech’ against the background of standard principles of
rhetoric. Concentrating on the relation between speaker and audience, the
following goals can be identified: attention (���	�,�), goodwill (�S��
�,
cf. ���"2����
), expectation (���	"�� �), even longing (��
�'��;�) to
learn an account (�������
� � ��������) of the events. These goals are
achieved by emphasising that the story will comprise many things (��&���)
which are unheard of (��
����), and by self-praise, which recommends
the speaker to the audience (cf. goodwill).

Before reviewing the single aspects, a methodological point must be
made. The scholion’s point of reference is the Apologues, that is, a char-
acter’s speech within the epic. Despite the obvious resemblances between
Odysseus’ performance and that of an epic poet (cf. Od. .), the audi-
ence mentioned in the scholion are first of all the Phaeacians, that is, an
intra-textual audience. It is, nevertheless, justifiable, at least in principle,
to extend the effects on the Phaeacians to the readers of the epic, because
ancient scholars often do not explicitly differentiate between the two nar-
rative levels and describe the effects on the intra-textual characters in the
same terms as those on the extra-textual readers. (A remarkable exception
is schol. HQR Od. ., quoted below, because it explicitly correlates the
two types of audience.) This may be due to the fact that most of these
terms and concepts originate in rhetoric, where the two types of audience
usually coincide. If the subsequent discussion generally focuses on passages
which describe the effects on the reader, this is done primarily for prac-
tical reasons and with a view to the general scope of the present book. It
should, however, be kept in mind that the same effects can be and often
are attributed to the speech of a character. The footnotes try to give a
sense of this further dimension of the question, but without aspiring to be
exhaustive in that respect.

 Cf. Anaximenes Rh. ., Rhet. Her. ., Cic. inv. ., Quint. .., .., also schol. Luc. .
and in general Lausberg ([] : §§ –), Hillgruber (: on Ps.Plut. Hom. ); for
���	"�� � in particular cf. Ps.Aristid. Rh. . (p.  Schmid). The present chapter does not
discuss the ‘paedagogic’ or ‘didactic’ purpose that is regularly attributed – often with heavy moral
undertones – to poetry (cf. Introd. page ).

 Conversely, schol. AbT Il. .–a ex. argues that the poet wins the audience’s goodwill by depre-
cating himself by invoking the Muse.

 A similar observation can be made with respect to the terminology which designates the single parts.
The word ���� �
�� can refer to the opening both of a speech (as in the Odyssean scholion) and an
entire poem.
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attention

Given that the Odyssean scholion explicitly mentions the purposes of a
proem, it is hardly surprising that ‘attention’ is discussed in the scholia on
the proem of the Iliad:
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 (����. (schol. bT Il. .b ex., cf. AT Il.
.a D)

Next there is the question as to why he [sc. Homer] begins with the ‘wrath’, an
ill-omened word. Zenodotus and his school solve the problem in such a way that
the proem is appropriate to the poem, by stirring the mind of the readers and
making them more attentive, considering that <the poet> intends to narrate wars
and deaths of heroes.

In accordance with standard principles of rhetoric, the note argues that
it is an appropriate (��2���) function of a proem to make the reader
(more) attentive. In addition, it refers the proposed lysis to Zenodotus and
his entourage, which provides an approximate date, and it specifies how
the intended goal is achieved. The poem begins, in the form of the ill-
omened word ‘wrath’ (�&�
�), with a deliberate and calculated provocation
which aims at ‘waking up’ ("
��� ��
�) the reader’s mind. The initial ‘shock’
caused by the word ‘wrath’ is intended to secure the reader’s attention.

If the opening of the Iliad comprises a calculated provocation and there-
fore takes the reader by surprise, a statement which contradicts the reader’s
general expectations (����"����) can have the same effect of attracting
his attention (cf. D.H. Lys. , p. .– U.-R.). Thus the a priori unex-
pected fact that a warrior joins the Greek expedition, although he knows
about his doom, is explained as a paradox which attracts the reader’s atten-
tion (schol. bT Il. .b ex., on the Corinthian Euchenor, quoted in
Chapter ).

As to the waking metaphor, one may perhaps not go so far as to claim
that the poet literally needs to wake up his readers (and later faces the
danger of their falling asleep again), but the image is nevertheless quite

 The same holds true mutatis mutandis for the opening scene of a play: schol. S. El. , , OT ; cf.
also schol. bT Il. . ex., which attributes a similar function to the Muse invocations within the
poem (similarly schol. bT Il. .– ex.).

 Similarly, schol. T Il. .b ex. (quoted in Chapter ) describes a narratorial comment as ‘provocative’
(�����
��), which, however, is seen in positive terms ((" 	�, ‘most pleasant’), probably because
it is interpreted in pro-Greek terms.
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remarkable. The same effect of waking up the reader and his mind is
attributed to prolepsis (on which see Chapter ), which, anticipating the
further development of the plot, rouses the reader. Although the rele-
vant scholia do not explicitly make the connection, it seems nevertheless
appropriate to connect this effect with the expectation which, according to
the Odyssean scholion, is created by a proem. For by setting up a specific
programme, the proem automatically has an anticipatory quality which
resembles that of a prolepsis. Both types of anticipation make the reader
attentive.

In addition to ‘waking up’ (��� ��
�), the scholia also make use of the
similar expression ‘to lift up, arouse’ (��� ��
�). This effect is repeatedly
attributed to passages which have a preparatory function and, by arousing
the reader, make him ready for the subsequent narration. The preparatory
passage creates an expectation and so to speak ‘keeps the reader in the air’
(cf. below on ‘suspense’). The word ��� ��
� is thus applied to elaborate
arming scenes which prepare for the aristeia of that particular character,

to summary statements which precede the detailed narrative (schol. bT Il.
. ex., on a summary battle description) and, again, to prolepsis.

Once the poet has achieved the intended effect of attention, he will try
not to lose it again. Rather, he will try to ‘hold the reader permanently’
(�� ����� 	'�2,�
 �� �������, schol. T Il. . ex.), in the relevant
passage by exposing Odysseus to extreme danger.

 Plato’s Ion claims to fall asleep whenever the rhapsodes perform a text other than Homer’s epics (Pl.
Ion b–c, a–, b–); see also Eupolis fr.  K-A, Pherecrates fr.  K-A and Hor. AP
 on snoozing spectators. On the notion of a tired audience in oratory see Rhet. Her. ., Quint.
... David Konstan (p.c.) reminds me of the passage in Ovid’s Metamorphoses where Hermes
puts Argus to sleep by song (.–).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (more losses are said to await the Greeks, contrary to Agamemnon’s hoping
to take Troy the same day), cf. bT Il. .–b ex. (on prolepsis in general); for ��� ��
� the reader
see also schol. bT Il. .b ex. (the cause is the confrontation of Paris and Menelaus (cf. Erbse’s
app. crit.), i.e. the characters responsible for the war), bT Il. .– ex. (the strongest Greek next
to Achilles, Ajax, is in difficulties). For "
��� ��
� as an effect of speeches on characters see schol.
bT Il. .– ex., b Il. .–a ex., A Il. . Ariston., bT Il. .b ex. (all four passages are
paraenetic in a loose sense).

 Cf. also schol. b Il. .– ex., where the question in the proem to the Iliad (‘What god was it then
set them together in bitter collision?’) is said to ‘lift up’ (3`�$�) the reader’s mind. It is combined
with the expression ��$� ����l�, on which see below.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on the arming scenes in general); on the preparatory effect of the
arming see also schol. T Il. .b ex., T Il. . ex.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on Patroclus’ doom; quoted in Chapter ); for the correlation between
prolepsis and attention see also schol. S. Aj. , c, and in general Chapter . Applied to the
effect of speeches on characters, ��� ��
� has the meaning ‘to exalt’ (schol. bT Il. .c ex., bT Il.
. ex.).
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emotional effects

Comparable to ‘waking up’, but perhaps not so dynamic, are the cases
in which the poet is said to ‘set in motion’ (�
��;�) the reader and his
mind. There is a difference between ‘setting in motion’ and ‘waking up’,
in that the former can describe a patently emotional effect. It should,
however, be emphasised that this need not be the case. The word �
��;� (and
cognates) can simply mean ‘to cause, bring about, effect’. The emotional
type of the reader’s � ��	
� may be caused by the anticipation of Greek
losses or by generally sombre expectations for the Greeks. In other cases,
however, � ��	
� does not effect a direct emotional participation, but
a more neutral form of intensified attention, for example the � ��	
�
of the audience caused by Oedipus’ announcements which are full of
dramatic irony. A similar form of � ��	
� seems at stake when the device
of ���
�2�
� (‘sudden change’) is described as ��
� ��� (‘changeful’),
����
��� (‘dramatic’) and �
��
���. Again the reader’s movement has
more to do with mental participation than with emotion. This holds
especially true for the remarkable case where the poet ‘sets in motion’ the
reader’s thinking ("
���
�) by giving a graphic (�������) description: the
Greek commanders who visit the night watch sit down ‘on clean ground,
where there appeared a space not cumbered with corpses’ (Il. .). The
graphic picture of a battlefield littered with bodies stimulates the reader’s

 In that respect, �
��;� appears to differ from its Latin ‘equivalent’ movere, which has decidedly
emotional connotations in the context of rhetoric (e.g. Zundel : s.v.). For � ��	
� as an effect
of reading see Ps.Plut. Hom. , for whom the reader’s � ��	
� depends on the speaker’s (for this
correlation see also Pl. Ion c–e, Hor. AP –). In Latin rhetoric, movere is identified by
Quintilian (..) as one of the three major tasks of an orator.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (referring to the proem), bT Il. .– ex. (Zeus announces Hector’s
triumphant advance, which will last until Patroclus enters the battle), bT Il. .– ex. (Menelaus
expresses doubts whether any Greek will be ready to spy out the Trojan camp).

 Cf. schol. S. OT ,  (with the remarkable claim that Euripides uses this form of � ��	
� more
extensively than Sophocles). For scholia commenting on dramatic irony see Chapter .

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex.: Homer is praised as discoverer of the ���
�2�
�, which is ��
� ���,
����
��� and �
��
���. The word ���
�2�
� probably has a broad, non-technical (i.e. non-
Aristotelian) meaning here, which includes various forms of crisis and sudden transition (see
the passages collected by Griesinger : ). In this broader sense ���
�2�
� recurs e.g. in
schol. bT Il. .–b ex. (discussed in Chapter ) and plays an important role in Eustathius (see
esp. .– = ..– with van der Valk’s note, and Keizer : s.v.). On Homer as inventor
see Introd. page  n. .

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex.; cf. also the expression �������;	��
 �� "
���
�� (‘to elicit the
thinking’: schol. bT Il. . ex., of the reader’s potentially indecent imagination, if Homer had
presented Hera naked).
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imagination and urges his mind to cooperate actively in the process of
making meaning.

The anticipation of losses on the battlefield forms the background of
another scholion, which combines the somewhat ambiguous � ��	
� with
the decidedly emotional effect described by the semantic field ���� �
(‘agony, anxiety’). (After the completion of the trench and the wall, the
Greeks eat dinner, as do the Trojans in the city. During the night Zeus
plans evil for the next day of fighting, ‘thundering terribly’.)

����
��; ��0 ����
l� ��
�; �� ������� ��0 �;� �	��2��
� ! ��
���. (schol.
bT Il. . ex.)

The poet rouses the reader beforehand and makes him feel anxious in view of the
future events.

Though less specific than an explicit narratorial prolepsis, Zeus’ thunder
has a similar effect and forebodes nothing good. This not only increases
the reader’s attention before the actual narration (����
��;�), but the critic
expects him to apply a ‘sympathetic’ reading to the text that makes him feel
an agony (���� �) similar to the one felt (presumably) by the characters
themselves. The reader is not seen as sitting back and savouring the spectacle
from a distance. Rather, his direct involvement and empathy makes him
respond to the events as if he were present himself.

The notion of the reader feeling ���� � recurs several times in the extant
scholia. Examples include the following: Hector threateningly approaches
Nestor, who desperately tries to cut off the dead horse and to clear the
way for his chariot (schol. bT Il. .a ex., cf. bT Il. . ex.); the gradual
withdrawal of the wounded Greek commanders renders the situation pre-
carious for those remaining behind (schol. T Il. . ex.); the ambush of
the suitors puts Telemachus’ life at risk (schol. PT Od. .). The examples
have a common denominator in that it is not so much the actual narra-
tion of undesired events which makes the reader anxious. Rather, it is the
expectation of such events which causes ���� �. The connection between

 Similarly, schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on Hecuba baring her breasts, which is both �
��
��� and
����
���); see also the notion ‘the reader as spectator’ below and, on the reader’s cooperation in
general, Chapter . For �
��;� as an effect of speech on characters see schol. T Il. .a ex. (Nestor’s
on Patroclus), AbT Il. .a/b ex. (on Glaucus questioning Hector’s prowess).

 For the reader’s ���� � see Ps.Plut. Hom. , Ps.Demetr. eloc.  and Nannini (: –).
 ‘Sympathetic’ or identificatory reading is often presupposed by ancient authors, e.g. Hor. AP –

(based on the idea expressed by Plato’s Ion that the audience share the performer’s emotions, cf.
n. ), Plut. Art. .; see also the various emotions felt by a reader which are listed in Plut. aud.poet.
d–e. It is noteworthy that in the Homeric passage Zeus plans evil for Greeks and Trojans alike.
Unlike scholia of a decidedly pro-Greek stance, the present one does not specify that the reader’s
sympathetic feelings are with the Greeks alone.
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agony and expectation is explicitly made by an Odyssean scholion. (In
Odyssey , Poseidon insinuates that Odysseus’ problems will not be over
once he finally reaches Ithaca.)

���
� @���� "�
�-� ���	"�� �� 3��5����
 ����
�-� ��-�� � �����&7.
(schol. BPQ Od. .)

Again he [sc. Homer through Poseidon’s speech] suggests the expectation of more
trouble, thereby stirring up an agony in the reader.

Poseidon’s unmistakable allusion to the difficulties which the storm-
tossed Odysseus will face in the second part of the Odyssey makes the
reader anxious and puts him on tenterhooks.

Whereas all these examples involve a fatal danger for the characters,

other instances of the reader’s ���� � are somewhat less urgent and are
perhaps better explained in terms of ‘suspense’: will Hector, looking for
his wife, Andromache, in several places on the Trojan citadel, be successful
in the end (schol. bT Il. . ex.)? Whose lot will jump out of the helmet
and make him Hector’s opponent in the formal duel (schol. bT Il. .e
ex.)? Dolon is about to reach the Greek watches when Athena finally urges
Diomedes to act (schol. T Il. . ex.). The ram under whose belly
Odysseus is hidden is the last to leave Polyphemus’ cave (schol. Q Od.
.). And, on a more generalising note, combatants whose first shots
miss their targets increase the suspense.

�� * ��,�� ������
� ���'�,������ ��
-� �K� 5������� ������
��
��
�; �� �������. (schol. T Il. .–b ex.)

By having the fighters often miss their first shot, he [sc. Homer] makes the reader
anxious.

This critic recognises a recurrent pattern in the ‘typical battle scenes’, as
modern scholars would call them (see Chapter ): Homeric combatants
regularly miss their first shot. This typical battle scene and all the other
examples comprise an element of retardation, which creates a tension and
brings about the reader’s suspense regarding the outcome of the episode.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (quoted below). The Odyssean scholion differs from the preceding in
that it speaks of (����
��;�) ��-��, but cf. schol. bT Il. . ex.

 Cf. also schol. E. Ph.  (the outcome of the duel between Polynices and Eteocles is open).
 Homeric scholia on suspense are collected by Griesinger (: –); see also Roemer (: xvi).
 Cf. schol. T Il. .a ex., T Il. . ex.; unlike the note quoted in the main text, neither of them

explicitly mention the reader, but simply read ������
�� � ���'�,���
� (‘to miss <the target>
creates suspense’).

 Conversely, if Zeus says in advance that Hector will not become master of Achilles’ horses, the
reader is spared the feeling of ���� � (schol. T Il. .– ex.); sim. PT Od. . (on Telemachus’
safety).
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As to the exact meaning of the adjective ������
��, scholars often take
Ps.Long. subl.  as their starting-point and conclude that the poet, so
to speak, enters a contest (����), comparable to an orator in a foren-
sic context. This essentially correct explanation must not, however, be
extended to all occurrences of the word. The passages collected in this
section prove that it may well be the reader who experiences ‘agony’. Fur-
thermore, the case of schol. T Il. .–b ex. and its parallels (see n. )
makes one wonder whether ������
��, as a quality of the poem, cannot
mean ‘full of suspense’. An example would be another passage where the
tension is increased by means of retardation. (In Iliad , the Trojans man-
age to turn the Greeks, but instead of immediately pursuing them all the
way to the ships, they briefly stop at the trench in order to discuss their
tactics.)

��0 ��� <"�
 "
���
� �l����. ��������� ��� &� ������
"&� "�
�����
 d�
�)��. ��� * ������
�� � � ���
 ( �� �	
� ��0 �^ ���
��0 �F�$ “9� �'�0 �&��
��
���	�, �� �� "# ��0 �F�=�” [Il. .]. (schol. T Il. .a ex.)

Indeed they [sc. the Trojans] should rather pursue them. For refraining from the
idea of return they would be more dangerous. However, both become full of
suspense, the poem and his threats [sc. spoken by Hector] ‘so that I can set the
ships on fire, and kill <the Greeks> themselves’.

From a ‘military’ point of view, the immediate pursuit would have led
to greater Greek losses, but the retardation, caused by the Trojan debate,
increases the tension in the same way as Hector’s threat in book  does.
Both put the reader in a state of fearful expectation (which is again seen as
more important than the description of heavy Greek losses). Both scenes
are, in other words, full of suspense.

The Dolon example above (he almost reaches the Greek camp) shows
Homer playing with the near-miss, a principle which he is fond of exploit-
ing in the form of so-called ‘if not’-situations. (Hector would have burnt

 See the literature cited by Meijering (:  n. ), to which add Pritchett (: ).
 Similarly, schol. T Il. .c ex. (quoted in Chapter ) deals with different degrees of suspense

(Meijering :  with n. ): Euripides’ prologues are not conducive to suspense, whereas
Homer, who is said to avoid elaborate prolepsis (used as an argument against the authenticity of
Il. .–), is ������
��, rendered by Meijering as ‘vivid’; I would suggest ‘full of suspense’; cf.
also schol. T Il. . ex. (on the suspense created by the withdrawal of the major Greek fighters
who get wounded one by one), T Il. .– ex. (on the single combat between the two sons of
goddesses, Aeneas and Achilles).

 I.e. the recurrent pattern ‘X would have happened, if Y had not intervened’ (de Jong : –,
esp.  on scholia). Note, however, that ancient critics rather generally describe near-misses and
other crises; e.g. schol. bT Il. .–b ex. and bT Il. . ex. are virtually identical (both quoted
in Chapter ), but only the latter is an ‘if not’-situation. Homer’s fondness of ‘critical situations’
is pointed out by Aristotle (fr.  Rose). It is worth mentioning that Nicanor (schol. A Il. .a
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the Greek ships in Iliad , had not Hera urged Agamemnon to address his
troops in a parainesis.)

�/� @���� �K� �
�"=��'� �1���� �����
� �� , ��0 ������
�� ��
�	�� ��
������� &7 ���	"�� �_ �F�K� �� 1�	
� ��
�2��
. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

He [sc. Homer] is wont always to maximise the danger, and having put the reader
in a state of agony by means of the expectation, he at once adduces the remedy.

The near-miss is explained here as a narrative device by which the
narrator briefly causes the reader to fear the worst, until the tension is eased
shortly afterwards. As the adverb ‘always’ (�� ) makes clear, this is recognised
as a recurrent feature of Homer’s narrative technique. Furthermore, the
medical metaphor (see n. ) presupposes that the reader is temporarily
put in a state of real suffering. The first part of the scholion describes Homer
as increasing the tension of his poem, a notion which recurs repeatedly,
sometimes without explicitly referring to the effect on the reader. Other
notes on the poem’s climax or crisis, however, do mention that it results in
the reader’s increased attention.

The idea of ‘suspense’ can also take the form of an expression which is, as
it were, ‘etymologically’ closer: the poet is said to ‘suspend’ (����l�) the
reader’s mind. The applications of the expression are similar to the ones
seen already: it can refer to the question in the proem to the Iliad (schol.
b Il. .– ex.). In another case, the name of the Greek whose lot jumped out
of Agamemnon’s helmet, Ajax, is effectively withheld for some time, which
‘suspends’ the reader’s mind (schol. bT Il. .b ex., cf. app. crit.). The
same applies to Agamemnon’s decision to consult with his senior officers
in the middle of the night (schol. bT Il. .a ex.) and to a remarkable
change of scene which interrupts Thetis’ journey to Hephaestus (schol.

Nic.) recognises the irregular syntax of ‘if not’-situations. Normally, the conditional clause precedes
the main clause. This sequence is inverted in ‘if not’-situations (de Jong : , with lit.).

 For the medical metaphor cf. schol. AT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .b ex., also Arist. Rh. a,
Hermog. inv. . (p. . Rabe).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (Menelaus would have lost the duel with Hector, had not Agamem-
non talked him out of his intention to accept the challenge), bT Il. . ex. (Hector is seriously
wounded by Ajax, which threatens the continuation of the story, cf. Chapter ), bT Il. .c ex.
(Ajax is encircled by Trojan leaders), bT Il. .b ex. (Hector challenges Ajax); see also ‘Divine
interventions’ (Chapter ).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex. (quoted in Chapter ), bT Il. .– ex. (Hector announces the decisive
battle).

 For the image cf. Aristotle’s recommendation that the orator indicate his topic at the outset, so that
the audience’s ‘thought is not left hanging’ (N�� . . . �� ��2���
 ( "
���
�, Rh. a). Conversely,
Ps.Demetrius (eloc. ) praises the creation of suspense, using the same verb as Aristotle (Meijering
: ).
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b Il. .– ex.). A heightened form of the expression has it that the
narrator ‘suspends the readers’ longing’ (��
�'� �).

The emphasis of the scholia on agony and suspense almost makes one
forget the more ‘positive’ emotional effects which pervade ancient discus-
sions of poetry and rhetoric: ("��� (‘pleasure’), `',���� � (‘amusement,
allurement, persuasion’), <�����
� and ��$�� (‘awe, amazement’). Given
the prominence of these terms in ancient treatises, it may come as a minor
surprise that some of them have left comparatively few traces in the scholia.
This applies, for instance, to the Aristotelian term ("���. It is rare in the
scholia and then simply describes a stylistic quality of the poem, but not
explicitly for its effect on the reader.

The other term which is sometimes said to mean little more than ‘plea-
sure’, `',���� � (lit. ‘leading of souls’), is more common in the scholia.

Ancient critics ascribe this effect to the prolepsis of Achilles’ return to the
battlefield (schol. b Il. .b ex.), to the strangeness of the story about
the pygmies (schol. AbT Il. . ex.), to the description of the Trojan wells
during the deadly race of Hector and Achilles (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.) or to Odysseus’ dreadful descent to the Underworld (schol. T Od.
.). The variety of these examples testifies to the broad applicability of
`',���� �. The same holds true, not suprisingly, for the many cases
where the term describes the effect of a speech on a character.

Of the terms for ‘awe’ and ‘amazement’, <�����
� is quite common in
the scholia. The effect is ascribed to the emphasis on Achilles’ impressive

 Cf. schol. Ab Il. . ex. (Apollo lifts Hector from the battlefield and thereby postpones the
showdown with Achilles); see also schol. EHMQ Od. . (Nestor’s account of the various Greeks’
homecomings remains incomplete; quoted in Chapter ); on ��
�'� � see below.

 On the ("��� of poetry see Arist. Po. a (tragedy and comedy), b– (tragedy),
a (epic), b (tragedy and epic). Attestations in the scholia: schol. bT Il. .e ex. (on
the ‘singing’ of Homer), bT Il. .– ex. (on the multiple repetition of ��), bT Il. . ex. (on the
simile).

 On `',���� � see Meijering (: –), who argues against a general equation with ("���,
a view held e.g. by von Franz (: ) and Adam (:  n. ); see also Hillgruber (:
).

 Thus the verb `',�����;� also expresses the success of the actor who was particularly good at
performing Ajax’ suicide on stage (schol. S. Aj. a), see Chapter .

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (Odysseus using the sparrow omen in the speech to the army), bT Il.
.a ex. (Odysseus quoting Calchas in the same speech), bT Il. . ex. (Agamemnon addressing
‘Father Zeus’), bT Il. .b ex. (Phoenix’ ‘autobiography’ in the embassy to Achilles), bT Il. .a
ex. (the Meleager paradigm in the same speech), T Il. .b ex. (Nestor’s long speech to Patroclus),
HMQ Od. . (Nestor’s speech to Telemachus), also b Il. .– ex. (on Agamemnon’s instruction
to perform purifications, which is only reported). The generalising schol. bT Il. . ex. recognises
Homer’s tendency to create `',���� � by every conceivable means.

 On <�����
� see Hillgruber (: –, on Ps.Plut. Hom. ), also Meijering (: ).
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figure (schol. b Il. . ex.), to the unusual constellation of the Greeks
fighting from the beached ships and the Trojans fighting from their chariots
(schol. bT Il. . ex.) and to Odysseus’ descent to the Underworld (schol.
T Od. ., cf. above). The term seems to indicate a rather strong effect
and is therefore appropriate to describe the impact of divine phenomena:
the idea of Zeus extending his arm all the way down to earth (schol. bT Il.
. ex.), the great number of Nereids who mourn together with Thetis
(schol. T Il. . ex.), or a god who starts from his throne (schol. T Il.
.a ex.). In the scholia to Sophocles’ Ajax, the term twice describes
the effect of a scenic presentation instead of a verbal report: the ekkyklema
which shows Ajax in the middle of the butchered animals (schol. S. Aj.
a) and his suicide on stage (schol. S. Aj. a).

Conversely, ��$�� (and cognates) is frequent in the scholia, but is not
explicitly described as an effect on the reader. Instead, it is used so to
speak en passant in order to praise single passages as particularly successful.

(Often, words of the root ��'�- are applied to passages which, depending
on the critic’s standpoint, should or should not make the reader wonder.)

In addition, there is a number of mostly unique cases which discuss
emotional effects of a very specific nature. In order to convey that the
poet causes the reader’s anxious expectation, the scholia twice use the word
�������$� (‘to set on the wing, set aflutter, put on tiptoe’). The occasions
for this increased suspense are the prolepsis of Patroclus’ death (schol. bT
Il. .c ex.) and the growing likelihood that the Trojans will indeed burn
the Greek ships. (With the Trojans already on the advance, Zeus spurs them
and in particular Hector ‘so that he might cast wondrous-blazing fire on
the beaked ships’.)

 For <�����
� as the effect of speech on a character see schol. Ge Il. . (T has �������
� ;
Achilles speaking of ‘man-slaughtering’ Hector), AbT Il. .a ex. (Priam addressing Agamemnon,
quoted in Chapter ), AbT Il. .a ex. (on the temporary silence caused by Agamemnon’s speech),
bT Il. .– ex. (Patroclus lists all the wounded Greeks to Achilles), bT Il. .– ex. (Idaeus
to Priam on the approach of Hermes). Needless to say, a character’s <�����
� need not be caused
by speech, see e.g. schol. b Il. .b ex. (Nestor is struck by the whiteness of Rhesus’ horses, as
shown by his faulty syntax).

 The comment which comes closest to doing so is schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on the phrase ��$��
/"2	��
 , ‘a wonder to look at’). It speaks in general terms of Homer presenting in his poetry
��'��	� ��0 �������� . For ��'��	�� as an effect of poetry see Arist. Po. a–,
Ps.Plut. Hom. ..

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on the summary description in a few lines: the flight of the Trojans,
the success of the Greeks, Poseidon’s support and Hector’s suffering).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (on the Greeks’ temporary ability to equalise the battle) and the many
occurrences of the phrase �F ��'��	�� (‘no wonder’).
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�������; "# �� ������� ���	"��-�� �� �����	���. (schol. T Il.
.b ex.)

He [sc. Homer] puts the reader, who expects the burning, on tiptoe.

The expectation that the Trojans might substantiate their threat and
set the ships on fire is further intensified by Zeus’ intervention. Inter-
estingly, the b-scholion on the same passage says that Homer is ‘tortur-
ing’ (5�	�� ?�
�) the reader’s thinking ("
���
�). And another scholion
(schol. bT Il. .– ex., quoted below) speaks of the reader’s thoughts
being ‘troubled yet more’ (��
����
�). No wonder, then, if the reader
is occasionally said ‘to be angry’ (�������;�), the reason being Hector
donning Achilles’ armour. One of the three relevant notes makes the
remarkable point that the reader’s irritation is put in Zeus’ mouth. (Zeus
says ‘improperly [�F ��� ��	���] have you [sc. Hector] stripped the
armour from his [sc. Patroclus’] head and shoulders.’)

�� �������	
� -� �����-� >��, �-� 	'���U� � �
M ���
2�����. (schol.
T Il. .a ex.)

Watch the anger of the readers, how he [sc. Homer] has concisely put it into Zeus’
mouth!

Similarly drastic are the cases in which the poet ‘throws’ the reader
‘into confusion’ (���'5�;�) or ‘alarms’ (����5�;�) him. The latter note
is worth quoting in full. (Left alone in the battle, Odysseus deliberates in a
monologue whether to stay or to withdraw. In the meantime, the Trojans
‘penned him in their midst, but set on themselves their own ruin’.)

"
� &� �������	��� ����l�
 �� �������. � �� ��� �F�� �����5�	��.
��	0� �6� >
 ��0 � %�'-� ���� ��=���	�� �� *J"'		2�. (schol. T Il.
.f ex.)

 The other instances of �������$� describe the effect of speeches on characters: schol. bT Il.
.a ex. (Agamemnon encourages the Greeks to return home), AbT Il. .b ex. (Agamemnon
rebukes Diomedes in the epipolesis), bT Il. .– ex. (Nestor wakes up Diomedes), T Il. .c
ex. (Hector promises that Dolon can have Achilles’ horses if he is successful), bT Il. .c ex. (on
the effect of speech in general). Unlike the two examples referred to in the main text, �������$�
has a more positive meaning in these instances (‘to lend wings’).

 Cf. schol. S. Aj. a (the audience, familiar with Ajax’ virtue, are almost angry (H�� ?���
) with
how the poet portrays the hero).

 The other two instances are schol. bT Il. .b ex. (with the medical metaphor /l	��
 ‘to heal’),
AbT Il. .–a ex. The phrase ���
 ��� 
�
 in the meaning ‘to have somebody say (in direct
speech)’ is common in the scholia, e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston., S. Ph. ; cf. e.g. Theon II .
Spengel.

 For ���'5�;� see schol. bT Il. . ex.: the sound of the roaring sea is interpreted as foreboding
evil. Again the critic argues that the poet throws the reader into confusion before the actual narration
of the battle.
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By means of the narratorial comment [sc. ‘but set on themselves their own ruin’]
he [sc. Homer] revives the reader. For he had alarmed him too much. He says that
they [sc. the Trojans] encircled Odysseus to their own detriment.

With the account of the Greek defeat, which results in the withdrawal
of the wounded commanders and culminates in Odysseus’ isolation, the
poet has, the critic argues, crossed the line. Now he needs to revive the
reader, and he does so by announcing Trojan losses. The poet is seen as
blowing hot and cold to the reader. Reading the Iliad is a series of ups
and downs. For the latter effect see the passages referred to above; the
former can be documented from comments that the narrator ‘comforts’
(�����'��;	��
) the reader. Similarly, he may be said to ‘oblige him
beforehand’ (���,�� ?�	��
), to ‘conciliate’ (������=�
�) him, to ‘cheer’
(�F��� ��
�) him, or ‘not to grieve’ (�F �'��;�) him any longer. One
of these notes is particularly remarkable, because it does not reflect the
pro-Greek attitude that is common (cf. n. ). (During Patroclus’ funeral,
Achilles vows not to bury Hector, but to throw his corpse to the dogs. The
narrator caps the speech with the comment that this will not happen.)

"
� "# &� �������	��� �������'	� �� �������. �"� ��� 	'�2��	,� &7
�$ DC����� �/� �_. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

By means of the narratorial comment, he [sc. Homer] conciliated the reader. For
he [sc. the reader] had already felt sympathy for Hector being treated insultingly.

Even if the scholia to the Iliad generally expect the reader to be partial
to the Greeks, this does not rule out that he feel sympathy with the
Trojans, especially in a truly exceptional case such as the defilement of

 On �������	
� (‘narratorial comment’) see Excursus in Chapter ; ����l	��
 is another medical
metaphor (LSJ s.v.).

 This requires a reflexive interpretation of ��� 	� 	
 �&�� 
�2��� (Il. .), a matter of dispute
since Alexandrian times (see schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (Homer explains before the actual encounter why Hector does not
find Andromache at home), T Il. .– ex. (Zeus does not intend to destroy the Greek army
‘entirely’), bT Il. .b ex. (Zeus sketches the eventual sack of Troy), similarly T Il. . ex.
(Athena hearkens to the prayers of Odysseus and Diomedes), bT Il. .a ex. (Zeus favours the
Trojans in order to honour Achilles). The first of these notes stands out, because it does not display
a pro-Greek attitude (cf. Introd. page ).

 ���,�� ?�	��
: schol. T Il. .b ex. (Homer indicates in advance that the night-time expedition
of Odysseus and Diomedes will succeed), sim. bT Il. .– ex. (on Patroclus’ immediate and
sweeping success); ������=�
�: bT Il. . ex. (Hector’s success is due to Zeus’ support and not
to his own prowess), schol. S. Aj. a (by having Ajax speak mad things, the poet deflects the
audience’s possible anger at the hero’s suicide; cf. n. ); �F��� ��
�: b Il. .– ex. (on Greek
successes, quoted in Chapter ); �F �'��;�: b Il. .–a ex. (Zeus announces temporal limitation
of Trojan success), bT Il. .– ex. (prolepsis of Troy’s fall makes current Greek losses acceptable).
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their leader’s corpse. Hector, too, deserves proper burial. Therefore, the
narratorial comment is seen as setting the reader’s mind at rest.

No less remarkable is a note which explains that the reader feels sympathy
when a character, Greek or Trojan alike, is unaware of a disastrous turn of
the story and nurses vain hopes. (In Iliad , Achilles is as yet unaware of
Patroclus’ death.)

�1��� 	'�����
�� ��� ��
� "
� �=��, ���� �^ � �2�
	� "'	',�$���
�� ���� �_ -� ���-� �)�� ��0 ��0 �
��������2��� �2����
 ��� "��, 9�
*+�"����,� [cf. Il. .–] ��0 ����� [cf. .] ��0 �$� *+,
���=�. (schol.
bT Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] is wont to rouse sympathy by means of this, when the ones who
are in the greatest disaster are unaware of the evil and carried towards very tender
hopes, such as Andromache [sc. unaware of Hector’s death], Dolon [sc. unaware
of Odysseus and Diomedes’ ambush], and Achilles here.

The juxtaposition of Greek and Trojan characters who equally earn the
reader’s sympathy gains additional meaning by the presence of Dolon.
He normally has a bad press among ancient critics and is, therefore, an
unexpected object of the reader’s sympathy.

Returning to the term ����5�;� (schol. T Il. .f ex., quoted above),
one may be reminded of Aristotle’s well-known ��5�� (‘fear’) and its peer
<���� (‘pity’). Given that the terms form part of Aristotle’s definition of
tragedy, it is hardly surprising that they recur with some frequency in the
tragic scholia. They are, however, comparatively rare in the other scholia.
In fact, ��5�� (and cognates) does not seem to be used outside the scholia
on tragedy in order to describe the effect of the poem on the reader, except
for the one attestation of ����5�;� (see above).

The term <���� is used somewhat more frequently with respect to the
reader, in the Homeric scholia with reference to the final part of the
Iliad in general (schol. bT Il. . ex.) and Hector’s fate in particular.

 Interestingly, schol. AbT Il. .– ex. speaks of Homer’s pity (����;�) for Andromache. On <����
see below.

 Martin Schmidt suspects that Dolon is an error and should be replaced by Ares (see Erbse’s app.
crit.).

 See Trendelenburg (: –), Meijering (: –).
 For ��5�� as an effect of speech on characters see e.g. schol. b Il. .b ex. (Achilles threatens

to return home), A Il. .b ex. (Polydamas anticipates that many Trojans will be devoured by
vultures and dogs), bT Il. . ex. (Priam warns Hector that Achilles will kill him), bT Il. .b
ex. (Antilochus encourages his horses).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on Hector’s life as the ‘prize’ of the deadly race), T Il. . ex. (on
Deiphobus’ unexpected disappearance), bT Il. . ex. (on Hector’s ability to address Achilles
despite his lethal wounds), b Il. .–a ex. (Apollo’s care and pity for Hector’s body induces the
reader to feel the same); cf. also the interesting schol. AbT Il. .–a ex. (even if the readers may
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Considerably more frequent, however, are the instances where <����
describes the effect of a speech on the characters.

A similar observation can be made in the case of �)��� (‘pity’). Thus,
the fact that Aeneas’ victims are twins and young ‘stirs the reader towards
pity’ (�/� �)��� �
��; �� �������, schol. b Il. .a ex.). An Odyssean
scholion is especially worth quoting, because it establishes a correlation
between the emotions of readers and characters. (Menelaus commiserates
over Odysseus and causes Helen, Telemachus and Peisistratus to weep.)

"�
��� �� ��
���5�������� ! ��
���, >��� ��� ���� �� �)��� -�
�����-�, ����	 �� ��0 �K� �� ���=���� ��������. (schol. HQR Od.
.)

With a wonderful grasp of how he had stirred the pity of his readers, the poet
transposed the representation to the audience of that time [sc. Helen etc.].

In other words, the poet has his characters feel the emotion (here:
pity) that he expects his readers to feel. This note spells out what others
on occasion perhaps presuppose: the reader is meant to feel the same
emotions as the text-internal audience (cf. the methodological point made
at the beginning of the chapter and nn. , , , , , , , , ). This
may well apply to the numerous scholia that describe the characters’ �����
(‘emotion’). However, the extant scholia do not seem to discuss explicitly
the ����� of the reader.

expectation

The preceding paragraphs contain several examples in which the reader’s
expectation plays a central role. The present section attempts to complete
the picture by adding a few more aspects. One of them is already present
in the Odyssean scholion cited at the beginning of the chapter. In an
intensified form, the reader’s expectation can be described as ‘longing’
(��
�'��;�, ����;�). In the Odyssean scholion the object of the reader’s
‘desire’ is the account, which he longs to ‘learn’ (�������
�). The same
function is attributed to Dream’s epithet ‘destructive’ (�6���, Il. .),

take exception to Hector getting Achilles’ armour, they may nevertheless pity Hector once they
learn that he will not enjoy the armour for a long time).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .–b ex. (Chryses begging for his daughter), bT Il. .a ex. (ditto), etc.
(see Erbse Index III: s.vv. ����;�� ����
���� <����).

 For �)��� describing the effect of a speech on characters see e.g. schol. bT Il. .–a ex. (Chryses
begging for his daughter), etc. (see Erbse Index III: s.vv. �/� ?�
�� �)���� �/����).
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because it makes the reader long to learn the reason. In both cases the
critics presuppose an impartial and ‘objective’ reader, whose appetite for
knowledge is whetted. Elsewhere, however, the same direct involvement
of the reader is implied as in most examples of ‘agony’ (see above). Now
the reader is induced by the narrator to ‘long’ for Achilles re-entering the
battle (schol. bT Il. .– ex.) or for Trojan losses (schol. bT Il. .a
ex.).

The same partiality but a different type of expectation is at stake when
the reader is filled with ‘hope’ (��� �), either again for Achilles’ return
(schol. b Il. .b ex.), for an intervention of the pro-Greek gods (schol.
bT Il. .– ex.), for a Greek victory (schol. bT Il. .– ex.) or
for the rescue of Patroclus’ body. The last example adds a further point
and is therefore worth quoting. (Towards the end of Iliad , the Greeks
finally manage to lift Patroclus’ body from the battlefield. In the meantime,
Achilles learns of the death of his dear friend and speaks with his mother.
In . the narrative returns to the fleeing Greeks with Hector right on
their heels. The fight for Patroclus’ body is not over yet.)

�;� �#� ������;� ���0� L� ���
��=	��
 V�������, ! "# ���
� ��
����

�� "
���
��, N�� ��0 � ����
���� �������U� �� ���� �� �
�����
��
�	��
 �� *+,
��2�� <��"��. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

The readers were hoping that Patroclus [sc. his body] was recovered, but he [sc.
Homer] troubles their thinking yet again, so that, pushing the agony to the utmost,
he motivates Achilles’ marching out.

The new point here is that Homer seems to create the reader’s hope only
in order to disappoint it then on purpose and all the more efficiently. The
latter effect provides the motivation for another scene (see Chapter ). The
topic ‘creation of false expectations’ recurs several times in the Homeric
scholia. Either the reader’s expectation is not fulfilled at all, or, as in the
Patroclus example and overall more often, the expected event is postponed

 See schol. bT Il. .c ex.; cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex., where the reader ‘hastens’ (��� ��	��
) to learn
more about Patroclus’ doom (similarly schol. bT Il. .– ex.). An exceptional case is schol. bT
Il. .a ex., because the reader is exhorted to long to hear about an event (the death of Achilles)
which falls outside the Iliad (see discussion in Chapter ).

 Contrast schol. T Il. .b ex., which mentions the reader’s hope that Hector might survive the
duel with Achilles! In the light of the generally pro-Greek attitude this is exceptional, and perhaps
��� � must be rendered here with ‘expectation’. Also conceivable is some form of corruption, for
the b-scholion on the same passage speaks of Hector’s hopes.

 Cf. Schadewaldt ([] :  n. ), N. J. Richardson (: ), Nannini (: ).
 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex. (previous divine interventions let the reader hope for nothing good when

Apollo and Athena arrive on the battlefield, and their suggestion of a formal duel takes him by
surprise), bT Il. .– ex. (the Funeral Games led the reader to believe that Achilles’ grief is over,
which, however, is not the case).
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by means of retardation: Poseidon’s anger over the death of his grandson
Amphimachus (Il. .–) induces the reader to expect an immediate
intervention, which is, however, postponed by more than a hundred lines
or several episodes, which are meticulously listed in the relevant scholion
(schol. T Il. .–a ex., sim. b, quoted in Chapter ). On a larger
scale, the various events of Iliad – induce the reader to expect for the
Greeks a losing battle in general, and one taking place around the newly
built wall and around the ships in particular. Consequently, the aristeia
of Agamemnon and other Greek leaders in book  comes unexpectedly
(schol. bT Il. . ex.), as does Hera’s deception of Zeus (schol. bT Il.
.b ex.). Both scenes have a decidedly retarding effect. All in all, the
picture emerges of a poet who, almost teasingly, creates and disappoints his
reader’s expectations at will – with obvious impacts on the ‘entertainment
factor’ of his poem.

A last example makes an additional point about expectation. By having
the Trojan horses balk at the trench (Il. .–), the narrator creates the
expectation that it cannot be crossed with a chariot. And yet the reader
directs his attention towards the possibility that somebody might actually
try to do it anyway (schol. bT Il. .– ex.), as in fact Asius will. The
very denial of an option makes the reader reckon with its (attempted)
realisation.

relaxation

The preceding discussion shows that an important method of securing the
reader’s attention is the creation of suspense in various ways. At the same
time, however, it is undesirable to keep up a high level of tension throughout
the poem. Rather, ancient critics argue, it is advisable to give the readers
a chance to relax once in a while and to have them regularly take a break
(�����=�
� and cognates). By doing so the poet avoids their feeling
surfeit (�����). The latter is a serious threat to the readers’ attention,
whereas regular breaks renew their ability to pay attention. (After Thetis’

 Cf. schol. T Il. .a ex., where the point seems to be that the reader does not expect Achilles to
miss Hector.

 The Homeric text actually says it explicitly, though in the qualified form of @� with optative (Il.
.–).

 See Meijering (: –), who adduces Polyb. .., D.H. Pomp. . (p.  U.-R.), Theon II
.– Spengel; cf. also Quint. ...

 For �����, caused by a monotonous or verbose narrative, see e.g. schol. b Il. .– ex., bT Il. .
ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. . ex., S. Aj. a (discussed in Chapter ); cf. D.H. Pomp. . (p.
 U.-R.), Quint. ... Another expression for the reader’s boredom is ��5�'2�� �����	
�
(‘duller reading’, caused by long chronological narratives: schol. bT Il. .– ex., quoted in
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promise to go and see Zeus on Achilles’ behalf, the poem first returns to
Odysseus’ embassy to Chryse, instead of continuing with Thetis’ ascent to
Mt Olympus.)

>��� �� &7 &� 42
"�� �������&7 	'��` O� �� �����"��, "
� �2	�' 5����

� ��� �� *J"'		2� . . . %��2��
� "# ��� �� ,������� "
�����=�
 ��
�������, -� �#� �� ����� ���
�
�-�, -� "# �� ��
�'� �� �������-�.
(schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

In order not to connect Thetis’ ascent to her departure [sc. from Achilles], he
[sc. Homer] puts in the middle the events around Odysseus . . . By using both
<scenes> with moderation, he allows the reader to rest, thereby avoiding the
surfeit of the one [sc. the Thetis scene], and fulfilling the longing for the other [sc.
the Odysseus scene].

The change of scene in Il. . achieves several goals: both the Thetis
and the Odysseus scenes remain moderate in size. Consequently, the reader
does not get bored with a Thetis scene that is too long. At the same time,
the return to Odysseus fulfils a ‘promise’ created by the previous change
of scene (Il. .). And, one may complete the line of reasoning, the
present change creates a ‘longing’ which will be fulfilled in .–,
when the narrative returns to Thetis. As the scholion makes clear, the
breaks envisaged by the ancient critics are not actual interruptions of the
performance. Rather, the narrative itself is expected to contain a sufficient
amount of relaxing ‘breaks’. The single most important means to achieve
this goal is variety (��
�
� �) or, put negatively, the avoidance of monotony
(� !���
"2�). In addition to changes of scene, the following devices
are considered apt to have the desired effect of relaxation: insertion of
thematically different scenes; changes from the human to the divine
plane; insertion of narrative elements which are not immediately related

Chapter ); cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (quoted in Chapter ), S. Aj. a. This dullness is said to be
caused by a surplus of information or, in other words, lack of suspense.

 On the relaxing effect of changes of scene in particular see also Polyb. .., D.H. Pomp. . (p.
 U.-R.), schol. bT Il. . ex. (quoted in Chapter ). The quotation in the main text omits a
point about the chronology of the two scenes that is discussed in Chapter .

 See Chapter .
 Needless to say, many examples combine several of these devices.
 E.g. the building of the Greek wall (schol. bT Il. .a ex.); Achilles perceiving Machaon being

driven to the camp (schol. T Il. . ex.); Idomeneus’ meeting with Meriones behind the lines
(schol. T Il. .a ex.); Hephaestus producing the shield for Achilles (schol. bT Il. .–a
ex.).

 See schol. bT Il. .b ex., also bT Il. .– ex.; interestingly, such a transition is once said to
keep the reader in suspense (����l�, on which see above), because the narrator does not spell out
the plight of the Greeks pursued by Hector (schol. bT Il. . ex.).
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to the main story: descriptions, other stories, genealogies, similes and
‘digressions’ in general; great variation in the description of potentially
monotonous scenes such as fighting, wounding and killing. A remarkable,
if distinctly pro-Greek, point is the notion that the reader temporarily finds
rest from feeling anxious for the Greeks (schol. T Il. .a ex.).

the reader as spectator

The section on ‘attention’ above ends with a brief reference to the notion
that a particularly graphic description stimulates the mental cooperation
of the reader (schol. bT Il. .c ex.). A comparable, but rather more
extreme, position is held by the critics who argue that the poet turns
his readers into spectators of the events. If the comment on the sea
simile in Il. . still qualifies the equation with ‘makes the readers almost
spectators’ (����� 	,�"��: schol. T Il. .d ex.; interestingly, b omits the
crucial word 	,�"��), the note on the baby Astyanax crying and turning
away from the scary sight of his father Hector spells it out in so many
words:

�$� "# � <�� �G�� �	0� ������ �� ��	�, >
 �F ����� ���=��
 �
�������, ���� ��0 !�l�
. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

These lines are so full of graphic quality that the events are not only heard [i.e.
read] but also seen.

As the further context of the scholion makes clear, this critic is impressed
by the description being so true to life that the reader has the impression
that he actually sees the whole scene (on lifelike realism see Chapter ).

 Stories and genealogies: schol. bT Il. .b ex. (also Polyb. ..); similes: bT Il. .– ex.;
‘digressions’ in general: bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .a ex. (also Theon II .– Spengel; on
the looseness of the term ‘digression’ (���2�5�	
�) see Chapter ). Similarly, descriptive scenes are
said to create attention in schol. bT Il. .b ex.; cf. also schol. bT Il. .– ex. A unique case
is schol. bT Il. .a ex., according to which the many fresh starts (� ���=��,��) of Nestor’s
narrative cause relaxation and therefore renew the attention.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on killings in general), bT Il. .a ex. (on Sarpedon and Glaucus
attacking with the entire Lycian army). The second note is quoted in Chapter , which deals with
variation in general.

 Cf. Plut. gloria Athen. a (on Thucydides’ attempt to make the reader a spectator and on its
psychological effects), similarly Plut. Art. . (on Xenophon’s vividness), on both passages see
Meijering (: –); cf. also D.H. Comp.  (p. .– U.-R., on Homer enabling the reader to
see the events happening), Ps.Long. subl. . (on the correlation between the poet’s ‘visualisation’
(����	 �, cf. Chapter ) and that of his spectators/readers),  (on the vividness of the historic
present).
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In a similar vein, a comment on the horse race in the funeral games
for Patroclus praises the vividness of the narrative. (The exact point of
reference is the start of the race.)

�l	�� ����	 �� �����-� ���525���
 9� ��"#� A�� -� ���-� �	,��2Y
��
 �K� �������. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] has projected the entire mental image so graphically that the
readers are captured no less than the spectators.

The implication seems to be that the readers could not have received a
deeper impression if they had been present themselves as spectators (later
explicitly mentioned in the Homeric text: .–). Consequently,
it may not be the simple slip of an absent-minded critic or scribe if a
T-scholion on Iliad  says that the spectator (�����) is awestruck by the
description of the battle around the ships.

The bT-scholion on the horse race in Iliad  seems to imply that the
narrator’s projection of a mental image (����	 �) induces the reader to
reproduce this image, with the result that his experience is comparable to
that of an actual spectator. As a consequence, one should reckon with the
possibility that at least some of the numerous notes on the poet creating
����	 � (von Franz : –, Rispoli ) implicitly argue with a
view to an assumed comparison between reader and spectator. The same
applies to the notes on the poet ‘bringing into view’ (3� * E`
� @��
�, see
Chapter ) the events that make up his story. As a result, it is possible
for the reader to ‘see a sight’ (E`
� /"�;�, e.g. schol. bT Il. .b ex.,
on the pitiful scenes of book : Priam is prevented from leaving the city,
Andromache from committing suicide).

 Conversely, Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Comp. , p. .– U.-R.) argues that Candaules’ story is
so well narrated by Herodotus that the reader gets a better impression than a witness. For the idea
of the reader as spectator cf. in general the notion of the poet as eyewitness (Chapter ).

 See schol. T Il. . ex.; note that the b-scholion on the same passage reads ������� (‘reader’).
 The same point is made, though in the opposite direction, by schol. HQR Od. . (quoted

above), which argues that the poet transfers the ����	 � from the reader to the characters (see
also Meijering : –, who, however, assumes that the subject of �������� is Menelaus;
differently and, to my mind, more convincingly  n. ). Cf. also schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on
the accumulation of words for ‘weapon’), although the exact meaning of the phrase ����?�
�
�� ������� remains doubtful: ‘to produce a mental image in the reader’? Rispoli (: )
interprets it as ‘aiutare l’ascoltatore a immaginare meglio la scena’, but gives no parallels. Per-
haps one may compare the unique verb �������?�
� in schol. bT Il. .b ex. (with Erbse’s
note).

 The Homeric text (Il. .–) actually indicates that the women look after the swooning Andro-
mache, but the critic believes that they prevent her from jumping from the wall.
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The exact working of the reader’s cooperative activity in conjuring up the
mental image is meticulously described in a scholion which, therefore, is
an apt way to round off this section and the chapter as a whole. (After bor-
rowing Aphrodite’s love-charm, Hera leaves Mt Olympus in order to meet
Hypnus on the island Lemnos. Her journey is described in some detail:
Pieria, Emathie (= Macedonia), Thrace, Mt Athos and finally Lemnos.)

@���� �������?�
 �K� ���'�, �� !����'� ,���� "
��
�� . . . &7 ���
H����	 �_ -� ���� 	'������2�'	� ( "
���
� -� ��'�,������ ��
����	 �_ ��0 E`�
 -� ���� � ���
 . . . ���'��� ��$� ����������
�K� ���=���� �
������� ��� 	�	
 �� "
���	
�. (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.)

He [sc. Homer] competently names the places, going through the areas which
border on each other . . . For the mind of the readers, travelling together with
the naming of the places, enters into an imaginative and visual perception of the
places . . . In any case, by calling in the readers as witnesses he renders his narrative
highly plausible.

By describing the way-stations step by step, the narrator exhorts the
reader, who (supposedly) knows these places, to call them to mind and
visualise them. The reader’s active cooperation is stimulated. As a result
his mind, as it were, accompanies the narrator and Hera on their gradual
transition from Mt Olympus to Lemnos (cf. Ps.Long. subl. . on the
soul of the reader accompanying the Herodotean narrator during a geo-
graphical description). Furthermore, the reader’s status as ‘(eye)witness’ of
the relevant places contributes to the authentication of the narrative (see
Chapter ). The scholion expresses ideas that are very similar to reader-
response theory, whose ancient roots are further explored in Chapter .

conclusion

The scholia display a considerable interest in the workings of the rela-
tion between poet and reader, with the latter’s attention playing a crucial
role. Ancient critics discuss several methods of securing this attention. The
poet may simply whet the reader’s appetite for information. More often,
however, the central factor is recognised in the reader’s direct psycholog-
ical involvement with the events of the poem, sometimes in the form of
downright partiality. These psychological effects regularly depend on the
creation of a particular expectation, which often leads to some form of
suspense, especially when the expected event is postponed by means of
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retardation. The good poet is seen as alternately increasing and decreasing
the ‘stress level’ of his readers according to the circumstances. At the same
time, the reader’s attention overall is best when the poet sees to it that his
poem maintains a good balance between tension and relaxation, caused in
particular by sufficiently varying his poem. A further point is the active
stimulation of the reader’s mental cooperation, for instance by means of
visualisation.



chapter 6

Gaps and omissions

It is a well-established fact that no text is a seamless series of pieces of
information which provide the reader with an entirely complete picture.
Instead, every text contains minor or major gaps which the reader is to
fill in for himself or herself on the basis of the surrounding information
that the text does provide. In the case of minor gaps, the reader hardly
notices them at all. Other gaps, however, may be considered more serious
and may therefore encourage a commentator to give an explanation that
something is presupposed, but never explicitly mentioned, in the text. As a
consequence, the scholia repeatedly report that a particular event happened
��� � 	
�������� (‘in silence, tacitly’ ≈ ‘implicitly’). For instance, in
Il. .– Aeneas invites Pandarus to mount his chariot in order for them
to attack the raging Diomedes. They do so in –. What happened to
the charioteer?

�1� " * d� ! �$ +/�� �' (� �,�� ��� � 	
�������� ���5�5����, ��0 <	

��� * BJ����I ����� �
�$�. (schol. A Il. .b Did.)

Aeneas’ charioteer must have dismounted tacitly, and there are many instances of
such a technique with Homer.

The passage may in itself seem unspectacular, and the interpretation of
the scene perhaps somewhat literal-minded. What is important, however, is

 See esp. Meinel’s treatise of the same title (); cf. also Lehrs ([] : , –), Naber (:
–), Bachmann (: –), Griesinger (: –), Roemer (: –; : –, –),
Norden (: –). Meinel’s main flaw is his inclination towards ‘Aristarchomania’. He has no
doubts that ‘good’ (i.e. acceptable) comments in Eustathius derive from Aristarchus, regardless of
whether they have actually left traces in the relevant scholia or not (see M. Schmidt :  with
n. ). On Eustathius’ use of the principle see below n. .

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .–a ex., bT Il. .b ex., T Il. .a ex., AbT Il. .c Hrd., A Il. .c ex.,
A Il. .a Ariston., bT Il. .c ex., bT Il. .a ex., A Il. .a Ariston., A Il. .a Ariston.,
AbT Il. . ex., T Il. .a ex., T Il. . ex., T Il. .a ex., bT Il. .b/c ex., T Il. .
ex., schol. pap. Il. .– (p.  Erbse), T Il. .b ex., bT Il. .b ex.; schol. Q Od. .,
HQV Od. ., V Od. ., H Od. ., HQ Od. ., V Od. . and the notes discussed
below.
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that ��� � 	
�������� is recognised as a recurrent feature of Homeric
poetry (��0 <	
 ��� * BJ����I ����� �
�$�) at an early stage in ancient
scholarship.

Of particular interest are those cases in which the scholia reflect a debate
among ancient scholars:

>
 e���"��� ������' ���
�����
 �� !�
� �� �$ h
�� ��0 &� DP��� [sc.
.–], �F� �/	������� >
 ����� ��� 	'��2��	�� �2��
 ! ��
���
	
����2��� �������, ��0 �F "2�� ��
?��;�, �-� ( �
���� <����	��� [sc.
., cf. ] ��0 �� * tJ�'���� ������,����';� �$� ��0 &� * tW"�� �	 �.
(schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple periestigmene,> because Zenodotus brackets [here = deletes] the
conversation between Zeus and Hera in its entirety [sc. .–], not under-
standing that the poet mentions summarily [i.e. by indicating the result only]
many events which happened tacitly, and that one must not investigate why she,
who shortly before [sc. .] had retired to Mt Olympus, is now on Mt Ida.

And a very similar observation is found in another note that expressly
refers back to the note on the former passage:

>
 e���"��� ��0 ���$�� "
�	��=��� ������ “��0 � * @� * �� * tW"�� ���	2��
e�K� m� � ��� '^��”, N� * �� &� * tW"�� ���	���&7 �� �� -I ��" �I *+�������.
����;�� "# � ���'��?�
� ��� &� * tW"�� �� h �. �F �������� �6� >
 �
�
�$� ��� � 	
�������� ������=���� "�; ����"2,�	��
, ������� ��0 ��
�;� ����� ���0 &� DP��� [cf. .]. (schol. A Il. .b Ariston.)

<The diple periestigmene,> because here again Zenodotus has manipulated the
text and wrote ‘and then from Mt Ida Zeus addressed his son’, having him address
his son Apollo in the plain from Mt Ida. But it is ridiculous to have Zeus shout
from Mt Ida. Obviously he [sc. Zenodotus] has not understood that such things
must be understood as happening tacitly, as in the Hera passage above.

The problem is virtually the same in both instances, as the cross-reference
in the second scholion makes clear. In neither case does Homer explicitly
mention that the god has moved from one location to another. He simply
starts from this assumption, leaving out an actual description of the details.

 Erbse (ad loc.) defends Didymean authorship of the note against Ludwich’s objections and adduces
parallels from Aristarchus, many of which are quoted below.

 The verb ���
�����
� itself can mean both ‘to doubt the authenticity of’ (leaving the suspect verses
in the text) and ‘to omit’ (Nickau : –). However, the expression ������' ���
�����
� (with
a parallel in schol. A Il. .– Ariston.) and the formulation of the T-scholion (���� e���"��I
�F� L� ! "
������ &� DP��� ��0 �$ h
��) seem to tip the balance in favour of ‘to omit’ in the
present case.

 A similar case (Zeus’ transition from Mt Olympus to Mt Ida) is discussed in schol. A Il. .
Ariston., but without explicit recourse to the ��� � 	
�������� principle; see also schol. A Il.
.–a Ariston.
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Zenodotus found fault with this and omitted (or athetised, see n. )
the conversation of Zeus and Hera (.–) and rewrote ..
Aristarchus, on the other hand, defended the transmitted text on the
basis of the principle ��� � 	
�������� and blamed Zenodotus for
not being aware of it. The same methodological controversy between the
two scholars recurs in another context in which no textual consequences
appear to be at stake:

>
 ��� ���
 �#� � "��' a�-�, ������5���
 "# �F ��� � a���, ��� *
G	���� [sc. .–] �F-I �� ���
 ,�������. ( "# ������� ���� e���"�Y
��, �����$�� >
 ����� "�; ���	"2,�	��
 ��� � 	
�������� ������=Y
����. (schol. A Il. .b Ariston., cf. AT Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Achilles], though he puts the spear down explicitly,
does not take it up again explicitly, but is clearly using it later [sc. .–]. The
reference is to Zenodotus, who is unaware that many actions [and events] must be
understood as taking place tacitly.

The line in question (.) describes how Achilles puts down his spear
before he jumps into the river, but fifty lines later it is simply said that he
attacks Lycaon with his spear. It is hard to imagine that the passage caused
serious problems of misunderstanding. But it is nevertheless noteworthy for
its explicit reference to Zenodotus’ alleged ignorance of the principle ���
� 	
��������. Complete ignorance on Zenodotus’ part, however, is
not only unlikely, it also clashes with the explicit statement of an Odyssean
scholion. (Nestor reminds Telemachus not to stay away from home too
long.)

�8�� ! ���� ��2��
	� e���"��� �� �;� ���0 &� ���"�� �� Q�����,�'
"
���' �� f���� <���
 &� X����� ��
�;�. �1��
 ��� �� �=�� -�
����� ��� � 	
�������� �����2��
 �� \2	��� ���� �$ Q�����,�'
>
 ��0 ����,�	� ���0 �$ ����� ��'	������ ����	��=�	� ���;�. "
� ��0
�� &7 �t a�`�" �I <���`� “�2�`� " * �� f���� � ��0 �� V=��� ��������”
[Od. .]. (schol. HMQR Od. .)

This passage convinced Zenodotus in the Telemachy systematically to replace
Sparta with Crete. For he believes on the basis of these words [sc. Nestor’s] that
Nestor has heard tacitly [i.e. not explicitly mentioned in the text] from Telemachus
about his plans to sail elsewhere in order to inquire after his father. That is why
he also wrote in book  ‘I will send you to Crete and sandy Pylos.’

 See Lehrs ([] : ). Nickau’s (: –) elaborate defence of Zenodotus’ motives requires
the assumption of quite some maliciousness on the part of Aristarchus and his school, suggesting
that they would deliberately misrepresent and banalise Zenodotus’ arguments.

 There is no indication that Zenodotus actually objected to the passage, and it is worth mentioning
that the marginal sign in A is a simple diple, not a diple periestigmene.
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According to this witness Zenodotus is familiar with the principle ���
� 	
��������, although it cannot be determined with certainty whether
he used this particular expression. One can therefore conclude that Zen-
odotus decided each case on its merits and did not a priori exclude an
explanation along the lines of ��� � 	
��������. In the case of the
two passages from Iliad  he appears to have decided against it, only later
to earn Aristarchus’ criticism. Nickau may well be right that Zenodotus
was particularly concerned about implicit movements of the gods.

The other scholion which bears witness to a scholarly debate is an
unusually long note on .– (another conversation between Zeus and
Hera). In this case it is the scholar Zenodorus who is said to doubt the
authenticity of the lines in question. After giving a full list of arguments
against their authenticity (see Excursus at the end of Chapter ) he writes:

�-� � �� ��� &� * tW"�� ���5�	
� �$ h
�� �F "�"������; ���� �F�
�� @���
� 	 ,�
� �� ���
	5��'�2��
� �F, ^����� ���� ������ ��, 〈����〉
[add. Erbse] 	'�,���2�� ��� � 	
�������� �G� �����&	��
. >��' "#
���� 	���� �	
 ��0 G����, ��0 �$� G�����. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.,
p. .– Erbse)

And why did he [sc. Homer] not mention Zeus’ transition from Mt Ida [sc. to Mt
Olympus]? Admittedly, the same cannot be used as an objection in the case of lines
whose authenticity is undisputed, and one has rather to admit that it happened
thus tacitly. Conversely, where the rest is corrupt and suspect, this too [sc. the
��� � 	
��������] must be suspect.

The passage clearly resembles the two former passages in that the silent
transition of a god from one location to the other is again the point around
which the argument revolves. Zenodorus admits the general validity of
the principle ��� � 	
��������, which Aristarchus adduced in the
present case too (see schol. A Il. .a Ariston., sim. T). But he restricts
it to ‘undisputed’ passages and refuses to apply it in defence of passages
which are very suspect already: the principle must not be used at random.
Although few will follow Zenodorus in excising .–, his point is
worth considering against a more general backdrop. There are undeniably
cases where the answer ‘��� � 	
��������’ is used as an easy cure.

 Nickau (: ); see also Zenodotus’ plus-verse Il. .a. It remains odd, though, that he does
not seem to object to silent transitions of gods elsewhere in the Iliad. The evidence is usefully
collected by Nickau (: –), whose argument, however, that Homer’s narrative technique is
substantially different on the third day of fighting (books –) fails to convince me.

 On Zenodorus see Nickau (: ).
 E.g. schol. bT .b ex. (a rationalising explanation for why Hector does not have a second spear).

See also Wilamowitz (: ), who criticises the ��� � 	
�������� as a Verlegenheitsausrede.
Another source for an inflationary use of the principle is Eustathius. (Persuasum praeterea mihi



Gaps and omissions 

All the passages discussed so far have had as their common denominator
the idea that the narrator presupposes, at a later stage in the narrative, an
action which happened ��� � 	
��������. For example, Il. .–
makes no sense unless one assumes that Hera has gone in the meantime
from Mt Olympus to Mt Ida, but the narrator never says explicitly that
she did.

This is perhaps the moment to bring in the systematic distinction made
by Meinel (: ), who differentiates between the 	
�������� proper
and what he calls, with a term borrowed from scholia such as bT Il.
.a ex., ������
`
� (‘omission’): the term 	
�������� refers to
an event that is entirely left implicit and must be reconstructed by the
reader, while ������
`
� refers to an event that is first passed over in
silence but later explicitly added by the narrator. In principle Meinel’s
distinction is valid (but see below). The passage from Iliad  is an actual
	
��������, whereas in the case of ������
`
�, the narrator first omits
a piece of information and then adds it at a later stage. As Aristarchus puts
it (Agamemnon reminds the troops of their boastful speeches right before
the beginning of the war):

>
 �$� �
������� �#� �F ���2	�	��, 9� ��������� "# ����" "�	
�. (schol.
A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] did not describe this <event> as one which
is taking place, but he presents it as one which has taken place in the past.

By having Agamemnon refer to the event in the past, the narrator so
to speak fills a gap. It is, in other words, an analepsis that provides new
information (see Chapter ). This requires comparatively little cooperation
on the part of the reader, because the narrator provides the omitted piece
of information himself. Conversely, in the case of the 	
�������� the
reader is requested to fill in the gap by himself. However, as Meinel (:

habeo Eustathium hoc schema, quo admodum videtur delectatus esse, etiam suo Marte nonnumquam
arcessivisse ad locos Homericos explicandos vel illustrandos: van der Valk on Eust. . = .. with
numerous examples.)

 It should be emphasised that this use of the term ������
`
� is rather different from the one
found in rhetoric. There it designates the explicit omission of an element (‘I will pass over . . . ’, i.e.,
praeteritio): e.g. Anaxim. Rh. .– (p. .– Fuhrmann), Hermog. Inv. . (p. .– Rabe).

 A similar formulation is found in schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (Polydamas complains that Hector
always takes exception to his suggestion made in the assembly); see also A Il. .a Ariston. (with
L. Friedländer’s note quoted by Erbse ad loc.; Agamemnon refers to repeated criticism on the part
of the Greeks) and bT Il. .a ex. (Homer submits the names of the servants later).

 The event referred to ‘predates’ the Iliad by several years and could, strictly speaking, not be
presented by Homer 9� �
�������. But as notes such as schol. bT Il. .– ex. (discussed below)
show, critics were little bothered by this and considered all these cases instances of ������
`
�.
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) himself saw, this basic distinction is not always observed in the scholia,
whether conceptually or terminologically. And, in fact, there are borderline
cases where one can argue about the correct attribution to one or the other
of the two categories.

In any case, the several notes on ��� � 	
�������� often betray
a close familiarity with the Homeric epics. In his speech to Euphorbus,
Menelaus triumphantly refers to the death of Euphorbus’ brother Hyper-
enor, who is said to have slighted Menelaus by calling him the worst of
the Greek warriors (Il. .–). Hyperenor’s death is described briefly in
.–, but no mention is made there of his supposed abuse:

� 	���;�� h
��=	
�� [fr.  Linke] "
� �� Bj�������� ��	
. ���� ���
 ���
“ *+��["�� " * @� * <��
� * Bj�������� ��
�2�� ��-� | �S�	�” [Il. .–]. ��0
1	�� ��� � 	
�������� ���; �F�� k�� "
	��. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

Dionysius [sc. Thrax] says that the reason for the sign is Hyperenor. For it was
stated earlier that ‘then Atreus’ son struck Hyperenor, shepherd of men’. And it
may well be that he [sc. Hyperenor] abused him there tacitly (or implicitly).

Menelaus’ apparent analepsis does not have an equivalent in the text, and
this absence is explained by referring to a typical feature of Homer’s narra-
tive technique. Conversely, it is worth citing a passage in which Aristarchus
decided not to make use of the principle. (In the battle at the ships, Athena
removes the mist from the eyes of the Greek warriors so that they can see
Hector.)

��� �=�' [sc. Il. .] ��� �$ “�" * >		�
 ���� ��'	 �” [.] ����$��

	 ,�
 ��, >
 �F ���	'� 	��
 �,�=�, ���� 	'��,-� ��,���
. �$� "2 ��	
�
“ D C���� "# ���		��� 5��� ������ ��0 %� ��'�” [.]. ������� "#
�F ��������, >� <���� “U "# �
&� ���0 ���� <,�� �����” [.] ��0 >�
��������
 �F�K� “���� ��,�	� * ��0 ��'	0� ����2��” [.]; (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston.)

From this line [.] to ‘and all those by the ships’ (.) six lines are athetised,
because the mist is not prepared for in advance, but they are fighting without
interruption. Now he [sc. Homer] says ‘they [sc. the Greeks] observed Hector,
good at the war cry, and his comrades’. And did they not see him before when he

 E.g. if Il. .– (‘never did he [sc. Achilles] go to the assembly, where men win glory, nor ever to
war’) is explained as �/��� ��� � 	
�������� ��0 �����	 �� ��0 ������� ���� �K� ���
� ��'�
���2	��
 (‘it is likely that there were, tacitly, both an assembly and a war against the neighbours [sc.
of the Trojans]’: schol. bT Il. .–a ex.), one might argue that we are dealing with an, admittedly
short, completing analepsis, not with a 	
�������� as defined by Meinel.

 Similarly, schol. A Il. .a Ariston. establishes the connection and records the absence of Hyper-
enor’s abuse, but without using the expression ��� � 	
��������. Conversely, schol. bT Il.
.– ex. argues that this Hyperenor is not the same as in book . For the question of homony-
mous characters see Chapter .
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said ‘the two of them [sc. Ajax and Hector] were labouring in the toil of war about
the same ship’ and when he [sc. Hector] urged them [sc. the Trojans] ‘But fight at
the ships in close throngs’?

Not only does Aristarchus take exception to the missing motivation of
the mist, he also perceives a logical inconsistency. To his mind, the quoted
passages prove that the Greeks could see and recognise Hector before, and
that clashes with the idea of the mist. This appears to be Aristarchus’
main objection, and one may speculate that, without this inconsistency, he
might have accepted the ‘sudden’ presence of the mist and explained it in
terms of ��� � 	
��������, as in fact the grammarian Telephus does,
according to the T-scholion (schol. T Il. .b ex.).

Given that Aristarchus uses the principle ��� � 	
�������� in a
qualified way, it is perhaps less suprising that the same principle can also
be used against him and one of his textual decisions. (In Od. .–
Penelope is aware that the beggar (Odysseus) is present in the palace and
is being maltreated by the suitors, although she has not been informed
explicitly.)

����=�
 *+� 	��,�� "t. �-� ��� d� �$� �/"� �, �/ �� ��� ��� � 	
���Y
�����; (schol. HVind.  Od. .)

Aristarchus marks four <lines> [sc. Od. .–] as spurious. For how could she
[sc. Penelope] know this, unless, perhaps, implicitly?

The witness reports Aristarchus’ verdict and his reasons: the lines in
question are doubtful because Penelope cannot know this. What follows
looks like second thoughts to defend the passage on the basis of the well-
known principle. The critic seems to argue that the lines can stand if
one assumes that Penelope learned about the beggar’s presence ��� �
	
��������.

 The third passage, Il. ., reflects the critics’ assumption that each side can hear what the other
says among themselves (see Chapter ).

 Modern scholars are in disagreement over the attribution of the note. Wendel () and Erbse
(ad loc.) argue in favour of Telephus against Schrader, who vindicates the note for Porphyry (:
–).

 The question ‘How does the character know?’ belongs to the larger thematic complex of motivation
and underlies many a comment in the scholia (see Chapters ,  and ).

 Cf. schol. H Od. .– (����=���
, >
 �� �2���
 V������� ���� u�2���, �/ �� @��
	
����2���, ‘<the two lines> are considered spurious, because Penelope does not send <a
messenger> to Laertes, unless she does so tacitly’). Roemer (: ) boldly rewrites schol.
HVind.  Od. . in order to make Zenodotus responsible for the athetesis and Aristarchus for
the defence.

 Seleucus’ argument against Aristarchus’ athetesis of Il. . (schol. pap. Il. .–, p.  Erbse)
is only superficially similar, because he makes use of ��� � 	
�������� in a slightly different
sense, see below.
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It is likely that ��� � 	
�������� became a catchphrase at a com-
paratively early stage and reached a readership beyond the inner circles of
‘professional’ literary critics. For the geographer Strabo wonders about the
different treatment of the Dolopians in Homer and in Pindar. Whereas
Pindar (fr. ) mentions that Phoenix led them into battle, Homer does
not. Strabo concludes:

�$� "� ��0 ���� -I ��
�&7 ��� � 	
��������, 9� �/���	
 �2��
� �^
������
�� , 	'�'����'	2��. (Strabo .. = C.– Radt)

This then must be understood in Homer too <as happening> tacitly, as the
grammarians are wont to say.

Many modern readers (and, in fact, Aristarchus: schol. D Il. ., see
Chapter ) will disagree with Strabo’s method of filling ‘gaps’ in Homer
with passages from Pindar. What is more important here, however, is his
reference to a well-known principle of interpretation which requires the
active cooperation of the reader. Ancient readers draw attention to this
cooperation when they argue that something must be ‘understood’ because
it is presupposed by the text but not explicitly mentioned. The words they
use to express that idea include 3����=� (e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.),
also 	'�'����=� (e.g. Strabo, quoted above) and ���	'����=� (e.g.
schol. A Il. .a Ariston.), ��"2,���
 (e.g. schol. V Od. .), ���	Y
"2,���
 (e.g. schol. A Il. .b Ariston.), ��� ?���
 (e.g. Theophrastus,
quoted below), ��2� (e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.), 3����2� (e.g. schol.
Q Od. ., quoted below), ���	��
��2� (e.g. schol. bT Il. .a ex.),
�1���
 (e.g. schol. pap. Il. .–, p.  Erbse). Most of these words can
refer to anything that the reader must ‘understand’ (in addition to or below
the surface of what the text explicitly states), not just to cases of ��� �
	
�������� as described above.

the cooperation of the reader

Of particular interest in this connection is a scholion attributed to Porphyry
which explicitly discusses the particulars of the reader’s cooperation that
is implicit in words such as 3����=� etc. (The Greeks wash their hands
before the sacrifice.)

"
�  ��� � "�;���� �F ��
�; �K� �������'� ���� ?���� ��
,�;���; . . . a�2�� "# ��0 �$�. >�� ��� �2��I. “,2��
5� " * ��� �����

 Related but not exactly the same is the allegorists’ notion of 3����
�, the second meaning which
underlies the surface meaning of a passage (see e.g. Ramelli :  with n. ,  n. , with lit.).
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���,��I ��2,�'� �2��'	� | ���&7 ,�'	� �I 3�#� ���'�2�
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>��� �� &� �c���� ���	���� ��������	��. ��0 �� *+���l� R2��I !��
Y
���;	�� ��0 � "��' "�$	�� -I Q�����,�I [sc. Od. .] �F�2
 ��	 �, >���
�$� ��
�$	� ��2��5��. ���0 ��0 � ���� �/� ���	����� ��
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 " "�	

R��
���� *J"'		�; [sc. Il. .]. >��� "# �$� ��2"����, �F�2
 ���	���Y
���, "
"�K� �;� ������;� ��� * %�'�K� ��� ?�	��
 � �����'��. ��0 �����
�
�$� <	
 ��-��
 ��� * �F-I. �F ��� �����,  �1��I, ���� ��0  �� �1��I,
�����
	��. (schol. bT Il. .a Porph.)

Why does he [sc. Homer] not portray the characters washing their hands after
dinner too? . . . It must also be noted that when he says ‘A maid poured water
from a silver pitcher into a golden basin for them to wash their hands’, we will
suppose that it is not for washing before dinner alone. For he simply describes
the beginning [sc. of the action] and does not go into details. As a consequence,
the water for washing their hands was there whenever they wanted to use it. For
both the table and the other furniture were at their disposal so long as they needed
them. In the same way he describes the feast of the Pylians upon Telemachus’
arrival, but not how they stood up and departed from the seashore. And he says
that Athena in the guise of Mentes gave her spear to Telemachus, but not that
she took it back when she left. Meriones gives his bow to Odysseus for the night
expedition, but he [sc. Homer] does not indicate that he gives it back, thereby
leaving it up to the readers to infer the consequences themselves. And many such
instances can be noted in him [sc. Homer]. For he not only took care about what
to say, but also what not to.

Porphyry’s argument is repeated almost verbatim in a slightly fuller
version of the scholion on another sacrifice scene (schol. HQR Od. .).
And practically the same thought is expressed in the much shorter scholion
on Od. .. (At dawn Telemachus gets ready to leave Eumaeus’ farm and
to return to the city. He takes a spear.)

����� �$� k����	�, � "# � ��� 	�	
������, ���
"� � �
������;� �� � L�
��0 	=�����. 9� � ��� &� ���&� �#� ��0 �� ,�;��� ���� ��	��
 "���;, �
"# ��� �� �����, 9� �����'���, (�;� 	
��&7 ��2�
��� 3�����;�. (schol.
Q Od. .; for the last clause cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

He [sc. Homer] only named this [sc. the spear] and has omitted the sword, since
people always carried swords and it was customary for them to do so. In the same
way he always describes the washing of the hands before the meal only, that after
the meal he leaves it up to us tacitly to understand as a consequence.
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Porphyry’s comment contains in principle two arguments which are
directly related: (i) it is not unusual for Homer to describe only the begin-
ning of an action summarily and not the subsequent details or the comple-
tion; (ii) by deliberately leaving out certain elements, he tries to enlist the
active cooperation of the reader. The former argument is quite common
and recurs with some regularity. Equally relevant in the present context is
the striking similarity of the second argument to modern Rezeptionsästhetik.
The representatives of the so-called ‘Konstanzer Schule’ of reception theory
would probably object to Porphyry’s open intentionalism, but apart from
that they would agree that it is the reader’s task to fill in the gaps left in a
text in the course of the cooperative activity called ‘reading’ (e.g. Iser ).

The basis of Porphyry’s explanation can be found in a rhetorical theory
which Ps.Demetrius in his work On Style expounds under the name of
Theophrastus (cf. N. J. Richardson a: ):

�� �=�
� � �6� � �
�����, ��0 �� oI 4�����	�� ��	
�, >
 �F ���� �� *
���
5� �� "�; ���������;�, ��� * <�
� ����
��;� ��0 -I �����&7 	'�
2��

��0 ��� ?�	��
 �� �3�$. 	'��0� ��� � ����
��#� 3�� 	�$ �F� �������
�����, ���� ��0 ���'� 	�' � ���
, ��0 ]�� �F���2	����. 	'���� ��� �F-I
"���; "
� 	# �� ������� ����	,���� �F-I �$ 	'�
2��
, � "# ���� 9�
�����I �2��
� ����
��	���
 <�
��� �$ ������$. (Theophrastus fr. 
Fortenbaugh = Ps.Demetr. eloc. )

Persuasiveness, therefore, resides in these [i.e. clarity and ordinary usage] and in
what Theophrastus says: namely, that one ought not to elaborate everything in
detail, but leave some things for the listener, too, to perceive and infer for himself;
for when he perceives what you have left out, he not only is a listener but also
becomes your witness, and in addition more favourably disposed. For he thinks
himself perceptive, because you have provided him with the occasion to exercise
perception. Saying everything as if to a fool gives the appearance of despising the
listener.

 Schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (another dispute with Zenodotus on the ‘unfulfilled promise’ to portray
Menestheus as efficient commander of troops, quoted in Chapter ), A Il. .a Ariston. (Nestor
promises gifts to whoever will go and spy on the Trojans, but the fulfilment is not narrated), A Il.
.a Ariston. (ditto), cf. also A Il. .a Ariston. (on the opposite case where the beginning is
‘missing’, here: Machaon’s aristeia), sim. bT Il. .b ex. (on the sacrifice with subsequent dinner);
see Meinel (: –). All in all, these are exceptions. Homer is wont to give a short summary and
then to elaborate in detail (see Chapter ).

 Aristotle already developed the notion that the orator should omit elements which are obvious.
The audience will supply them for themselves (��� ��� LI 
 �=�� ����
���, �F"#� "�; �2��
�.
�F�� ��� �$� ���	 ��	
� ! �������: Arist. Rh. a–), cf. also Theon II .–
Spengel (������ ���2� � >	� 	'�'����=�	��
 "���;), schol. Dem. . (p.  Dilts). A similar
idea can be found without the theoretical framework in Callimachus (fr. . = SH .). As for
Theophrastus, Grube (: ) speaks of ‘[p]erhaps the most original fragment’; see also Nannini
(: –).
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The fact that Theophrastus is talking about rhetoric and not about
literature is of minor importance, because literary criticism and rhetoric
are closely interrelated in antiquity (Introd. page ). In Theophrastus’
account the stimulation of the listener’s mental effort leads to an even
stronger bond than in Porphyry’s version. The listener is pleased to receive
an opportunity to display his inferential abilities (��� ?�	��
). As a
consequence he becomes a witness instead of a mere listener, that is, an
active participant in the lawsuit who can fill in the gaps in the account
known to the jury. The similarities between Theophrastus and Porphyry,
however, outweigh any differences of emphasis. Both see the reader not as
a passive recipient of the text, but as one who actively participates in the
rather complex process of making meaning. In a world which tends to put
greater emphasis on the author as the producer of literature, the importance
of Theophrastus’ and Porphyry’s position can hardly be exaggerated.

other applications of the expression ��� � 	
��������

Against the backdrop of the Strabo passage discussed above, it is hardly
surprising that the interpretative principle can be found in non-Homeric
scholia too. Some notes are similar to the ones discussed above. But the
scholia on dramatic poets contain several notes such as the following:

��� 	
�������� 3����,���	�� ! *C����&� ��0 ! @������. (schol. A. Th.
g)

Eteocles and the messenger left the stage tacitly.

While most modern commentators posit the messenger’s exit in line
 (Taplin a: ), this critic has the two leave together after line
. More importantly, he draws attention to the fact that the exit is not
explicitly indicated in the text of Seven against Thebes in the form of an

 One of the anonymous referees has made the attractive suggestion that Aristotle’s concept of
	'���� ?�	��
 (as used in Po. b) already presupposes the notion that the poet enlists the
reader’s cooperation. Theophrastus apparently fleshed out an idea inherent in the writings of his
teacher and predecessor. The notion that the reader takes pleasure in actively participating in
producing the meaning of the passage recurs, in slightly different contexts, in Ps.Long. subl. .
(on the effect of the sublime) and Quint. .. (on understanding deliberately obscure language).
I owe these references to the same anonymous referee.

 It should, however, be repeated that the author retains the main responsibility in both Theophrastus
and Porphyry. The only pre-modern critic who seems to have shifted the responsibility fully to the
reader is Plutarch, in his treatise De audiendis poetis (see Konstan ).

 Cf. schol. Thuc. .. (Thucydides did not previously mention the order to the  soldiers, so it
must have happened ��� � 	
��������), schol. Theocr. .–b (Battus tacitly left the scene
[and returned to it]), perhaps also schol. A. PV  (probably corrupt).

 See W. G. Rutherford (:  n. ), who, however, overlooks the present scholion.
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implicit stage direction. The problem with this type of explanation is that
it is also extended to passages which do prepare for the imminent exit (or
entrance) of a character. In schol. E. Med. , for example, the critic seems
to be using the known phrase in the sense that the nurse does not utter
an explicit exit line (or the like) when she actually leaves the stage after
line , although she expressed her intention to do so in . Contrary
to the examples discussed above, her exit is not really left implicit, but she
herself does not explicitly mention it. Needless to say, such notes cater to
a reading audience. The spectators would have been immediately aware of
silent entrances and exits.

Another note on a dramatic text shows that at least one critic used the
phrase ��� � 	
�������� in the sense of ‘what is not presented on
stage’:

��� � 	
�������� �	���� ( V��'�2��. <��� ��� �;� ���
��;� � �� �� *
E`�
 -� ���-� ���
��;�. ��
���	�� ��� d� !�-��� �
�=�� �2��. (schol.
E. Hec. )

Polyxena is killed backstage [lit. tacitly]. For it was the habit of the tragedians not
to have characters killed in full view of the audience, because they would have
been distressed by such a spectacle.

This is a curious and perhaps unique extension of the phrase’s meaning,
for the sacrifice of Polyxena is of course mentioned in the text of the play
(e.g. –). The closest parallel for this adaptation are passages where
	
��l� means ‘not to present on stage’: argum. A. Ag.  (on Cassandra
being killed backstage). Similarly, the expression ��� � 	
��������
can be used in order to explain how a character learns something that is
not expressly mentioned in the text or presented on stage: Menelaus has
been informed ��� � 	
�������� about the events inside the house
(i.e. the kidnapping of Hermione: schol. E. Or. ); Strepsiades learned
the elaborate rain theory (not mentioned elsewhere in the play: Dover
: ad loc.) ��� � 	
�������� from Socrates (schol. Ar. Nu. a),
and the same is said to apply to the question regarding the size of the sea
(schol. Ar. Nu. ).

 That is, ‘anything said or done before an entry or an exit which prepares for that event or has a
bearing on it’ (Taplin a: –), not an explicit stage direction in the margin. For notes on
entrances and exits in general see Chapter .

 See Chapter  with the parallel case of the silent entrance of the chorus in Orestes (schol. E. Or.
); a similar explanation applies to the silent entrances discussed in schol. E. Or. , , Ph.
, Ar. Nu. a (see Chapter ).

 For the dramaturgical convention not to present killings on stage see Chapter .
 Cf. also schol. HVind.  Od. . (on Penelope knowing about the presence of the beg-

gar/Odysseus, discussed above). Yet another application is the curious note (schol. Ar. Nu. )
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The meaning of ��� � 	
�������� in the scholion to Hecuba
(quoted above) is perhaps best explained as an extension of Aristarchus’
�$� �
������� �#� �F ���2	�	��, 9� ��������� "# ����" "�	
�
(see above). The tragic poet does not present an event on stage, but has his
characters refer to it beforehand and/or afterwards. Although this is not,
strictly speaking, a 	
��������, the critic does not hesitate to adapt the
term to his purposes.

Latin commentators are familiar with the interpretative principle too.
Donatus (Eun. .., I . Wessn.) uses the Greek expression in the
sense of ‘what is not presented (or mentioned) on stage’. The expression
is attested in its more regular meaning in Servius too, whether in Greek
(Aen. ., .), in Latin translation (.: per silentium intellegimus)
or in some other form (., .).

excursus: seleucus and the meaning of ��� � 	
��������

A papyrus commentary on Iliad  (pap. XII Erbse, second century
AD) contains among other things a passage from Seleucus’ treatise ‘On
Aristarchus’ critical signs’ in which he twice uses the expression under
discussion. The commentator (Ammonius?) first gives Aristarchus’ reasons
for athetising Il. .: in his speech to Achilles, Poseidon says ‘I (and
Athena)’ instead of ‘Poseidon’, the implication being that Achilles recog-
nises them through their human disguise (cf. .), which Aristarchus
finds unacceptable. The papyrus continues:

����� �$� �2��
 X2��'��� �� -〈
〉 �t f�� -� *+�
	��,�' 	��� �� >
 ��-
"��	
� 9��
��2��
 >��� ��� [�] 	� [
]�������� "
� &� "��
�	��[�] 1,��
�$ ���0 �)��
 ���2,��[]�� 
� [�]��0 �-� �/����	
 “[�] �� ��� �
 �-
 ��-�
��
������ [�/�]2�” [.]; ��0 [3]�� h
�� "# ��� � 	[
�]�� ������
��2����	��. (schol. pap. Il. .–, p.  Erbse)

To this Seleucus responds in book  of his ‘On Aristarchus’ critical signs’ that they
[sc. Poseidon and Athena], though in the guise of men, nevertheless implicitly
leave a trace of their being gods by means of their greeting. For why did they
say ‘for such helpers are we two from the gods’? And they were sent out by Zeus
tacitly (or implicitly).

The second instance of ��� � 	
�������� is in line with the exam-
ples seen so far. Zeus’ dispatch of Poseidon and Athena is not explicitly

which argues that Hermes (i.e. the herm in front of Socrates’ house) advises Strepsiades by ��� �
	
�������� throwing back his head (�����=�
�, as a sign of denial).

 ‘Ammonius’ reports a second reason, see the longer treatment of the passage in Chapter .
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mentioned in the text and therefore happened ‘tacitly’. The former instance,
however, must be understood in the sense that, by means of their greeting,
the gods ‘implicitly’ indicate their divine status. The regular application of
the expression assumes that it is the poet who ‘remains silent’, whereas here
it is the character Poseidon, and the inference must be made by Achilles, not
the reader. In other words, the expression ��� � 	
�������� no longer
indicates a narratorial omission, but is used in the looser sense ‘what the
character indicates implicitly’, perhaps even ‘allusively’ (cf. schol. E. Andr.
). If the papyrus preserves Seleucus’ wording, the expression ��� �
	
�������� seems to have been used in a looser sense at a comparatively
early date, in any case no later than the date of the papyrus.

other narratorial omissions

Reference was made above to the term ������
`
�: the narrator omits a
certain piece of information and adduces it at a later point in his narrative
by means of a completing analepsis. The scholia report that Homer is fond
of this narrative device:

BJ���
��� "# <��� � <�
� ������ ��
� ��0 G	���� ���?�
�, “��� * �"� �� ��0
@���� "�'�0 ��5�	��” [Il. .]. “�F� ��2��	�� ��,�� ��� � ,��� H��=����
”
[Il. .]. “��-�� [T, ���I�� Hom.] �#� ��� � ��0 DP��I 	�$ * �����=��”
[Il. .]. (schol. bT Il. .– ex., the examples only in T)

It is typical of Homer to omit single elements and to mention them later, <e.g.
Aeneas speaking:> ‘but once before now he [sc. Achilles] drove me with his spear’,
<or Achilles speaking: ‘so long as I was fighting among the Achaeans,> he [sc.
Hector] was not minded to rouse battle far from the wall’, <or Athena speaking:
‘Ares, who> just recently spoke with me and Hera, and promised <he would fight
against the Trojans>’.

The passage which triggered this comment is again Menelaus referring to
Hyperenor’s abuse (cf. above). In the view of this critic, Hyperenor’s abuse
was left out (������ ��
�) in the former passage (Il. .–) and is now
added by the narrator in accordance with his regular technique. The three
examples which are meant to illustrate this are not exactly parallel to the
passage under discussion, because all three refer to events that happened
before the opening of the Iliad and as such could not be related by the
narrator 9� �
�������. Apparently, ancient critics were not bothered by

 A parallel for 	
�������� in the looser sense ‘implicitly’ (though not in the full expression ���
� 	.) can be found in schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (on what is left implicit in Antenor’s statement).
For the full expression cf. also Clement Strom. .. (= Cleanthes fr.  SVF).

 The inclusion of the three examples is based on the idea that Homer left out most of the Trojan
war, but added them to his narrative by means of analepsis (see Chapter ).
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this (see n. ). In any case, the general point of the scholion is clear, and
like comments occur elsewhere. (In the ‘marshalling of the troops’ in Iliad
 Agamemnon visits his officers one by one.)

��� "# ��2����� ( BC�2�� [cf. Il. .–], �=�'� ���
� (�;� "���;, ��0 m
�����2��
��� ���;, �$� o"� ��������;. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.)

The characters listed by Helen he [sc. Homer] shows us again, and what he left
out there, he thus fills in here.

The line under discussion (Il. .) is the beginning of the epipolesis.
Some of the characters involved had been described by Helen in the teicho-
scopia. Homer designs the two scenes in such a way, the critic argues, that
they are complementary. The point that two passages complement each
other (�����$� and compounds) is also made elsewhere. However, the
word ������ ��
� in the scholia quoted above indicates that the narrator
is seen as deliberately omitting elements in the former treatment in order
to present them later. Schadewaldt recognised the importance of this nar-
rative principle for Homer and gave a detailed description of what he called
stückweise Enthüllung (‘piecemeal disclosure’). If the narrator’s omission
in the former place is noticeable, he creates suspense and whets the reader’s
appetite to hear about the rest elsewhere. (Nestor informs Telemachus that,
since he sailed straight home, he cannot tell him whether the others got
home safely or not.)

"�
��� �� ! ��
��� ��5��U� �/� ��
�'� �� -� ��	�� �� �������
����lI ���
�, N�� � ��
�� "
 * @���' ,�� �' "���	�I. � ��� %�0 ���Y
�� -� ��� �K� ��	�'� �������� ����
� �� ���
��;��
 �F �
�����. ��
�2��
 "# "���'�2��� -� 	'�5�5����� ��
��
	�� � ���
 � �l�. (schol.
EHMQ Od. .)

 Cf. schol. MV Od. . (probably on the second nekyia as a whole): �F�� ��� ��������; �
����,�$ ������
��2�� (‘with good sense for timing he [sc. Homer] fills in what has been left
out elsewhere’).

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (Hephaestus’ story is told in two places which complement each
other; sim. A Il. .a Ariston.), bT Il. .a ex. (Nestor’s ‘story’ of how he killed Ereuthalion is
completed later, sc. .–), bT Il. . ex. (the story about Heracles’ sack of Troy is completed
in book ). These notes should probably be read against the general backdrop that a good poet is
expected to avoid unnecessary repetition (see Chapter ).

 Schadewaldt ([] : – and passim). He also saw the relevance of schol. bT Il. .– ex.
to his interpretation ( n. ). Cf. also the notion that a poet ‘keeps things in store’ (��
�=�	��
)
for later (see Chapter ).

 Partial suppression of information in order to create suspense is documented in rhetorical theory:
"�; � �������� �F� �F�K� �2��
�, >
 ��2���, ���� ��� �
����, �����-�� �� ������� ��0
������?��� 	'�����
l� (‘one should not immediately say of events that they happened, but
reveal them only gradually, keeping the reader in suspense and forcing him to share the anguish’:
Ps.Demetr. eloc. ; see Meijering : – and Chapter  on the emotional aspect of suspense).
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It is extraordinary how the poet rouses the curiosity of the reader to want to hear
about the homecomings and once again creates in him suspense, so that he can
narrate the rest in another passage. For it is implausible to attribute to a single
character knowledge of everything that happened during the returns. To reveal the
events in instalments lends credibility to the whole poem.

The gap left by Nestor in his account will be filled in by Menelaus in
book , with the reader eagerly waiting for it. A similar distribution of
labour applies to the report of what happened during Menelaus’ absence
from Sparta:

�F� "# � ������
�� ���?�
. � "# ��� �2��� ���0 C/"��2�� ��0 V��2�� ��0
&� ���$�� "
��
5&� �F�� ! ���U� "
���	��
. �
���-� "# 	'����2�
	�

� &� "
���	���. (schol. Q Od. .)

He [sc. Nestor] just gives a summary. It will be the character directly involved [sc.
Menelaus] to narrate the details <of his encounter with> Eidothea and Proteus
and his stay there. The narrative is split up in a plausible way.

In both cases the critic praises the piecemeal disclosure of informa-
tion in the Homeric epics. It makes for good reading, not least because
such a distribution is plausible, each character covering the part he or she
knows best. In addition, the avoidance of (potentially tedious) uniformity
(Chapter ) or long stretches of narrative (Chapter ) is likely to play a
role as well. The verb 	'����2�
	�
 in the Odyssean scholion above may
well be related to ���
	��� in the sense of ‘distribution of material’, which
distinguishes the good orator (D.H. Is. , p. . U.-R.). Cognate terms
fulfil the same function elsewhere: the story of Peisander and Hippolochus
is distributed over two places in Homer’s account (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.), as are Menoetius’ instructions in Nestor’s speech to Patroclus (schol. T
Il. .– ex.). What is more, both the bT-scholion on Il. .– (quoted
above) and Eustathius describe the piecemeal disclosure and the tempo-
rary omission connected with it as a typical feature of Homeric narrative
technique.

 The notion that distribution of data over several characters results in plausibility also turns up in
tragic scholia (schol. S. Ant. ). The overall result can be the same as in the case of piecemeal
disclosure in a narrative text: ��� 5��,K "# �����5����
 (�;� ! ��
��� � &� ^	�� �� �$
J/" ��"�� (‘the poet gradually inserts for us the elements of Oedipus’ story’: schol. S. OT , cf.
, ). The opposite principle is observed by Euripides, who discloses his plots �F�=� (Arist. Rh.
a–, also schol. S. Aj. a); see Meijering (: , ).

 See Eustathius . = ..–: �� * <��� BJ����', �/����� "
�����
� ���
� ��� ?�
� ��
^	��
��� �����'� �� (‘in accordance with Homer’s habit, who is wont to distribute the sequence
of his story over different places’); see van der Valk (II: xxxvi with n. ) and Keizer (: Index III,
s.v. ��� ?�).
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conclusion

The notion that a (poetic) text contains ‘gaps’ is widespread among ancient
literary critics. They repeatedly draw attention to relevant examples and
explain to the reader which pieces of information have been left implicit.
More than once the Alexandrian scholars appear to disagree on whether a
passage that contains such a gap is genuine. A general rule does not seem to
apply. Aristarchus, for example, more often defends, but on occasion also
rejects relevant passages. But most scholars seem to be willing to accept it
as a standard feature of a (poetic) text.

The most commonly used expression for the mechanism whereby story
elements are left implicit by the poet is ��� � 	
�������� (lit. ‘in
silence, tacitly’), which by the time of Strabo seems to have the ring of
fashionable jargon of literary criticism. Given the success of the expression,
it is perhaps inevitable that it is sometimes used rather loosely with reference
to virtually anything that is not expressly mentioned in the text. In a similar
vein, some critics appear to have (mis-)used it as a cure for all kinds of
apparent or real problems.

At a comparatively early stage, probably no later than Aristotle, scholars
realised that a ‘lacunose’ narrative requires and enlists the cooperation of
a reader who fills the gaps by inference. The poet can put this to use
by carefully selecting which pieces of information are to be left out or
submitted at a later stage. The result of such a ‘piecemeal disclosure’ will
at least be a more varied narrative, but may even have the desired effect of
creating suspense among the readers.



chapter 7

Poetic licence

There is a general agreement among ancient authors and readers that a poet
is not bound by the same constraints as other writers, but instead enjoys
a certain liberty, which to this day is often referred to as ‘poetic licence’.

An early discussion comes from Isocrates, who expressly opposes poets and
logographers:

�;� �#� ��� ��
��;� �����0 "2"���
 ��	��
. ��0 ��� ���	
�?���� �K�
���K� �;� �������
� �:��  * �F�;� ��
&	�
 ��0 "
������2��'� ��0 	'����-
�
?��2��'� �:� d� 5�'���-	
, ��0 ���0 �=�� "��-	�
 �� ����� �;� ���Y
�2��
� H����	
�, ���� � �#� �2��
�, � "# ��
��;�, � "# �������;�, ��0 ��"#�
�����
��;�, ���� �l	
� �;� �1"�	
� "
���
�;��
 �� �� �	
�. �;� "# ���0
�K� ����'� �F"#� <��	
 -� �
�=�� ��. (Isocr. Euag. –)

For many ornaments have been granted to poets. They can represent the gods
as interacting with humans, conversing and fighting alongside whomsoever they
wish, and they can portray this not only with conventional language but also with
borrowings, new terms and metaphors, not neglecting anything but embellishing
their composition with every figure. Such devices do not exist for prose writers.

Although Isocrates does not use what later became the standard term
for ‘poetic licence’, ��
�
�� @"�
� or ���'	 � (see below), his description
contains several of the commonly used arguments: poets are not constrained
to adhere closely to the principles of realism or even historicity. And they
enjoy considerable stylistic liberties. Isocrates’ description of the poet

 On poetic licence in ancient literary criticism see Lehrs ([] : , ), Bachmann (:
, –), Lotz (: –), Roemer (: , , , –), Meinel (: ), Roemer (:
, –, , ), van der Valk (:  n. ), Meijering (: –), Porter (: –),
Papadopoulou ().

 Cf. Thuc. .., ...
 Cf., in addition to the previous note, Aristotle’s distinction between the tasks of a poet and a

historiographer respectively (Po. a–b), which, however, does not expressly speak of ‘poetic
licence’.

 For the stylistic liberties of poetry, which will not be further explored in the present chapter, cf. Arist.
Po. b– (also b–a). The topic is regularly discussed in the scholia, see e.g. schol. A Il.
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is largely negative, because he wants to emphasise the difficulties that a
logographer faces, but the arguments themselves are in line with those of
others. In the scholia, ‘poetic licence’ is mainly used in order to defend
the poets against criticism. The critics repeatedly defend poets against the
objections of readers who are slightly more literal-minded and prone to
scrutinise the text for (apparent or real) contradictions and inconsistencies
(cf. Introd. page ). Why are the nails of Agamemnon’s sword silver in
Il. . but golden in .–?

>
 � *+���2������ 〈� ���〉 �$� �#� “���'������”, �� @���
� "# [cf. .–]
,�'	�����. ��0 CF�
� "�� “	�'�-� 	
"��l �2���” �/�U� [Ph. ] �� @���
�
��	 [Ph. ]. “,�'	�"2�
� ������
�”. � �
�$� "# �'� �� �F �2���
,
���� �� * ��
����� �	
 ��
�
�&� ���	�� ��. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because in the present passage Agamemnon’s sword is ‘studded with
silver nails’, whereas elsewhere it is studded with golden nails. Euripides too says
‘iron spikes through the ankles’ [sc. of Oedipus] and ‘gold-bound pins’ in another
passage. Such things are not to be taken literally, but are indicative of poetic licence
on impulse.

As the parallel from Euripides is intended to make clear, inconsistencies
such as these are only superficial. They are typical of poetry and need not
worry a reader. It is worth mentioning, however, that in his note on the
passage from book  Aristarchus considered a second explanation of the
difference between the two passages that mention Agamemnon’s sword:

>
 �$� �#� ,�'	�����, �� @���
� "# [sc. .] “���'������”. ��
 �� * ��
Y
����� n "
� �� ��
	〈�〉 �� ��	��; "
�����2��_ ������ �_. (schol. A Il. .
Ariston.)

<The diple,> because now <the sword> is studded with golden nails, elsewhere
it is ‘studded with silver nails’. Either on impulse or because of the aristeia he [sc.
Homer] equips <Agamemnon> with different armour.

.a Hrd. (on word formation), schol. A Il. .a Hrd. (on morphology) and the examples given
in Chapter  n. .

 This is, in fact, related to the topic ‘internal inconsistency’, which is not explicitly discussed by
Isocrates.

 One critic considered the possibility that the variation in Euripides is deliberate in order to do justice
to two different versions of the story: 1	�� �6� "
�����' �S	�� &� ^	�� �� �G�� ����2��
�
	'���� ���
 (schol. E. Ph. : ‘Perhaps, because there is a different <version of> the story, he
[sc. Euripides] thus [sc. by referring here to golden pins] attempts to agree with both’).

 The phrase �� * ��
����� here (and in schol. A Il. .a Ariston., quoted above) means ‘on impulse,
for no particular reason’ (van der Valk :  n. ; also :  n. , Meijering : ).
See also schol. D Il. . quoted below. It is perhaps worth mentioning that in schol. T Il. .
ex. the same phrase �� * ��
����� refers to the rhetorical figure epiphora (Lausberg [] :
§ ), see Erbse ad loc.
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That is to say, the higher worth of gold as compared with silver may also
be due to the fact that the elaborate arming scene (.–) is intended
to prepare for the aristeia of the commander-in-chief Agamemnon. But
at the same time Aristarchus considers the possibility that it may have
no particular meaning and simply be an instance of poetic licence (�� *
��
�����, see n. ). The question of Agamemnon’s sword is also addressed
in schol. bT Il. .c ex. (on Apollo’s epithet ���'������, ‘of the silver
bow’). This critic argues (without recourse to ‘poetic licence’) that Homer
does not seem to make a difference between silver and gold, for which the
sword is adduced as proof.

Aristarchus repeatedly argues that one must not scrutinise poets like
Homer too rigorously. Many of the alleged inconsistencies are only appar-
ent, because they are due to poetic licence. Homer can call both Cassandra
and Laodice ‘the most beautiful daughter of Priam’; the use of the superla-
tive in both cases does not create an inconsistency (�F ��,��
). Likewise,
it is unobjectionable that Odysseus’ companion Leucus (i.e. probably from
Ithaca) appears to be fighting among Ajax’ troops (from Salamis). And
some critics apparently saw a contradiction between Thetis not knowing
about Patroclus’ death and her predicting that Achilles would lose the best
of the Myrmidons (.– vs. .–), which was then explained by others
as an instance of poetic licence.

In a similar vein, Aristarchus cautions against too strict an application of
the question ‘How does character X know?’, with its potential implications
for the issue of ‘paralepsis’ (the narrator intrudes with his superior knowl-
edge upon the focalisation of the character, see Chapter ). Aristarchus’
remarks are occasioned by Od. .– and .–, which are identical
(and describe piracy). Verbatim repetition of identical lines was generally
looked at with suspicion by ancient scholars, and they often tried to decide
which of the two passages was genuine and which was interpolated (e.g.

 The underlying assumption is that elaborate descriptions have a preparatory function for a subse-
quent scene of high importance (see also Chapter ). On the preparation of an aristeia in particular
see schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (sim. T), T Il. . ex.

 Perhaps this critic addresses concerns as to whether Apollo, as a god, should not be equipped with
the most precious metal.

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston., which, however, does not explicitly refer to ‘poetic licence’. A similar
explanation of the Homeric superlative is given in schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (Lehrs [] :
). See also the testimonia collected by Erbse (ad schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).

 See schol. T Il. .b ex.: *+� 	��,�� "# 9� ��
�
��� ����
�;�
 (‘Aristarchus excuses it as
poetic’).

 See schol. A Il. .– ex. Another example lurks perhaps in the corrupt schol. T Il. .a ex.: a
poet can use the phrase ‘to clap his thighs’ even in the case of an armed soldier, whose thighs are
covered. This would then be an instance of poetic licence concerning factual errors, on which see
also Galen . Kühn.
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Lührs ). In the present case, Aristophanes of Byzantium preferred the
lines in the former passage (spoken by Nestor to Telemachus), Aristarchus
in the latter (Polyphemus to Odysseus and his companions). Aristophanes
had apparently argued that a character such as Polyphemus could not
know anything about piracy and its particulars. Aristarchus objected that
Telemachus and Peisistratus do not display the behaviour of pirates (i.e.
it would be inappropriate for Nestor to raise the issue) and added, with
respect to Polyphemus knowing about piracy:

"�2�� "2, ��	
, � ��
�&7 � �
�$�. ��0 ��� ��$� �F�� ������
 �/"��,
“���� ��
 �1� *, >� O� <	,�� /U� �F���2� �&�” [Od. .], ��0 	'� �	
� BC���� "�
�����. (schol. HMQR Od. .)

The poet, he [sc. Aristarchus] says, must be allowed such things. For he also
presents him [sc. Polyphemus] knowing about the ship, ‘But tell me where you
put your well-built ship when you came here?’, and he understands the Greek
language.

Poetry has its own rules, which include the convention that characters
know and understand things which, strictly speaking, they cannot know, for
example the language of foreigners. This pertains even to characters who
live in complete isolation, such as the Cyclopes. Consequently, readers
must not apply too literal a reading to the text.

A T-scholion explains why such apparent inconsistencies usually go
unnoticed by the reader. (In his fight with the river god Scamander Achilles
is submerged up to his shoulders (Il. .). What happened to the other
warriors on the plain?)

>��� � ��" �� �2����� �������2��� 3�� �$ �����$ <"�
��� g	� ��0 �K�
w��'� ��
��=?�
� �$ *+,
��2��. ��0 ���� �#� �����
�� �$� �F �
����.  
��� ������ ���0 �K� @���'� 	��
���; �� ����� ��� ����� �� *+,
�Y
�2� 3�� �$ �����$ �$� ��	,�
�. 9� "# �� ��
�	�
 ����"���. ��0 �G�
&7 ������� �_ �������
, g	 * �F" * �� �	
 �� ������� ��
��� 	�	�� 

 -� �����2���, �/ ����#� L� n ��. (schol. T Il. .a ex.)

 It is a literary convention, still very common in modern literature, that in fiction characters of
different nationalities simply use the same language. Perhaps the earliest passage that expressly
justifies this is h.Aphr. –, where the ‘Phrygian princess’ (alias Aphrodite) explains to Anchises
why she understands his language. However, the literary convention still applies, in that they both
speak Greek in the hymn (as do the Trojans in Homer).

 The relevance of Aristarchus’ former example for poetic licence, Polyphemus knowing about
Odysseus’ ship, is more difficult to detect. The point seems to be that Polyphemus knows about
Odysseus’ ship, which he did not mention, although the Cyclopes are no seafarers themselves (Od.
.–). If Polyphemus knows about ships, Aristarchus seems to argue, he might just as well know
about pirates.
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He [sc. Homer] showed that, caused by the river, the entire plain had become a
sea, with the result that it submerges Achilles’ shoulders. <Problem:> in terms
of realism this is not plausible. For what did he do with the other soldiers? It
is unrealistic that only Achilles should suffer this from the river. <Solution:> it
must be admitted as poetic [i.e. poetic licence]. And <the minor implausibility>
is ironed out by the narrative in such a way that it does not even allow the reader
to examine whether it was realistic or not.

A good narrative puts a spell on the reader (see Chapter ) and does not
give him the freedom to calculate from hindsight whether everything was
in perfect order. To do so is foreign to the proper rules of reading poetry.
As a consequence, the poet can get away with minor inconsistencies such
as the one discussed in the scholion.

So far all the examples in this chapter have had to do with (apparent)
inconsistencies and contradictions within the text itself. A related phe-
nomenon comes into play when the passage under discussion seems to
contradict another text. This type of comment is more at home in scholia
to post-Homeric poetry which discuss the problem of whether or not a
poet is bound to follow the traditional myth. This must be read against
the background of the numerous scholia which make the criticism that the
present passage is ��� * ^	�� ��, i.e. ‘runs against the (traditional) myth’.

For example, in Oedipus at Colonus – Sophocles attributes the intro-
duction of horsemanship in Colonus to Poseidon, whereas traditional myth
connects the eponymous f������ BW���=� (‘Colonian Horseman’, OC )
with the mortal Adrastus (one of the ‘Seven against Thebes’):

�F��
 ��	0 V�	�
"-�� ��-�� N���'� ?�$��
 ��0 ,��
�-	�
. ��0 �$�
"# ��0 ������ �_ ��	0 �/�� �� ! X�����&�. ! ��� f������ BW���K� k����	��
��� * {� ����2��� �/ �� "
� �� ~+"��	��. ! "# ��0 � 	�������� @��
 �
��l���, &7 ��
�
�&7 ���,������� �"� �_. (schol. S. OC )

Here [sc. in Colonus], they say, Poseidon for the first time yoked and bridled
horses [i.e. invented horsemanship]. And Sophocles says this in order to please his
home town. For the ‘Colonian Horseman’ was named because of Adrastus for the

 This is less frequent in Homeric scholia because the Homeric version is usually considered the
standard version from which later poets may or may not depart (but see below). An early exception
to this rule is Herodotus (.), who assumes that Homer knew another version of the myth (Helen
in Egypt), but preferred not to use it in his narrative.

 The evidence is collected by Elsperger (–: –), see also Papadopoulou (: –). Add
to their examples schol. Ar. Lys. a (on the myth of Meilanion and Atalante), Pl. a (on the
genealogy of Lynceus), and (from scholia to non-dramatic texts) schol. Pi. O. .b (quoted below).
Due to the broad semantic range of the word ^	�� �, the phrase ��� * ^	�� �� can also indicate
deviations, for example, from historical (schol. Pi. P. .b, Ar. Eq. b, Nu. a.5, a) or factual
truth (schol. [E.] Rh. , Ar. Pax b).
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reasons I gave. But he [sc. Sophocles] makes the story more noble making use of
his poetic licence.

As a poet, Sophocles is not forced to stick to the traditional myth, but,
using his poetic licence, can change the myth in order to please his home
town (cf. schol. S. OC ; Heath :  with n. , also schol. Hes. Th.
). Similarly, Pindar makes Adrastus instead of Cleisthenes the founder of
the Pythian games at Sicyon ‘using his poetic licence in order to make the
agon more famous’ (schol. Pi. N. .).

Elsewhere the question is discussed of the extent to which a myth may be
changed. Sophocles has Agamemnon die in the bath (S. El. ), whereas
he died at table according to Homer (Od. .):

����
 ��� � >�� 	'�����;� � ������
. � ��� ��� �2��� ���'	 �� <,�

���	�� 9� 5�=���
 �������=	�	��
 �/ �� � �l� 5��� O� &� 3���2	���.
(schol. S. El. )

[There is no real difference:] For it is enough if the general lines of the stories
agree. As for the details, each <poet> has the licence to treat them as he likes,
provided he does not do damage to the story at large.

This critic pleads for steering a middle course between tradition and
innovation, as long as the core of the myth remains unaltered. Conversely,
a scholion to Pindar appears to propagate complete freedom. Contrary to
Apollonius of Rhodes (.–), Pindar has Thoas buried on Lemnos and
his daughter Hypsipyle found there an agon in Thoas’ honour:

"���; ��� ��� * ^	�� �� �2��
�. . . . ��� * <��	
 ����
� �;� ��
��;� {
5�=����
. (schol. Pi. O. .b)

He [sc. Pindar] seems to contradict traditional myth . . . But poets can invent
whatever they like.

 This note does not seem to have been transmitted.
 Cf. schol. S. El.  (without explicit reference to poetic licence). Meijering (:  n. ) traces

this use of ���'	 � (‘licence’) back to Diphilus (fr.  K-A). Her interpretation of lines –, however,
needs to be corrected: ‘Diphilus’ reason for mentioning the ���'	 � here is his parody of the tragic
style, but the addition ��0 ��
�;� seems to imply an equal liberty in subject-matter.’ This is unlikely,
because tragic plots, unlike comic plots, are bound by tradition (see n. ). In fact, the parallel
adduced by Kassel and Austin (on Diphilus fr. ), Antiphanes fr.  K-A, shows that the speaker
in Diphilus is complaining about the fact that tragic poets can get away with whatever they have
their characters say (�2��
�) or do (��
�;�).

 For the demand not to alter the core of a myth see Arist. Po. b–.
 According to schol. E. Ph.  (quoted in Chapter ), poets enjoy equally complete freedom in

the way that they construct their plots. On a less sympathetic tone, a scholar claims that Pindar
habitually does violence (5
�?�	��
) to the myth when it serves his interests (schol. Pi. I. .b, on
the number of Geryon’s dogs; see also Chapter ). Cf. the notion of ���	��� -� ���2���
in Xenophanes fr. . West.
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This remarkably modern-looking view has the authority of Eratosthenes
(fr. I A  Berger). However, Eratosthenes’ statement was, and was meant to
be, ‘a highly provocative declaration’ (Pfeiffer : ). Overall, the oppo-
site view of Strabo (.. = C.–C. Radt), who explicitly polemises
against Eratosthenes, is likely to be more representative of the ancient
outlook. As a general rule, ancient critics are concerned about deviations
from traditional myth, but they are willing to concede a fair amount of
poetic licence in that respect. Although the relevant comments mainly
come from non-Homeric scholia (for the reason see n. ), there are at
least two exceptions. One of them is again related to Aristarchus and is of
fundamental importance regarding method. The occasion is the list of gods
who suffered harm from mortals which Dione uses in order to console her
wounded daughter Aphrodite (Il. .–):

*+� 	��,�� ��
�; � ���?����� 3�� �$ ��
��$ �'�
������ ��"2,�	��

��� �� ��
�
��� ���'	 ��, ��"#� <�� -� ���?��2��� 3�� �$ ��
��$
���
����?��2��'�. (schol. D Il. .)

Aristarchus demands that what is said by the poet be taken as fiction, in accordance
with the poetic licence, without <the readers> busying themselves with what is
said in other texts [lit. not busying themselves with anything beyond the things
said by the poet].

Aristarchus seems to be making two points here: (i) poets enjoy poetic
licence, which allows them to incorporate things that are fantastic, unre-
alistic, improbable, unnatural, in short: fictional; (ii) each text must be
interpreted by itself (cf. the famous principle DJ����� �� BJ����' 	���Y
� ?�
�, ‘to explain Homer out of Homer’, which accurately represents
Aristarchus’ position, irrespective of whether he himself used this particu-
lar expression). The reader must not contrast one version of the myth with
that found in another text. Although the scholion does not expressly state

 Eratosthenes’ position is not entirely without parallels in antiquity, cf. Lucian Conscr. Hist. , or
passages where poets claim their right to make use of fiction (e.g. Ov. tr. .–). See also the
humorous complaints of comic poets about how much effort it takes to invent the plots, whereas
tragedy can simply adopt them from traditional myth (e.g. Antiphanes fr.  K-A). Another
provocation on Eratosthenes’ part is his flippant remark about the attempts to localise the stations
of Odysseus’ wanderings (fr. I A  Berger), which promptly incurred the criticism of Polybius and
Strabo (.. = C.–C. Radt).

 Cf. Isocrates (quoted above) and schol. T Il. .c ex. (��
�
��� "# � ���		�
� H�� ��'� ‘it
is typical of poets to invent dreams’); similarly, schol. A.R. .–b considers fiction a typical
poetic device, but argues that it does not apply to the passage under discussion (�F ��
�
�-� "#
��2���	� . . . ! *+������
��).

 In fact, Aristarchus even cautions against supplementing one version of the myth with elements
taken from another source (e.g. schol. A Il. . Ariston., discussed in Chapter ). Against this
backdrop, it is difficult to agree with the view that ‘Aristarchus’s advice has no sense at all unless it
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what the targets of Aristarchus’ criticism exactly said, it seems possible to
reconstruct the gist of their criticism. They probably took exception to the
implausibility of Ares, Hera and Hades being hurt by mortals and backed
their argument by adducing other versions of the myths. Aristarchus held
against them that, as a poet, Homer is at liberty to invent freely and
moreover is not bound by other versions of the myth.

The second note is not really an exception at all. For it applies a similar
argument to the Odyssey, the later of the two Homeric epics, as the notes
on post-Homeric texts referred to above. How can Homer say that the
winds live on the island of Aeolus (cf. Od. .–), if he himself assumes
in the Iliad that they are located in Thrace (cf. Il. .–)?

�1����
 �#� � ���	�� ���� �� ��
���, "
� �F "�; ?��;� � �
�$�.
���=�'�� � -� �=���. (schol. T Od. .)

He [sc. Homer] has made use of an ad-hoc fiction; therefore one must not ask
questions such as these. The domain of fiction is not open to investigation.

Similarly to Eratosthenes and the Pindaric scholion quoted above, this
critic is ready to grant the poet virtually complete freedom in the way that
he constructs his fictional story. This includes the liberty to do so in such
a way that it best serves his needs in the present context.

Poetic licence is also mentioned in connection with a somewhat different
type of ‘freedom of speech’. Ancient critics wondered how Homer as a
mortal dared to give instructions to the Muse in the opening line of the
Iliad (@�
"�, ‘sing’) and did not rather pray for her support:
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�� ������
� �=�����”. (schol.
AT Il. .d ex.)

is directed against allegorising interpretations of the passage’ (Porter : , endorsed by Struck
: – with n. ; cf. already Bachmann : ). The alleged focus on allegory is based on
Eustathius’ reading of the note (.– = ..–). However, he added the crucial word
�������
�-� (van der Valk ad loc.), and it is questionable whether this does justice to Aristarchus’
views (Pfeiffer :  n. ). Consequently, Aristarchus as the spokesman of an anti-allegorical
faction (Struck : passim) is at risk of being a – rhetorically effective – construction.

 Another solution is offered by schol. bT Il. .a ex. It cleverly suggests that Homer escapes criticism
by having Dione narrate the story (for the general idea cf. Chapter ), so that he appears to be
following traditional myth.

 The argument assumes, of course, that both epics are by the same poet (see Chapter ). A scholion
on the Iliadic passage (schol. T Il. . ex.) sees the problem differently. If the passage in the Iliad
assumes that the winds act in their own power, the story about Aeolus must be a poetic fiction.

 On ‘ad-hoc invention’ see also Chapter .
 The question is at least as old as Protagoras (VS  A  = Arist. Po. b–).
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<The diple,> because in accordance with poetic licence or habit he [sc. Homer]
uses imperatives instead of optatives. Hesiod too says ‘<come> hither and tell of
Zeus’ and Pindar ‘Give me an oracle, Muse’ and Antimachus of Colophon ‘Tell
<me/us>, daughters of the Cronos-son, great Zeus.’

The apparent irregularity is explained with parallels from Hesiod, Pindar
and Antimachus. The argument seems to be that, as poets, they are at a
higher level and can dare say things which are off-limits to other mortals.
Similarly, Aratus is said to be allowed to make the potentially presumptuous
claim (phain. ) that the human race descends from Zeus:

1	�� �#� �� ��
�
�&� �=�� �"� �� �K� �������'� ��0 ��������� (�-�
��-� ��;"��, 9� � “���� ��"�-� � ��-� �” [Il. . etc.]. (schol. Arat. )

Perhaps based on this poetic licence he [sc. Aratus] <calls> our ancestors and
forefathers children of the gods, similar to <Zeus being> ‘the father of men and
gods’.

After all, Aratus’ claim, as an instance of poetic licence, has a good
parallel in the Homeric epithet for Zeus ‘father of men and gods’.

Yet another type of ‘freedom of speech’ is meant when comic poets who
criticise real people such as Cleon are said to make use of their ‘poetic
licence’. They can get away with this criticism, because it is cast in the
form of (Old) Comedy, which, as a genre, entails a certain amount of
freedom of speech.

In addition to the examples discussed so far, other comments appear to
argue on the basis of ‘poetic licence’ without explicitly mentioning the term.
Aristarchus explained the difference between the nails of Agamemnon’s
sword in such a way that it is due to sheer impulse (�� * ��
�����, cf.
n. ) on the part of the poet. It is there for no particular reason. The
same explanation recurs in connection with the hotly disputed beginning
of the Catalogue of Ships. Why does Homer begin the Catalogue with
the Boeotians (Il. .)? Among the many explanations we also find the
following:

! "# *+� 	��,�� ��	
� “�� * ��
����� �F�� ��� |�
�-� �� ��,��
����
&	��
. �/ ��� ��0 �� * @���' <���'� �����, �?��$��� d� �� �/ ��
&� ��,&�”. (schol. D Il. ., cf. b Il. .– ex.: ��� �#� *+� 	��,��
�F� <� 
��� �������	���)

But Aristarchus says ‘he [sc. Homer] began with the Boeotians on impulse. If he
had begun with another tribe, we would search for the reason for the beginning.’

 See Platonius p. .– Koster, argum. A Ar. Av. p. .– Holwerda.
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Homer had to begin somewhere, Aristarchus argues, and he did so ‘with
no particular design’ (�F� <� 
��� �������	���). The initial position
of the Boeotians is coincidental, and it is pointless to speculate about the
particular motivation, because Homer did not have one.

A similar argument can also be made with respect to particular motifs
within the narrative. When, for example, Hector envisages the dreadful
picture of Andromache as a prisoner of war who is obliged to carry water
(Il. .), this motif is said to be due not to any particular design within
the context of the Iliad (e.g. as an external prolepsis that anticipates Andro-
mache’s actual future). However, the critic argues, later poets took up the
motif as such:

>
 ��� � ���	',�� �G�� �/����� BJ����' �^ ������
 [fr. trag. adesp.
b Kannicht-Snell] � E�
 3"������$	�� �/	���'	
� �F��. (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because, although Homer mentions this [i.e. Andromache carrying
water] at random, the younger poets actually present her on stage as a water-
carrier.

The Homeric passage not only triggered the later treatment in tragedy,
but the relevant poet(s) gave it a meaning that, Aristarchus argues, it
does not have in Homer, but it is there ‘for no particular reason’. The
implicit counterpart to this notion can be found in the next chapter on
Authentication and the numerous notes on the motivation of scenes and
motifs (Chapter ).

conclusion

The notion that poets enjoy particular liberties is very common in antiquity.
Consequently, readers are repeatedly advised not to scrutinise a poetic
text with miscroscopic precision (or even pedantry). Instead, they should
allow for instances of poetic licence, especially if they concern relatively

 The notion that later poets took their cue from a passage in Homer is very common (for examples
see Chapter ; cf. Meijering :  n. , with lit., to which add Sengebusch : II ). The
scholion quoted above seems to be unique, however, in that it speaks of the ‘randomness’ of the
motif in Homer.

 Lotz (: –) rightly cautions against taking all comments of the type ��
�
���/--� to mean
‘with poetic licence’. But he offends against his own principle when he includes (–) schol. A Il.
.–a Did. (Aristarchus first obelised the four lines and then removed the obeloi ��
�
���
��� 	��� � �
�$�, which does not refer to poetic licence specifically). Another source of
potential confusion is the cases where ��
�
��� + gen. means ‘producing X’ (e.g. schol. T Il. .
ex.: ����� �� ��
�
��� ‘producing invisibility’). For the notes where ��
�
��� means ‘the poet’s’
(as opposed to ‘the character’s’) see Chapter .
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unimportant details such as whether the nails of Agamemnon’s sword are
made of silver or gold. The same applies to minor implausibilities such as
Achilles alone being submerged by Scamander, especially if the narrative is
so sweeping that the reader does not have ‘time’ to go back and examine
the story with scrutiny. As to the mythological details of the story, some
critics appear to have applied a rather rigorous method of comparison
and criticised poets for departures from traditional myth (��� * ^	�� ��).
Others, however, advocated poetic licence in that respect, too, as long as the
salient points of the myth remained intact. In that connection, Aristarchus
made the important methodological point that one version of the myth
should not be played off (or supplemented by) the version found in another
text. In addition, their special position as poets also allows them to use frank
language in a way that is not open to the rest of us, for example, by ‘giving
orders’ to divinities or in the form of comic attacks ad hominem. Finally,
readers may on occasion be barking up the wrong tree when they try to
find a particular reason for a phenomenon that is in fact random (e.g. the
initial position of the Boeotians in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships).



chapter 8

Authentication

The preceding chapter on Poetic Licence has shown that ancient critics
were willing to grant poets a considerable amount of freedom, for example
with respect to fiction. Another group of scholia makes it clear, however,
that poets should not altogether abandon the principle of a story which is
probable, plausible and therefore trustworthy. The poet must not lose his
reader’s trust, and this can be achieved if he authenticates his story.

According to a widely accepted notion, ancient and modern, the best
possible source for an authentic report is the eyewitness. The Homeric
epics themselves attest to this notion when the still unidentified beggar
Odysseus praises Demodocus for his song about the Greek sufferings in
the Trojan war (Od. .–). It is important to note the exact wording in
this passage. Demodocus presents his song as if he had been an immediate
witness (g� 2 ��' n �F�� ������) or relied on one (n @���' ���=	��).
Odysseus and the Phaeacian audience know that Demodocus had not been
on the Trojan battlefield, but his song gives the impression that he had. A
similar concept recurs in the scholia.

As several indications in the epics show, the lifetime of the Homeric
narrator is considerably later than that of his characters. The scholia are
fully aware of this temporal discrepancy and regularly comment that Homer
and his characters display differences in lifestyle, technology, habits, etc.
(usually focusing on the simple life of Homeric man, see M. Schmidt ).
As a consequence, the Homeric narrator cannot literally be an eyewitness
to the events. But he can create the impression that he had been present
on the Trojan battlefield. (After the duel between Menelaus and Paris

 Cf. Aristotle’s notion that events in a fictional plot ought to happen ��� � �/��� n � ������;��
(‘in a probable or necessary sequence’, Po. a–, –, ).

 On authentication in the scholia see Griesinger (: –), von Franz (: –).
 Cf. e.g. the well-known �:�
 �$� 5��� passages (e.g. Il. .). Interestingly, a scholion on this

passage (schol. bT Il. .a ex.) argues that the very temporal distance renders the extraordinary
achievements of Homer’s characters plausible. For the notion that temporal distance renders things
plausible see also schol. T Il. .– ex. (on the Chimaera).
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and the marshalling of the troops, for the first time in the course of the
Iliad the Greek and Trojan armies clash in .–. One of the first
casualties, the Trojan Simoeisius, provides the opportunity for comment
on Homer’s narrative technique in these matters.)
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w�. (schol. bT Il. .– ex., cf. bT Il. . ex.)

He [sc. Homer] has not simply mentioned the bare name of the wounded soldier,
but also the reason why he was called Simoeisius [sc. after the river Simoeis], and
his father’s name and his place of birth and with what purpose his mother went
there and gave birth to him and at what age he died; <for the text says [in line
]> that he was a young man. He [sc. Homer] said these things, adding much
trustworthiness to his account, as if he had been an eyewitness.

Characters such as Simoeisius enter the narrative only once and in order
to be killed, but Homer nevertheless repeatedly provides a considerable
amount of analeptic background information on these characters. This
relative wealth of information is explained in the sense that it renders the
narrative trustworthy and creates the impression of an eyewitness report.
Although one might imagine a critical reader asking how Homer got to
know all these things, the present critic argues in the opposite direction.
The very wealth of information renders the account plausible. One is
reminded of what Roland Barthes () calls l’effet de réel: a high amount
of apparently tangential or even irrelevant detail creates the very impression
of actual reality. The ancient critic goes one step further, in that he explicitly
compares the effect to that of an eyewitness report.

The same arguments occur elsewhere in the extant scholia. Terminologi-
cally, the most frequent expression has it that the poet provides information
��
�� 	�� (‘trustworthily’), and his ‘autopsy’, if mentioned at all, can

 Modern scholarship has described this technique as ‘ABC-scheme’ (Armstrong ): part A sum-
marises the scene (usually ‘X killed Y’), part B provides background information on the victim, part
C returns to the fight and describes it in more detail. In ancient scholarship schol. bT Il. .–
ex. argues that this middle part (B), which mentions ‘race or destiny or type of death’ (n �2��� n
=,�� n 	,&�� ������), contributes to the poem’s variety (��
�
� �, on which see Chapter ).
And schol. bT Il. . ex. praises Homer for narrating in some detail the death of the distinguished
(�� 	���
) among the characters. On part B see also schol. T Il. .b ex. (n.  below), bT Il.
.c ex., which both underline the pathos that such background information on the slain warriors
creates (an idea further developed by Griffin ).

 Elsewhere (schol. bT Il. .b ex.) the potential implausibility of a speaking animal (Achilles’ horse
Xanthus) is said to be mitigated by making the gods responsible for it.
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also be expressed as an apparent presence (9� �����/����'�,����,
for examples see below).

Similarly to the scholion quoted above, other notes argue that Homer
renders his narrative authentic by means, for example, of the analeptic
background information on minor characters who enter the narrative only
once. Comparable is also the detailed analepsis about the making of Ajax’
shield. If these notes mostly build on the wealth of information given in the
poem, others focus on the information being very specific, for example in
terms of localisation. When at the beginning of Iliad  Athena and Apollo
leave their respective places on Mt Olympus and on the Trojan citadel in
order to intervene, Homer has them specifically meet ‘beside the oak tree’
(���� ����), which ancient scholars considered one of the landmarks on
the Trojan battlefield. This is seen as a sign of trustworthiness. Similarly,
during Agamemnon’s aristeia, the Trojans’ flight is painstakingly described
as past the tomb of ancient Ilus and the fig tree, until they finally reach the
Scaean gates and the oak tree there (Il. .–).

��
�� 	�� � H����� -� ���� 9	�0 ���U� �;� �
���2��
� ��	 �. (schol.
T Il. . ex.)

Trustworthily he [sc. Homer] mentions the names of the places, as if he were
present at the events.

Again it is the precision and explicitness of the different places which
lends trustworthiness to the account and creates the impression of autopsy.
The same notion is further developed in a remarkable scholion which

 A rather different type of as-if presence is meant when Aristotle recommends that the dramatist
envisage the scenes of his play as vividly as possible (Po. a–). The main purpose here is
to exclude internal inconsistencies. On the poet’s ‘autopsy’ see also schol. bT Il. . ex. (on
the anonymous witness mentioned in the Homeric text): ����� %�'� ��2���	� &� ��,��,
3�� ��-� !"���=�����, N�� ����=5�� 	���&7 ��0 �� �2	�
� �;� ��,��2��
�, ��0 N�� ���
5-�
���� (‘he [sc. Homer] created for himself a spectator of the battle who is led by the gods, so that
he could inspect <the action> undisturbed even in the middle of the fighters and could watch with
accuracy’).

 Cf. schol. T Il. .b ex. (on the Trojan Iphidamas, son of Antenor and Theano, but the comment
speaks about such passages in general), also bT Il. .– ex. (on Andromache’s brother Podes, with
the remarkable phrase 9� ��
,��=	�� �� �����
��, ‘as if tracking [like a dog] the truth’, that is,
Homer spares no pains to make his narrative accurate and therefore trustworthy) and bT Il. .b
ex. (on Lycaon; here the completeness of the account renders it plausible).

 Cf. Il. .– with schol. bT Il. .a ex.
 Cf. Il. . with schol. AbT Il. .b ex. (��
�� 	�� <���� ��0 �� ����, ‘trustworthily he

[sc. Homer] also mentioned the place’); a strong interest in questions of localisation can also be
deduced from the various scholia on what ‘left’ or ‘right’ in the text means (e.g. schol. A Il. .
Ariston., bT Il. . ex.) and from monographs such as Aristarchus’ ���0 �$ ��'	����' (see the
test. collected by Erbse on schol. A Il. .b Ariston.), on which see Goedhardt () and Introd.
page  with n. .
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expressly discusses the effect of the details on the reader (quoted in
Chapter ). (After borrowing Aphrodite’s famous love-charm, Hera leaves
Mt Olympus in order to meet Hypnus on the island of Lemnos. Her jour-
ney is described in some detail: Pieria, Emathie (= Macedonia), Thrace,
Mt Athos and finally Lemnos.)

@���� �������?�
 �K� ���'�, �� !����'� ,���� "
��
�� . . . &7 ���
H����	 �_ -� ���� 	'������2�'	� ( "
���
� -� ��'�,������ ��
����	 �_ ��0 E`�
 -� ���� � ���
. ]�� �6� � ����� ���
2�'���, �F�
�F�K� ����U� �F�� ��0 � ����� ���� ,�� �. ���'��� ��$� ����������
�K� ���=���� �
������� ��� 	�	
 �� "
���	
�. (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.)

He [sc. Homer] competently names the places, going through the areas which
border on each other . . . For the mind of the readers, travelling together with
the naming of the places, enters into an imaginative and visual perception of the
places. So at the same time, by not bringing her immediately to the locations in
question, he avoided inactivity. In any case, by calling in the readers as witnesses
he renders his narrative highly plausible.

The Homeric passage is noteworthy in several respects. Instead of taking
Hera without further ado from Mt Olympus to Lemnos (see Chapter ),
Homer proceeds step by step and gives a geographically accurate report of
her journey. This allows the readers so to speak to accompany Hera on her
trip. They imagine and visualise the different places. In other words, this
time it is the reader who becomes an apparent eyewitness (cf. ����	 �,
E`
� and ���'�). And the overall result is, again, the trustworthiness of
the account, which, in the present case, is likely to depend not only on the
wealth of information, but also on the readers’ familiarity with it. They
(supposedly) know these places and therefore can judge the accuracy of
the report. Perhaps the critic also implies that they then extend the same
trustworthiness to the cases with which they are less familiar.

This and the preceding examples focus on the local details of Homer’s
narrative. A comparable point is made with respect to temporal information
when, on the second day of fighting, Homer specifies the time frame of
the particular events ‘as long as it was early morning’.

Elsewhere Homer gains his readers’ trust by adding the exact location of
a wound as ‘right under the peak’ of the helmet. The implication probably

 For the notion that a speech gains trustworthiness if the audience is called in as witnesses see the
generalising schol. b Il. .b ex. (Odysseus on Calchas’ prophecy at Aulis).

 Cf. schol. T Od. . (Odysseus’ wanderings begin with a known place in order to render the others
trustworthy too).

 See Il. .– with schol. bT Il. .b ex.: ���� � 	
� �� ��
��� 9� ����'�,���� (‘with a
view to trustworthiness <Homer mentions> the time, as if he were present’).

 See Il. . with schol. T Il. .a ex. (��
�� 	��).
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is that Homer must have been standing so close to the actual fighting that
he could view the scene and take down the exact type and location of the
wounding. A similar mechanism comes into play when the exact size of
Alcinous’ orchard is given, when Homer gives the number of tassels on
Athena’s aegis as ‘a hundred’ and when the messenger in Aeschylus’ Seven
against Thebes specifies the number of the city gates. In all these cases the
detailed information is seen as making the account trustworthy.

Given the scholia’s emphasis on Homer’s vividness and graphic descrip-
tions (see Chapter ), it is perhaps surprising that a connection between
these qualities of Homer’s narrative and his as-if presence on the battlefield
is not made more frequently. The following example seems to be unique in
that respect. (Helenus’ arrow jumps back from Menelaus’ breast plate like
beans or peas, but the latter’s spear pierces right through Helenus’ hand.
He is forced to withdraw, the hand powerlessly dangling down and the
spear trailing.)

9� %����U� "
������
 ����
�-�. (schol. T Il. . ex.)

As if he had seen <the scene>, he [sc. Homer] describes <it> graphically.

The description is so gripping that the reader is led to believe that
Homer had been there himself. While this note seems to be the only one
which spells this out, one could perhaps argue that other notes about
Homer’s graphic descriptions make the point about his ‘autopsy’ implicitly
(Chapter ).

All the examples adduced so far construct an interdependence between
a detailed, explicit, unambiguous account and its trustworthiness. Con-
versely, one comment pleads in favour of leaving a few things open. (In
book , Idomeneus is coming out of the tent of an unnamed comrade when
he runs into Poseidon in the guise of Thoas. Ancient scholars expressed con-
cern about the anonymity of Idomeneus’ comrade and considered several
solutions to the problem. One critic dismisses them with the following
argument.)

����� �� "# � ��	
� � �� ����� ���?�
� �� H������. (schol. T Il. .a ex.)

Not to mention all the characters by name is an imitation of truth.

 Alcinous’ orchard: Od. . with schol. PT Od. .; tassels: Il. . with schol. bT Il. .a ex.;
city gates: A. Th.  with schol. A. Th. –a/b. In the last case the question remains open
whether Aeschylus or the messenger lends trustworthiness to the report. The same problem recurs
in schol. T Il. .– ex. (on Nestor giving a detailed report on his and Odysseus’ trip to Phthia
in order to enlist Achilles as an ally).

 Generally speaking, the notion of anonymous characters (or similar cases of ‘ambiguity’) often
does not sit well with all ancient critics. On occasion, this can lead to rather too much effort to
disambiguate the poetic text, especially in the scholia on Pindar (e.g. Lefkowitz : –).
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In other words, Homer renders his account more plausible if he does
not identify every single character. The total of the fighters present on the
Trojan battlefield is so large that the narrative would become unrealistic
if Homer were to name them all without exception. In a similar vein,
the anonymity of another character, the unnamed Achaean who picks up
Deipyrus’ helmet, is said both to be indicative of a trustworthy account and
to hint at the presence of the unnamed masses behind the protagonists.

If the realism in these passages is based on the notion that Homer does
not go beyond the limits of what is possible for a human being, other notes
praise him for incorporating elements of ‘real life’ into his narrative. (The
sight of his father in full armour causes the baby Astyanax to turn away in
fear.)

��5U� "# �$� �� �$ 5 �' ! ��
��� @���� ���
��2��� &7 �
��	�
. (schol.
bT Il. . ex.)

Taking this from life, the poet succeeded brilliantly with his representation.

The scene in question seems to be taken from real life and therefore leaves
a deep impression. The reader is taken in by its lifelike quality. This realism
can also be expressed thus: the poet successfully ‘imitates the manners and
speech’ (�
��;	��
 �K� ����'� ��0 ����'�) of a particular group of
people, for example old men (schol. Ar. Ach. ) or old women (schol.

 Support for this view could be found in Homer’s own programmatic statement in the Catalogue
that he will name the leaders but not the common soldiers (Il. .–). At first sight, the expression
����� �� � ��	
� (lit. ‘imitation of truth’) reminds one of ! �
��
��� �$ �����$� (sc. �����),
which represents the first category of the tripartite classification of literature in schol. bT Il. .–
ex. (explained in detail by M. Schmidt : –, Meijering : –). However, the similarity
is more superficial than real, because the scholion quoted in the main text seems not to be concerned
with the classification of literature, but with plausibility. Cf. the expression ����	 � &� ����� ��
(‘appearance of reality’) in schol. H Od. ., which argues that Antinous by quoting Penelope’s
deceptive speech to them (i.e. speech within speech) gives the impression of telling the truth.

 See Il. .– with schol. T Il. .– ex. The note is all the more remarkable because modern
scholars took a long time to recognise that Homeric battles do not consist of single combats only
(see the summary of previous scholarship in Latacz : –). A similar point about the presence
of the masses appears in schol. b Il. . ex.

 Cf. the word 5
�
��� (‘pertaining to life, lifelike’) in schol. AbT Il. .a ex. (5
�
�� �
�����,
on Zeus’ response to angry Hera), bT Il. . ex. (on having their son Hephaestus ease the quarrel
between Zeus and Hera), bT Il. .– ex. (on wounded Aphrodite finding comfort on the lap of
her mother), bT Il. . ex. (Zeus about his quarrelsome wife), bT Il. .– ex. (on Andromache
burning Hector’s clothes), bT Il. .a ex. (on Andromache’s lament). It is remarkable that several
of these notes involve divine characters. For other notes seem to indicate that the quality of 5
�
���
may also contain a hint of baseness (cf. schol. bT Il. . ex.); the word often characterises the
plot of comedy as opposed to tragedy (see Koster : index s.v. 5
�
���). But after all, Homeric
gods are known for being ‘like you and me’ (see Chapter ). On the concept ‘realism’ in ancient
scholarship in general see Lehnert (: ), von Franz (: –), van der Valk (II: xxxv, on
Eustathius), N. J. Richardson (: ). On the notion ‘Homer as imitator of life’ see also the
scholia collected by Erbse (Index V:  s.v. Imitatio vitae).
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E. Hipp. ). The implication is again that such a successful imitation
adds plausibility to the text under discussion.

To return to the issue of autopsy, one further note deserves attention. It
comes from the papyrus commentary on Iliad  (P. Oxy. , I BC). The
Homeric passage in question (.–) describes the hill Batieia outside
Troy (‘there is a steep hill . . .’):

�$� ! ��
�[�� �� * %�'�$ �2��
, ��] "# �=�' 〈%�'〉�� �F��[�]�
��"� ��'	. [
]. (schol. pap. Il. ., p.  Erbse, lac. suppl. Erbse e.g., 〈%�'〉��
Haslam)

This the poet [says from his own angle; on account of] this he identifies himself
as an eyewitness.

The critic appears to comment on the present tense in the passage (‘there
is a steep hill’) and on the topographical details. The latter point has parallels
in the passages discussed above, but the point about the implications of
the present tense is new. Moreover, the crucial absence of a word such
as 9� (‘as if’) seems to indicate that, contrary to the examples above, this
commentator considers Homer a real eyewitness. This need not make
Homer a contemporary of or even a participant in the Trojan war, which
would create serious problems of chronology within the Iliad (cf. n. ).
The critic may simply envisage that Homer visited the ruins of Troy as a
‘tourist’ and then made use of his first-hand experience with the Trojan
setting.

To return to the question of authentication: Odysseus’ praise of Demod-
ocus (see above) mentions as a second possibility that the poet refers his
account to a source. This idea is fleshed out in a scholion which comments

 A connection between present tense and trustworthiness is also made in schol. T Il. .–
ex., but the details are different. Homer describes Hephaestus’ golden maidservant-robots in the
present tense (probably because, as divine creatures, they are omnitemporal). The ancient critic,
however, argues along the lines of trustworthiness: 9� ��� ����
	�2��� ��0 ��������'���U�
���2��
 �$� (‘For he [sc. Homer] utters these things as if he were convinced and showing his
allegiance’). It would seem to me that the critic primarily sees Homer as justifying a story element
that at first sight might seem unrealistic. Consequently, I do not think that this scholion can help
explain schol. A Il. .– ex. (see n. ), as suggested by van der Valk (: ) and Erbse (ad
loc.).

 The corpus of Homeric scholia contains another note on ‘autopsy’, but it is difficult to interpret:
schol. A Il. .– ex. Scholars generally assume that the scholion refers to Hephaestus working
on the golden tripods which he will temporarily abandon in favour of Achilles’ armour. However,
it is difficult to see how the phrase ��
�� 	�� {"#} 9� ����� (‘trustworthily as if present’) fits
in. It is therefore worth considering van der Valk’s suggestion (: ) that the phrase in question
actually refers to ��$�� /"2	��
 (‘a wonder to behold’) in the preceding line . (cf. bT). Homer
thus praises the tripods ‘trustworthily, as if present’. While van der Valk’s far-reaching speculations
about the sources of the scholia are rightly dismissed by Erbse (ad loc.), his starting-point may well
be sound.
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on one of the rare occasions when Homer adduces ‘anonymous spokesmen’
(��	 , ‘they say’). (The simile in .– focuses on the eagle ‘who, as
they say, has the sharpest vision of all the birds in heaven’.)

��
�� 	�� � “��	 ” [.] ���	2����� 9� ��� �$ ��
5��2	��
 &7 ��
�Y
	�
 �����U� ���
5-� ]����. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

Trustworthily he [sc. Homer] added ‘they say’, as if he had painstakingly explored
everything before adding it to his poem.

In other words, the rhetoric of the passage gives the impression that
Homer first consulted specialists (in the present case: ornithologists), before
he composed the relevant passage. Although the exact nuance of the
participial phrase 9� . . . ������� cannot be established with certainty
(either ‘as if he had explored’ or ‘because, as he himself believed, he had
explored’), it does not, in any case, express an objective cause. That is to say,
the Homeric passage creates the impression of thorough research and does
not establish it as an objective fact. This distinction is important, because
the present scholion is implicitly contradicted by the numerous scholia and
other ancient sources which treat the Homeric epics as a textbook from
which many insights can be gained.

conclusion

Plausibility and trustworthiness are important factors for a poet who wants
to win favour with his audience. Trustworthiness, in particular, is often seen
by ancient scholars as depending on the poet providing a large amount of
(sometimes apparently tangential) information. The wealth and/or speci-
ficity of the information gives the reader the impression that he is being
given the account of an eyewitness, which is the most trustworthy form of
a report and helps the poet authenticate his story. Most of the notes quoted
above reflect an awareness that the poet’s presence in the midst of the events
that he is narrating is only apparent. He reports ‘as if he were present’ (9�
�����) at the scene. The question, in other words, is not so much whether

 A similar point is made about ��	 in schol. A Il. .–a Ariston., where, however, it serves to
help justify the athetesis of the passage. Conversely, schol. EPQ Od. . treats ��	 as a reference
to what is known from tradition, that is, general knowledge.

 See Introd. page . The rhetoric of a passage and its trustworthiness also play a role in the notes
which argue that Homer avoids favouring the Greeks too openly, either by having them occasionally
fail (schol. bT Il. . ex.) or suffer (schol. AT Il. .a ex.) or by putting praise for them into the
mouth of a Trojan enemy: schol. bT Il. .a ex. (Priam to Agamemnon), bT Il. .a ex. (Socus
to Odysseus), bT Il. .a ex. (Asius on the Lapiths), bT Il. .b ex. (Glaucus on Achilles),
AbT Il. .– ex. (Aeneas on Achilles), also bT Il. .b ex. (on balanced characterisation); see
Griesinger (: –).
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he had actually been there (or, by extension, relies on people who had) –
the audience usually know that he had not – but whether his account can
create the impression that he had been there. The amount and specificity
of the information given (described as l’effet de réel by Barthes) are seen
as factors crucial for creating this impression, especially if the information
given is in agreement with the readers’ own knowledge and experience.
They are then likely to extend their trust in the poet’s account to areas with
which they are less familiar. At the same time the eyewitness-like quality of
the poet’s narrative testifies to the immediacy, vividness and graphic quality
of his account.



chapter 9

Style

In accordance with the principles laid out in the Introduction (page ),
this chapter on style focuses on the concepts that are discussed in the
scholia with some frequency and does not attempt to give an overview
of ancient notions of style in general. As a further restriction, the present
account excludes most of the rhetorical figures that deal with single words
or very short phrases (metaphor, synecdoche, litotes, etc.) and/or are of
a more ‘technical’ type (epanalepsis, homoioteleuton, isocolon, etc.). They
do not really address the questions of literary criticism that are the focus
of this book and, more importantly, are better studied on the basis of
the rhetorical handbooks. Instead, the chapter primarily discusses stylistic
terms and concepts that can be applied to entire clauses, sentences or even
larger units of text.

graphic quality (enargeia)

The title of this section needs a brief explanation. The word ������
� is
usually rendered in English by ‘vividness’. However, the Greek concept of
������
� does not primarily refer to liveliness, vivacity, the state of being
animated, etc., as ‘vividness’ suggests. Rather ������
� is a visual con-
cept (comparable to German Anschaulichkeit) and designates the graphic
description that enthrals the audience. ‘Graphic quality’ is an attempt to
capture the visual connotations of ������
�. This visual foundation of the
term manifests itself, among other things, in the way that the concept often
goes hand in hand with the notion that the gripping account turns the
reader into a spectator. An illustrative example is the note on the beginning
of the horse race in Iliad  that combines many of the relevant terms:

 Cf. the definition of ������
� by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Lys. , pp. .–. U.-R.); on the
concept of the reader as spectator see Chapter .
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�l	�� ����	 �� �����-� ���525���
 9� ��"#� A�� -� ���-� �	,��2Y
��
 �K� �������. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] has projected the entire mental image so graphically that the
readers are captured no less than the spectators.

No less telling is a note on Astyanax turning away from the frightening
sight of his father Hector in full armour:

�$� "# � <�� �G�� �	0� ������ �� ��	�, >
 �F ����� ���=��
 �
�������, ���� ��0 !�l�
. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

These lines are so full of graphic quality that the events are not only heard but
even seen [sc. by the reader].

Last but not least, the visual quality of ������
� invites comparisons
between literary and visual art. Thus, Homer’s description of Ajax’ physical
symptoms (shortness of breath, sweat) when the Trojan pressure becomes
too strong even for him is praised for being ‘more graphic even than
painting’ (��0 ?����� �� �����2	����, schol. T Il. .– ex.). A
similar point about literary art surpassing painting is made in schol. T Il.
.c ex. (on a simile where the lion is portrayed as ‘covering the eyelids’).

As a general quality, ������
� is a cornerstone of ancient rhetoric and
literary criticism and is discussed in various sources. There is a consensus
that ������
� is a desired goal, but how does a poet or orator achieve
it? As Meijering (: –) has shown, two factors were thought to
be of particular importance. The first is the incorporation of detail, both
their quantity and specificity. A large number of details can render the

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., which argues that the simile, which, as a text, is ‘heard’ (i.e. ‘read’,
���'������), is even more ������� than what can actually be seen (� !�������). Similarly, schol.
bT Il. .a ex. (on the river Scamander boiling with foam, blood and dead bodies) argues, though
without using the term ������
�, that the reader can see (/"�;�) what the words describe. Cf. Chapter
 n. .

 Cf. in general the many notes that speak of poetry in terms of painting (����
��): esp. schol. bT Il.
. ex. (Thetis supplicates ‘as if in a painting’) and bT Il. .a ex. (Homer/Odysseus describes
the scenery in Aulis ‘all but with colours’; Roemer : xiv), also T Il. . ex., T Il. .a ex., bT
Il. .c ex., T Il. . ex., bT Il. .– D, AbT Il. . ex., bT Il. .– ex., T Il. .– ex.,
T Il. . ex., and from scholia to poets other than Homer: schol. Pi. P. .b, A. Th. b; see also
the testimonia collected by Erbse on schol. T Il. .d ex. and Lehnert (: –). One scholion
(schol. bT Il. .–a ex.) makes the interesting point that the repetition of the same word adds a
quality that cannot be achieved by painters and sculptors (on sculptors also schol. T Il. .b ex.).
Furthermore, it is worth adducing schol. AbT Il. .–a ex., which offers the following tripartition.
Tragedy aims at what is nobler (	��������) than reality, comedy at what is baser (<��		��) than
reality and painting at reality itself. The scholion then illustrates each with one example from the
Iliad, which apparently combines all three.

 As a result, it is well documented in modern scholarship too; see, in particular, Lausberg ([]
: § ), Zanker (), Rispoli (), Meijering (: –), also Roemer (: xiii–xiv),
Lehnert (: ).
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description complete or bring about, to speak with Barthes (), l’effet de
réel: the wealth of detail makes the reader feel that the account is authentic
(see Chapter ). The same also applies to very specific details, especially if
they are particularly striking (visually, acoustically, conceptually, etc.).

A second important factor is the reduction of the distance (temporal
or spatial) between the events and the audience. This can be achieved,
for example, through the use of the present tense or deictic demonstrative
pronouns, by addressing the characters or the audience. This second factor
is more typical of oratory and therefore rarely commented on in the poetic
scholia.

Conversely, the notion that the ������
� of a passage depends on the
incorporation of details is repeatedly found in the scholia. (Hector and
Patroclus fight over the dead body of Hector’s driver, Cebriones. Hector is
holding his head, Patroclus a foot.)

�����2	�� <"�
�� �� !���� �$ 	����� ���	��0� ��0 � �2��, o� �,�����

�8�
 ����;����. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] described the dragging of the body [sc. of Cebriones] most
graphically by adding the limbs which they [sc. Hector and Patroclus] were holding
and pulling in opposite directions.

This note makes it explicit that the descriptive details (here: Cebriones’
limbs) contribute to or even bring about ������
�. In other cases, this
remains implicit when a passage (usually a detail) receives praise for its
������
�. Still other notes seem to build on the view that the details in
question are particularly striking. (The dead body of the Trojan fighter
Iphition is run over and cut in two by a Greek chariot.)

�����-� <"�
�� �/�
	��� 	����� 3�� -� ���������� ��,-� "
�
��'�2Y
��'. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

He [sc. Homer] graphically showed the mutilation of the body that is cut in two
by the chariot that is running past.

 One Iliadic scholion (schol. bT Il. .b ex.) argues: ������$� "# ������� �� � ������� 9�
�
������ �����2���
� (‘it is characteristic of a graphic narrative to recount the events of the past
as if they were happening in the present’), but the application is hardly appropriate. It refers to the
passage where Achilles complains that when it comes to the distribution of booty (Il. .) ‘I never
have [<,�] a prize that is equal to yours [sc. Agamemnon’s].’ The present tense here is more likely
to be generalising.

 See e.g. schol. T Il. . ex. (on the rescue of Sarpedon, with the spear still sticking in his thigh and
dragging behind him), bT Il. .b ex. (on Hector running to Troy, with the shield banging against
his neck and heels).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on blood spurting from a wound), T Il. .b ex. (on the he-goat,
hit by Pandarus, falling backwards onto the rocks), T Il. .a ex. (on Euryalus spitting blood and
rolling his head over after losing the boxing match against Epeius).
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Whereas modern readers tend to shy away from the gory details of
Homer’s battle description, this ancient critic treats them as an integral
part of the account that can contribute to its graphic quality.

Presence or absence of details also seems to mark the decisive difference
between ������
� and 	�����
� (‘clarity’). (When Agamemnon realises
that his brother Menelaus is struck with an arrow, he fears the worst and
addresses his brother in a desperate speech. The speech introduction and
the actual speech are separated by another line, which is not often the case
in Homer: ‘holding the hand of Menelaus, and the companions groaned
in response’.)

@���� �� 	 ,��, ��0 �F 5��`�
� �� 	�����
��, ����2	�
� "# �� ������
��,
T
� ���� ��
 �� *+���2������ 	'�����
�� ��0 �� -� 	'��,���2���
%� ��� "
���	
�. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

Take away the line, and you will not destroy its clarity, but you will take away its
graphic quality, which reveals Agamemnon’s commiseration and the state of the
companions who grieve with him.

In other words, from a strictly functional point of view the line is not
necessary (its excision does not destroy the clarity of the narrative), but
the details (Agamemnon holding his brother’s hand, the groaning of the
companions) contribute to the ������
� of the passage.

A particular problem is the relation between ������
� and ��2���
�
(‘activity, energy’), which are regularly confused in the medieval
manuscripts. A note by Eustathius indicates that ancient critics appar-
ently differentiated between ������
� as a quality of the narrative and
��2���
� as a quality of the action itself. However, since the ��2���
�
of the action can depend on the ������
� of the narrative, one can easily
imagine that the two concepts get confused, especially in the light of the
frequent brevity of the scholia (Introd. page ).

 On 	�����
� in rhetoric see e.g. Meijering (: –).
 Cf. W. G. Rutherford (: –); his starting-point is Trypho fig. (III .– Spengel), who

defines ��2���
� as if he were talking about ������
�: ���	
� 3� * E`
� @��'	� � ���=����� (‘an
expression that makes the thought visible’). Whether the confusion originates with Trypho or is
due to a scribal error is impossible to decide.

 See Meijering (:  n. ). The passage is Eust. .– (= ..–): /	2�� "# >

����	���
�$��
 �^ ����
�0 ���$��, 9� ����,���� ! ��
��� �� ��	� �� &� ��,��
��2���
�� n �� �$ ����' ������
�� (‘NB the ancient critics commented on this passage that
the poet used every possible source to bring out the dynamics of the battle or the graphic quality of
his narrative’).

 Meijering (: ) compares schol. bT Il. .a ex. (������
�) with schol. bT Il. .– ex.
(��2���
�) and T Il. .c ex. (ditto) and concludes that ‘the terms are practically synonymous
here’. In the light of her parallels for the phrase �� ��2���
�� �
��;�, however, one may prefer to
read ��2���
� in schol. bT Il. .a ex. too (thus b, against T’s ������
�� favoured by Erbse and
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On account of the visual quality of ������
�, it is justifiable to compare
the notes where the poet is praised for ‘rendering something visible’ (e.g. 3� *
E`
� @��
�, lit. ‘to bring into view’), especially where the two expressions
(������
�, E`
�) occur in combination, for example in a note on the half-
burnt ship of Protesilaus. Both concepts share the ‘synaesthetic’ view that
an aural form of art such as poetry can have a manifestly visual quality.

Works that survive only in excerpts such as the scholia are a particularly
unsafe basis for argumenta ex silentio (cf. Introd. page ). It may, never-
theless, be significant that the dramatic scholia have very little to say on
������
�, and then almost exclusively on narrative elements such as the
messenger speech. It may well be that ������
� was considered a feature
typical primarily of narrative.

variation and avoidance of monotony

An important focus of ancient literary criticism is a poem’s variation
(��
�
� �), or, put negatively, the avoidance of uniformity (� !���
Y
"2�), monotony and therefore surfeit (�����) on the part of the reader. In
order to keep the reader’s attention (see Chapter ), a good poet is expected
to vary his poem regularly and insert elements which are new (��
���).

This notion is so common in ancient criticism and rhetoric that a small

after him Meijering). This does not alter the correct observation that the two terms are easily and
often mistaken for each other (see also van der Valk on Eust. . = ..).

 See schol. bT Il. .a ex.; for 3� * E`
� @��
� see e.g. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on the savour of
roasted meat rising to the sky), bT Il. . ex. (on a severed hand falling to the ground), bT Il. .
ex. (on Achilles striking in a circle around him), S. Aj. d (on Tecmessa recounting how Ajax
finally sat among the butchered animals), OC  (on the messenger speech). See also Ps.Long.
. on Simonides (= fr.  Page) and for the phrase �����-� 3� * E`
� @��
� Theon II .–
Spengel (on <����	
�), cf. the definition of ������
� by Anon.Ségu.  Patillon. It is perhaps worth
mentioning that 3� * E`
� @��
� can also designate what the dramatic poet literally shows on stage
(e.g. schol. Ar. Pax ).

 Cf. schol. E. Ph. , also S. El.  (quoted in Chapter ). Cases such as schol. Ar. Eq. b
are no real contradiction. Here, ������� describes the individual word (�2�
�) and means ‘very
expressive’, a usage that W. G. Rutherford (:  n. ) considers ‘foolish’.

 Avoiding � !���
"2�: e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex., A. Eum. ; �����: see the examples collected in
Chapter .

 Put negatively: a poet should avoid unnecessary repetition ("
		�����;�). If he does, he is likely to
be praised for it: e.g. schol. T Il. .a ex. (Eurypylus does not give Patroclus a detailed catalogue
of the wounded Greeks; Nestor has done so already), bT Il. . ex. (Homer has Nestor ignore part
of Agamemnon’s question in order to avoid repetition), S. Aj. a (Tecmessa does not report what
happened to Ajax outside the hut: she does not know, and Sophocles does not want to annoy the
audience by repeating what has been said already), a (the chorus-leader does not elaborate to the
messenger why Ajax is not in, because the audience know already), d (explains in great detail
why Sophocles here abandons his usual avoidance of repetition (the messenger reports first to the
chorus and then to Tecmessa), and the repetition is not tedious (���	�����), because it is shorter),
El.  (argues that Orestes and Electra do not speak about what happened to Agamemnon, because
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selection of relevant notes and a few general remarks must suffice in the
present context.

Scholars perceive variation and avoidance of monotony in virtually every
conceivable part and aspect of a poem. Examples include small stylistic
phenomena such as the variation of the grammatical case (schol. bT Il.
.b ex.) or the avoidance of homoioteleuton (schol. T Il. .b ex.) as
much as the variation of the poem as a whole (schol. bT Il. .a ex.). To
put it bluntly, poikilia is a fundamental principle for poetry in general (e.g.
schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).

Considering the Iliadic scholia on variation as a whole, one notices that
they remarkably often adduce the argument in connection with battle
scenes. The notes on Homer successfully varying his battle scenes are
so numerous that one cannot help suspecting that they reflect a certain
apologetic tendency. Scholars either draw attention to Homer’s general
ability to vary battle scenes:

"
 * >��' "# �'��		��
 ���0 �� ������ ��
�
� �� ! ��
���. (schol. T Il.
.a ex.)

The poet constantly observes variation concerning the wounds.

or they praise a particular scene for its variation in that it presents a new
constellation. (Sarpedon and Glaucus together lead the Lycian forces into
battle.)

���
� @�� O� ����	��'&7 ,�&�
 g	� ������� �� ��-�� �� ��	��
, ���	Y
��
��K� (�l� ��
-�. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

the audience already know all of it and are more interested in seeing what Orestes will do). Cf.
Odysseus at the end of his tale to the Phaeacians (Od. .–).

 For ��
�
� � in rhetoric see e.g. Hermog. id. . (p. .– Rabe). Variation and avoidance of
monotony are virtual synonyms for good poetry and literature in general, see e.g. D.H. Is. 
(p. .– U.-R.), Plut. garr. d (on Homer), vita Soph. (test. . Radt), vita Eur. (p. .–
Schwartz), schol. Pi. O. .b. Modern scholarship on the topic: Roemer (: xiv–xv), van der
Valk (I: xciv, II: lvi–ii), N. J. Richardson (: ), Meijering (: –), Heath (: –).
The notion ‘variation pleases’ (probably best known in its Latin form varietas delectat) reaches well
beyond the interpretation of texts, see e.g. Arist. Rh. a–, who quotes E. Or.  (cf. fr. com.
adesp.  K-A).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (avoidance of monotony by introducing the characters of attackers and
victims), bT Il. .– ex. (variation by detailed information on victim, sim. bT Il. .– ex.;
on the topic also Chapter ), AbT Il. .b ex. (variation of wounds), bT Il. . ex. (Homer
passes over the wounds in order to avoid surfeit).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (variation: now Pandarus is energetic and Diomedes despondent),
bT Il. .– ex. (new scene: Adrestus supplicates Menelaus), bT Il. .b ex. (Peisander and
Hippolochus supplicate Agamemnon from their chariot), T Il. . ex. (variation by leaving Ajax
behind and change of scene to Hector on the left-hand side), bT Il. .b ex. (variation: Automedon
yokes an extra trace-horse, which will be killed by Sarpedon), bT Il. .– ex. (different way of
striking the victim’s mouth, comparison with similar scene in book ), bT Il. .–a ex. (subtle
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Again he [sc. Homer] makes use of another arrangement [sc. two commanders-
in-chief], in order to give a new appearance to the battle, thereby making us
attentive.

Obviously the two forms of general and specific interpretation can be
combined (e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex., on different wounds in the head).
Moreover, praise for variation may either refer to what the poet describes
(see above) or to how he describes it.

No less indicative of the prominence of battle scenes is the fact that
a relaxing effect is attributed to changes of scene, especially when they
lead away from the battlefield. Alternatively, they introduce a different
type of scene, for example supplication instead of combat. (Asteropaeus
supplicates Achilles.)

�������		�� � !���
"#� ��� �	2 
�� ^���=���. (schol. bT Il. .–b
ex.)

Avoiding uniformity, he [sc. Homer] has someone [sc. Asteropaeus] supplicate.

Asteropaeus’ supplication varies the pattern that Homeric fighters nor-
mally engage in combat even if there is a considerable difference in strength
between them.

Especially interesting are notes that first give a list of the known forms
and then discuss the variation. For instance, in a note on the ‘Doloneia’:

����-� "# ��� �� �� �	
� "
��'	�2��� ��� ��,�� ^��
��� ��0 ��?��, ��-�
��	�
�, ������, ��, "������ ��, �����	 �� ��"�-� � ��0 ��-�, ���	5� ��,
��0 �2,�
 &� ~ W"�� ������U� �� h �, ��0 �	����;� ��0 ����'��;� ��
�	��
��
������� � BC����
���, �� * @��� �)"�� �2���
 ! ��
���, "
� "���' ��0
�'��� �������-� �� ��� * (�2��� �', �� -� BC������. (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.)

With many <story elements> having been used up in the poem, after battles with
chariots and foot soldiers, woundings of gods, single combats, public speeches,
assemblies of men and gods, embassies, and having led Zeus away to Mt Ida and
having isolated the Greek cause by means of thunder and lightning, the poet

variation of similar battle constellations), b Il. . ex. (variation by singling out an individual). For
the implicit contrast with the notion of ‘typical battle scenes’ see Chapter .

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on varied sequence of narrative), bT Il. . ex. (ditto), bT Il.
. ex. (ditto), bT Il. .– ex. (on variety in describing the death of Patroclus).

 On changes of scene in general see Chapter . Changes that lead away from the battlefield are
discussed in schol. T Il. . ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .a ex., D Il. ., see also bT Il. .a
ex.

 See also schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on the Lycaon scene, which elaborates the supplication motif ) and
bT Il. .– ex. (n. ).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on theomachy and river battle as new forms).
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now turns to another form, completing the Greeks’ misfortune during the day by
means of ruse and at night.

The critic so to speak takes an inventory of the types of scene that occur
in books – and contrasts them with the night expedition in book .
It is clear that he has in mind the opposition ‘variation vs. monotony’,
although he does not use the standard terms, but simply speaks of a ‘new
form’ (@��� �)"��).

All the examples adduced so far explicitly or implicitly presuppose that,
by varying his poem (or avoiding monotony), the poet creates a form of
mild surprise which renews the reader’s attention. As Chapter  has made
clear, an intensified form of surprise can result if the poet first deliberately
creates and subsequently thwarts a particular expectation on the reader’s
part (‘creation of false expectations’). Interestingly, the notion of ��
�
� � is
broad enough to include such cases too. (In Iliad , Hector kills Poseidon’s
grandson Amphimachus. The sea god flies into a rage, rushes to the Greek
camp and urges them to fight.)

! �#� ������� ���=	�� � “��0 �� "� ���0 �&�
 V�	�
"��� �,�����” ���	Y
"��� 
�� 	'�5���� ���2��' ���2	��
 ��� 	��. ! "# ��
��� �
���� �
���
�� @��� ���
	���
, �� 	'����	
� �F�$ [sc. Il. .–], �� ����	
� [sc.
.–] ��0 �����
	
� [sc. .–], �� !��
	��� * W"����2�� [sc. .–]
��0 ����. (schol. b Il. .–a ex.)

The reader who reads ‘and then Poseidon got angry in his heart’ expects some very
fierce clash of armed forces [i.e. an immediate battle scene between Greeks and
Trojans]. The poet, however, being a lover of variation, inserts other <scenes>,
his [sc. Poseidon’s] encounter [sc. with Idomeneus], the question [sc. Poseidon’s]
and answer [sc. Idomeneus’], Idomeneus’ arming, and so on.

The treatment of battle scenes in the first half of the Iliad induces the
reader to expect that the two armies will immediately engage in battle.
Homer, however, �
���� �
��� as he is, gives up the former pattern and
first inserts (���
	���
) other scenes before the armies finally clash. The
overall effect is that of a retardation (see Chapter ).

Poikilia is, to repeat, a cornerstone of ancient literary criticism that
is applied in many forms and contexts. As an interpretative principle, it
became particularly important in the Hellenistic period. Its application
can therefore be somewhat anachronistic, especially when the texts under
discussion are the Homeric epics, which display various typical character-
istics that are not automatically conducive to an explanation in terms of

 The T-scholion on the same passage is more specific about the ‘unexpected’ scenes, but leaves out
the point about Homer being �
���� �
���.
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variation. As Chapter  will show, however, ancient critics were not totally
unaware of Homer’s typicality. But true to their immediate heritage, they
were inclined to emphasise the variation within the typicality.

explanation (epexegesis)

It is generally accepted that the oldest stratum of ancient criticism is
the explanation of difficult and obsolete words (see Introd. page ). In
the course of their careful examination of poetic vocabulary, ancient critics
came to discover a recurrent feature which they called �������	
� (lit. ‘sub-
sequent explanation’). They found that poets have a tendency to explain
difficult words themselves. For example, the rare metaphor 	���?�	��

(‘to be penned up’, of the Trojans under siege) is explained by Homer
himself, in that he adds ‘like sheep’ at the end of the line (schol. A Il. .a
Ariston.). And the same technique could be found in many other places
both in Homer and elsewhere. Poets appear to be aware of the difficulties
of their vocabulary. By means of ‘subsequent explanation’ they enable the
reader to understand properly the particular expression and the text as a
whole. Or as a scholion on Aeschylus puts it:

�/���	
, >�� �	��2� 
 �1��	
�, �^ ��
��0 ����"
"�	��
� �F�. DJ�(�)�(��).
“�=�5�,�� �� ��� O�	
� ��0 5������ � ��0 w��'�” [Il. .]. (schol. A. Eum.
a, sim. b)

Whenever they say something obscure, poets are wont to explain it afterwards.
<Cf.> Homer: ‘<Mydon fell from the chariot> headlong into the sand, onto
his neck and shoulders’ [i.e. the difficult word kymbachos ‘headlong’ is explained
by the rest of the line].

The critic argues that ����
 (‘wool’) in Aeschylus is a difficult word that
is ‘subsequently explained’ by ���&
 ����� (‘white fleece’), for which he
adduces a Homeric parallel. Strictly speaking, there is a difference between
Homer and dramatic texts, because in the latter it is the character who gives

 Cf. in particular Porphyry zet. / (I – Schrader) with numerous examples; also Ap.S. .,
schol. h Il. ., A Il. .a Ariston., bT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .b ex., A Il. . Ariston., bT Il.
.b ex., A Il. . Ariston., bT Il. .–a ex., bT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il.
.– ex., bT Il. .b ex., AT Il. . ex., A Il. .b Ariston. (sim. Ge), A Il. . Ariston.
(on which see below), A Il. .a Ariston./Nic. (sim. bT), bT Il. .a ex., Q Od. ., HQ
Od. ., A. Ch. , Eum. a (quoted below), Supp. , , –, Th. –b, E. Or.
, , Ph. , Hipp. , Alc. , Ar. Nu. c, b, Pax c, Av. a, Call. h. .a (p. .
Pf.). Needless to say, notes on epexegesis can describe the phenomenon without using the term itself:
e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex., A Il. .a Ariston.

 The Homeric example is explained accordingly in schol. bT Il. .a ex., AT Il. . ex., cf. Porph.
zet. / (I .– Schrader).
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the explanation, not the narrator. The present note ignores that difference,
and it is likely that the same holds true for many of the notes where the
lack of an explicit grammatical subject precludes a clear decision.

As to the specific details of epexegesis, scholars assume that the explanation
always follows on the expression that is in need of such an explanation,
as, in fact, the prefix ��- in �������	
� indicates. Consequently, they are
surprised by a passage where the regular sequence is inverted:

	���
�2�� "# >
 ��������	��,  � ( ,������, �� �� �2�� [cf. .],
�������;	��
 �/����, �F ��������;	��
. “��5��� <,�� * H�=,�		
, 2��� ���Y
��
�” [Il. .]. (schol. bT Il. .c ex. (Ariston.), cf. Ge and A)

<The line> must be marked with a sign, because he [sc. Homer] explains before-
hand what the chêramos is, a hollow rock, whereas he is wont to explain subse-
quently, not in advance. <Cf. e.g.> ‘with a fawn in his claws, the young of a
deer’.

The interpretation of the passage itself may be problematic (�� ��
�2��, ‘hollow rock’, is said to explain beforehand what ,������ means).
But the note is important for the general claim about the standard sequence
of epexegesis, which is backed with an example.

This is perhaps the occasion to mention the notes which argue that the
poet himself gives an etymological explanation of a character’s name, even
if the critics do not explicitly use the term epexegesis in such contexts. The
point is made about the names of Astyanax (schol. A Il. . Ariston.),
Idaeus (schol. T Il. . ex.) and Thoötes (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).

Notes on epexegesis sometimes use the formulation that the poet ‘himself’
(�F��) gives the explanation of the word in question. The implied
contrast may be ‘he the poet and not I the critic’. It should, however, be
mentioned in that connection that the Aristarcheans appear to have seen
epexegesis as a privilege of the narrator. Il. . (in a speech by Idomeneus)
is considered a ‘subsequent explanation’ and is athetised because epexegesis
is the poet’s task, not the character’s (schol. A Il. . Ariston.). The
note hardly does justice to the passage in question (see the discussion in
Chapter ), but the underlying rule as such is remarkable. Read against
this backdrop, the emphasis on ‘himself’ may well mean ‘he the poet and
not the character’.

 For the general tendency among ancient scholars to write, e.g., ‘Sophocles says’ instead of ‘Sophocles
has his character say’ see Excursus at the end of Chapter .

 Cf. e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston., A Il. .b Ariston. (sim. Ge), A. Supp.  (theoretically, �F��
could refer here to the chorus, but see n. ).

 Note, however, that schol. A Il. .a Ariston./Nic. simply observes the presence of epexegesis,
although it forms part of a speech by Nestor (Schenkeveld : ).
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Considering the collected evidence on epexegesis, one cannot help notic-
ing that the term is sometimes applied to straightforward expressions that
are hardly in need of a semantic explanation. An example is the ‘wide’
(�F��;�) trench which protects the Greek camp. It is conceivable that
over the years the technical term was watered down. As a consequence, any
passage which seemed to explain and elaborate a preceding word could now
be called epexegesis, regardless of whether the word was actually difficult
or not. As a complementary solution, one might consider the possibility
that epexegesis was influenced by the related, but strictly speaking different,
concept of (ep)exergasia (‘elaboration’).

elaboration (epexergasia)

The term and concept of (��-)������	 � (‘elaboration’) are rooted in
rhetorical theory. An orator is expected to state the subject-matter of his
speech at the outset in a summary list of topics (� ������
�), which he is
then to ‘work out’ in detail (������?�	��
, also ����-) in the speech that
follows. Ancient critics apply this principle also to the interpretation of
poets and prose writers. Probably the most extensive discussion of epexer-
gasia is the one by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. He criticises Thucydides
for repeatedly failing to find a good balance between the importance of the
topic and the elaboration, that is, the length of his narrative. Dionysius
believes that important events should be treated at length, unimportant
ones not. To his mind, Thucydides was not very successful in implementing
this principle.

In the scholia, the concept of elaboration often occurs in the form
that a summary passage is said to name the general topic, which is then
elaborated in the subsequent narrative (e.g. schol. A Il. .– Porph.).

 See schol. bT Il. .–a ex.; sim. bT Il. .– ex. (on ����� ‘many’), Q Od. . (on >

‘what’ as denoting quantity too), E. Or.  (on <����� <����� ‘you slew, you were slain’), Ar. Nu. c
(where, paradoxically, the ‘explanation’ 	�
�"�����
 ‘splinters’ is more difficult than the expression
it is said to explain: ����
 ���
5�;� ‘exact arguments’, but see next n.), b (on ���	5=�� ‘old
man’).

 Note, in particular, the juxtaposition of �����	
� ��0 ��������	 � in schol. Ar. Nu. c (see
previous n.); cf. also schol. bT Il. .– ex. The discussion by Schenkeveld (: –) appears
to presuppose that the two terms are synonymous.

 Cf. Anderson (: ), with references. The former part, the list of topics, is also called ���
	���
‘division (of subjects)’ (e.g. D.H. Is. , p. .,  U.-R.). Both elements together belong to the
orator’s �/����� � (see Chapter ).

 Cf. D.H. Thuc. –, with Meijering (: –).
 The same idea can be expressed in different terminology, cf. e.g. schol. Pi. O. .a: � ������
�

����0� . . . � ��� �2��� ��2��
	
� (‘having set out the main points . . . he goes through with the
details’); schol. Ar. Nu. g: ����
�U� ������' . . . ���
� ������ ?�
 (‘having first spoken in
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The concept is developed in considerable detail in a long Aristarchean
note on the passage in which Hector strikes off the tip of Ajax’ spear,
with subsequent elaboration of the details (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).
Aristarchus argues that there is no real contradiction between the two
parts of the narrative. Rather, the second part elaborates the preceding
summary. The fact that the tip comes off only after Ajax uselessly wields
the spear simply adds a detail that was not mentioned in the summary.

Given its origins in rhetoric, it is hardly surprising that ‘elaboration’ and
related concepts turn up when the scholia describe the structure of speeches
both in epic and, though less often, in tragedy. Interestingly, schol. T Il.
.– ex. considers the last three lines of Diomedes’ boasting speech to
Paris a ‘poetic elaboration’ (��������	 � ��
�
��). Given that ��
�
���
can mean ‘in the style of the narrator’ (as opposed to a character’s speech,
see Chapter ) and given that epexegesis was also considered a privilege of
the narrator (see above), this critic perhaps means to say that the three
lines are in the narrator’s style and therefore foreign to Diomedes’ speech.
Overall, however, it is common among ancient scholars to treat ‘elabora-
tion’ as an unobjectionable element of a speech (see the examples listed in
n. ).

A particularly interesting example of the concept ‘summary with sub-
sequent elaboration’ is the generalising analysis of a Euripidean messenger
speech:

	'����� ���
� CF�
� "�� ����
�U� �� %�0 	 ,�I &� 	'����l� � ������
��
���	�
������ G	���� "
���;�
 � �l�. (schol. E. Ph. )

In his typical manner, Euripides [strictly speaking, the messenger], having stated
beforehand in a single verse the gist of the plight, then recounts the whole story
in a more detailed [i.e. narrative] way.

general . . . he repeats it in much detail’). A few Homeric scholia on elaboration are collected by
Roemer (: xiii) and Bachmann (: ).

 The exact wording is "���; ��,�	��
, which need not mean more than ‘seems to be in contradiction’,
that is, apparent contradiction (Schrader :  n. ).

 In reality, Aristarchus misinterprets the passage (see Janko : ad loc.), but the note nicely illustrates
how he saw the relationship between summary and elaboration.

 Epic: schol. Ge Il. .– (Athena to Achilles), bT Il. .b ex. (Achilles elaborates his initial
prayer; the critic uses the term ��������;� instead of ��������?�	��
), bT Il. . ex. (Athena
reproaches Diomedes by praising his father), T Il. .b ex. (Nestor to Patroclus on his exploits as
a young man), bT Il. .– ex. (careful structural analysis of Glaucus’ critique of Hector), also bT
Il. .a ex. (Nestor and Odysseus both elaborate what the other omits in his speech), bT Il. .
ex. (Zeus criticising Hera’s aggression against Troy). Tragedy: schol. S. El.  (Electra divides her
speech in ������
� like an orator), sim.  (on Chrysothemis’ speech). For the structural analysis
of speeches see also Chapter .

 Cf. schol. AbT Il. .a ex. (on Antilochus reporting Patroclus’ death).
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Despite the absence of the usual word for elaboration, it is clear that
this scholion, which aptly describes the structure of Euripides’ messenger
speeches, belongs here.

In a more general sense, the various terms (������
�, ��������?�	��

and cognates) can be used more independently of the underlying rhetorical
theory in order to designate any form of ‘summary’ or ‘elaboration’.

This general use of ‘elaboration’ occurs, for example, in the description
of similes (e.g. schol. T Il. .b ex., T Il. .–b ex.), especially in
order to set off the simile against its shorter peer, the metaphor, which lacks
the elaboration part (schol. bT Il. .– ex.). In short, �� ������ �
�
(or similar) can describe any summary and therefore ‘rapid’ narrative.
Conversely, ��������?�	��
 can do the same for any detailed and therefore
‘slow’ narrative.

One note (schol. bT Il. .– ex.) testifies to the principle that Homer
is wont to give an elaborate description on the first occurrence of the
phenomenon in question (in this case, the shooting of an arrow). In a
similar vein, schol. bT Il. . ex. makes the observation that Homer
gives extensive descriptions only once for each phenomenon (he described
the corslet of Agamemnon in Il. .– and therefore does without a
detailed description of Achilles’ in Iliad ; similarly with the pyres of
Patroclus (.–) and Hector (.–) respectively). These notes
must be read against the background that poets ought to avoid unnecessary
repetition (see above on Variation).

Occasionally, Homer is praised for omitting the elaboration. The pro-
lepsis of Patroclus’ death, for example, would take the edge off the narrative
if the poet had elaborated the details. And to give a detailed description
of every single fighter’s death would be prolix (schol. bT Il. .– ex.).
Similarly, scholars athetise E. Med.  on account of what they consider a
superfluous elaboration. Conversely, a scholar argues that Homer must

 Cf. e.g. schol. T Il. .b ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .–a ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .b ex.
(narrative without elaboration is called `
���), AbT Il. .a ex., A Il. .a Ariston., bT Il. .–
ex., T Il. .b ex. (`
��� again), bT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. . ex., HQR Od.
. (quoted in Chapter ), Pi. P. .a, E. Andr. , etc. (see also Meijering : –); schol.
HPQT Od. . makes the interesting point "=� "# ����
 ����	���, ! �#� "
� &� ��� * ���	��
��������	 ��, ! "# "
� �$ 	'�����	���� (‘there are two modes of emphasis, one by means of
the elaboration of detail, the other by means of the outcome’).

 For ‘rapid’ and ‘slow’ narrative cf. Chapter ; see also below on Brevity.
 See also schol. Ab Il. .– ex., which argues that Homer designates Elis by naming the places

located at the border because he did not want to elaborate again (���
�).
 Cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (discussed in Chapter ).
 Cf. schol. E. Med. , with most modern editors following suit. The same notion of superfluousness

probably underlies schol. Pi. I. .b, which argues that Pindar ‘elaborated’ the proem with an eye to
his fee. (The Pindaric scholia are rich in such ‘economic’ insinuations: e.g. schol. Pi. P. ., .a,
I. .a, .a, etc. and Chapter .)
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not be criticised for dwelling on the details of Zeus’ kinship with Sarpedon,
because it serves a didactic purpose (schol. b Il. .–a ex.).

These examples show that Homer may, but need not, elaborate. Perhaps
this was one of the reasons why Zenodotus decided to athetise the bulk of
the production of Achilles’ shield by Hephaestus (Il. .–), leaving
untouched only the short summary (( ������
�"�� <���	
�) at the begin-
ning (.–). It is quite likely that he failed to see the function of such
a long elaboration at this point. Aristarchus objected that Homer would
not have carefully introduced Hephaestus’ bellows if he was not going
to make use of them in his narrative (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). The
explanation shows that Aristarchus knows full well that elaboration can be
omitted. But in the present case he considers it genuine on account of the
careful motivation of the bellows. Elsewhere, however, Aristarchus himself
athetises lines of elaboration if they do not fit the requirements of their
context. A main criterion is, as often in Alexandrian scholarship, whether
or not the elaboration has a specific function in that particular context.
The lines which describe how Athena changes her clothes (Il. .– =
.–), for example, are kept in the former scene ‘because they achieve
something’ (�����
 ��� 
��) and athetised in the latter because they
allegedly do not. The note on the former passage (schol. A Il. .–
Ariston.) makes it clear that the lines function so to speak as an ‘arming
scene’ which prepares for Athena’s subsequent aristeia (cf. schol. A Il. .a
Ariston., on the arming of Agamemnon).

The general topic ‘summary without elaboration’ also plays a role in
the debate over another athetesis. (In the Athenian section of the Cata-
logue, three lines (Il. .–) praise their leader Menestheus as an excellent
horseman and commander, surpassed by nobody except for Nestor.)

>
 e���"��� ��� �=�' ��;� 	 ,�'� [sc. –] ��2����, ����� "
�

"
� -� ��0 �2��'� �F"2��� �F�� "
��		��� 	'�2	�	��. ����� �2�Y
�
 DJ����� ������
�"-� 	'� 	�	
�, �F� � <��� �����
���, 9� ��
R�,����� ��
	� ��. “��$	�� ��
	�=��� ��,��” [Il. .]. (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston.)

 On didactic purpose in general see Introd. page .
 See Nickau (: –), who, however, is too prone to defend Zenodotus’ textual decisions.
 Mostly in speeches; see the examples discussed by Meijering (: –). On the notion that

elaboration is the narrator’s privilege see above.
 Cf. schol. A Il. .–a Ariston.; Alexandrian scholars are generally prone to suspect verbatim

repetitions (e.g. Lührs ).
 See also Bachmann (: –), Griesinger (: –), Schenkeveld (: –).
 The same notion that the elaboration of Menestheus’ qualities is missing seems to underly schol.

AT Il. .– ex. The parallel case of Machaon is similarly explained in schol. A Il. .a Ariston.,
whereas schol. T Il. .b ex. considers it a real exception; on the question see also schol. T Il.
. ex. On ‘leaving out’ see Chapter .
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<The diple periestigmene,> because Zenodotus athetised three lines down from
here, perhaps because he [sc. Homer] does not anywhere give a detailed account of
him [sc. Menestheus] ordering his troops. Homer, however, presents many things
summarily, leaving out the action itself [i.e. a detailed account of it], for example,
Machaon’s aristeia [sc. is not narrated in detail, but Homer says only in summary]:
‘<The Greeks would not have yielded, had not Paris> stopped <Machaon> from
excelling in battle’.

Aristarchus or his pupils hypothesise (����� ‘perhaps’) that Zenodotus
took exception to the missing elaboration of Menestheus’ qualities as a
military commander in the rest of the Iliad. Zenodotus probably objected
that the lines in the Catalogue create the expectation of a subsequent
elaboration, which is not fulfilled (Nickau : –). Aristarchus refutes
his athetesis with the argument that it is quite common for Homer to omit
the elaboration (supported with an example). The passage differs from
the ones discussed above in that the elaboration of Menestheus’ qualities
could not have followed immediately upon the passage from the Catalogue.
It is noteworthy, too, that in the Machaon parallel the elaboration would
have preceded the summary in Il. .. All in all, Aristarchus’ note appears
to deal with ‘summary without elaboration’ in a rather loose sense. This,
however, is not to say that it is not representative. Rather, the collected
evidence seems to indicate that ancient scholars felt free to apply the
concepts of ‘summary’ and ‘elaboration’ in various forms and contexts.
The concepts may well be rooted in specific rhetorical theory (summary
programme with subsequent implementation), but the scholia show that
critics took the liberty of applying the terms more loosely to any form of
summary or elaboration if this served their needs.

brevity

The preceding section regularly refers to the opposition ‘summary vs. elabo-
ration’. In that connection, it is worth remembering that ancient critics
exhibit a certain predilection for brevity. Perhaps the earliest witness is
Isocrates, who, according to Quintilian, considered brevity one of the
three virtues of a speech’s narrative section (the other two being clarity and
persuasiveness). The concept of brevity (or conciseness) in general is very
common in ancient scholarship. It can be applied to all kinds of passages

 Note also that the Aristarcheans did not count Menestheus among the main characters (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston.).

 See Quint. .. (= Artium Scriptores B XXIV ). It is generally assumed that Isocrates’ term
for brevity was 	'��� �, which should therefore not be considered ‘Stoic’ (M. Schmidt : 
n. ); see also Arist. Po. b–. Isocrates’ tripartition is widely attested (see e.g. Anonymus
Seguerianus  Dilts-Kennedy =  Patillon, with the parallels listed by Dilts and Kennedy ad loc.).
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and expressed in various ways: in addition to the central term 	'��� �
(‘brevity’, with cognates), one can find, for example, �� ������ �I (‘sum-
marily’), �� H� ��
� (‘in a few words’), �� 5��,�; (‘briefly, in a nutshell’),
�� �,�
 (‘quickly’), ��� 	'��2��	�� (≈ ‘by indicating only the con-
clusion (or result) of the action’) or verbs such as �����2,�
� (‘to run
through’). A cherished notion is praise for a poet who can achieve much
in a single line (%�0 	 ,�I) or even a single word ("
� �
l� �2����), for
example the characterisation of the figure of Briseis.

The section on elaboration will have made it clear that scholars do not
generally favour brevity, but judge each case on its merits. It is true, though,
that their outlook can be influenced by Hellenistic principles of writing
poetry. As a result they are sometimes inclined to produce a text that is
‘leaner’ than is perhaps justified (see e.g. the argument in schol. A Il. .
Ariston.). It is equally true, however, that they differentiate between the
various genres: epic is the more ‘leisurely’ genre and allows for more epische
Breite (‘epic scope’), whereas tragedy must not fail to press forward towards
its completion (see discussion in Chapter ).

indirect presentation

Literature in general and poetry in particular have a predilection for indirect
presentation. At the level of individual words and expressions, this can
be gathered, for example, from the prominence of figurative language
(metaphors etc.). Indirect style also comes into play when the presentation
of one story element as it were stands for another that is not explicitly
mentioned. (In Iliad , Hector’s charioteer, Cebriones, drives the chariot
through lost armour and the bodies of soldiers, ‘and the entire axle below
was sprinkled with blood, and the rims around the chariot’.)

�1��� "# ��� -� 	'�5�5����� "���$� � �������. �$� "# ��� �$
��������2��' �N���� g	� �
������
 �� @���� ��0 �� @�'���, �
��&��� ��2���� -� ����-�. 5��K "# ��$�� "��-	�
 �2��� ��	0 “�l� " *
3���������� � ��� �N��
” [Il. . = .]. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

 	'��� �: e.g. schol. AbT Il. . Ariston. (on 	'��� � in the scholia see e.g. Meijering :
esp. –); �� ������ �I: e.g. schol. bT Il. .b ex.; �� H� ��
�: e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex.; ��
5��,�;: e.g. schol. bT Il. .c ex.; �� �,�
: e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex.; ��� 	'��2��	��: e.g.
schol. A Il. .a Ariston.; �����2,�
�: e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (discussed in Chapter , with
parallels). The opposite, a full account, can be expressed by ���=� (‘wide, broad’) and cognates:
e.g. schol. E Od. ., HQ Od. ., Lycophr. b, Luc. ..

 See schol. bT Il. . ex. (quoted in Chapter , with various parallels listed in n. ).
 The sword parallel is similarly explained in the note on the second of the two passages (schol. bT

Il. . ex.). Note that � 	'�5�5���� (‘concomitant circumstances’) can also designate the
events themselves (schol. EHMQ Od. ., quoted in Chapter ).
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He [sc. Homer] is wont to indicate the action from its concomitant circumstances.
In the present case, by means of the blood spurting up so as fully to cover the
axle and the rims he indicated the great number of dead bodies. <Cf. the passage
where> he wants to show that a wound is deep and says ‘the entire sword grew
warm with the blood’.

In other words, instead of stating in plain terms that Cebriones drew
the chariot through a great number of dead bodies or that the wound
inflicted by the sword was deep, Homer makes this felt by means of
indirect presentation. The critic even claims that this is Homer’s regular
practice, supported by a parallel. In addition to both scenes being part of a
gory battle scene, the parallel was no doubt helped by the fact that in both
cases the ‘entire’ (]���, �l�) object is drenched in blood.

The explanation of the scholion can be compared to a device that ancient
rhetoric considered one of the several forms of synekdoche: the text leaves
out the event itself and instead indicates it ‘from its consequence’ (�� or ���
(�$) �������2��' or ��������'��$���). The scholia are rich in this
kind of explanation. Comparable are the notes on ��� 	'����
	���
(‘by inference’). Instead of stating in plain terms, for example, the size of
Achilles’ spear, Homer has his readers infer it from the fact that no other
hero can brandish it.

A rather different form of indirect presentation is meant in a note that
deals with the phenomenon that in Homer inanimate objects sometimes
seem to have a volition of their own, for example when Pandarus’ arrow
‘is eager to fly’ (��
�2	��
 ����� ���, Il. .) through the throng
with the purpose of killing Menelaus. Aristotle (Rh. b–a) discusses
this and other examples under the rubric � � @`',� <�`',� ��
�;�
"
� &� ������l� (‘making the lifeless living through metaphor’). An
anonymous critic seems to be partly influenced by Aristotle’s explanation,
but nevertheless brings it to a point by adding another idea:

 For other examples of indirect presentation see schol. T Il. .a ex. (quoted in Chapter ) and
the forms of indirect characterisation discussed in Chapter .

 For a general discussion of synekdoche (with numerous examples from the Aristophanes scholia
in the Ravennas) see W. G. Rutherford (: –), who takes his cue from Trypho (fig. III
.–. Spengel) and Ps.Plut. Hom. ; see also Hillgruber (: ad loc.).

 Cf. e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (Erbse’s testimonia list eleven parallels from the Homeric scholia,
which can easily be added to from other corpora: e.g. schol. Pi. O. .o, E. Ph. , A.R. .–e,
see also n. ).

 See schol. bT Il. .–a ex. (N. J. Richardson : , with more examples).
 As is well known, Aristotle’s term ‘metaphor’ is broader than its modern counterpart and can perhaps

be rendered here with ‘transference’. The concept ‘metaphor from lifeless to living’ recurs in schol.
A Il. .a Ariston. (on the spears ‘standing (fast)’ in the ground). On ‘living missiles’ in Homer
see also schol. bT Il. .– ex.
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�����
�-� "# �� �$ 5������ ����'� �� �/� � 5���#� ��������, 9�
“�
��
����� ,���� �	�
” [Il. ., .], “����������
 h
�� �S��I” [Od.
.]. (schol. bT Il. .b ex.).

Suggestively he [sc. Homer] transferred the eagerness from the archer to the arrow,
cf. ‘<javelins> eager to feast on flesh’, ‘<ships> rejoicing in Zeus’ wind’.

While Aristotle focuses on the ‘animation’ of inanimate objects (which
he calls ��2���
�), this critic gives the whole question his own twist in that
he perceives a transference of the warrior’s emotional state (eagerness) to
his missile. The missile ‘feels’ what its carrier feels. The parallels no doubt
imply that this is a common feature in Homer.

It is no coincidence that the critic uses the word �����
�-� (‘sugges-
tively’). For <���	
� and cognates are regularly used both in rhetoric and
in literary criticism to describe passages in which something is not spelled
out in plain terms, but rather suggested or insinuated. The examples on
‘indirect presentation’ could be multiplied by including the attestations of
<���	
�. An important difficulty is, however, that the same word family
can also have the meaning ‘emphasis (or emphatic)’ in its current sense.

Given that scholia often provide very little context, it can be very difficult
to decide which of the two meanings the critic had in mind (cf. Erbse VII:
, on the difficulties that the compiler of a thematic index faces when
dealing with <���	
�).

Another adverb that describes what the speaker says ‘between the lines’
is �������� (‘imperceptibly, secretly’), for example on the simile which
imperceptibly shows the ignobility of the Trojans (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.). More often, however, �������� refers to what characters get across
to their interlocutors.

 The critic in schol. bT Il. .a ex. gives a comparable explanation (��������) of Achilles’
spear that is ‘straight-flying’ (/�'� ��), but calls this (with Aristotle) ������
�-� (sim. schol.
bT Il. . ex. on the javelin which Poseidon ‘robbed of its power’, �������	��). See also schol.
bT Il. . ex., which explains that Pandarus’ ‘bitter arrow’ (�
���� Hc	��) is a transfer (again
��������) of the pain of the wounded to the object that wounded him.

 The second parallel (Od. .) does not illustrate the transfer of the emotion from the human
agent to his missile, but is nevertheless a good example for an inanimate object (ships) with human
feelings, especially since the speaker is homesick Odysseus.

 For <���	
� in rhetoric see e.g. Trypho (fig. III .– Spengel), to which compare Ps.Plut. Hom.
.

 The semantics of <���	
� are discussed by W. G. Rutherford (: –), Schenkeveld (:
–), Neuschäfer (: –), I. Rutherford (), Nesselrath (: –), Hillgruber (:
).

 E.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on Polydamas turning Hector’s prowess imperceptibly into a reproach).
The same holds true for ��2�� (‘gently, softly’), e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (Nestor indirectly
instructing Patroclus). Both words can also mean ‘aside’ (see Chapter ).
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Finally, there are two fairly versatile expressions for something that is
not stated in plain terms. One is �/� �	��
 (‘to speak in riddles, hint
at’), whose many applications will be further explored in Chapter . The
other is the phrase �� 	,���
 ���?�
�/"���$� etc. (≈ ‘to show/indicate
by means of the wording’), which can be applied to all kinds of passages
where the speaker says something without saying it. If Chryses urges
Apollo to make the Greeks pay for his tears, this shows that he must have
been weeping (schol. bT Il. .b ex.). If Diomedes is shouting to rally
Odysseus, he must have been fleeing with the rest of the army (schol. bT
Il. . ex.). If Athena removes the dark mist from the eyes of the Greeks,
they must have been in the dark (schol. T Il. .b ex.). None of this is
explicitly stated in the text, but the reader reconstructs it on the basis of
what the text does say (cf. Chapter  on the cooperation of the reader).

irony

Irony is another device for endowing a text with a meaning that is not
stated in plain terms. At the same time, irony is a slippery issue and
apt to cause severe headaches, both conceptually and terminologically. It
comes perhaps as a minor consolation that this seems to have been the
case from the earliest attestations on. However, this is not the place to
write or rewrite the history of irony. The scope of the present section is
much more limited. Considering the many modern concepts that ‘irony’
encompasses, there will be a restriction to what is perhaps best called
‘rhetorical irony’, that is, the figure of speech by which ‘the speaker means
the opposite of what he says’. As can be expected, ancient scholars have at
their disposal several expressions (listed below) that can designate rhetorical
irony. The problem is that the meaning of most of these expressions cannot
be limited to ‘rhetorical irony’. It is therefore difficult to illustrate them
with examples, because it is often impossible to determine with certainty

 Cf. the definition of 	,&�� by Zoilus (Quint. ..): schema quo aliud simulatur dici quam dicitur (‘a
schema where the speaker pretends to be saying something which he is not saying’); cf. Phoebammon
(III .– Spengel = Artium Scriptores B XXXV ): 	,&�� �	
� ����� �#� ���	��
�;	��
,
����� "# �2��
� (‘a schema is to pretend one thing and to mean another’). For the semantics of
	,&�� see also Chapter .

 For such a history see, e.g., Ribbeck (), Büchner (), N. Knox (), Bergson (),
D. Knox (), Nünlist ().

 This limitation can be justified as follows. Of the numerous concepts that today fall under the
rubric ‘irony’, rhetorical irony is the only one that was actually called �/���� � in antiquity. Other
‘ironic’ phenomena such as ‘dramatic irony’ (on which see Chapter ) or ‘the biter bit’ (e.g. Arist.
Po. a–, schol. bT Il. .b ex.) or ‘losing what one cherishes most’ (schol. bT Il. .a
ex.) were recognised as such, but, as far as can be seen, never referred to by the word �/���� � (or
cognates). Needless to say, �/���� � originally encompasses more than ‘rhetorical irony’ (see below).
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whether ‘rhetorical irony’ is indeed what the critic has in mind when he
uses one of the ambiguous expressions.

The only unambiguous term used in the scholia is �/���� � itself (and
cognates), which is perhaps not what one would have expected. After all,
the earliest attestations of the word rather point to a meaning such as ‘self-
deprecation, feigned ignorance’, from which ‘rhetorical irony’ appears to
have developed. However, over the years the meaning ‘rhetorical irony’
seems to have taken over completely, at least as far as the scholia are
concerned. Of the dozens of attestations, all appear to fall under the rubric
‘rhetorical irony’ and not under ‘self-deprecation’ or the like.

This is where certainty ends. There are other expressions that can, but
need not, designate ‘rhetorical irony’. The problem is, to repeat, that it
is often impossible to determine whether ‘rhetorical irony’ is indeed what
the critic had in mind, unless, of course, this is made clear in the rest
of the scholion. It is, therefore, not easy to give clear examples. These
ambiguous terms for ‘rhetorical irony’ include:

L��� (lit. ‘character’), most often in the form �� ���
 or ��
�-�, on
occasion also ��� ���'�. For a tentative explanation of how the meaning
‘rhetorical irony’ may have developed from ‘in character’ see Excursus in
Chapter  (with examples).

3����
	
� (lit. ‘acting’, hence ‘dissimulation’), especially �� 3���� 	�
,
also ��� * 3����
	
�. The ironic speaker puts up a show and thereby conceals
his true feelings. This meaning is well brought out by schol. E. Or. :
�$� "# �� 3���� 	�
 �2��
, �F 	��'"&7 (‘He [sc. Menelaus] says this in
dissimulation, not seriously’).

�� * �� ���	
�, that is, by means of the ‘opposite’ of the word that
would be fitting, that is, not ironic (e.g. schol. E. Hec. ).

 See e.g. Ribbeck ().
 The only exception seems to be schol. Dem. . (p. .– Dilts), which, however, is not a real

exception, because it gives a semantic explanation of �/���� � in the speech of Demosthenes, who
of course uses it in the meaning that was prevalent then.

 The reader can easily check this for himself or herself. The index analyticus of Schwartz’ edition of the
scholia to Euripides (: , misprinted as ) collects examples for ‘rhetorical irony’ (variously
expressed). But not all examples seem equally appropriate. The same applies to the examples for
ironic �� ���
 collected by Kroll (). The determination of rhetorical irony appears to be one of
those fields of literary criticism where the subjective element is particularly hard to overcome.

 Note that schol. Ar. Nu. c glosses �1���, among other things, with 3����
��. For 3����
	
�
as the decisive factor that causes rhetorical irony see n. .

 A similar distinction is made in schol. Hes. op. b: �$� 	,��
�?�� ��0 �� ���
, �F ��� ���
	��'"&� �2��
 (‘he [sc. Hesiod] says this in indignant irony, not in earnest’).

 For �� ���	
� as rhetorical irony see e.g. Quint. ... Conversely, Trypho (fig. III .–
Spengel) expressly distinguishes between �� ���	
� and �/���� �, in that the former is said to
lack the crucial 3����
	
�.
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Similarly, rhetorical irony can also be expressed by �� �$ ���� �' ‘from
the opposite’ (e.g. schol. Ar. Ach. a, cf. Trypho fig. III  Spengel):

5��=�� (‘indignation’) is described as a form of rhetorical irony by
Hermogenes (id. ., esp. p. .– Rabe). In the scholia, however,
attestations of the word in this meaning are rare (e.g. schol. Luc. ., cf.
5���� in schol. bT Il. .– ex.). Conversely, Eustathius uses 5��=��
frequently to designate rhetorical irony (van der Valk II: lx).

There are also expressions for ‘sarcasm’ (e.g. schol. S. El. : ��
-
	����?�
�, bT Il. . ex.: 	����	���), which, however, is not universally
accepted as falling under rhetorical irony. This view is at least as old as
Trypho (fig. III  Spengel), who treats �/���� � and 	����	��� as two
separate figures. Others, however, see sarcasm as a sub-category of rhetorical
irony (e.g. Ps.Herod. fig. – Hajdú, with test.).

In addition to the terms that can designate rhetorical irony, other expres-
sions are used in the scholia in order to describe passages that may well be
deemed ‘ironical’, but the emphasis is more on the fact that the speaker
‘mocks’ or ‘ridicules’ his addressee: "
�	=��
� (‘to disparage, ridicule’),
(��
)������;� (‘to mock’), �'��� ?�
� (‘to sneer at’), 	����
� (‘to
mock’), ,��
�� ?�	��
 (‘to jest’), ,��'�?�
� (‘to scoff’). Although sev-
eral of these terms recur in the elaborate (if not always successful) attempts
of rhetoricians to subdivide the larger concept of rhetorical irony, it seems
safer not to treat them as words which by themselves designate rhetori-
cal irony. Rather, they describe the goal the speaker intends to achieve
with his addressee. Rhetorical irony may well play a role in this, but these
expressions as such do not seem to point this out. They merely indicate
the speaker’s ‘mockery’ (or the like), which may well be achieved by means
other than rhetorical irony.

When trying to describe the difficulties of pinning down irony, mod-
ern scholars regularly use the word ‘Protean’, which also applies here.
Two things are, nevertheless, certain: (i) �/���� � (and cognates) always
means ‘rhetorical irony’ in the scholia; (ii) rhetorical irony is frequently
commented on in the scholia, despite the various uncertainties indicated

 Unlike the previous expressions, 5��=�� does not describe how irony works as a rhetorical figure,
but designates the illocutionary force that is expressed by it. The context of Hermogenes’ definition
makes it clear that he, too, thinks rhetorical irony works by way of the ‘opposite’ (���� ��).

 "
�	=��
�: e.g. schol. Ar. Ach. ; (��
)������;�: e.g. schol. bT Il. .–b ex.; �'��� ?�
�:
e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (= D.T. fr. ∗ Linke); 	����
�: e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex.;
,��
�� ?�	��
: e.g. schol. Ar. Ach. a; ,��'�?�
�: e.g. schol. Ar. Eq. a.

 Cocondrius (III – Spengel), for example, differentiates eight sub-categories of rhetorical irony,
including "
�	'����, ��
������	
�, �'���
	���, ,��
��
	���, ,��'�	���. See also Ps.Herod.
fig. – Hajdú (with testimonia).
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above. As for the rest, the evidence examined here is characterised by the
well-known lack of certainty that makes irony such a difficult and fasci-
nating phenomenon.

iconic relation between form and content

Among the numerous notes on metre and prosody (Introd. page ), there
are some which perceive an iconic relation between form and content, that
is, the metre depicts the action that is described in the text. (In Iliad  Zeus
nods in assent and thereby causes Mt Olympus to tremble. The relevant
hexameter consists of dactyls only.)

� "# �,�
 -� 	'���5-� �� ����� �$ E��'� "
������
 ��0 � �,K &�
�
��	��� "���;. (schol. AbT Il. .c ex.)

By means of the speed of the syllables he [sc. Homer] depicts the trembling of the
mountain and shows the speed of its movement.

The accumulation of short syllables is said to convey the idea of move-
ment and speed (sim. schol. metr. Pi. O. , p. .– Dr.). Form and
content are seen as identical and probably reinforcing each other. The
same idea probably underlies schol. bT Il. .b ex., which argues that
Homer ‘adapted the line to the haste (	��'"�) of the arming soldiers’, but
the line in question is not purely dactylic.

Similarly, the unmetrical end of the notorious line Il. . (it ends
with a word consisting of two short syllables, E�
� ‘snake’, instead of the
required trochee or spondee) is explained as meaningful:

�^ "# “E〈�〉�
�” ��	 �. �����
������ "# �,��	�� &7 �$ 	 ,�' 	'��2	�
,
�� �
 �� ��,���$� �/��;� “>��� E�
� �/���� �)"��”. �� ��� �������
�
-� Q���� ��0 �� ��5�� ��� 	�	
 � �,�
 �$ 	 ,�' �/� 5��,� ��
���'-��� 	'���5��. (schol. T Il. .c ex.)

Some say <the text should read> opphin [i.e. the penultimate syllable becomes
long ‘by position’]. But he [sc. Homer] used the composition of the line in a very
suggestive manner, although he could have said ‘when they [sc. the Trojans] saw
the dappled snake’ [i.e. avoid the metrical problem by changing the word order].

 Another note (schol. bT Il. .a ex.) makes the observation that the hexameter in question is
purely dactylic (even the sixth foot is dactylic, �
� a2�), but does not attribute a particular meaning
to the fact; for the two Homeric scholia see N. J. Richardson (: ), who also points out that
Aristarchus collected purely spondaic lines (schol. A Il. .a Ariston., with the parallels listed by
Erbse), because he considered them metrically unattractive. Similarly, Ps.Demetr. eloc.  cautions
against accumulating long syllables. For a collection of spondaic lines see also Ptolemy of Ascalon
fr.  Baege (= schol. T Il. . ex.).
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For he presents the Trojans’ shock and fear by means of the speed of the line which
ends in short syllables.

The irregularity of the line is not simply accepted as such. Instead, an
(admittedly fanciful) explanation is given for the metrical oddity: it is said
to stand for the shock of the Trojans. Another scholion on the same passage
(schol. h Il. .c, printed by Erbse in the testimonia) reports that ‘some’
thought the ‘short-tailed’ verse iconically represented this particular snake,
whose tail is short. This interpretation may be influenced by the ancient
terminology for hexameters that end with an irregular sixth foot. Such a
line is called �� �'��� (lit. ‘mouse-tailed’).

Long syllables too can be said to bear meaning. (Sisyphus pushes his
boulder uphill, �l�� @�� w��	�� (lâan anô ôtheske).)

���
��;�
 � <��� 9� "
� -� ����-� 	'���5-� �� "'	,2��
�� ����;���.
(schol. Q Od. .)

The line is praised because the long syllables make felt the difficulty.

The two long o-sounds, made even more noticeable by the hiatus, are
said to convey the idea of Sisyphus’ supreme effort. The reader can so to
speak hear how hard this is on Sisyphus.

In a similar vein, the particular form of a word or expression is sometimes
considered to depict the meaning of the passage. The short word ��`�
(kopse, ‘(he) hit’), for example, indicates that the blow was quick (schol.
T Il. .a ex.). Likewise, Pandarus’ quick release of the arrow made
Homer use the syncopated form ��� (âlto, ‘flew’) instead of the more
regular form T��� (hêlato, schol. bT Il. .b ex., cf. Ep. Hom. � ).

 Cf. e.g. schol. T Il. .c ex. A similarly ‘theriomorphic’ terminology occasionally applies to
hexameters with irregular short syllables in the middle. Such a verse can be called 	����"��
(‘wasp-like’, e.g. schol. HQ Od. ., schol. Heph. p. .– Consbr.).

 N. J. Richardson (:  n. ) compares the discussion in Ps.Demetr. eloc.  and D.H. Comp. 
(pp. – U.-R.). The latter, in particular, gives a very detailed description of how Homer succeeded
in imitating (�
��
�-�) the content of the Sisyphus passage by means of verbal composition
(	=���	
� -� H������). The example is meant to illustrate Homer’s ability to turn a reader into
a spectator (see Chapter ).

 Cf. also the cases where the unusual prosody of words is explained as meaningful: schol. bT Il.
.a ex. (on the comparatively rare prosody of ~+��� as a spondee, which is said to be indicative
of his looks and gait; but why does the critic speak of ‘syllables’ (plural)?); T Il. .a ex.: the
length of ' in ����=	��, ‘scraping off’ (old age; of rejuvenation by a god), is said to convey the
idea of how difficult it is to take away old age (the ' is always long: e.g. LSJ s.v.). See also the notes
on the diektasis of 5���_ (schol. T Il. .b ex.), 5���	
� (schol. bT Il. .– ex., sim. bT Il.
.c ex.). As to hiatus, one critic (schol. T Il. . ex.) thinks their presence in two consecutive
lines (see Erbse ad loc.) produces a ‘soft’ metre.

 This discussion does not include the fairly obvious case of onomatopoeia (e.g. schol. bT Il. .a
ex. with test.), which can also be called ��� � ��	
� (e.g. schol. bT Il. .a ex.). See also the
passages collected by Thom (: – n. ).
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And the ‘tmesis’ of �� O� "
� (tamêi dia, ‘cuts through’, instead of the
compound diatamêi) imitates what is happening.

Even individual sounds can be said to depict or imitate the action
described in the passage. (Pandarus airs his frustration at missing Diomedes
by vowing that, after his return home, he will immediately burn his bow,
‘breaking [it] with my hands’, khersi diaklassas.)

"
� &� ���"
���	
�	��� �$ 	 �� ��� &� 	'�� `��� -� ������ �
��Y
����� �=��� ��
��	��. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

By doubling <the letter> s [sc. in diaklassas, instead of ‘regular’ diaklasas] he [sc.
Homer, rather than Pandarus] imitated the sound caused by the destruction of the
horn pieces.

Similarly, the harsh sound of the verb �����
	� (êrêreisto, ‘forced its
way’, of the spear) is said to indicate the vigour of the blow (schol. bT Il.
. ex., cf. bT Il. . ex.). And the harshness (��,=��) of the stops in
�=��� �����?��� ���'��� 	5�
� ����		��, �'�� �����
����
(kumata paphlazonta poluphloisboio thalassês, kurta phalêrioônta, ‘boiling waves
of the much-roaring sea, arched, flecked with foam’) imitates the sound of
a stormy sea (schol. bT Il. .– ex.).

Ancient Greeks in general seem to have been alert to the significance
of sounds. Some held strong opinions about whether or not a particular
sound was appropriate, beautiful, etc. The lyric poet Lasus of Hermione
(second half sixth century BC), for example, composed an entire poem
without the letter sigma (fr.  PMG), and an unknown poet even an
entire play (fr. trag. adesp.  Snell-Kannicht). In post-classical times,
various scholars developed several theories of sounds, culminating in the
theory of the so-called ‘euphonists’, according to whom sound was even
more important than content. Such a strong focus on the phonetic part
inevitably affects a poet’s word choice and word order (see Ps.Demetr.
eloc. –, D.H. Comp.). No scholion seems to reflect the view of the
more extreme among the euphonists, but there is an undeniable interest in
sounds and their possible significance.

 See schol. bT Il. .a ex., similar notes on tmesis: schol. T Il. . ex., with the parallels listed
by Erbse; add: schol. bT Il. .a ex., T Il. .– ex., BQ Od. .. NB the ancient term
is not ‘tmesis’ (though eerily suited to the example mentioned in the main text), but 3���5���,
which describes the unusual word order.

 The evidence, largely deriving from Philodemus, is collected and interpreted by Janko (:
–).

 See N. J. Richardson (: –), who discusses most of the examples above and adds several
more.
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stylistic differences between genres84

In his Poetics, Aristotle regularly points out that tragedy and comedy are
different, among other things, in subject-matter and the type of characters
that are brought on stage. Generally speaking, comedy is considered the
‘lower’ of the two genres. Likewise, the scholia repeatedly discuss the
different register of the two genres, especially when the passage under
discussion is said to be inappropriate to its genre (e.g. schol. E. Andr. ,
p. .– Schw.).

A comparable notion of typically tragic style allowed scholars to identify
paratragodia in Aristophanes, that is, passages which deliberately parody
the elevated diction of tragedy. A slightly less pointed relation is described
when Aristophanes is said to ‘imitate’ (�
��;	��
) the style of tragedy (e.g.
schol. Ar. Ra. c, b, a). Although one can assume that in these
cases, too, Aristophanes’ intention is to make fun of tragedy, the critics do
not say so explicitly when they speak of ‘imitation’. Likewise, a scholion to
Euripides (schol. E. Or. ) makes the observation that Aristophanes uses
a tragic word (<�����, ‘screamed, cried aloud’) in Wealth .

 This section is devoted to the differences between poetic genres and does not include the numerous
scholia that discuss how poetic style differs from regular usage (examples and references are strictly
e.g.): poetic plural (schol. Pi. O. .a), freer use of tenses (schol. Pi. I. .a), patronymic instead of
proper name (schol. Pi. N. .), personifications (schol. Pi. P. .a, see Chapter ), ��� in the first
sentence (schol. E. Ph. ), or, with a view to Homeric style in particular: omission of article (schol.
A Il. .b Hrd., sim. bT), redundant particles (schol. A Il. .c Ariston.), repetition of anaphoric
pronoun, although there is no change of grammatical subject (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.), infinitive
as imperative (schol. A Il. . Ariston.), omission of preposition (schol. A Il. . Ariston.),
preference of parataxis over hypotaxis (schol. A Il. .b Ariston.), fondness of the schema kath’
holon kai kata meros (schol. A Il. .c Ariston.), etc. (see Erbse VII: esp. s.vv. Grammatica and
Rhetorica). Equally omitted are explanations of poetic vocabulary (e.g. schol. Arat. ).

 The crucial terms are ��$��� and ,� ���, as opposed to 	��'"�;�� and 5�� ��, which charac-
terise tragedy. On the difference between tragic and comic characters see e.g. Po. a–, –,
a–; on subject-matter e.g. b.

 Relevant material is collected by Trendelenburg (: –, –), see also M. Schmidt (:
), Heath (:  with n. ). Some of these notes may well go back to or draw on Didymus,
who is known to have written extensive works on the usage of the comic and tragic poets (Pfeiffer
: ).

 Cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Ach. b (��������I"�;), V.  (�������
��=��
), Av. 
(��������I"�;), Th.  (���
������),  (���� �;� ���
��;� �G� �2���
), Pl. d
(����
��=	�� &7 ���	�
), a.� (���
������), b (���
�� �2�
�), a (���
��=��
,
though of a quotation from Euripides: fr.  Kannicht); see Rau (: ), who also lists attesta-
tions from other sources.

 For the notion that a phenomenon is typical of comedy see also the phrase 9� �� ����I" �_ (e.g.
schol. Ar. Av. , on the oath �� � * ), which, however, is also applied to phenomena other than
style: e.g. schol. Ar. Eq. b (on jokes ���� ���	"�� ��), Av. b (probably on the comic
notion that birds can build walls), a (on attributing Athenian habits to the gods). As to tragic
diction, schol. Hes. Th.  observes that the word 1��� (‘close together’) is also used by the
tragedians.
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The identification of passages written in the style of another genre also
underlies the notes which discover ‘epigrammatic’ lines in the Homeric
epics. This applies in particular to passages that catch the gist concisely in
a single line, for example when Hector has an imaginary person describe
Andromache with ‘This is the wife of Hector, who always excelled in
fighting’ (schol. bT Il. .b ex.); or when Helen describes Agamemnon
as ‘both a good king and a strong fighter’ (Il. ., discussed in schol. AbT
Il. .d ex., sim. schol. T Il. . ex.).

In addition to these distinctions between genres, scholars also attempted
to get a sense for the development of poetic diction, for example when they
divided comedy into Old, Middle and New. Thus, a note on Aristophanes’
last extant play (schol. Ar. Pl. b) argues that the line in question ‘already
smells like Middle Comedy’ (�"� &� �2	�� ����I" �� E?�
). From there
it is only a small step towards the attempt to identify the style of individual
poets, which plays a role, for instance, when the authenticity of a particular
passage is under discussion.

Generally speaking, the scholia have much to say on a passage’s (stylistic)
appropriateness or lack thereof. However, one should not automatically
assume that such an argument is related to questions of genre, unless this
is made explicit in the context of the scholion.

the three styles

The doctrine of the three styles (grand–middle–plain) is very popular in
ancient rhetoric, and Homer, as often, is the single most important source
for illustrating it with examples. It comes, therefore, as a mild surprise
that the scholia show only a few traces of the doctrine. Interestingly, this
not only applies to the scholia on Homer and other poets, but also to the

 The idea of an epigram is particularly appropriate to the passage where Hector as it were composes
the inscription of his own tomb (schol. bT Il. .b ex., sim. bT Il. .a ex.). Interestingly, schol.
AT Il. .–b ex. argues that Homer invented the ‘triangular epigram’ (� ����� �� ������). It
does not matter with which of the three verses (Il. .–) one begins.

 On this scholion see Nesselrath (: –).
 Cf. e.g. schol. A Il. .–a Ariston., which argues that the lines in question are ‘Hesiodic in style’

(BP	
�"�
� � ,����&�
).
 On the question of appropriateness in general see Introd. page  with n. . More specifically, the

Homeric scholia repeatedly discuss the successful incorporation of ‘humble things’ (���
��): e.g.
schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on the word �����?�
� ‘to call someone “daddy”’); cf. Roemer (:
xii). Such explanations regularly concern similes (see the list in N. J. Richardson : ), whose
subject-matters are often less ‘heroic’ than that of the surrounding narrative.

 For a concise précis, with useful presentation of the relevant terminology in tabular form, see Russell
(: xxxiv–vi); cf. Hillgruber (: ad Ps.Plut. Hom. –).
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scholia on the orators. The clearest example is a scholion on the simile in
Iliad  which describes a man who channels water:

��� �$ Z"��$ ��0 � /	,��� <�,��
 ��0 �������. (schol. bT Il. .–
a ex.)

He [sc. Homer] makes a transition [sc. by inserting the simile] from the grand
style to the plain and florid.

The terms Z"��� (‘grand’) and /	,��� (‘plain’) are standard and require
no further explanation, while the third term ������� (‘florid’) is somewhat
ambiguous. In some treatises (e.g. Ps.Plut. Hom. –), the ‘florid’ style
is added as a fourth category to the well-known triad, whereas in others
(cf. Quint. ..) ‘florid’ is actually identified with the ‘middle’ style.
However, the absence of the definite article before ������� seems to
indicate that the critic puts it together with /	,��� (thus Bühler : 
n. ), for which there are no parallels. And without further context, it is
difficult to determine which line he is following in this note. It is, however,
worth mentioning that the Geneva scholion on the same passage (schol.
Ge Il. .–b ex.) speaks of ����'��� ���	�� (‘smooth style’), which
normally falls together with the ‘middle’ style.

Ancient scholars tended to credit Homer with the invention of all kinds
of things, including rhetoric (cf. Introd. page  n. ). In the same vein,
they identified Homeric prototypes for the three styles: Odysseus for the
grand style, Nestor for the middle, Menelaus for the plain. The same
distinction recurs in a Homeric scholion that gives a fairly detailed descrip-
tion of the issue. What is remarkable, however, is that its terminology
is ‘unorthodox’ in the sense that only one of the usual terms for ‘grand–
middle–plain’ is used (3`����, ‘grand’), although the scholion describes
each of the three styles with at least three different terms.

 One may suspect that the stylistic comment is influenced by considerations of subject-matter (along
the lines ‘a humble subject-matter is presented in plain style’). The scholion is briefly discussed by
N. J. Richardson (: ).

 The relevant sources are collected in Radermacher (: –; cf. – on Homer as inventor of
rhetoric). On the three Homeric prototypes see also Kennedy (: –).

 See schol. AbT Il. . ex. (the names of the Homeric prototypes at the end of the scholion
occur only in T), not in Radermacher (: –), but mentioned by N. J. Richardson (:
).

 Plain: ������'�2��� (‘general’), 5��,=� (‘brief’), ^����� �F� � ������;� ����	&	�
 (‘apt
to present the very essentials’); middle: �
����� (‘persuasive’), �,�
��� (‘skilful’), ����-� ������
"������ (‘full of judgments’), ����
��� (‘gnomic’), 	���� (‘clear’); grand: 3`���� (see above),
�������
��� (‘striking’), ��	�� ���'������ (‘full of enthymemes’).
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Several other scholia point out that the passage under discussion is
‘grand, magnificent’. But it remains open whether in all these cases the
critics are in fact thinking of the three styles in particular, especially when
they seem to be talking about phenomena other than style. It seems more
likely that terms such as ������������ are often used simply to praise
the ‘greatness’ of the passage, without specific reference to the doctrine of
the three styles.

All in all, it is probably fair to conclude that a very popular stylistic
categorisation in antiquity seems to have had comparatively little influence
on the scholia.

minor stylistic phenomena

Increasing number of syllables

A stylistic principle of ancient literature is to increase the number of syllables
with each consecutive word. In modern scholarship this is regularly referred
to as Behaghels Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder (Behaghel ). Ancient
critics do not seem to have a specific term, but describe the phenomenon
periphrastically. (In the teichoscopia, Priam addresses Agamemnon at a
distance with the line q ����� *+�� "�, ��
�����2�, H�5
�"�
��� (‘O
happy son of Atreus, child of fortune, blessed by the gods’, Il. .), which
displays a regular increase in syllables from one to five.)

	���
�	�
� " * d� 9� ��� ����"�� 	'���5&7 �S���
 �� * ��������� ! <��
���
��
����"��. (schol. AbT Il. .a ex.)

You may notice that his [sc. Priam’s] praise, together with his awe, increases step
by step by one syllable, thereby forming a climax.

Interestingly, the critic does not simply observe the fact, but attributes
a specific rhetorical function to the increasing number of syllables. On
account of this function, the note could have been discussed above in

 ������������: e.g. schol. T Il. .–b ex. (on the snow similes).
 Regarding the presence of the ‘middle’ style, N. J. Richardson (: ) misunderstands his only

example (schol. bT Il. .– ex.; see Chapter ). And I have found no examples (except for
the one quoted in the main text) for the plain style, which ‘is not often mentioned explicitly’
(Richardson : , no examples are given).

 N. J. Richardson (: ) describes Il. . (discussed by the scholion quoted in the main text)
as a ‘rhopalic’ verse, which is etymologically related to Greek a������ (‘club’, with its suggestive
shape). However, the Greek term does not seem to be used in this figurative meaning. According
to the OED s.v., ‘rhopalic’ stems from late Latin ‘rhopalicus’.

 Eustathius (.– = ..–) gives a detailed description and parallels.
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the section on ‘Iconic relation between form and content’. For the critic
recognises an immediate correlation between Priam’s attitude and the form
of his address.

Three-word hexameters

A slightly more ‘arithmetic’ observation concerns the fact that an entire
hexameter consists of three words only (e.g. Il. .: �F���	 �����
�F����2�� X���
�, ‘blood brother of well-born Socus’):

�� �
-� ���-� �$ ����' >��� ! 	 ,��. (schol. D Il. ., also in A)

The entire verse consists of three parts of speech.

Ancient scholars clearly recognised that three-word hexameters are an
unusual and striking feature of (Homeric) poetry (N. J. Richardson :
). In the light of other systematic collections (e.g. of purely spondaic
lines, see n. ), the existence of a similar collection for three-word hex-
ameters is plausible, but cannot be confirmed on the evidence available.

Polar expressions

Homer (and Greek poets in general) is fond of so-called ‘polar expressions’,
of which there are several types. One is to contrast a positive expression
with its negated opposite, for example ‘(cold-hearted would he be who at
the sight of the fighting) could rejoice and not be grieved’ (Il. .):

��0 >
 ��
��
�2��� ���"2"���� “�F" * ���,�
�”, ���� � 	=�����. (schol. A
Il. . Ariston.)

<The diple,> . . . and because he [sc. Homer] contrastingly adds ‘and not be
grieved’, against his habit.

Aristarchus points out that the line contains a polar expression, but
he adds the somewhat surprising claim that this is contrary to Homer’s
usual practice (���� � 	=�����). The key to the riddle has been provided
by Lehrs (ap. L. Friedländer : ). Aristarchus was of the opinion,
as several notes show (schol. A Il. .a Ariston., A Il. . Ariston.,
with the testimonia collected by Erbse), that the negative second part of a

 Incidentally, the critic appears to consider *+�� "�� trisyllabic, as do Aristarchus (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston.) and the most recent editor of the Iliad (M. L. West : xxiii–iv).

 On polar expressions in Greek literature (with particular emphasis on Homer) see Kemmer ().
Watkins (: –) argues that such expressions are an Indo-European legacy.
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polar expression is normally not spelled out. Instead, the reader is expected
to supply it for himself ([���	]'����=�
�). Read against this backdrop,
the passage under discussion is unusual, because Homer does spell out
the negative part. In fact, he does this quite often (Il. ., ., .,
etc.). One must conclude that, despite his correct observation that polar
expressions regularly occur in Homer, Aristarchus, for once, was wrong
about Homer’s standard practice. In fairness one should add, however, that
he noted at least another exception to his rule.

conclusion

The present chapter covers a broad range of phenomena and is at the
same time fairly selective. For that reason it does not easily lend itself to
a summarising conclusion. The least one can say, however, is that notes
on stylistic features play an important role in most of the Scholiencorpora
treated in this book and discuss a respectable variety of relevant features
and passages. The phenomena that are commented on with particular
frequency, such as graphic quality (enargeia), variation (poikilia), explana-
tion (epexegesis), elaboration (epexergasia), indirect presentation (emphasis,
etc.), or rhetorical irony (eironeia, etc.), can usually be paralleled from the
relevant treatises on style and/or the rhetorical handbooks. Conversely,
other stylistic phenomena that feature prominently in these treatises and
handbooks appear to have left comparatively few traces in the scholia: for
example, the theory of the three styles or notes on verbal composition, word
order or euphony. To observe the fact is easier than to offer an explanation.
The various texts that are commented on in the scholia would no doubt
have been amenable to this type of stylistic analysis, but for some reason
the critics whose notes are reflected in the extant scholia were either less
interested in these questions or the relevant notes have not been preserved.
The point has been made before (cf. page ) that the history of the tex-
tual transmission of the scholia cautions against drawing conclusions from
argumenta ex silentio.

On the positive side, the scholia also preserve notes on a few minor
stylistic phenomena (e.g. the Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder or three-word
hexameters) which seem to be unique. But this uniqueness, too, may well

 The exception is Od. .– (Odysseus/the beggar to Antinous: ‘You seem to me . . . not the
worst, but the best’), mentioned in schol. A Il. .b Ariston. The T-scholion on the same passage
even says that Homer does this �� �� (‘sometimes’). Interestingly, a scholion on the Odyssean
passage (schol. H Od. .) is of the opinion that the second part of the polar expression is
‘superfluous’ (���
		��), thereby testifying to Aristarchus’ general rule.
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be coincidental. It is, nevertheless, fair to say that the various forms of
poetic style mattered a great deal to ancient critics, and the format of
line-by-line annotation probably invited this kind of comment. Moreover,
the several notes on poetic style were probably meant to encourage the
target audience not only to appreciate, but to imitate the model set by the
‘Classics’.



chapter 10

Allusions, hints, hidden meanings

The broad title of this chapter is meant to indicate the wide range of
concepts that are covered by the term �/� �	��
 (‘to speak in riddles,
hint at’) and its cognates, which constitute the spine of the chapter. If in
the following an attempt is made to distinguish between different forms
of allusion, etc., it should be stated at the outset that the main purpose of
this distinction is to give the material presented here a clearer structure. To
judge from the extant evidence, ancient scholars themselves do not seem
to have tried to differentiate between the various meanings of �/� �	��

(which go as far as ‘to express allegorically’), but simply used the term in
order to express the ideas discussed below.

allusions

In the present context allusion will be understood as ‘a poet’s deliberate
incorporation of identifiable elements from other sources, preceding or
contemporaneous, textual or extratextual’ (Miner : –). Three types
of such identifiable elements are discussed in the scholia: (a) historical
events and/or persons, (b) stories of traditional mythology, (c) specific
works of literature. The main difference between (b) and (c) is that only
discussions of the latter type identify the precise source, whereas in the
former case a general allusion to a known myth is recognised without
specifying its exact source or variant.

Given the prominence of day-to-day politics in Aristophanes’ comedies,
it comes as no surprise that the scholia to this author are particularly rich in
discussions of the first type: allusions to historical events and/or persons.

For example, in the central scene of Peace (performed  BC) that
eventually leads to the liberation of the goddess Peace from her cave,

 Cf. Lehnert (: ). For the omission of allegorical interpretations see Introd. page .
 In fact, Aristophanes himself imagined his audience discussing political allusions during the play

(Pax –).
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Hermes (or Trygaeus) introduces a ritual libation with the following words
(–): 	�2�"���� �F,���	�� �� �$� (�2��� | D C���	
� @���
 �l	

����-� �����-� (‘As we pour libation, let us pray that this day may be
the beginning of many blessings for all the Greeks’). This is recognised by a
scholion on the passage (schol. Ar. Pax b) as an allusion (�/� �	��
) to
a famous incident from the beginning of the Peloponnesian war: when their
final diplomatic effort had failed, the Spartan chief ambassador Melesippus
ominously said upon leaving Attica: T"� ( (�2�� �;� DC���	
� �������
���-� @���
 (‘This day will be the beginning of many troubles for the
Greeks’, cf. Thuc. ..–).

Similarly, when in Frogs ( BC) Charon refuses to take a slave aboard
his boat ‘unless he fought in the sea-battle over life and death’ (�/ ��
����'��,��� �� ���0 -� ���-�, Ar. Ra. ), one scholion (schol. Ar.
Ra. e.5) explains that some scholars prefer the variant reading ����-�
(‘corpses’ instead of ���-�, lit. ‘flesh, body’, hence ‘life’) because they see
an allusion to the sea-battle of Arginusai ( BC), which they think was
fought on account of the corpses ("
� �K� �����=�).

Another scholion on the same passage (schol. Ar. Ra. a), however,
simply states that Charon ‘means’ (��	 ) the battle of Arginusai. This
points to a general difficulty in the material under consideration. It is
quite often the case that the scholia simply identify what or who is ‘meant’
in the passage without indicating the exact nature of the reference (e.g.
schol. Ar. Pax , which simply identifies the ‘pestle of the Spartans’ with
Brasidas, who had died the summer before). It seems methodologically
questionable to assume that in each case these notes have an ‘allusion’
in mind. Consequently, the present account is limited to scholia which
expressly speak of an ‘allusion’.

Examples include: Socrates’ question in the Clouds ‘What do you [sc.
Strepsiades] mean, “swear by the gods”?’ (Nu. ) is explained by schol.
Ar. Nu. a as perhaps (1	��) alluding to the fairly widespread critique of
Socrates’ (alleged) atheism. Likewise, a notoriously difficult line in Knights
(Themistocles ‘found our city part-full and filled her up to the brim’, Eq.
) is interpreted by schol. Ar. Eq. a as an allusion to Themistocles
rebuilding Athens’ fortifications after the Persian war. The long scholion

 The distribution of lines is disputed (see Olson : ad loc.).
 The scholars quoted in the scholion confuse the lawsuit that followed the battle (the generals were

indicted for negligence in that they did not rescue the corpses) with the actual purpose of the
battle. The latter helps to explain Charon’s point. Athens was in such a desperate situation that they
promised freedom to any slave who might fight on her behalf. In any case, Charon alludes to the
battle of Arginusai, regardless of whether one reads ����-� or ���-�.

 Unless indicated otherwise, the term in question is always �/� �	��
 (and cognates).
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then goes on to give a detailed paraphrase of the relevant passage in Thucy-
dides (.–). Similarly, schol. Ar. Eq. c.I explains the subsequent
line ‘(Themistocles) kneaded the Piraeus’ (sc. like dough for a cake) as an
allusion to the building of the long walls.

If all the examples seen so far deal with historical events, it is easy
enough to find scholia that discuss allusions to historical persons (e.g. schol.
Ar. V. b, one of the fairly frequent notes on Aristophanes’ favourite
target, Cleon). In at least one case (schol. Ar. Lys. a), we are given
the invaluable additional information that two named scholars, Didymus
(p.  Schmidt) and Craterus (FGH  F ), considered the passage
an allusion to the Athenian politician and general Phrynichus. Scholars
such as Crates’ pupil Herodicus compiled lists and wrote monographs
on people who were being ridiculed in comedy (����I"�=����
). Their
examples no doubt comprised many cases in which an allusion of the type
just mentioned played a significant role. However, whether these scholars
actually discussed the literary device ‘allusion’ as such is a question that
cannot be answered on the basis of the extant evidence.

Aristophanes is of course not the only Greek poet who is found to allude
to historical events and persons. Pindar can do the same. For example, the
phrase ‘But upon praise comes tedious surfeit’ (��� * �)��� ��25� �����,
O. .) is said to be an allusion to the enmity between Theron of Acragas
(the laudandus of the ode) and Hieron of Syracuse (schol. Pi. O. .i).

Similarly, Pindar’s poems are seen as alluding to historical persons. For
instance, the ‘two who, like crows, cry in vain against the divine bird of
Zeus’ (������� p� @����� ���=��� h
�� ���� E��
,� ��;��, O. .–)
is interpreted as an allusion to Pindar’s rivals Simonides and Bacchylides.

Generally speaking, the ancient scholars whose comments are excerpted
in the Pindaric scholia are very prone to read between the lines and as a
result recognise rather too many allusions to historical events and persons.

 Sommerstein (: ad loc.) says he sees ‘no way of eliciting this meaning from the text’ and instead
assumes a reference to Themistocles holding the office of water-supplies, which he managed to
improve during his term (Plut. Them. .). Before he took office the ‘cup . . . was only half-full, and
he gave it full measure’. This may well be right, but one should, perhaps, not exclude the possibility
that the ‘half-full cup’ is more of a metaphor than Sommerstein would have it.

 See Pfeiffer (: ), based on Athen. a and c.
 See schol. Pi. O. .a, sim. d; for alleged allusions to Simonides and/or Bacchylides see also

schol. Pi. O. .d, P. ., d. Not all these instances make it fully clear whether the allusion is
to the person or to his poetry, the latter being more likely in a case such as schol. Pi. O. .d (see
below). For allusions to rivals see also schol. Thuc. .., ., . (Herodotus in all three cases).
Whereas these passages all explicitly speak of an allusion, others (e.g. schol. Pi. N. ., .b, I.
.a) merely state that the passage ‘refers’ ([���-]� ��
) to a rival poet.

 In recent years, students of Pindar have become increasingly reluctant to follow their ancient
predecessors in that respect (see e.g. Lefkowitz : –, –).
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Apparently, that was their way of tackling the problems of a genre and poet
that, after all, are not always easy to understand. Generalising statements,
in particular, are at risk of being pinpointed to a specific event or person.

Ancient discussions of allusions to contemporary politics also show
that scholars readily accepted them in one genre, but sometimes criticised
them in another. An example of the latter situation is Euripides, who was
reproached for alluding to contemporary politics and thereby committing
an error of anachronism. The plots of Greek tragedy are located in
a distant mythical past. As a consequence, some scholars would argue,
allusions to contemporary events are unacceptable. (In Andromache –
Menelaus announces that he will return home in order to fight a war against
‘a city not far off from Sparta which previously was friendly but now is
hostile’.)

<�
� ��	
 〈�� ��
���〉 [add. Schwartz] ���� �K� ,����'� �/� �	��
 �
V��������	
���. �F� ������;�� "# ���	'������;� �� CF�
� "��, ����
��	��
� ���	��
 ��,�&	��
. (schol. E. Andr. )

Some critics claim that <the poet> anachronistically alludes to the Peloponnesian
war. But it is unnecessary to criticise Euripides captiously, but one can say that he
has made use of a fiction.

The critic who comes to Euripides’ rescue apparently shares his oppo-
nents’ reservations about anachronistic political allusions in tragedy, but
he denies that the passage under discussion is a valid example. Rather, he
interprets it as an ‘ad-hoc invention’, that is, an expansion of the underlying
myth. Interestingly, he decries the other interpretation as a form of biased
criticism (���	'������;�). Perhaps some critics were only too eager to
scrutinise Euripides’ tragedies for examples of anachronistic allusions.

In this connection, it is worth mentioning that another scholion simply
recognises a political allusion without either praising or criticising Euripides
for it. (In Orestes  the title character makes the generalising statement
‘Dangerous are the masses when they have wicked leaders.’)

�/� f����-�� �$� �/� ��
 ��� �-� "=� ����" 	��� �;� 	���"�;�.
(schol. E. Or. )

This is an allusion to Cleophon, who two years earlier [sc. in  BC] had prevented
the peace treaty [sc. between Athens and Sparta].

 Cf. Heath (:  with n. ); for ancient concerns about anachronism see also Chapter .
 A second scholion on the same passage (schol. E. Or. ) repeats this interpretation as a possibility

(����� ‘perhaps’) and adds a reference to Philochorus’ treatment of Cleophon’s intervention
(FGH  F b); on the historical details see Rhodes (: –). Cleophon is ridiculed as a
war-monger in Aristophanes (Ra. , ).
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Unlike the former note, this scholion does not make it clear whether a
tragedy that alludes to present-day events is a good or a bad thing.

Before leaving the topic of historical allusions, it is appropriate to discuss
allusions to a particular historical person: passages in which the poet is said
to allude to himself. Readers of all eras are likely to see the Phaeacian singer
Demodocus as some form of an implicit self-portrait of the Homeric bard.
The unnamed 
�2� referred to in Porphyry probably give expression to
what many readers feel when they read about Demodocus.

Explicit self-references are very common in the poems of Pindar. It
is, therefore, hardly surprising that a scholion (schol. Pi. O. .d) sees
Pindar also as ‘alluding to himself ’ (�/� %�'�� �/� ��
) in one passage.
Such a comment comes much more as a surprise in a genre like tragedy,
where, after all, the poet never speaks ‘in his own voice’. Nevertheless,
when Theseus gibes at Hippolytus and mockingly invites him to parade
his vegetarian diet like a tradesman and to act like an Orphic initiate and
bookworm (E. Hipp. –), one scholion deals with this difficult passage
by offering the following explanation:

�����
 "# �K� ,����'�. ���0 %�'�$ ��� �/� ��	��
 5�=���
 ! CF�
� "��.
(schol. E. Hipp. )

He [sc. Euripides] is being anachronistic. For Euripides wants to allude to himself.

Regrettably, the commentator does not specify in what way Euripides
is alluding to himself. Did the notorious trade of Euripides’ mother as a
greengrocer (test. – Kannicht) lead to the assumption that Euripides
was a vegetarian? Or is the commentator referring to line  and has
in mind Euripides’ reputation as a lover of books (test. – Kannicht)?
Be that as it may, it remains remarkable that the critic sees an allusive
self-reference in tragedy (on biographical reading in general see Introd.
pages  and  n. ).

The second type of allusion recognised by ancient scholars includes those
to stories of traditional mythology the source of which is not specified.
(Given the vagueness of the source, it is perhaps better not to speak yet of
‘literary allusion’, on which see below.) Examples of this type include: the
parabasis of Peace praises Aristophanes’ feat in terms that are reminiscent
of Heracles’ labours (Ar. Pax –). The scholia recognise, among other

 See Porph. (on Od. ., p. .– Schrader): 
�#� "2 ��	
� �/� %�'�� �$� �/� �	��
 ��
��
��� (‘some say that the poet alludes to himself in these things [sc. the portrait of Demodocus]’).

 This chapter is, to repeat, devoted to allusions and does not treat instances where the poet is said
to apostrophise himself explicitly (e.g. schol. Pi. O. .d, the regular phrase for this is ���� %�'��,
‘to himself ’, see Chapter ).
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things, that the hundred heads of the serpent-like monster that represents
Cleon allude to the hundred-headed hydra (schol. Ar. Pax c).

Or when distressed Hermione in Euripides’ Andromache wishes to
become a dark-feathered bird and flee from Phthia (E. Andr. –), a
scholion (schol. E. Andr. ) compares the metamorphosis of Procne and
Philomela and suggests that the Euripidean passage perhaps (1	��) alludes
to them.

If this scholion considers the mythological allusion a mere possibility,
another expressly refutes such an interpretation. The occasion is a passage
from the exodos of Hippolytus. Artemis declares that she will take revenge
on Athena by shooting one of her favourites (E. Hipp. –).

�/� �� ~+"��
� "# �/� ��
, g� 
���, �&7��� "# � �
�$��. �F ��� ���
�
*+�2�
"�� ������ ~+"��
�, ��� * 3� * ~ +����. @"���� �6�  �� ��	 . (schol.
E. Hipp. )

She [sc. Artemis] is alluding to Adonis, according to some critics, but such an
explanation is nonsense. For Adonis was not killed by Artemis’ arrows, but by
Ares. It is therefore unclear whom she means.

As in many notes on Pindar (see above), some critics felt the need to
pin down the actual referent of Artemis’ unspecific threat. Their solution,
however, is refuted with the argument that it does not correspond with the
‘facts’ of the relevant myth. Instead, the critic implies, one must live with
the ambiguity of who precisely is meant in the passage, if anybody.

Finally, there are the literary allusions to texts which are explicitly
identified in the corresponding notes. Examples include (mostly from
Aristophanes): when in the opening scene of Peace Trygaeus is asked
whether he should not fly to Olympus on the winged horse Pegasus
instead of the dung-beetle, this is recognised as an allusion to Euripi-
des’ Bellerophontes. The parabasis of the same play polemically denounces
the poor jokes in other plays, which is seen as alluding to plays by Aristo-
phanes’ rivals Eupolis and Cratinus. And a passage in Birds that mentions
a ‘swallow in poetry’ is said to allude to an ode by Simonides (schol. Ar.

 This list only comprises instances of literary allusion. In other cases the commentator does not
indicate the exact relation between the poet and his ‘model’ (e.g. schol. Ar. Av. , on Aeschylus
(fr.  Radt)) or identifies the passage as a quotation, imitation, etc. (see below).

 See schol. Ar. Pax  (= E. Beller. test. ii a Kannicht); as an alternative, the Suda ( ) offers the
interpretation that the passage alludes to the myth of Icarus (cf. schol. Ar. Pax b). For another
allusion to Euripides see schol. Ar. Pl. b.� (E. Ph. ).

 Eupolis: schol. Ar. Pax b (= Eup. test.  K-A); Cratinus: schol. Ar. Pax c (= Crat. test. 
K-A). Apparently, the case was not entirely clear, for schol. Ar. Pax c speaks of 
�2�. To make
things worse, in another scholion on the same line (schol. Ar. Pax b) the allusion is said to be to
Euripides (thus, too, the Suda, � ), but Dobree conjectured Eupolis (= test.  K-A) on the basis
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Av. b = fr.  Page). Likewise, the brief mention of Prometheus trick-
ing Zeus in Hesiod’s Works & Days is considered an allusion to the more
extensive treatment of the same incident in his own Theogony (schol. Hes.
op. ). And although the exact source is not specified in this particular
case, it is nevertheless worth mentioning that even Aratus is once said to
allude to the doctrine of natural philosophers and mathematicians (schol.
Arat. ). In all these cases the relevant word is a form of �/� �	��
,
which is their common denominator: the passage that is commented on
gives us to understand that it ‘aims at’ another literary text without saying
so explicitly.

Needless to say, ancient critics can focus on many other forms of the
relationship between two literary texts: the passage under discussion can
be a quotation or an imitation or be related to an intertext. Or it can,
with a clearer agenda, be a parody or a derision. Quite often, however,
the exact nature of the relationship between the two texts is left open (cf.
n. ). The ancient critic as it were says ‘cf. X’, without telling the reader
in what respect he should compare the two passages.

hints

All the examples collected in the preceding section on ‘allusions’ have a
common denominator: the passage under discussion incorporates, by way
of allusion, a piece of information that does not, strictly speaking, belong

of the previous example. (Schol. Ar. Pax c deals with an allusion to Eupolis’ bad behaviour and
therefore belongs to the historical allusions above.)

 The notion that an author alludes to a text of his own (here: Clouds to Knights) probably recurs in
schol. Ar. Nu. b (with Koster’s supplement).

 Cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Ra.  (strictly speaking, the phrase ���� + acc. does not specify the exact
nature of the relation, but the scholion goes on to quote the passage from Sophocles’ Laocoon (fr.
 Radt), which shows that it is in fact a quotation; there seems to be no specific term for it).
Interestingly, schol. Ar. Nu. a mentions scholars’ inability to identify the quotation, which still
holds true today (= fr. lyr. adesp.  Page).

 Cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Nu. c.� (Aristophanes imitates dithyrambographers); see also the notes on
Aristophanes imitating the style of tragedy (Chapter ).

 E.g. schol. Ar. Av. b; interestingly, the critics are in disagreement as to whether the intertext is
Alcaeus (fr.  Voigt) or Simonides (fr.  Page). The same Alcaean poem is said to be the target
of a parody in schol. Ar. Th. a (cf. next n.). The Simonides passage is considered the target of an
‘allusion’ in schol. Ar. Av. b (see above).

 Not surprisingly, parody primarily recurs in connection with Aristophanes (e.g. schol. S. El. ,
Ar. Eq. a, a, , etc.), but see also, for example, schol. Luc. .. The relevant notes often
identify the text that is being parodied (e.g. schol. Ar. Ach.  = E. fr.  Kannicht, schol. Ar. Ach.
 = Arch. fr.  West). See also Chapter  on paratragodia.

 E.g. schol. Ar. Ach. (i), on Euripides. On occasion, the critic feels unable to decide: is Ar. Av.
 a playful distortion (`�="��
 �� ?��) of Homer or, as other critics have argued, a quotation
from another work of Homer (schol. Ar. Av. a, with the interesting remark that the Hymns are
genuine: test.  Allen-Halliday-Sikes)?
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to the text’s own ‘narrative universe’. It is brought in ‘from outside’ (cf.
‘other sources’ in the definition of allusion quoted at the beginning of the
chapter). However, ancient critics also use the word �/� �	��
 in order
to describe that the speaker – poet or character – ‘speaks in riddles’ and
thereby intimates a meaning that is not spelled out explicitly. Unlike an
allusion, this rhetorical device does not incorporate an ‘external’ piece of
information, but the speaker chooses to veil his message. As is the case
with allusions, the recipient is normally expected to unveil and understand
the actual message (for a qualification see below). Thus, when Nestor curses
in Iliad .– ‘that man who longs for all the horror of fighting among
his own people’, one critic thinks that he is hinting at Achilles (schol. D
Il. .). Similarly, when the same Nestor gives Agamemnon the advice
to ‘let them go perish, these one or two, who think apart from the rest of
the Achaeans’ (Il. .–), the scholia again recognise a veiled reference
to specific characters. In this case, however, there is disagreement over who
exactly is meant:

“���” "# “��0 "=�” �F�'2	���� �/� ��
 *+,
��2� ��0 V�������. ����
 "#
“��� ��0 "=�” ��0 4��	 �' ��0 ����� �
�$��. (schol. D Il. .)

<The expression> ‘one or two’ very cleverly hints at Achilles and Patroclus. Oth-
ers, however, <say> that ‘one or two’ stands for Thersites and another character
of this kind.

It is noteworthy that the reported dispute does not concern the question
whether or not the passage in fact hints at specific characters. This is
taken for granted, together with the assumption that Nestor’s addressees
understand who is meant. At the same time, the scholion gives an indication
of the hint’s purpose. It displays the speaker’s cleverness, whereas, one might
complete the reasoning, a plain reference would not. In another context,
Porphyry (on Il. .ff., II .– Schr.) argues that Odysseus prefers
a simile over plain speech in order to avoid the impression of flattering
Achilles (������ �). Likewise, shame (�/"��) is seen as the determining
factor why Euripides’ Phaedra speaks about her love for Hippolytus in
riddling terms (schol. E. Hipp. ).

 In that connection one may compare the word ���� ��
� (and <���	
�), which also describes
the intimation of a meaning that is not stated in plain terms (e.g. schol. HMaPQV Od. .,
p. . Ludwich: Athena’s wish that whoever acts like Aegisthus should die suggests the suitors).
On <���	
� see Chapter .

 Cf. schol. B Od. . (Circe hinting at the Laestrygonians and the Cyclops), V Od. . (Odysseus
hinting at Aerope, Agamemnon’s mother), E. Andr.  (Menelaus giving a hint that Hermione
will kill Andromache’s son Molossus), Med.  (Medea hinting at the fact that previously she had
been treated unjustly by Jason).
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It should be noted that instances of the term �/� �	��
 are very
frequent when it comes to indicating that a speaker does not spell things
out in plain terms. As a result, the term covers a broad range of possible
applications and can refer to virtually every type of meaning that is not
stated plainly by the speaker. This can include figurative language such
as the ‘tenor’ of a metaphor (e.g. schol. E. Or. : ‘lion’s whelp’ for
Helen’s destructiveness), indirect characterisation (e.g. schol. D Il. .:
‘blond’ hair for a hot-headed and ‘irascible’ character; D Il. .: ‘soft’
throat for a weakling), periphrastic denomination (e.g. schol. A.R. .–
a: Alcman says ‘Glaucus’ daughter’ for Leda), an unspecific generic
expression (e.g. schol. B Od. .: ‘hostile men’ for the Laestrygonians
and Polyphemus), the exact implication of a rhetorical question (e.g. schol.
E. Or. ), the implication of an argument (e.g. schol. E. Med. ) or the
implication of a somewhat vague statement (e.g. schol. A. Th. f ). In
short, whenever ancient scholars feel that a passage requires an explanation
of what is actually meant, they can do so by stating that the speaker or
the text �/� ��
 such and such. Needless to say, this is a much broader
meaning than ‘allusion’.

Interestingly, the problem of �/� �	��
 can be combined with ques-
tions of genre. One critic, at least, is of the opinion that this ‘oblique’ and
‘allusive’ mode of expression is typical of poets and their stylistic licence.

However, most scholia do not reflect this distinction. The scholia both
to prose authors and to poets frequently find instances of �/� �	��
.
If there is a disproportion in the extant evidence that is perhaps sig-
nificant, it is the paucity of �/� �	��
 and cognates in the scholia to
the Iliad. However, it is not easy to give an explanation for this striking
gap.

Another ancient critic observes a tendency among Greek poets to move
away from the old style of �/� �	��
 towards a plainer style. (Prometheus
announces that he will tell his story plainly, ‘without weaving in riddles’,
�F� ����2��� �/� ����.)

 Cf. the definition of �/� �	��
 in schol. Ar. Eq. a(II): @��� �#� �2���, @��� "# "��-�
(‘saying one thing, meaning another’); also schol. E. Hipp. , where �/� �	��
 and ��������;�
(‘to speak figuratively’) are contrasted with �'� �� �2��
� (‘to use plain language’).

 Conversely, schol. E. Tr.  (= Eratosthenes fr.  Strecker) explicitly opposes �/� �	��
 and
metaphor.

 The text of the scholion is corrupt. It is therefore not clear which lyric poet is meant (see fr. lyr.
adesp.  Page).

 Cf. schol. Arat. –: ��
�
�&7 �/�
����"�
 ���'	 �_ ��,���2��' �$ ��
��$ (‘with the poet
making use of his poetic licence of speaking in riddles’). On poetic licence see Chapter .
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�^ ��� ����
�0 � ��
���� �F-� ��-�� �� ����
� �
� ��0 �/� ���	
�
�������	
�. G	���� "# ��0 ������' ������ �,�-�� � ����I. (schol. A.
PV )

For the ancients have written their poems first in proems [?] and riddles. But
later on they generally made use of the plain style.

One is reminded of the argument in Aristophanes’ Frogs (esp. –
, –), where Aeschylus’ obscure and difficult style is ridiculed and
contrasted with Euripides’ plainer style.

Speaking in less than plain terms can entail either the risk or the intention
that not everybody understands the actual meaning of the words. Ancient
commentators found an example of the former in Euripides’ Hippolytus.
Phaedra attempts to make her love for Hippolytus understood without
actually spelling it out. However, the slow-witted Nurse, a critic argues,
fails to grasp the point of Phaedra’s ‘hints’ (schol. E. Hipp. ).

Examples of intentional ambiguity or misunderstanding occur in con-
nection with what modern scholars often call ‘dramatic irony’: the charac-
ter who is addressed does not understand the veiled message, whereas the
audience does. Ancient scholars describe this discrepancy in terms of the
speaker making use of �/� �	��
. As the preceding paragraphs will have
demonstrated, the presence of the term �/� �	��
 itself does not a priori
suffice to indicate that the speaker intends not to be understood by his or
her addressee on stage. But ancient scholars have other means to make it
clear that they indeed have in mind ‘dramatic irony’. One of the clearest
examples actually involves a passage where the speaker himself remains
unaware of the deeper meaning of his words. (In the first epeisodion of
Sophocles’ Oedipus, the title character famously declares ‘For it will not be
on behalf of a distant friend, but for my own sake, that I shall drive away
this pollution’, S. OT –.)

������ �	�
 "# ���
� ! ����� ��0 �� �����
�� �/� ��
 � �����I >

�F�� "��	�� �� ����� ! J/" ��'� ��0 %�'�� 
����	��
. (schol. S. OT
)

 The meaning of ����
� �
� here is obscure. The word may well be corrupt (see Herington’s app.
crit., where he considers the conjecture ����
� �
� ‘obscure figurative language’).

 The analogy is, of course, not perfect, because the scholion refers to a passage in a play by Aeschylus
(the authenticity of PV is undisputed in antiquity: Lesky : ).

 Cf. e.g. schol. E. Hipp. , . The Aristophanic scholia repeatedly comment that obscenities
are ‘hinted at’ instead of being spelled out (cf. esp. schol. Ar. Ach. a: �/� ��
 "# �/� �
���2�����, ‘he hints at what is ill-sounding’; sim. schol. Lycophr. b).

 On dramatic irony in ancient scholarship see Steinmann (: –), Meijering (:  n. ).
 Cf. schol. E. Med.  (Aegeus himself does not understand the deeper meaning of the oracle that

he reports). For the notion that the audience understands what the characters do not see also schol.
S. Aj. a, , OT . The verb ����
�?�
� is used similarly in schol. S. OT .
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The speech is again oblique [i.e. not straightforward or plain] and intimates to the
audience the truth that Oedipus himself is the murderer and will take revenge on
himself.

The expression �/� ��
 � �����I (with ! ����� as subject, not
the character) makes it clear that only the audience is meant to understand
the full implication of Oedipus’ declaration, whereas he himself of course
does not. Note also that the scholion treats this as a regular feature (���
�)
of the play.

In other contexts, the speaker deliberately speaks in riddles, lest another
character understand the actual meaning of the words. (Shortly before
she leaves the stage and kills her children, Medea deplores their fate in a
long speech. Among other things, she enigmatically refers to the ‘dwelling’
where they will live without her, E. Med. –.)

�2��
 "# �	���� �� D+
"��, ��0 ���� "# � %�&� �/�
����"-� !�
��; 3�#�
�$ �� �/	�2	��
 �� ��
"������. (schol. E. Med. )

She (sc. Medea) means Hades without saying so, and also the rest of her speech
she speaks in riddles lest the pedagogue understand.

Here again the scholion states explicitly that Medea speaks in riddles lest
the pedagogue understand, the implication being that the audience does.
There are similar cases, for instance Ajax duping the chorus regarding his
imminent suicide (schol. S. Aj. , cf. ), or Heracles telling Admetus
in vague terms how he came by the veiled woman, that is, Alcestis (schol.
E. Alc. ).

In other cases, however, the scholia simply mention the speaker’s
�/� �	��
 and do not specify whether he or she intends not to be
understood by the other characters. Sometimes it seems likely that this is
what the critic has in mind: for instance, the ‘beggar’ Odysseus deceives
the Suitors with his speech (‘it is okay if a man is thrown at when he is
fighting for his estate, but I am being pelted as a beggar’). It cannot be
Odysseus’ intention that the Suitors grasp the underlying meaning (he is
fighting for his estate).

Similarly, a critic recognises in Medea’s reference to Glauce’s youth an
intimation that this is the main reason why Jason prefers her over Medea

 Cf. schol. S. OT  (the compound ���-�
� �	��
 probably means that Tiresias hints at the
truth ‘past’ Oedipus); see also, without the term �/� �	��
, schol. E. Med. , : both speak
of a ‘double meaning’ ("
��& <���
�), one mistaken (meant for the addressee), the other true (no
doubt for the audience, though not expressly stated in the scholion).

 It is disputed whether the pedagogue actually remains on stage (Mastronarde : ad loc.), but the
ancient commentator clearly thinks he does.

 See schol. B Od. ., probably referring to the entire speech .–.
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(schol. E. Med. ). Given that in the context Medea attempts to lure
Jason into letting the children bring the poisoned robe to Glauce, the
alleged lash must go unnoticed by him or it would be counterproductive.

Yet another scholion indirectly discusses the question whether or not the
addressee understands the hint. (In Euripides’ Trojan Women, Talthybius
refers in enigmatic terms to Polyxena’s destiny – she has been sacrificed
at Achilles’ tomb – and invites Hecuba to ‘call’ her daughter ‘happy’
(�F"�
��� ?�
�), because she is now free of toils.)

�/� ��
 >
 2������. “�F 	��-� �)���” [E. Tr. ]. ��0 〈�-�〉 ( BC��5� �S�
	���?�
 �S� 〈�'������
 �-�〉 ��������; �1� ��� �)"��, 〈<"�
〉 �/� 	�	��

���0 �'�����. �1� �� �)"��, ���&	�
 ��0 ����;�. (schol. E. Tr. , suppl.
Wilamowitz et Schwartz)

He [sc. Talthybius] intimates that she is dead. <Cf. Hecuba saying:> ‘He did
not state it plainly.’ – And why does Hecuba neither lament nor ask how she [sc.
Polyxena] has been freed [sc. from toil]? For if she knows [sc. about Polyxena’s
death], she should lament her daughter; if she does not know, she should inquire
and learn [sc. about the death].

The former part of the scholion refers to and quotes from a passage later
in the play (E. Tr. –) in which Hecuba learns about Polyxena’s death
and speaks of Talthybius’ �1�
���. In other words, she did not understand
the implication of his utterance in the former scene. But the second part
of the scholion expresses dissatisfaction with how the former scene runs.
Instead, it suggests two scenarios – one in which Hecuba does understand
the deeper meaning and one in which she does not – without seeming to
favour one over the other. The main point seems to be that in its current
form Euripides’ handling of the scene fails to convince.

Another feature that deserves to be mentioned here is that ancient schol-
ars recognised different degrees of speaking in riddles. (After Telemachus’
arrival at Eumaeus’ hut in Odyssey , Odysseus, still in disguise, questions
him about the current situation in the palace and then declares how he
would feel and act if it were his house, Od. .–.)

���$�� 	��2	���� �/� ��
 ! *J"'		�K� �)��
 �� �)��� %�'�$ �� oO �^
���	&��� ���	�������. (schol. H Od. .)

Here Odysseus is hinting more plainly at the fact it is his own house which the
suitors were besieging.

The scholion implies that in the course of the conversation Odysseus
repeatedly adumbrates the truth and that he does so with increasing clarity.



Allusions, hints, hidden meanings 

The scene in question is of course followed by Odysseus revealing his true
identity to Telemachus, once Eumaeus has left (Od. .–).

hidden meanings

Finally, the word �/� �	��
 can also be used to describe references to
hidden meanings that go well beyond the limits of the specific passage and
its immediate explanation. When a passage is understood to convey such
a deeper meaning, ancient scholars can still describe this as the poet or the
text making use of �/� �	��
 (and cognates). The poet does not express
the deeper meaning in plain terms, but he is obliquely referring to it. This
use of �/� �	��
 lends itself to interpretations as allegory (e.g. schol.
Luc. .), moral lessons (e.g. schol. Pi. I. .b), oblique instructions
(e.g. schol. Pi. I. .a) or various generalising statements (e.g. of a political
nature: schol. D Il. ., Ar. Eq. g), all of which lie outside the boundaries
of the relevant literary text itself.

conclusion

The term �/� �	��
 (and cognates) encompasses a very broad range of
meanings and applications. In a more restricted sense, the term can refer
to various kinds of allusions (e.g. historical, literary). But this seems to
be only one particular application. For, in principle, the term can describe
virtually any utterance in which the surface meaning is either supplemented
or replaced by an underlying meaning that is not stated in plain language.
The scale of these ‘unstated’ meanings ranges from relatively simple issues
such as the tenor of a metaphor to deep meanings that are fraught with
significance. This versatility of �/� �	��
 can be challenging, because
each attestation must be judged on its merits before it can be assigned
to one of the categories that have tentatively been introduced above.

However, the very versatility also makes it a fascinating and rewarding
topic, because ancient scholars detected so many, and such different, aspects
of not speaking in plain terms.

 Disagreement is inevitable here. For instance, Struck (: –) renders �/� ��
 in schol. A
Il. . Ariston./D with ‘allegorises’, while I can detect little more than an ‘indirect indication’ of
Achilles’ temper (by means of the word ‘blond’). Incidentally, Struck overlooks the fact that the two
parts of the scholion originate with two different traditions and should therefore not be treated as
expressing the view of a single critic.



chapter 11

Characters

The masterpieces of Greek literature such as Homeric epic and Attic tragedy
owe their deep and lasting effect not least to the prominence of fascinating
and highly individualised characters. Readers (and spectators) of all times
recognise immediately that the characters and their depiction are a central
focus of Greek poetry. Little surprise, then, that ancient critics also paid
considerable attention to the topic. The present survey first examines issues
regarding the casts of dramatic and narrative texts and then turns to the
question of characterisation itself.

cast

In dramatic texts, the cast is limited in size for generic reasons and therefore
does not pose major problems to a proper understanding. In tragedy, the
number of speaking characters rarely exceeds ten and is unlikely to confuse
an attentive reader. Ancient commentators generally confine themselves
to listing the dramatis personae at the end of the hypothesis, often in the
sequence in which they enter the stage for the first time (e.g. argum. A.
Ag. p.  Smith). Occasionally, the hypothesis contains a few general remarks
on characterisation (see below), but the identity of the characters does
not receive much attention either in hypotheseis or in scholia to tragedy.

The cast of Aristophanes’ comedies tends to be somewhat larger and is, of
course, not bound by tradition (Arist. Po. b–). The extant scho-
lia on Aristophanes, however, show little further interest in questions of
casting.

 Euripides’ Phoenician Women has eleven (plus the chorus) and is therefore called ���'���	����
(‘of many characters’, argum. b E. Ph., p. . Diggle). According to Heath (:  n. ), this is
‘used as a term of praise’, but he does not argue the point.

 The question which does pose problems is the correct assignment of parts (see e.g. schol. Ar. Eq.
b and in general Chapter ), which, however, is perhaps better considered the task of an editor
or textual critic.
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Within the corpus of dramatic scholia, virtually the only aspect of casting
that is deemed worthy of discussion is the composition of the chorus. The
question is of particular importance to tragic poetry, because the chorus is
the only major character the poet is at liberty to invent, whereas the other
characters are largely determined by tradition (Arist. Po. b). As a con-
sequence, a standard element of ancient hypotheseis identifies three central
constituents of a tragedy (= element C in the taxonomy of Trendelenburg
: –): the scene, the composition of the chorus and the character who
speaks the prologue. An example is the hypothesis to Euripides’ Medea:

( �#� 	���� �$ "������ 3����
�
 �� f�� ���I, ! "# ,���� 	'�2	���� ��
�'��
�-� ���
 "��. ������ ?�
 "# ����� R�"� ��. (argum. E. Med.)

The scene of the play is located in Corinth, the chorus consists of female citizens
[sc. of Corinth]. Speaker of the prologue is Medea’s nurse.

Two tragic scholia have more to say on the composition of the chorus.
They discuss in what way the composition relates to the other characters
and the play as a whole. The first note is on Sophocles’ Ajax:

�
���-� �F� ! ,���� �	��=�	�
 ��� X����
� �� ��"�-� �$� �#� ���Y
��	
�?��2��� 9� ���'�2��� �$� "# 	'����-� �,���� 9� ���
-� ��0
�/"������ ����=��� 9� 3������. �F ��� �
����� �� *+,�
-� �/	���
� ��0
"
� � �� E��� 	'��,��	��
 ��0 "
� � �� ���	���=�
� � 5�	
��;. �
"# -� �/,������ ��"����
��� �2�, 9� +/	,=��� �� “4��I		�
�”, �F ���
�F���	����. >�� ��� �:�� 〈L�〉 [add. dubitanter Radt, iam Trendelenburg]
�/,�����'� ��

�l� � R������I. (schol. S. Aj. a, cf. TrGF III p. )

His [sc. Sophocles’] chorus plausibly consists of men from Salamis, who, as free
men, have freedom of speech, as fellow citizens [sc. of Ajax], are sympathetic,
and, as his subordinates, speak with respect. For it would have been implausible
to bring them on stage from among the Achaeans, because they would not really
condole [sc. with Ajax] nor attack the king [sc. Menelaus]. <A chorus> consisting
of prisoners of war would be full of care [sc. for Ajax], cf. Aeschylus in Thracian
Women [i.e. female prisoners], but not a good choice for the part. Consider how
it would have been for prisoners of war to criticise Menelaus!

 On the first speaker see Chapter .
 Cf. argum. A. Th., PV, S. El., Ant., Ph., OC, E. Alc., Andr., Hec., Supp., IT, Ph., [Rh.] (not included

in this list are cases where element C lacks the point about the chorus, e.g. argum. E. Hipp.). Whether
or not all these hypotheseis are indeed by Aristophanes of Byzantium is disputed, see Pfeiffer (:
, with bibl. in n. ), Budé (), Slater (: x), Brown (), van Rossum-Steenbeek (:
–).

 Aeschylus’ Thracian Women also dealt with Ajax’ suicide (schol. S. Aj. a, cf. TrGF III pp. –).
It seems therefore likely that ��"����
��� predicates a quality of that chorus (i.e. care for Ajax).
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The critic praises Sophocles for his good choice. It allows the chorus
both to rebuke Menelaus (sc. in lines –) and to sympathise with Ajax,
keeping due respect for their master. Sophocles’ solution is set off against
two alternatives. The first (perhaps only a rhetorical foil, but see the next
example) is to make them Achaeans (i.e. subordinates of Menelaus), the
second to introduce them as (female) prisoners of war, as Aeschylus did in
his Thracian Women. Both alternatives, however, would make it impossible
for the chorus to censure Menelaus.

The argument about ‘freedom of speech’ recurs in a debate over the
chorus’ identity in Euripides’ Phoenician Women. Some critics apparently
held that the chorus should consist of female fellow-citizens or relatives
of Jocaste, in order to give her moral support in her plight. This view is
opposed by the argument that, as Thebans, they could not criticise their
own king Eteocles in the way they do in line  (schol. E. Ph. ).

Other notes resemble the hypotheseis in that they simply identify the
members of the chorus (e.g. schol. S. OT , Ant. ). The point may be
added, if applicable, that the play is named after the chorus. An unusual
case is Aristophanes’ Frogs, where the change of scene from earth to Hades
goes together with the chorus of frogs being replaced by initiates (schol.
Ar. Ra. ).

An altogether different picture is presented by Homer’s epics with their
dozens of characters, which is a real challenge even for an attentive reader.
The scholia show that ancient scholars were aware of the various problems
and provided several aids to the reader.

A potential stumbling-block are characters of the same name, especially
if, unlike the two Ajaxes, they do not belong to the protagonists. Such char-
acters are frequent in the Iliad and receive considerable attention. Ancient
commentators are at pains to reduce the risk of confusion. As a result, at least
forty-eight extant scholia discuss the question of homonymous characters.

A majority of these notes can be attributed to the Aristarchean school,

 This must be read against the background that the chorus is frequently said to consist of locals
(argum. A. Th., S. Ant., El., OC, E. Alc., Med., Andr.) and/or of people with a special relation to a,
usually female, protagonist (argum. E. Alc., Or., sim. Hec., IT).

 Cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Eq. , Nu. a, sim. argum. II Ar. V. (p. .– Koster).
 On the device see Schimberg (: –), Bachmann (: ). The relevant passages, together

with other cases of homonymy, are usefully collected by Erbse (Index V: –, s.v. homonyma).
(Additions/corrections: to Eurybates add schol. T Il. .b ex., b Il. .d ex.; to Hodius add schol.
A Il. .c Ariston.; to Chromius add schol. A Il. .b Ariston.; the entry listed under Alcmaon
should go under Thestor; add an entry Teuthras (see schol. A Il. .a Ariston., where the bracket
should read ‘cf. Il. ., .’, unless one assumes the scholion’s example, Teuthras, to be an error).)
For homonymous characters in the Odyssey see schol. BV Od. ., also QV Od. .. Homonymy
can, of course, apply to other phenomena, for example toponyms (e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).
More generally, one might compare the efforts of Demetrius of Magnesia (first century BC), who
tried to get to grips with various types of homonymy (poets and authors, cities).
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which seems to have put particular emphasis on the topic and perhaps
even went so far as to identify characters of the same name consistently.

Interestingly, their effort to identify characters of the same name also
applies to characters whose namesake does not appear in the same text
itself (i.e. the Iliad), but, for instance, in the Odyssey. Examples include
Priam’s son Antiphus, whose namesake is one of Odysseus’ companions
who are killed by the Cyclops (schol. T Il. .– ex.). Another is the
Ciconian leader Mentes, in whose guise Apollo addresses Hector, whereas
Athena appears to Telemachus in the guise of the Taphian Mentes (schol.
A Il. .a Ariston.). The purpose of such notes is not only to prevent the
readers from getting confused. They also seem to draw attention to the
homonymy of characters as such (cf. n. ), which appears to have become
important for its own sake. An alternative explanation may be seen in
the Aristarchean conviction that the Iliad and Odyssey are not only by the
same poet but together form one larger unit. To his mind, the Iliad, for
example, provides instances of prolepsis of events narrated in the Odyssey,
thereby contributing to a single narrative composition (see Chapter ).
Consequently, it may well be that Aristarcheans considered cases such as
Antiphus as a truly homonymous character, although there is only one
in each epic. This second explanation, however, does not sit well with
a case such as Orestes. The two minor characters of this name, a Greek
slain by Hector and a companion of the Trojan hothead Asius, are both
set off against the famous son of Agamemnon. He, however, does not
appear in either epic, but is only mentioned (e.g. Il. ., Od. ., etc.).
The conclusion seems to be that critics were keen to reduce the risk of
confusion, regardless of whether or not the namesake actually is a character
in the text under consideration.

As to the origin of these notes, a prime witness is the comment on the
Paphlagonian king Pylaemenes, father of Harpalion (schol. bT Il. .a
ex.). Given its extraordinary length, the note must be paraphrased here. The

 See the fragment re-edited by Erbse (: LXV.–): 	���
�$�
 "# ���� �� �F�� [sc.
e���"���] ����
	 ��I "
��&I �� !���'� �� Z��	��� >
 �F ���	�� � �
�$�� <���`��
!# �#� “V'��
�2���” [Il. ., cf. .], !# "# “f'��
�2���” [.] (‘He [sc. Aristarchus]
marks all homonymies with a simple diple, with reference to the same [sc. Zenodotus], because he
[sc. Zenodotus], unaware of such a thing [sc. homonymy], wrote “Pylaemenes” in one place and
“Cylaemenes” in another’). On the basis of this fragment, Aristonicus has been identified as the
source of two T-scholia: schol. T Il. . ex., T Il. .a; see also Erbse’s note on Il. . (‘diple
ante versum in A, fortasse exstabat scholium Aristonici ���� !���'� �� vocis J/������’). Conversely,
the attempt by Roemer (: –, –, also b: –) to prove that Aristarchus did not make
use of the !���'� � principle fails to convince; see van der Valk (:  n. ), who, however,
argues (–) that Aristarchus sometimes separated characters who are in fact the same.

 Cf. schol. A Il. ., A Il. ., A Il. .b (all attributed to Aristonicus). None of the three
notes refers to the homonymy of the two minor characters.
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critic argues that this Pylaemenes is not identical with the Paphlagonian
leader of the same name who is killed in Il. .–, which would of course
create an internal inconsistency. Instead, they are said to be characters of
the same name (thus also schol. bT Il. . ex.), as often in Homer. This
claim is backed with a list of eleven groups of homonymous characters, each
followed by a short explanation or reference. Their names are Schedius,
Eurymedon, Eurybates, Adrastus, Acamas, Astynous, Thoon, Melanippus,
Ophelestes, Pylartes, Pisander. As Schimberg (: ) saw, the second
part of the list, from Adrastus on, basically follows the Greek alphabet. It
is, therefore, very likely that ancient scholars compiled an alphabetical list
of homonymous characters on which the present note drew. As to the first
three names in the note, Schimberg (: ) aptly compares schol. b Il.
.d ex. (on Schedius), which adduces the same three characters. A direct
relation between the two scholia seems likely, but the exact details of the
relationship remain open (one dependent on the other? common source?).
In any case, the bulk of schol. bT Il. .a ex. testifies to the existence of
alphabetical character lists.

It is conceivable, but cannot actually be proven on the basis of the
extant evidence, that such lists included more than the characters of the
same name only. Alexandrian scholars were keen to tidy up their cultural
heritage – one need only think of Callimachus’ Pinakes. It may well be
that they also compiled complete character lists that were similar to the
alphabetical index nominum in modern editions.

If homonymous characters can confuse the reader of Homeric epic,
the same can be said about silent characters in dramatic texts, because
they hardly leave any traces in the text. Consequently, the scholia

 Pylaemenes appears to have been the cause célèbre in the question of homonymy (see n.  and schol.
A Il. .b Ariston.). Five notes on homonymous characters explicitly establish a relation to his case
(schol. A Il. .a, A Il. .c, A Il. .–, A Il. ., A Il. .a, all attributed to Aristonicus).
It can be no coincidence, then, that the long list of parallels is adduced in the note that deals with
him. See also Lehrs ([] : , ), Mühmelt (: ).

 In most cases there are two characters of the same name. In the case of Adrastus, Thoon and
Melanippus, the note lists three homonymous characters each.

 V� 	��"��
 should come before V'����
; the displacement may be due to iotacism or indicative
of alphabetisation by the first letter only. Note, however, that the sequence of the three names
beginning with � is correct.

 For alphabetical character lists see also some of the mythographical catalogues on papyrus (re-edited
with commentary by van Rossum-Steenbeek ; cf. esp. nrs. , ,  and perhaps ). These
lists slightly differ from a list of Homeric characters in that they broadly combine figures in the
style of a mythographical compilation such as Ps.Apollodorus and do not limit themselves to a
single ‘original source’. Cf., however, nr. , which follows Hes. Th. – (in the sequence of
the Hesiodic text, not alphabetically).

 Stage directions of the type ‘enter character X in company of Y (silent)’ are foreign to ancient
practice.
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sometimes explicitly identify what is called a ����� ���	���� (‘silent
character’): Dicaeopolis’ bride in Acharnians and the goddess Eirene in
Peace. Although not unknown to tragedy, the phenomenon is more com-
mon in comedy with its many supernumeraries. Lucian (Hist. Conscr.
) seems to attest to this when he speaks of a silent ‘comic bodyguard’
(���
��� "��'������), which the scholia explicitly refer to silent char-
acters in comedy. More generally, it is worth mentioning that Homer is
credited with the invention of silent characters (schol. AbT Il. .b ex.).
Strictly speaking, there is a difference between silent characters appearing
in a dramatic or in a narrative composition. In the latter case they are much
more common and less problematic, because they leave an explicit trace
in the text. The note under consideration does not address this difference
and simply credits Homer with introducing another feature of dramatic
poetry (cf. Chapter ).

It has been argued above that there is a connection between interest in
the composition of the chorus and the poet’s liberty to invent characters.
Invention of characters is particularly prominent in comedy and, to a
lesser degree, in epic. However, the comic scholia hardly ever discuss the
phenomenon. It may have been considered too common to require an
explanation.

The Homeric scholia do not discuss the invention of characters as such
either, but their repeated references to speaking names imply that the
character is invented. This is indirectly proven by the note on the two
names of the river Scamander/Xanthus:
9� ����"�"��2��
� "�����
 ,������� ��0 �F� �F�� ���		�� � H�����.
(schol. A Il. .b Ariston.)

 Cf. Cic. Att. ..; on silent characters see Steinmann (: ), also Heinze ([] : 
n. ).

 Cf. schol. Ar. Ach.  (cf. d), Pax a. The ����� ���	���� in argum. E. El. is a
mere conjecture by Victorius. Modern editors (e.g. Lloyd-Jones and Wilson : , on S. Aj.)
sometimes mention ���� ���	��� among the dramatis personae, but this is normally not based
on manuscript evidence.

 Cf. schol. Luc. ., sim. .; essentially the same explanation is found in Hesychius (" ), but
without reference to comedy; Plutarch (An seni e) speaks of g	��� ��0 	���&� "��'������
����� (‘like a silent bodyguard on the stage’).

 The notes which do mention the invention of names refer to the ones invented by the characters in
order to achieve a particular goal in the present context (for references see n.  below).

 Thus Bachmann (: ). The relevant passages are collected by Erbse (ad schol. A Il. .a
Ariston.), add schol. P Od. ., H Od. .; cf. notes on the etymology of names: schol. bT Il.
.a ex. (Thersites), T Il. .–a ex. (Pandarus), bT Il. . ex. (Axylus), A Il. .a Ariston.
(Aleius), D Il. . (Pyraechmes), T Il. . ex. (Hector), also Soph. test. .– Radt (Odysseus);
see also Lehrs ([] :  with n. ), Steinmann (: –).

 The opposite argument is made in schol. A.R. .–: Apollonius of Rhodes invented the names
Telecleus and Megabrontes.
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<Homer uses both names> obviously taking them from tradition and not coining
the names himself.

The wording of the scholion makes it clear that Homer regularly invents
names. This aligns well with Aristarchus’ notion of Homer being H����Y
���
���, that is, a ‘giver of names’ (see n. ). In fact, the presence of
speaking names in both Iliad and Odyssey is seen as proof that they are by
the same poet. Needless to say, the point about invented names is mostly
made in connection with minor characters, some of whom do not even
appear in the epics (e.g. the fathers of characters who do). Exceptions are
the etymological notes on Thersites, Pandarus and, remarkably, Hector (for
references see n. ). They all seem to presume that the name, and therefore
the character, was created by Homer. Given that Aristophanes often uses
speaking names in his comedies, it is remarkable that the phenomenon is
not explained more often.

The preceding discussion differentiates between ‘major’ and ‘minor’
characters. The former notion is referred to in ancient scholarship as
	'���
��� ���	���� (lit. ‘a character who is holding together <the
plot> (or similar)’). The central character is seen as giving ‘coherence’ to
the text under discussion (on coherent plots see Chapter ). This need not
be more than a convenient way of referring to the main character(s) and
should probably not be interpreted as contradicting Aristotle’s warning not
to construct the plot around an individual character (Po. a–). The
notion of major and minor characters also shines through in comments
such as schol. T Il. .– ex. (quoted in Chapter ), which considers it
necessary to explain why the comparatively minor characters Meriones and
Thrasymedes take part in the boule. A similar point is perhaps made by
schol. bT Il. .– ex., which explains that the character in question is
of the ‘second rank’ ("�'2�� ��
�). It seems possible that the comment
refers to the Trojan Acamas, who is one of the few minor characters in
the Iliad who is given the privilege of a speech (Il. .–). However,

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston.; the same implication seems to underlie schol. P Od. ..
 Cf. Ar. Av. argum. .–, p.  Holwerda (sim. argum. , p. ), on the two human protagonists,

Peis(th)etaerus (‘Persuader of his Comrade(s)’) and Euelpides (‘Son of Good Hope’); see, however,
the notes on the invention of names by characters (cf. n. ): schol. Ar. Nu. a (Apaloie, ‘Almighty
Fraud’, a personification (see below) invoked by Strepsiades), V. b (Apodrasippides, ‘Runaway-
ippides’, invented by Philocleon), Av. a (invented name of a bird), a (ditto), b (ditto). On
speaking names see also schol. Pi. O. .c (on the names of the three Fates), E. Tr.  (on the
names of the three Furies).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on Achilles), A. PV b (on Prometheus), sim. T Il. .– ex. (on
Hector and Achilles); see Roemer (: ), but the claimed Aristarchean origin of the term must
remain open.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on Meriones’ participation in the foot-race).
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Erbse (ad loc.) refers the note to Promachus, who is killed in this scene by
Acamas.

Another group of particular characters are personifications, that is, non-
human objects or abstractions that are endowed with life and seen as a
person (more often divine than human). In the opening scene of Euripi-
des’ Alcestis, for example, Apollo ends his monologue by announcing the
imminent entrance of Thanatos (‘Death’). The relevant scholion explains:

	������
�; �F��. (schol. E. Alc. )

He [sc. Euripides] personifies him [sc. Thanatos].

Similarly, schol. A. PV c explains that Bia (‘Force’) is a personifi-
cation (�/"�����
���;	�), while no scholion seems to have been pre-
served that says the same about Kratos (‘Power’) in the same scene at the
beginning of Prometheus Bound. (In fact, Kratos is the speaking character,
whereas Bia is a silent supernumerary, as explained in the same scholion, see
Chapter .) This points to a general feature of the extant notes on person-
ifications: ancient scholars seem to be primarily interested in the question
of personification as such. Conversely, they do not seem to make a distinc-
tion as to whether the personified character actually appears himself in the
fictional world (that is, on stage, as in the examples above, or, say, on the
Trojan battlefield), or whether the personification is only used by a char-
acter (e.g. when Eteocles prays to Eulabeia, ‘Caution’, in E. Ph. , with
schol.). The relevant scholia primarily draw attention to the fact that the
passage under discussion is an example of personification. It is probably
fair to say that for them the question is rather one of who is a divinity
and how the Greeks conceptualise their gods. The latter, in particular,
falls outside the scope of this book. Terminologically, 	������
�;� seems
to be both the more common and more specific term for ‘to personify’,
whereas �/"�����
�;� has a wider range of meanings that includes, for
example, the production of actual representations such as statues (see e.g.

 In that case, the scholion probably explains that Promachus is in fact a name, and in spite of the
meaning its bearer belongs to the ‘second rank’.

 Examples include: schol. bT Il. . ex. (is Hypnos, ‘Sleep’, a personification or not? cf. bT Il.
.a ex. on Eris, ‘Strife’), Hes. op. – (on ��$	�
, ‘sicknesses’, sim. a with ref. to Homeric
parallels), [Hes.] sc.  (on Phobos, ‘Fear’), Pi. O. .e (on Ananke, ‘Necessity’), A. Th. a, b,
d (on Peitharchia, ‘Obedience’), Ar. Ach. a (on Polemos, ‘War’), etc.

 See e.g. Arist. fr.  Rose (with Hintenlang : –), Porph. on Il. . (esp. I .–.
Schrader), on Il. . (I .–.), on Il. . (I .–). The common denominator of these
passages seems to be that the name of the (personified) divinity and his or her effect are identical.
Eos, for example, can be both the personified goddess of Dawn and the morning light. Cf. also
schol. Hes. Th. a, which argues that Homer knows the concept of ‘nemesis’ but not the divinity.
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LSJ s.v.). As always, the phenomenon can also be described periphrastically
(e.g. schol. [Hes.] sc. ).

characterisation

In the present context, it is useful to distinguish between two related aspects
of characterisation: (i) What are the principal techniques used by poets to
characterise? (ii) To what results do these techniques lead in the case of the
individual characters?

Obviously, the second question, actual characterisation of individual
figures, can only be treated selectively here, because an examination of all
the characters and the corresponding notes would require a study of its
own.

As to the principal techniques of characterisation, further distinctions
can be made. First of all, characterisation can be implicit or explicit:
implicit, if a character’s actions (including speeches: Arist. Po. a–)
reflect on him or her in a significant way; explicit, if somebody expressly
describes the character in question. This ‘somebody’ can be the character
himself, another character or – in the case of narrative texts or embedded
narratives (such as messenger speeches) – the narrator. The distinction
between implicit and explicit characterisation is comparable to the one
between ‘showing’ and ‘telling’ (on which see Chapter ). A character can
be shown to be, say, courageous or he can be said to be courageous.

Ancient scholars do not seem to discuss the technique of implicit char-
acterisation as such, but their interpretations reflect awareness of the phe-
nomenon. (In Iliad , Menelaus lets Agamemnon get the better of him
and rejects Adrestus’ supplication, which he was about to accept. However,
Menelaus does not kill the suppliant himself.)

�2�
�� ��0 ������� ,������ ?�
 �$ R������' � L���. ! ������� �#�
〈���〉 [add. Erbse, cl. b] �"
���� �, �$� "# ��0 	���"�;� ����0� �� "��
 &�
�$ ����� �' ����&� ��0 9� ^�2�� �F ����=�
. (schol. T Il. .b ex.)

He [sc. Homer] shows the character of Menelaus to be moderate and not irascible.
For, though previously wronged [sc. by Paris] and then wounded [sc. by Pandarus
in Iliad ] on terms of a truce, he [sc. Menelaus] now refrains from striking the
enemy [sc. Adrestus] and does not kill him, because he is a suppliant.

 For a collection of relevant materials regarding the characters in Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides and
Terence see Steinmann (: –). For the major Iliadic characters see von Franz (: –)
and N. J. Richardson (: –).
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No one explicitly describes Menelaus’ character in this scene. It is his
behaviour alone that leads to the characterisation as given by the scholion.

At the same time, the critic indirectly sets Menelaus off from Agamemnon,
who does kill Adrestus (see below on contrasting presentation).

Similar to implicit characterisation, the scholia also argue on the basis of
indirect characterisation. Menelaus’ wound which is caused by Pandarus’
arrow (Il. .–), for instance, is said to be described at length in order
to insinuate (3���� ��
�) Agamemnon’s emotional state ("
���	
�).

As to explicit characterisation, a distinction between self-characterisation
and characterisation by others is drawn in a comment by Donatus:

personae aut <ex> suis verbis insinuantur aut ex alienis. (Don. ad Ter. Ad. III ,
p. II .– Wessner, sim. An. I , p. I .– W., with example)

Characters either become known [≈ are characterised] through their own words
or those of others.

Donatus primarily differentiates between self-characterisation and char-
acterisation by others. However, this distinction may well include the one
between implicit and explicit characterisation. For characterisation by oth-
ers is by necessity explicit, whereas self-characterisation can be both explicit
and implicit. The latter, implicit self-characterisation, is in fact more com-
mon (and, arguably, more subtle) than explicit self-characterisation. So
Donatus’ sentence may well indirectly testify to the distinction between
implicit and explicit characterisation too, although it expressly mentions
only the distinction between self-characterisation and characterisation by
others.

Donatus is commenting on dramatic poetry and therefore does not con-
sider characterisation by the narrator as opposed to that by the characters
themselves. This, however, is done by an Iliadic scholion. (In Iliad , Dei-
phobus is unable to pierce Meriones’ shield with his spear and withdraws
in angry frustration.)

��0 ��2����
 �#� �F"2� (�F ��� �/��;�� � �����
 ��
��), �� "# "
���	
�
�F�$ "
� �$ “,�	��” a����� ! ��
��� ���2	�	��. (schol. bT Il. .b
ex.)

And he [sc. Deiphobus] does not utter a word (for it would not be appropriate
to the present critical moment), but the poet represented his [sc. Deiphobus’]
disposition by means of the verb ‘was angry’.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .–a ex. (on Achilles).
 Cf. schol. T Il. .b ex.; see also schol. bT Il. .– ex. (the description of the Trojan success

alone is enough to insinuate the Greek misery). Cf. in general Chapter .
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The present circumstances do not allow for a speech by Deiphobus
(i.e. self-characterisation). Instead, the narrator omnisciently informs the
reader about Deiphobus’ current emotional state ("
���	
�) and thereby
characterises him. The emphasis on ‘by means of the verb (alone)’ may
indicate praise for succinct and efficient characterisation (see below). The
wording of the scholion implies that self-characterisation through speech
is a standard method of characterisation. Homer, however, prefers not to
make use of it in the present scene. Self-characterisation through speech
as a standard method must be read not only against the notion that Homer
favours ‘showing’ over ‘telling’ (see Chapter ). Equally important is the
rhetorical exercise of �����
[�, that is, the introduction of speaking char-
acters in one’s speech or, as a school exercise, the composition of fictitious
speeches, often with topics from classical mythology (e.g. Andromache’s
farewell speech to Hector). Its very etymology indicates that a main goal
of �����
[� is to bring out well the character of the person whose speech
is quoted. No surprise, then, if the Homeric scholia often describe indi-
vidual characters on the basis of their speeches. Needless to say, the same
holds true a fortiori for scholia on dramatic texts, which consist of speech
only.

All in all, the two distinctions, explicit vs. implicit and self-characteris-
ation vs. characterisation by others, do not seem to be foreign to ancient
scholars, but are not discussed in their own right. It is other aspects

 Interestingly, schol. bT Il. .a ex. argues that Antilochus’ silence, when he learns about Patroclus’
death, brings out his feelings better than a speech could. See also schol. EQ Od. ., which argues
that the description of Penelope covering her face with a veil before she descends to the dining hall
brings out her moderation (	����	=��) before her actual speech (��� �$ ����').

 On the semantics of "
���	
� (‘disposition’) see Preller (:  on Polemon fr. ); on "
���	
� as
‘emotional state’ in particular see Meijering (: –); cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex., bT Il. . ex.,
T Il. .b ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .–
ex., T Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., T Il. .b ex., E. Or. , Tr. .

 Cf. schol. QT Od. .; for the notion that speech conveys character see Arist. Po. a–,
Men. fr.  K-A. Self-characterisation through speech can be conveyed, for example, by sentence
structure (schol. A Il. .a Nic., A Il. .– Nic.) or frequent apostrophes (schol. bT Il. .a
ex.).

 The critic does not specify why a speech would be inappropriate here. Incidentally, the scholia
repeatedly comment on the absence of speeches (see Chapter ).

 See in particular the progymnasmata: Hermog. progymn.  (pp. – Rabe), Aphthonius II –
Spengel (with an actual example: Niobe), Theon II – Spengel; on �����
[� in general see
Hagen ().

 The progymnasmatic instructions (see previous n.) expressly require the speech to be appropriate to
the character quoted. The words used are ��2���, �/��;��, Z����
� (see below). Cf. Aristotle’s
recommendation (Po. a–) that a poetic character should be ‘good’ (,��	��), ‘appropriate’
(Z�����), ‘similar’ (>��
��), i.e. ‘like us’, and ‘consistent’ (!�����).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on Achilles), bT Il. .b ex. (on Odysseus, Achilles, Phoenix
and Ajax), bT Il. .b ex. (on Hector, with parallels).
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of a poet’s method of characterisation that primarily attract scholarly
attention.

A major point of interest is succinct and efficient characterisation. Critics
repeatedly praise poets for their ability to bring out the whole character in
a single line or even a single word. (In Iliad , Briseis is leaving Achilles
‘unwillingly’ (�2��'	�).)

"
� �
l� �2���� !�������� (�;� L��� ���	���' "�"������. (schol. bT Il.
. ex.)

By means of a single word, he [sc. Homer] has shown us the entire character of
the person [sc. Briseis].

A good poet is expected to be able to express the essence of a character in a
single word or line. This expectation may well reflect an outlook that is more
appropriate to Hellenistic poetry. As a consequence, it may be doubtful
whether the expectation does justice to the poetic principles of Homer,
who, however, does avoid extensive characterisation in his own voice and
tends to let characters speak for themselves. (It is therefore no coincidence
that the comments on Homer’s succinct characterisations mostly refer to
passages within the narrator-text, whereas it would be more difficult to
make the same point regarding Homer’s speeches.) If the principle of
concise characterisation introduces a potentially anachronistic criterion,
the critics remain unaware of this being a methodological problem.

Comparable to succinct characterisation, the scholia sometimes praise a
passage for bringing out the characterisation with particular clarity (schol.
E. Or. , , both on Menelaus, Aristotle’s example for an overly wicked
character: Po. a–).

Another point of interest is consistent characterisation. Although char-
acters are allowed to develop in the course of the narrative or play, it is
nevertheless expected that their behaviour show some consistency, unless, of
course, a character’s fickleness is the very point. Critics either praise such
consistent characterisation or criticise inconsistency. A prominent example

 Cf. schol. D Il. . (on Homer’s ability to bring out the whole character in one word in general and
on the corresponding scene in particular: the imperfect ��2����, ‘cut off ’, describes the feebleness
of old Nestor), D Il. . (a single line serves multiple purposes), bT Il. .a ex. (the word
‘son’ (for Sarpedon) is enough to describe Zeus’ emotional state), T Il. .b ex. (the emotional
state of the spectators is described succinctly, �� 5��,�;), AbT Il. .– ex. (Helen’s description
of Odysseus (called an �� ������) contains everything in a nutshell, �� 5��,�;), Soph. test. .–
Radt (Sophocles is able to characterise in half a line or even a single word); see also schol. bT Il.
. ex. (a single line describes the virtues of women), sim. A Il. .a ex. (with examples); some
of these passages are collected by Roemer (: xvi), see also Heath (:  with n. ).

 Cf. e.g. the ‘Stoic’ principle of 	'��� � (‘conciseness’), see Chapter .
 Cf. Arist. Po. a–, whose example for an inconsistent character is Iphigenia in E. IT.
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is the ancient debate over Achilles’ supposedly inconsistent or uneven
(��������) character. Similarly, schol. bT Il. .c ex. expresses won-
derment at Patroclus’ unexpected display of cruelty, whereas schol. bT
Il. .– ex. finds him ‘righteous’ (�F	�5��) throughout the poem.
Another critic praises Homer for sticking to his initial characterisation
of the Greek and Trojan armies through the entire poem (schol. AbT
Il. .b ex., sim. bT Il. .–b ex.). Interestingly, one critic (schol. E.
Or. ) uses Aristotle’s term �������� when he denies that Electra is
characterised ‘inconsistently’ anywhere in the play. He appears to defend
Euripides against such criticism. In fact, the dramatic scholia regularly
discuss the question whether or not characterisation is consistent.

If most of these examples judge the character’s consistency (or lack
thereof ) on the basis of two or more specific passages within the text under
consideration, others discuss a single passage against the background of
more general expectations regarding this particular character. The question
then is, in other words, whether the specific passage is compatible with what
one expects from this character in general. In the case of criticism, a partic-
ular passage can be said to be ‘out of character’ (���� � ���	����),

‘not fitting (to the character)’ (������	�� and cognates, �F� �/��;��),

‘not appropriate’ (�F ��2��� and cognates), ‘silly’ (�S����) or the like.
In the case of praise, more or less the same points return in a positive

 Cf. Pl. Hipp.min. b–e, Arist. fr.  Rose (= schol. bT Il. .b ex.), differently Plut. aud.poet.
a–c; on Achilles’ ‘inconsistent’ character see also schol. bT Il. .b Porph. (?).

 See the examples in Steinmann (: –), also Trendelenburg (: ). Sometimes the actual
point of consistent characterisation is only implied, for example when a passage is said to bring out
‘again’ (���
�) a particular trait (e.g. schol. E. Or. , on Menelaus).

 Cf. e.g. schol. A Il. . Ariston. (on Helen’s words in Il. .–), A Il. .–a Did. (?) (on
Agamemnon criticising Menestheus’ and Odysseus’ appetite), A Il. .b Ariston. (rejecting a
Zenodotean conjecture), E. Andr.  (on a gnomic statement in Andromache’s speech),  (on
the final lines of the same speech). The last two notes are both by Didymus (pp. – Schmidt).

 ������	�� (and cognates): cf. e.g. schol. A Il. .–a Ariston. (on Hector mocking Diomedes,
which is said to be inappropriate to both characters), A Il. .–a Ariston. (on Zeus emphasising
that he is older than Poseidon), A Il. .– Ariston. (on Priam elaborating on the ransom and
wishing Achilles a safe return home); �F� �/��;��: e.g. schol. E. Med.  (on Medea bursting into
tears, while she will soon kill her children). On the background of these terms in Aristotle and
rhetoric see nn. – above.

 Cf. e.g. schol. pap. ad Il. . (pp. – Erbse: the words fit Iris, but not Polites; on this scene
see Chapter ), schol. A Il. .–a ex. (when talking to the other Nereids, it would have been
inappropriate for Thetis to take it for granted (as she did when talking to Achilles) that she will get
new armour), A Il. .–a Ariston. (on Achilles mocking Aeneas’ hope to get a reward for killing
him), E. Or.  (on Orestes saying that he ‘sacrificed’ his mother), Ph.  (on Oedipus calling
Jocasta his ‘wife’, whom he knows to be his mother). It should be emphasised that categories such
as � ��2��� (on which see Pohlenz a) are not purely moralising. Quite frequently, the label
�F ��2��� is put on passages that are inappropriate to the present circumstances (e.g. because they
are inconsistent with the speaker’s general character). Moralising may but need not be at stake. To
treat � ��2��� as a moralising category tout court is a simplification (cf. Introd. page ).
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formulation. Needless to say, comments of this type can refer to both
words and deeds of the character. Regarding the deeds, critics are regularly
baffled by the ‘simple life’, esp. of Homeric man, because it contrasts with
the life of the élite that is contemporary with them (see M. Schmidt :
–).

As to inconsistent or inappropriate characterisation, there is a certain
tendency among Alexandrian scholars to ‘mend’ the mistakes by means
of textual interventions such as conjecture and athetesis. (In the rising
tension of Iliad , Agamemnon asks Achilles whether he indeed wants
to keep his own gift of honour and at the same time leave Agamemnon
without one.)

����$��
, >
 �F���;� &7 	'��2	�
 ��0 &7 "
��� �_, ��0 �� Z���?����
*+���2����
. (schol. A Il. .– Ariston.)

<Lines .–> are athetised, because they are cheap in composition and thought
and do not fit <the character of> Agamemnon.

The lines are thought to be of doubtful authenticity because they result,
among other things, in inconsistent characterisation.

Of particular interest are the cases where the reasoning of the scholars
can be followed in some detail. (Earlier in Iliad , Agamemnon uses the
argument that he, unlike Achilles, wants the Greek army to be safe.)

>
 e���"��� �F�� ��2���� 9� &� "
��� �� �F���'� �S	��. �F "�; "# �F��
/" �_ ����2��	��
, ���� 	'����
� �;� @��. �� ���
 ��� �2���
. (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston.)

<The diple periestigmene [actually missing in ms. A],> because Zenodotus
athetised it [sc. the line], because, to his mind, the thought is silly. But one
must not pronounce [and understand] the line in isolation, but combine it with
the preceding context. For it is spoken ‘in character’.

Zenodotus apparently considered the line ‘I want the Greek army to be
safe rather than to die’ (Il. .) a flat truism and athetised it, probably

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on the respective speeches of Odysseus and Diomedes when they
meet Dolon), T Il. . ex. (on the various types of flight depending on whether the pursuer
is Agamemnon or Achilles), S. Aj. a (on the respective speeches of Athena and Odysseus), El.
 (on the chorus angrily contrasting the caring behaviour of birds), E. Med.  (on Medea
questioning the benefit of deep learning). See also the notes collected by Heath (:  n. ).

 This applies even to accentuation, that is, when different accents/pronunciation change the meaning
of the word. For example, Nicanor dismisses the reading L in Il. ., because it would be ‘out of
character’ (schol. bT Il. .b ex. (Nic.)).

 Cf. e.g. schol. A Il. .a, A Il. .a, A Il. .–a, A Il. .a, A Il. .–a, A Il. .–
also A Il. .a, A Il. .a (all attributed to Aristonicus).

 Cf. schol. A Il. .b Ariston. (rejecting a conjecture by Zenodotus).
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because he found it to be inappropriate to a king and commander-in-
chief. According to Aristarchus, however, the line is part of an extended
argument and is spoken �� ���
. The latter expression is difficult and has
a wide range of meanings (see Excursus below). Aristarchus perhaps wants
to say here that the line is spoken ‘with stress, expressively’ (NB ��� in the
Homeric text) and is therefore indicative of and in line with Agamemnon’s
character. In any case, the two scholars disagree on whether or not the line
is appropriate to and consistent with Agamemnon’s character. The scholia
abound in discussions of this type.

Questions regarding characterisation often reach beyond the realm of
the narrative universe itself. For another criterion of propriety is whether
the character’s portrait is realistic or true to life. The relevant comments
establish a more or less explicit relation between the fictional world of the
characters and the real-life experience of the reader.

The scholia observe, mostly with positive undertones, that poets present
characters who are true to life or display a behaviour which is typically
human. Achilles’ behaviour is typical of a man in love (schol. bT Il.
.b ex.), Hector’s of a peevish person (schol. bT Il. .– ex.) or
of human behaviour in general (schol. bT Il. .a ex.). Paris’ speech
is that of a lewd and shameless person (schol. bT Il. .c ex.). The
nurse in Medea stands for people in great distress who do not dare to tell
anybody about it (schol. E. Med. ). Interestingly, there seems to be no
categorical difference between divine and human characters. Hera’s speech
is said to be typical of people in anger (schol. AbT Il. .c ex.) or of a
wife.

Generally speaking, the characters’ behaviour is often explained in
the light of commonsensical notions of psychology and typical human
behaviour. Many arguments run along the lines of ‘X acts or speaks thus,

 Differently Nickau (:  n. ), whose interpretation of �� ���
 as emphasising ‘daß der
Sprecher seinen Worten auf Kosten der Objektivität eine bestimmte Färbung zu geben bestrebt ist’
fails to convince me.

 A collection of Iliadic examples is given by Erbse (Index V: –). On commensensical arguments
see Introd. page , on realism also Chapter .

 This line of interpretation can be found in Aristotle already (fr.  Rose = Porph. on Il. ., I
.–. Schrader), where Paris’ behaviour in Iliad  is explained as typical of a man in love who
is separated from his object of love. See also his recommendation (Po. a) that a character be
>��
�� ‘like (us)’.

 Cf. schol. AbT Il. .d ex., sim. bT Il. . ex.; scholars appear to be particularly fond of
commenting on behaviour said to be typical of women (schol. bT Il. .a ex., bT Il. . ex., bT
Il. .a ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .b
ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .–b ex., bT Il. .a ex., S. El. , E. Hec. , also bT Il.
.c ex.), often with a misogynous slant (de Jong ).
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because that is how people act or speak in such a situation’. On the one
hand, these comments may clear the poet of apparent peculiarities. On the
other, such generalisations tend to treat characters as representatives of a
particular type and less as individuals (Heath :  with n.  speaks
of the ‘generic’ view of character in the scholia). On occasion they may
even bring them down to the level of ‘you and me’. It should, however, be
underlined that these comments often refer to comparatively minor details
of the individual character and in any case cannot be said to be typical of
the entire corpus (pace von Franz : –). Conversely, a note such as
schol. bT Il. .–a ex., which is too long to be quoted here, tries to give a
differentiated characterisation of Menelaus as an individual. Collections
of the various notes on other individual characters lead to the same result:

the extant corpus of scholia contains both comments that emphasise the
typicality of characters and others that emphasise their individuality. They
form two sides of the same coin. The single character must strike a good
balance between being individualised and idiosyncratic on the one hand,
and being typical and representative on the other. Excess in either direction
prevents the character from having the desired effect on the readers.

In terms of presentation, ancient scholars have a certain predilection
for contrastive comparison: a ‘good’ character’s behaviour is contrasted
with a ‘bad’ character’s or vice versa: Menelaus and Paris (schol. bT Il.
.c ex.), Hector and Paris (schol. bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .a ex.),
Ajax and Hector (schol. bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .– ex.), Hector and
Menelaus as representatives of Trojan and Greek behaviour respectively.

Conversely, schol. bT Il. .–a ex. argues that Patroclus and Menelaus
are similar in character. As to contrastive characters, schol. S. El.  makes
the remarkable point that Sophocles is wont to make use of them in
his plays: Electra and Chrysothemis are contrastive characters in Electra,
Antigone and Ismene in Antigone. If this note puts Electra and Antigone

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex., AbT Il. .–a ex., bT Il. .c ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .
ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .–a ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. . Hrd.,
bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .a ex., T Il. .– ex., bT Il.
.– ex., bT Il. . ex., T Il. . ex., AbT Il. . ex., S. Aj. a, , OT , E. Hec. ,
Hipp. , , Ph. ; see von Franz (: –), with more Iliadic examples, also many of the
examples collected by Steinmann (: –).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on Patroclus).
 See the material collected by von Franz (: –), whose conclusions, however, fail to do justice

to the actual sophistication of the individual portraits.
 In a somewhat different context Aristotle argues against characters who are excessively wicked (Po.

a–).
 Cf. schol. bT Il. .–b ex., sim. bT Il. .– ex.; some of these examples are collected by

Roemer (: xvii).
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on a similar level, another (schol. S. El. ) holds the view that Electra’s
unexpected and sudden resolution to die is too much in the style of
Antigone. The scholion’s point is probably that this is ‘out of character’
here. Yet another form of comparison can be found in schol. E. Or. ,
which contrasts Menelaus’ bad character in Orestes with the much more
favourable treatment in Homer’s Iliad, that is, the critic leaves the realm
of the single text and compares the depiction of an individual character in
different texts.

To return to the actual techniques of characterisation, there are conflict-
ing notions about Homer’s favourite method. Whereas schol. bT Il. .c
ex. (Did.) (supported with a list of examples) claims that Homer is wont
to characterise by means of the characters’ facial expression (��0 ��� -�
H����� "# �1��� ��0 �$ ���	���' ,������ ?�
�), schol. QT Od.
. attributes the same function to their speech. Modern scholars are
likely to agree more with the latter view, because physical descriptions of
characters are known to be rare in Homer. In fact, one wonders what led
the critic in schol. bT Il. .c ex. (Did.) to make his far-reaching claim
about Homeric characterisation by way of facial expression.

excursus: the meaning of �� ���
 and ��
���

Many of the comments adduced above make use of the word L��� (and
cognates), whose original meaning ‘character’ can safely be said to form the
basis of several among the confusingly disparate applications of the word
in ancient rhetoric, poetics and grammar. In his very useful article on the
topic, Kroll () tried – in his own words – to fight his way through the
jungle and to establish a number of commonly found applications of
the word. According to Kroll, L��� (and cognates) can express:

(i) a person’s character, including different forms of transient moods
(ii) the stress (or emphasis) with which words are spoken, because it is

indicative of the mood
(iii) words spoken in rhetorical irony (on which see Chapter ).

As Kroll himself admits, it is often difficult to draw a clear dividing-line
between the different categories. And, in fact, if one reviews his numerous
examples, one is inclined more than once to attribute single passages to

 It may of course be that the critic only meant to say that, if Homer characterises by means of
physical description at all, he privileges the face (cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex.). As to his fourth
example, Thersites being described as ������, it should be remembered that the word was believed
to mean ‘squinting’ in antiquity (schol. A Il. .a = Ep.Hom. �  Dyck).

 See Kroll () and the literature cited there.
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another category. The conclusion seems to be that there are no general
rules and that each case must be decided on its own merits. And even
then no two scholars will distribute the examples equally over the three
groups, because the frequent lack of context in the scholia makes a decision
extremely difficult. Despite the important efforts of Kroll and others, the
semantic field of L��� remains elusive, especially in the case of scholia,
which are often very short.

As to L��� indicating ‘rhetorical irony’ (mostly in the form �� ���

or ��
�-�), Kroll derives this meaning from the second meaning ‘stress,
emphasis’, because ancient rhetorical theory argues that irony is brought
out by means of pronunciation. This may well be right, but at least two
further explanations are conceivable. Both are deductions from the original
meaning ‘character’.

Firstly, it may be worth remembering the fact that a proper under-
standing of ironic speech acts often depends on knowing the speaker
well. Some people are more prone to use irony than others, which creates
expectations. Read against this background, it makes perfect sense if a
speech by a character such as Euripides’ Medea, who repeatedly speaks with
irony or sarcasm, is said to be ‘in character’ (�� ���
). From there the expres-
sion may have come to mean ‘ironically’ tout court, as in Kroll’s explanation.

The second possible explanation starts from the observation that ironic
passages can also be marked with the term 3����
	
�. The meanings
of this word range from ‘delivery’ (like an orator), to ‘acting’ and even
‘pretence, dissimulation’. The first, ‘delivery’, leads us back to Kroll’s expla-
nation. The other two, however, open the possibility that �� 3���� 	�

means ‘like an actor, by putting up a show’ or ‘with pretence, in dissimula-
tion’. Both are particularly apt to irony, the latter because an ironic speaker
pretends to hold a view which in fact he does not. The former, acting, is
also a form of pretence. Moreover, modern studies have shown that irony
often depends on what is sometimes called ‘echoic mention’: the ironic
speaker echoes another’s words by, so to speak, putting inverted commas
around the words with the intention to ironise them (‘this so-called X
of yours’). This echoic mention can easily be seen as a form of acting,

 Kroll (: ) adduces Phoebammon III . Spengel, Trypho fig. III . Spengel and Quint.
...

 It may well be that this is what Quintilian (..) has in mind when he has irony depend on aut
pronuntiatione . . . aut persona aut rei natura.

 Cf. Trypho fig. III . Spengel, schol. bT Il. .– ex., and Chapter .
 On ‘echoic mention’ see Hutcheon (: ). It is worth noting that the model of Sperber and

Wilson () attempts to explain all variants of irony as due to some form of echoic mention. The
fact that this is a problematic assumption (see Lapp : ) does not affect my argument here.
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which may well be what ‘(to speak) in character’ (�� ���
) occasionally
means.

In conclusion, then, the question of how �� ���
 came to mean ‘ironically’
seems to allow for more than one possible answer.

conclusion

Characters often take centre stage in Greek literature and form one of
its most memorable features. This prominence is reflected by the wealth
of notes that ancient scholars produced on the subject of characterisa-
tion, of which the preceding discussion could only adduce a representative
selection. In addition to the numerous notes which simply describe the
character under consideration, critics are particularly concerned with the
appropriateness (or lack thereof ) of the single trait. In their interpreta-
tions, they repeatedly apply extra-textual criteria such as typically human
behaviour in general. Notes of this type can therefore be said to tran-
scend the domain of actual literary criticism, the topic of the present
book, towards more general areas such as psychology and ethics. Within
the domain of literary criticism, scholars are interested in the techniques
of characterisation such as succinctness and consistency. They also show
awareness of the difference between implicit and explicit characterisation
and between self-characterisation and characterisation by others.

As we saw at the beginning of the chapter, there is some interest in
the casting of the various texts, especially in the case of texts such as
the Homeric epics, where the characters are many, and where the pres-
ence of homonymous characters further complicates the picture. Scholars
addressed this problem by compiling character lists in alphabetical order.
As a further point regarding casting, they treated the question of invented
characters. This has further implications for the liberty with which the
poets made use of and adapted the literary tradition to their individual
needs and purposes.

 It seems more likely that �� ���
 and �� 3���� 	�
 coexisted in their similar meanings, whereas
W. G. Rutherford’s neat distinction (: –, esp. ), which is said to have been blurred in
later times, seems difficult to reconcile with the available evidence.

 As suggested in n.  above, the criterion of appropriateness is not a priori moralising.



chapter 12

Mythography

The scholia that form the basis of this book comment on literary texts
that normally have a plot with a mythological subject-matter. Conse-
quently, the relevant scholia also deal with questions of myth. In fact, these
scholia are so numerous and often long (see in particular the mythograph-
ical D-scholia to the Iliad and the scholia to Apollonius of Rhodes and
Lycophron) that a systematic discussion would go beyond the scope of this
book. Instead the following account will try to give a general idea of the
major questions which ancient commentators address when dealing with
mythological issues.

The most basic (and probably most common) type of comment simply
states the ‘facts’ of the relevant myth. Though typologically similar, the
notes in this group cover a wide range and vary considerably in scope.
The scale ranges from concise notes such as ‘X is the son of Y’ to extensive
retelling of entire myths. Despite the difference in size and scope, they have
a similar function in that they primarily intend to provide the reader with
background information that is deemed necessary to understand the text
under discussion (cf. page ). (On occasion, however, the scholion seems
to contain more information than is immediately necessary. The commen-
tator appears to take the opportunity to put his knowledge on display or
to provide a ‘mythological handbook’.) Notes which primarily state the
‘facts’ of the myth may or may not mention an authority on which their
evidence is based. As a further characteristic, notes of this type repeatedly
expand or supplement from other sources the ‘incomplete’ account of the

 The most significant exceptions are Aristophanes and, to a lesser degree, Theocritus. But Aristophanes,
too, incorporates mythological topics into his comedies.

 For such a discussion see now Cameron (); further insights can be expected from Fowler’s
forthcoming commentary on his Early Greek Mythographers (). For a collection of Iliadic scholia
on myth see Erbse (VII: –, alphabetical by character, does not include D-scholia); see also the
discussion by Schwartz ().

 Cameron (: esp. –) argues that such references to authorities must be treated with caution,
especially if several authorities are mentioned in a row; similarly Schwartz (: –).
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text under discussion (for Aristarchus’ critique of this method see below).
A recurrent phenomenon in this connection are notes that identify char-
acters who remain unnamed in the text (e.g. schol. T Il. .c ex., on
Proetus’ father-in-law). In fact, Porphyry appears to have written an entire
monograph On the names omitted by Homer (���0 -� ��������
��2���
� ��
�&7 H������: Schrader ).

The question of literary dependence is the focus of a second general
type of note on mythology. They either argue that the passage under
discussion depends on another text or vice versa. By engaging in this
form of Quellenkritik, these comments automatically (though not always
expressly) deal with questions of chronology.

A third type of comment looks more specifically at the particular version
of the myth which the poetic text under discussion transmits or presup-
poses. Such notes either imply or expressly point out that the present
version differs from another. Within this group of comparative notes sev-
eral sub-types can be found:

The most neutral sub-type simply lists the variants without expressing a
preference or judgment. The wording is somewhat less neutral when the
critic says that the present passage ‘is not in accordance with’ (�F ���
+ acc.) or ‘different from’ (���� ��) or ‘contradicts’ (��
���
)
another. But there is no explicit preference for one of the two versions.

Aristarchus goes one step further when he deals with the mythological
differences between Homer and the ������
 (generally the post-Homeric
poets, often the poets of the epic cycle). He scrutinised the Homeric epics
for elements of the larger Trojan myth which Homer did not either mention
or presuppose (but the ������
 did). The reason is that Aristarchus
advocated the methodological principle that ‘gaps’ in a poet’s account of a
myth must not be filled from other sources (see Chapter ). If, for example,
Homer does not mention the name of Cerberus, one should refrain from
supplementing it from later sources.

 Cf. e.g. schol. Pi. I. .a (Pindar follows the R�����
 *P�;�
, cf. Ps.Hes. fr.  M-W), schol.
E. Andr.  (Euripides follows Pindar, cf. fr.  Sn-M), schol. Theocr. .b (Theocritus follows
Euripides, cf. Cyclops); see also the examples listed in n.  and Bachmann (: –).

 E.g. schol. A.R. .–a (second part): Pherecydes (FGH  F a) agrees with Apollonius that
Jason’s mother is Alcimede. Herodorus (FGH  F ) says his parents are Autolycus and Polypheme,
Andron (FGH  F ) mentions Aeson and Theognete.

 Cf. e.g. schol. T Il. .b ex. (Homer is not in accordance with the tragic poets), Pi. N. . (Pindar
is different from Theocritus), N. . (Pindar contradicts Homer).

 Iliadic scholia on myths that are not known to Homer are collected by Erbse (VII: , together with
other things unknown to him), see also Bachmann (: –).

 See schol. A Il. . Ariston. (contrast e.g. the note on Proetus’ father-in-law). Probably the
best-known case is the judgment of Paris, which Aristarchus thought to be unknown to Homer
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A second type of Aristarchean note is similar to the ones on literary
dependence (see above). Here, he argues that a particular Homeric passage
triggered another in post-Homeric poetry. For example, the scene in which
Menelaus and Meriones, protected by the two Ajaxes, carry Patroclus’ body
from the battlefield (Il. .–) is said to have inspired the scene in which
Ajax, protected by Odysseus, carries Achilles’ body from the battlefield (as,
for example, in the Aethiopis).

Aristarchus primarily argued that the various versions of a myth should
be kept separate, but the distinction between Homer and the ������

probably encompassed a preference for the former. The note on the rescue
of Achilles’ body, for example, argues that Homer would have done it
differently. Such a preference for one version becomes even clearer in the
comments which presume that a particular variant of a myth is so to speak
the standard version. Consequently, a different variant can be said to be
��� * ^	�� ��, that is, to run against the standard version of the myth.

Another form of criticism has it that the later poet(s) did not understand
the former version (schol. E. Hec. , on Homer’s version of Agamem-
non’s death; see also some of the examples listed in n. ) or mixed up the
chronology of the events (schol. [E.] Rh. , on the question as to when
Odysseus steals the palladion).

(e.g. schol. T Il. .a Ariston.). He therefore considered Il. .– an interpolation (accepted by
the most recent editor of the Iliad). Aristarchus’ notes on mythological questions are collected in
Lehrs ([] : –). For the notion that the ������
 ‘expanded’ Homer’s version see also
schol. E. Or.  (on Orestes’ story); see also the examples listed in the next n.

 See schol. A Il. . Ariston. (cf. argum. Aethiopis p. .– Bernabé); incidentally, modern
neo-analysts argue along the same lines, but often turn round the dependence (see Edwards :
, with lit.). Mythological dependence on a Homeric passage is frequently commented on (by
Aristarchus and others): schol. A Il. .c Ariston. (the passage triggered the Mysia episode of the
������
, cf. Cypria fr.  Bernabé), A Il. .–b D (?) (ditto with respect to the sacrifice of
Iphigenia in Aulis, cf. E. IA), AbT Il. .b ex. (misled Hesiod to believe that Zeus is born after
Hera, cf. Th. –), bT Il. . ex. (triggered Hesiod’s version of Athena’s birth, cf. Th. ),
A Il. .a Ariston. (induced Sophocles to have a chorus of priests in Meleager, cf. TrGF IV p.
), A Il. . Ariston. (influenced the way Hesiod describes the genealogy of the Moliones, cf.
fr. b M-W), T Il. .– ex. (influenced Melanippides’ version of Zeus’ love for Thetis, cf. fr.
 Page), T Il. . ex. (misled Hesiod to believe that Thetis is the daughter of Nereus, cf. Th.
–, esp. ), T Il. .a ex. (induced the ������
 to write about Thetis’ metamorphoses,
cf. Pi. N. .–), T Il. .– ex. (triggered the story, common among tragedians, that harm was
done to Astyanax and Cassandra, cf. E. Tr. , TrGF II F b), A Il. .a Ariston. (triggered
Aeschylus’ Psychostasia, cf. TrGF III p. ), T Il. .a ex. (induced Sophocles to have Troilus
killed by Achilles, while he trained his horses, cf. TrGF IV p. ), A Il. .–a Ariston. (triggered
Hesiod’s treatment of the � ��
, ‘containers’, cf. Op. –), A Il. .a Ariston. (triggered the
post-Homeric version of Astyanax being thrown from the wall, see above).

 For a collection of notes on ��� * ^	�� �� see Chapter . Parallel to the meaning ‘mythology,
mythography’ for ^	�� �, the word ^	��
��� can also mean ‘mythographer’ (e.g. schol. Pi. P.
.a).
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Next, instead of criticising a poet for all kinds of mistakes, critics
could simply state that he ‘invented’ (����
�) his version. Given that
‘invention’ was considered one of the accepted privileges of a poet (see
Chapter ), these notes are not necessarily meant as a criticism. It may
well be the case that they primarily point out that the poet did not make
use of the variant that was handed down by tradition (sometimes called !
����"�"��2��� �$���). Instead, the poet invented one himself, probably
with a view to the requirements of the particular passage.

A similar notion underlies the comments that speak of ‘new’ (��
���)
variants. And the same probably applies to the cases where a poet is said
to be ‘alone’ (/" ��, /"
�-�) with this particular version of the myth. A
note on Pindar (schol. Pi. O. .a, on Aeacus helping Apollo and Poseidon
to build the Trojan wall) shows that Didymus (pp. – Schmidt) dealt
with questions of this type.

If all these notes underscore (or at least imply) that the passage under
consideration forms a contrast with the traditional version, others state
that the poet ‘changed’ or ‘adapted’ the traditional myth.

 See schol. E. Hec.  (on Hecuba seeing Odysseus when he entered Troy as a spy, with the explicit
comment that this variant is not Homeric (cf. Od. .–) and unconvincing: Heath : ),
Andr.  (quoted in Chapter ), [Rh.]  (on Strymon fathering a child with the Muse), A.R.
. (on inventing the character Lycoreus; the verb here is ��
�;� instead of ����
�); cf. also
schol. A.R. .–c (on the genealogy of monster-like creatures), where, however, the subject is a
generalising plural ‘the poets’; schol. E. Hipp.  deals with the ‘invention’ of the myth in general,
not with different variants. Aristodemus (FGH  F  = schol. E. Ph. ) criticises Euripides for
the alleged ‘ad-hoc invention’ (�F�	,�"
�?�
�) that the Niobids are buried next to one of the seven
Theban gates.

 This, however, is the case (probably influenced by Pindar’s own argument) in schol. Pi. O. .a on
Tantalus serving his son Pelops to the assembled gods.

 Cf. Arist. Po. b, schol. A.R. .a, sim. S. Aj. a; also "
�"�"��2���, e.g., schol. A Il. .b
Porph., T Il. .a Ariston.

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex. on the Briareus episode, which some modern scholars, too,
consider an ‘ad-hoc invention’ (e.g. Willcock : –).

 Cf. e.g. schol. Pi. P. . (on having a god in human guise appear to the Argonauts), a (on
the Argonauts reaching the Red Sea). In notes that comment on style, ��
��� has a positive tone,
because the poet prevents monotony (see Chapter ). One should perhaps not rule out that this is
the case here too.

 Cf. e.g. schol. Pi. O. .a (on Heracles fighting against the three gods Poseidon, Apollo and
Hades), P. .b (on Arsinoe being Orestes’ nurse), E. Tr.  (on Cassandra being left unburied);
interestingly, schol. Pi. I. .b raises the question whether Pindar is alone with this version or
follows an unknown source. Needless to say, /" �� (and cognates) can be applied to all kinds of
topics: see Meijering (: –, with lit.), Papadopoulou (: –), who both adduce more
examples than are given here.

 Cf. e.g. schol. Pi. O. .d (���,�
� ?�	��
, on the Tantalus myth), .c (�������
�, on the
genealogy of Protogeneia), P. .d (�������=�
�, for which Pindar is praised; his Apollo is not
informed by a raven of Coronis’ infidelity), P. .a (�����2��
�, Pindar turns an ancestor of
the victor into a suitor of Antaeus’ daughter).
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The fact that many of these innovations and adaptations can be illus-
trated with examples from the scholia on Pindar is probably no coinci-
dence. At least one scholar even felt that ‘Pindar habitually does violence
(5
�?�	��
) to the myth whenever it serves his purposes’ (schol. Pi. I.
.b, on the number of Geryon’s dogs: Most : ). Perhaps this sounds
harsher than it is actually meant to. For another comment (schol. Pi. P.
.a, see n. ) points out that Pindar changed the myth in order to please
(,�� ?�	��
) the victor to whom the ode is dedicated. (A similar intention
is attributed to Sophocles when he changed the story about the eponymous
‘Horseman from Colonus’, schol. S. OC , quoted in Chapter , see also
schol. Hes. Th. .) But it is true that notes on modifying the traditional
myth are particularly frequent in the scholia on Pindar.

Probably the most frequent type of mythological comment deals
with the genealogy of the various characters. In more than one case, how-
ever, the character’s parents and other relatives play only a subordinate role
in the story, if any at all. As a consequence, the different Greek texts display
a considerable degree of variation concerning the genealogy of individual
characters. This is regularly commented on in the scholia (see e.g. n. ). One
particular note even has it that Euripides resorts so often to ‘improvisation’
(�F�	,�"
�?�
�) that he ends up contradicting himself, probably in other
plays (schol. E. Hec. , p. .– Schw., on the father of Hecuba). Admit-
tedly, this is an extreme view, but it reflects a methodological principle for
which scores of scholia could be adduced: the careful and systematic com-
parison of mythological data in multiple sources. That questions related to
mythology are very close to the hearts of ancient literary critics cannot least
be gathered from the fact that the relevant scholia are very numerous and
often characterised by lengthy and sophisticated arguments that exhibit a
thorough knowledge of the mythographical tradition. It is no coincidence
that modern mythological handbooks depend to a considerable degree on
scholia, especially when it comes to listing variants. Mythographical ‘hand-
books’ such as Ps.Apollodorus’ Library tend to give a unified account of the
relevant myths, whereas scholia are more likely to list and discuss variants.

mythological exempla

Greek poets and orators are fond of various types of figurative language
and indirect argument (metaphor, allegory, simile, etc.). This includes the

 Euripides was also criticised for giving too much genealogical information in general: schol. S. OC
, Ar. Ach. , see Meijering (:  with n. ).
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device that they, or more often their characters, make their point by telling
a story about an event in the past that bears significant resemblances to
the current situation. The purpose is often to influence the addressee and
to make him change his mind. This device is well documented in the
rhetorical handbooks and is called ����"�
��� (‘example’):

����"�
��� "# ������� <���	
� ���� !��
��� -� ���	��'
-� ���Y
���&� ,��
� ��0 ������&� n "���	��� Z��&�� (Ps.Herod. fig.  Hajdú,
with test.)

A paradeigma is the presentation of events that bear a resemblance to the present
<events>; the purpose is encouragement and discouragement or simple illustra-
tion.

The definition is then illustrated with one Homeric example for each
purpose: Phoenix’ Meleager story (Il. .–) intends to discourage
Achilles; Athena’s reference to Orestes (Od. .–) intends to encour-
age Telemachus; a simple illustration is the comparison of Hephaestus’
shield for Achilles with a work of art by Daedalus (Il. .–).

Given the rhetorical interest in paradeigma, it is hardly surprising that
the scholia, too, repeatedly comment on it. The following aspects are
worth singling out.

Ps.Herodian’s first example, the Meleager story, is the Homeric
paradeigma that is commented on most often in the scholia and with
much detail (see also Ps.Plut. Hom. .). Of particular interest is a note
that argues at great length as to the respects in which the cases of Meleager
and Achilles are indeed comparable (schol. bT Il. .a ex., similar, though
shorter, b). This includes the salient point that, in the end, Achilles will
suffer a destiny similar to Meleager’s. While the critic does not explicitly
speak of a ‘mirror story’ (or the like), it seems clear that this is what he
has in mind. Thus, the similarities between Meleager and Achilles go well
beyond what can be Phoenix’ intention. His goal is to persuade Achilles

 The other term for ‘story with an underlying meaning’ is �)���, as explained in schol. bT Il. .b
ex. (with test.). Considering the attestations of the two words, the difference seems to be that an
�)��� is not necessarily taken from myth.

 Two other rhetorical handbooks which adduce Homeric examples illustrate the dissuasive type
with Diomedes’ Lycurgus story (Il. .–): Polyb. Sard. (III . Spengel), Trypho (fig. III
.– Spengel).

 The third type (equally treated as ����"�
��� by schol. A Il. .–a Nic.) is hardly distinct from
a comparison or simile. In fact, the term ����"�
��� is sometimes used in the scholia to describe
a comparison or simile (e.g. schol. b Il. .b ex.). Rhetorical attempts to draw a clear dividing-
line (e.g. Trypho (fig. III .–. Spengel) explicitly distinguishes between ����"�
��� and
simile, ����5���) were not universally accepted. No surprise, then, if the scholia use the term
����"�
��� in various ways.

 Cf. Schadewaldt ([] :  with n. ), N. J. Richardson (: ).
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that, unlike Meleager, he should yield and give up his boycott (argument
function). The same Meleager myth, however, induces the reader to expect
that Achilles, just like Meleager, will not yield – with corresponding conse-
quences for him and his entourage (key function). The poet has a hidden
agenda when he has Phoenix adduce the Meleager paradeigma.

On a more generalising note, a critic argues that the elderly are par-
ticularly prone to tell stories in general and to give advice by means of
paradeigmata in particular (schol. bT Il. .b ex.). This aligns well with
the fact that old men such as Phoenix and Nestor receive the most attention
in the Homeric scholia when it comes to commenting on paradeigmata.

The same note also makes the point that the paradeigma has a positive
impact on the addressee’s emotions. Similar points recur elsewhere.

As the definitions by Ps.Herodian and other rhetoricians make clear, a
paradeigma is a form of instruction (persuasive or dissuasive). One scholar
spells this out when he interprets Nestor’s speech to Patroclus such that
Nestor ‘artfully instructs him by means of the paradeigma’ (�,�
�-� �
����"� ���
 . . . "
"�	��
, schol. bT Il. .–a ex.).

It is also worth mentioning that ancient scholars considered the question
of the paradeigma’s narrative level. Put in modern terms, a paradeigma such
as Phoenix’ on Meleager is a secondary story: a character who himself is
part of a story tells a story. Ancient critics show awareness of the different
narrative levels when they treat Phoenix’ exemplum as a 3��"
���	
�
(schol. bT Il. .a ex., with test.), that is, a ‘sub-narrative’ that is located
at a narrative level different from the main story of the Iliad and serves a
purpose within it.

Needless to say, Homer is not the only poet whose paradeigmata attract
scholars’ attention. He is in the company, for example, of Pindar and
Apollonius of Rhodes. Thus schol. Pi. O. .a (sim. b and c) praises
Pindar for adducing the story of Cadmus’ daughters (i.e. a Theban topic)
as an appropriate (�/��;��) paradeigma, because elsewhere (fr.  Sn-M)
he traces the family of Theron, the victor honoured in O. , to Thebes.
Conversely, schol. Pi. P. .a expresses puzzlement over Pindar’s reasons

 For the modern concepts of ‘mirror story’ and ‘argument’ and ‘key function’ see Nünlist and de
Jong (: s.v. Argument-Funktion; with lit.).

 See esp. schol. bT Il. .b ex., which praises Nestor for always using the ‘appropriate’ (�/��;�)
paradeigmata and adduces several examples.

 The term in question is `',�����; (also schol. bT Il. .a ex., on the same paradeigma), which
is discussed in Chapter .

 The effect of the paradeigma can also be consolation (�����'��;	��
): schol. A Il. .c ex. (sim.
d: Heracles died too), bT Il. . ex. (Niobe mourning over her children); cf. also schol. bT Il.
.a ex. (on the ‘softening’ function of stories).
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for using the fundamentally negative paradeigma of Ixion in a victory ode,
a question that continues to bother modern students of Pindar.

Schol. A.R. .–a observes that Jason uses the paradeigma of
Ariadne when he tries to assuage Medea’s fear of going with him. The
subsequent critique that Jason’s arguments are ‘not true’ is based on a
cursory reading of the passage and, more importantly, on a comparison with
non-Apollonian versions of the story, the very method which Aristarchus
rejected (see above).

conclusion

The mythological background of the text under discussion is one of the
aspects that are most frequently commented on in the scholia in general.
Scores of scholia explain the details of the myth that is narrated or presup-
posed in the text under discussion. More particularly, there is often great
emphasis on comparing this specific variant with versions that are known
from other sources. In a similar vein, some scholars are wont to supplement
an ‘incomplete’ version with story elements taken from another version, a
method that is expressly rejected by Aristarchus. The comparison of two or
more parallels can but need not be accompanied by an explicit judgment
as to which variant is preferable. With or without explicit comparison,
the scope of the mythographical notes ranges from small points such as a
character’s genealogy to the retelling of entire myths, sometimes apparently
for their own sake. Special attention is given to the insertion of mytho-
logical paradeigmata and to their pragmatic function. Scholars recognised
that such embedded stories are located on a narrative level that is different
from that of the main story. As a result, they can have one meaning for the
characters who tell and hear them and another for the audience.



part ii





chapter 13

The gods in Homer

The gods play a central role in the Rezeptionsgeschichte of the Homeric epics,
and it would no doubt be possible to devote an entire book to this topic.
The purpose of the present chapter, however, is more limited and mod-
est in scope. It primarily comprises a representative collection of ancient
comments which discuss the narrative function of the gods in the Homeric
epics, in other words a collection of notes on what is sometimes referred
to, if somewhat misleadingly, as the Homeric Götterapparat. Conversely,
the present chapter does not treat comments on questions of theology,
faith, religious behaviour, cult practice, etc., in their own right, because
they go well beyond the domain of literary criticism. Equally omitted are
the different forms of allegorical explanation, arguably the most common
and long-lived hermeneutic ancient approach to the gods in Homer.

divine interventions

The scholia recognise a fundamental difference between human and divine
characters and their respective spheres of action. Consequently, the appear-
ance of a divine character on the human plane is seen as an exceptional
measure which is called for by particular circumstances, for example, if
things are going terribly wrong and must be set straight by the interven-
tion of a god. (In Iliad  Achilles is about to draw his sword and to kill
Agamemnon when Hera urges Athena to intervene.)

�1��� "# �/� �	�$�� �S��
� �� ���
��� �� 9� �� "=��	��
 @������� �F��
��$	�
, 9� ��0 ��0 &� V� ��� [sc. Il. .–] ,�� �� ���
� <	,� &� s���l�.
(schol. bT Il. .–b ex.)

 For a justification of this omission and a select bibliography see Introd. page  with n. .
 Cf. schol. HQ Od. .: <��� � BJ����I �� �;� �	,��
� �
�"=��
� ��-� 5����
�� �/	���
� (‘it is

Homer’s habit to bring in divine help in situations of extreme danger’). The passage under discussion
is Leucothea coming to the rescue of Odysseus, who is on the verge of drowning.
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He [sc. Homer] is wont to increase the crises to such a point that a human being
cannot stop them, as in the case of the ‘Test’ too he had need again of Athena.

Achilles’ intention to kill Agamemnon is seen here as a dramatic form of
peripeteia which the human characters cannot control any longer. Since the
death of Agamemnon would have disastrous consequences for the Greek
cause, the situation must be mended by the intervention of a god. This
type of intervention is explained as a recurrent feature of Homeric narrative
technique (�1���), for which a parallel is given where the intervening
divinity is the same. And in fact a scholion on that other passage repeats
the general point and displays a similar wording. (Agamemnon’s test of the
troops misfires and would have led to a premature withdrawal of the Greek
army, had not Athena urged Odysseus to hold them back.)

�/� �	�$�� ������
 �� ���
��� �� 9� "=��	��
 ���� ����� �F��
�����;��
. ��-�� "# ��0 �;� ���
��;� ��,���� �/	���	��. (schol. bT
Il. . ex.)

He [sc. Homer] pushes the crises to such a point that only a god can set them
straight. And he was the first to introduce for the tragedians the <deus ex>
machina.

The plural (���
�2�
�
) shows that this note again takes the divine
intervention to be a recurrent Homeric principle. And the same point is
made a third time in similar words in connection with Aphrodite rescuing
her protégé Paris from certain death at the hands of Menelaus. In all
three cases the narrative is moving in a direction which seriously threatens
the continuation of the Trojan war and therefore undermines the raison
d’être of the Iliad. The divine intervention is not a more or less arbitrary
form of influencing the human action, but an urgently needed solution

 The word peripeteia is used here in a looser sense (‘crisis, turning-point’) than in Aristotle’s Poetics
(Meijering :  n. ).

 The same divine intervention is discussed twice by Aristotle. In his Homeric Problems (fr.  R., cf.
Hintenlang : –) the starting-point is the observation that it is ‘unpoetic’ (��� ���) to solve
problems in the plot by means of the Götterapparat (��,���). Such solutions should come from the
plot itself (�� �F�$ �$ �=��'). Aristotle responds, however, that a poet, while expected to ‘imitate
what normally happens’ (�
��;	��
 � �/���� � ��	��
), is entitled to increase the suspense by the
‘insertion of dangers’ (� �
�"=��'� ����
	���
�). Aristotle’s solution does not explicitly address
the question of the ��,���. It must, therefore, remain open how he judges here the device which
in his other treatment of the passage (Po. b) is expressly criticised.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .–b ex. (Ariston.?), which asks the rhetorical question how the flight of the
Greek army could be stopped without divine intervention.

 See schol. bT Il. .c ex.; in both cases Erbse favours the wording of T over b, ������
 against @��

on ., vice versa on .. Perhaps one might consider reading the same form in both instances.

 A premature death of Agamemnon or Paris would also contradict, of course, the poetic tradition of
the Trojan myth.
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to a problem which has got out of human control. From that perspective
one can see why critics saw a connection with tragedy’s deus ex machina,
although the technical term ��,��� designates the crane on stage and is
therefore strictly speaking anachronistic. The critic quoted above goes one
step further in that he credits Homer with the invention of the device ‘on
behalf ’ of the tragedians.

Modern scholarship has devoted much effort to the disputed question
as to whether or not divine interventions mean that Homeric man lacks
a sense of free will and acts virtually like a marionette whose strings are
pulled by the gods. This is not the place to re-examine this difficult question
in detail. But it is worth noting that at least one ancient critic did not
consider Homeric characters to be mere puppets of the gods. (In book 
of the Iliad, the Trojan ally Pandarus, prompted by Athena, shoots the
ominous arrow which breaks the truce with the Greeks.)

�F� ������?�'	
� ��
����;� V��"����, ���� ��
�-��
 �/� ��� � �
Z��� �� �������$��
 Q�-��, >��� �� ��  	�	
 " ���. (schol. bT
Il. .a ex.)

They [sc. the gods] do not force Pandarus to break the truce, but they tempt and
invite the Trojans to a greater mistake [sc. than the abduction of Helen], in order
for them to pay the appropriate penalty.

The remark obviously radiates a feeling of Greek moral superiority (cf.
Introd. page ), but it is nevertheless noteworthy, because it implicitly
subscribes to the idea that the gods only influence the actions of those
characters who appear to be ready for it. The divine intervention does not
come out of the blue, but affects the appropriate character. Pandarus is not
a randomly victimised character.

The puppet metaphor is also problematic because, in fact, countless
actions on the human plane are not explicitly attributed to a god who pulls
the strings. The poet, in other words, has the choice whether to have the
gods intervene or not. The examples above treat the divine intervention
as a last resort in a critical situation. The scholia also report some general
rules about the intervention of gods. According to such a general rule, the
absence of divine involvement adds dignity to the gods’ status and would
overall be more appropriate. Conversely, divine interventions may detract

 On the phrase ��� ��,��&� see also n.  and Chapter . It recurs in schol. bT Il. .d ex. with
respect to the same scene in Iliad .

 Cf. Hillgruber (: ). For the notion cf. e.g. schol. AT Il. .a ex. (Homer as inventor of the
tragic proem). On Homeric ‘inventions’ in general see Introd. page  n. .

 Cf. Schmitt (), who forcefully argues against the notion that Homeric man does not possess a
sense of self-determination.
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from the gods’ own status (the underlying assumption is that direct contact
with human affairs is below a god’s dignity), but they increase the dignity
of the poem:

>�� �/� �� �� �� ��� 	 O� -� ��-�, �� ��	0� �F�K� �� �
��;	��
 ���0
���-� 9� �F"# d� (��;� ���0 �'������. >�� "# ��
��� 	��
 �� ��
�
���,
����
 �;� �=��
� ��0 �� 3����	
� ������I"�;, 	'���, �� ��0 �����, ��
�������. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

Whenever he [sc. Homer] considers the dignity of the gods, then he says that
they are not moved by mortals, in the way we would not <be moved> by ants.
However, whenever he thinks of his poetry, he follows the mythological tradition
and dramatises his subject-matter, presenting gods fighting in alliance <with
men> and among themselves.

This is an obvious attempt to defend Homer against the many com-
plaints about the immorality or lack of dignity of his gods. This critic
argues that the divine participation actually makes the poem better and
perhaps also more respectable. It is also in line with the poetic tradition.

Similar arguments recur elsewhere. Divine interest, whether as active par-
ticipants or as watching audience, increases the importance of the scene.

This holds especially true if the god is fighting on the other side (schol. bT
Il. . ex.). The same applies to the various assemblies of the gods (schol.
bT Il. .a ex.).

As to the question of which gods actually appear on the human plane,
Aristarchus’ comment on Athena’s intervention in Iliad  (see above) makes
a noteworthy distinction:

 Similarly, schol. T Il. . ex. differentiates between ‘real gods’ (� �=	�
 ��;��), who do not
care about mortals, and ‘gods in poetry’ (��
�
�� ), who do. The former part is supported with
a quotation from Epicurus (Rat.Sent.  = Gnom.Vat. ). For the notion that Homer ������I"�;
(‘dramatises’) his poems by means of divine participation see schol. bT Il. . ex. (superficially
on Zeus revoking his ban and encouraging the other gods to help whomever they wish, but clearly
meant in a generalising way).

 See Roemer (: x). Complaints about the inappropriate presentation of the gods is a very
common form of moralising in the exegesis of Homer. The passages are usefully collected in the
various studies on allegoresis (see Introd. page ), the most common form of defence.

 For adherence to the poetic tradition cf. Porphyry’s defence of Demodocus’ notorious song about
Ares and Aphrodite (Porphyry on Od. .ff., .– Schrader); see also Chapter .

 Cf. schol. T Il. .a ex. (generalising note on gods as combatants and as watching audience),
similarly bT Il. .a ex. (the change of scene to Olympus makes the poem nobler and the divine
foreknowledge adds to its suspense), bT Il. .– ex. (Hector’s excellence is increased by his
‘alliance’ with Ares), bT Il. .– ex. (Athena and Apollo as spectators increase the importance
of the action), T Il. .–c ex. (the erection of the Greek wall is rendered more trustworthy by
the corresponding conversation between Poseidon and Zeus), bT Il. .– ex. (Zeus watching
the last fight of his son Sarpedon increases its prominence and makes the reader more attentive),
bT Il. . ex. (see n. ).
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 e���"��� �G�� ��
	'�2�����. “�/ �� s���� � ���		��� L�� * ��*
*J�=���'. | �8��� <��
 * *J"'	&�”, ������' �� &� DP��� ����� ���
Y
���`�� BJ���
�-� <,���. ��0 ��� ��0 &� �
��'�� �� �G� �� 	�	
�, (
"# s���l 3�����; [cf. Il. ., ], ��� "
������ &� �� �� ���'�2���
-� ���	����. (schol. A Il. .– Ariston.)

<The diple periestigmene,> because Zenodotus cut back the passage like this: ‘if
Athena, who rouses the troops, had not come down from Olympus. Thereupon
she found Odysseus . . . ’, thereby completely omitting Hera’s speech, which is,
however, in good Homeric style. For it is she too who prevents <Achilles> from
drawing the sword, and Athena assists her, with the respective dignity of the
characters being preserved.

Zenodotus’ radical textual intervention (athetesis of .–, rewriting
of .), which makes Athena act of her own accord, is refuted on the
basis of the parallel from book , where Hera is actively involved but does
not intervene herself. Her status as first lady makes it impossible for her to
appear herself on the human level, but Athena may well do so. It is worth
mentioning, however, that later in the poem Hera does go down herself (Il.
.–). This is indirectly recognised in a note on Zeus’ unique status
in that respect. (With Zeus redirecting his attention towards Thrace in
Iliad , Poseidon seizes the opportunity to enter the fray in support of the
Greeks.)

h � "# �F"2��� ��
��� ��0 ��������=����� ��
�;. (schol. T Il. .b ex.)

<Poseidon enters the human battle:> But never does he [sc. Homer] have Zeus
go down and change his guise.

Zeus alone among the major gods never leaves the divine sphere and/or
disguises himself (on the latter see below). This essentially correct obser-
vation, however, seemed to clash with Il. .–, where Zeus is said to
push Hector from behind ‘with his hand’ (,�
� ). Did this not require the
assumption of Zeus’ presence below on the battlefield? No, according to
the scholion which lists several possibilities to solve the apparent problem:

�� ��
 � “g�”. �^ "# &7 "'����
. n ������
��� � &� ����	 ��, �/ ( ,�0�
�$ h
�� �2,�
 &� �&� �����
 ����� k��$	�. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

The <word> ‘like’ is missing. Others <explain ‘with his hand’ as> ‘with his
power’. Or the mental image produces amazement, if Zeus’ hand reaches down to
earth and pushes a mortal.

 For the difference in status between Hera and Athena cf. schol. bT Il. . ex.
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The three possible explanations are, in other words: (i) a comparison
with suppressed or understood 9� (a common type of explanation in the
scholia), (ii) a metaphor or (iii) (in a rather different vein) Zeus extends his
enormously long arm down to earth (with the reader being awestruck, see
Chapter ). In any case, the point is implicitly maintained that Zeus does
not leave the divine sphere in Homer.

In the case of the gods who do intervene, the scholia have a great
deal to say about the topic of ‘disguise’, which the scholion above denies
in principle for Zeus. The most important questions are: do the gods
appear before their human interlocutors in disguise or as themselves? If the
former, whose disguise do they choose and why? Do the human characters
see through the disguise and recognise the god? To what extent does the
human disguise affect the way in which the gods speak and act?

The starting-point is the commonsensical observation that gods are
not normally visible to humans (schol. bT Il. .– ex., sim. bT Il.
. ex.), unless, as in Diomedes’ case (Il. .–), humans are given the
special ability to recognise gods. The gods may, however, decide to expose
themselves to the human characters, mostly in human disguise. The god
will normally choose the guise of the human character who is the most
appropriate to achieve the intended goal, for example because he or she is
very dear to the character who is visited by a god. (In Iliad , Aphrodite
addresses Helen in the guise of an old woman who is most dear to her.)

9� ��0 ! E��
��� �1��	�
 � �
���I \2	��
 [cf. Il. .–]. (schol. T Il.
.b ex.)

Similarly, Dream takes the guise of the most dear Nestor.

 At the same time, the scholia inform the reader which god normally intervenes on which side and
which of them is neutral; see e.g. schol. A Il. .a Ariston., on neutral gods also bT Il. .– ex.

 The scholia on the Diomedes passage are in disagreement as to whether ��#� ���� �"# ��0 @�"�� in
the Homeric text means ‘the god [i.e. undisguised] and in human disguise’ (schol. b Il. .a ex.)
or ‘the god and the man’ (schol. T Il. .a ex.). Cf. also schol. T Il. .a ex., which considers
the word ��
��		�'	� (derived from �� ��
� and explained as ������$� %�'��, ‘to disclose
oneself’) indicative of Athena appearing without disguise.

 A long note (schol. BPQTE Od. .) discusses in detail the difference between gods who appear
in the guise of a human character and gods who are simply compared to an animal or natural
phenomenon, which usually entails only a particular aspect of their appearance, e.g. their speed; cf.
also schol. HQ Od. .. Incidentally, a somewhat literal-minded critic argues that Athena can
appear undisguised to Telemachus in Nestor’s palace, because it is night and therefore dark (schol.
Q Od. .).

 Essentially the same point is made in schol. bT Il. .b ex. (on Dream as Nestor, with two Odyssean
parallels), bT Il. .a ex. (on Athena approaching Pandarus as Laodocus), bT Il. .b ex. (Poseidon
talking to the two Ajaxes in the guise of Calchas), T Il. .– ex. (Poseidon in the guise of Thoas;
Poseidon’s various guises are discussed in detail in another scholion, quoted below in the main text),
bT Il. . ex. (Athena appearing to Menelaus in the guise of Phoenix).
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The note makes a comparison between the guises of Aphrodite and
Dream, who visits Agamemnon with Zeus’ false message in Iliad . They
both choose a character who is likely to have a positive impact on the
human interlocutor (cf. the parallels listed in n. ). As a consequence, the
same god may decide to choose different guises on different occasions, as in
fact does Poseidon. This led one critic to understand the unspecific ��"�0
��
��� (‘similar to [i.e. in the guise of] a man’, Il. .) in a generalising
way:

@���� @���I, 9� <����	��� f��,��
 [cf. Il. .], �)� 4���
 [cf. .–].
(schol. T Il. . ex.)

<Poseidon appears> to each <Greek> in a different guise, e.g. earlier on as
Calchas, then as Thoas.

The fact that Poseidon previously appeared as Calchas to the two Ajaxes
and as Thoas to Idomeneus is used as an argument for a generalising inter-
pretation of the passage where Poseidon takes the guise of an unidentified
character. The line is said to mean that Poseidon appears in various guises
to different Greek fighters. There is, however, a second passage where Posei-
don’s guise is that of an unnamed ‘old man’ (Il. .), who supports the
Greek army and addresses a speech to Agamemnon. The relevant note is
worth quoting in full:

���-� ��0 �$ E,��' f��,��
 �1��	�
 [sc. Il. .], >��' <��
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He [sc. Poseidon] nicely takes the guise of Calchas in front of the mob, where he
was persuasive because he had won a good reputation regarding the plague, but
not in the case of Agamemnon [i.e. the addressee in the present scene]. For he [sc.
Calchas, alluding to but not mentioning Agamemnon by name] says: ‘but he will
keep bitterness afterwards’. And he [sc. Poseidon in the present scene] does not
<resemble> Thoas either; for he is young [i.e. unlikely to persuade Agamemnon].
Here he [sc. Homer] simply said ‘old man’, but did not add which. The point
about his age sufficed to induce trust. To add [sc. with Zenodotus] that other
verse ‘godlike Phoenix, attendant of Peleus’ son’ is superfluous; and, with Achilles
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boycotting the war, it would be inappropriate for Phoenix not only to appear
before Agamemnon, but even to curse Achilles: ‘But let him [sc. Achilles] perish
thus.’ The present passage is parallel to ‘[Athena] similar in shape to a man’ and
‘in shape she [sc. Athena] was similar to a woman’.

This critic repeats the point that gods choose the most appropriate guise.
Calchas is good for an address to the general army because he has a good
reputation with them. Hence this guise in Il. .. But the addressee
in the present scene is Agamemnon, who dislikes Calchas. Thoas is too
young to have a positive impact here. Conversely, the unnamed ‘old man’
can stand. Zenodotus’ solution to identify him with Phoenix and to add a
line to this purpose is out of character and ignores the fact that there are
Homeric parallels for gods in the guise of unnamed characters.

As to the range of possible guises, an Odyssean scholion makes the
interesting general observation that Homer has female gods appear in male
disguise but not vice versa (Bachmann : ):

>
 ! ��
��� @������ �#� ���K� ���� �
� �F"2��� �/��?�
, ���� �� "# @���	
�.
(schol. HQ Od. ., according to ms. H, see Dindorf, praef. lxi–ii).

<Note> that the poet never disguises male gods as females, but <he does> female
as males.

Another point of interest is the question whether the disguise is seen
through by the human characters. The scene with Calchas alias Poseidon
ends, in fact, in the lesser Ajax recognising the god upon his departure (Il.
.–). The scene is used in another scholion as a parallel passage in
order to establish the general principle that Homeric heroes – unlike, say,
the readers of the epic – recognise gods. (Helen sees through Aphrodite’s
disguise as an old woman.)

��� * <��� �;� (�
�2�
� ��
�
��	��
� �K� ���=�, 9� +1�� �� V�	�
"-�� [cf. Il.
.–]. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

But it is typical of the demi-gods to recognise the gods, as Ajax <recognises>
Poseidon.

 For Poseidon choosing Calchas’ guise on account of his good reputation see also schol. bT Il. .c
ex. (where ��0 s���l must be an error, see Erbse ad loc.).

 As a further point, schol. D Il. . explains that gods always appear in the guise of a character
who is present in the Troad. Consequently, the critic argues, Stentor, in whose guise Hera rallies the
Greeks, must be a member of the Greek army, although he is mentioned nowhere else (cf. Chapter
).

 Similarly, Helen’s recognition of Aphrodite is adduced as a parallel in the note on Aeneas recognising
Apollo behind the disguise of Periphas (schol. T Il. .a ex.).
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The word ‘demi-god’ ((� ����) indicates the higher status of Homeric
characters, who can therefore recognise gods. The note could reflect
Aristarchus’ view on the question, who has a general interest in the different
way of life of Homeric man (see M. Schmidt ). More particularly, he
uses a similar argument in connection with the Iris–Polites-scene (Il. .–
), which will be treated in more detail below. He justifies the athetesis
of lines .– among other things with the general claim:

<��� 2 �	
 �;� ��������'�2��
� ���;� ��� �� @��"�� ����
��;� �����
��
�/� �� ���	
�. (schol. A Il. . Ariston.)

It is the habit of the gods in disguise to leave on their departure a token for
recognition.

And since this is not the case here, Aristarchus implicitly argues, the lines
cannot be genuine and Iris, therefore, does not appear in Polites’ guise. In
this very general form, the point about the end of divine interventions
can hardly be right. And one may perhaps speculate that the departure
of Calchas-Poseidon led to rash generalisations about such scenes. In
any case, other critics hold more moderate views about the recognition of
disguised gods. It may, for example, be the privilege of characters with a
divine parent such as Achilles, Helen or Aeneas (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.).

The Iris–Polites scene (Il. .–) is worth examining in some more
detail, because the different arguments complete the picture of the narrative
principles which govern divine interventions. The question is, to repeat,
whether the lines about Iris in Polites’ guise (Il. .–) are genuine or
not. Interestingly, the evidence of the medieval tradition (schol. A Il. .
Ariston.) can here be checked against the information provided by P. Oxy.
 (= pap. II Erbse). The result of the comparison is somewhat puzzling,
because both sources adduce three supposedly Aristarchean arguments
against the authenticity of the disputed lines, but only two of them are

 Incidentally, (� ���� occurs only once in Homer (Il. .), and the corresponding note (schol. bT
Il. . ex.) is wondering whether it does not refer to the previous generation of Heracles etc.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on Hermes disclosing his identity to Priam); conversely, schol. pap.
Il. . (p.  Erbse) observes that Poseidon does not leave a clear sign on his departure. For
Aristarchus’ note on the same passage see n.  below.

 Cf. also schol. bT Il. .a ex., which explains Poseidon’s enormous shout as a deliberate indication
of his divine status. In a similar vein, schol. DEHJMaQ Od. . (p. .– Ludwich) argues that
Athena-Mentes allows her divine status to show through. It is worth mentioning that this comment
refers to the middle of the scene, whereas the other notes treat the recognition of gods upon their
departure. The point about the departure is implicit in schol. M Od. . (on Athena disclosing
her identity when she leaves the scene in Sparta).

 On the ancient exegesis of this scene see also Bona (: –).
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identical: (a) The disguise is badly motivated. For if the point of the speech
were simply to announce the approach of the Greeks, the human Polites
alone would suffice. If, however, the point is to stir the previously passive
Trojans into action, Iris must speak in her own name (�F����	����).

(b) The language of the speech is inappropriate if spoken by the human
character Polites. The two other arguments are: (c) As a divine messenger
sent by Zeus, Iris always acts as herself, never in disguise. (d) On departure
gods always leave a token for recognition (see above), which is missing
here.

Arguments (a) and (b) consider the possibility that Polites is the speaker,
which in both cases is purely theoretical, because the actual question is
whether Iris appears in his guise or undisguised. The consideration never-
theless makes it clear that argument (b) expects a god in human disguise to
speak in a way that is appropriate to that particular human character, no
doubt for reasons of plausibility and unity of character. A further conse-
quence of this presupposition is that the god in human disguise must sup-
press his superior knowledge and make use of human language. The latter
point forms the background to discussions about the usage of the adjective
�F"��		� (‘speaking with (human) voice’, of goddesses). Aristotle (fr. 
R.) wondered why only Calypso, Circe and Ino are described thus, since
the other goddesses must have voices too. His solution is one of the rare
cases where he decides to alter the text of the relevant passages. Aristo-
phanes of Byzantium (ap. schol. HPQ Od. ., om. Slater) defended
the transmitted text and argued that the adjective is used when the rel-
evant divine character appears in human form (��������
"��). This is

 One wonders how this argument survives a confrontation with the passages (discussed above) in
which Poseidon delivers his pep talks in human disguise.

 Essentially the same argument is used in schol. b Il. . ex. (with Bergler’s correction, see Erbse
VII: ). The point that the speech is inappropriate to the human character in whose guise the
god appears recurs in schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (against Zenodotus’ identification of the ‘old man’
with Phoenix, see above).

 This interesting point about Homer’s narrative technique regarding divine messengers is generally
believed to be contradicted by Il. .– (Iris in the guise of Laodice). Ludwich (:  n. ), and
others argued that Aristarchus cannot be saddled with such a blatant error. Therefore, he could not
be the source of argument (c). But the passage is not exactly parallel (it remains open whether or
not Iris is sent by Zeus: Lundon : –; b: –). The scholia give conflicting answers:
schol. bT Il. . ex. (Iris is sent by Zeus) vs. bT Il. .a ex. (she acts of her own accord, with
explicit reference to the scene in book ). At the same time Ludwich and others seem to have no
difficulties in attributing the hardly less problematic argument (d) to Aristarchus. For other scholia
on divine messengers see schol. bT Il. .c ex., bT Il. .– ex., HPQT Od. ..

 On the difference between divine and human knowledge see e.g. schol. A Il. .b Ariston., A Il.
.b Ariston., bT Il. .c ex.; for the different language of the gods see e.g. schol. T Il. .b ex.
(with the testimonia listed by Erbse ad loc.).

 Cf. Hintenlang (: –), Wehrli on Chamaeleon fr. .
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reflected in the explanation of schol. T Od. . that Circe is speaking
‘in human language’ (������
	 ) when she is called �F"��		�. For, the
critic remarkably adds, gods normally do not speak with their voice, but
by means of signs, birds, omens and dreams.

The argument that gods in human guise must speak ‘in character’
also underlies Aristarchus’ athetesis of Il. .. If Poseidon and Athena
approach Achilles in human guise (.), the sea god cannot say ‘I and
Athena’, because Achilles will not recognise him. Similarly, Aristarchus
holds against Zenodotus that the human disguise not only affects how
gods speak but also how they act. This can include menial tasks which,
at first sight, might seem below the dignity of a god. Thus, Athena is hold-
ing the reins of Diomedes’ chariot, and Aphrodite procures a chair for
Helen:

�/ �#� 9� ���$�, �F� @����. �/ "# 9� s���" �, ��0 s���l �=,��� �� ��

*J"'		�; [Od. .–]. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

If <Aphrodite is carrying the chair> as an old woman, it is not absurd. If as
Aphrodite [i.e. without disguise], <one could say that> Athena too lights the way
for Odysseus.

This critic actually considers two solutions. In the former case, Aphrodite
acts ‘in character’ (thus already Aristarchus: see n. ). In the latter (Helen
has recognised her by now), there are parallels for gods performing ‘menial’
tasks on behalf of humans who know about the divine status of their
interlocutor. This second argument is likely to be based on the notion
which pervades ancient and modern scholarship on the Homeric gods:
their strikingly human nature.

 Elsewhere (SVF ., sim. Heracl. All. .–), a distinction is made between ‘internal speech’
(��"
����� �����) and ‘overt speech’ (������
��� �����), with the gods using the former (see
Russell and Konstan on Heracl.). The point about Circe being �F"��		� recurs in SVF .. Her
divine status is also discussed in schol. HQT Od. .. Incidentally, Philodemus (D. book , col.
.–) holds the view that the gods speak Greek.

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston.; the critic who wrote schol. bT Il. .– ex. might reply that,
as the son of a goddess, Achilles recognises gods.

 Cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (on Aphrodite-old woman procuring a chair for Helen, see below; sim.
schol. D.T. p. .–), A Il. .a Ariston. (sim. b, on Athena-Laodocus looking for Pandarus),
T Il. . ex. (Poseidon-Calchas cannot appear on Poseidon’s chariot); for the A-scholia see Bach-
mann (: ).

 See schol. bT Il. . ex.; the Homeric passage does not actually say that Athena is acting in human
guise. But the critic argues that ‘she imitates the L��� of a human, because that is what she is now’.

 For the notion that gods perform menial tasks without disguise see schol. bT Il. .a ex. (Hera
urges Athena to go down to the battlefield and stop the flight of the Greeks). U. Friedländer (:
) mistakenly refers the note to the very similar line (.), where Athena urges Odysseus to
intervene.
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gods like you and me

Whereas modern scholars tend to favour the concept ‘anthropomorphism’
and thereby underline the humanlike appearance of the gods, the scholia
mostly speak of their �����������
�, that is, their human feelings. (Iliad
 opens with an assembly of the gods, and the relevant scholion recognises
a programmatic function in the sparkling conversation between Zeus and
Hera.)

2�� "# �$� �����������;� �/	���
 �K� ���K� �����'�� ?�� (�l� ������
�F-� ���=�
� ��0 ����. (schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

For a time he [sc. Homer] represents here the gods as having human feelings,
thereby getting us in the right mood to read about their blows and sufferings.

Zeus’ patently ironic provocation, Hera’s retort and the subsequent
dispute with its gruesome implications set the tone for the rest of the poem.
The reader is to expect divine characters who fight and feel emotions just
like human beings. Perhaps even more surprising from a human point of
view is the fact that gods who fight can be wounded, suffer pain and be in
need of medical treatment.

The specific notion of the gods’ �����������
� recurs several times
in the extant scholia. It holds true for the gods in general and for the fickle
Ares in particular (schol. bT Il. . ex.), but even for ‘personifications’
such as ‘Fear’ (��;���) and ‘Strife’ ( ~ C�
�) (schol. bT Il. .b ex.). Gods
feel humanlike emotions, for example Zeus for his son Sarpedon. As a
result, he laments over the latter’s doom more like a man than like a god
(schol. bT Il. .–a ex.). Similarly, Athena voicing her frustration with
Zeus for neglecting her good services is ‘perfectly human’ (schol. bT Il.
. ex.), and Hera’s allegedly inconsistent behaviour is said to be typical
of a woman.

In addition to the domain of emotions and behaviour, the scholia also
comment on the gods’ daily life, which resembles that of humans. Hera
uses a key to lock her door (schol. T Il. .a ex.). She does her hair

 For ������������ cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (superficially on Ares not knowing about the death
of his son, but clearly on Homer’s gods in general). On the topic in general Ps.Long. subl. . with
Bühler (: ).

 Vulnerability of immortals: schol. bT Il. .b ex., also T Od. .; medical treatment: schol.
bT Il. .–b ex.

 See schol. bT Il. .a ex., sim. bT Il. .a ex. (on Hera’s boldness), bT Il. . ex. (her
calculated coyness), bT Il. .b ex. (her deceptiveness), also bT Il. .– ex. (Thetis does not
answer Hephaestus’ question, but speaks about what is grieving her). On scholia with a misogynous
slant see Introd. page  and Chapter .
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like a mortal woman and dresses without the help of a servant. On a
more psychologising tone, another critic argues that Dione comforting
Aphrodite is ‘true to life’ (5
�
���, see Chapter ), because parents tend
to soothe their children, even if they are not small any more (schol. bT
Il. .– ex.). Similarly, Zeus acts like a typical father when he confesses
that, despite his anger, he cannot endure seeing his son Ares in pain (schol.
bT Il. .– ex.).

Some of the notes collected in this section may be purely descriptive.
More often, however, one has the impression that their latent intention
is to defend Homer against the criticism that his gods do not behave
comme il faut. Unlike the propagators of allegorical explanations (see
n. ), however, these critics try to defend Homer without abandoning the
idea that gods in Homer are meant to be gods, humanlike as they might
appear.

excursus: zenodorus on divine scenes in homer

Il. .– comprises a short conversation between Zeus and Hera in
which Zeus comments with an audible sigh that Hera finally brought
about Achilles’ return to the battlefield. The disputed authenticity of the
scene has left its traces in the bT-scholia in the form of a long note (schol.
bT Il. .b ex.) which paraphrases Zenodorus’ extensive argumentation.
Even in the abbreviated form of the scholion the passage is too long to be
quoted here in full. Zenodorus’ arguments against the authenticity can be
summarised as follows:
(a) Conversations among gods can serve two purposes in Homer: internal

analepsis of the type that adds new information (e.g. Athena to Zeus
on Helen having been deceived by Aphrodite: Il. .–) or external
analepsis (e.g. Dione to Aphrodite on other cases when gods suffered
harm from humans: Il. .–). Only the present divine conver-
sation, Zenodorus argues, does not add new information in either of
the two forms. [Erbse p. .–]

 See schol. bT Il. .b ex.; the simple lifestyle of Homeric man is repeatedly discussed in the
scholia (M. Schmidt : –). Apparently it also extends to the gods.

 Cf. also the notes on gods who are said to lie: schol. Ge Il. ., bT Il. .a ex., E Od. ..
 Internal analepsis refers to events that fall within the time span of the narrative (i.e. happened

after Chryses’ arrival in the case of the Iliad), external analepsis to events that happened before
the beginning of the narrative (see Chapters  and ). Zenodorus’ note reflects a similar distinc-
tion when he differentiates between "
"�,� -� �/� �� * W�
�"� 	'����=��� ��������
(‘communication of the events that belong to the Iliad’) and �� "�
�
� ^	�� �� ����
l� (‘making
known an old story’).
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(b) No two Iliadic scenes on the divine plane follow upon each other
immediately. There is a regular change between scenes on the human
and divine levels (see Chapter ). [p. .–]

(c) The probable point of this difficult argument is the following. Zen-
odorus seems to recognise a difference between Il. .–/– and
the present scene. Whereas in book  Homer makes it explicit that
Hera sees through Zeus’ concealment, the same does not apply to the
present scene. The reader must deduce from Zeus’ speech alone that
Hera’s attempt to act furtively (cf. Il. .) fails. The narrator himself
does not say so, and Zenodorus does not accept this ‘gap’. He probably
thought the piece of information too important to be left implicit.
[pp. .–.]

(d) It is absurd for Zeus to be angry with Hera for dispatching Iris but
not with Athena, who shortly before (.–) supported Achilles
and made him scare away the Trojans. Conversely, earlier in the poem
(., ) Zeus is said to pardon Hera and to be angry with Athena.
[p. .–]

(e) It is absurd that Zeus does not find fault with Hera for changing the
natural order by causing the sun to go down prematurely. [p. .–]

(f ) There is an internal inconsistency if Zeus, who is said in .– to
oppose Patroclus’ body becoming a prey for the dogs, now gets angry
at the rescue of his body. For that is all that Achilles achieves with his
return. [p. .–]

(g) Zeus’ transition from Mt Ida to Mt Olympus happens tacitly (��� �
	
��������). This narrative device, though perfectly Homeric under
normal circumstances (see Chapter ), is not acceptable here in the
light of so many other problems. [p. .–]

(h) Hera’s apology is implausible. She should have defended herself and
not, as in fact she does, blame herself (with particular reference to
.). [pp. .–.]

Points (d) and (f ) adduce the argument of internal inconsistency and
(e) and (h) that of insufficient plausibility, both of which recur frequently
throughout the scholia. Objections (a), (b), (g) and perhaps (c) are of
particular importance in the present context, because they are indicative
of Zenodorus examining in detail Homer’s narrative technique in divine
scenes. In doing so, he shows awareness of the difference between internal
and external analepsis (a), of the principle ��� � 	
�������� in general
and a god’s tacit transition from one location to the other in particular (g),
and he claims a rule about the alternation of scenes on the divine and
human planes (b). This systematic examination of Homer’s treatment of
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the gods guarantees Zenodorus a significant position in the history of
literary criticism, independent of whether one fully subscribes to all his
conclusions and the subsequent excision of the disputed lines.

conclusion

Among the numerous questions related to the general topic ‘Homeric
gods’, the narrative function which the gods fulfil in the epics is not the
least important in the discussions that are found in the scholia. Ancient
scholars seem to concentrate on the various aspects of immediate divine
interventions on the human plane and the principles by which they are
governed: when do the gods intervene and why (including a refutation of
the notion that the human characters are mere puppets of the gods)? Do
they act in disguise? If so, how does this affect their behaviour? etc. But
the divine scenes themselves receive attention too. Time and again, the
strikingly ‘human’ behaviour of the Homeric gods is commented on in the
notes. As in many other chapters, one can observe that ancient scholars
are thoroughly familiar with the Homeric epics and attempt to develop
general principles of Homer’s regular technique on the basis of parallel
passages. Individual scenes are then interpreted against the background of
Homer’s standard technique. It is explained as either agreeing or disagreeing
with this general principle, sometimes in combination with judgments on
authenticity, athetesis, conjectures, etc. The present chapter differs from
others, however, in that the comments collected here display an apologetic
tendency more often than elsewhere. This, no doubt, has to do with
the subject-matter, arguably the single most important target for Homer’s
critics.



chapter 14

Homeric similes

It is advisable to begin the chapter on Homeric similes with a note on
terminology. The following quotation can safely be said to represent the
communis opinio among modern scholars:

Ancient rhetoricians appear to have had no technical term referring precisely
to the figure now commonly called a ‘simile’. Although they recognized that
some comparisons were introduced by words corresponding to ‘like’ and ‘as’,
the distinction between these similes and other modes of comparison seems not
to have been precisely correlated with any set of rhetorical terms. When similes
appear in the literary treatises as illustrations of such common terms as �/��� and
similitudo, they are often in the company of other illustrative examples which do
not correspond to the modern definition of simile. (Snipes : –)

A corresponding note indicates Snipes’ debt to the study of McCall, who
had come to the conclusion that:

of the four major terms of comparison – �/���, ����5���, imago, and similitudo –
no one of them refers appreciably more to a particular form of comparison, such
as simile, than do the other three. (McCall : )

The assumed interchangeability of the different terms causes difficulties
when applied to the scholion which identifies Il. . as the ‘first simile’
(���� ����5���) of the Iliad. For it seems to ignore ‘short similes’
in book  such as Apollo coming to the Greek camp ‘like night’ (Il. .)
or Thetis emerging from the grey sea ‘like a mist’ (.). These passages

 The point is essentially repeated by Heath (:  n. ) and Hillgruber (: ) with reference
to Clausing (: esp. –).

 See schol. AbT Il. .a ex.; similarly, schol. D Il. . expressly states that book  is the only one
which does not contain a ����5���.

 Modern puzzlement over this apparent blunder may also arise from the less than fortunate pair ‘long
simile’ and ‘short simile’ (or ‘long comparison’ and ‘short comparison’). It presupposes a common
denominator, which, from a Greek point of view, apparently does not exist. It should also be noted
that the universality suggested by the phrase ‘the figure now commonly called a “simile”’ is limited.
It does not apply, e.g., to German scholarship, where Gleichnis stands for the ‘long simile’ only, the
‘short simile’ being called Vergleich (Nünlist and de Jong : s.vv.).
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apparently do not qualify as ����5���. Snipes does not fail to draw the
inevitable conclusion:

The scholia obviously make a distinction between the short comparison and the
longer, more developed comparison . . . only the developed comparison is given a
name, parabole. (Snipes : )

In fact, this argument can be pushed further, and in the end the assumed
interchangeability of �/��� and ����5��� will prove to need qualification.
The extant scholia show that at least some critics used the word ����5���
in a specific sense. A good example is Nicanor discussing the punctuation
in Il. . (��� * @��� *, 9� d� ��U �1��, ��
������ �����):

3��	
�2�� �� 3���� 	�
 ��� � “�1��” "
� � “9�” ���
��. � ����I ��0
-� ����5��-� �^ ���;	�
 �������
 �2,�
 &� �����"�	���. (schol. A
Il. .b Nic.)

An enhupokritos stigme [i.e. a comma that is indicated in delivery by a ‘dramatic’
rise in pitch of the voice] should be put after �1�� because of the word 9�. From
this word [sc. 9�] also most of the similes depend until the antapodosis.

After discussing the punctuation of the passage, Nicanor makes a general
point about the word 9�: it introduces ����5��� , more specifically the
part which precedes the �����"�	
�. Parallel passages demonstrate that
�����"�	
� here designates the part, usually beginning with g� (‘so,
thus’), by which the Homeric narrator returns from the simile to the
narrative. In other words, the model which underlies Nicanor’s explanation
is virtually identical with Hermann Fränkel’s definition of a Homeric simile
as consisting of a preceding Wie-Stück (‘as’ or ‘like’ part) which is taken up
by a So-Stück (‘so’ part).

In rhetorical theory, the same �����"�	
� is identified as the decisive
criterion which allows one to differentiate between ‘long simile’ and ‘short
simile’:

����5��� "# �������� !�� �' ������	
� n �
���2��' n �N�' � E���
���2	��
 [illustrated by an example: Il. .–]. !�� �	
� "# ��������
!�� �' ������	
� �:�� “E��
��� g�” [Il. .]. "
��2��
 "# &� ����5��&�, >


 Similary, Aristarchus speaks of � ����5��
��� and �����"�	
� (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).
This and other passages disprove Clausing’s claim ‘daß Aristarch den Ausdruck ����5��� für das
poetische Gleichnis nicht kennt’ (: ); cf. schol. A Il. .–a, A Il. ., also A Il. .a, A
Il. .a (all attributed to Aristonicus). For Nicanor’s system of punctuation see Blank (: esp.
 on the ��'����
�� 	
���, which must be meant: L. Friedländer : –).

 See L. Friedländer (: ). For the parallels from Nicanor see below. This meaning of �����"�	
�
can also be documented for Aristarchus (n. ), Didymus (schol. A Il. .b) and Porphyry (e.g. Quaest.
Hom. I, pp. – Sodano).

 See Fränkel ([] : ), who does not indicate whether he was aware of his ancient precursors.
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"
� 	'����� 9� ��0 � ���;	�� �2���
 ��0 ,��0� �����"�	��� ���?�Y
�
. �����"�	
� "# ���	
� ������2�� &7 ����5��&7 ��0 	'����'	� �;�
�����2��
� �F�� [illustrated by an example: Il. .]. (Ps.Herodian fig.
– Hajdú)

Parabole is the placing of a similar thing which is happening or could have
happened. Homoiosis is the placing of a similar thing, for example, ‘like birds’. It is
different from the parabole, because in most cases it [sc. the homoiosis] is expressed
in a concise way and written without an antapodosis. The antapodosis is a phrase
which follows the parabole and connects it with the action [sc. of the surrounding
narrative].

‘Like birds’ (Il. .) does not have an �����"�	
� and is therefore a
!�� �	
�; the passage from book  does and is therefore a ����5���.

From that perspective, it makes perfect sense to say that Iliad  does not
contain a ����5���, the first being indeed Il. .. However, this does
not yet disprove the commonly held view that the scholia use the different
terms without distinction.

A systematic examination of the word ����5��� (and cognates) in
the scholia to the Iliad does, however, reveal a consistent pattern. Eighty-
one comments make use of the word. In seventy-seven cases the term
����5��� designates ‘long simile’ in the sense established above. Four
attestations refer to other phenomena altogether. No instance can be
found where the word means ‘short simile’ or ‘comparison’. This general

 Cf. Quint. .., Ps.Plutarch Hom.  (the translation by Keaney and Lamberton (: )
misses the point), Anonymus III .– Spengel, Cocondrius III .– Spengel, Choeroboscus
III .– Spengel. Although Ps.Plutarch’s definition of ����5��� is in perfect agreement with
Ps.Herodian’s, he surprisingly does not make use of it in what follows (Hillgruber : –). His
examples nevertheless fulfil the criteria of a ����5��� (see also next n.).

 In accordance with common ancient practice (see Introd. page ), Ps.Herodian only quotes the
first line of the simile (Il. .). But the definition shows that he has in mind the entire passage,
including the �����"�	
�. A similar observation applies to virtually all illustrating examples given
by the other rhetoricians (collected by Hajdú ad loc.). Even if they do not explicitly mention the
�����"�	
� in their definition, they seem to take it for granted or at least quote passages which
fall into this category, thereby corroborating the point made here. Similarly to Ps.Herodian, Polyb.
Sard. (III .– Spengel) considers the presence or absence of the �����"�	
� decisive, but
for him both cases represent a form of ����5���. The only rhetorical support for McCall’s view
appears to come from Minucianus (I .– Spengel-Hammer), who seems to equate �/��� and
����5���.

 Scholia which contain several attestations of the word were counted as one example. The passages
can easily be gathered from Erbse’s index or from the electronic TLG and need not be listed
here.

 Two (schol. b Il. .b ex., bT Il. .–a ex.) apply ����5��� to metaphor and allegory, one
(bT Il. .a ex.) states the closeness between metaphor and ����5��� and one (A Il. .–
D) applies it to a passage which sets out as a ‘long simile’, but for some reason does not have an
�����"�	
�. The last example, therefore, is not a real exception.
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result applies to the nominal forms (����5���, ����5��
���); the usage
of the verb ����5����
� is somewhat looser.

Conversely, an examination of the use of �/��� does not reveal a con-
sistent distribution. The word is indeed used indiscriminately for many
different modes of figurative language, including ‘long similes’ (e.g. schol.
A Il. .a Ariston.). The picture which emerges from the scholia to the
Iliad is that ����5��� can be replaced by �/���, but not vice versa. It
appears that ����5��� is the marked term which specifically designates
‘long simile’, whereas �/��� is unmarked, comparable to modern ‘imagery’,
which can include ‘metaphor’, ‘comparison’, ‘simile’, etc.

The distinction is somewhat less neat in the scholia to the Odyssey.
Among a total of eleven attestations, eight use ����5��� in the sense
‘long simile’, whereas in three instances the reference is to ‘short similes’
and comparisons. Conversely, the scholia to Apollonius of Rhodes display
the same consistency as those to the Iliad. All eleven instances of the word
refer to a ‘long simile’. Further support comes from the scholia to Oppian’s
Halieutica. Of fifty-three attestations, all but five make use of the known
meaning.

Given that ����5��� appears to describe a typically Homeric device,
it is hardly surprising that the term is comparatively rare in the scholia
to poets who do not stand in the epic tradition of hexameter verse and
therefore provide practically no examples of fully developed similes in the
Homeric style. It must be admitted, however, that the small group of
relevant notes sometimes uses the term ����5��� ‘inaccurately’. The

 There are thirty-two instances of the verb in total. Twenty-four describe the ‘long simile’, six (e.g.
T Il. .– ex.) the task of a reader to compare one passage with another, three (e.g. bT Il. .
ex.) the ‘short simile’ or ‘comparison’ (i.e. these are the real exceptions) and one (b Il. .– ex.)
Andromache throwing fodder to the horses.

 Cf. e.g. the definition of Silk (: ): ‘By imagery I mean primarily metaphor, simile and the
various forms of comparatio; the tropes and schemes, that is, based on analogy or similarity.’

 Long simile: schol. EHQ Od. . (sim. HPT), PQ Od. ., PT Od. ., Q Od. ., HQ
Od. ., T Od. ., BV Od. ., B Od. .; short simile: HQ Od. ., HQ Od. .;
comparison in general: Q Od. .. The verb ����5����
� is not used for either long or short
similes.

 Cf. schol. A.R. .a, .–b, ., .–d, .–e, .–a, .–d, .–c,
.–a, .–a, .b.

 Four refer to other comparative modes: schol. Opp. Hal. ., ., ., .; one (.) is
very puzzling and may simply be an error.

 Metaphor: schol. A. Th. – (����5��
�-�, sim. g), Ar. Pl. b (conversely, schol. Ar. Nu.
a comes close to ‘simile’). A remarkable instance is schol. Pi. N. .b, which reports Aristarchus’
interpretation of the well-known water-smoke metaphor. He considers it a reduced comparison
which lacks the word ‘like’ (�;� "# �
�=�
� ����5���;� ,�&�
 [sc. Pindar] �������,
�F �2��� � “�������”), provided that the scholion reproduces Aristarchus’ terminology. An
interesting case is schol. Pi. O. .b. The passage in Pindar is not a simile, but the scholion
paraphrases it as if it were.
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collected evidence, nevertheless, justifies the conclusion that the terms
����5��� and �/��� were not used as indiscriminately as many modern
scholars would have it.

In the light of this ancient terminological distinction and in order to
avoid the pair ‘long simile’ and ‘short simile’, the present study uses the
terms ‘simile’, on the one hand, for ����5��� and ‘comparison’, on the
other, for passages which lack an �����"�	
� (or So-Stück). As suggested
in n. , from an ancient point of view the two do not seem to have a
common denominator that distinguishes them from other forms of figura-
tive language. This could also mean that ancient scholars would not have
subscribed to the widespread modern view that the ‘long simile’ originated
as an extension of the ‘short simile’ (e.g. Edwards : ).

interpretations of homeric similes17

Nicanor presupposes and Ps.Herodian expressly describes a standard
sequence of the simile in which the Wie-Stück precedes the So-Stück (both
comments are quoted above). In fact, the vast majority of Homeric similes
observe this rule and are therefore hardly in need of a corresponding expla-
nation. Nicanor is found to comment almost exclusively on cases which
deviate from the standard form, for example when the So-Stück is said to
precede the Wie-Stück.

The idea of inverted order recurs in the dispute over the exact interpre-
tation and text of Il. .. Zenodotus, Aristophanes of Byzantium and
Aristarchus read >		� (‘as much as’, for �		� ‘so much’), which seems
to result in the inverted order of the two components, because demon-
strative �		�� (ll. , , , typical of the So-Stück) is taken up by
relative >		� (typical of the Wie-Stück). Nicanor takes exception to this
and, defending the vulgate’s �		�, has a new sentence begin in line 
(schol. A Il. .a Nic.), that is, for him the passage is not part of a simile
at all. (Modern editors generally follow Zenodotus etc.)

 Erbse (Index V, s.v. similia, similitudines, pp. –) gives a collection of some  passages. The topic
is discussed by Bachmann (: –), Clausing (), von Franz (: –), N. J. Richardson
(: ), Snipes (), Heath (: –).

 Cf. schol. A Il. .– Nic., A Il. .d Nic. (different explanation in bT Il. .a ex.), A Il. .–
Nic.

 Nicanor says N� * LI ! ����� �����"�
��� ���	����2��� (‘with the result [on ‘consecutive’ N��
see Schneider  a: ] that the antapodosis is inverted’, schol. A Il. .a Nic.). One could
actually argue that the two parts occupy their usual position, but the correlative pronouns are
reversed, thereby giving the impression that the comparative part (sea, fire, wind) were the So-Stück
and vice versa.
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Elsewhere Nicanor simply gives two possible explanations without decid-
ing between them: either the simile of the weaving woman in .–
is both preceded and followed by a So-Stück or, with a full stop in line
, the So-Stück takes its usual position at the end. Essentially the
same twofold explanation is given in connection with the famous poppy
simile in Iliad  (schol. A Il. .–a Nic.). Here, however, Nicanor adds
the telling remark that Homer is wont to have a double So-Stück elsewhere
(��0 �� @���
� "# �1����). Regrettably, he does not give examples.

A further source of scholarly comment is the question whether there
must be a close correspondence between the correlative pronouns that
introduce the respective parts. An example is Il. .–, which reads
�}� . . . �		�
 . . . (‘just as . . . in such numbers . . . ’), that is, quality is
taken up by quantity. Nicanor argues that this is perfectly in order and sup-
ports this view with a parallel passage, Il. .– (9� " * > * . . . �		�).

This other passage had in fact led to a conjecture (p� � for �		�) which
smoothens the apparent incongruity of the conjunctions, but had been
refuted by Aristarchus (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.).

In one case, at least, a note on punctuation gives Nicanor an opportunity
to interpret the simile in question. (In Iliad , Hector’s attack on the Greek
army is compared in a simile to the west wind Zephyrus, which stirs the
clouds and the sea.)

��0 � “\��
�” 〈5��,K〉 "
�	��2��. � ��� %�&�, “�2��� ����	l� \��
�
e2�'��� 	'��� � O� 5��� O� �� ���
,” 9� � 3�� �$ \��' 	'��,�2�� �2��
�$ e��=��' "
�	�
"�����. ��0 ,��
2��� ���' <,�
 ( !�� �	
�. ��0 ��� �K�
DC������ 3� * s���2������ ��
	����	2��'� �����2��'� "
2�'	�� ! DC���.
(schol. A Il. .–a Nic.)

One must put a comma after ‘Notus’ (south wind); for the natural word order
is ‘the clouds [obj.] of the violent Notus Zephyrus [subj.] drives with a deep
tempest’, since the clouds gathered by Notus are dispersed by Zephyrus. And
altogether the simile is lovely. For Hector dispersed the Greeks, who had become
more concentrated due to Agamemnon [sc. on account of his aristeia].

 For the former type of explanation cf. schol. A Il. .– ex. (?), which explains that the So-
Stück both precedes and follows. Nicanor’s other notes on the position of similes simply refer to
their ‘intermediate’ position ("
� �2	�') with respect to the surrounding context (schol. AbT Il.
.–a/b Nic., where the two branches of transmission display a remarkable difference between
!�� �	
� in A and ����5��� in bT; see also A Il. .a Nic.). The phrase "
� �2	�' can describe
any intermediate position, not just ‘parenthesis’ in the narrower sense (see Baar ).

 See schol. A Il. .– Nic.; there is a minor difficulty in the text of the scholion, in that �}� is
described as part of the �����"�	
�. Given Nicanor’s regular usage, one would expect �		�
 to
be explained thus. The same confusion recurs, with respect to correlative pronouns, in Apollonius
Dyscolus (synt. . vs. . Uhlig, see his note on the former passage).
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In other words, Nicanor ‘identifies’ Zephyrus with Hector, Notus with
Agamemnon and the clouds with the Greek soldiers (cf. schol. bT Il. .–
 ex.). By doing so, he implicitly subscribes to the notion that a simile can
have more than one Vergleichspunkt (point of comparison), which recurs
frequently in the scholia (Clausing : –, Heath : –). Three
basic forms of comment can be found, which in practice can occur in
combination:
(A) The scholion states that the whole simile is related to the comparandum

as a whole, thereby explicitly denying the point (made elsewhere, see
below) that parts of the simile are not integral. An example comes
from another note on the poppy simile:

>��� >��I ����525���
. (schol. AbT Il. .–b ex.)

The whole has been compared [sc. in the form of a simile] to the whole.

(B) The scholion states that all the single elements of the simile are related
to all the single elements of the comparandum, again denying expressly
that some parts are not integral. For instance, a comment on an
extended lion simile:

���� ���25��� �l	
�. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

He [sc. Homer] compared everything to everything.

(C) The scholion simply identifies and/or explains several ‘vehicles’ (in I. A.
Richards’ sense) or multiple components of a vehicle; or the scholion
identifies, just like Nicanor above, several comparanda. In all these cases
the critic implicitly refutes the point about a single Vergleichspunkt.
This third form is the most frequent.

Conversely, other scholia explicitly identify a single Vergleichspunkt or
argue that parts of the simile are not integral. For the former see, for
example, schol. bT Il. . ex. (���� �$� �����). The latter notion
can be documented from a scholion that is likely to represent Aristarchus’
 Heath () stresses that, from an ancient point of view, ‘not integral’ is not a priori identical with

‘non-essential’ or even ‘superfluous’.
 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., T Il. .– ex., also schol.

A.R. .–d, .–c.
 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., P Od. ., also schol. A.R.

.–a.
 Several vehicles: e.g. schol. AbT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .– ex.; multiple constituents of a vehicle:

e.g. schol. b Il. . ex. (cf. bT Il. .a ex. on a comparison); several comparanda: e.g. schol. bT
Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .–a ex., bT Il. . ex. Heath (: ) also puts schol. bT Il. .b ex.
into this category, but ���
�� is better explained as ‘minutely subdivided’ (instead of ‘partial’), as
the list of single Vergleichspunkte shows. The scholion belongs to category (C) above.
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view. (In Iliad , Agamemnon’s frequent groans are compared to Zeus
causing thunder, rainstorm, hail and snow, which is further elaborated by
two more lines.)

>
 ����5����
 �� 	������� [cf. Il. .–]. “9� " * >�� —”, �G�� ��0 (
�$ s���2������ `',� �	2��?��. ��� * ���	� "# �F� ����� ���	�
, "
�

�F� <	
 ���� ]���� ( �/���. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] makes the groaning object of a simile.
‘As when . . . ’, thus Agamemnon’s soul groaned. But it is not elaborated in every
detail, because the image [i.e. the simile] does not correspond in every respect.

Aristarchus appears to have held the view that a part of the simile –
the extant scholion does not specify which – is not integral to it and does
not contribute to an illustration of Agamemnon’s groaning. It remains,
however, doubtful whether one is entitled to extrapolate from this note that
he generally subscribed to the principle of a single Vergleichspunkt. More
generally, Heath (: ) argues that there is in antiquity no ‘conflict
between rival modes of interpretation’, because ancient scholars generally
allow for both and decide each case on its merits. If they identify non-
integral parts of similes, they explain them as being due to or contributing
to, for example, ‘poetic ornament’, ‘ambition’ or ‘piety’. Occasionally,
they simply state that a part of the simile is not integral and give no further
explanation (schol. T Il. .b ex., Q Od. .). It is, however, worth
noting that a comment on Apollonius of Rhodes (schol. A.R. .–d)
criticises the partial correspondence of a simile as ‘not sound’ (�F, 3�
��).

Turning to the narrative functions of similes and to ancient interpretative
principles in general, Porphyry’s note on the lion simile in Il. .–
is a good starting-point, because it combines several points which recur
elsewhere:

"
�  !# �#� �2��
 ����5����
 �� +1���, !# "# �� @���I [Il. .] E��I;
>
 �^ �#� ����5���0 �
-� ����� � ����
, �F��	��� ������ �� 	����� ��.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex.
 Thus Clausing (: – and passim), criticised by Lührs (: ). In this connection, it is

worth noting that according to Eustathius single Vergleichspunkte in Homer are the rule, multiple
the exception: . (= ..–.), . (= ..–), . (= ..–).

 Poetic ornament (��
�
��� ��	���): schol. bT Il. .–a ex. (cf. Erbse’s translation ‘ornatus talia
postulat’), cf. bT Il. .–a ex., also bT Il. . ex. (where, however, the context makes it clear
that the non-integral part does not belong to the comparison, i.e. the passage is not considered a
simile); ambition (�
��
� �): schol. bT Il. .b ex.; piety (�F	25�
�): schol. bT Il. .b ex. A
scholion on Apollonius of Rhodes speaks of ‘beauty and description’ (������ ��0 <����	
�: schol.
A.R. .–e).

 The text is uncertain. ������ �� is the reading of L, while B has ������ �� (the confusion is common,
see Chapter ). Schrader prints ������ �� on the basis of Eustathius . (= ..); van der Valk
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�/� � ���	����� "# x� %������ ����	�� ! ��
���, �/�U� +1��� ��0
����=��� �2���� " ��� ��0 -� ����� �� ���,���$�� 9� E���. �;� ���
�=	�	
 -� ?��� ��0 � H������ ���� �'��� ��0 � �,K ���� ��,�� �$
T���� "�"������. (Porph. on Il. .ff., I .– Schrader, cf. schol. D Il.
.)

Why does he [sc. Homer] compare Ajax here to a lion, in another passage to
a donkey? Because similes have three functions: amplification, graphic quality,
clarity. In each case the poet retained what is useful [or suitable], saying that Ajax
kills like a lion and withdraws from the enemy like a donkey. By means of the
animals’ nature he has shown the hero’s reluctance to flee and his readiness to
fight.

The note is indicative of the following methodological principles: it
(i) generalises on the function of similes, (ii) compares two similes which
stand for the same character, (iii) compares two similes that are in textual
juxtaposition, (iv) evaluates whether the similes are apt and (v) identifies
the Vergleichspunkt of each simile.

On (i) generalisations: Porphyry recognises three functions of a sim-
ile: amplification (�S��	
�), graphic quality (������
�) and clarity
(	�����
�). Other notes of a generalising nature add emphasis (�����Y

���), correspondence (	=������), relaxation of the reader (�����'	
�),
variation (��
�
� �) and instruction (�2��"�� ��0 <�"�
�
� ���'���� ��).

Amplification, graphic quality, clarity, emphasis and variation are all well-
known principles of rhetorical theory and recur with frequency in com-
ments on various literary devices, including similes. Correspondence
probably emphasises the close thematic similarity between Wie-Stück and
So-Stück (or context in general). Relaxation (sc. of the reader) is seen as a
crucial function of ‘digression’, which, in its loose definition, also comprises
similes (see Chapter ). Instruction is a commonplace of ancient criticism,
especially in the numerous notes which discuss the didactic function of
poetry (see Introd. page ). On the single points in detail:

In the case of amplification (�S��	
�), it is worth making a distinction.
On the one hand, the simile as a whole can amplify, for example, the scene
which is illustrated by it. Thus, a simile which combines three hyperbolic

(ad loc.) wrongly claims that the D-scholia have ������ �� (probably based on Lascaris’ edition),
see van Thiel’s edition. The evidence of other scholia on the ������
� of similes (see below), to my
mind, tips the balance in favour of this reading.

 Emphasis and correspondence (together with graphic quality): schol. bT Il. .– ex.; relaxation:
schol. bT Il. .– ex.; variation and extensive learning (together with relaxation and clarity):
Eust. . (= ..). See also Rhet.Her. ..

 On �S��	
� see e.g. N. J. Richardson (: ), on 	�����
� e.g. Meijering (: –), on
������
�, ��
�
� � and the semantically difficult <���	
� see Chapter .
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vehicles (the sound of a rough sea, blazing fire and stormy wind) is said
to ‘leave out nothing which contributes to amplification’ (schol. bT Il.
.– ex.). On the other hand, the simile itself can be amplified, for
instance by a poet who piles element upon element (schol. bT Il. .–
b ex., on an extended snow simile) or specifies the single constituents by
means of elaboration.

The relative similarity of emphasis to amplification justifies a brief depar-
ture from Porphyry’s list of general effects. In the present context, only the
attestations are taken into account in which <���	
� appears to be more or
less equivalent with ‘emphasis’ in its current sense. As is well known, the
semantic range of <���	
� is much broader and includes other meanings
such as the reference to an underlying or hidden meaning (‘insinuation,
implication, hint, suggestion’, see Chapter ). ‘Emphasis’ in the current
sense can be applied either to the simile as a whole (schol. bT Il. .–
ex., Achilles misses Patroclus like a lion his cubs) or to single elements such
as an epithet which ‘emphasises’ the corresponding vehicle (schol. bT Il.
.a ex., on a wind simile; cf. bT Il. .d ex.).

The graphic quality (������
�) of similes is frequently commented on
in the scholia. It can be applied to the simile as a whole. Examples
include: Achilles comparing Patroclus to a little girl who clings to her
mother’s skirt (schol. bT Il. .– ex.), the men who stretch an ox-hide
as illustration of the fight for Patroclus’ body (schol. bT .– ex.,
with Bekker’s conjecture), Odysseus, surrounded by Trojans, compared to
a boar who sharpens his tusk (schol. bT Il. .– ex.), the fish simile
for poor Euryalus in the unequal boxing match with Epeius (schol. bT
Il. .– ex.), the dyeing simile when Menelaus is shot in the thigh by
Pandarus. In addition, scholars also recognise ������
� in minute details
of the simile (schol. T Il. .–b ex., an extended snow simile includes
the particular effect that snow on the shore has on the surf ). Perhaps the
most striking claim about ������
� is that acoustic phenomena are more
graphic than visual ones (schol. bT Il. .– ex., on the loud sound of a
river that flows into the sea). The same simile enjoys considerable prestige
 Similarly, schol. bT Il. .– ex. (on the simile of the father who buries his son); cf. also

Aristarchus’ rejection of Zenodotus’ athetesis of Il. .– (schol. A Il. .b Ariston.), which,
however, turned the simile into a comparison, because line  constitutes the So-Stück.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT Il.
.– ex.; on elaboration see Chapter .

 Cf. also Ps.Demetr. eloc. . On ������
� in general see Chapter .
 It can be no coincidence that most of these examples belong to the most memorable Homeric

similes to this day.
 See schol. bT Il. .c ex., the word ������
� itself does not occur in the scholion, but the phrase

E`
� (�;� ����
��� ���2	�	�� (‘he presented us a graphic view’) clearly has a similar purpose.
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in that it is said to have inspired Plato to write poetry and to have made
Solon burn his own drafts (?) in admiration of the superb composition.

The term ‘clarity’ (	�����
�) as such does not seem to occur in the
Homeric scholia on similes, but see schol. A.R. .–e (on a bee simile).

Close thematic correspondence (cf. 	=������ above) between the simile
and the surrounding narrative is an important criterion in ancient scholar-
ship. For instance, schol. bT Il. .–a ex. praises the natural kinship of
simile and context (���	�'�	��, on a chariot simile in the chariot race);
similarly, bT Il. .b ex. on a stars-and-moon simile for a scene which is
taking place at night. Next, schol. bT Il. .– ex. makes the observa-
tion that the setting determines the vehicle: while fighting on the riverbank,
Achilles is compared to fire and the Trojans to grasshoppers (Il. .–);
once in the river, they are compared to a dolphin and fish respectively. In
addition, many of the notes which praise the simile’s aptness (see below on
(iv)) no doubt have in mind the thematic correspondence between simile
and narrative. Conversely, an apparent lack of correspondence encouraged
scholars to alter the text in Il. ., p� > �� "���' ,2�� instead of p�
! 5��K 	���,�� (‘thus weeping’ instead of ‘thus groaning deeply’), on
the grounds that the groaning did not correspond with the tears in line
 (rejected by Aristarchus: schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). Aristarchus himself
objected elsewhere to the lack of correspondence between smoke (vehicle)
and fire and altered the text.

On (ii) comparison of similes for the same character: Porphyry’s note
deals with the question as to why Ajax can be compared to two rather
different animals. He explains that the two similes have a different Ver-
gleichspunkt (see on (v) below), which in each case is illustrated by a
characteristic of that particular animal. Essentially the same explanation
had already been given by Aristarchus in his refutation of Zenodotus’
athetesis of the lion simile (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). A note on the

 Plato: schol. bT Il. .– ex., other ancient sources give a different explanation (see the testimonia
collected by Erbse ad loc.); Solon: schol. AbT Il. . ex. (= test.  Martina).

 Cf. also schol. Opp. Hal. . (���� "���	
� �����	2���).
 Cf. also schol. bT Il. . ex. (on ‘warlike’ Athena compared to the ‘warlike’ comet).
 Similarly, schol. T Il. .b ex. suggests that the ‘humble’ (���
���) sausage simile (Od. .–)

is adapted to Odysseus’ disguise as a beggar; and according to schol. bT Il. . ex., the Trojan
Simoeisius is compared to an aquatic plant because he was born next to a river.

 See schol. A Il. .a Did., sim. b; for a different type of insufficient correspondence see Duris’
criticism that the irrigation simile is too weak to express the noise and the danger of the situation
(schol. Ge Il. .b ex.).

 The reasons for Zenodotus’ athetesis are not entirely clear. Aristonicus speculates (1	��) that he did
not like the juxtaposition of two similes with different vehicles. Nickau (: –) replies that
there is no other evidence for Zenodotus objecting to double or multiple similes. Instead, he repeats
the suggestion of Düntzer (: ) that Zenodotus took exception to the verbatim repetition
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similes for the opponents Hector and Patroclus recognises a correspondence
between vehicle and state of affairs (schol. bT Il. . ex.): as long as the
fight is evenly balanced they are compared to the same animal (lion), but
once Hector gets the upper hand they are compared to unequal animals
(lion and boar). A comparison of similes for the same character can also
be found in schol. AbT Il. .– ex., which lists the three animals (cow,
lion, eagle) to which Menelaus is compared in the course of book  and
identifies the Vergleichspunkt of each. The same type of note recurs in schol.
bT Il. . ex., which comments on two similes (dogs, lions) for the night
spies Odysseus and Diomedes, in schol. bT Il. .–b ex. on the two
similes (oak trees, boars) for the two Lapiths Polypoetes and Leonteus, in
schol. bT Il. .b ex. on the two similes (dog, lion) for Antilochus, and
in schol. bT Il. .– ex. on the two similes (trees, bull) for Sarpedon.

On (iii) comparison of similes in textual juxtaposition: it seems clear that
in all six examples just mentioned the textual proximity of the different
similes triggers the question as to why they can represent the same character.
Other notes, however, comment on similes in juxtaposition regardless of
whether the characters are the same. A possible function of such notes is
praise for cumulated similes; for example, the cluster of five similes (and
two comparisons) for the Greek army which precedes the Catalogue (schol.
AbT Il. .– ex.); similarly, schol. bT Il. .– ex. on the cluster of
three similes in book . Textual juxtaposition can also invite comparison
of two similes (schol. AbT Il. . ex., on the lion and snake similes for
Menelaus and Paris respectively), especially if their vehicle is similar (schol.
AbT Il. .–a ex., see below on (vi)).

On (iv) aptness of the simile: the scholia are full of praise for the aptness
of Homer’s similes. They single out qualities such as resemblance (�������
and cognates) and suitability (�/��;��); or they simply express their general
admiration for the simile: �6 (‘well’, also in compounds), ���-� (‘nicely’),

of the lion simile in Il. .–. Even if this is the correct explanation, by Aristarchus’ time the
question of why the same character can be compared to two different animals seems to have become
dominant.

 For the idea cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex.
 Cf. also schol. bT Il. . ex. (on the question why a bull simile follows on a comparison of

Agamemnon with gods). Similarly, schol. bT Il. .– ex. compares the simile and the comparison
which illustrate the swift movement of the gods Iris (hail or snow) and Apollo (hawk), who both
act as messengers.

 Similarly, a lion simile is said to be the elaboration of an immediately preceding lion comparison
(schol. bT Il. .– ex.).

 �������: schol. bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .–a ex., AbT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .– ex., bT
Il. .– ex.; �/��;��: schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (used as an argument why a part of the simile
can stand elsewhere but must be omitted here), A Il. .a Ariston. (ditto), bT Il. .b ex., bT
Il. .a ex., bT Il. .b ex.; cf. schol. A.R. ..
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�
���-� (‘convincingly’), "'��-� (‘ably’), @���� (‘competently’). One
note praises Homer as the ‘best judge of resemblances’ (@�
	�� ��
��
!��
����, schol. bT Il. .b ex.).

As to the criteria of suitability, one comment specifies that the simile
should be suitable both to the general L��� (‘character’) and the present
condition (( ����$	� =,�) of the hero in question (schol. bT Il. .b
ex.).

On (v) identification of Vergleichspunkt(e): this is arguably the type of
comment which is found most often in the scholia. Either the critic (like
Porphyry above) simply identifies one or several Vergleichspunkte, often in
the form ���� with acc. (‘<the simile refers> to X’), for example schol.
bT Il. .– ex.: ‘the (lightning) simile refers to the splendour of the
weapons and the speed of the carrier’. Or the critic expressly discusses
several possibilities, for instance schol. bT Il. . ex. argues that the
Vergleichspunkt of the sea simile is not the sound but the movement of
the army. These identifications are sometimes accompanied by more or
less elaborate explanations, for example regarding the exact nature of the
vehicle (see below on (vii)).

Other comments on Homeric similes also discuss questions which can-
not be documented from Porphyry’s note above. The following topics can
be added to the list of interpretative principles: (vi) comparison of simi-
les that have identical or similar vehicles, (vii) factual explanations, (viii)
realism, (ix) parallel passages, (x) length of simile.

On (vi) comparison of similes that have identical or similar vehicles:
this is the counterpart to (ii) above (comparison of similes for the same
character), with the common denominator now siding with the vehicles.
The extant corpus of scholia provides comparisons of two similes in close
proximity: one is on two wind similes (schol. bT Il. . ex.), another on an
apparent contradiction between the two snow similes, which is explained as
indicative of a different Vergleichspunkt (schol. bT Il. .–b ex., sim.
a). Two river similes, one for Diomedes, one for Ajax, are contrastingly
compared in schol. bT Il. .– ex. Another note (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.) gives a list of tree similes. Two scholia compare several lion similes.
One (schol. bT Il. . ex.) discusses which of the animal’s characteristics

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex., bT Il. .– ex., T Il. . ex., bT Il. .– ex.
 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex., AbT Il. .– ex.
 Similarly, schol. bT Il. .– ex. compares the use of the vehicle ‘fire’ in the simile under discussion

and as a metaphor in other passages; also schol. A Il. . Ariston. on the ‘swift thought’ in simile
and comparison, which together have caused a proverbial expression. A note on a sun simile (schol.
bT Il. .a ex.) mentions another star simile, another note on a moon comparison (schol. bT Il.
. ex.) adduces a sun comparison.
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is singled out in each case. The other (schol. bT Il. .b ex.) gives a list
of the characters who are compared to a lion. A note on the simile which
compares Agamemnon to a bull in the herd (schol. bT Il. . ex.) argues
that Homer wanted to repeat essentially the same vehicle in the case of
Odysseus (Il. .–), but indicated his lower status by replacing the bull
with a ram.

The last two examples expressly refer to a hierarchy of vehicles which is
presupposed elsewhere. For example, schol. AbT Il. .a ex. argues that
lion similes illustrate the attack of a single fighter, wolf similes that of larger
units. Idomeneus is not compared to a lion, but a boar, which is second
rate ("�'���=�
�), because he is old and his limbs not nimble any more
(schol. T Il. .b ex.). Other notes clearly consider animals such as dog,
deer, sheep or small birds inferior.

As a further variant to the comparisons documented in (ii) and (vi),
some notes compare similes with a similar Vergleichspunkt. For instance,
an oak and a gravestone simile (Il. .–, .–) are both said to
refer to the characters’ steadfastness (schol. bT Il. .– ex.). And a note
on the simile of the carpenter’s line (schol. bT Il. .– ex.) adduces
parallels for tool similes which express equality.

On (vii) factual explanations: scholia in general are wont to give factual
explanations (see Introd. page ) and the notes on similes are no exception.
Usually the purpose is to support a claim made about the aptness (see
on (iv) above) or the identified Vergleichspunkt (see on (v) above). An
example of the former is schol. bT Il. .a ex. (on the wind-sea simile
which illustrates the sitting-down of the two armies). The latter is found,
for instance, in schol. AbT Il. .a ex., which explains the Vergleichs-
punkt of the fire simile. Occasionally, these factual explanations become
more independent in that they seem to be given for their own sake. This
must be read against the backdrop of Homer’s function as ‘encyclopedia’,
which can instruct the reader on virtually every topic. Conversely, if the

 A similar comparison forms the implicit basis of a note which argues that the lion simile in question
is unparalleled (schol. bT Il. .– ex.).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (dog), bT Il. . ex. (sheep), AbT Il. .a ex. (deer), bT Il. .–
ex. (small birds, cf. bT Il. .– ex.), also bT Il. .– ex.; on the hierarchy of vehicles see also
schol. bT Il. .– ex.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .d ex. (lion simile).
 Cf. schol. AbT Il. .a ex. (deer simile).
 E.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on lion cubs), T Il. . ex. (on beans and Pythagorean diet). On giving

explanations for their own sake see also Introd. page .
 See Introd. page . An educational function is explicitly attributed to a simile which considers

Zeus’ autumn storms a divine punishment for crooked judgments (schol. bT Il. .a ex., cf. bT
Il. . ex.).
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simile appears to contradict established facts, scholars can feel compelled
to alter the text.

On (viii) realism: readers have noticed that the Homeric similes reflect
a world which is more realistic, truer to life and in a way ‘more humble’
than the heroic world represented by Achilles or Hector. Most scholars
were (and still are) inclined to believe that the similes reflect Homer’s own
world and that of his readers. Aristarchus formulated the general rule:

! ��� DJ����� ��� -� �
��	���2��� �l	
 ��
�;�
 �� !��
�	�
�. (schol.
A Il. .a Ariston.)

Homer takes his homoioseis [here, probably similes and comparisons together]
from the things which are known to all.

The material for Homer’s vehicles is taken from his daily life and that of
his readers. This rule provides the key to apparent problems of interpreta-
tion, for example anachronisms such as boiled meat or the trumpet. At
the same time, the rule accounts for the mention of phenomena which are
too ‘humble’ (���
���) or ‘cheap, banal’ (�F����) for the heroic world.
Examples include: Patroclus compared to a small girl (schol. bT Il. .–
 ex.), men stretching an ox-hide (schol. bT Il. .– ex.), beans (schol.
bT Il. . ex.), a fly (schol. bT Il. .b ex., sim. a), or grasshoppers
(schol. bT Il. .– ex.). On the positive side, the reader’s close famil-
iarity with the phenomena in question obviously makes the similes all the
more illustrative and persuasive (cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., on Apollo
pulling down the Greek wall like a boy who flattens his sandcastle).

On (ix) parallels: commentaries of all times tend to document the point
in question with parallel passages (see Introd. page ), and this also holds
true for the notes on Homeric similes. Perhaps the most impressive example
is schol. T Il. .– ex., which lists one parallel for each of the three
vehicles (sea, fire, wind).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a Did.
 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex., AbT Il. .– ex.; Clausing (: ) compares Arist. Top. a–.
 Boiled meat: schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (cf. M. Schmidt : ); trumpet: schol. A Il. .a

Ariston. (cf. M. Schmidt : –); also T Il. .–a ex. (on a killer needing purification).
On anachronisms in general see Chapter .

 The critics display a palpable unease with these examples, in that they often explain how Homer
compensates for the commonplace nature of the simile’s vehicle (cf. N. J. Richardson : ).

 The same scholion is also indicative of a rather rigid application of the rule that similes reflect
Homer’s own life. The simile led to the theory that Homer is from Cyprus because at some time
the island suffered from grasshoppers. Similarly, the simile of the day labourer with the scales (Il.
.–) seems to have been taken as a ‘portrait’ of Homer’s mother (Erbse ad loc., based on Eust.
. = ..–). On biographical readings in general see Introd. pages  and  n. .

 Cf. e.g. schol. T Il. .– ex., AT Il. .– ex. As often, these parallels are omitted in b (see
Roemer : –).
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On (x) length of similes: the notes which identify several Vergleichspunkte
(see on C above) implicitly accept or even praise the length of the simile. In
explicit form, a simile on throwing the javelin is praised for its expansion
(schol. bT Il. .a ex.). And a note on a wolf simile mentions the
great distance between Wie-Stück and So-Stück (schol. bT Il. .b ex.).
Conversely, a lion comparison is praised for its conciseness (	'�����,
schol. bT Il. .d ex.).

The picture of ancient interpretative principles can be rounded off with
a number of examples that seem to be more or less unique:

Similes regularly illustrate the action of a human character by means of
a vehicle that is @`',�� (‘inanimate’), i.e. neither human nor animal.

In one case, however, the critic argues that the ‘soulless’ tree simile is
‘humanised’ by the verb �2��
� (‘to bring up, rear’), as if the tree were an
animate being (schol. bT Il. .– ex.).

Another note (schol. bT Il. .– ex.) draws attention to the fact
that, despite the general inclination of poets towards figurative language
in general and similes in particular, the present passage uses neither and
receives its special importance from the narrated action itself (i.e. the
absence of a simile): Ajax yields to the overwhelming pressure of the
Trojans. The implication is perhaps that the present situation is too urgent
to allow for the insertion of a ‘leisurely’ simile.

The river simile which is said to have inspired Plato (see above) is
praised for its visual and acoustic qualities. The latter are said to be further
emphasised by the imitation that lies in the expanded verb form 5���	
�
(boöôsin, schol. bT Il. .– ex.).

From a modern perspective, similes can be described as a form of ‘pause’,
that is, the narrative time (Erzählzeit) taken up by the simile does not cover
story time (erzählte Zeit). At least one ancient critic (schol. bT Il. .c ex.)
sees things differently when he argues that the similes at the beginning of
Iliad  cover the time it takes for the armies to arrive on the battlefield (see
Chapter ).

Another interesting point is the idea, expressed by schol. bT Il. .a
ex., that a simile can function as a prolepsis (see Chapter ). In his attack on
Cebriones, Patroclus is compared to a wounded lion who is destroyed by
his own prowess, because Patroclus too will die soon. A similar reasoning
probably underlies a note on a cloud simile (schol. b Il. . ex.). The critic

 This must be read against the backdrop of Aristotle’s theory of metaphor: Rh. b–a (cf. the
testimonia collected by Kassel ad loc.); see also Chapter  on indirect presentation.

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .– ex. (fire simile).
 For other notes on sound effects see Chapter  and N. J. Richardson (: –).
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expects the steadfastness of the Greek fighters to be compared to towers or
mountains. If they are in fact compared to clouds, it is because they will
have to yield in the end.

conclusion

The sheer number of scholia which discuss Homeric similes points to
considerable interest in the topic. Taken together with the fact that many
scholia compare similes with each other (with various points of contact:
same character, same vehicle, same Vergleichspunkt, textual vicinity), it
seems reasonable to conclude that the Homeric simile was studied sys-
tematically and as a narrative device sui generis. The specific meaning of
����5��� (as opposed to unspecific �/���) and the clear notion of its con-
stituent parts point in the same direction. At the same time, the scrutiny
led to an impressive range of characteristics which the critics were able
to discover and describe. Of these characteristics, some correspond with
general interpretative principles rooted in rhetorical theory (e.g. graphic
quality, emphasis, amplification). Others are more directly related to the
device ‘simile’ as such (e.g. realism, thematic correspondence and there-
fore aptness to the scene that is illustrated by the simile). Needless to say,
ancient scholars did not agree on individual issues (e.g. the number or
identification of the Vergleichspunkte) any more than modern scholars do.
Last but not least, there is a remarkable number of fine observations on the
single instance. The similes are a prime feature of Homeric epic, and they
brought out the best in the scholars who commented on them.



chapter 15

Epithets

The elaborate use of epithets is a distinctive feature of Homer’s poetic
style. Of the questions discussed in ancient scholarship, the most frequent
is semantic in nature. A considerable number of Homer’s epithets were no
longer part of his readers’ passive vocabulary and needed to be explained.
Consequently, the scholia – especially the D-scholia – regularly translate
and/or explain the relevant epithet. Within the individual notes, there is
a wide range from simple periphrasis (‘X means Y’) to detailed explana-
tion (often based on etymology) and deduction from various dialects. For
instance, the tree adjective 5����� (meaning uncertain, see LfgrE s.v.) is
explained as follows:


�#� Z�����, ��� s���"��. �N "# 3`����, ��� |�
��=�, n ���
�5��&,
��� R������, n ��,�;��, ��� h�=����, n �F���2���, ��� Q'�����=�,
n 	������ ��� f��'	 �'�. (schol. AT Il. .a ex., sim. b)

Some <say it means> ‘tender’, according to the Arcadians [i.e. in the Arcadian
dialect], others ‘high’, according to the Boeotians, or ‘heavy with bark’, according
to the Magnesians, or ‘prickly’, according to the Dryopians, or ‘grown’, according
to the Tyrrhenians, or ‘hard’, according to the Carystians.

Although the semantic, etymological and dialectal explanations given
in the scholia do not always stand up to modern scrutiny, they neverthe-
less form the natural starting-point for modern scholars. The Lexikon des
frühgriechischen Epos, for example, recognises the importance of ancient
semantics in that each lemma is preceded by relevant quotations from
ancient sources (mostly D-scholia and scholia minora).

 On semantic explanations as the oldest stratum of the scholia see Introd. page . Traditional epithets,
in particular, are rich in archaic or even obscure words and needed to be explained to Homer’s ancient
readers. For a comic application of this topic see e.g. the desperate complaint about a ‘Homerising’
cook in Strato (fr.  K-A). Iliadic scholia on epithets are collected by Erbse (VII: –, excluding the
D-scholia).

 The different explanations recur in the D-scholia, in Hesychius and other sources (see Erbse ad loc.).
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A special problem of semantics arises whenever the epithet’s usual mean-
ing does not seem to fit the particular context. How can the clothes which
Nausicaa intends to wash be called ‘glittering’ (	
�������, Od. .) and
‘shining’ (���
���, Od. .)? How can Nestor raise his hands to ‘starry’
(�	������, Il. .) heaven during daylight? And how can the moon
be called ‘shining’ (���
���, Il. .) if it is outshone by the bright stars?
The relevant scholia give two explanations which are conceptually very
similar. The note on the moon reads:

>
 [Roemer, †�G��† A] �F �� �� �6	�� “���
���”, ���� �� ������'
“���
���”. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (?) = Aristarchus fr. a Matthaios)

<The diple,> because <the moon> is ‘shining’ not at that time, but is ‘shining’
in general.

Similarly, a note on Nausicaa’s clothes explains:

�F �� �� �6	�� “���
���” (���=��� ���), ���� �� �=	�
 �������.
(schol. EHPV Od. ., text and punctuation as in Erbse’s testimonia on the
previous scholion; PQT give essentially the same explanation and adduce the
moon instance as a parallel)

<Nausicaa takes the clothes> not ‘shining’ at that time – for they were dirty –
but clean by nature.

Both types of explanation make a distinction between the state of affairs
at that particular time (��), on the one hand, and the general (������')
or natural (�=	�
) condition, on the other. The epithet is, strictly speaking,
not appropriate to the present scene, but it is appropriate in a more general
sense, because it indicates a fundamental quality of the object or character
in question. This interpretation paved the way for Parry’s notion of a
‘generic epithet’, as he himself recognised. What is more, the scholia also

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex., D Il. ., Ap.S. ., Porph. (on Il. ., I .– Schr.), Eust.
.– (= ..–).

 The �=	�
 argument recurs in schol. bT Il. . ex. (on ‘starry’ heaven during daylight), E Od. .
(on Nausicaa’s ‘glittering’ clothes), E Od. . (ditto, with explicit reference to the parallel case of
the ‘shining’ moon), sim. A Il. .a Ariston. (on Scamander’s ‘lovely’ waters, see below); cf. also
the comments which argue that the epithet represents a previous state of affairs: schol. bT Il. .
ex. (on ‘the blossoming meadows’ of the war-ridden Scamandrian plain, with parallels), T Il. .
ex. (on old Hicetaon as ‘scion’ of Ares, one parallel), T Il. .b ex. (on ‘grassy’ land during winter
time), bT Il. .a ex. (on ‘shining’ for a used cauldron, one parallel), bT Il. .b ex. (on the
‘full’ moon, one parallel), b Il. .b ex. (on ‘strong’ for dead Patroclus), D Il. . (on old Priam
‘of the strong spear’). The notion that an epithet presupposes a previous state of affairs already occurs
in h.Dem. .

 For ������' cf. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on Bellerophontes’ ‘dear’ mother), sim. A Il. .a Ariston.
Such epithets could be called �����
���: schol. A Il. .a Ariston., A Il. .a Ariston., etc.; see
also ��
��� in schol. A Il. .a Ariston., A Il. .c Hrd.

 Parry ( ≈ : –), with reference to Lehrs ([] : ) and Roemer (: –); on
generic epithets see Parry ( ≈ : –).
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testify to a systematic examination of the phenomenon, in that several of
the comments mentioned above and in nn. – list parallels for generic
epithets which do not seem to fit their current context. The only major
difference between Parry and his ancient predecessors is that the latter do
not seem to have concluded from the generic epithets that the background
of the Homeric epics is oral.

A notion similar to Parry’s generic epithet can be detected in other
comments as well. A note on the epithet 5��� ������ (‘good at the
war-cry’), applied to Ajax, reads:

��0 ����,�$ “�/ "2 ��' +1���� �� 5��� �����;� �'�� ���” [Il. .] ��0 "#
h
���"�'� ��0 R������' 	'��,-� [cf. Il. . etc. and . etc.]. (schol. T Il.
.b ex.)

<The epithet ‘good at the war-cry’ is applied to Ajax> elsewhere too: [Menelaus
speaking] ‘If I could somehow learn about Ajax, good at the war-cry’. To Diomedes
and Menelaus <it is applied> continuously.

The fact that the same epithet can describe several Homeric characters
demonstrates that it is generic and not distinctive (cf. schol. bT Il. .b
ex., sim. bT Il. .b ex.). At the same time, the note implies that, compared
with Diomedes and Menelaus, Ajax is rarely called ‘good at the war-cry’
and mentions what in fact is the only parallel. The critic does not show
awareness of the fact that both passages come from a speech (more on this
distinction below).

Another comment deliberates as to whether the epithet in question is
generic or chosen with a view to the present passage (i.e. ‘particularised’ in
Parry’s terminology). (In Iliad , Hector stirs his troops with the argument
that Agamemnon, ‘the best man’ (���� w�
	��), has left the battlefield.)

n ��� * >��' – “������� �” ��� “�/,����” [Il. .] – n �$� @�
	��. (schol.
T Il. . ex.)

<The best man> either in general – for <Agamemnon is called> ‘mighty warrior’
[sc. by Helen] – or the best in the present scene.

In other words, @�
	�� is either generic or particularised with a view
to the present scene. As the parallel passage from Iliad  makes clear,
the generic explanation requires a loose interpretation of the superlative

 Cf. schol. T Il. . ex., T Il. . ex., T Il. .b ex. (in two cases b, as often, omits the parallels;
on this phenomenon see Roemer : –), bT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .b ex., A Il. .a
Ariston., E Od. ., PQT Od. ..

 Cf. schol. bT Il. . ex.; modern counts essentially agree (Dee : ): Menelaus (x Il., x
Od.), Diomedes (x Il.), Ajax (x Il.), Hector (x Il.), Polites (x Il.).
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@�
	�� in the sense of ‘very good, excellent’. The explanation as particu-
larised restricts the validity of the epithet to the scene under consideration.

The ��–�=	�
 distinction above was triggered by the observation that
the epithet does not fit the current context. Elsewhere a similar discrepancy
is expressed in such a way that the epithet is said to be @��
��� (‘ill-
timed’). Aristarchus, for example, objects to Menelaus calling Paris ";��
(‘divine, noble’) and athetises the line in question. The same objection
and remedy are applied to Menelaus addressing Antilochus with "
����2�
(‘nourished by Zeus’) after the disputed chariot race in Iliad . Likewise,
the adjective ";�, said of Anteia, who herself tries to seduce Bellerophontes
and then claims it was he who tried to seduce her, moves Aristarchus to
object and to mark the line with a diple, but not to athetise it. The
same passage, however, received a remarkably different explanation from
Herodian:

<�
�
 "# 3�����	���� ����� <,�
� � “";�” <"
���
�� 3�* x� ���� ��	���,
���-�. � “";�”> [suppl. Lehrs, cl. bT] ��� ��	��� ��
�
��� ���	2��
��
,
9� ��0 ��0 �$ “";� f�'�
��	��” [Od. .]. (schol. A Il. .b Hrd.)

Some, suspecting that ‘noble’ is out of place, <read "
���
�� in one word,
wrongly; ‘noble’> is added for poetic ornament, as, for example, in the case of
‘noble Clytaemestra’.

 Such an explanation of the superlative is advocated in schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (on the epithet
‘most beautiful of Priam’s daughters’, which is applied to two daughters; cf. also the testimonia
collected by Erbse ad loc., add schol. HQT Od. .), A Il. .a Ariston. (several male characters
are called ‘the most beautiful’). A literal explanation of the superlative would make the epithet
distinctive (sc. of Agamemnon), a possibility which is not envisaged by the present scholion.

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (sim. T Il. .c Did. (?)). Conversely, schol. bT Il. .b ex.
ingeniously hypothesises that Menelaus intends to provoke Zeus’ anger (for the notion cf. schol. bT
Il. .–a ex., D Il. .). Elsewhere (schol. bT Il. .b ex.) Homer is said to call Paris ‘godlike’
(����
"��), because a mixture of praise and blame is more credible than utter blame (cf. Chapter ).

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston. Aristarchean athetesis on account of an @��
��� epithet disproves
Parry’s point ( ≈ : , based on Roemer : –) that Aristarchus meant ‘ornamental’
when he said @��
���; see also Schironi (:  with n. ).

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston. The same probably holds true for Hera addressing her son Hephaestus
in less than flattering terms (schol. AGe Il. .a Ariston.), but the text of the scholion is uncertain
(see Erbse ad loc.). Conversely, schol. bT Il. .– ex. considers Athena’s epithet ��;
�(‘distributor
of spoil’) as particularly apt to the present circumstances. Likewise the word �S��
��� (‘well-timed’)
can express praise for epithets: schol. bT Il. . ex. (on Briseis ‘of the fair cheeks’), bT Il. .
ex. (on the ‘great mind’ of Achilles), T Il. .a ex. (on ‘bold’ Hector), bT Il. . ex. (on Hera
addressing Hephaestus as ‘glorious’ son), Ar. Nu. a (on ‘bright’ sky).

 Contrast schol. HMQS Od. .: �F ��
�
�-� ��	��' ,��
� ���	2��
��
 � “�2���” [sc.
^	��], ���� ���� � ���',���
�� &� �$ <���' ���	��'&� (‘ The <epithet> “great” [sc.
loom] is not added for ornament in the poet’s style, but with a view to the long duration of
achieving the work [sc. Penelope weaving the shroud]’). The relevant passage is part of a speech
(on the distinction between epithets in speech and in the narrator-text see below). For epithets as
ornament see also schol. Pi. P. .c.
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Despite the lacuna in the text, the gist of Herodian’s argument is clear.
He rejects the suggested textual correction on the basis of the observation,
supported with an Odyssean parallel, that Homeric epithets should not
always be taken at face value. Occasionally, they have virtually no semantic
value in the current context and owe their presence solely to the wider
purpose of poetic ornament. This type of explanation was developed by
Parry into what he calls ‘ornamental epithets’.

On a somewhat harsher note, such epithets can also be called ‘superflu-
ous’ (���
		��). This superfluousness is explained by Apollonius Dysco-
lus (see n. ) as due to poetic licence (��
�
�� @"�
�). His example is
the epithet ‘of the white arms’ (��'�������), used by Hector to describe
his wife Andromache (Il. .), which is a standard example adduced
as a parallel in several scholia. Of particular interest is a scholion on the
relevant passage itself (schol. bT Il. . ex.). It argues that the epithet
‘of the white arms’ derives from the poet and not the character (Hector);
it is, in other words, an intrusion of the narrator upon the focalisation of
the character. While Apollonius Dyscolus considers ‘ornamental’ epithets
simply a licence of poetic style, other scholars appear to have argued that it is
characteristic of the poet’s style, as opposed to that of his characters. Given
that this other view is sometimes expressed (e.g. in schol. b Il. . ex.) by
the ambiguous formulation ‘the epithet is poetic’ (��
�
���), which must
be understood as ‘the poet’s and not the character’s’ (see Chapter ), one
wonders whether Apollonius Dyscolus’ explanation as ‘poetic licence’ does
not, in fact, reflect a misunderstanding of such notes. However, it is, of
course, conceivable that some scholars simply observed Homer’s fondness

 Parry ( ≈ : –). The possibility should, however, be kept open that the explanation
‘poetic ornament’ for these epithets post-dates Aristarchus (cf. n.  above).

 Cf. schol. T Il. .c ex. (on Antilochus ‘nourished by Zeus’, with three parallels for other
‘superfluous’ epithets), also T Il. .b ex. (on the ‘silver-studded’ sword of Agamemnon; the
problem is that it is ‘gold-studded’ in another passage, see Chapter ), T Il. .b ex. (on Diomedes
referring to his own ‘proud spirit’; one parallel), bT Il. .b ex. (on Boreas ‘born in the bright
air’, although it is snowing; one parallel), cf. also Ap. Dysc. coni. .– Schneider. Homer’s
fondness of ‘superfluous’ epithets is mentioned by Galen (. Kühn, cf. b.). Conversely,
schol. HPQ Od. . argues that the various epithets are not superfluous, but functional (,��
�-
"��), cf. schol. A Il. .b Ariston. (on Hephaestus’ ‘heavy’ stick; one parallel), HMQS Od. .
(quoted in n. ). A similar point is made by schol. BEPT Od. . (on Homeric tree epithets),
which adds the remarkable point that random insertion of epithets is �'��
�-�, i.e. typical of the
cyclic poets.

 See the relevant chapter, including sources which argue against pedantic criticism, e.g. if the same
sword is studded with nails that are golden in one passage and silver in another. In schol. Ar. Av.
a (cf. a) the epithets used by dithyrambographers are recognised as target of Aristophanic
mockery.

 For a detailed argumentation see Chapter  (with several parallels).
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for ornamental epithets and considered it one of the many stylistic liberties
that a poet can take.

The notion that traditional epithets potentially lack semantic value in
particular contexts forms the basis of another comment. It praises Homer
for departing from his usual technique of using stock epithets in order to
make the passage in question (Priam sketches the disastrous consequences
if Troy is taken by the Greeks) particularly concise and graphic (schol.
bT Il. .–a ex., the terms are �� 5��,�; and 3�* E`
� @��
�, see
Chapter ).

Notes on ornamental or ‘superfluous’ epithets are indirectly balanced by
those which praise the particular appropriateness of epithets (see also the
scholia listed at the end of n. ). For example, the scholion quoted at the
beginning of the chapter continues with a list of trees and their specific
epithets, which express the particular characteristic of each tree (schol. AT
Il. .a ex., sim. b, cf. BEPT Od. .). Likewise, schol. T Il. .b
ex. praises the epithet ‘well-built’ (�F�����) as particularly apt to Asius’
chariot.

The scholia also show that ancient critics studied the exact use of indi-
vidual epithets. They examined, for instance, which epithet could be
applied to which character (cf. schol. T Il. .b ex., quoted above).
Thus Aristarchus observed that Troilus is the only character who is called
^��
�,����� (‘fighting from horses and chariot’). He also established
the rule that only goddesses can be called 5�-�
� (‘cow-eyed’) and duly
noted the two exceptions, Il. . and ., the latter of which he athetised
(schol. A Il. .a Ariston.). Conversely, another note (schol. T Il. . ex.,
sim. b Il. . ex.) argues that Helen receives all the epithets which Hera
receives. The corresponding list does not comprise Hera’s epithet 5�-�
�,
so the critic does not openly contradict Aristarchus’ observation.

In a similar vein, one critic notes that ";�� (‘noble’) is never applied
to the gods, except for Nicanor’s problematic reading in Od. ..

And the same holds true for 5��=�����
 (perhaps ‘with the robe falling
down in a deep fold’), which is even restricted to the Trojans among
mortal women. Zenodotus’ application of the epithet to the Muses (Il.
.) must therefore be wrong. A similar distinction between divine

 See also Eratosthenes (ap. Strabo .. = C.– Radt) on Homer’s geographic epithets.
 See schol. A Il. .b Ariston. The note receives additional relevance in that Aristarchus either

overlooked Od. ., where the epithet is applied to Amythaon, or abandoned his usual principle
of treating Iliad and Odyssey as one larger unit (see Chapter ).

 See schol. bT Il. . ex. Erbse (ad loc.) suspects the name Nicanor to be corrupt.
 Cf. schol. T Il. . Ariston., also A Il. . Ariston., A Il. .b Ariston., Lehrs ([] :

–), Nickau (: –).
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and human characters is made in a note (schol. T Il. . ex.) which
argues that Homer normally applies the epithet ��=��� (‘blameless’) to
humans, but once also to Achilles’ immortal horse, Pedasus. Furthermore,
Achilles is the only character who can be identified by means of the epithet
"
������ (‘sprung from Zeus’) alone. A similar question led scholars
to explore the boundaries between distinctive and generic epithets. The
epithet ‘destroyer of cities’ (��� ������) normally describes Odysseus,
but is said to be applied once to Achilles. Interestingly, schol. Ar. Nu.
d argues that ���� ����� (‘keeping off ill’) is distinctive (1"
��) of
Heracles, whereas schol. Ar. Pax b, where it is applied to Hermes,
connects it with both Apollo and Heracles. The same terminology can
be found in schol. A Il. .c Hrd., which distinguishes between ‘generic’
(��
���) and ‘distinctive’ (1"
��, on Hermes’ epithet ��
�=�
��, perhaps
‘very fast’).

In an uncommon line of interpretation, schol. D Il. . argues that a
speaker can praise others by means of qualities in which he excels himself,
that is, the epithet used for others reverberates on the speaker himself.

conclusion

Ancient scholars appear to have studied epithets extensively and in many
cases even systematically. It seems likely that the starting-point was the
semantic explanation of epithets, especially the ones that were no longer
immediately understood by ancient readers. A related difficulty arose from
epithets that did not seem to make sense in their current context. This led to
the recognition of generic and ornamental epithets (in the terminology of
Parry, who was well aware of his ancient predecessors). The relevant scholia
 See schol. T Il. .a ex., sim. bT Il. .b ex.; in a similar vein, schol. Pi. O. . observes that

Dionysus is identified by means of the epithet �
		������ (‘ivy-wreathed’) alone. See also schol.
AT Il. .b Ariston. (on Artemis).

 See schol. A Il. .a Ariston. The details of this note are complicated by several factors: (i) schol.
A Il. .a Ariston. claims that Aristarchus never admitted the epithet ��� ������ for Achilles; (ii)
the vulgate contains four attestations of the epithet in connection with Achilles: ., ., .,
., of which the former two were athetised by Aristarchus; (iii) the entire comment forms part
of an argument against the chorizontes the details of which remain obscure. See Erbse (ad loc.), with
lit.

 Similarly to schol. Ar. Nu. d, schol. Ar. Pax a associates the epithet with Heracles ‘alone’
(����I, declared corrupt by Holwerda on the basis of b). For Apollo ���� ����� see e.g. D.Chr.
., Arr. Ind. ...

 The occasion is Achilles describing Hector as ‘man-slaughtering’ (��"�������, Il. .). A minor
problem is the fact that Hector is not actually present in this scene. Achilles’ addressee is Agamemnon
(and indirectly the Greek army at large). The former part of the scholion suggests that the epithet is
used as a provocation (see above n. ). Cf. also schol. bT Il. . ex. (Briseis’ epithet ����
������
‘of the beautiful cheeks’, used by the narrator, is said to reflect on the mood of Achilles).
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regularly adduce parallels, which points to systematic research on this topic.
This also applies to the question as to which epithet is used in connection
with which character(s) and how often. Here ancient scholars essentially
recognised the difference between generic and distinctive epithets. Needless
to say, critics frequently interpreted epithets as particularised (i.e. chosen
with a view to the present passage). From a post-Homeric point of view,
this latter approach is so to speak the natural way to explain epithets.
It is far more striking, though, that ancient scholars recognised that the
Homeric use of epithets is in some respects unique, because he regularly
uses generic epithets. (This recognition of Homer’s particular position
includes the observation that the Homeric narrator and his characters use
epithets differently.) The sole fundamental difference between Parry and
his ancient predecessors is that he linked the generic epithets with the oral
background of Homeric poetry, a connection that remained unknown to
ancient scholars.



chapter 16

Type scenes

Ancient scholars do not seem to have been aware of the oral nature of
Homeric epic (see also Chapter ), but they did recognise the recurrent
pattern of particular Homeric scenes, as the present chapter will show.
Thus their approach is similar to Arend’s in his seminal study Die typischen
Scenen bei Homer (), who neither knew of Parry’s results nor drew a
corresponding conclusion himself. Unlike Arend, the scholia do not make
use of a particular term for ‘type scene’.

arming

The type scene which receives the most attention in the Homeric scholia is
the arming scene (!��
	���). The impulse seems to come from Zenodotus’
treatment of Paris’ arming before his duel with Menelaus in Iliad , as
explained by Aristonicus:

>
 e���"��� ����2��'� ��2����, ��0 ��� �� “�:� ��	
����
�” [Il. .]
3���		�


“���0 "* ��* /�� ��I �'�2�� �S'��� <�����
N���'�
�. "�
��� "# ����� ���=������ <��'��.
���0 "* @�* w��
	
� 5���* �	� "� ��	����		��
�N��� " *@��
��� <�,��,” [.–, ≈ , ]

g	� ���� �� -7 BJ���
�-7 !��
	�-7 [cf. .–, .–] <,�
�. ��� &�
�	� "�� ��� ����	��
 ������5���� �� ���
������ �� ��0 � ��� �� <,��.
(schol. A Il. .–a Ariston.)

<The diplai periestigmenai,> because Zenodotus omits both <lines> [sc. .–
], and after the <line beginning with> ‘of his brother’ [.] he attaches ‘On

 The text printed here takes up a conclusion reached independently by Erbse (ad loc.) and S. West
(: ): the words �N��� " * @��
��� <�,��, which are transmitted before ���0 " * @�* ��., must
come after that line. This explains why only half of the line is quoted.

 The verb ����;� normally means that the lines in question remain in the text (see Introd. n. ),
but in the present context it must mean that Zenodotus actually omitted the lines (see e.g. West’s
app. crit.).
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his powerful head he [sc. Paris] set the well-fashioned helmet with the horse-hair
crest, and the plumes nodded terribly above it. Across his shoulders he slung the
[??] shield. He took up a strong-shafted spear’, so that there is a contradiction
with the Homeric arming. For [sc. with Zenodotus’ text] he will be seen taking
up the helmet before the shield and not having a sword.

Aristarchus has two objections to Zenodotus’ text: (i) it alters the stan-
dard sequence of the ‘Arming’ scene; and (ii) it leaves Paris without a
sword. Both arguments recur elsewhere. The former argument is repeated
in connection with other arming scenes which are used as proof against
Zenodotus’ transposition in book . For example:

>
 ������� �� �	� "� �1����� [sc. .], �)� �� ���
������ ��. ! "#
e���"��� ������,�� ��0 &� s�����"��' ������, �� [sc. .–]. (schol. A
Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Teucer] first takes the shield and then the helmet.

Zenodotus had changed <this sequence> in the duel of Paris.

This argument recurs three more times in the A-scholia. As for
Aristarchus’ second argument, the missing sword, Nickau (: –
) convincingly argues that it is Zenodotus’ actual reason for altering the
text in the first place. In accordance with later sources, he apparently won-
dered why Menelaus, with his own sword shattered (.–), drags Paris
away (.–), rather than killing him with Paris’ own sword. In order to
get rid of that sword, Zenodotus had to omit lines  and  (because of
the epithet ,������). But Paris needed a shield, which is mentioned in the
second half of line . Zenodotus therefore rewrote line  and added it
after the lines about the helmet. In other words, the altered sequence of the
arming scene is the result and not the cause. This is to say that Zenodotus
may well have been aware of the standard sequence (he seems not to have
altered it anywhere else: Nickau :  n. ), but believed that it had
to be overruled in the present case. Aristarchus found fault with this, and
his method is very clear. He collected all the Homeric arming scenes, com-
pared them with each other and observed that, although they may vary in

 The adjective ��	����		� is not known from any other source and may well be a corruption.
 This sequence is dictated by practical considerations. The Homeric shield is carried by a strap

(������) around the shoulders. The process of strapping is unnecessarily complicated if the
warrior puts the helmet on first.

 Cf. schol. A Il. ., A Il. ., A Il. . (all attributed to Aristonicus); see Lehrs ([] :
), Bachmann (: ), Nickau (: –).

 Aristarchus’ objection in schol. A Il. . Ariston. is actually not insurmountable, because <��(�)
‘armour’ need not entail the sword (cf. Nickau : ).

 Cf. Porph. on Il. .ff. (I .– Schrader), also schol. bT Il. . ex.
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length and specific details, they never alter the sequence. For him (as
for most modern scholars) this was more important than the apparent
inconsistency of Menelaus not using Paris’ sword. Zenodotus’ solution,
therefore, could not be right. Although Aristarchus does not discuss type
scenes in their own right, his refutation of Zenodotus’ textual decision
comes close to doing so and reaches results similar to modern research on
type scenes.

No other type scene receives treatment as thorough as that of the arming
scene, but a number of comments indicate that ancient scholars discussed
whether or not a particular scene displayed the characteristics repeatedly
found in the other examples of that same type.

battle scenes

A domain which lends itself to this form of comparison is the Iliad ’s
numerous battle scenes. For instance, in Il. .– Deiphobus aims at
Idomeneus, who avoids the spear by ducking under his shield. Deiphobus
hits Hypsenor in his stead:

���* >�� ���
� �� 2,���. ���', �_ [susp., ���',U� Bekker] ��� �$
*W"����2�� @���� ���
��; ��� 
�� =,�� ��
',��, 9� ��0 �� s�� ��,��
@��� 
 ���		��� ���
��; [cf. .–]. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

But watch again the technique [sc. of the poet]. For failing to hit Idomeneus he
happens to kill another by chance, in the same way as he kills Amphimachus, who
is busy with other things.

In the parallel passage, it is actually Hector who misses his original target
(Teucer) and hits another (Amphimachus) instead. Consequently, either
one has to supply at the end ���
��; 〈! DC���〉 (Erbse tentatively in the
app. crit.) or one has to assume that the subject of ���
��; in both cases
is in fact Homer. The pattern ‘A aims at B but hits C instead’ is amply
attested in the Iliad (Fenik : –). And although the present scholion
mentions one parallel only, the adverb ���
� (‘again’) may well have wider
implications. For another scholion also mentions Homer’s technique of

 Cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston.: >
 ����� ����� ������	
������ � ���0 �� !��
	��� �$
s���2������, �����
�"�=�� �F�$ �� ��
	� �� (‘<The diple,> because he has taken up the
arming scene of Agamemnon with more detail, preparing for his aristeia’); similarly T Il. .b ex.
On ������	 � see Chapter .

 The same result was reached by Arend (: –, and Tafel , Schema ), who established the
sequence: greaves, corslet, sword, shield, helmet, spear(s).

 Expressions of the type ‘Homer kills Amphimachus’ instead of ‘Homer has Hector kill Amphi-
machus’ are very common in the scholia, see Excursus at the end of Chapter .
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having the warriors miss the target on their first attempt. (In Iliad ,
Patroclus and Sarpedon miss each other and hit the other’s charioteer and
horse respectively.)

�� * ��,�� ������
� ���'�,������ ��
-� �K� 5������� ������
��
��
�; �� �������. (schol. T .–b ex.)

By having the spearmen often miss the target first, he [sc. Homer] makes the reader
anxious.

As the adverb ������
� (‘often’) makes clear, this critic treats the scene
in question as an example of a recognisable narrative pattern which involves
an initial miss and subsequent hit of another target.

Another comment attests to the frequency of initial misses in the Home-
ric epics and recognises a similar narrative purpose. (In Iliad , Lycaon
attempts to clasp Achilles’ knees as a suppliant and thereby manages to
avoid Achilles’ spear.)

������
�� "# � ��
�,�$ ���'�,���
�. (schol. T .a ex.)

The occasional missing <of the target> leads to suspense.

As the generalising wording again makes clear, this scholion looks beyond
the scene under discussion and indicates that Homeric battle scenes often
have a typical structure, the purpose of which is to put the reader in a state
of suspense (see Chapter ).

A standard method in ancient and modern scholarship is the attempt
to recognise a recurrent pattern and to identify the exceptions (see Introd.
page ). Among the notes on typical battle scenes an instance is Agamem-
non’s fight with Iphidamas. The former kills the latter, but is wounded
himself (.–). Firstly, Agamemnon throws his spear but misses Iphi-
damas, who tries to thrust his spear into Agamemnon’s groin. Agamemnon
then finishes him off with his sword. A D-scholion comments:

�$� ����� ! ������� ���0� �
�� ��0 "�=���� ��� �. �� "# �;� @���
� ����Y
��, �
� �����
, >
 ! ������� ���0� �
�l�
. (schol. D Il. .)

Here alone the first to throw <eventually> wins with a second throw. In all other
single combats the rule is observed that the first to throw is defeated.

The observation is methodologically important, although its fundamen-
tal claim does not stand up to modern scrutiny. The pattern of the scene

 As a matter of fact, the scene is unique in one respect, because it ‘is the only combat in the poem
where both men . . . manage to kill somebody or something instead’ (Fenik : ). For the
reader’s anxiety see Chapter .

 On initial misses see also schol. bT Il. .a ex.
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is in fact typical (Fenik : –). It is true, though, that the one who
opens the fight is regularly defeated (Fenik : ), as ancient scholars
knew well. The beginning of book  describes the clash of Diomedes and
Phegeus, who throws his spear first. The scholion in question reads:

������� h
���"�'�. �/��;�� "# -7 �����"-�
 ��0 ������� ?�
�. ��0 "#
�K� ����'� �/	���
 H��'�2��'�. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

<‘Phegeus threw before’>: before Diomedes. It is typical for the one who leaps
forward first also to throw his spear first. He [sc. Homer] always presents the ones
<who leap forward or throw> first as the ones who are killed.

The warrior who opens the fight is always killed first. The occasion for
this generalising note, the encounter between Phegeus and Diomedes, is
the Iliad ’s first single combat that forms part of a larger battle. It is, in
other words, not a formal duel such as the one between Paris and Menelaus
(.–), but the first single combat within a larger battle. The first
occurrence of a phenomenon is so to speak the natural place to explain its
particulars in a commentary.

The critics’ awareness of typical battle scenes can also be demonstrated
e contrario when they single out a scene as being ‘new’. (In the battle over
Sarpedon’s dead body, Patroclus and the Greeks chase Hector and his allies.
The first Trojan to turn around again is Glaucus, who kills the Myrmidon
Bathycles.)

��
��� "# ! �����. ! ��� ��=��� ��
	����0� �� ��
 �� "
�����. (schol.
bT Il. . ex., cf. Eust. . = ..–)

The mode is new. For the fleeing <combatant> turns around and kills his pursuer.

The scholion’s generalising approach to the topic can be deduced from
the use of the substantivised participles (! ��=���, ! "
����), whereas
the names of the individual fighters are not even mentioned. Glaucus and
Bathycles are primarily seen here as representatives of a particular military
constellation on the battlefield that is unparalleled in the Iliad. Modern
scholarship agrees that this battle scene is in fact unique (Fenik :
–).

Admittedly, a considerable number of scholia which comment on the
‘newness’ of a particular scene want to emphasise Homer’s versatility and
not the typicality of the scenes. They praise his ability to avoid repetition

 The printed text is that of T (Erbse ad loc.: ‘fort. rectius’). b has ��0 � ���;	�� before H��'�2��'�,
which either contradicts �� or doubles its meaning unnecessarily. For the meaning of �� in the
scholia cf. Chapter  n. . The same notion that the one who opens the fight will lose underlies
the comment that the reader expects Hector to lose the fight against Ajax (schol. bT Il. .c ex.).
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and the dullness that can result from it (see Chapter ). But in order to do
so they first had to establish the typical pattern. In the case of battle scenes
their comments are so specific that we are entitled to assume the existence
of ancient studies which resemble Fenik’s Typical Battle Scenes in the Iliad
at least in principle.

deliberation scenes

The Homeric epics contain several scenes in which a character deliberates
the alternative ("
��"
,� ������ ?�
�) – whether to do A or B. The
scholia do not give a straightforward description of this type scene, but
they draw attention to a passage that contradicts the regular pattern. (In
book , Diomedes is presented in ‘twofold deliberation’, but only one
alternative action is then expressed.)

�-� "=� �/�U� �� h
���"�� ���
��&	�
 x� �����
; ���#� "# 9� "=� 5�'���
���� ���	�� �/� x� ��'�=	�� “N���'� � 	�2`�
 ��0 ���� 5
�� ��,2	�	��
”
(Il. .). (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

Why, after saying that Diomedes deliberated two things, does he [sc. Homer]
provide only one? Our answer is that he [sc. Diomedes] deliberated two plans
which both pointed towards one and the same <action>, ‘to turn around his
horses and fight man to man.’

More important than the admittedly unsatisfactory attempt to solve
the problem is the fact that the scene under discussion is held against a
standard model from which it departs. Other scholars suggested adding a
plus-verse (.a), which provides the lacking alternative B. In any case
both solutions show that the ������ ?�
� passages were seen as a recurrent
scene with a typical pattern. It is not untypical that it is primarily the
apparent or real exceptions that give rise to the discussion in the scholia
(see Introd. page ).

messenger reports

A further source for comments on typicality are the messenger scenes.
Homeric messengers normally repeat the original assignment verbatim.
Within the group of relevant examples a special case is the destructive

 E.g. Il. .–, see Arend (: –).
 Cf. schol. A Il. . Ariston.; apart from the lack of a textual basis and the weak wording (the

plus-verse simply puts the preceding line in the negative), this solution faces the additional problem
that the deliberating character normally chooses alternative B (Nünlist and de Jong : , s.v.
Prinzip des kontinuierlichen Gedankens).
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Dream at the beginning of Iliad . Zeus’ original assignment (.–) is
repeated not only once, but twice: once by Dream to Agamemnon (.–
) and once by Agamemnon to his officers (.–). Zenodotus did not
like the second repetition and rewrote the embedded speech:

>
 e���"��� 	'�2�����, �G�� �/���. “�����
 	� ���� 3` ?'���, �/�2�

�� ��, | Q��	0 ��,�	�	��
 ���0 ~ W�
��. p� ! �#� �/��� | w7,�* �����Y
�����”. � "# �������
�� �� ������� "0� ��0 �0� �������;�
 �;� �F�;�
�2��	
. ��0 �F "'	���2��. ������;�� ��� ��0 �;� 	'�������2��
� 5�'��'Y
�;� "
���	�	��
. (schol. A Il. .– Ariston.)

<The diplai periestigmenai,> because Zenodotus cut down the passage by writing
‘The father who sits on high and dwells in the sky urges you to march against
Ilios and fight with the Trojans. Thus speaking, he [sc. Dream] flew away.’ But
messenger reports are by necessity repeated verbatim twice and three times. And
one must not shy at it. For it is necessary to report also to the assembled counsellors.

Aristarchus objects to Zenodotus’ solution with the argument that
�������
�� (‘messenger reports’) are by necessity repeated twice or even
three times. Nickau (:  n. ) argues that the phrase ‘twice or thrice’
is a common saying. But the exact figures do play a role here. If the phrase
were taken in a loose sense here, Aristarchus’ argument would simply miss
the point. For Zenodotus does not take exception to the single repetition
of the messenger report, either here or elsewhere (Nickau : ), but
to the double repetition. One can therefore conclude that Alexandrian
scholars generally accept that messenger reports are verbatim repetitions
of the original assignment. They recognised a Homeric type scene of the
name �������
���. They appear to disagree on the question whether
a third repetition is possible. The problem is that the third repetition in
.– has no immediate parallel in Homer, which makes it difficult to
decide whether Zenodotus acted in ignorance of a Homeric narrative prin-
ciple or not. In any case, Aristarchus refutes his rewriting of the passage

 Conversely, other critics, challenged by Porphyry zet.  (I .– Schrader), appear to have taken
exception to verbatim repetition in messenger scenes in general. As to the term �������
���,
Nickau (:  n. ) connects it with the notion of Aristotle, for whom it simply means ‘narrative’
as opposed to ‘dramatic’ (i.e. direct speech, see Chapter ); cf. e.g. schol. S. El. , where the verb
�����2���
� designates a messenger speech. But the scholion cited above appears to reflect a more
restricted meaning of the word, as exemplified in schol. AbT Il. .b ex.: 2		���� "# "
���	���
/"2�
. . . . � "# �������
���, >�� { ���* %2��' ���'	�� %2��I "
��&�
 (‘there are four
types of narrative: . . . <secondly> the messenger report, when one reports to one person what one
has heard from another . . .’). This type is then illustrated by Iris’ speech to Poseidon (Il. .–),
which repeats Zeus’ instruction verbatim (– ≈ –); see Chapter .

 The question is set out in detail by Nickau (: –, with bibl.). It remains, however, doubtful
whether Il. .– (Iris repeats Zeus’ instruction verbatim, whereas Priam paraphrases it to
Hecuba) is enough to establish a Homeric principle to which Zenodotus adheres when he rewrites
.–.
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on the basis of a lysis ek tou prosopou (see Chapter ): the Greek officers
assembled in the boule need to learn about the Dream too, regardless of
whether the audience has heard it twice already, which is a kind of ‘realistic’
explanation.

The Alexandrians’ principal acceptance of verbatim repetition in mes-
senger reports is all the more striking because they were generally suspicious
about repeated lines and obelised many of them (e.g. Lührs ). In the
case of messenger reports, however, they recognised their special position
and treated them accordingly.

In a similar vein, a note on the short speech in which Hera sends
Iris and Apollo to Zeus (schol. bT Il. .–b ex.) observes that the
goddess does not mention the reason for the summons, although verbatim
repetition (���
�����;�) is common in this type of speech. Still in terms
of narrative conventions, one critic notes that the Homeric characters who
run an errand do not report back to the one who sent them (schol. bT Il.
.– ex., with examples in T).

Moreover, scholars also recognised that the messenger need not limit
himself to a verbatim repetition of the instruction. Iris, in particular, is
prone to contextualise her report and to add words of her own (schol. bT
Il. .– ex., A Il. .a Ariston., both with parallels).

typical numbers

Finally, Aristarchus and others appear to have recognised that Homer is
particularly prone (�F�� �����) to use the number nine. Ps.Plutarch
(Hom. .–) agrees on the prominence of the number nine and adds
that three, five and seven are also frequent. Another scholar (schol. T Il.
 The same argument is used against Aristarchus’ own athetesis of Il. .– (schol. bT Il. .–

b ex., quoted and discussed in Chapter ).
 Conversely, in the case of two messenger reports by Iris, Aristarchus argues that some lines from the

instruction were interpolated into the messenger report (schol. A Il. .–a Ariston.) or vice versa
(schol. A Il. .–a Ariston.). In both cases, he argues that the suspected lines are inappropriate
to the character in question; see also Lührs (: –). Aristarchus also suspected three lines in
Agamemnon’s instruction to Talthybius (schol. A Il. .a Ariston., A Il. .a Ariston.). Here,
however, he seems to argue that Talthybius need not be told what he knows anyway (Lührs :
–); similarly, the athetesis of . and  is not due to their being a repetition (schol. A Il.
.a Ariston., A Il. . Ariston.).

 The notion that messengers do not report everything recurs in a looser sense in schol. b Il. . ex.
 At the same time, scholars wonder why Odysseus’ report about the embassy to Achilles (Il. .–)

omits a crucial element, and consider possible answers (schol. A Il. .b Ariston., bT Il. .–
ex., D Il. .).

 Cf. schol. A Il. .a Ariston., T Il. . ex., also schol. h Il. .– (quoted by Erbse in the test.),
which lists corresponding passages: Il. ., .–. Incidentally, schol. Hes. Th. b argues that
Hesiod is fond of the number ten.
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. ex.) remarks that Homer is particularly prone (�F�� �����) to use
the number twelve. No ancient scholar, however, seems to have made the
further step that many figures in Homer are multiples of three. The ques-
tion must therefore be left open whether ancient scholars recognised the
typicality of Homeric numbers as such or simply observed his propensity
for particular figures.

conclusion

The collected evidence suggests that ancient scholars recognised recurrent
patterns in Homeric scenes and their respective characteristics. They do
not seem to have coined a particular term such as ‘type scene’, nor did they
discuss typical scenes as a separate entity. Apparently, they collected all the
relevant passages of one particular group and compared them with each
other. In the case of the arming scene, they recognised which characteristics
can be varied (length, completeness of single elements) and which cannot
(sequence). Moreover, they collected and described typical battle scenes,
including the instances which alter or contradict the standard pattern.
The same probably applies to the type scene ‘deliberation’. Finally, the
examination of Homeric messenger scenes made them understand that
verbatim repetition of lines, which they generally treated with suspicion, is
acceptable in the case of type scenes. As indicated at the beginning of this
chapter, ancient scholars do not seem to have made a connection between
type scenes and the oral background of the Homeric epics. As a further
difference it is perhaps fair to say that ancient scholars, with their emphasis
on variation (see Chapter ), tend to focus on the aspects that are not
typical. However, in order to do so they had to establish the typical pattern
first. It is also true that scholia in general tend to comment on passages
that are exceptional rather than typical (cf. Introd. page ).

 Ancient and modern scholarship on Homeric figures is collected by Hillgruber (: –); add
Eust. . (= ..–) and the parallels listed by van der Valk (ad loc.).

 Schol. T Il. .–a ex. makes the observation that Homer is generally fond of numbers in both
epics (with parallels).



chapter 17

Homeric speeches

This chapter supplements the general points made in Chapter  with some
of the more specific characteristics that ancient scholars discovered in the
speeches of Homer in particular.

speech introductions and their function

Homeric speeches are normally introduced and capped by speech formulae,
which have a function similar to quotation marks in a modern text. At the
same time, the speech introduction allows the narrator to give an idea of
what the speech is going to be like. As a note on the line that introduces
Odysseus’ first speech to Nausicaa puts it:

���	 ��	
 "# -I �����&7 ������ -� �/��	��2��� �����. �/	����� "# �/
�������� &� ������� ��. (schol. HPQ Od. .)

He [sc. Homer] confers on the reader beforehand a standard for the following
speech. But we will learn <only later> whether he [sc. Odysseus] succeeded with
his address.

The note makes two observations. Firstly, the speech introduction pro-
vides the reader with a standard which he can apply to the speech (the impli-
cation probably being that this helps him to orient himself ). Secondly,
however, the information whether or not the speech fulfils its purpose is
given only after the speech (e.g. in the capping formula).

 Consequently, critics are bothered by the absence of speech introductions (see Chapter ).
 For another scholion dealing with the function and meaning of the speech introduction see schol.

b Il. .– ex. (���	'� 	�	
 � �)"�� -� ����� 9� ���	��#� ��0 ���	2���
� H����
"'�������, ‘he [sc. Homer] mentions before the nature of the speech, that it is gentle and able to
calm the anger [sc. of Agamemnon and Achilles]’); cf. also bT Il. .c ex. (Porph.?), though not
strictly on the speech introduction itself. Similarly, notes such as schol. bT Il. .– ex. and bT
Il. . ex. explain that the description of the speaker’s appearance (Agamemnon looking angrily,
Andromache weeping) prefigures what he or she is going to say.

 If the critic meant to say that Homeric speeches are regularly introduced in such a way, this point is
left implicit (contrast Porphyry below).
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The general point about Homeric speech introductions is made by
Porphyry with considerably more detail and the explicit statement that
this is a standard feature of Homeric speeches. The long note first states
the general principle:

�������;� "�; 9�, >�� �� ���	���' 
��� �����
� ����'� �2���I 
���
! ��
���, ����2��
 ���	��� ��� �:�� <	�
 ! ����� n ��� * �N�� "
��2	���
���������. �G� ��� >��� ��5���� ���� �$ ��
��$ ��0 � �F� �:� �F��
�������
�� -� �����2��� ���'	�����. (Porph. Quaest. Hom. I, pp. –
Sodano; this is the text of ms. V, for textual variants see Sodano ad loc.).

NB when the poet is about to adduce the speech of a character, he introduces it
by giving an initial indication of what the speech will be like or with what attitude
it is spoken. Thus, taking a reference point from the poet, we will understand the
speech with a view to the very things which he himself suggested.

This basic principle is then illustrated by several examples and extensive
explanation: ms. V, for example, adduces and interprets no fewer than six
speech introductions: Il. . (= ., , .), Od. ., Il. .
(= ., ., ), Od. ., Il. .– (with a long discussion of the (still)
disputed meaning of ����5��"��) and Il. ..

Porphyry was not the first to recognise the importance of Homeric speech
introductions. In his attempt to defend the Homeric passages that others
considered inappropriate for educational purposes, Plutarch suggests, with
respect to the speeches, that the introductions indicate whether Homer
thought the speech was laudable or not. In the former case, Homer’s young
readers may well pay attention to it, but not in the latter (aud.poet. a–c).

A similar function is attributed to the formulae that cap the speeches at
the end (d). Regardless of whether one considers Plutarch’s argument as
a whole persuasive or not, he clearly treats the introduction as a guide to
the understanding of the speech, as many readers and scholars no doubt
will have done before him.

A generalising note (schol. PQ Od. .) goes some way beyond the limits
of the speech introduction itself (see also the examples at the end of n. )
and argues that Homer is wont to give a sketch of the subsequent encounter
of the characters (	=����� �F-I ���"
�'��$� �� 	'������� -�
���	����).

 Incidentally, the Odyssean passage (.) which triggered the note quoted at the beginning of this
chapter is among Plutarch’s examples of a ‘positive’ speech introduction.

 The present account only comprises comments that expressly discuss the workings of speech intro-
ductions. There are many other notes which simply interpret the introductions (e.g. schol. bT Il.
. ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .b ex.) or capping formulae (e.g. schol. AbT Il. . ex., bT Il.
. ex.).
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As for the capping formula, critics do not seem to have discussed its
workings as systematically as that of the introductions (but see e.g. schol. bT
Il. .a ex.). Nevertheless, two observations that go back to Aristarchus
are worth mentioning. The first (schol. A Il. .b Ariston.) argues that
the expression ‘marvelling at his words’ (�$��� ���		�����
), which is
found elsewhere, is inappropriate here, where it describes the reaction of the
other Greeks to Odysseus’ speech about the embassy to Achilles. Aristarchus
argues that Odysseus’ report (esp. what Achilles said to the ambassadors)
does not fall under the rubric ‘astonishing’ (�������
��). He perhaps
means to say that Odysseus’ speech is too negative to justify the phrase in
question.

The other observation is of a more formalistic nature and deals with
Homer’s usage of the verb L (‘he/she said’). Aristarchus notes that Homer,
unlike Plato, never uses it at the beginning of a speech. Still in terms of
formalism, Didymus observes that when a single character speaks as it were
on behalf of two, the capping formula can exhibit a participle in the dual
(schol. A Il. .a Did., sim. T, both with parallels).

no rapid dialogue in homer

The formalism of Homeric speeches applies to aspects other than the stan-
dard introductions and capping formulae. Homeric speeches, for example,
normally do not begin or end in the middle of the line. Moreover, speakers
do not interrupt each other. Each speaker is allowed to complete his or her
speech. Rapid dialogue, known for example from drama in the form of
stichomythia or antilabai, which can leave sentences incomplete until the
same speaker resumes his speech, is foreign to the Homeric epics. This is
what a note on Iliad  seems to have in mind. (In the rising tension of his
quarrel with Achilles, Agamemnon threatens to take Odysseus’, Ajax’ or
Achilles’ prize of honour as compensation for the loss of Chryseis. Achilles
then decries what he calls Agamemnon’s ‘greed’.)

�/��� L� "
����'�-	��
 �� s,
��2�, >� <����� ! s���2���� “n ��� n
+1����” [Il. .]. ! "# ��
��� "
�	���
��� �� �F� �"'���� �/��;�, �2,�
�
�8 	'���� 	�I �� s���2������ �����. (schol. A Il. . ex.)

It would have been natural for Achilles to get angry [i.e. to interrupt] when
Agamemnon said ‘either yours or that of Ajax’. But the poet, proceeding in

 The point is made on several occasions: see in particular schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (cf. AT Il.
.b Did.), where it is used in order to refute a Zenodotean conjecture, cf. also schol. A Il. .a
Did. vel Ariston. (with the testimonia collected by Erbse, add schol. E Od. .).
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intervals as he does, could not speak [sc. in Achilles’ voice] until he had completed
Agamemnon’s speech.

It is not clear what the critic exactly means by "
�	���
��� w�.

In any case, he seems to describe Homer’s technique of not having char-
acters interrupt each other and completing their speeches first, even in
scenes where emotions flare up. The implicit background of the note is
the observation that in this case Homer’s narrative principles overrule a
‘naturalistic’ presentation of the dialogue.

ring-composition in speeches

Modern studies such as that by Lohmann () have shown that Homeric
speeches often display a thematic and rhetorical structure known as ring-
composition. The phenomenon does not receive particular attention in the
scholia, but ancient scholars are familiar with it. (In his attempt to ransom
the body of Hector in Iliad , Priam addresses Achilles with a speech in
which Achilles’ father Peleus figures prominently at the beginning and at
the end.)

9� ^����$ �/� <���� �� * �F�$ ����� [cf. Il. .–] ��0 �/� �F�� <�����.
(schol. bT Il. .a ex.)

Since he [sc. Peleus] was apt to <induce> pity, he [sc. Priam] began [sc. his speech]
with him and ended with him.

The structure of the speech is, in other words, dictated by rhetorical
considerations on the part of the speaker. The wording of the scholion
is reminiscent of Nestor’s statement in Il. . (�� 	�0 �#� ����, 	2� "*
@�����
) and of Hermogenes’ definition of what he calls a �=���� (‘circle’):

� ���
 "2, >��, ��* �8 @���� 
� H������ n a�����, �/� � �F� �������I
���
�. (Hermog. inv. ., p. .– Rabe)

 There are no parallels for this expression in a similar context. A possible explanation is based on
musical theory, where "
�	���
��� means ‘proceeding by intervals (of musical progressions)’
(LSJ s.v.). Just as the musician develops his melody proceeding by fixed intervals (and not, say, by
means of glissando), Homer brings one speech to an end before he ‘jumps’ to the next.

 Note that when Achilles finally does interrupt Agamemnon (Il. .), Homer nevertheless adheres
to his usual principles and indicates the interruption by means of the adverb 3��5��"�� (‘inter-
rupting’).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex. (Thetis’ speech to Hephaestus begins and ends with the subject ‘pity’,
<���� ), bT Il. .– ex. (Andromache’s speech begins and ends with the subject ‘laments’,
H"'��� ); also schol. bT Il. .– ex., which, however, refers to the narrative frame around the
speech and not the ring-composition of the speech itself.

 Hermogenes first describes a more rigid form of ‘circle’, in which a sentence’s opening and closing
word are exactly identical. He then makes it clear, however, that this ‘ring-composition’ also applies
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It [sc. the ‘circle’] comes into being when one ends again with the same noun or
verb from which one began.

It is worth pointing out that the scholia, despite the analogy of the
verbs @�,�	��
 and (���)����
�, do not make use of the rhetorical term
�=���� itself, which stands sponsor to modern ‘ring-composition’. In the
Homeric scholia �'��
��� and cognates always refer to the poets of the
epic cycle and their characteristics (Pfeiffer : ), usually in a critical
tone. Conversely, Eustathius uses �=���� and cognates exclusively in the
rhetorical sense.

Whereas the scholion quoted above seems to be indebted to the termi-
nology found in Hermogenes, in other cases the scholar may simply note
that the speaker ‘returns’ (���	�2��
�) at the end to the topic of the
speech’s beginning (schol. bT Il. .– ex., cf. n. ). All in all, one can
conclude that ancient scholars recognised the ring-composition of Home-
ric speeches as a device of closure. However, they do not frequently draw
attention to it or discuss the device in its own right. More particularly, they
do not seem to have treated instances of speeches with multiple rings.

other structural analyses of speeches

Ancient rhetoric expected an orator first to give a summary of his speech’s
salient points or topics (������
�) and then to elaborate them one by
one (see Chapter ). Consequently, the analysis of the speech’s narratio
could identify the individual topics, as do several notes on Odysseus’ long
speech in Iliad  when they indicate the first, second, third, etc. topic
(������
��). Likewise, the proof section of a speech consists of two types
of rhetorical demonstration, enthymeme and epichireme (e.g. D.H. Is. ,
with Usher’s note). This is reflected in the notes that analyse the speech of
Odysseus in Iliad .– where he refutes Agamemnon’s suggestion that
they leave. They identify the first, second and third epichireme of Odysseus’
speech.

to entire speeches (e.g. Demosthenes’ Against Leptines) and need not entail a verbatim repetition of
the opening word(s).

 See L. Friedländer (: ), van der Valk (I: xciii n. ), with examples. Note that Eustathius uses
the term with reference both to the structure of single lines/sentences (e.g. .– = ..–)
and to larger units, either within speeches (e.g. .– = ..–) or in the narrator-text (e.g.
. = ..–).

 See schol. bT Il. .– ex. (��-�� ������
��), bT Il. .b ex. ("�=���� �.), bT Il. .a ex.
(� �� �.), bT Il. .a ex. (2���� �.). See also bT Il. .a ex. (on the speech’s ���� �
��).

 See schol. bT Il. .– ex. (��-�� ��
,� ����), bT Il. .– ex. ("�=���� and � �� �.).
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Less indebted to rhetorical theory but equally interesting are the notes
that explain which part of the speech responds to which part of the inter-
locutor’s speech. The principal occasion is again Odysseus’ speech in Iliad
, to which Achilles responds almost point by point. The relevant notes
point out that Achilles’ words are ‘(directed) against such and such’ (����
� + quotation of the relevant line from Odysseus’ speech). This is
indicative of careful and systematic analysis of corresponding speeches. A
similar conclusion can be drawn from a note such as schol. P Od. .,
which makes the important observation that Odysseus answers only the
last part of Arete’s question.

The analysis of corresponding speeches is not limited to speeches that
are in immediate juxtaposition. Quite often, characters react ‘with delay’
to something that had been said on an earlier occasion. Thus, Diomedes’
speech at the beginning of Iliad  not only responds to Agamemnon’s
harsh critique in the epipolesis (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.), but also to
Agamemnon’s intention to silence all other would-be challengers to his
leadership (schol. bT Il. .d ex., with ref. to Il. .). Notes of this type
testify to a high awareness of a feature that has been discussed in detail in
Chapter : the overall narrative coherence of the Homeric epics.

three-way conversation

Another aspect of speech that caught scholars’ attention is the phenomenon
that the explicit addressee is not always the real ‘target’ of the utterance.
Ancient commentators recognised such a ‘three-way conversation’, for
example, in the speech in which Odysseus reprimands Thersites. He says,
among other things, ‘we do not know clearly yet how these things will be,
whether we sons of the Achaeans will return home well or ill’ (Il. .–):

��2,��� ���' 9� ���� �� 4��	 �� �2��� ���� �K� DC������ ���� ���
.
�2	�� ��� �F-I "�; ������ 	�,�?��2��I �$ �����'�. (schol. bT Il. .–
ex.)

Very artfully he [sc. Odysseus], as if speaking to Thersites, is in fact referring to the
Greeks [i.e. the entire army]. For aiming at the masses he is in need of a moderate
intention.

 See schol. bT Il. .a ex., bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. . ex., bT Il. .a ex., and in particular bT
Il. .a ex.: Achilles reponds to Odysseus’ second topic ("�=���� ������
��).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .c ex., A Il. .b Ariston., A Il. .a Ariston.
 Cf. schol. bT Il. .b ex., T Il. .–a ex. (sim. b), bT Il. . ex., bT Il. . ex. The second

example is used by Ps.Herod. fig.  Hajdú to illustrate ���	���� (see below).
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The note not only argues that Odysseus’ warning about the uncertain
outcome of the war is not primarily meant for Thersites’ ears, but also
hints at the reason why he avoids addressing the Greek army directly: by
doing so he might have put them off. He therefore decides to steer a middle
course, so that he can have his cake and eat it. Other notes expressly state
why the speaker does not directly address his actual addressee: Diomedes
is afraid of addressing the commander-in-chief Agamemnon (schol. bT
Il. .a ex.) and therefore speaks to Sthenelus instead. Hector does not
deign to address Paris and instructs Helen to send him into battle (schol.
bT Il. . ex.).

‘Three-way conversations’ are treated in some rhetorical handbooks
under the rubric ���	���� (‘apostrophe, address’). Ps.Herodian (fig. 
Hajdú), for example, defines it accordingly and illustrates it with an Iliadic
example that is treated as ‘three-way conversation’ in the Homeric scholia
too (see n. ). In other handbooks, however, the term ���	���� only
indicates that the speaker changes from one addressee to another, without
the notion of an implicit addressee. This gives the impression of being
closer to the original meaning (���	�2��
� ‘to turn away’) and is well
attested in the scholia (see Excursus in Chapter ). Unlike Ps.Herodian,
however, the scholia do not seem to make use of ���	���� and cognates
when it comes to describing ‘three-way conversations’.

interior monologue

A recurrent feature of the two Homeric epics are the monologues, for
example when the character addresses ‘his own great-hearted spirit’ (����
m� ��������� �'���, x Il., x Od.). At least one ancient critic felt
that this was not a real speech. (Left alone on the battlefield in Iliad ,
Odysseus deliberates in a monologue the pros and cons of fleeing vs. the
risk of getting caught by the enemy.)

��
�
�-� � ���'���2�� 9� �/���2�� "
�'��;. (schol. bT Il. .– ex.)

In the style of a poet he [sc. Homer] presents the thoughts as if they were
spoken.

 Similarly, a note such as schol. T Il. . ex. argues that a speech may have an implicit addressee
in addition to the explicit one.

 Cf. e.g. Tiber. fig. III .– Spengel (= .– Ballaira), whereas Ps.Herodian’s notion is shared,
e.g., by Alex. fig. III – Spengel. Unfortunately, Hajdú (ad Ps.Herod. fig. ) does not differentiate
between the two types of ���	���� in her list of testimonia.
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The monologue is, in other words, not a real speech, but a typically
poetic way of reporting what Odysseus was thinking. Unfortunately, the
critic does not further explain his claim that this is typical of poets.

omission of speeches

Given the unmistakable prominence of speech in the Homeric epics, critics
felt that there were instances where one might have expected a speech, but
Homer decided to do without. Notes of this type usually suggest a reason
for the omission of the speech. They repeatedly explain that a speech
would have been ‘inappropriate to the current circumstances’ (���
��;��
-I ��
�-I or the like). Sometimes they are more specific and argue that
the present haste (	��'"�, <��
�
�) of the characters did not allow for a
speech. The assumption is again that under normal circumstances the
character would have spoken. Other speeches are said to have been left
out because the character would not really have had anything fitting to
say. Occasionally, the critics give a psychologising explanation for the
character’s silence. Hector does not respond to the housekeeper’s speech
because he is overwhelmed by his emotions (3�� �'��$, schol. bT Il.
. ex.). Both Ajax and Antilochus remain silent when they learn that
Patroclus has been killed, Ajax because he is aggrieved, Antilochus because
he is devastated (schol. b Il. .a ex., sim. T). Or a character’s decision

 Erbse (ad loc.) contrasts Eust. . (= ..–), who speaks of a 	,&�� ����' that can also be
found in the Odyssey.

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (Sthenelus does not respond verbally, but simply carries out Diomedes’
instruction), bT Il. . ex. (Hecuba does not respond to Hector’s speech), T Il. .b ex. (Nestor
carries out Diomedes’ instructions in silence), bT Il. . ex. (Zeus utters a powerful speech, but
Hera does not retort, because she could neither agree nor disagree), bT Il. .b ex. (Meriones
fails to kill Deiphobus because his spear breaks; despite his frustration he remains silent); also bT
Il. . ex. (Patroclus does not speak in order not to irritate Achilles even more). In all these cases,
the ‘appropriateness to the current circumstances’ argues on the level of the characters. In one case,
however, the same argument is applied to the level of the narrator: schol. T Il. . ex. argues that
the narrator omitted the speech of the mourning father ‘due to the current circumstances’ ("
� ��
��
���) and saved it for the mourning of Hector. On ‘saving for later’ see Chapter .

 Cf. e.g. schol. AbT Il. .a ex. (Odysseus does not respond to Athena’s instruction to stop the
fleeing army), bT Il. .b ex. (in the same scene Odysseus takes Agamemnon’s sceptre, neither of
them speaks), bT Il. .b ex. (Machaon does not speak when he is urged by Talthybius to go and
treat Menelaus), bT Il. . ex. (Hector does not respond to Sarpedon’s cry for help, because there
is no time for talk), bT Il. .– ex. (no gleeful speech of triumph as elsewhere), T Il. .a

ex. (unlike Diomedes in book , Menelaus drives wounded Odysseus from the battlefield without a
speech), bT Il. . ex. (Hector does not respond to Polydamas’ instruction to stop the charioteers
at the ditch), bT Il. .b ex. (Hephaestus turns to his forge without giving Thetis the chance to
speak again), A Il. .– ex. (after receiving the new armour, Thetis takes leave without speaking).

 E.g., Chryses can neither praise nor chastise the Greeks when they return Briseis (schol. bT Il. .
ex.), similarly Hera (see n. ).
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not to respond is seen as indicative of his personality. Still other notes do
not explicitly mention the omission of a speech, but imply it by explaining,
for example, that ‘X did not wait for Y’s response’.

Whereas most or all of these notes seem to consider the omission of
speeches acceptable or even praiseworthy, one note, at least, finds fault
with it: Homer ought to have quoted the speeches. In other words, this
critic seems to assume that speeches had actually been delivered, but Homer
so to speak suppresses them.

A somewhat different type of omitted speech is meant when a critic
makes the observation that Achilles (sc. in the repeating analepsis that
brings Thetis up to date, Il. .–) does not quote Chryses’ speech to
Agamemnon and Menelaus (Il. .–). In a way, the critic is saying that
Achilles does not resort to ‘speech within speech’.

speech within speech

Elsewhere, however, Homer does make use of speech within speech, and the
commentators explain it accordingly. Thus schol. bT Il. .– ex., for
example, observes that Nestor in his speech to Patroclus quotes Patroclus’
father Menoetius. The note goes on to adduce the parallel from book 
where Odysseus in his speech to Achilles quotes Achilles’ father Peleus
(Il. .–). In both cases, the critic argues, the device of ‘speech within
speech’ results in the addressees being under the impression that they are
actually listening to their father. If in the case of ‘three-way conversations’
the speaker conceals the real target of the utterance, ‘speech within speech’
allows him to pretend that he is not the actual source of the advice given.

As to terminology, there is no ancient equivalent to ‘speech within
speech’. Ancient scholars either paraphrase the literary device or they
use the same terminology that is actually used when the narrator inserts a

 Hector does not respond to Helenus, who, prompted by the conversation between Athena and
Apollo, suggests a duel with the strongest Greek fighter. This shows that he is ambitious (�
��
���,
schol. bT Il. .a ex., the subject of 3�2���� probably is Homer, not Hector).

 Cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex. (Nestor turning the chariot back to the Greek camp), also bT Il. .b
ex. (see n. ).

 See schol. bT Il. .a ex., on the scene in which Hector and Agamemnon stop the fighting and
have their armies sit down in order to prepare for the formal duel of Hector and Ajax.

 See schol. bT Il. .b ex.; in fact, Achilles also omits Agamemnon’s response.
 Conversely, schol. bT Il. .a ex. seems to ignore Il. .– when it implies that only Odysseus

resorts to ‘speech within speech’. On the quoted speech in Il. .– see also Ps.Plut. Hom. ..
 Cf. schol. bT Il. .a ex. (Odysseus quotes Calchas, with explicit praise for not omitting the

speech), bT Il. .– ex. (Hector quotes Achilles), H Od. . (Antinous quotes Penelope).
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speech. In other words, the technical term does not differentiate between
‘speech’ (as opposed to narrator-text) and ‘speech within speech’. The
reader must decide by examining the context which of the two applies.

Interestingly, ancient scholars also consider the option of a very short
‘speech within speech’ when a character seems to be using the ‘wrong’ gram-
matical person. For example, in his report about the embassy to Achilles,
Odysseus informs the others that Achilles will return home, because ‘you
will not achieve your goal any more’ (Il. .). Why does he say ‘you’ and
not ‘we’? The answer given is ‘because he is quoting what Achilles said’.

conclusion

Speeches figure very prominently in the Homeric epics and receive much
attention in scholarship, ancient and modern. In addition to the more
general features of (Homeric) speech (outlined in Chapter ) and to char-
acterisation through speech (see Chapter ), ancient scholars also applied
a close analysis to the workings and structure of Homeric speech in par-
ticular. This includes a discussion of how the Homeric narrator can steer
the reader’s response to speeches by means of introductory and capping
formulae. Scholars also notice the absence of rapid dialogue in Homer and
recognise that Homeric speeches can display a structure known as ‘ring-
composition’. Still in terms of the speech’s structure, it can be determined
by the preceding speech to which it responds. Or the speaker may react
to an utterance made elsewhere in the poem. Regarding the rhetoric of
the speeches, in some cases the alleged addressee appears not to be the
actual or not the only addressee (‘three-way conversation’). And despite his
usual preference for speeches, Homer occasionally decides to pass over a
speech in silence or to omit it, because another goal (e.g. appropriateness or
urgency) is more important now. Scholars also discuss the device of ‘speech
within speech’. In most of these cases scholars try to explain what function
the various devices have either in general or in the specific passage under
discussion.

 See Chapter  for the (strictly speaking inappropriate) use of the phrase ��� �$ "
�����
��$
��0 � �
��
��� for speech within speech (with list of examples, also from tragedy); cf. also schol.
bT Il. .b ex. (�S� �� /" �' ���	���' . . . ���* �� �����
[�_).

 See schol. T Il. .b ex. (sim. b); Aristarchus (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.) gives the same
explanation and adds that Achilles said ‘you’ ("���, Il. .) not ‘they’ ("��'	
�). For characters
who use the ‘wrong’ grammatical person because they are quoting somebody see also schol. A Il.
.c Ariston. (whereas Zenodotus read ���
, Aristarchus decided in favour of ���
�, which turns the
passage into speech within speech), schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (Sarpedon speaks about himself in
the third person, perhaps because it is an instance of speech within speech).



chapter 18

Reverse order

The structural principle here called ‘reverse order’ is regularly referred to
in ancient and modern scholarship on Homer, but there is no generally
accepted term to designate it. ‘Reverse order’ describes the Homeric narra-
tor’s tendency to return first to the last of a series of two or more elements
previously mentioned. Therefore, the structure of the principle can be
represented as: A–B—B’–A’. To give an example:

 � �� -� E,* @�
	�� <��, 	= ��
 <�����, R�$	�,
�F-� �+� �"* N���� �|�, �i ]�* s��["�7	
� �����.
N���
 �|*� �#� �2�* @�
	�
 <	�� . . . [ lines omitted]
��"�-� �+*) �6 �2�* @�
	�� <�� . . . (Il. .–, )

The horses, which are mentioned last, are taken up first, which is especially
striking as one might expect precedence to be given to the human fighters.
This Homeric structural principle was well known to Aristarchus, who
referred to it with the phrase ���� � "�=���� ������� ����l�, for
example in the scholion on the quoted passage.

>
 ���� � "�=���� ������� ��������. (schol. A Il. . Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] has taken up the second [i.e. the horses]
first.

 For ancient scholarship see the present chapter, for modern scholarship see Nünlist and de Jong
(: , s.v. Prinzip des kontinuierlichen Gedankens, with bibl.), de Jong (: xvii). In addition
to ‘reverse order’, scholars also use the terms ‘inverted order’, ‘Homeric hysteron proteron’ or ‘(principle
of ) continuity of thought’. On ‘chiasm’ see n.  below.

 The description by M. Schmidt (:  n. b) is too restrictive: ‘wenn im Vordersatz zwei
Substantive stehen, [schließt Homer] den Relativsatz in der Regel an das letztgenannte Substantiv
an’.

 This technical use of ����l� (‘to take up, refer to, respond to’) is widely attested in ancient
grammar, e.g. ���� � 	���
������� ����l� (e.g. schol. A Il. .–a Nic.); see also Schneider
(b: s.v.).
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The extant corpus of scholia provides a remarkably high number of
notes which comment on the principle. Perhaps even more interesting is
the fact that the scholia contain traces of a scholarly debate as to whether
the principle is always adhered to or not. The crucial scholion reads:

>
 ��0 ���� � ��-�� 3���l7 ! ��
���, 9� ��0 �� -7 “��,�K� �6 ��-�
��2� �&�� � �����	��. | |�
�-� �#� V��2����” [Il. .–], “〈s�� ��,��〉
��0 4���
�� 〈(��	�	���〉, | ':�� 〈!〉 �#� f���'” [Il. .–], “s���� � �
��0 DP��. | ��
 s���� � ��2�� L� �F"2 
 �)���” [Il. ., ], ��0 @��� �����
���� ��	
� [Wilam., see Erbse ad loc.] ! *C�����"
�� [fr.  Lünzner]. (schol.
T Il. .– ex.)

<Note> that the poet also takes up the first [i.e. does not always adhere to reverse
order] as also in ‘I shall tell of the leaders of the ships and all the ships. Of the
Boeotians [i.e. taking up the ‘leaders of the ships’] Peneleus . . .’, <next example:>
‘Amphimachus and Thalpius were leaders, sons one [i.e. Amphimachus] of Ctea-
tus . . .’, <next example:> ‘Athena and Hera. Still Athena stayed silent and said
nothing . . .’, and Epaphroditus lists many other examples.

The scholion clearly disputes the claim that Homer always adheres to
‘reverse order’ and gives examples. It is noteworthy that the examples for
‘parallel order’ (i.e. A–B–A’–B’) are listed in their sequence in the text of
the Iliad. It is likely that this reflects Epaphroditus’ arrangement, which
may well have been a systematic collection of relevant passages, with Il.
.– being the first example of the feature in the entire Iliad. It is
generally agreed that the remarks of Epaphroditus (first century AD) are
directed against Aristarchus, who appears to have held that Homer always
takes up the second first:

���� �� ���
5�� ��, ������ ! R2��� ���7��	�� n ! z'��=�, m ��0
〈 BJ〉���
������. DJ����� ��� ��0 ���� � "�=���� ������� ����l7. (schol.
A Il. .a Ariston.)

 There are collections of passages by Lehrs ([] : ) and Erbse (ad schol. A Il. . Ariston.,
together with VII: ), none of which is entirely complete. A-scholia: .a, . (cf. also pap.
II), .a, ., .a, .a, .–a, ., ., .a, ., .c, .a, .a, .,
.a, .a, .a, .a, .a, .a (=  notes), cf. also schol. H Od. ., V Od. ..
bT-scholia: .–, .d, ., .b, .–, .b, .–b, .c (=  notes), cf. also
., .b and schol. BMaT Od. . (p. . Ludwich). For the discussion of exceptions see
below.

 The reading of the ms. was rightly defended by van der Valk (:  n. ) and others against
the conjecture �� (Wilamowitz/Maass), which Erbse does not even report in his app. crit. N. J.
Richardson (: ) returns to the conjecture but does not explain why.

 The same argument and examples are given by Eustathius (.– = ..–.). On the
differences in diction between A and bT see below.

 See Nünlist and de Jong (: , s.v. Parallelkonstruktion), de Jong (: xvi).
 See van der Valk (: –), M. Schmidt (:  n. b), N. J. Richardson (: ).
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<The diple refers> to the ambiguity, whether it is Meges who emigrated or, and
this would be more Homeric, Phyleus. For Homer always takes up the second
item first.

The question as to whether the relative clause in Il. . refers to Meges
or his father, Phyleus, is answered by resorting to the principle of reverse
order. No less important is the fragment of a commentary on book ,
preserved in P. Oxy.  (first century BC, pap. II Erbse), composed not
long after Aristarchus’ own lifetime. The Homeric passage under discussion
is again the one which opens the present chapter.

	���
�$�
 "# >
 "
� ����� [! ��
��� �G�� �����) � "�=���� ��]�������
���� �l7 ��� /" �� 	'����
��. (schol. pap. ad Il. ., p.  Erbse, suppl. ed.
pr. e.g.)

<The line> is marked with a sign, because throughout [the poet] takes up [in
this way the second item] first according to a habit peculiar to him.

Despite the variation between �� and "
� �����, the general sense of
the two comments is virtually identical. Unlike other poets, it is argued,
Homer always adheres to ‘reverse order’. It still needs to be determined,
however, whether Aristarchus did allow for exceptions or not. After all,
another A-scholion in the vicinity of the one on . (cf. above) reads:

>
 ���� � ��
	�2��� ���� � ������� ��������. <	
 ��� ! ���-
���
���2��� s�� ��,�� [Il. .] f���' '^��, ! "# 4���
�� [ibid.] CF�=Y
�'. (schol. A Il. . Ariston., cf. also D: ������ "# �� ��
�)

<The diple,> because in violation of his regular custom he [sc. Homer] takes
up the former <first>. For Amphimachus, who is mentioned first, is the son of
Cteatus, Thalpius, <who is mentioned second, is the son> of Eurytus.

This, as will be remembered, is the second in the list of examples cited
in schol. T Il. .– ex., which derives from Epaphroditus (see above).
If one is inclined to consider this the proverbial single exception, it must
be said that in fact two more notes that can reasonably be attributed to
Aristonicus-Aristarchus mention exceptions (cf. also n. ). (Medon and
Iason are described in parallel order.)

 This note is preceded by a longer discussion of the same literary device (see below). The readings
��]������� and �����l7 (pres.) are Lundon’s (b: ), who expressly excludes Erbse’s ��]������
and ���. �� (impf.).

 The scholia minora regularly gloss �/2� with "
� �����: P. Amh. recto. ad Il. ., P. Köln IX
. ad Od. ., P. Strasb. inv. , VII  ad Il. . (J. Lundon, p.c.).

 Cf. also schol. A Il. .a Ariston. (with the telling comment 	���
�$�� 
��� , which could,
however, refer to Aristarchus himself: Lehrs [] : ).
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>
 . . . ��0 >
 ���� � ������� ������� ���� � <���. (schol. A Il. .a
Ariston.)

<The diple,> . . . because he [sc. Homer] takes up the former item <first> against
his regular custom.

Similarly, the wounding of two sons of Priam, Isus and Antiphus, is
narrated in parallel order:

>
 ����� ����� � E���� "
� � ����
���2��
 [cf. Il. .–] "=� (��0 ����
� ������� [sc. .] �����	��), N�� 	���� 	�7, ���  �� ���� %������
������. (schol. A Il. . Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] repeated the name [i.e. Antiphus] on
account of his previously mentioning two <names (?)> (and he takes up the
former [i.e. Isus] <first>), in order to make clear where each of the two was hit.

It should also be mentioned, however, that in two other cases the presence
of parallel order instead of reverse order is used in combination with other
arguments in order to justify the athetesis of a passage. All in all, then,
Aristarchus seems to have been aware that the principle of reverse order was
not used without exception. But he nevertheless held that, as relatively rare
exceptions, they did not disprove the existence of the principle as such.

Epaphroditus, apparently taking Aristarchus’ �� literally, found fault with
this view and collected a larger number of passages which did not display
reverse order. And, in fact, a considerable number of bT-scholia reflect
this other view. As for the source of these scholia, M. Schmidt (:
 n. b) holds against Lehrs and others: ‘Entsprechend können die
bT-Scholien, in denen es heißt: ���� � ��-�� 3����	� o.ä., sowohl

 The bulk of the scholion appears to comment on the fact that, though both names are mentioned
in line , Homer repeats Antiphus’ name in  and again in , whereas Isus is twice referred to
with ! �2� (, ). The purpose of the repeated name is to make clear who is wounded in which
way. For another note on parallel order see also schol. M Od. . (quoted below).

 In fact, the whole passage (Il. .–) is dominated by parallel order (cf. bT Il. .b ex.).
 See schol. A Il. .– Ariston. and schol. A Il. .a Ariston. with the remarkable explanation >


9� �� ��� ���� � "�=���� ������� ����l7, �$� "# ���� � ������� �������� (‘<The
lines are athetised,> because he [sc. Homer] for the most part takes up the second first, but here he
has <first> taken up the first’). Contrast the defence reported by Eustathius (. = ..–):
>
 �F� ����� ( ���� � ��-�� �����	
� ‘because the taking up of the first is not uncommon’
(cf. schol. T Il. .c ex., which simply records the ‘parallel order’). Schrader (: ) attributes
the passage from Eustathius to Porphyry on no obvious grounds.

 As for Aristarchus’ �� , Lehrs (ap. L. Friedländer : ) writes: �� non ‘semper’ significat [ . . . ] sed
‘plerumque’, ut haud raro apud grammaticos. This explanation is in line with Aristarchus’ alternative
expressions 9� �� ��� (see previous n.), �'��-� (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.) and 	'����� (schol.
A Il. .a Ariston.), which are more flexible than a literal �� .

 See schol. bT .b ex., T .– ex. (quoted above), T .c ex., T .– ex., T .b ex., T
.b ex., T . ex., T . ex. (?), T .b Ariston. (on this attribution see below); cf. also
schol. BMaT Od. . (p. . Ludwich).
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aus Aristonikos als auch aus Epaphroditos stammen’, and he adduces two
T-scholia which have been attributed to Aristonicus by several scholars.

In fact, one can even go one step further. For the relevant scholia which can
safely be attributed to Aristonicus, because they come from ms. A, show
a remarkable terminological consistency: notably with respect to the verb,
which is always ����l�. Conversely, in the bT-scholia the verb used is,
with one exception, always 3���l�. Especially striking are the cases
where both redactions have been preserved:

>
 ���� � "�=���� ������� ��������. ! ��� s���	 ���� [cf. Il. .]
�	0 |�
��� [cf. Il. .]. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because he [sc. Homer] takes up the second <name> first. For
Arcesilaus is a Boeotian.

>
 ���� � "�=���� 3����	��. ! ��� s���	 ���� |�
��� �	
�. (schol. T
Il. .b)

<Note> that he [sc. Homer] takes up the second <name> first. For Arcesilaus is
a Boeotian.

Despite the terminological difference, Erbse attributes both notes
to Aristonicus, but the clear-cut distribution of ����l� and 3���l�
over A and bT raises the possibility that the notes come from different
sources. And especially in the cases where the bT-scholia reflect Epaphrodi-
tus’ and not Aristarchus’ view (see n. ), it is more likely that they do not
derive from Aristonicus but from Epaphroditus (or a scholar who uses his
insights).

If this terminological distinction is accurate, an Odyssean scholion can
be vindicated for Aristarchus that is important for another reason too:

 See schol. T Il. ., attributed to Aristonicus by Lehrs ([] : ) and L. Friedländer (:
), though not by Erbse, and schol. T Il. .b, attributed to Aristonicus by Lehrs ([] :
) and L. Friedländer (: ), with Erbse following suit.

 The exception is schol. bT Il. . (attributed by Erbse to Aristonicus). Virtually the same clear-cut
division can be observed with the adverbs, with ������� outdoing ��-�� by the ratio : in
A, whereas the bT-scholia never use �������, always ��-��.

 This last point is made already by van der Valk (: ), but he does not discuss the particular
diction of the bT-scholia, which agree in principle with Aristarchus but exhibit a specific and
characteristic terminology. One wonders whether the critic who introduced 3���l� perceived a
semantic difference or tried to set off his ‘school’ against Aristarchus’. Rhetorical handbooks from
the second century AD onwards, however, mix the two words without hesitation. The same holds
true for Apollonius Dyscolus (synt. . with Uhlig’s note). Witness also P. Gen. inv.  a–b,
GH  (third century AD, Plutarch), which has ���[��	�
 instead of 3���-	�
 in all the mss.
(J. Lundon, p.c.).
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���2�� >
 ���� � ��-�� &7 ���
 ��-�� �����	��, >��� 	��� ��
��
�;. (schol. M Od. .)

NB he [sc. Homer] took up the first in the sequence first, which he rarely does.

Similarly to the Aristarchean notes quoted above, the scholion argues
that the present instance of parallel order is exceptional. What is remarkable
is its point of reference. It refers to Telemachus answering to Aegyptius’
query as to why the Ithacan assembly has been convened: is it due to the
news that Odysseus’ army is returning from Troy (Od. .–) or to another
matter of public interest (.)? Telemachus answers in parallel order that it
is neither. The note, therefore, shows an awareness of the fact that ‘parallel’
and, it is argued, more often ‘reverse order’ determine the structure of
corresponding speeches. The notion recurs in Aristarchus’ interpretation
of Odysseus’ and Anticleia’s speeches in Odyssey  (see below).

Aristarchus’ and Epaphroditus’ disagreement over ‘reverse’ and ‘parallel
order’ is not the only scholarly debate which can be glimpsed in the extant
scholia. Two more cases, one possible, one certain, can be found.

The possible case concerns a disagreement between Aristarchus and his
notorious Pergamene ‘rival’ Crates. The passage in question comes from
book  of the Iliad:

CF�=���� "2 �^ �)�� �� 	��, /	����� ���,
R��
	&�� '^�� Q���c�� "�� @�����,
>� ��� 4�5�	"* L��� "�"�'���� J/"
��"��
�� ����. (Il. .–)

The relevant scholion reads:

>
 ��0 �$ R��
	2�� ���'	2�� “>� ��� 4�5�� L����”, �F� ��0 �$
CF�'���', 9� ! f���� [fr.  Broggiato]. (schol. A Il. .a Ariston.)

<The diple,> because ‘who once came to Thebes’ must be referred to Mecisteus
and not, as Crates <argues>, to Euryalus.

Crates apparently thought that the relative clause ‘who once came to
Thebes’ goes with Euryalus. This leads to problems of chronology in that it
makes Oedipus a contemporary of the Trojan war. But Lehrs has argued that
more is at stake here. Although the A-scholion does not expressly mention
‘reverse order’ (but cf. schol. bT Il. .c ex.: ���� ��� � "�=����
3���l7), the argument seems to be that Crates was either unaware of the

 On the relationship between Aristarchus and Crates see e.g. Porter (), Broggiato ().
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Homeric principle of ‘reverse order’ or at least ignored it in the present
scene.

The certain case is Aristarchus’ disagreement with Praxiphanes (fourth
to third century BC, a pupil of Theophrastus) over the interpretation
of an Odyssean passage, for which he resorts to the principle of ‘reverse
order’. The starting-point is the same passage from book  discussed at the
beginning of this chapter.

� 	���;�� >]
 ��(��) � "�=���� ������� �����	��. �� "* �[����� ��
�$ ��
��$ ���$��� ! s�] 	��,�� ���� ��
 ��(��) V���
����� [fr.
 Wehrli]. ���;��� [��� ��'��?�
 �� *J"'		2� ��0 -
] �� ���[�]�� ��
�-�
9�
����� &
 ���0 ��[� �� ���'�� ���0 Q�����,�' �(�0)] V��������
���&	�
, ���
"���� 9� <�
 ���
	� [���$	�
 �2��
 �� �=�� =,�� ��
&
 �]��'	 �� 
�. ( "2, ��	 �, ( s� ���
� 	'����� [�6	� �F�K� ���0 �F�
�$� ���]� ���
. "
* �� �/ �� ! s� 	��,�� "�
��K� >[��� "�; ����� ��

>
 H��-� �2�]��
� ( s� ���
�. (schol. pap. ad Il. ., p.  Erbse)

[The sign, because] he took up the second <item> first. Aristarchus based his
[defence of Homer] against Praxiphanes [on this passage. For] he [i.e. Praxiphanes]
[is surprised that Odysseus] in his consolatory conversation with his mother [cf.
Od. .–] asks only [at the end about Telemachus and] Penelope, because in
his absence he [wants] above all [to know about their plight.] But Anticleia, says
<Praxiphanes>, [being] very intelligent, [turns immediately to this very subject.]
For that reason, Aristarchus, showing [what is necessary, makes it clear that]
Anticleia [speaks in the right order].

Although the lacunae in the papyrus leave open a number of questions,
the general sense of the note is quite clear. In Od. .–, Odysseus asks
the soul of his dead mother, Anticleia: (A) ‘How did you die?’, (B) ‘How
is my father (and my son)?’, (C) ‘How is my wife?’ In her answer (.–
), Anticleia takes up the third and last question first (C’), and then
passes on to the second (B’) and the first (A’). Praxiphanes apparently
questioned this sequence, supposing that Odysseus ought to have asked
first what was at the front of his mind. But Anticleia senses Odysseus’ actual

 As Lehrs ([] : –) puts it: ‘Hoc (nemo vero dubitabit) non tantum eo nititur, quod Cratetem
neglexisse mireris, quod Oedipus non potest Troianorum heroum aequalis esse sed patrum . . . sed simul
consuetudine, ad quam propendere poetam Aristarchus observaverat: >
 ���� � "�=���� �������
����l7’; more guardedly Broggiato (: ).

 The supplements (ed. pr., Erbse) are given e.g. only. For an exhaustive treatment of the passage
(incl. papyrological evidence, full bibliography, etc.) see Lundon c; cf. also Lundon (b:
–).

 This is in fact where Telemachus’ fate comes in. One may, therefore, need to rethink the supplements
���0 Q�����,�' �(� ) and �� �=�� =,��, but this does not affect the present argument.

 Cf. the structural analysis of de Jong (: –).
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interest and answers what for him was the most important question first.

Aristarchus replies to Praxiphanes’ psychologising argument by calling into
play the Homeric narrative principle of ‘reverse order’.

As indicated in n. , the papyrus commentary then immediately adds
‘<The line> is marked with a sign, because throughout [the poet] takes
up [in this way the second item] first according to a habit peculiar to him’
(quoted above). It is unusual that the same marginal sign should receive two
rather different explanations. In other words, does the papyrus commentary
draw from one source or from two? In the former case, the sentence just
quoted could be explained as a generalisation of the preceding specific
explanation, which, in addition, emphasises the Homeric peculiarity (��*
/" �� 	'����
��) of reverse order. Conversely, the assumption of two
sources is worth considering too, because it raises the intriguing possibility
that the point about Homer’s permanent observation of ‘reserve order’ was
made not by Aristarchus himself, but by one of his pupils. Unfortunately,
the question cannot be decided on the basis of the evidence currently
available.

On the assumption that the positions of Praxiphanes and Crates rep-
resent their own interpretative principles and those of their respective
contemporaries, it appears possible that it was none other than Aristarchus
who actually discovered the Homeric principle of reverse order. In that con-
nection it is worth adducing schol. A Il. .a Ariston., which lacks the
technical vocabulary, but clearly argues on the basis of reverse order. More
importantly, Aristarchus here criticises Simonides (fr.  Page) for misun-
derstanding the Homeric passage and therefore for not being familiar with
the principle. Whether it was Aristarchus who discovered reverse order or
not, in any case it is thanks to him and his school that the principle became
 A similarly psychologising explanation of the sequence can be found in schol. QT Od. .: �/"U�!

*J"'		�K� �� %�'��� �,���"-� ���0 �� �'�K� "
���
�2��� ���0 V�������� 3	��� ����	��.
( "# �F��� ��'	� �� '^�� ���0 ����� �F&� ����� ��� (‘Knowing that mothers-in-law are
hostile to their daughters-in-law, Odysseus asked about Penelope last. But she [i.e. Anticleia], in an
attempt to cheer up her son, answers about her first’). The notion that one normally mentions first
what one loves most underlies schol. bT Il. .a ex. (explains why Helen is not looking for her
brothers first), sim. b Il. .a ex.

 Wehrli (ad loc.) perceives only a mild contrast between the two scholars: ‘Der . . . Gegensatz
zwischen P(raxiphanes) und Aristarch beschränkt sich darauf, daß dieser auf eine durchgehende
Erzählungsform zurückführt, was P(raxiphanes) als besonderes Ethos der einzelnen Szene rühmt.’
But this seems difficult to reconcile with the expression ���� V���
����� (‘against Praxiphanes’),
leaving aside arguments based on the inevitably hypothetical supplements. Incidentally, Aristarchus
only explains the sequence of Anticleia’s answers, but not why Odysseus did not ask the allegedly
most important question first. For the notion that the second speech is in ‘reverse order’ see also
schol. bT Il. .c ex., which, however, argues that Achilles takes up Ajax’ last point because he
has nothing to say about the previous points.

 I owe this reference to Martin Schmidt.
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known outside the circles of ‘professional’ literary critics and entered the
conversations of learned men such as Cicero and Atticus. He or (one of )
his followers, however, seem to have overstated the pervasiveness of reverse
order and they were corrected by Epaphroditus, who collected instances of
parallel order.

From the earliest attestations on, reverse order is explained as peculiar
to Homer. It is, therefore, not surprising that there are few traces of its
application outside the Homeric scholia. A scholion to Euripides is one of
the few exceptions:

���� "# � "�=���� �����	��. �/�U� ��� “���� � ��0 �'��” �������� �
“�'�� �"
��'�2�� ���� ��"���”. ��� ��
��$ ��� � “�'��”. (schol. E. Andr.
)

He [sc. Menelaus or Euripides] took up the second <item first>. For having said
‘husband and wife’ he added ‘the wife being done injustice by the husband’. ‘Wife’
stands apo koinou.

This critic wants to interpret the text as if it read: ���� � ��0 �'��
	�2��
| (�'��) �"
��'�2�� ���� ��"��� (i.e. husband–wife–[wife]–
husband). The interpretation depends on a word standing apo koinou,
which, despite the looseness of this concept in ancient grammar, is not a
satisfactory application of reverse order. But the scholion is nevertheless
important, because it calls into play an Aristarchean argument, if only
terminologically.

Outside the domain of scholia, ‘reverse order’ is discussed in some rhetor-
ical handbooks under the rubric ���(	'�)�����	
�, ���v����	
� or
praeoccursio, for example, by Alexander (second century AD), who again
takes Homer as his starting-point:

���	'������	 � �	
�, >�� "=� �������U� H����� ���� � ���'�;��
������� �� 3����	
� ��
�	��
, 9� ��0 � BJ���
���, “<��� "* ]�* �/����
� ��0 �F,��� �2��� ��"�-� H��=��� � ��0 H��'�2���.” (Il. .– =
.–)

 Bassett () convincingly argues that G	���� ������� BJ���
�-� means ‘in reverse order in
the style of Homer’ in Cic. Att. ...

 Cf. ��* /" �� 	'����
�� in P. Oxy.  (first century BC), quoted above.
 In addition, there are several instances of the phrase ���� � ��-��/"�=���� ��-/3���l�

(e.g. schol. Ar. Pl. b, schol. Dem. ., p. .– Dilts) which do not deal with the principles
of ‘parallel’ and ‘reverse order’.

 The passage in question (bracketed in Diggle’s edition) reads: ��0 ��� 1	�� �* ���� � ��0 �'��
	2��
 [Dobree, 	�2��
cod.] | �"
��'�2�� ���� ��"���. 9� "* �S�� ���� | �'��;�� ���� ��'	��
�� "���
� <,�� (E. Andr. –).

 In accordance with all ancient sources, the scholion reads 	�2��
 (see previous n.).
 On apo koinou see Wilamowitz ([] : ad E. HF ).
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� ��� H��=��� � �F,������ ���	���"2"��
. (Alexander III .–
Spengel)

<The definition of> prosynapantesis (≈ reverse order) is: one puts forward two
nouns and returns to the last <noun> first, as in Homer: ‘then there was alike
the sound of groaning and the cry of triumph, of the slayers and the slain’. For ‘of
the slayers’ corresponds with ‘the cry of triumph’ (followed by another example
perhaps invented by Alexander himself ).

While the explanation and the example (duly recorded by schol. A Il.
.a Ariston., A Il. . Ariston.) are straightforward, there is a curious
mixture between ‘Aristarchean’ and ‘Epaphroditean’ terminology.

The present account would be incomplete without a reference to a
remarkable passage in Galen in which he discusses the question of order. He
is commenting on a section of the Corpus Hippocraticum where the author
first catalogues his topics but does not treat them in the same order. For
he deals with them starting with the surgeon, who was mentioned second,
instead of the patient, who was mentioned first. Galen comments:

�� "# &7 �����
�2��7 a�	�
 ��0 �;� ����&� ���	�� �=�� !��;�� �)��
 ,��
"
"�	��
, �� �'���� �� ��
�, �� A7 �� �������� ���
�	��. �����
��� d� ��0 �$ �	����$��� �����. 	=����� "# �;� ����
�;� ]��	
 �$�
��0 �'� � ���� ����� �F-� 5�'����0� ���2��7 ����"� ����. ���� "# �
����� ����	�
� ���� �$ ��
��$ � � ��� � 5t &� *W�
�"�� �/���2��� ��
-7 �������I. (Galen, In Hipp. de off. med. librum b.– Kühn)

In the present speech and in the following <ones> he [sc. Hippocrates] teaches
<us> how each of them must be, without sticking to the order of his list. For
then he would certainly have started with the patient [who was mentioned first].
This is common among all the ancients and countless examples might be drawn

 Similarly, the Anonymus (III .– Spengel), while the rhetoric attributed to Zonaeus (III .–
 Spengel) preserves a purely Aristarchean terminology. As for ���	'������	
� in Alexander,
Sauppe suspected a corruption of ���v����	
� (see Schindler : , also D’Angelo :
; but cf. ��������	
� in ‘Zonaeus’ and the Anonymus). Praeoccursio is the Latin translation
for ���v����	
� in the Carmen de figuris vel schematibus (–). Finally, Lausberg ([] :
§ ) adduces Rhet. Her. . as an example of Überkreuzstellung (chiasm), but his explanation of
the passages seems strained, and, more importantly, the Auctor does not himself discuss the principle
of ‘reverse order’. As to chiasm in particular, it should be noted that its prevalent definition (which is
modern: Lausberg [] : §  n. ) focuses on individual words or very short units (contrast
Hermog. inv. ., pp. .–. Rabe) and on pairs of corresponding terms. Conversely, reverse
order can also refer to longer units and to more than two corresponding elements (e.g. the example
from Od. , discussed above). In short, instances of chiasm can always be described in terms of
reverse order but not necessarily vice versa.

 It should, however, be emphasised that the list contains more than the two items. � "* �� ,�
��'�� -
�� ��* /���;��. ! �	���2�� [patient]. ! "�-� [surgeon]. �^ 3���2�
. � E�����. � �-�. >��'.
>���. >	�. >���. >��' � 	-��, � @�����. ! ,�����. ! �����. ! ����. "�-� ��. (Hipp. de
officina medici .). For the meaning of "�l� in medical contexts see Schreckenberg (: –).
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from all of them at will. But for the time being, this example from the Catalogue
in book  of Homer’s Iliad should suffice . . .

Galen then adduces two examples from the Iliad, .– and .–.

The latter passage is expressly explained by Galen in ‘Aristarchean’ terms:

�������� ���� � "�=���� �����	�� ������� [Galen, In Hipp. de off. med.
librum b. Kühn].

He [sc. Homer] added [sc. line .] by taking up the second [sc. the triumphant
cry of the prevailing soldiers] first.

Galen seems to be less concerned with reverse order in the strict sense
(the passage from Hippocrates is not an exact instance) than with cases of
changed order in general. His third example from Homer is similar to the
passage from Hippocrates but not, strictly speaking, an instance of ‘reverse
order’. The five Greek tribes that are mentioned in Il. .–, Boeotians,
Ionians (= Athenians), Locrians, Phthians and Epeians, are taken up in
the order B’-E’-D’-C’-A’. In other words, Homer ‘took up the second
<tribe> first’ (Galen: ���� �#� ��� � "�=���� �����	� ��-��) in
a very literal sense, but the passage as a whole does not display a perfect
reverse order. A possible explanation is that for Galen (or his source) the
phrase has lost the specific meaning it had for Aristarchus and his school.
And whereas reverse order had been a Homeric peculiarity for Aristarchus,
Galen claims that it can be found in any classical author. His examples,
however, still come from Homer. An alternative explanation could be that
Galen is showing off his learning to an innocent audience by making a
confident overgeneralisation, in that he extends a catch-phrase of Homeric
criticism to the entire Greek corpus of authors.

conclusion

The numerous notes on ‘reverse order’ (A–B—B’–A’) testify to the great
interest that ancient scholars had in narrative technique in general and

 Both passages are explained in the same way in the A-scholia. Is it a coincidence that no passage
between .– and .– is explained as reverse order in the A-scholia? Was there a list of
examples of reverse order (similar to Epaphroditus’ list of counter-examples) on which Galen drew?
Note also that the second of Galen’s examples recurs in Alexander’s rhetoric (quoted above).

 Galen oddly attributes the passage to book . Or is �t a corruption for �t ? (Same mistake in schol.
E Il. .c ex. (see app. crit.) with respect to books  and  of the Odyssey.) For the structure of
the passage see Janko (: ad .–).

 The passage seems to have been known for its unusual order, see schol. T Il. . ex.: �F�
����	� �� ��
�. ����'� ��� �)�� |�
��=� (‘He [sc. Homer] did not keep the order. For he
mentioned the Boeotians first’); similarly Eustathius (.– = ..–).

 This second explanation has been suggested to me by an anonymous referee.
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questions of structure in particular. ‘Reverse order’ was found both on
a small scale (e.g. the narrating of how two minor characters died in
battle) and on a larger scale (e.g. the structure of two successive speeches
that correspond to each other). A point can perhaps be made that the
principle known as ‘reverse order’ was discovered by Aristarchus. In any
case, by his time scholars systematically scrutinised the Homeric epics
for instances of reverse order, which also led to the recognition of the
exceptional cases where the order is actually parallel (A–B—A’–B’). In fact,
Epaphroditus appears to have made a systematic collection of passages in
parallel order, which he exploited against the view that Homer ‘always’
adheres to reverse order. Most interestingly, the contrast between the two
‘schools’ appears to be reflected in slightly different terminologies (esp.
������ vs. 3�����). No later than the first century BC the notion of
‘Homeric reverse order’ appears to have entered the vocabulary of learned
men, who could season their conversations by applying the known concept
in a looser sense to various instances of reverse order.



chapter 19

Staging, performance and dramaturgy

Unlike editions of modern plays, ancient dramatic texts were extremely
laconic when it came to providing the reader with crucial information
such as the identification of the various speakers, stage directions of all
sorts, descriptions of the scene, etc. At an early stage readers were given
little more than the bare text and were apparently expected to supply all
the other pieces of information themselves by inferring them from the
text. However, the limits of this system made themselves increasingly felt,
and readers started, for example, to identify the speakers in the margins
and between the lines. Not only had it become increasingly clear that this
type of information was vital for a proper understanding of the plays, but
the laconic presentation of the early manuscripts also led to a considerable
amount of confusion and disagreement. As a result, the extant corpus of
scholia contains numerous traces of ancient discussions and explanations.

identification of speakers and addressees

The easiest and most common way of identifying the speaker is an abbre-
viation of the character’s name in the margins or interlinear space of the

 For example, the earliest manuscripts originally indicated only that there is a change of speaker
(paragraphos in the left-hand margin below the line in question, dikolon or space within the line),
but not who the speakers are (cf. e.g. numbers , ,  and  in Turner and Parsons ).

 It is now generally accepted that we must reckon with a gradually increasing flow of information
and not with a fully annotated original manuscript that became thinner in the course of the textual
transmission. Consequently, the stage directions given in the scholia cannot a priori claim to have the
authority of the poet or first producer. They must therefore be treated with caution when it comes
to reconstructing the original production of the play (see e.g. Taplin a: passim, esp. – or
Bain : ). However, Taplin’s repeated polemics against ancient interpretations seem gratuitous.
Even if they are sometimes ‘mistaken’ (sc. with respect to the original staging), they can nevertheless
be of importance because they show how the passage was understood at some point in the history of
scholarship. For the topics treated in this chapter see in particular Trendelenburg (), Weissmann
(), W. G. Rutherford (), Malzan (), Meijering (), Jouanna (), Falkner (),
Easterling (), Easterling (in press).
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manuscript. However, the scholia, too, explicitly identify the speaker with
some frequency. A scholion on Wasps (schol. Ar. V. a), for example,
indicates that the line in question is spoken by ‘one of the slaves’ (�:� -�
�/��-�). Given that the rapid dialogue scenes of comedy with their fre-
quent changes of speaker (often in mid-line) pose a greater challenge to the
reader, notes of this type are more common in the comic scholia, but they
do occur in tragic scholia too. One of the recurrent problems of attribution
in tragedy is the question whether the line is spoken by the chorus (leader)
or a character (cf. schol. E. Med. , also Hipp. ).

It would, perhaps, be rash to assume that notes which identify the speaker
always presuppose a real debate over the correct assignment. Scholars and
readers may simply have felt the need to make things clear. But quite fre-
quently there is in fact disagreement or uncertainty. Of particular interest
are the comments which do not simply mention what according to them is
the correct assignment, but actually argue the case. As the following note
on Frogs makes clear, questions of this kind were discussed and answered
by the Alexandrian scholars. (Who is the speaker in Frogs ?)

�$� ! �
��'	�� �2��
, 3����������� �� CF�
� "�' ����� "
� � 3���Y
	��="�
�, 9� ��0 s� 	��,�� ��	
�. �G� ��� �/���� ! +/	,=��� �������.
“�
��'	�, � ��
� �)��� �F� ����	� ��.” (schol. Ar. Ra. a)

Dionysus says this, on account of his excessive eagerness cutting off Euripides’
speech, as Aristarchus, too, says. For with this distribution of speakers it was
reasonable for Aeschylus to continue: ‘Dionysus, the wine you drink does not
have the best of bouquets.’ (Ra. )

The note testifies to the careful analysis of the line in its context. It results
in the suggestion that Dionysus cuts off Euripides (whose conditional
period in  remains incomplete), for which a ‘psychological’ motivation
is given: Dionysus cannot wait to make his joke. With this distribution,
Aristarchus argues, it makes better sense for Aeschylus to address Dionysus

 Here and throughout this chapter ‘name’ is short for how the character is identified in the play,
which includes professions (e.g. ����� ‘nurse’) or terms of kinship (e.g. �'���� ‘daughter’) in
the case of nameless characters. For names supplied in the margins and between the lines of ancient
manuscripts see e.g. numbers ,  and  in Turner and Parsons ().

 For a collection of such notes (as usual all from the Ravennas) see W. G. Rutherford (: ).
A character’s name need not of course be mentioned in the text immediately upon his or her first
entrance, but only some time later. As a result, there are also scholia of the type ‘this is where we
learn the name’ (e.g. schol. Ar. Th. , on Mica, who enters with the chorus in , speaks first in
 and leaves in , just after the audience has finally learned her name).

 The question of speaker assignments also occurs in scholia to non-dramatic texts, e.g. schol. Theocr.
.a, .–a, and once even in a Homeric scholion (schol. A Il. .a Ariston., sim. T); cf. also the
Homer papyrus (P. Oxy. ), which identifies the speakers (incl. the poet) in the left-hand margin.

 For a collection of relevant comic scholia see W. G. Rutherford (: –).
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in the next line. The note demonstrates that Alexandrian commentaries
could contain detailed arguments regarding the proper distribution of lines
and their justification.

A somewhat unusual type of speaker assignment is at stake when a pas-
sage seems to require the assumption that it is spoken by several characters
together.

The proper understanding of a passage may depend not only on knowing
who the speaker is, but also on who the addressee is (e.g. schol. S. Ant.
: Creon speaks to the messenger, i.e. the guard). Here again the scholia
reflect efforts to clarify the potential or real ambivalence of the text’s bare
bones. (Early in the parodos of Euripides’ Medea, she is heard screaming
inside the house. The chorus says ‘Did you hear, O Zeus and earth and
light of the sun, what a wail the miserable woman utters?’, E. Med. –.)

� “@c��” ! � "'��� [pp. – Schmidt] 9� ���� �� �$ ,���$ ��	
 �2��	��
.
“���=	��;” ��0 �F ���� �� � �. (schol. E. Med. )

Didymus says that ‘did you [sg.] hear’ is spoken to the women of the chorus [sc.
addressing each other], <i.e.> ‘did you [pl.] hear?’, and not to Zeus.

The passage in fact shows that the identifications of speaker and addressee
are often interrelated. As the context of the scholion demonstrates, Apol-
lodorus of Tarsus apparently thought that ‘did you hear, O Zeus . . . ?’
cannot be spoken by the chorus, because it would be ridiculous (����;��,
schol. E. Med. ), and made Medea the speaker. Didymus refuted Apol-
lodorus’ assumption that ‘did you hear’ is addressed to Zeus and vindicated
the line for the chorus.

Determining the addressee of an utterance also depends on who is on
stage. Thus schol. S. Aj. a, for example, argues that the addressee of the
imperatives 1�*, �����'`�� (‘come, uncover [sc. Ajax’ dead body]’) must

 Needless to say, this includes a number of long-term zetemata, for example, whether the (second)
chorus in Frogs is split into two semi-choruses, as Aristarchus argued (schol. Ar. Ra. a, b, c,
cf. Dover : –). These and other notes on semi-choruses are collected by Weissmann (:
–), whose conclusion, however, that they all go back to Aristarchus must be treated with caution.

 E.g. schol. Ar. Ra. b (even claiming three simultaneous speakers, but the Corpse should not have
been included), d (two speakers, Aeschylus and Euripides, correctly).

 Whereas the speaker can easily be identified in the margin or interlinear space of a manuscript, it is
much more difficult to do the same for the addressee without creating unnecessary ambiguity.

 For a collection of comic scholia see W. G. Rutherford (: ). The most common way of
identifying the addressee is ���� + acc. (also in non-dramatic scholia: bT Il. .a ex.), which,
however, can also designate a referent who is not physically present on stage (e.g. schol. Ar. Pax
b).

 Cf. Roemer (: ), Malzan (: –).
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be the chorus or a servant, because Tecmessa had left the stage previously
(on exits see below).

Another potential stumbling-block for the reader is a change of
addressee, which again is commented on in the scholia. A standard phrase
for such a change is ���	�2��
� �� ����� ���� 
�� (lit. ‘to turn away
the speech <from X> to Y’, e.g. schol. A. PV a–c).

The question of the speaker’s addressee also plays a role in the case of
asides, which are of course defined by the absence of an addressee. For
example:

���� %�'�� ���	����;	� �2��
. (schol. E. Hec. )

Turning away she [sc. Hecuba] speaks to herself.

Although Hecuba herself explains in line  that the vocative "=	��(�)
‘luckless’ is a self-address, some critics apparently thought that Polydorus is
the addressee. This can be gathered, among other things, from Didymus’
rather curious interpretation that the vocative is directed both to Polydorus
and herself (schol. E. Hec. , with Schwartz’ supplement).

Elsewhere (schol. S. Ant.  = fr. com. adesp.  K-A) the interpre-
tation of the verse as an aside adds the interesting point that this literary
device is particularly common in comedy. The phrase for ‘aside’ in these
scholia is ‘(speaking) to oneself ’ (���� %�'��/-��). It is worth noting
that the same expression can also indicate a monologue (e.g. schol. Ar.
V. a), where there is literally no addressee present on stage. The expres-
sion also occurs in scholia to non-dramatic texts (e.g. schol. Hes. Th. ,
on Hesiod’s self-address).

The alternative expression for asides has it that the utterance is spoken
‘silently’ ((	',&I, ��2��). In other words, this expression does not specify
the (absence of an) addressee, but explains how the passage is delivered (on
delivery see below). Occasionally, the two forms occur in combination.

 Cf. the similar argument in schol. A. Eum. a, S. El. . Incidentally, another scholion on the
same passage from Ajax (schol. S. Aj. b) mistakenly claims that the addressee is Tecmessa. As in
schol. E. Med. , the question as such seems to have arisen on account of the imperative singular.

 On the various meanings of ���	�2��
�/���	���� see Chapter . On occasion the same can
be expressed by ��
	�2��
� (e.g. schol. E. Hec. ).

 Cf. schol. E. Med. , Tr. . On Hecuba’s posture see below.
 For (	',&I see e.g. schol. Ar. Ra.  and the interlinear notes in the Bodmer papyrus (Men. Asp.

, ); ��2�� e.g. schol. E. Hec. , Ar. Ra. g, but also schol. A Il. .– Nic. For asides cf.
also �������� in schol. Ar. Ach.  (on �������� see also Chapter ). The word ��2�� does not
always indicate asides. In schol. Ar. Th.  it means that two characters converse unbeknownst to
a third, in schol. A. Ch.  that the chorus utters "=	���� �'�� sotto voce; cf. also 	
��&I in schol.
HQ Od. ..

 Cf. schol. E. Or. , Med. .
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Interestingly, the scholia identify yet another type of addressee, namely
the audience in the theatre. This feature, nowadays often referred to as
a form of ‘breaking the dramatic illusion’, is comparatively common in
comedy. But it comes as a real surprise that ancient scholars seem to
recognise instances of this device in tragedy too. Their comments make
it clear, however, that addressing the audience is not a commonly accepted
feature of tragedy. In one case, Euripides is criticised for it. Another
relevant scholion reports an interesting debate over the exact reference of
the word �1"�� (‘you [pl.] saw’), spoken by Electra, who is briefly alone on
stage after the opening scene in Euripides’ Orestes:

� “�1"��” ��0 �$ “1"�
 
� @�” [supported by two Iliadic parallels: ., .].
<�
�
 "2 ��	
 �;� "��	0 �$� �2��
�. �^ "# ���� � �2����, m ��0 @��
���.
�����'	
��� ��� �	
� ��0 �l���� -� ���-� ! ��
���, �F ���� ?�� -�
���
5�����=���. (schol. E. Or. )

‘You saw’ in the sense of ‘one could see’ [cf. Il. ., .]. But some claim that
she [sc. Electra] says this to her female servants [sc. mute extras]. Still others <that
she says this> to the audience, which is even better. For the poet always tries to
be particularly attractive to the spectators, not caring about meticulous critics.

In the first part the scholion considers the possibility that the second
person plural is either generic or addressed to the mute servants. The

 Admittedly, it is not so often commented on as one might expect: schol. Ar. Ach. a, Pax a, .
Slightly more frequent are comments on the rather unproblematic case of the parabasis (schol. Ar.
Eq. b, Pax b, Av. b, also Ach. a and schol. Luc. .). A different form of breaking the
illusion is when characters speak about the audience: e.g. schol. Ar. Ra. a, . Incidentally, the
concept ‘breaking the dramatic illusion’ is itself not without difficulties (Easterling : –).

 On this topic see Bain () and especially Meijering (: –), who, however, does not
sufficiently differentiate between characters who directly address the audience and characters who
speak on behalf of or with a view to the audience (for the latter see e.g. schol. E. Tr. , Ph. ). I
therefore disagree with her claim that schol. A. Eum. a deals with ‘Euripides’ habit of addressing the
spectators’ (: ). The point is that Euripides’ prologue speeches are not sufficiently motivated,
but cater to the audience.

 Only schol. E. Andr.  simply mentions the device without either positive or negative comment,
whereas schol. S. El.  categorically states ���0 "# @��2� �	
 ���� �K� ����� n ���� %�'��
�$� "
��2��	��
 (‘since it is inappropriate to address these things [sc. Electra’s lament] to the
audience or herself’, she calls to witness several gods). Although the note specifically deals with
Sophocles’ Electra, it may well be indicative of the general rule that tragic characters ought not to
address the audience.

 See schol. E. Tr.  (on the prologue). It is true that Poseidon does not actually address the
audience, but the critic apparently understands the scene in such a way (`',�-� -I �����I
���	"
��2���
, ‘in a frigid way he addresses the audience’).

 E. Or. – is usually taken as a question (‘did you see . . . ?’) by modern interpreters (except
for Willink : ad loc., who advocates the variant 1"��), but at least some of their ancient
predecessors considered it an assertion (otherwise the suggested interpretation as generic second
person is inconceivable). For such explanations as generic second person see the testimonia collected
on schol. A Il. .a Ariston.
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second part, endorsed by the critic, sketches a remarkable picture of a ‘pop-
ulist’ Euripides. In his permanent attempt to attract the audience at large,
Euripides makes use of directly addressing the audience in spite of the few
‘professional critics’ who will find fault with it. The term ���
5�����$���
has negative undertones (‘nitpicking’, see Elsperger –:  n. );
this commentator is at pains to defend Euripides from the criticism of his
colleagues, which was probably the prevailing view.

entrances and exits

A topic similar to the assignment of lines to speakers is the identification
of entrances and exits, including those of silent characters, which can pose
particular problems. Entrances and exits are among the many characteristics
of a play that place the spectator in a much better position than the reader.
Whereas the spectator is immediately aware of them, the reader needs to
visualise and then keep in mind the entire stage action. Explicit indication
of entrances and exits no doubt makes the task easier. This could be done
in the text itself by means of a marginal sign, the so-called koronis. But
the system has its limitations: the koronis can only indicate the entrances
and exits that mark the beginning or end of an entire scene, but not
entrances and exits that happen in the course of a scene, and, equally
important, it cannot specify the name(s) of the character(s) involved. The
scholia are in a better position to provide this kind of information. For
example:

��2�,��
 ! X��`
�"�� ��
��-� �� (�2���. (schol. Ar. Nu. b)

Enter [sc. from the house] Strepsiades counting the days [sc. until his debts are
due].

All in all, entrances such as Strepsiades’ are mostly unproblematic: he
re-emerges after a choral ode and begins to speak immediately. In such

 As explained by Hephaestion (p. .– Consbruch): &I �#� �6� ����� "
 ��� ����'� ��;�.
��
 >�� -� 3����
-� �/����� 
�� ��0 �������2��� ����� ���
 !,����. n<����
�.
n >�� ���5�	
� ��� ���' �/� ���� � ��	��
 "��&I &� 	���&�. The Aristophanic scholia
frequently mention the koronis (schol. Ar. Ach. a.II, b, etc.); see also Taplin (a: ).

 Terminologically, the scholia make use of a system that is apt to create confusion. The word
��2�,�	��
 ‘to go out’ (and cognates) appears to designate both entrances (e.g. schol. S. Aj. )
and exits (e.g. schol. S. Aj. a), as does the opposite term �/	2�,�	��
 ‘to go in’ (and cognates;
entrance: e.g. schol. S. OT ; exit: e.g. schol. S. El. ). The riddle’s solution seems to be (see
e.g. schol. E. Hec. , p. .– Schw.) that ��2�,�	��
 denotes (a) entrances from the stage house
or (b) exits through the wings, �/	2�,�	��
 (c) exits to the stage house or (d) entrances from the
wings. In accordance with (a), <	� means ‘within’ (i.e. backstage), e.g. schol. E. Ph. .

 For a collection of comic scholia see W. G. Rutherford (: –).
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cases the identification of the new character is not really a problem, and
many notes of the type just quoted provide other information in addition
to simply mentioning the entrance (see below).

Things can be more difficult, however, when the new character is tem-
porarily or permanently silent. (In the final scenes of Acharnians, the
slave of a groom and a bridesmaid approach Dicaeopolis with requests to
get a share of his newly made peace for the couple. Only the slave has a
speaking part, whereas the bridesmaid is a mute character who whispers
her request into Dicaeopolis’ ear.)

<�,��
 �'���=�
� "���2�� �
��
����
"�� ��0 �2��'	� >
 <���`2 �� 
�
�=��� "���&�� 	�' ���� � ��5�;� &� �/����� . . . ����� "# �/	����
 �
���	���� &� �'���'� ��. (schol. Ar. Ach. )

Enter a bridesmaid entreating Dicaeopolis and telling him ‘A bride has sent me to
ask you for a share in your peace’ . . . The character of the bridesmaid is brought
on stage as a mute.

The critic not only explains the entrance of the mute bridesmaid, he
even ‘quotes’ the words which she supposedly whispers into Dicaeopolis’
ear (based on what he says in –, cf. schol. Ar. Ach. a, b).

In addition to ����� ���	���� (‘silent character’, on which see also
Chapter ), ancient critics also make use of the term ����,�������,
which, however, is somewhat elusive. Not only is the exact meaning unclear
(perhaps ‘something furnished in addition’: Taplin a:  n. ), but it can
also be applied both to ‘real’ mutes (schol. A. Eum. a, PV c) and to a
minor character such as Trygaeus’ daughter (schol. Ar. Pax d), who does
speak a few lines, as the commentator correctly observes. The common
denominator is perhaps that ����,������� stands for characters that
are added to the ones played by one of the three (tragedy) or four (comedy)
‘professional’ actors (paid for by the state), regardless of whether these

 As argued in n. , the verb usually indicates whether the character enters from the house or through
the parodos (for a discussion of the two possibilities see e.g. schol. E. Hec. ). The extant scholia do
not seem to discuss whether entrances or exits are from or to left or right.

 Failure to recognise the presence of mute characters has in fact led to long-term misunderstanding
(see e.g. Dover :  on Ra. –).

 Cf. the notes which mention (or imply) that a character is accompanied by a mute: schol. Ar. Nu.
b, .�, Lys. , Pl. b, etc. (see W. G. Rutherford : –).

 On whispering extras see also schol. S. OT  (the youths indicating to the priest the arrival of
Creon).

 The latter case seems compatible with the definition given by Pollux (.: �/ "# 2����
3����
�� 
 ������2��
�, �$� ����,������� H����?��
, ‘if a fourth actor says some-
thing, this is called parachoregema’). His example, Aeschylus’ Memnon (TrGF III p. ), shows that
he is thinking of tragedy, where a fourth character must be an extra. For the three-actor rule in
ancient scholarship see below.
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additional characters have a small speaking part or not. Admittedly, even
this tentative explanation fails to do full justice to a fourth attestation of the
word in schol. Ar. Ra. b, which states that the chorus of frogs is called
����,�������� because they are invisible to the audience (on invisible
characters see below). The notion is perhaps that the chorus of frogs is
an ‘addendum’ to the ‘real’ chorus of initiates, whose training was paid
for by the choregus. (In reality the same people could of course perform in
both choruses.) All in all, the (probably late) term ����,������� does
not seem to be used with as much terminological consistency as one would
wish.

It is a well-known fact that the texts of Greek plays are particularly rich
in indications that help reconstruct the action on stage (e.g. Wilamowitz
: xxxiv, Taplin a). Consequently, notes on entrances and exits
frequently draw on such textual markers, sometimes explicitly (cf. e.g.
schol. S. El. : the present passage makes it clear that Electra had gone
inside beforehand).

On occasion, however, an entrance or an exit may leave no explicit trace
in the text, but must be reconstructed on the basis of the action. These
cases can create particular difficulties and are therefore commented on as
well. (In Medea , the nurse is alarmed by Medea’s screams within the
palace. A proper understanding of the passage requires the assumption that
the children have gone back in.)

��� �� 3����	
� �/	&���� �^ ��;"��, ( "# ���	5$
� �6	� <����� ��
-
	���?�
. (schol. E. Med. )

It follows from the stage action that the children have gone inside, but the old
woman, who is <still> outside [i.e. on stage], is groaning.

The general sense of the scholion is clear, but the exact meaning of ���
�� 3����	
� is difficult. Meijering (: ) seems to connect it with
3����	
� in the sense ‘subject-matter, plot’ (cf. Chapter ) and glosses the
expression in the scholion with ‘(according) to the way Euripides presents
the situation here’. In any case, the scholion implies that the children’s exit
has left no noticeable trace in the text.

The same can also be said by means of a somewhat unusual adapta-
tion of the expression ��� � 	
�������� (lit. ‘silently, tacitly’, hence

 Cf. also the list of dramatis personae in ms. V, which reads 5���,�� ����,������� (and
����,������ in ms. R is probably a corruption of the same word).

 On ����,������� see Rees (), Pickard-Cambridge (: ).
 Cf. schol. E. Or. .
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‘implicitly’). (In Medea  Medea enters the stage and addresses the
chorus.)

,�� ���;� >
 ��� � 	
�������� �/	����$	� ( ���$� ��������	� ��
R�"�
�� ������;� ���� �� ��� �$ ,���$. (schol. E. Med. )

One must understand that the old woman [i.e. the nurse] having tacitly gone
inside [sc. after ] encouraged Medea to leave the house and meet the women
of the chorus.

The expression ��� � 	
�������� normally means that something
is left implicit in the text. At first sight, this does not exactly apply here
because in the preceding conversation the chorus explicitly urges the nurse
to fetch Medea (–), and the nurse says she will comply (). However,
she first delivers a fairly substantial speech (–). The critic appears to
miss a clearer indication of her actual exit after line  (e.g. an explicit
exit line) and explains that it happened ‘tacitly’.

In a similar way, the expression ��� � 	
�������� can also be used to
describe ‘silent’ entrances. (In Euripides’ Orestes, Electra refers with deictic
�N" * �6 ����
	
 (‘these women are here again’) to the impending entrance
of the chorus.)

��� � 	
�������� <�,���
 �^ �'��;��� /"�;� �� *J�2	�� �-� <,�
, ��0
����	�� �F��. (schol. E. Or. )

The women approach silently in order to see how Orestes is doing, and she [sc.
Electra] noticed them.

Given that Electra expressly announces the impending entrance, the
expression ��� � 	
�������� probably does not mean (as elsewhere)
that the entrance leaves no explicit trace in the text at all. Rather, the
critic probably means to say that the chorus approaches ‘in silence’, that is,
without singing (yet). The critic decides to alert the reader to the fact that
the chorus’ presence on stage must be assumed before their first speaking
part appears in the text; in other words, their entrance does not coincide

 On ��� � 	
�������� see Chapter .  Cf. schol. A. Th. g.
 On presupposed entrances and exits see also schol. E. Ph. , Ar. Nu. b, Pl. b. Other

notes, e.g. schol. S. Ph. , simply indicate ‘exit X’ (here Odysseus).
 Cf. schol. Ar. Nu. a.
 I suspect that a similar explanation can be given for schol. E. Or. : ��� � 	
�������� �)"�

�� V'��"�� ��,������ (‘<Orestes> saw Pylades coming kata to siôpômenon’), which is slightly
odd, because Orestes explicitly mentions the impending entrance. A possible solution (adopted in
the translation) is to take ��� � 	
�������� with ��,������, despite the Greek word order. A
similar difficulty recurs in schol. E. Ph. , also Or. .
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with their first utterance. One might, of course, object that the characters
in question need not be visible on stage but may well be seen approaching
by the character(s) only. But the ancient critic perhaps does not intend
to imply more than the idea that the new character affects the stage action
before he or she first speaks, which is the only explicit clue that an ancient
reader normally receives in the text.

The virtual opposite of silent characters on stage are characters who
deliver their text without being visible on stage. This again is crucial infor-
mation for a reader who wants to understand and visualise the play. The
scholia help by explaining that a character speaks ‘from within’ (<�"����)
or ‘(being) inside’ (<	�). Well-known cases of disputed visibility on stage
are, for example, the age-old questions whether the (first) chorus of Frogs
actually appears on stage at all (schol. Ar. Ra. b) and whether the chorus
in Clouds sings the first part of the parodos off stage (schol. Ar. Nu. b).

Although it trespasses into the territory of acting (on which below), it
may be appropriate to treat an apparently unusual entrance here. It is envis-
aged by a notorious scholion on the Phrygian slave in Euripides’ Orestes,
who describes his flight from inside as ‘Out of death I have escaped the
Argive sword in Asian moccasins over (3�2�) the boudoir’s cedared tim-
bers and the Doric triglyphs’ (E. Or. –). Many readers, ancient and
modern, took 3�2� to mean ‘over’ and assumed that the actor spectacu-
larly leapt down from the roof of the stage house. This assumption openly
clashes with the chorus’ description of his impending entrance through
the door (E. Or. –). Consequently, these lines were excised as the
interpolation of actors who feared they might get hurt if they leapt down
from the roof. In reality, the transmitted text may well be sound and
the Phrygian’s entrance less exciting but more in accordance with usual
ancient stage practice, that is, through the door. In order to support this
interpretation, modern scholars offer two solutions that both have their
roots in ancient explanations. Either the spectacular leap happened inside

 For the notion that a character describes on behalf of the audience what is happening inside see e.g.
schol. Ar. Pax a (on the slave describing the meal of the dung-beetle).

 For <�"���� see e.g. schol. S. Aj. , E. Hec. , Ar. Pax j, for <	� e.g. schol. E. Med. .
Occasionally, the question depends on who the speaker is (e.g. schol. E. Hipp. : the nurse from
within or a messenger on stage?). It should be pointed out that remarks such as <	���� in modern
editions (e.g. Mastronarde : , at E. Med. ) are not normally based on manuscript evidence.

 A rather different type of invisible character comes into question when the utterance is heard only
by the character on stage (e.g. schol. E. Hipp. ).

 See schol. E. Or. ; the explanation is both accepted and rejected by modern scholars (see Willink
: , with lit.). For scholia on actors’ interpolations in general see Page (), Hamilton (),
Garzya ().
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the palace (i.e. invisible to the audience), or 3�2� here means ‘beyond the
confines of’.

The rubric ‘entrances and exits’ would be an appropriate place to discuss
two special technical devices: the theatre crane and the so-called ekkyklema.
But it seems better to treat them together with other technical devices (see
below).

An interesting note on the opening scene of Eumenides alerts the reader
to the fact that the exit of the priestess into the temple (from where she will
re-emerge shortly afterwards) results in the stage being empty for a short
time (��� * H� ��� <����� ( 	���� � ���
, schol. A. Eum. a).

Turning briefly to non-dramatic texts, it may at first sight seem inap-
propriate to speak of a character’s ‘entrance’. But ancient scholars have no
difficulty using the word (���)�/	���
�, which seems to originate with
the description of dramatic poetry (‘to bring on stage’), when a new char-
acter is (re)introduced by the narrator. (Towards the end of Iliad , the
tension between Zeus and Hera is eased by Hephaestus, who acts the part
of Ganymede.)

5
�
�-� �6� "
� �$ ��
"�� �=�
 �� 	�	
� ��0 � ����#� �$ 	'���	 �',
��������� ����
	���� �� DP��
	��. (schol. bT Il. . ex.)

With lifelike realism he [sc. Homer] has the son [sc. of Zeus and Hera] resolve the
strife and the gloom of the banquet, introducing Hephaestus as one to be laughed
at.

More often, however, (���)�/	���
� seems to mean little more than
‘to represent’ (in literature), without the specific notion of an ‘entrance’.

Contrary to the fairly frequent notes on entrances, the non-dramatic scholia
hardly ever comment on exits. This probably reflects the scarcity of explicit
exits in, for example, the Homeric epics, with their numerous characters
who, as it were, drop out of the narrative because they are no longer
mentioned. This assumption of a silent exit is explicitly contradicted by
the rather extreme note which argues that Iris is still present in Il. .

 Inside the palace: Dale (: –), cf. schol. E. Or.  (noted by Weissmann :  and Malzan
: ); 3�2� = ‘beyond the confines of’: Willink (: –, with parallels and reference to
schol. E. Or. ).

 Another scholion on the same passage (schol. A. Eum. b) explains it in temporal terms and speaks
of a "
���
��� (‘pause, interval’; cf. S. Aj. a, quoted and discussed in Chapter ). On the two
Aeschylean scholia see also Lundon (b:  with n. ).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .– ex., A Il. .a Ariston., bT Il. .b ex. The difference between
�/	���
� and ����
	���
� seems to be that in the latter case the new character is added to others
who are already present. On 5
�
�-� see Chapter .

 E.g. schol. bT Il. . ex., A Il. .a Ariston.; cf. LSJ s.v. II, also Chapter  n. .
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because she never left the scene after her entrance in Il. . (schol. bT Il.
. ex.; the critic seems to be bothered by Iris’ sudden appearance).

It has already been stated above that few scholia make only the single
point of identifying a speaker or marking an exit. More often they combine
several elements that are treated here in different paragraphs. Notes typically
run ‘Enter X and says’, followed by a more or less concise summary or
paraphrase of X’s utterance, which can cover as much as a whole speech.
The note may also contain further indications regarding, for example,
delivery, acting, costume, props, etc., all of which are treated in more
detail below. A good example is the note on Helen’s first entrance in
Orestes, in which she apostrophises Electra as ‘daughter of Clytaemestra
and Agamemnon’:

( �#� BC�2�� <��
	
� <,�'	� ,��� ��0 �� 5�	�',�� �������2���, ]�� "#
"'	���; �� *P�2���� ��0 �'��; 3���
���	��'	� �$ H������ f�'�
��	Y
��� ��0 ����		�'	�. (schol. E. Or. )

Enter Helen [sc. from the stage house] with libations and the lock of hair that has
been cut off, and at the same time she puts Electra out of countenance and vexes
her by mentioning and placing first [sc. in her speech] the name of Clytaemestra.

Not unlike their modern successors, ancient commentators try to kill
several birds with one stone.

delivery

In addition to identifying speaker and addressee, the proper understanding
of an utterance can depend on or gain from having a sense of the tone in
which it is spoken. However, whereas a modern reader would usually be
content with knowing the intonation that is most appropriate to the passage
under consideration, an ancient reader was often expected to reproduce
it in his delivery. In fact, the proper delivery of literary texts was an
important aspect of ancient education. Consequently, the scholia abound
in instructions and discussions that deal with the para-verbal question of
delivery.

 An illustrative modern example is Sommerstein’s translations of Aristophanes, which are seasoned
with notes of the type ‘matter-of-factly’, ‘hesitating’, ‘annoyed’, ‘pleadingly’, ‘fortissimo’, etc.; see
also the commentaries by van Leeuwen (–).

 See e.g. Quint. . and ; such recitations could take the form of actual competitions (Nilsson :
–).

 The topic is treated extensively by W. G. Rutherford (: –). The present account only
highlights a few points.
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The scholia provide examples for virtually every conceivable aspect
of delivery, including the speaker’s emotion (e.g. anger, joy, fear), the
speaker’s attitude (e.g. surprise, spite, irony, sarcasm), the illocutionary
force of the utterance (e.g. interrogative, threatening), its specific tone
(e.g. shouting, yelping like a dog, with piercing voice, sotto voce), etc.

Given the widespread ancient habit of delivering literary texts aloud
(instead of simply reading them), it comes as no surprise that the same
type of notes also occurs in the scholia to non-dramatic texts, for example,
the Homeric epics, and there with an understandable preference for the
speeches. (At the beginning of Iliad , Achilles acknowledges that he has
been deceived by Apollo and says ‘I would surely pay you back, if only I
had the power.’)

����2��	��
 "# �$� "�; �F �������' �7 ���&I, ��� * 9� d� �1��
 ���� ���Y
��;�� ���������� ���
�-� ��-I. (schol. T Il. .c ex.)

This should not be uttered with a voice full of confidence, but such as a noble and
high-minded man would speak in threat to a god.

There is, however, a basic difference between dramatic and non-dramatic
scholia. In the former case, the suggested delivery is purely the commen-
tator’s interpretation, whereas the notes to non-dramatic texts sometimes

 Anger: schol. Ar. Av. a (H���); joy: schol. Ar. Av. a (("���); fear: schol. Ar. Ra. 
(��5�;	��
). (In this and the next three notes the references are strictly e.g.)

 Surprise: schol. Ar. Ra. a (��'��?�
�); spite: schol. E. Ph.  (	,��
�	���); irony: schol. E. Hec.
 (with an interesting combination of the three most common terms �� �/���� � 7 , �� ���
 and ��*
�� ���	
�, see Chapter ); sarcasm: schol. Ar. Av. a (	����	���).

 Interrogative: schol. E. Ph.  (��'	
�-�),  (������
�-�); threatening: schol. Ar. Pl. 
(���
��
��). The distinction between ������ and ��$	
�corresponds to the modern distinction
between ‘yes–no questions’ and ‘x-questions’: e.g. D. T. p.  Uhlig vs. pp. .–. Uhlig, Theon
II .– Spengel.

 Shouting: schol. A. Ag. b (������?�
�); yelping: schol. S. Aj. a (�'�
������ 5�}?�
�); with
piercing voice: schol. Ar. Av. c.� (H�'���� &I ���&I); sotto voce: see above on asides.

 For a collection of comic scholia see W. G. Rutherford (: –).
 In this case, the notorious debate over silent reading in antiquity does not come into play. The

difference made here is between the ‘dramatic’ delivery similar to that of an actor, on the one hand,
and more neutral reading, on the other, regardless of whether this is actually done silently or not.
In this connection, it is important to note that the ancients were in the habit of having texts read
to them (Busch ).

 It is this preference for the speeches and their ‘dramatic’ quality which justifies the treatment of
delivery in this part of the book and not in Part I. Needless to say, speeches are the preferred but
not the only location to instruct the reader, cf. e.g. schol. T Il. . ex. or schol. Call. h. . (where,
by the way, �� ���
 cannot mean ‘ironically’ (cf. Chapter ), perhaps ‘emphatically’?).

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. .b ex., bT Il. .– ex., T Il. .–a ex. (with van der Valk’s conjecture
����	���, accepted by Erbse (ad loc.), who later suspected (VII: ) that c had ����	���), also
AbT Il. .– ex.
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draw on clues such as the speech introductions, by which the narrator can
indicate the tone or intention of the speech.

The paragraph on delivery is perhaps the right place to discuss phe-
nomena such as groaning, sighing, etc., which are essentially non-verbal
and therefore often leave no explicit trace in the text of the play itself. Of
particular interest here is a note on Euripides’ Orestes (cf. Weissmann :
), triggered by the word ��}��	� (‘shouting’), which Electra uses when
she reprimands the chorus for waking Orestes (E. Or. ):


�#� "2 ��	
� >
 ���&I �,��	�� �����"�
 ! ,���� ����&��
 �� "'���2� O�,
/'��-I n ��0 /'���$ ��,'2��7, >��� �/���	
 ��
�;� �^ �'��;��� ��0 �;� 3���Y
5����'	
 ����;�. { ��� �� "=���
 �����	��
, �$� "
 * %2��� ���	����
"���$�
, �:�� 
 ��0 ���� -I ���
�-I �/�2�' 	�������� ����� ��	
� (Ar.
fr.  K-A). “���=�
� 9� 	2��
;” (schol. E. Or. )

Some <critics> say that the chorus made use of a lamenting sound that cannot be
written down [sc. in the text of the chorus], a shriek or <a sound> harsher than
a shriek, as women are wont to do in the case of extraordinary disaster. For what
cannot be written [sc. as part of the character’s utterance] is shown through other
characters, for example when in Aristophanes one slave is groaning, the other says
‘Do you hear how he is groaning?’

The unnamed critics apparently assume that the chorus’ verbal utterance
in Orestes is punctuated by non-verbal shrieks of lament. More importantly,
they make the general observation that dramatic poets incorporate non-
verbal utterances by having the interlocutor comment on it, as exemplified
by a passage from Aristophanes.

acting

On the one hand, it is only a small step from the para-verbal aspect of
delivery to the decidedly non-verbal questions of gesture, posture, etc. On
the other hand, notes on the latter are quite different because they no
longer simply fulfil the needs of a reader, but seem to have in mind an
actual performance of the text under consideration. This holds especially
true for the comments which explicitly mention what the actor does or is
supposed to do. (In Sophocles’ Electra the chorus finally despairs of all
hope and asks why the gods do not intervene. Electra cries out in grief and
despair, ��$, S. El. .)

 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex.; on speech introductions in general see Chapter .
 Cf. Weissmann (: –), Malzan (: –), Falkner ().
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"�; "# �� 3����
�� ]�� &I 5�&I ���5�2`�
 � �/� �F����� ��0 �� ,�;���
����;��
 m "� ���=�
 ! ,���� “��"#� �2� * �=	�O�”. (schol. S. El. )

The actor must, together with the exclamation, look up to the sky and raise his
hands, which the chorus prevents <by saying> ‘do not cry out extravagantly’.

Whether the critic is thinking of an actual performance of the play
is difficult to say. As an alternative, he may well observe the principle
that a good commentator ought fully to visualise the play if he is to
explain it properly (e.g. Dover : ). In any case, he gives fairly detailed
instructions as to how the scene ought to be played by an actor.

A very common feature of scholia is to summarise or paraphrase the
passage under consideration (see Introd. page ). In the case of dramatic
scholia such paraphrases can include a description of the action on stage.
For example, Hephaestus speaks while at the same time putting Prometheus
in chains (schol. A. PV a). Dicaeopolis invokes Heracles for help because
he is being pelted by the chorus (schol. Ar. Ach. c). Strepsiades imitates
the snoring of his son and then attempts to go back to sleep himself (schol.
Ar. Nu. ). One of the slaves of Peace covers his nose with one hand and
kneads the smelly ‘dough’ with the other (schol. Ar. Pax b). Xanthias
throws off the luggage from his shoulder (schol. Ar. Ra. ). Euripides
underlines the statement that Aeschylus’ characters do not make ‘even
this much’ of a sound by snapping with his fingers (schol. Ar. Ra. ),
etc.

In addition to describing the action on stage, other notes deal with the
positions of the characters relative to each other (e.g. schol. S. OC , on
the distance between the chorus and Oedipus).

As is the case with many examples in this chapter, the scholar’s recon-
struction of the stage action is primarily based on a careful analysis of the
text and its implicit stage directions. On occasion the scholia make this
explicit. The passage from Hecuba, for example, in which the title character

 For similar instructions and descriptions see the passages collected by Trendelenburg (: –):
(in the following ‘Odysseus’ etc. is short for ‘the actor playing Odysseus’, all the scholia explicitly
mention actors) schol. S. Aj. a (Odysseus is looking in various directions, as if in fear of being
detected), OT  (the priest is falling to Oedipus’ feet in supplication),  (the chorus are turning
away from the horrible sight of the blinded Oedipus), E. Or.  (Menelaus is raising his hand
indicating his objection; cf. Proleg. Hermog. p. .– Rabe), Hipp.  (Phaedra acts out on
stage her intention to go hunting in the woods); add schol. S. OC  (Oedipus, although now
on his own, does not stumble, but leaves the stage straight as if led by a god). For a description of
acting see also Ps.Demetr. eloc.  (on E. Ion –).

 The commentator acutely observes that this allows the joke when Xanthias is ordered shortly
afterwards (Ar. Ra. ) to take it up again.
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is said to speak aside and turn away from her interlocutor Agamemnon
(quoted above) is explained thus:

"&��� "# �� o� ! s���2���� ���� �F�� �2��
 (E. Hec. ). “ ��
 ���	���I
�-��;” (schol. E. Hec. )

<This is> evident from what Agamemnon says to her [sc. Hecuba]: ‘Why <do
you turn your> back to my face?’

Agamemnon’s retort is explicitly used as evidence for Hecuba’s posture.
In many other cases, it is quite obvious that the commentators simply flesh
out the implications of the text (e.g. schol. Ar. Pax  on Eirene turning
her head). No less often, however, scholars will have relied primarily on
their own imagination. Consequently, their notes must be used with great
caution when it comes to reconstructing the gestures and postures which
the playwright himself had envisaged for the scene (see n.  above).

In this respect these notes are different from the scholia which com-
ment on the meaning or function of gestures and poses that are explicitly
mentioned, for example in a narrative text such as the Iliad. These notes
single out a posture or gesture that is explicitly mentioned in the text and
discuss its possible meaning. Conversely, the dramatic scholia repeatedly
reconstruct the gestures on the basis of an imaginative reading. As such,
these reconstructions are valuable sources for the reception of the text in
question, but are not necessarily reliable witnesses for the original staging
of the play.

masks, costumes and props

Other visual features such as masks, costumes and props are hardly less
important than the acting itself for a full visualisation of the play, especially
because the information they provide is immediately evident to a spectator.

 Cf. schol. S. OC  (Antigone clinging to Polyneices in her appeal).
 As often, the critic only quotes the beginning of the relevant line (cf. Introd. page ).
 Cf. e.g. schol. bT Il. . ex. (on Thetis supplicating Zeus), bT Il. . ex. (Ajax standing

menacingly close to Hector), bT Il. .b ex. (Thetis touching Achilles’ head), bT Il. . ex.
(Priam imploring Hector with outstretched arms), bT Il. .b ex. (Hecuba baring her breasts for
the same purpose); it is worth mentioning, however, that at least one scholion imagines a gesture
that is not explicitly mentioned in the text: schol. T Il. .a ex. envisages Thersites proudly
putting his hand on his chest. Similarly, schol. bT Il. .a ex. assumes that Dolon accompanies
the deixis of �N"� with a gesture.

 On the question of acting see also schol. S. Aj. a, which argues that a persuasive performance of
Ajax’ suicide requires a strong actor. The critic apparently presumes that the actor falls on the sword
and then remains in a position that requires much strength. He goes on to say that one Timotheus
of Zakynthos performed the scene so persuasively that he got the nickname ‘Slayer’.
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It is again the scholia on Aristophanes which are particularly rich in this
kind of comment. In particular the notes on the openings of the plays
tend to provide much relevant information, for example, on Frogs:

! ���� �� ��0 E��' �������
 ����?������, <,�� ��0 -� w��� ��������
>��' L� � 	�����. (schol. Ar. Ra. a)

Xanthias is brought on stage sitting on a donkey, holding on his shoulders a
bearing-pole with bedding.

The note obviously draws on the various indications given in the course
of the subsequent scene. By describing Xanthias’ visual appearance at the
outset, the commentator puts the reader in a position similar to that of a
spectator who would have seen all this immediately.

The detailed sources describe many things: faces, that is, masks, especially
of the spectacular birds in Aristophanes’ play (e.g. schol. Ar. Av.  and
below): but also the monster-like one-eyed Persian ambassador (schol. Ar.
Ach. a). On a more general note, schol. Ar. Eq. a.I explains that the
masks of characters who served to ridicule historical persons resembled
their ‘models’ in order to facilitate the identification.

Another note of interest concerns Creon’s entrance early in Oedipus
the King. Oedipus utters the wish that Creon ‘may come radiant with
preserving fortune, like a bright eye’ (S. OT –):

�������� "# "� ��'	
� (�;� � 	,&�� �$ 3����
�$ !��;�� �/	&���. (schol.
S. OT )

He [sc. Sophocles rather than Oedipus] shows us implicitly the appearance in
which the actor enters.

Unfortunately, the details are not entirely clear. Firstly, the word 	,&��
can mean various aspects of a character’s appearance: mask, costume, but
also posture. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, Oedipus utters a
wish, not a straightforward description. One should therefore consider the
possibility that the transmitted text of the scholion, which connects the
point about the actor’s 	,&�� with Oedipus’ utterance, is defective. This
part of the scholion may, in fact, refer to the chorus describing Creon

 See the collection by W. G. Rutherford (: –), but not all the examples are equally relevant.
 For similar notes on the opening scene see schol. Ar. Nu. a, Av. b, Pax c, Ec. a.
 It is true that the spectators do not learn Xanthias’ name until line  (though some will have

known it from the proagon), but they are immediately aware of the decisive point: he is Dionysus’
slave.

 As often, the generalising note is triggered by an exception. The critic claims that no maker of
masks dared to produce a mask for the ‘Paphlagonian’ that resembled Cleon, because they feared
repercussions.
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as ‘coming with a head crowned with luxuriant bay leaves’ (S. OT –
). Either way, the Sophoclean text is taken as an implicit description of
Creon’s appearance, probably his mask.

The scholia also provide numerous descriptions of appearances in general
and costumes in particular, for example Ajax is covered with blood (schol.
S. Aj. a), Philoctetes’ appearance is savage (schol. S. Ph. ), Euripides
is dressed in rags (schol. Ar. Ach. ), the Furies have no wings (schol. A.
Eum. ), the chorus in Wasps is wearing wasp costumes with stings (schol.
Ar. V. a), the Megarian’s daughters are dressed up as piglets (schol. Ar.
Ach. ), Tereus’ hoopoe costume is incomplete, he is part man, part bird
(schol. Ar. Av. a), similarly Procne’s nightingale costume (b), etc.
Another note (schol. Ar. Lys. ) explains that the Spartan ambassadors
must have taken off their cloaks (sc. in ), thereby revealing their erect
phalluses, which the critic considers ‘utterly vulgar’ (���
�-� ���').

Finally, the scholia repeatedly describe stage props of various types and
sizes: Xanthias’ donkey (see above), Oceanus’ griffin (schol. A. PV a,
b), Charon’s boat (schol. Ar. Ra. b.�), theatre masks (schol. Ar. Ach.
c, a) and costumes () that are used as props, the Sausage-seller’s
full equipment (schol. Ar. Eq. a), Peisetaerus’ jackdaw and Euelpides’
crow (schol. Ar. Av. b, a), the helmet with which one of Lysistrata’s
companions feigns her pregnancy (schol. Ar. Lys. ), Mica’s ‘baby’ that
turns out to be a wineskin with boot-shaped ends (schol. Ar. Th. ),

etc.

décor

Contrary to the numerous notes on masks, costumes and props, informa-
tion about the décor is hard to come by. Hypotheseis and scholia normally
limit themselves to identifying the fictitious location of the play (Thebes,
Mycenae, etc.), without actually describing the scene itself. Such notes
may specify what is presumed to be found next to the stage, that is,

 Cf. the similar remark on Electra’s costume in schol. S. El.  (Weissmann : ), and the section
above on non-verbal utterances which are reflected in the interlocutor’s reaction.

 The explanation clearly depends on the Inlaw’s reference to the ‘Persian bootees’ (Ar. Th. ),
which was taken literally also by the painter of an Apulian bell-crater around  BC (now in
Würzburg). For a picture see the frontispiece in the editions of the play by Austin and Olson (,
in colour) or Sommerstein (, black and white).

 This can include the additional point, usually with reference to Aristophanes, that the scene changes
from A to B in the course of the play (see Chapter ). Occasionally, a note identifies the relevant
passage from which the location of the play can be deduced (e.g. schol. E. Or. ).
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invisible to the audience (e.g. schol. S. OC ), or what is understood
to be visible from the stage (e.g. burning Troy in Hecuba, which takes
place on the Chersonese: schol. E. Hec. , sim. ). Other comments
argue that a particular passage does not match the fictitious location of the
play. But actual descriptions of the décor are scarce. A scholion on the
opening of Hippolytus (schol. E. Hipp. ) assumes that Aphrodite is flanked
by statues of Eros, one representing vengeance (
��� �), the other the
gift ("����), presumably of love. A note on Peace (schol. Ar. Pax )
mentions a cave, and one on Wasps explains that Bdelycleon is seen sitting
on the roof of the stage-building (schol. Ar. V. ).

Given that virtually every other aspect is better documented than décor, it
is unlikely that the hazards of textual transmission are to be held responsible
for this gap. It is more likely that scholars did not consider the décor very
important for a proper understanding of the play in question. This could
be an indication that the décor was in fact of limited importance. But this
seems to apply better to the classical stage, whereas the Hellenistic stage is
characterised by considerably more equipment (see n. ). This, however,
clashes with the fact that the scholia reflect Hellenistic (or later) practice
when it comes to commenting on acting (see below). Another explanation
may therefore be the assumption of Peripatetic influence. As is well known,
Aristotle focused on the plays’ text and thought the visual aspects (E`
�)
to be of secondary importance only. It is true, though, that for him the
visual aspects included masks etc., which are rather well documented in
the scholia.

special technical devices

Though in a way part of the décor, the theatre crane (��,���) and the
ekkyklema received attention mostly as technical devices of the ancient
 This critic’s main goal is actually not to describe the off-stage scenery for its own sake but to argue

against a prima facie inconsistency with an earlier passage. Off-stage scenery is also referred to in
schol. Ar. Nu. d: "� ��'	
� �F-I E��� �� -I �����I �� V������, �� �8 ��2�,���
 (‘he
[sc. Socrates] shows him [sc. Strepsiades] the mountain Parnes in the theatre, from where they [sc.
the chorus of Clouds] are coming down’), which is unlikely to mean that the critic thought that
the mountain was actually represented on stage (thus Weissmann : ).

 Cf. e.g. schol. E. Hec.  (quoted in Chapter ), .
 A discussion of the various levels and locations of the (mostly Hellenistic) stage cannot be given

here, because it would require a thorough comparison with the archaeological evidence. On �'�2��
(‘stage’), ����;�� (‘stage’), �������;�� (‘platform for gods’ appearances’), etc. see e.g. the various
contributions and the glossary in Easterling and Hall ().

 See e.g. Taplin (a: –); on décor in particular, Aristotle has little more to say than that it was
Sophocles who introduced it (Arist. Po. a). Conversely, the hypothesis to Euripides’ Phoenician
Women deems the play �;� 	���
��;� E`�	
 ����� (p. . Schw.), but it is difficult to say what
exactly is meant.
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stage. The crane was used for characters (often, but not exclusively, divine)
who enter, move or exit ‘through the air’. Examples include Trygaeus
on the dung-beetle in Peace (schol. Ar. Pax ), a parody of Euripides’
Bellerophontes (schol. Ar. Pax b). More surprising is the assumption that
an entire chorus could enter the stage on the crane, as is claimed for the
Oceanids in Prometheus Bound (schol. A. PV a/b, also a/b).

The ekkyklema is a trolley that was rolled out when the scene was assumed
to take place within the stage-house.

Both devices, crane and ekkyklema, seem to have fired ancient critics’
imagination, with the result that they find rather more occasions for their
use than is actually necessary or practical. This seems to apply to no less a
scholar than Aristophanes of Byzantium. He appears to have thought that
the entrance of Phaedra in Hippolytus requires the ekkyklema and criticised
Euripides for having the chorus say that the nurse ‘is bringing (Phaedra)
out of doors’ (����� ?�'	�, E. Hipp. ). In reality, the ekkyklema is not
needed here at all (e.g. Barrett : ).

Interestingly, a Homeric scholion describes the passage in which Homer
shows Hephaestus working in his forge (Il. .–) ‘as if it were an
ekkyklema on the stage’ (g	��� ��0 	���&� ���'���	��). The notion
that conventions typical of the stage are used to interpret a non-dramatic
text recurs in another Homeric scholion (see next paragraph).

As to the crane, another consequence of frequently claiming its use is
the adaptation of the term ��,��� to describe any form of ‘superhuman’
intervention. This includes divine interventions in non-dramatic texts,
especially when the god brings back on track a plot that is about to ‘derail’.
Here scholars were apparently reminded of the deus ex machina at the end

 Cf. schol. Ar. Pax  (≈ Su. � ), Pollux . (with test.), see also the testimonia collected by
Kassel and Austin (ad Ar. fr. , Eubul. fr. ).

 Moreover, if this explanation were correct, it might point to an early introduction of the crane,
which, however, is dependent on the thorny question of the play’s authenticity.

 See the description by Pollux .; the ekkyklema is expressly mentioned in schol. A. Ch. ,
S. Aj. a, E. Hipp.  (see below), Med. , Ar. Ach.  (= Su. � ), Nu. b (cf. argum.
A, p. . Holwerda), Th. , ante , and is perhaps meant in schol. A. Eum. b (	���2��
��,������). Conversely, ������=����� in schol. S. Aj. b does not specifically designate
the ekkyklema (mentioned in a), but is an (admittedly odd) variant for �����
����� ‘stage
direction’ (on which see Excursus below): see W. G. Rutherford (: –) with reference to
schol. Ar. Nu. b, a, b, b.

 For a collection of scholia see Weissmann (: –), also Meijering (: –), Revermann
(: –, missing some tragic scholia). It is difficult to say whether the critics’ enthusiasm was
indeed triggered by (mal)practice on the post-classical stage (thus, e.g., Wilamowitz [] :
–).

 Cf. Aristophanes fr.  Slater (with lit.) = schol. E. Hipp. . A similar mistake underlies schol.
E. Alc. .

 See schol. bT Il. .– ex. (Trendelenburg : ).
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of a tragedy. Examples include Athena stopping the flight of the Greek
army in Iliad  (schol. bT Il. .d ex., quoted in Chapter ). At some
point the expression ��� ��,��&� became proverbial for an unexpected
turn of events.

A rather curious technical device is the 5����;��, an engine that pro-
duces stage-thunder. The sound is made by pebbles whirled in a bronze
cauldron, as the scholion explains on the passage from Clouds where
Socrates refers to the thunder that accompanies the song of the chorus.

dramaturgical conventions

The various questions documented in this chapter, in particular the ones
dealing with entrances and exits, also gave scholars the opportunity to
explain general conventions of the stage. These conventions include, for
example, the so-called three-actor rule, according to which Greek tragedies
could be and in fact were played by three actors only (on the rule see
MacDowell ). A scholion on Aeschylus’ Choephori refers to the rule in
unambiguous terms:

���	��=�	�
 ! ��������� �/� V'��"�� N�� �� "t �2��	
�. (schol. A. Ch. )

The messenger has changed into Pylades lest there be four actors [lit. speakers].

In other words, the messenger leaves the stage after his last line (Ch.
) in order to return as Pylades in l. , because tragedy does not make
use of a fourth actor. The situation is different in Old Comedy, which
sometimes requires a fourth actor. No wonder, then, if the fact of four
speaking actors is mentioned in some comic scholia (schol. Ar. Ra. b,
a, differently b).

 See Diogen. . (I  Leutsch-Schn.), Su. �  (with test.). Polemics against the ‘unimaginative’
solution by means of a deus ex machina begin early: Pl. Cratyl. d.

 Cf. schol. Ar. Nu. b (of the two redactions 5 is virtually identical with the definition given by Su.
5 ), for a description see also Pollux .. Whether the original production in  BC actually
involved this device is disputed: pro e.g. Sommerstein (: ad loc.), contra e.g. Dover (: ad
loc.).

 Cf. Hor. AP  (nec quarta loqui persona laboret).
 As the discussion on ����,�������� made clear, ancient scholars did recognise that on occasion

supernumeraries would speak a few lines, which, however, is not the concern of the present note,
hence ‘actors’ instead of ‘speakers’.

 The interpretation is accepted by many modern scholars, see Taplin (a: –), who argues
against it. Regardless of whether the scholion correctly interprets the passage, it remains important
for stating the rule.
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The note on Choephori presupposes that the actor is needed for another
character, a notion that recurs in a scholion on the end of the opening
scene of Sophocles’ Oedipus:

<��
	
� ! ^���K� ������ "
 * >��� L����, ]�� "# ��0 3�#� �$ ,���� �)��
 %2��I
3����
&I. (schol. S. OT )

Exit the priest, having fulfilled the purpose of his coming, and at the same time in
order to make space for another actor.

In the second part the wording of the scholion is somewhat unfortunate
because the actor who plays the priest in fact ‘makes space’ for another
character (presumably Tiresias), not another actor.

The ancient convention of having the main characters played by a limited
number of actors inevitably influenced the way the poet organised his play.
He may even have been encouraged to distribute entrances and exits in
such a way that, for example, a character can be played by a particular actor.
Thus a note on Euripides’ Phoenician Women argues that the Servant and
Antigone do not enter together in l.  so that the protagonist, who played
Iocaste in –, can play Antigone too (schol. E. Ph. ). This should not a
priori be discarded as fanciful. For ‘if only the protagonist had an excellent
singing voice, it would be reasonable (though taxing) for him to play all of
Joc(asta)’s scenes and to play Ant(igone) in the scenes in which she sings
[–, –end]’.

Also related to the question of entrances and exits is the principle that
the chorus does not leave the stage in the course of the play (e.g. schol.
S. Aj. a, Ar. V. a). But another note on Ajax (schol. S. Aj. )
clearly states that the chorus does leave the stage (sc. in ) in search of
Ajax. And schol. E. Alc.  adduces Ajax as a parallel in order to support
its argument that the chorus had left the stage together with Admetus in
Alc.  (re-entering in ). The phrasing of both scholia makes it clear,
however, that the commentators were aware of these choral exits being
exceptional.

 Wilamowitz ([] :  n. ) criticises the note: ‘Auch wenn über das Umkostümieren geredet
wird, ist die Verkehrtheit der Bemerkung Beweis genug, daß das am Schreibtisch ausgedacht ist,
Schol. Soph. OT , E. Phoen. .’ But the critic may not mean to say more than that the actor
who plays the Priest leaves the stage in order to return as Tiresias after the parodos, because the
three-actor rule applies. Moreover, he also says that the exit is well motivated because the Priest has
done his job (on motivation see Chapter ).

 Mastronarde (: ); Wilamowitz (see n. ) is less sympathetic.
 In that connection it is worth mentioning that Triclinius was of the opinion that the chorus leaves

the stage in A. Th.  and re-enters in  (schol. A. Th. –d, –b). Unlike the two
examples mentioned in the main text, this one runs against modern interpretations (e.g. Taplin
a: ).
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Another convention concerns the avoidance of openly presenting vio-
lence on stage (cf. Arist. Po. b, without explicit condemnation).
Instead, such scenes are presupposed to be taking place backstage or off-
stage and are then reported to the other characters (and indirectly to the
audience) by a messenger. The general principle is stated with reference to
the killing of Polyxena in Hecuba:

��� � 	
�������� �	���� ( V��'�2��. <��� ��� �;� ���
��;� � �� �� *
E`�
 -� ���-� ���
��;�. ��
���	�� ��� d� !�-��� �
�=�� �2��. (schol.
E. Hec. )

Polyxena is killed backstage [lit. tacitly]. For it was the habit of the tragedians
not to have characters killed in full view of the audience, because they would have
been distressed by such a spectacle.

The scholion also gives an explanation for the convention, the essence of
which recurs in a Homeric scholion that includes a discussion of the prin-
ciples of the tragic stage. Excessive violence is avoided in general because
it would be ‘overly harsh’ (@��� �
����) and ‘inhuman’ (����������).
Tragedy therefore avoids presenting killings on stage and resorts to mes-
sengers instead (schol. bT Il. .–b ex.).

Other notes on tragedy clearly presuppose the same convention (schol.
A. Ch. , S. Aj. a, El. , also  quoted next). As an alternative
to the messenger speech, the playwright can decide to make the characters
heard from within the stage-house, for example when Clytaemestra is killed
towards the end of Sophocles’ Electra (cf. Bremer : –):

<��� <,�'	
 � ������� <�"�� �����2���
� �;� <�� �^ @�����
, �$� "# "
�
� �� "
�� 5�
� �� -I "����
 �F� ��� �	��. . . . �$� � �'� 5��	�� �� &I
���
�2	�
 &� f�'�
��	��� ���=�
 ! ����� ��0 �����2	���� � ��l���
� ���
 n "
* ���2��' 	���
�������. ��0 � �#� ���
��� &� E`��� ��2	�
� "# �����#� �F"#� A		�� ��0 "
� &� 5�&� ��������=	��. (schol. S. El.
)

Customarily the messengers report what happened inside to the people on stage,
but in the present case he [sc. Sophocles] did not do so in order not to make
the drama linger . . . In the present case, however, the spectator hears Clytaemestra
screaming while she is being killed, and the action is more powerful than if reported
by a messenger. And at the same time he [sc. Sophocles] kept the spectacle free of
the vulgar and by means of the scream brought out the graphic quality no less.

 For this curious adaptation of the expression ��� � 	
�������� see Chapter . Cf. argum. A.
Ag. , where 	
��l� means ‘not to present on stage’.
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The scholion combines several points, which may represent different
redactions: (a) the standard solution would have been a messenger speech,
which (b) Sophocles avoided because he did not want to slow down the
pace of his play. (c) Compared with a messenger speech, Clytaemestra’s
scream is more powerful. (d) Compared with the (unacceptable) acting-out
on stage, the scream is no less graphic. Sophocles has so to speak chosen
the best of both worlds, but the solution is exceptional.

Finally, schol. S. Aj. a argues that Sophocles departed from the model
set by Aeschylus, who reported Ajax’ suicide in a messenger speech in
Thracian Women (TrGF III p. ), because he wanted to be innovative
(��
�����;�) or to amaze (����&��
) the audience (see Chapter ). The
latter option again presupposes that such scenes are not normally presented
on stage.

critique of contemporary productions93

A recurrent theme in discussing questions of staging is the critique of
current (mal)practice (see above on the entrance of the Phrygian slave in
Orestes), but it is often difficult to determine with exactitude what ‘current’
means. Many modern scholars tend to assume that such notes refer to
post-classical, that is, Hellenistic practice. But one can hardly rule out that
at least some of them refer to later practice still.

In any case, it is remarkable to read about a production of Euripides’
Orestes, the opening of which apparently showed a triumphal procession
of booty, slaves, etc. when Helen is brought back to Menelaus’ palace. This
contradicted Electra’s explicit statement (E. Or. –) that he had her
return during the night, that is, before the opening of the play:

�F� H��-� �$� ��
�$	 
��� -� 3����
-� ��U7 �/	����'��2��� �� BC�2���
��0 � ���'��. a�-� ��� �F�� �'��� ���	����
 ��	 , � "# ��� �
"�l�� (�2��7 	'����;�
. (schol. E. Or. )

Some of today’s actors incorrectly bring in Helen and the booty early in the day.
For she [sc. Electra] explicitly says that she [sc. Helen] was sent during the night.
The action of a play takes place during the day.

The wording of the note (
�2�) makes it clear that only some producers
turned a blind eye to the textual evidence in order to have a more pompous

 For this notion see Chapter .  On ������
� see Chapter .  Weissmann (: –).
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opening of the play. At the same time, the scholar states the rule that there
are no ‘night scenes’ in Greek tragedy.

Another critique of a contemporary production is related to the scene
from Orestes where the title character, in a fit of madness, asks a (presumably
imaginary) squire to hand him the bow he was given by Apollo, in order
to shoot the Furies, which only he can see:

X�	
,���I [fr.  Page/Davies] %������� ��� ��	0� �F�� �/���2��
 ����
s��������. <"�
 �6� �� 3����
�� ��� ��5��� ���=�
�. �^ "# �$� 3��-
��
������
 �� T��� �/�$	
 �#� � ���, �� "�,�����
 "# 	,��� ?���

���=�
�. (schol. E. Or. )

Following Stesichorus, he [sc. Euripides] says that he [sc. Orestes] has received a
bow from Apollo. Thus the actor ought to take a [real] bow and shoot. But the
actors who now play the role of the hero [sc. Orestes] ask for a bow, but, not
receiving one, <only> mime the shooting.

Post-classical productions of the play apparently mimed the bow-giving
and shooting. It is worth pointing out, however, that the scholar’s criti-
cism ‘is not based on evidence of a different pre-Hellenistic practice, but
avowedly on the precedent (with an ‘actual’ bow-giving) in Stesichorus’
(Willink : ad loc.). Thus, it may well be that the original performance
in  BC, too, mimed the scene. Admittedly, the somewhat literal-minded
commentator would not have liked it.

Finally, the passage in Acharnians where Dicaeopolis tries to borrow
Telephus’ ‘felt cap’ (�
� "
��, ) from Euripides gave rise to a complaint
about ‘today’s actors’. The critic finds fault with their failing to equip
Telephus with the relevant item when they put Euripides’ play on stage
(schol. Ar. Ach. a).

The notes of this section, which in our time are more likely to be found
in the feuilleton of a newspaper than in a commentary, show that at least
some ancient literary critics were quite willing to leave their studies and
attend performances of the very plays they were working on.

excursus: the meaning of �����
�����94

The technical term for the various ‘stage directions’ discussed in this chapter
is �����
�����. Its etymology seems to point to a note that is written
next to and/or in addition to the text of the drama itself. This interpretation
is corroborated by the fact that the stage directions found in papyri are

 The present account is indebted to Holzinger (), Weissmann (: –), W. G. Rutherford
(: –, –), Koster (), Taplin (b).
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often written in the margins or the interlinear space. There are many
scholia which align well with this meaning, in that they report or expand a
marginal or interlinear stage direction. (In the opening scene of Acharnians,
Dicaeopolis cross-examines the Persian ambassador and asks him whether
the Persian king really intends to send money, Ar. Ach. .)

�����=�
: �$� �	
 �����
�����, 3�#� �$ 	��#� ���2	��
 >
 ����=�����
��2��'	��. (schol. Ar. Ach. a)

He [sc. the ambassador] throws his head back [as a sign of denial]: this is a stage
direction, the purpose is to make clear that he threw back his head in denial.

The lemma �����=�
 is not part of Aristophanes’ text, but occurs between
lines  and  in the manuscripts. In other cases, the manuscripts do not
actually preserve a �����
�����, but the word’s occurrence in the relevant
scholia is consistent with its original meaning ‘marginal or interlinear stage
direction’.

There are, however, several other instances that do not seem to fit
this meaning. (In Aristophanes’ Knights, the Paphlagonian alias Cleon is
physically attacked by the entering chorus. He shouts, among other things,
‘I’m being punched in the belly!’ (��	� ?���
), Ar. Eq. .)

��	� ?���
: [semantic explanation of the verb, then] �����
�����. 	'��2�'��
��� ��0 3�� -� "
������ =���
. (schol. Ar. Eq. )

I am being punched in the belly: . . . Stage direction: for he [sc. the Paphlagonian]
has doubled up and is being hit by his persecutors.

This note is unlikely to refer to an actual �����
����� in the margin
or between the lines (now lost). Rather, the commentator fleshes out the
implicit stage direction that is provided by the text of the passage. Implicit
stage directions of this kind are very common in Greek drama and by far
the best guide for a reconstruction of the stage action (Taplin a). Such
passages are repeatedly called �����
����� in the scholia. Although
it cannot always be ruled out with certainty that these scholia go back to
actual �����
����� , the sheer number of such notes tells against such
an assumption. It seems therefore likely that the etymological meaning
of �����
����� faded over the centuries and that the word came to

 Cf. e.g. (	',&I (‘aside’, see n. ) in P. Bodm.  = Men. Asp.  (right-hand margin), 
(interlinear).

 Cf. schol. Ar. Av. c (�F��;).
 Cf. schol. Ar. Eq. a, a (with the telling explanation m ��� �)��, ��0 ��
�;), a, a, a,

b, a, a, etc.
 Contrast the number of such notes in the scholia with the scarcity of actual �����
����� in the

manuscripts (on the latter Taplin a: ).
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designate any form of stage direction, explicit (in the margin or between
the lines) or implicit (in the text itself ). Consequently, scholars could
apply it to any passage that was conducive to a reconstruction of the stage
action. On occasion, the term even precedes a fairly detailed description
of what is happening on stage (e.g. schol. Ar. Nu. a, , on Strepsiades’
elaborate acting in the opening scene).

Interestingly, a scholion on Orestes seems to draw a distinction between
the two dramatic genres. (The medieval manuscripts transmit as E. Or.
 the words Z����
�� Z����
�� �2���, which were already suspected
in antiquity.)


�#� �$� �����
������ �)��
 9� �/� � ���
�� "�����. (schol. E. Or.
)

Some say this is a parepigraphe just as when referring to [i.e. annotating] comedies.

As another scholion on the same passage demonstrates, the unnamed
scholars include a certain Apollodorus of Cyrene, but it is unclear whether
he already made the point about comedy. And what does the point exactly
mean in the first place? According to W. G. Rutherford (: ), ‘[i]t
is not that annotators on tragedy ignore the things with which �����
Y
����� deal. They merely do not use (or misuse) the term.’ This is counter-
intuitive and hard to reconcile with the (admittedly few) instances where
the term does occur in tragic scholia, both in the ‘genuine’ and the ‘loose’
meanings. It seems more likely that the scholar quoted above meant to
say that explicit stage directions in the form of actual �����
����� are
more common in (annotated) editions of comic texts, which is in fact what
the extant evidence suggests.

 An idea of how this development took place is perhaps provided by a note such as schol. Ar. Eq.
a. In the relevant passage the Paphlagonian shouts /�K /�=, which is explained as �����
�����
in the scholion. Elsewhere such non-verbal exclamations are not part of the dramatic text, but are
added as �����
����� in the margin (cf. e.g. schol. A. Eum. ). One can imagine that the
term was then equally applied to such exclamations within the text. For a similar terminological
development see n.  above on ������=�����.

 For the present argument it does not matter whether the specific passage actually is a �����
�����
or not.

 ‘Genuine’: schol. A. Eum. , E. Or.  (two different redactions, one attributing term and
explanation to Apollodorus of Cyrene); ‘loose’: schol. A. Th. e (on the gesture of the chorus
leader, the scholion refers to the entire line), PV  (but what does it refer to? To 2��� as a
‘metanarrative’ comment?). In schol. rec. S. Aj. f, the �����
����� is said to refer to �
����
(supplied as lemma by Christodoulou). It is, however, more likely that the note refers to the entire
line, because Odysseus can only hear Athena (thus the schol. vet., without the term �����
�����).
In other words, the schol. rec. takes the line as an indication that Athena is not visible to Odysseus
and perhaps not to the audience either.
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conclusion

Questions of staging and dramaturgy play an important role in the dramatic
scholia. Despite an unmistakable interest in actual performances of the
plays, however, most of the relevant notes primarily serve the needs of a
reading audience. The commentator tries first and above all to help the
reader understand the play and its action, especially by providing the kind
of information that would have been immediately evident to a spectator in
the theatre. Given that scholia accompany an edition of the play (the same
holds true mutatis mutandis for the commentaries (3��������) on which
the scholia draw), this is not so very surprising. Modern commentaries and
annotated editions address the same questions too. A proper understanding
of the play depends on the reader fully visualising all its aspects. For an
ancient reader this means that he pays close attention even to features which
a modern reader is less likely to take into account (e.g. how to deliver the
passage under consideration). In any case, the (ancient) commentator is
expected to address all the issues that enable the reader to visualise the
play. In this respect, comedy often poses a greater challenge to the reader
than tragedy. Consequently, passages from comedies are commented on
more frequently and in more detail. The evidence collected from notes
on both genres shows that these notes cover a broad field and vary greatly
in scope. They range from very basic yet indispensable questions such as
‘Who speaks and to whom?’ or ‘Who is on stage?’ to more sophisticated
points about the specific tone of an utterance, the acting of a particular
scene or a description of a character’s mask. Within this fairly rich stream
of information there are only a few fundamental gaps (needless to say, the
extant scholia on the individual plays exhibit great differences in length
and density of annotation): the commentators have little to say on the
décor and nothing on the music of the plays, often in striking contrast
with elaborate metrical analyses. All in all, however, ancient notes on
Greek plays appear to have provided much information that is crucial for
a proper understanding.

 Needless to say, the dramatic scholia also address questions that are not specifically related to the
dramatic genre (see Chapters  to ).

 Information on music was apparently lost at an early stage of the transmission; on the comparatively
few papyri with musical annotation see Pöhlmann and West (); on metrical scholia see Introd.
page .



Epilogue

This final part is deliberately not called ‘conclusion’. All the preceding
nineteen chapters are capped by a brief conclusion. Little could be gained
from repeating or even summarising them here. More importantly, it is in
the nature of conclusions to generalise. It is, however, doubtful whether a
heterogeneous corpus such as the poetic scholia is conducive to such gen-
eralisations. The material has gone through too many different hands that
often cannot be identified – at least not now. At the same time too much
seems to depend on the sheer randomness and hazards of textual trans-
mission. The latter point should also caution against drawing conclusions
from statistical data (‘notes on X are three times more frequent than notes
on Y’) or from argumenta ex silentio. It would be difficult to argue that
scholars were not interested in a particular device just because it is never
discussed in the extant scholia (or in one of the relevant treatises) – leaving
aside the question whether ‘never’ could be said with sufficient confidence
about a corpus that is vast, heterogeneous and to some extent insufficiently
edited. This, of course, is not to say that one should not draw conclusions
from the material presented here at all. The reader will find them at the
end of each chapter with respect to that particular topic. It is, however, less
clear to me whether one could (or even should) draw general conclusions
about literary criticism in the corpus of poetic scholia as a whole. Instead,
I will conclude this book with a few general remarks about its goals and
my motivation in writing it.

The book attempts to dig a tunnel into the mine of Greek scholia.
The purpose is to demonstrate that the effort of digging, though at times
laborious, can bring to light precious little nuggets of evidence about the
principles and goals of our ancient predecessors and is therefore well worth
making. In areas such as textual criticism, this has long been recognised.
Much important research has been conducted in the past and will be in the
future. In other areas such as literary criticism, however, the work seems
only to have begun. The mine is far from being exhausted, and many more
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tunnels can and, hopefully, will be dug. It is my hope to have shown that
for literary criticism too the scholia are a source of the highest importance
that deserves to be examined carefully and systematically.

The reader will have noticed that the present book shuns the word ‘scho-
liast’. It not only has a derogatory ring but also conceals the fact that these
people often drew on sources of the highest quality and, no doubt, more
than once contributed excellent ideas of their own. True, not all the scholia
are equally satisfactory and illuminating, and not everybody involved was
a genius. However, using the less satisfactory scholia to discredit the corpus
as a whole is questionable methodology. The composite nature of scholia
makes it inevitable that sparkling genius and second-rate scholarship can
occur in clashing juxtaposition, just as a vein of gold is surrounded by solid
rock. Some may be troubled by this uneven quality. Conversely, the disad-
vantage is more than compensated for by the fact that few sources provide
as immediate an insight into the study of ancient critics as the scholia. A
patient student of scholia is often rewarded by seeing ‘The Ancient Critic
at Work’.



Glossary of Greek terms

The glossary lists words and expressions that can be used to discuss literary
criticism (including grammar and rhetoric, for which see also the works of
reference listed in the Introduction n. ). It does not aspire to document
the full semantic range of the individual word or expression. Cognate words
are added in round brackets; their meaning can easily be deduced from
that of the lemma. Page numbers refer to the passages where the meaning
is discussed.

������2� (�������	
�) to be angry, displeased (of the
reader) 

@������ messenger
���� � (����
��) agony, anxiety (of the reader) –
@"�
� ��
�
�� poetic licence 
Z"��� grand (of style) 
�� always (not always literally) , 

n. 
����� unusual, uncommon
���2� (��2�	
�) to consider spurious, mark as spurious

(but without excising)  n. ,
 n. 

�/� ���
 to allude to, hint at, speak in riddles,
adumbrate, speak figuratively,
allegorically , –

�)��� story with an underlying second
meaning  n. 

�/ � cause, reason, justification 
@��
��� ill-timed 
�����'��� following, consequent, consistent
���=� to read, understand  n. 
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��� 5�
� accuracy
���
5�����$��� meticulous critics 
������� (�����	
�) reader  n. 
@���� competently 
�������2� to speak allegorically,

figuratively  n. 
@���
�, �� elsewhere, in another passage
@���� or, alternatively (in lists of alternative

explanations) –
]�� together, at the same time,

simultaneously
��5�=� blunt, dull
�� ���� (purely) narrative, without

speeches , 
���
5�;�� dialogue
���
5�� � ambiguity
���
	5�2� to dispute
����
���	�� to read
������;�� necessary (to reject or defend

athetesis)  n. ,  n. , 
����� �K� ,����'� to be anachronistic
��������� �	
� (repeating) summary, recapitulation

 n. ,  n. 
����
�2� to stir up
��������
 to revive (the reader)  n. 
������5��� to take up again  n. 
�����=� to relieve (the reader) 
������� ≈ ����
��������� to fill (a ‘gap’ in the narrative) 
�������� to set on the wing, set aflutter, put on

tiptoe ,  n. 
������	�� not fitting 
��������
 to depend (grammatically)
������ �� ��$� to suspend the mind (of the

reader) 
���	���� (���	�2��) inversion, reverse order –, 
����2,� to run back (of anachronies)

 n. 
������� (����2��) reference
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�������	
� (������2�) apostrophe, address, exclamation; ≈
����������	
�; narratorial
comment –,  n. 

��2����� from above (i.e. chronologically)
 n. 

���=�'��� not open to objection
������� florid (of style) 
������
	 in human language 
��������
"�� in human form (of gods) 
������������ having human feelings (of gods) 
��
,��=� to track  n. 
�����"�	
� corresponding clause, (esp.) ‘So-Stück’

(of a simile) –
��0 �$ instead of, in the sense of
��
"
�	��
��� contrasting
��
��
�2��� contrastingly
��
����
 to contradict 
�� ���	
�, �� * by means of the opposite 
@����� ≈ ��2�����
�������� inconsistent, uneven 
��
��
	�� trustworthy  n. , 
�����2���
� (������� �) to narrate, report  n. , , 
�������
��� messenger report 
����5�=�� to make dull, blunt
������ to take up, treat  n. 
������, ���� � "�=���� to take up the second item first ,

������� ,  n. 
����2����� infinitive
���
��
��� threatening
���" "��
 to deliver, provide (a story element

previously ‘withheld’) 
������'��� to summarise  n. 
���	���� (���	�2��) apostrophe, transition (of all kinds)

–,  n. , , , 
���� �� (����	
�) to refer to, aim at  n. 
������� concisely
������� discouragement
������� inappropriate
����� (���2�) idle  n. , 
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���-�, �F� not idly, not without purpose 
��2	��
� ��
�
�� poetic licence
Z���� to fit
�	���� �2�� to say implicitly
@���� absurd
�S��	
� amplification
�F����	���� in his/her own person (or name) 
�F���� eyewitness
�F�	,�"
�?� to improvise, make an ad-hoc

invention 
�����	
� (�������
���) ≈ "
���	
�
@`',�� inanimate, without soul
5��=�� (5����) indignation 
5�	�� ?� to torture 
5
�?���
 to do violence  n. , 
5
�
��� pertaining to life, lifelike  n. 
5��,�;, �� briefly, in a nutshell 
5����;�� device to produce stage-thunder 
����;�� ridiculous
�������� past events, past action 
�
������� present events, present action 
����'��� smooth (of style) 
����
�� 2,�� painting
����
�-� graphically
����� to write, represent
�����, �F to excise (i.e. athetise in the modern

sense)
"�
���
�� marvellous 
"� ��'�
 to show, represent
"�'���=� to be second rate 
"
� � for the purpose of 
"
� � � with � (or any other letter; with

respect to spelling)
"
������ to describe, depict
"
�"�"��2��� ≈ ����"�"��2���
"
���	
� ("
� ���
) attitude, mood, arrangement

 n. , –
"
������ gap 
"
���
��� break, interval, pause  n. 
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"
�����=� ≈ �����=�
"
���
� thinking; sense of the passage

(preceding paraphrases)  n. 
"
�	��2� to make clear
"
�	��'�?� to revise, interpolate, tamper with
"
�	2��� ("
�	���) to put a comma
"
�	��� dimension, interval
"
�	���
��� proceeding by intervals (?) 
"
�	=�� ("
�	'����) to disparage, ridicule 
"
��
5� ("
�� 5�) delay , 
"
�'��� to (re)present
"
���� � ("
����2�) contradiction, inconsistency 
"
"�	���
��� narrative  n. 
"
"�	�� to teach, instruct
"
��� �� ≈ ��� ��
"
��2�,���
 to go through (in one’s account)
"
���"
��� narrative 
"
�����
��� narrative, narrator-text –
"
���	
� ("
�����, "
��2���
) narrative –
"
��& diple (the marginal sign >)
"
��& ���
�	
��2�� diple periestigmene (the marginal sign

>:)  n. 
"
		����2� to repeat (verbatim)  n. 
"�l�� drama, play
"����
��� dramatic (also speech as opposed to

narrative) –, –
"'��-� ably 
%�'��, ��� * by itself, separately (of clauses in

syntactical explanations)
%�'��, ���� to himself (of self-apostrophes)

 n. , 
%�'�$, �� * from himself, from his own point of

view
��� �� (����
���) to wake up, stir (the reader) 
<��� (�1���) custom, habit 
<���, ���� � against regular custom
�)"�� type, form
�/"�����
2� to personify 
�/��?��� 
�
 to resemble, take the guise of (of

gods)
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�/��� likely
�/��� image, comparison, simile –
�/���� � self-deprecation, feigned ignorance;

rhetorical irony –,  n. 
�/	��� (lit.) to bring on stage, (hence,

generally) to represent (in art incl.
literature)  n. , 

�/	2�,���
 to enter the stage (through the wings),
to exit (to the stage house)  n. 

��"2,���
 to understand 
���=����� ekkyklema (theatre trolley) 
������ -� H������ word choice 
������ (<�����
�, to strike with awe, amazement –

������
���)
������I"2� to dramatise  n. 
����52� to alarm, scare (the reader) 
<���� (���2�) pity 
���� �� ≈ ������ ��
��� � hope, expectation 
<���	
� (���� ��) indirect presentation, suggestion,

insinuation; emphasis ,  n. ,


������� resembling 
<�`',�� animate(d)
������
�� anxious; full of suspense; taking part in

a contest  n. , –
������� to change
���� �� opposite , 
������
� (�������) graphic quality, vividness , 
<�"���� (from) within (i.e. backstage) 
��"=���
 to enter
��2���
� activity, energy 
�����2���
 to take place, happen
���2�"� ��� �$ + quotation from here to ‘. . .’ (used to indicate a

passage of consecutive lines)
����2� to think, consider, imagine
<���
�, "
��& double meaning  n. 
���,�2� to be a nuisance 
��	�� �� to insert  n. 
��2,��� ≈ �,�
�-�
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��'�,��� to read
��� �� to lift up, arouse (the reader) 
������� to change, adapt  n. 
������	 � (������?���
) elaboration  n. , 
��2�,���
 to enter the stage (from the house); to

exit (through the wings)  n. 
����?� to examine, scrutinise, explore
�������
��� ≈ "
�����
���
%�&�, � normal word order, grammatical

sequence; following, next (esp. ��0 �
%�&� = etc.)  n. 

���'	 � ��
�
�� poetic licence ,  n. 
<����� (from) outside (the text, of words that

readers must supply themselves),
(from) outside (the speech, i.e. in the
narrator-text); (from) outside (i.e. on
stage) ,  n. 

����� to add, continue
��� �� to stir (the reader)
��������� one close after another, back to back
�������`
� (��������5���) repetition 
��� ����
 (<��
�
�) to hasten  n. 
���
	��� ≈ �/	���
���
	�"
�� scene, episode
����"
"�	�� to explain afterwards (cf. �������	
�)
��2��
�
 to elaborate
��������	 � (��������?���
) ≈ ������	 �
�������	
� (subsequent) explanation 
��
�
���	�� (�� ���	
�) to recognise (disguised gods)
��
����� title
��
"
���	
� digression  n. 
��
?�2� ≈ ?�2�
�� ���� adjective, epithet
��
�'�2� (��
�'� �) to long for (of the reader) , 
��
�����2� (��
������	
�) ≈ �����2�
��
��� ?���
 ≈ ��� ?���

��
�=� ≈ �=�
�� ���, 9� for the most part ,  n. 
��
	����?� to speak with sarcasm 
��
	�2�� ≈ ���	�2��
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��
	'�2��� to cut back (a passage)
�� �"�� on purpose, intentionally 
��
���� to trouble (the reader) 
��
�2�� to add
��
�����, �� * on impulse, without premeditation

 n. 
��
���2� (��
������) to make a narratorial comment ,

 n. 
������
��� interrogative  n. 
<	� within (i.e. backstage)  n. ,


�F�� ����� prone to 
�F���� silly 
�S��
��� well-timed  n. 
�F�
��� optative
�S��
� goodwill
�G��	
� preparation (of the subject-

matter) 
�F	�5�� righteous
�F���� cheap, banal 
�F��� �� to cheer (the reader) 
?���� (?�2�) problem, difficulty, inquiry 
?����� � painting 
� or –
���'� i.e., that is
("=� (("���) sweet, pleasant 
���
, �� (��
���) in character; ironically; emphatically

, –,  n. 
��
	�2���, ���� � against regular custom
�����
[� introduction of characters

(i.e. speech) ,  n. 
L��� character , –
��2�� silently, gently, softly, aside  n. ,


(	',&7 silently, aside 
��'��	
�� (��$��) admirable, wonderful, amazing ,


����� spectator 
����
��� dramatic 
�2���� theatre, audience
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�������;�� platform for gods’ appearances
 n. 

������=� to conciliate (the reader) 
���'52� to throw into confusion (the

reader) 
�'�2�� stage  n. 
/����
 (1�	
�) to heal, cure  n. 
1"
�� distinctive (of epithets) 
/" �� (/"
�-�) alone, against the tradition 
^����� sufficient
/	2�� >
 ≈ NB
^	�� ��, ��� * contrary to traditional myth , 
/	,��� plain (of style) 
������' (�����
���) (in) general (also of generic

epithets) 
��
��� new, unheard of 
��
����2� to be innovative 
��
��� (critical, decisive) moment, time 
���-� nicely , 
����� standard, model
����� �� ≈ ������ ��
������2� to measure out
�������
��� astonishing 
���	��'� style
���	�
��� narrative 
���	�2�� to bring to an end, conclude
�����2� (�����
���) to mock, provoke 
������
�� main point, topic  n. , , 
������ �I (-�
�), �� summarily , 
������
�"�� summary
�
�2� (� ��	
�) to move (emotionally) 
��
����"�� step by step
��
��� generic (of epithets)  n. 
����� surfeit , , 
����� � coronis (the marginal sign) 
��	��� ��
�
��� poetic ornament  n. 
������� to keep (the reader) in suspense
�� 	
� ��
����� critical judgment of poems  n. 
�'��
��� typical of cyclic poets  n. , 
�=���� circle, ring –
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�'� �� �2�� to use plain language (and not
figurative)  n. 

���
��� comic
�� �� to be missing
���
��� style 
�������� imperceptibly, secretly, indirectly, en

passant, sotto voce, aside , ,
 n. 

�2�
� word
�������2� to set out in detail  n. 
�����, ��� in detail
����;�� stage  n. 
��� ?���
 to understand, infer , 
����� narrative, speech, word; sense of the

passage (preceding paraphrases) 
n. 

�'�2� to grieve 
�=	
� (�=�) solution –
�=� �� 3����	
� to destroy the story 
������� to learn
��,���
 to be in disagreement, inconsistent,

contradictory , 
������������ great, grand 
��� 	���
 to go over, make a transition
�� �'��� mouse-tailed (of an irregular

hexameter) 
��� ?� ≈ 	'���� ?�
�2���, ��� in detail 
�2���, ���� one after the other, in instalments 
�2	�', "
� in the middle (in general, not

just parentheses in the narrow
sense)  n. 

���5� �� (���5�	
�) to pass on to (i.e. change of scene)
 n. , , 

���5���� to change, alter, go over to (i.e. change
of scene)

����� to lead over (i.e. change of scene)
�������2� to change the guise (of gods)
���� �� to fall into
���	��'�?� to change (the costume)
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����2�� to transfer  n. 
���,�
� ?���
 to change, adapt  n. 
�2�
�
 to make a transition (i.e. change of

scene)
���=� to show, represent, narrate
����� perhaps
��,��� theatre crane, deus ex machina ,

–
�
��� mixed –, 
�
�2���
 (� ��	
�) to imitate (i.e. represent in art,

incl. literature); to make use of
speeches –

�
��
��� speech, drama(tic) –
���
�� word
�$��� (�'�
���) plot; fiction  n. , 
�'��� ?� (�'���
	���) to sneer at 
������
 (�����
���) the younger poets (i.e.

post-Homeric) , 
��2� to understand 
����=� to mark as spurious (cf. ���2�)
�$� (also) in the present passage
E?� to smell 
�/��;�� fitting, suitable, peculiar , ,


�/����� � (�/�����
���, deployment, arrangement, order

�/�����2�) (of the subject-matter, hence:) plot
–, , , 

�)��� pity 
�1���
 to understand 
�:�� for example 
H� ��
�, �� in a few words 
!����� consistent  n. 
!�
��
��� homiletic –
!���
"�� uniform 
!��
���� 
�
 to take the guise of (of gods)
>��
�� similar
!��
��� resemblance
!�� �	
� comparison, simile –, 
!���'� � homonymy
H����?� to name
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H�������
��� giver of names 
!��
	��� arming scene 
!��� to see, visualise (of the reader)
H�� ?���
 to be angry (of the reader)
H��-� correctly
�F ��� + acc. not in accordance with
E`
� vision, sight, visual aspect 
E`
�, @�� 3�* to bring into view , 
����� emotion
��
"�=� to educate
���
����2� to repeat (verbatim) 
���� � from (often in etymological

explanations)
����5�	
� parabasis (in Old Comedy)
����5��� (����5��
���, simile  n. , –

����5����)
��������� paragraph –
������ ≈ �/	���
����"�"��2��� transmitted, traditional 
����"�
��� (mythical) exemplum 
����"2,���
 to understand
����" "��
 to transmit; represent, narrate
����"
���	
� digression 
����"���� paradox, contrary to

expectation 
����
� ���
 to hint at (‘past’ a person

present)  n. 
����
2���
 to excuse
��������'��$���, ���/�� �$ from the consequence 
�������=� to change, adapt  n. 
������ �� (������
`
�) to leave out, omit , –
�����
����� ≈ ������ ��
�������� to avoid
�����'�2���
 to comfort (the reader) 
�����������
��� full of fillers  n. 
����	���
�� ≈ 	���
��
����	��'� arrangement, preparation 
�������	
� design, purpose
��������I"2� to parody tragedy  n. 
�����2�� to change, adapt  n. 
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�����2,� to run through (of ‘fast’ narrative)
, 

����'�,���� present (as an eyewitness) 
����,������� (lit. perhaps) something furnished

in addition (e.g. of mute
characters) –

������=����� ≈ �����
����� (not
≈ ���=�����)  n. 

����
	��� ≈ �/	���
���2�5�	
� digression –
���2��� to be superfluous
�����
����� stage direction  n. , –
�������2��', ���/�� �$ from the consequence 
��� 	��
 to represent, narrate, describe
���
	��2� to insert a digression 
����� present (as an eyewitness) , 
���
����� to doubt the authenticity, bracket; to

omit  n. 
��� ����� superfluous
���
����� emotionally engaging/-ed, deeply

moving/-ed  n. 
���
�2�
� crisis, turning-point, peripety ,


���
		�� superfluous (of lines, to defend

athetesis; of epithets)  n. , 
���
 ��� 
�
 ����� to have somebody say (in direct

speech)  n. 
��'	
��� interrogative  n. 
�
����� (�
������) plausible, convincing ,  n. ,


� 	
� trust(worthiness)
����
�?� to speak obliquely (as opposed to

plainly) 
���	�� (����) fiction, invention 
���=� wide, broad (of a full account) 

n. 
���2� to long for (of the reader) 
�� �	
� (��
�
���) poetry, poem; poetic (also the poet’s as

opposed to the character’s) , ,
 n. , , 

��
�
� � (��
� ���, ��
� ���) variation, diversity , –
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���'���	���� of many characters  n. 
������� (�����
�) events, action
������� � (literary) work
�������=���
 to treat (in one’s poetry)
������
��� subject-matter 
����
�� action, events
��2��� appropriate, apt, fitting  n. ,


������������ �	
� summary in advance  n. 
���������=���
 to introduce as a prelude  n. 
��������2�����
 to mention beforehand (i.e. prolepsis)


���������2� (����������	
�) to announce beforehand (i.e. prolepsis)

–, –, ,  n. ,  n. 
��������2��� to report beforehand (i.e. prolepsis)


��������	
� ≈ ���	'������	
�
���"
�	'� 	��
 to introduce beforehand (a character

or story element)
���"
�'��� to sketch in advance
���2���	
� exhibition in advance (i.e. prolepsis)


�������2���
 to explain beforehand
�����
�"�=� to prepare for beforehand
������	��'� preparation, motivation in advance

(������	��'�?�) 
����
�2� to rouse beforehand 
������� to proceed, advance (of the narrative)

 n. 
����2�� to say beforehand (i.e. prolepsis) 
�����`
� (������5���) prolepsis 
������ ?� to be the first speaker (not necessarily

in a ‘prologue’ in the narrow sense)


����
����� � (����
�����2�) preparation, motivation in
advance –,  n. , 

���� �
�� proem, introduction  n. 
�������" "��
 to set down beforehand 
�������	��'� preparation, motivation in advance

(�������	��'�?�) 
�����'�� ?� to prepare beforehand (the reader)
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���� + acc. (refers) to ,  n. 
���	�����'
��� apostrophising, addressing, vocative

case 
���	����
��� attractive  n. 
���	"2,���
 to understand 
���	"
��2���� 
�
 to converse with
���	"���� (���	"�� �) to expect (of the reader) 
���	��
��� attentive
���	��
��2� to understand 
���	2,� �� ��$� to pay attention
���	����� tedious
���	�,� attention 
���	��
��� imperative
���	 ���
 to add, supply
���	',��, ��� � at random
���	'������	
� reverse order 
���	'� 	��
 to introduce beforehand 
���	'����=� ≈ 3����=�
���	����� useful, suitable
���	�'�� naturally belonging, suitable
���	���� character
���	����, ����� silent character , 
���	����, ���� � out of character 
���	����, 	'���
��� central character 
���	���', �� �$ /" �' in propria persona ,  n. ,

 n. 
���	�����
[� introduction of speaking character,

speech
������� encouragement
���'��� to mould beforehand  n. 
���v����	
� ≈ ���	'������	
�
����2����
 to pronounce
�������	
� ≈ ����������	
�
���,�� ?���
 to oblige beforehand (the reader) 
�'��-� often  n. 
a�`�I" � book (of the Iliad/Odyssey)
a�2�� >
 one must say that (in response to a

‘problem’)
a�-� explicitly
	����� unsound, corrupt
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	����	��� sarcasm 
	�����
� clarity  n. 
	���� ?� to explain, make clear
	����� (	������) solemn
	���
�� (	��� �	
�, 	���;��) to mark with a marginal sign
	���
�2�� >
 ≈ NB 
	
���� to pass over in silence, not represent

,  n. 
	
��������, ��� � silently, tacitly, implicitly  n. ,

(	
����2���) –, –, 
	���� stage, acting area, stage building
	���� to mock 
	��� �� rarely
	�2��� seed  n. , 
	��'"� haste; earnestness , 
	
��� punctuation mark, (esp.) full stop
	
��� , "=� colon (to indicate change of speaker)
	 ?� to punctuate  n. 
	'�����
��� (	=�������) prose (occasionally any form of

writing)
	'���� ����
 to agree
	'����
	��� inference  n. , 
	'�5�5����, � concomitant circumstances; events,

action  n. 
	'���� ?� to split up, distribute (an account)

,  n. 
	'�����
� (	'���	,�) sympathy
	'��2��	��, ��� summarily 
	'������� to fill (a ‘gap’ in the narrative) 
	'����2� to agree
	=������ (	'���� �) consonant, corresponding , 
	'�����
�� ≈ ����
��
	'���� to connect, combine
	'���
��� essential, crucial, salient  n. 
	'��,2�, � 	. �$ ����' the natural order (or continuity) of the

account
	'��,-� permanently, without interruption
	=�����, ���� � contrary to the usual practice 
	'����� (	'����
�) regular, habitual, customary ,

 n. 
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	=���	
� composition ,  n. 
	'� ��
 to understand, perceive
	'� 	��
 to introduce (a new character),

characterise, represent, describe
	'�2��� to cut down (a passage)
	=����� (	'��� �) concise, brief  n. ,  n. ,

–
	'�'����=� ≈ 3����=�
	=	�	
� -� �������� structure of events  n. 
	����"�� wasp-like (of an irregular hexameter)

 n. 
	,��
�?� to utter indignant complaints
	,&�� (rhetorical) figure, scheme; appearance,

posture , 
	,���
, �� 	. ���?�/"���� to indicate by means of the wording


	,��� ?���
 to mime (an action on stage)
	,��� leisure
	������
2� to personify 
��
�=���
 to keep in store, save for later –
��
� (natural) order , , 
���
��� humble, modest, base  n. ,

 n. , 
�,�
, �� quickly 
2�`
� (2���) pleasure
�,�
�-� rhetorically (opposite: �'	
�-�

naturally) 
��2� to preserve, retain

�2� some (usually of unnamed scholars)


��� interruption, cut (between two

scenes) ,  n. 
���
��� tragic
��,=�� harshness 
����� (rhetorical) trope, mode 
3�
�� sound 
3����=� to understand (something

presupposed but not explicitly stated
in the text) 

3����� (3����	
�) ≈ ������
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3�#� �$ for the purpose of 
3���5��� inversion of words or clauses

 n. 
3��� ����
 to postpone
3��"
���	
� sub-narrative 
3����	
� subject-matter, plot (summary)

 n. , , 
3����
	
� delivery, acting; dissimulation, 
3���� 	�
, �� ironically; in delivery , 
3����
�� actor
3������� commentary 
3����2� to understand (cf. 3����=�) 
G����� suspect
3��	�
��� substantive –
3��	 ?� to put a comma
3��2��� to cut off (a speaker)
3���� �� to show indirectly (cf. ���� ��) 
3� * �� (lit.) in one unit, hence: at once, in

one word
3`���� grand (of style) 
3`�� to lift up (the reader’s mind)

 n. 
������� clear, plain (as opposed to figurative)
����?� to produce a mental image (in the

reader)?  n. 
����	 � mental image; representation 
�
���� �
��� fond of variety 
���?� to say, tell, narrate
���	
� diction, expression
�'��� to save, protect, preserve –
,������ type, character 
,������ ?� to characterise
,��
�� ?���
 (,��
��
	���) to jest 
,�� ?���
 to please 
,��'�?� (,��'�	���) to scoff 
,������ producer
,��
��� choral ode
,���� chorus
,�� � need, use
,��
�"�� functional  n. 
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,�&	
� use, deployment (of the
subject-matter) 

,��	�� good
,����'�, ���� �K� anachronistically
`
��� with a smooth breathing; (purely)

narrative ,  n. 
`',���� � (`',����2�) amusement, allurement,

persuasion 
`',��� frigid
9� cf., for example 
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schol. Ge Il. Les scolies Genevoises de l’Iliade, ed. J. Nicole.
Geneva and Basle  (repr. Hildesheim ).

schol. Od. Scholia Graeca in Homeri Odysseam, ed. W.
Dindorf ( vols.). Oxford  (except for
.–).

schol. Od. (.–) Scholia in Homeri Odysseam A 1–309 auctiora et
emendatiora, ed. A. Ludwich. Königsberg
– (repr. Hildesheim ).

schol. Isoc. Scholia Graeca in Aeschinem et Isocratem, ed. W.
Dindorf. Oxford .

schol. Luc. Scholia in Lucianum, ed. H. Rabe. Leipzig .
schol. Lycophr. Scholia et paraphrases in Lycophronis Alexandram,

ed. P. A. M. Leone. Rome .
schol. Opp. Hal. Scholia in Oppiani Halieutica, ed. U. C.

Bussemaker, in Scholia in Theocritum, ed.
F. Dübner. Paris .

schol. Pi. Scholia vetera in Pindari carmina, ed. A. B.
Drachmann ( vols.). Leipzig –.



Editions of scholia 

schol. Pl. Scholia Platonica, ed. W. Ch. Greene. Haverford
 (repr. Hildesheim ).

schol. S. Scholia in Sophoclis tragoedias vetera, ed. P. N.
Papageorgios. Leipzig  (for all plays except
Aj. and OC).

schol. S. Aj. 	
 ����� ������ ��� ������ ��� ����������,
ed. G. A. Christodoulou. Athens .

schol. S. OC Scholia in Sophoclis Oedipum Coloneum, ed. V. de
Marco. Rome .

schol. Theocr. Scholia in Theocritum vetera, ed. C. Wendel.
Leipzig .

schol. Thuc. Scholia in Thucydidem: ad optimos codices collata,
ed. C. Hude. Leipzig .



Other abbreviations

Ap.S. Apollonii Sophistae Lexicon Homericum, ed. I.
Bekker. Berlin .

Did. Didymi Chalcenteri grammatici Alexandrini
fragmenta quae supersunt omnia, ed. M. Schmidt.
Leipzig  (repr. Amsterdam ).

Ep.Hom. Epimerismi Homerici, ed. A. R. Dyck ( vols.).
Berlin and New York –.

Eust. Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem
pertinentes, ed. M. van der Valk ( vols.). Leiden
–. (The prefaces to this edition are quoted,
e.g., as ‘van der Valk II: lv’.)

Eust. Od. Eustathii archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis commentarii
ad Homeri Odysseam, ed. G. Stallbaum. Leipzig
–.

GG Grammatici Graeci, eds. A. Hilgard, A. Lentz, R.
Schneider and G. Uhlig ( vols.). Leipzig
– (repr. Hildesheim ).

Hesych. Hesychi Lexicon, ed. K. Latte (vols. I–II: �–�),
Copenhagen –; P. A. Hansen (vol. III: �–	),
Berlin and New York .

LfgrE Lexikon des frühgriechischen Epos, eds. B. Snell
et al. (�–��=��). Göttingen –

LSJ A Greek–English Lexicon, eds. H. G. Liddell, R.
Scott, H. S. Jones and R. McKenzie, th edn.
(with new suppl.). Oxford .

Porph. on Il. Porphyrius, Quaestionum Homericarum ad Iliadem
pertinentium reliquias, ed. H. Schrader ( vols.).
Leipzig –.





Other abbreviations 

Porph. on Od. Porphyrius, Quaestionum Homericarum ad
Odysseam pertinentium reliquias, ed. H. Schrader.
Leipzig .

Porph. . . . Sodano Porphyrii Quaestionum Homericarum liber I, ed. A.
R. Sodano. Naples .

Ps.Herod. fig. Ps.-Herodian, De figuris, ed. K. Hajdú. Berlin and
New York .

Ps.Plut. Hom. Ps.-Plutarch, De Homero, ed. J. F. Kindstrand.
Leipzig .

Su. Suidae Lexicon, ed. A. Adler ( vols.). Leipzig
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TrGF Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, eds. B. Snell, R.
Kannicht and S. Radt ( vols.). Göttingen
–.

Trypho fig. Trypho, De figuris, in Rhetores Graeci, vol. III, ed.
L. Spengel. Leipzig : –.

Trypho II Trypho [II], De tropis, ed. M. L. West, CQ ,
: –.
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epic breadth/scope (epische Breite) , ,


epithets , –, , –
distinctive , 
generic –, 
ornamental –

Eratosthenes 
etymology , ,  n. , , 
euphonism , 
Euripides  n. , ,  n. , ,  n. ,

 n. ,  n. , , –, , ,
 See alsoindex loc.

Eustathius ,  n. ,  n. ,  n. ,
 n. ,  n. ,  n. ,  n. ,  n. ,
 n. ,  n. ,  n. ,  n. , ,
 n. ,  n. , , ,  n. ,
 n. , ,  n. ,  n. ,  n. 
See alsoindex loc.

ex eventu knowledge –, 
exceptions 
exempla, mythological –
explanation (epexegesis) –, –, 

alternative 
eyewitness, report of – See alsoreader as

eyewitness

fabula , , ,  n. , , , –
fiction –
‘fill-in technique’ , ,  n. , –, 
focalisation –, , 

secondary/embedded –, 
formalism , 
function, educative , ,  n. , , ,

 n. 

Galen – See alsoindex loc.
gaps –,  n. , 
generalisation 
genre  n. , –, , , 
gods  n. ,  n. , , ,  n. ,  n. ,

 n. , , ,  n. , ,  n. ,
 n. , , , –, 

in disguise –, 
human nature of –, 
intervention of –, , 
omniscience of  n. 
use different language –

Heraclitus (allegorist) 
Hermogenes  See alsoindex loc.
Herodian  n. ,  n. , 
Herodian, Pseudo- , ,  n. , , , 

See alsoindex loc.
Herodicus 
hint –
Horace  n. ,  n. 
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iconic relation between form and content –
imitation 
inconsistency , , , , , , , ,

–, , , , ,  n. 
irony –

dramatic ,  n. , –
rhetorical –, , –

Isocrates –, 

justice, poetic 

kata to siopomenon  n. , –, –,
, , –,  n. 

lemma , 
licence, poetic  n. , , –,  n. ,


linguistics 
literature, secondary –
lusis ek tou prosopou , , –,  n. ,



meaning, hidden , 
Megaclides of Athens 
Menander  n. 
messenger speech  n. , , , , ,

,  n. , –
metre –, 

increasing number of syllables –
three-word hexameters 

misogyny ,  n. ,  n. 
mockery 
monotony, avoidance of , , , , ,

–,  n. , 
moralism –,  n. ,  n. 
motivation –, , ,  n. ,  n. , ,

, , ,  n. ,  n. , , , ,
,  n. , , , ,  n. 

in advance –, 
myth, traditional version of –, ,

–
mythography –,  n. , –

narrative (narrator-text) –, 
in the first, second or third person  n. ,

–, 
transition from/to speech –, 

near-miss –
nepios-passages –
Nicanor  n. , , –,  n. ,  n. ,

, –, 
norm , 
novelty , –, , , 

omissions See gaps
omniscience , 

onomatopoeia  n. 
order –, 

chronological 
parallel –
reverse –

outlook, ancient –, , , 

paragraphe –
paralepsis –,  n. ,  n. , –, ,

, 
parallel passages 
paratragodia 
parody , 
patterns of argumentation, recurrent –
pause (temporal) , , 
personification –
persuasiveness 
piecemeal disclosure –
Plato  n. , –, –, ,  n. , , 

See alsoindex loc.
plausibility , , , , –, –,


plot –,  n. 
Plutarch  n. ,  See alsoindex loc.
polemics 
Porphyry ,  n. , –,  n. ,

–, –,  n. , , , ,
 n. ,  n. , –,  n. , ,
 n. 

Praxiphanes –
preparation 
presentation, indirect –, 
prolepsis , –, ,  n. , , –, ,

, , , , , 
explicitness of ,  n. 
external –,  n. ,  n. , 
internal ,  n. 

Protagoras ,  n. 
psychology , , , , 

quality, graphic (enargeia) , –, , –,
, –, , , 

question and answer , , , 
quotation –,  n. , , , ,  n. ,

,  n. 

rationalisation ,  n. , ,  n. 
reader ,  n. , , , , , ,  n. ,

, , , ,  n. , , –, ,
–, , –, , ,  n. , ,
, , , , , , ,  n. ,
, , , –, , –, 

alarm of –
amazement of –, , 
anger of 
anxiety of , , –, 
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reader (cont.)
attention of , , , , , –,

, , –,  n. , , , ,
 n. 

conciliation of –
cooperation of , , –, , –, ,


emotion of –
expectation of , –, , , –, ,

, , , ,  n. 
as (eye)witness , , 
falls asleep 
fear of 
fills in gaps , –, 
goodwill of 
hope of 
identifies with characters , 
learns , 
longing of , , –, 
pity of –
pleasure of , 
psychological effects on , –, , , ,

, –
relaxation/relief of , , ,  n. , –,

, , 
as spectator –, –,  n. 
vs. spectator , , , –, 
surfeit of , –, –
suspense of , , , –, , –,

 n. , 
sympathy of 
thinking of , 
trust of , , –

reading, dull –, ,  n. 
realism , , , 

lifelike , –, , , ,


recognition scene 
reference, system of –, 
repetition, avoidance of  n. , 
retardation , –, , , 
retracing the steps (of the narrator) 
rhetoric ,  n. , –,  n. , , –,

 n. , ,  n. , , ,  n. , ,
 n. , , –,  n. ,  n. ,
–,  n. , , –,  n. ,
–, , –, –, , ,
 n. , –, –, –, , ,
–, ,  n. , 

Sallustius 
sarcasm 
‘save for later’ –,  n. ,  n. 
scene, change of –, ,  n. , , ,

, , ,  n. 

scholia see index loc.
brevity of ,  n. ,  n. , 
composite nature of –
language of 
modern editions of –,  n. 
peter out 
sources of , –

seed  n. , –
selection of topics –
Seleucus  n. , –
semantics , , , –, 
sense, common , , , 
Servius , 
showing as vs. telling , , 
simile ,  n. , , –, , ,  n. ,

, ,  n. , , , –,
 n. ,  n. , ,  n. ,
–

Simonides 
simultaneity , , , , 
Solon 
solutions (luseis) –,  See also question and

answer
Sophocles  n. , ,  n. ,  See

alsoindex loc.
spectator, address of –

parabasis  n. 
speech –, , , , –,  n. ,

, , , , , , –, ,
 n. , 

boundaries of ,  n. 
capping –, , , , , –, 
interior monologue 
introduction of –,  n. , –, ,


omission of –
(no) rapid dialogue –, 
ring composition –, 
three-way conversation –, 
within speech  n. , , ,  n. ,

 n. , –
stage conventions ,  n. , –

chorus remains on stage 
three-actor rule –

stage directions , ,  n. , –,
–

identification of speakers –, 
Stoicism  n. ,  n. 
story, (not) to destroy the  n. , –
storylines, multiple , –, 
Strabo , , 
style  n. , , –, , , ,  n. ,

–
difference between genres –
polar expression –
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three styles –, 
See also conciseness, elaboration,

explanation, irony, monotony (avoidance
of ), onomatopoeia, presentation
(indirect), quality (graphic), variety

subject-matter ,  n. 
summary –, , –

Telephus 
temps mort  n. , 
terminology See vocabulary, technical
textual criticism ,  n. , , 
Theophrastus –
time 

narrative  n. , ,  n. , –, –,
–, 

story  n. ,  n. , –, –, ,
–, 

tines (‘some’) ,  n. , ,  n. ,


Tractatus Coislinianus 
transition –, 
treatises –, , , , , 
treatment, systematic , , , ,  n. ,

, , , , , , , , 
trustworthiness See authentication
Trypho  See alsoindex loc.

type scenes , –
arming –, 
battle , –, –, 
deliberation , 
messenger report –
typical numbers 

unity ,  n. 

variety (poikilia) , ,  n. , , –, ,
 n. , –, , , , 

visual art, comparison with 
vocabulary, technical –, , ,  n. , –,

, , , , , , , , , , ,
, –, ,  see also Glossary

word choice 
word order, natural  n. 

Zenodorus  n. , , , –
Zenodotus  n. ,  n. , ,  n. , ,

–,  n. ,  n. , , ,  n. ,
–, , –,  n. ,  n. ,
–,  n. , –,  n. , , ,
, ,  n. , , , –, –,
 n. ,  n. 

Zielinski’s law  n. 
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Aeschylus
Ag. – 
Ch.  
Ch.  
Eum.  
PV – 
PV  , n. 
Th.  
Th.  
Th.  n. 
Th.  n. 
Th.  n. 
fr.  Radt n. 
TrGF III pp. – 
TrGF III p.  
TrGF III pp. – n. 
TrGF III p.  
TrGF III p.  n. 
TrGF III p.  ,

n. 
TrGF III p.  n. 
test.  Radt n. 
Vita Aesch. suppl. d Her. n. 

Aethiopis
argum. p. .– Bern. n. 

Alcaeus
fr.  Voigt n. 

Alcidamas
soph.  n. 

Alexander
fig. III .– Sp. –
fig. III .– Sp.

n. 

Anaximenes
Rh. . n. 
Rh. .– n. 

Andocides
. 

Andron
FGH  F  n. 

Anecdoton Estense
p.  Wendel n. 

Anonymus
III .– Sp. n. 
III .– Sp. n. 

Anonymus Seguerianus
 Dilts-Kenn. n. 
 Dilts-Kenn. n. 
 Dilts-Kenn. n. 
 Dilts-Kenn. n. 

Antimachus Colophonius
fr.  Wyss 

Antiphanes
fr.  K-A n. , n. 

Aphthonius
II – Sp. n. 

Apollodorus
FGH  F  n. 

Apollonius Dyscolus
coni. .– Schn. n. 
synt. p. . Uhlig n. 
synt. p. . Uhlig n. 
synt. p. . Uhlig n. 
synt. p. . Uhlig n. 
synt. p. . Uhlig n. 

Apollonius Rhodius
.– 
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Apollonius Sophista
. n. 
. n. 

Aratus
phain.  

Archilochus
fr.  West n. 
fr.  West n. 
fr.  West n. 

Aristarchus
fr. a Matthaios 
fr.  Schironi n. 

Aristides (Pseudo-)
Rh. . p.  Schm.

n. 

Aristodemus
FGH  F  n. 

Aristophanes
Ach.  
Ach.  
Ach.  
Ach. – 
Av.  n. 
Eq.  
Eq.  
Lys.  
Nu.  
Pax – n. 
Pax – 
Pax – 
Pl.  
Pl. / n. 
Pl. / n. 
Pl. / n. 
Ra.  n. 
Ra.  
Ra.  n. 
Ra. – n. 
Ra. – 
Ra. – 
Ra. – 
Ra.  n. 
Ra.  n. 
Th.  n. 
Th.  n. 
Th.  n. 
Th.  n. 
fr.  K-A n. 
fr.  K-A 

Aristophanes Byzantius
fr.  Slater n. 

Aristoteles
Po. b– n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– –
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– 
Po. b n. 
Po. a n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. b n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. b–a n. 
Po. b n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a–b n. 
Po. a n. 
Po. b– 
Po. b 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. b 
Po. a n. 
Po. a n. 
Po. b– n. 
Po. b– n. 
Po. b n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– 
Po. a n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– , n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a– 
Po. b n. 
Po. b n. 
Po. b– n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. b– , n. 
Po. a– 
Po. a n. 
Po. b– n. 
Po. b–a n. 
Po. a n. 
Po. a– n. , n. 
Po. a–b 
Po. b– n. 
Po. b– 
Po. a– 
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Aristoteles (cont.)
Po. a n. 
Po. a– n. 
Po. a n. 
Po. b– n. 
Po. b– n. 
Po. b n. 
Rh. a– n. 
Rh. a–b 
Rh. a– n. 
Rh. a– n. 
Rh. b–a 
Rh. b–a n. 
Rh. a n. 
Rh. a– n. 
Rh. a n. 
Rh. a 
Rh. b– n. 
Top. a– n. 
fr.  Rose n. 
fr.  Rose n. , n. 
fr.  Rose n. 
fr.  Rose n. 
fr.  Rose n. 
fr.  Rose n. 
fr.  Rose 

Arrianus
Ind. .. n. 

Artium Scriptores
B XXIV  n. 
B XXXV  n. 

Athenaeus
d 
a n. 
c n. 

Callimachus
fr. . = SH . n. 

Carmen de figuris vel schematibus
– n. 

Chamaeleon
fr.  Wehrli n. 

Choeroboscus
III .– Sp. n. 

Cicero
Att. .. n. 
Att. .. n. 
inv. . n. 

Cleanthes
fr.  SVF n. 

Clemens Alexandrinus
Strom. .. n. 

Cocondrius
III – Sp. n. 
III .– Sp. n. 

Comica adespota
fr.  K-A n. 
fr.  K-A 

Corpus Hippocraticum
Hipp. off. med. . n. 

Craterus
FGH  F  

Crates
fr.  Brog. 

Cratinus
test.  K-A n. 

Cypria
fr.  Bernabé n. 
fr.  Bernabé n. 

Demetrius (Pseudo-)
eloc.  n. 
eloc. – 
eloc.  n. 
eloc.  n. 
eloc.  n. 
eloc.  n. 
eloc.  n. 
eloc.  n. , n. , n. 
eloc.  
eloc.  n. 
eloc.  

Didymus
pp. – Schm. 
pp. – Schm. n. 
pp. – Schm. 
p.  Schm. 

Dio Chrysostomus
. n. 
. n. 

Diogenes Laertius
. n. 
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Diogenianus
. (I  Leutsch-Schn.) n. 

Diomedes
Ars Gramm. (I  Keil) , –n. 

Dionysius Halicarnassensis
Comp.  n. 
Comp.  n. , n. 
Dem.  n. 
Is.  n. , , n. 
Is.  n. 
Is.  n. , n. 
Is.  
Lys.  n. 
Lys.  
Pomp. . nn. –
Pomp. . n. 
Pomp.  –n. 
Thuc. – n. 
Thuc.  n. 
Thuc.  n. 
Thuc.  n. 
Thuc.  

Dionysius Thrax
p. . Uhlig n. 
pp. .–. Uhlig n. 
p.  Uhlig n. 
fr.  Linke 
fr. ∗ Linke n. 

Diphilus
fr.  K-A n. 

Donatus
ad Ter. Ad. III  
ad Ter. An. I  
ad Ter. Eun. .. 

Doxopatres
II – Walz n. 

Etymologicum Magnum
. n. 

Epaphroditus
fr.  Lünzner 

Epicurus
Rat.Sent.  = Gnom.Vat.  n. 

Epimerismi Homerici
�  Dyck 
�  Dyck n. 

Eratosthenes
fr. I A  Berger n. 
fr. I A  Berger 
fr.  Strecker n. 

Eubulus
fr.  K-A n. 

Eupolis
fr. . K-A 
fr.  K-A n. 
fr.  K-A n. 
fr.  K-A n. 
test.  K-A n. 
test.  K-A n. 

Euripides
Alc.  
Alc.  
Andr. – n. 
Andr. – 
Andr. – 
Hec. – 
Hec.  
Hec.  
Hec.  
Hec.  
Hec. – 
Hec.  
Hipp.  
Hipp. – 
Hipp.  
Hipp. – 
Ion – n. 
Med.  
Med.  n. 
Med.  
Med. – 
Med. – 
Med.  , 
Med. – 
Med.  , 
Med.  
Med. – 
Or. – 
Or. – n. 
Or.  
Or.  n. 
Or.  
Or. – 
Or. – 
Or.  
Ph. – 
Ph.  
Ph. – 
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Euripides (cont.)
Ph.  
Ph. – n. 
Ph.  
Ph.  n. 
Ph.  n. 
Ph.  
Ph.  n. 
Ph.  
Ph.  
Ph. –end 
Ph.  n. 
Ph. – n. 
Tr. – 
Tr.  
Tr.  n. 
Beller. test. ii a Kannicht n. 
Philoctetes T  Müller n. 
Telephus fr.  Kannicht n. , n. 
fr.  Kannicht n. 
vita Eur. n. 
test. – Kannicht 
test. – Kannicht 

Eustathius
.– = ..– n. 
. = ..– n. 
.– = ..– n. 
.– = ..– n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = .. –n. 
.– = ..– n. 
. = ..–. n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = .. n. 
. = .. n. 
.– = ..– n. 
. = .. n. 
.– = ..– n. 
.– = ..– n. 
.– = ..– n. 
.– = ..– n. 
. = .. n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = .. –n. , n. 
. = ..– n. 
.– = ..– n. , n. 
.– = ..– n. 
.– = ..–. n. 
. = ..– n. 
.– = ..– n. 

.– = ..– n. 
. = .. n. 
. = ..– 
.– = ..– n. 
. = ..– n. 
. = .. n. 

Galenus
. Kühn n. 
. Kühn n. 
b. Kühn n. 
b.– Kühn 
b. Kühn 

Hephaestion
p. .– Consbruch n. 

Heraclitus
All. .– 
All. .– n. 

Hermogenes
id. . n. 
id. . n. 
id. . 
inv. . n. 
inv. . n. 
inv. . 
inv. . n. , n. 
meth.  , n. 
progymn.  n. 

Herodianus (Pseudo-)
fig. – Hajdú 
fig. – Hajdú n. 
fig.  Hajdú n. , , n. 
fig.  Hajdú n. 
fig.  Hajdú 
fig. – Hajdú –, nn. –
fig.  Hajdú 

Herodorus
FGH  F  n. 

Herodotus
. n. 
. n. 

Hesiodus
Th.  n. 
Th. – n. 
Th.  n. 
Th. – n. 
Th.  n. 
Th. – n. 
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Op.  
Op. – n. 
fr. b M-W n. 
fr.  M-W n. 

Hesychius
"  n. 

Hieronymus
TrGF  T  n. 

Homerus
Il. . , n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . , n. 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . , , n. , , 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. , , n. , 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . n. , 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. . , n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 

Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . , 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– , n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . , 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
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Homerus (cont.)
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . , 
Il. . , n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . –
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . , 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . , n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . , n. 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– , , n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. . –
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 

Il. . n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . , 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– –
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .a 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . , n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– , n. 
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Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– nn. –
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. . –
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . , 
Il. .– , 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 

Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . , 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– , 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– , n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .–a 
Il. .b– 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
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Homerus (cont.)
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .–. 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. . , n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– , 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– –, 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .a n. 
Il. .– –n. 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 

Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . , 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. , 
Il. .– , , 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– , n. , n. 
Il. .– , n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. . , 
Il. . 
Il. . n. , , 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .–. , 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . n. 
Il. . 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. . , 
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Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– , n. 
Il. .– , n. ,

n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. . n. 
Il. .– n. 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Il. .– 
Il. .– 
Il. . 
Od. . 
Od. . 
Od. . n. 
Od. .– 
Od. . 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. . n. 
Od. .– 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. .– n. 
Od. .– n. 
Od. . 
Od. . 
Od. .– n. 
Od. .– n. 
Od. . 
Od. . n. 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. . , n. 
Od. . n. 
Od. . 
Od. . 
Od. . n. 
Od. . n. 
Od. . n. 
Od. . n. 
Od. . 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. . n. 
Od. . n. 
Od. . 
Od. .– n. 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. . 

Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. . n. 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. .– n. 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. .– 
Od. . 
Od. . 
Od. .– n. 
Od. .– n. 
Od. .– n. , 
Od. . n. 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. .– n. 
Od. .– n. 
Od. . n. 
Od. . 
Od. .– 
Od. . n. 
Od. . n. 
Od. . n. , 
Od. .– , 
Od. .– n. 
Od. .– 

Hymni Homerici
Dem.  n. 
Aphr. – n. 
test.  A.-H.-S. n. 

Horatius
AP – n. 
AP – n. 
AP  n. 
AP – n. 
AP  n. 

Isidorus
.. n. 

Isocrates
Euag. – , n. 
Art. Script. B XXIV  n. 

Iunius Philargyrius
on V. Ecl. p. .– Hagen ,

–n. 
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Lasus Hermioneus
fr.  PMG 

Longinus (Pseudo-)
subl. . n. 
subl. . n. 
subl. . n. 
subl. . n. 
subl. . n. 
subl. . n. 
subl.  , n. 
subl. . 
subl.  
subl. . n. 

Lucianus
Enc. Dem. . n. 
Hist. Conscr.  
Hist. Conscr.  n. 

Lyrica adespota
fr.  Page n. 
fr.  Page n. 

Megaclides
fr.  Janko 

Melanippides
fr.  Page n. 

Menander
Asp.  n. , n. 
Asp.  n. , n. 
fr.  K-A n. 
test.  K-A n. 

Menander Rhetor
. n. 

Minucianus
I .– Sp.-Ham. n. 

Nicolaus
progymn. p. .– Felten n. 
progymn. p.  Felten n. 
progymn. p.  Felten n. 

Ovidius
met. .– n. 
tr. .– n. 

Papyri
P. Achmı̂m  
P. Amh. recto. n. 
P. Berol.  recto n. 

P. Bodm.  n. 
P. Gen. inv. a–b, GH  n. 
P. Köln IX . n. 
P. Mich. inv.  (=  v. R.-St.) n. 
P. Mil.Vogl. ,  (=  v. R.-St.) n. 
P. Oxy.  
P. Oxy.  n. 
P. Oxy.  , , , , n. 
P. Oxy.  
P. Oxy.  (=  v. R.-St.) n. 
P. Oxy.  (=  v. R.-St.) n. 
P. Oxy.  (=  v. R.-St.) n. 
P. Schubart  n. 
P. Strasb. inv. , VII  n. 

Pherecrates
fr.  K-A n. 

Pherecydes
FGH  F a n. 

Philochorus
FGH  F b n. 

Philodemus
D. book , col. .– n. 

Philoponus
in Cat. pr., CIAG XIII  n. 

Phoebammon
III .– Sp. n. 
III . Sp. n. 

Pindarus
O. .– 
O. . 
O. . 
P. . n. 
P. .– –
N. .– n. 
fr.  Sn-M 
fr.  Sn-M 
fr.  Sn-M n. 
fr.  Sn-M 

Plato
Cratyl. d n. 
Hipp. min. b–e n. 
Ion b–c n. 
Ion a– n. 
Ion c–e n. 
Ion b– n. 
Phd. e–a n. 
R. d–d , 
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R. c n. 
Smp. a–d n. 

Platonius
p. .– Koster n. 
p. .– Koster n. 

Plutarchus
An seni e n. 
aud.poet. d–e n. 
aud.poet. a–c 
aud.poet. d 
aud.poet. c–d n. 
aud.poet. a–c n. 
garr. d n. 
glor. Athen. e–f n. 
glor. Athen. a n. 
quaest.conv. b–c n. 
Art. . n. , n. 
Pel. . 
Them. . n. 

Plutarchus (Pseudo-)
Hom.  n. , n. 
Hom. . n. 
Hom.  n. 
Hom.  n. 
Hom.  n. 
Hom.  , 
Hom.  n. 
Hom. – n. , 
Hom.  n. 
Hom. . n. 
Hom. .– 
Hom.  n. , n. , n. 
Hom. . n. 
Hom.  n. 
Hom. . n. 
Hom. . n. 
Hom. . 
Hom.  n. 

Polemon
fr.  Preller n. 

Pollianus
AP . n. 

Pollux
. n. 
. n. , n. 
. n. 

Polybius
.. n. 

.. n. 
.. n. 
.. n. 
.. n. , n. , n. , n. 

Polybius Sardianus
III .– Sp. n. 
III . Sp. n. 

Porphyrius
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. .ff. n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . 
on Il. . 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. .ff. –
on Il. . n. 
on Il. .ff. n. , n. 
on Il. .– n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. .ff. 
on Il. . n. 
on Il. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. , n. 
on Od. .ff. n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
on Od. . n. 
zet. / nn. –
zet.  n. 
Qu. Hom. I, pp. – Sod. n. 
Qu. Hom. I, pp. – Sod. 

Praxiphanes
fr.  Wehrli –

Probus
on V. ecl./georg. p. .– H. n. 
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Proclus
in Remp. I  Kr. 
in Remp. I . Kr. n. 
chrest. – Sev. n. 

Proleg. in Hermog.
p. .– Rabe n. 

Prolegomenon Sylloge
, p. .– Rabe n. 

Protagoras
VS  A  n. 

Ptolemaeus Ascalonita
fr.  Baege n. 

Quintilianus
. n. 
. n. 
.. 
.. n. 
.. n. 
.. n. , n. , n. 
.. n. , n. 
.. n. , n. , n. 
.. n. 
.. n. 
.. nn. –
.. n. 
.. 
.. n. 
.. n. 
.. n. 
.. n. 
.. 
.. n. 

Rhetorica ad Herennium
. n. 
. n. 
. n. 
. n. 

Servius
on V. Aen. . 
on V. Aen. . 
on V. Aen. . 
on V. Aen. . 
on V. Aen. . 
on V. ecl. . n. , n. 
on V. ecl. . n. 

Simonides
fr.  Page n. 

fr.  Page n. 
fr.  Page 
fr.  Page –, n. 

Solon
test.  Martina n. 

Sophocles
Aj.  n. 
Aj. – 
Aj. – 
Aj.  
Aj. – 
El.  
El.  
OC  
OC – 
OT – 
OT – 
OT – 
Laocoon fr.  Radt n. 
TrGF IV pp. – n. 
TrGF IV p.  n. 
TrGF IV p.  n. 
test. .– Radt n. 
test. . Radt n. 
test. .– Radt n. 

Stephanus Byzantius
. n. 

Stesichorus
fr.  Page/Davies 

Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta
. n. 
. n. 

Strabo
.. = C.– R. n. 
.. = C.–C. R. 
.. = C.–C. R. n. 
.. = C.– R. 
.. = C.–C. R. 

Strato
fr.  K-A n. 

Suda
�  n. 
5  n. 
E  n. 
E  n. 
�  n. 
  n. 
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Sulpicius Victor
 p. .– H. n. 

Theon
II . Sp. n. 
II .– Sp. n. 
II .– Sp. n. , n. 
II .–. Sp. 
II .– Sp. n. 
II  Sp. n. 
II .–. Sp. n. 
II .– Sp. n. 
II .– Sp. n. 
II .–. Sp. n. 
II – Sp. n. 
II .– Sp. n. 

Theophrastus
fr.  Fortenb. 

Thucydides
.. n. 
.. n. 
.– 
..– 
.. 
.– 
. 
. 
vita Thuc.  n. 

Tiberius
fig. III .– Sp. n. 

Tractatus Coislinianus
–, p.  Janko n. 
, p.  Janko , n. , n. 

Tragica adespota
fr. b Kannicht-Snell 
fr. b Kannicht-Snell n. 
fr.  Kannicht-Snell 

Trypho
fig. III .–. Sp. n. 
fig. III  Sp. n. 
fig. III .– Sp. n. 
fig. III .– Sp. n. 
fig. III .– Sp. n. 
fig. III .–. Sp. n. 
fig. III  Sp. 
fig. III .– Sp. n. 
fig. III  Sp. 
fig. III . Sp. n. , /n–

n. 

Velleius Paterculus
.. n. 

Xenophanes
DK  B  
fr. . West n. 

Xenophon
Hell. .. n. 

Zoilus
Art. Script. B XXXV  n. 

Zonaeus
III .– Sp. n. 

SCHOLIA et ARGUMENTA

Aeschines
schol. Aeschin. . n. 

Aeschylus
argum. A. Ag. , , n. 
schol. A. Ag. b n. 
schol. A. Ag.  n. 
schol. A. Ch.  n. 
schol. A. Ch.  n. 
schol. A. Ch.  
schol. A. Ch.  
schol. A. Ch.  n. 
schol. A. Eum. a nn. –, 
schol. A. Eum.  
schol. A. Eum. a 
schol. A. Eum. b n. 
schol. A. Eum. a , n. 
schol. A. Eum. b 
schol. A. Eum. a n. 
schol. A. Eum. b n. 
schol. A. Eum.  n. , n. 
schol. A. Eum.  
schol. A. Eum. – n. 
schol. A. Eum. a 
schol. A. Eum.  n. , n. 
schol. A. Pers.  n. 
schol. A. Pers.  n. 
argum. A. PV n. , n. 
schol. A. PV suppl. e , n. 
schol. A. PV c , 
schol. A. PV a 
schol. A. PV b n. 
schol. A. PV a/b 
schol. A. PV a 
schol. A. PV c 
schol. A. PV a , 
schol. A. PV b , 
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Aeschylus (cont.)
schol. A. PV b n. 
schol. A. PV a n. 
schol. A. PV  n. 
schol. A. PV  
schol. A. PV  
schol. A. PV  n. , n. 
schol. A. PV a–c 
schol. A. PV c 
schol. A. Supp.  n. , n. 
schol. A. Supp.  n. 
schol. A. Supp. – n. 
argum. A. Th. n. , n. 
schol. Tricl. A. Th. –b –
schol. A. Th. a n. 
schol. A. Th. b n. 
schol. A. Th. d n. 
schol. A. Th. e n. 
schol. A. Th. a n. 
schol. A. Th. b n. 
schol. A. Th. – n. 
schol. A. Th. g n. 
schol. A. Th. –b n. 
schol. A. Th. f 
schol. A. Th. g , n. 
schol. A. Th. –d n. 
schol. A. Th. –b n. 
schol. A. Th. –a/b n. 

Aphthonius
schol. Aphthon. II  W. n. 

Apollonius Rhodius
schol. A.R. .a n. 
schol. A.R. .–a n. 
schol. A.R. .–e n. 
schol. A.R. .–a 
schol. A.R. .–b n. 
schol. A.R. . n. , n. 
schol. A.R. .–c n. 
schol. A.R. .–d n. , 
schol. A.R. .–e n. , n. , 
schol. A.R. .–a n. , n. 
schol. A.R. .– n. 
schol. A.R. .–d n. , n. 
schol. A.R. .–c n. , n. 
schol. A.R. . n. 
schol. A.R. .–a n. 
schol. A.R. .–b n. 
schol. A.R. .–a n. 
schol. A.R. .–b n. 
schol. A.R. .a n. 
schol. A.R. .–a 
schol. A.R. .–a n. 
schol. A.R. .b n. 

Aratus
schol. Arat.  
schol. Arat. – n. 
schol. Arat. – n. 
schol. Arat.  n. 
schol. Arat.  

Aristophanes
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. (i) n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. a 
schol. Ar. Ach. a 
schol. Ar. Ach. a 
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. a.II n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  
schol. Ar. Ach. b n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. c 
schol. Ar. Ach.  
schol. Ar. Ach. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  
schol. Ar. Ach. a 
schol. Ar. Ach. c 
schol. Ar. Ach. a 
schol. Ar. Ach.  
schol. Ar. Ach. a 
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  
schol. Ar. Ach. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  
schol. Ar. Ach. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ach.  n. , 
schol. Ar. Ach. a 
schol. Ar. Ach. b 
schol. Ar. Ach. d n. 
schol. Ar. Ach. b n. 
argum. A Ar. Av. n. , n. 
argum. A Ar. Av. n. 
schol. Ar. Av. b n. , 
schol. Ar. Av. a 
schol. Ar. Av.  
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a 
schol. Ar. Av. c n. 
schol. Ar. Av. c.� n. 
schol. Ar. Av. b n. 
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schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. b 
schol. Ar. Av. b n. 
schol. Ar. Av. b n. 
schol. Ar. Av.  
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. c n. 
schol. Ar. Av. b n. 
schol. Ar. Av.  n. 
schol. Ar. Av.  n. 
schol. Ar. Av. b –, n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. b n. 
schol. Ar. Av.  n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Av. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ec. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. g 
schol. Ar. Eq. a 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. b n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a(II) n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq.  n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a.I 
schol. Ar. Eq.  
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. b n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. d n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. b n. 
schol. Tricl. Ar. Eq. b n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. b n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a 
schol. Ar. Eq. c.I 
schol. Ar. Eq. b n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. b n. 
schol. Ar. Eq. a n. 
schol. Ar. Eq.  n. 
schol. Ar. Lys. a 
schol. Ar. Lys.  
schol. Ar. Lys. a n. 
schol. Ar. Lys.  
schol. Ar. Lys.  n. 
argum. A Ar. Nu. n. 

schol. Ar. Nu. a n. , 
schol. Ar. Nu.  , 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. g n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. c n. , nn. –
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. , n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. d n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. , n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. c n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. c n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. d n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. c.� n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a.5 n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a 
schol. Ar. Nu.  
schol. Ar. Nu. b n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. a n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. d , n. 
schol. Ar. Nu.  –n. 
schol. Ar. Nu. .� n. 
argum. A Ar. Pax n. 
argum. A Ar. Pax n. 
schol. Ar. Pax c n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b 
schol. Ar. Pax a n. 
schol. Ar. Pax a n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b 
schol. Ar. Pax  , n. 
schol. Ar. Pax j n. 
schol. Ar. Pax d 
schol. Ar. Pax  n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b n. 
schol. Ar. Pax  n. 
schol. Ar. Pax  
schol. Ar. Pax  
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Aristophanes (cont.)
schol. Ar. Pax a n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b , n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b 
schol. Ar. Pax  n. 
schol. Ar. Pax a n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b n. 
schol. Ar. Pax  
schol. Ar. Pax a n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b n. 
schol. Ar. Pax c n. 
schol. Ar. Pax c 
schol. Ar. Pax c n. 
schol. Ar. Pax c n. 
schol. Ar. Pax b n. 
schol. Ar. Pax a n. 
schol. Ar. Pax  n. , n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. d n. 
schol. rec. Ar. Pl. a n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. a.� n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b n. 
schol. rec. Ar. Pl. a n. 
schol. Ar. Pl.  n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b.� n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. a n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b 
schol. Ar. Pl. a n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b n. 
schol. rec. Ar. Pl. b n. 
schol. rec. Ar. Pl. post  n. 
schol. rec. Ar. Pl. a n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b n. 
schol. rec. Ar. Pl. a n. 
schol. Ar. Pl. b n. 
schol. Ar. Pl.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ra. a 
schol. Ar. Ra. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ra.  
schol. Ar. Ra. b.� 
schol. Ar. Ra. b n. 
schol. Ar. Ra. a 
schol. Ar. Ra. e.5 
schol. Ar. Ra. b , 
schol. Ar. Ra. d n. 
schol. Ar. Ra.  n. , 
schol. Ar. Ra. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ra.  n. 
schol. Ar. Ra. a n. 
schol. Ar. Ra. b n. 
schol. Ar. Ra. c n. 
schol. Ar. Ra. c 

schol. Ar. Ra. b 
schol. Ar. Ra. g n. 
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schol. bT Il. .c ex. n. 
schol. bT Il. .– ex. n. 
schol. T Il. .– ex. n. 
schol. bT Il. .– ex. n. 
schol. T Il. .–a ex. n. 
schol. T Il. .– ex. n. 
schol. bT Il. .a ex. 
schol. T Il. . ex. n. 
schol. A Il. .–a Ariston. n. 
schol. A Il. .– Ariston. n. , n. 
schol. bT Il. .b ex. n. 
schol. bT Il. . ex. n. 
schol. A Il. .a Ariston. n. 
schol. bT Il. .b ex. 
schol. A Il. .–a Ariston. n. 
schol. b Il. . ex. –
schol. T Il. . ex. n. 
schol. T Il. . ex. n. 
schol. A Il. .a Ariston. n. 
schol. bT Il. .a ex. n. 
schol. bT Il. . ex. n. 
schol. bT Il. .a ex. n. 
schol. bT Il. . ex. 
schol. bT Il. .a ex. n. , 
schol. HKMaS Od. . n. , n. 
schol. HMaPQV Od. . n. 
schol. DEJ Od. . n. 
schol. HMaTVY Od. . n. 
schol. DEHJMaQ Od. . n. 
schol. BMaT Od. . n. , n. 
schol. DEHKMaQ Od. . n. 
schol. EHMaQTVY Od. . n. 
schol. DE Od. . n. , n. 
schol. EHQ Od. . , 
schol. EQ Od. . n. 
schol. P Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . 
schol. M Od. . n. , 
schol. HMQS Od. . n. , n. 
schol. H Od. . n. , n. 
schol. BPQSV Od. . n. 
schol. HMQR Od. . 
schol. HM Od. . n. 
schol. HMQ Od. . n. 
schol. HM Od. . n. 
schol. EHMQ Od. . n. , , n. 
schol. E Od. . n. 
schol. H Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . 
schol. HMQR Od. . 
schol. MQR Od. . n. 

schol. MQ Od. . n. 
schol. E Od. . n. 
schol. M Od. . n. 
schol. BQ Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . 
schol. HQR Od. . , n. 
schol. E Od. . n. , n. 
schol. HQR Od. . , , n. 
schol. Q Od. . 
schol. Q Od. . n. 
schol. EHQ Od. . n. 
schol. HMPQT Od. . 
schol. HPT Od. . n. 
schol. E Od. . n. 
schol. B Od. . 
schol. P Od. . n. 
schol. PQ Od. . n. 
schol. PQ Od. . n. 
schol. PT Od. . , n. 
schol. HPQT Od. . n. 
schol. HPQT Od. . n. 
schol. HPQ Od. . 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. BPQTE Od. . n. 
schol. BPQ Od. . 
schol. PT Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . n. , 
schol. E Od. . n. 
schol. EPQ Od. . n. 
schol. PQ Od. . 
schol. E Od. . n. , n. 
schol. PQT Od. . n. 
schol. EHPV Od. . 
schol. PQT Od. . 
schol. P Od. . n. 
schol. HPQ Od. . n. 
schol. HPQ Od. . 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. HPQ Od. . n. 
schol. PT Od. . n. 
schol. BEPT Od. . n. , 
schol. HT Od. . 
schol. P Od. . 
schol. T Od. . n. 
schol. T Od. . n. 
schol. HPQ Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . n. 
schol. QT Od. . n. , 
schol. E Od. . n. 
schol. T Od. . n. 
schol. T Od. . 
schol. T Od. . n. 
schol. H Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . , , n. 
schol. HQV Od. . n. 
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schol. HQT Od. . 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. BQ Od. . n. 
schol. HQ Od. . 
schol. Q Od. . 
schol. QV Od. . n. 
schol. T Od. . 
schol. Q Od. . n. , n. 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. HQV Od. . n. ,

n. 
schol. T Od. . 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. HQT Od. . n. 
schol. T Od. . n. 
schol. B Od. . n. , 
schol. T Od. . , 
schol. QT Od. . n. 
schol. HQT Od. . n. 
schol. BV Od. . n. 
schol. V Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . 
schol. Q Od. . n. 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . n. 
schol. H Od. . n. 
schol. BV Od. . n. 
schol. V Od. . n. 
schol. HQ Od. . 
schol. H Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . 
schol. H Od. . n. 
schol. Q Od. . n. 
schol. BHQ Od. . n. 
schol. V Od. . n. 
schol. H Od. . 
schol. H Od. .– n. 
schol. HQVind.  Od. . n. 
schol. H Od. . , 
schol. Q Od. . , 
schol. H Od. . n. 
schol. B Od. . n. 
schol. HVind.  Od. . n. , ,

n. , n. 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. PQV Od. . n. 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. B Od. . n. 
schol. V Od. . n. , 
schol. BQ Od. . n. 
schol. V Od. . n. 
schol. V Od. . n. 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 
schol. V Od. . n. 
schol. QV Od. .– n. 
schol. MV Od. . n. , n. 

schol. V Od. . n. 
schol. HQ Od. . n. 

Lucianus
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . 
schol. Luc. . n. 
schol. Luc. . n. 

Lycophron
schol. Lycophr. b n. 
schol. Lycophr. b n. 

Oppianus
schol. Hal. . n. 
schol. Hal. . n. 
schol. Hal. . n. 
schol. Hal. . n. 
schol. Hal. . n. 
schol. Hal. . n. 

Pindarus
schol. metr. Pi. O.  
schol. Pi. O. .d n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a n. 
schol. Pi. O. .d n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a–c 
schol. Pi. O. . n. 
schol. Pi. O. .e n. 
schol. Pi. O. .b n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a n. 
schol. Pi. O. .d n. 
schol. Pi. O. .i 
schol. Pi. O. .b n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a n. 
schol. Pi. O. .o n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a n. 
schol. Pi. O. .b n. , 
schol. Pi. O. .c n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a n. 
schol. Pi. O. .c n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a 
schol. Pi. O. .a n. 
schol. Pi. O. .d n. 
schol. Pi. O. .c n. 
schol. Pi. O. .b 
schol. Pi. O. .d 
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Pindarus (cont.)
schol. Pi. O. .c n. 
schol. Pi. O. .a n. 
schol. Pi. O. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. . n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a 
schol. Pi. P. . n. 
schol. Pi. P. .d n. 
schol. Pi. P. .d n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. .inscr. a n. , n. 
schol. Pi. P. .c n. 
schol. Pi. P. . n. 
schol. Pi. P. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. . n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. .inscr. n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. . n. 
schol. Pi. P. . n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. , 
schol. Pi. P. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. .inscr. b 
schol. Pi. P. .b n. 
schol. Pi. P. .c n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a n. 
schol. Pi. P. .a–c n. 
schol. Pi. N. .b n. 
schol. Pi. N. .a n. 
schol. Pi. N. .b n. 
schol. Pi. N. . n. 
schol. Pi. N. .c n. 
schol. Pi. N. . n. 
schol. Pi. N. . n. 
schol. Pi. N. .b n. 
schol. Pi. N. . n. 
schol. Pi. N. .a n. 
schol. Pi. N. .a –
schol. Pi. N. .a 
schol. Pi. N. .a , n. 
schol. Pi. N. . 
schol. Pi. N. .b n. 
schol. Pi. I. .b n. , 
schol. Pi. I. .b n. 
schol. Pi. I. .a n. 
schol. Pi. I. .a n. 
schol. Pi. I. .a n. 

schol. Pi. I. .b 
schol. Pi. I. .a n. , 
schol. Pi. I. .a n. 
schol. Pi. I. .e n. 
schol. Pi. I. .a n. 
schol. Pi. I. .b n. 
schol. Pi. I. .a n. 

Sophocles
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. rec. S. Aj. f n. 
schol. S. Aj. a , n. , n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a 
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. d n. 
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. S. Aj. a 
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. b n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. b n. 
schol. S. Aj. a , , n. 
schol. S. Aj. b n. 
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. S. Aj. c n. , , n. ,

n. , n. 
schol. S. Aj.  
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. S. Aj.  
schol. S. Aj.  
schol. S. Aj. a , n. 
schol. S. Aj.  n. 
schol. S. Aj.  
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. , n. 
schol. S. Aj. d n. 
schol. S. Aj. a , , n. , 
schol. S. Aj. a n. 
schol. S. Aj. a n. , n. 
schol. S. Aj. a 
schol. S. Aj. b n. 
argum. S. Ant. n. , n. 
schol. S. Ant.  
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schol. S. Ant.  n. 
schol. S. Ant.  
schol. S. Ant.  
argum. S. El. n. , n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  
schol. S. El.  
schol. S. El.  
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  
schol. S. El.  n. , 
schol. S. El.  
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. 
schol. S. El.  n. , 
schol. S. El.  n. , n. , n. ,


schol. S. El.  
schol. S. El.  
argum. S. OC , n. , n. , n. 
schol. S. OC  n. 
schol. S. OC  
schol. S. OC  
schol. S. OC  n. , , n. 
schol. S. OC  n. 
schol. S. OC  n. , n. 
schol. S. OC  
schol. S. OC  n. 
schol. S. OC  , 
schol. S. OC  n. , 
schol. S. OC  
schol. S. OC  n. 
schol. S. OC  n. 
schol. S. OC  
schol. S. OC  n. 
schol. S. OT  , n. , n. 
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  , n. 
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  n. 

schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  , n. 
schol. S. OT  
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  n. 
schol. S. OT  n. 
argum. S. Ph. n. 
schol. S. Ph.  n. , n. 
schol. S. Ph.  n. 
schol. S. Ph.  

Theocritus
prol. Theocr. pp. – W. n. 
prol. Theocr. pp. –,  W. –n. , ,


schol. Theocr. .b 
schol. Theocr. .–a n. 
schol. Theocr. .a n. 
schol. Theocr. .a n. 
schol. Theocr. .–b n. 
schol. Theocr. .a–c n. 
schol. Theocr. .a 
schol. Theocr. . 
schol. Theocr. .c 
schol. Theocr. .a n. 
schol. Theocr. .–a n. 
schol. Theocr. . n. 
schol. Theocr. .b n. 
schol. Theocr. .a/b 
schol. Theocr. . n. 
schol. Theocr. ./a n. 
schol. Theocr. .–a n. 
schol. Theocr. .a n. 
schol. Theocr. .–a n. 
schol. Theocr. .b/d 
schol. Theocr. .a 
schol. Theocr. .a 
schol. Theocr. .a n. 
schol. Theocr. .–a n. 
schol. Theocr. . n. 

Thucydides
schol. Thuc. .. n. 
schol. Thuc. .. n. 
schol. Thuc. .. n. 
schol. Thuc. .. n. 
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